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C A S E S

ARGUED and DETERMINED

IN THE

COURT OF KING s BENCH,

I N

Michaelmas Term,

In the Thirty-ninth Year of the Reign of George III.

Doe on the Demise of Willey and another against Au?.

Holmes. Nn- 9th-

ON the trial of this ejectment for a house and lands in the u„der thu

city of Durham before by Mr. Lawrence, the question devise « I

arose on the construction of the will of T. Randall, who, after ^s™Jn(!

giving some pecuniary legacies, divised thus; K I give and be- furniture to

queath my freehold house with the appurtenances &c. (the pre- A. whom I

mises in question) and all the furniture thereto belonging tomak.e ™f~

Elizabeth Gibson, whom I make executrix of this my last will,^^*',,,/,^

fie paying all my jujl detbs and funeral expences and the legacies Jctt* and U-

before mentioned twelve months after my death ; I likewise 'eave^^,;(-eI

to the said E. Gibson all the rest and residue of my personal estate ice to A.

&c". Ifthe devisee, E. Gibson took only an estate for life under all the rest

the above devise, the plaintiff, who claimed under the heir at law P""

of the devisor, was entitled to recover; iflhe took an estate in tatc". ^

fee, then the plaintiffs claim sailed. The learned Judge, before takes a fee

whom the cause was tried, being of opinion that the devisee took l^Jje frc'*

a fee by reason of the latter words in the devise " (he paying all

my debts &c." nonsuited the plaintiff.

Vol. VIII. B Wood
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1 798. Wood now moved to set aside that nonsuit, contending that the

_^ ^ devisee E. Gibson only took an estate for life, no words of inhe-

Dob dcm. ritance being annexed to the devise to her; and though a charge

«** "S ',rlP0fe^ on ner> 'c 's not 'n respect of the lands particularly but

Holmes. the charge on her is general, which must be taken to be in res

pect of the personalty, she being appointed executrix. But

Per Lord Ken yon Ch. J. I am clearly of opinion that the

direction given at the trial was perfectly right. In cafes of this

kind, the question has always been whether the charge is to be

paid only out of the rents and profits of the estate, or whether it

is to ,be paid by the devisee at all events; in the former cafe the

devisee only takes an estate for life, but in the latter he takes a

fee, otherwise he might be a loser by the devise. Here the de

visee is bound to pay the debts and legacies at all events, and the

charge is thrown on her in respect of the real estate. The per

sonalty is given to her by the next clause in the will.

Per Curiam, Rule refused.

JWrfv, Doe on the Demise of Da Costa against Wharton

9lk and Dixon.

r

N ejectment for lands in the township and parish of Lan-

L cbfjler in the county of Durham the plaintiff claimed under

jn e;ect_ an eltgit against Wharton. An objection was taken at the trial

ment the by the defendants that Dixon the tenant in possession enjoyed un

P"*" hj*J" der a lease granted to him by Wharton prior to the date of the

aal title • plaintiff's judgment, and therefore that the plaintiff couid not

must pre- succeed in this ejectment. To this it was answered, on the part

therefore":! or't'le lessor* of tne plaintiff", that he had given the tenant notice

plaintiff, tnat did not mean to disturb the tenant's possession (a), his

who claims object being only to get into the receipt of the rents and profits

skirt* ■* of-the estate, and that the defendants ought not to be permitted

sequent to t0 set UP 'h'8 objection. But Mr. J. Lawrence, before whom

1 lease the caure was tried, was of opinion that the party who had the

granted to ] egal (b) estate must prevail in an ejectment; and that as the te-

ii poiiHii-' "ant's title accrued prior to that of the lessor of the plaintiff", the

on, cannot latter could not succeed in this ejectment. Accordingly the

recover in plaintiff was nonsuited.

ejectment, 1
though he give the tenant notice that he does not mean to diflurh his possession only

v -.iiiing to get into the receipt of the rents arid profits of the estate.

(a) ViJ. Witt A. Watlr, v. Haiviin, M. 14 Get. 3. Butt. N. P. 96.,

Dvvgl. a j. octavo edit, note to Ktarb v. Hall; and Die. A. Brisiavi v. P'Jlgt,

an/t, I vol. 760. n. 14) Vid. Dtc d. Hud/Jen v. Stable, ante, 2 vol.684.

Chambre
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Chambre now, on a motion to set aside that nonsuit, again re- 1 708.

lied on the practice which (he said) had continued in opposition < -y j

to this objection; but Doe dcm.

The Court were clearly of opinion that the objection taken a^rA

must prevail; and therefore they

Refused the rule. andDixoN.

Clayton against Blake y. nw"%$L

THIS was an action against a tenant for double rent for Though by-

holding over after the expiration of his tqrm and a regular 'he statute

notice to quit. The first count of the declaration stated a hold- ?f h™is, lt

j • 1 -ii 1 1 r * , is enacted ,
ing under a certain term determmable on ths 1 2th of May then t|.at all lea-

past; and other counts stated a holding from year to year, deter- ses by parol

minable at the fame period. It appeared in evidence that the ^n™[.c.

defendant had held the premises for two or three years under a VL.ars ula|i

parol demise for twenty-one years from the day mentioned, to have the ef-

which the notice to quit referred; and the statute of Frauds di- oft'v'[n

resting that any lease for more than three years not reduced in- on|Vj soc|, a

to writing shall operate only as a tenancy at will, it was con- lease enures

tended at the trial at the lastassizes for Northumberland that the ^ ten*°c,r

holding should have been stated according to the legal operation to ye!J^

of it, as a tenancy at will ; and as there was no count adapted

to that statement that the plaintiff ought to be nonsuited. Rooke

J. however, considering that it amounted to a tenancy from

year to year, over-ruled the objection, and the plaintiffobtained

a verdict.

Wood now moved to set aside the verdict, on the ground of a

misdirection, relying upon the positive words of the statute. "

Lord Kenvon Ch. J. The direction was right ; for such a

holding now operates as a tenancy from year to year. The

meaning of the statute was that such an agreement should not

operate as a term : but what was then considered as a tenancy at

will has since been properly construed to enure as a tenancy

from year to year. ' •

Per Curiam. Rule refused.

B 1
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1798.

Saturday, Dent ava'inst Weston.
JVVk. IOth. * J

lfthefourth Ti/lARRYAl'moved to stay proceedings on the bail-bond for

fectin" bail irregularity, the plaintiff having taken the assignment too

ht this last' soon ; the exception to the bail being on the 23d 'June, and the

day ofterm, assignment on the 27th, which was not allowing four entire days

fected be" The writ was returnable Friday after eight days of Trinity,

tore the ti- and bail put in on the 20th of June. Exception was taken on

Courfon6 2 3^' anc* not'ce ofjustification given for the 25th, when only

that day, one °s the bail justified, and no other notice was given. On the

an assign- 27th (being the last day of term) the plaintiff took an assignment

w bond*1' of ^e ba''-bond ^tet the r>ung of the Court, and brought his

to'thepUin-act'00 thereon.

tiffin the Con/le opposed this motion in the first instance; relyingonthe

that da8 °f c'rcum^ance °s the assignment having been made on the last day

regulars " or" tne term as(er the rising of the Court, which (he contended}

distinguished this from the common cafe.

Per Curiam. As the fourth day expired on the last day of the

term, it was competent to the plaintiff to take an assignment ofthe

bail-bond on that day after the rising of the Court ; in which re

spect this cafe is distinguishable from the general case where the

plaintiff cannot take such assignment before the expiration of the

fourth day. The Master has referred us to a cafe of Wilson v.

Leece, Mich. Term 17 Gee. 3. B. R. as in point. That was a

" Rule to set aside the proceedings on a bail-bond with costs for

irregularity. On cause (hewn, it appeared that bail had been duly

put in and an exception entered on the 1 6th, the bail ought to

have justified on the 20th, the last day of term, which they did

not; on which the plaintiff took an assignment of the bail-bond

on that day after the rising of the Court, which was holden re

gular, and the rule was dismissed."

Accordingly on the authority of that case they

Refused the rule.
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1798.

Doe on the Demise of Bean azalnst Halley.

* Nov. 13th.

ON the trial of this ejectment, which was brought to re- Under a

cover lands at Monkhill and Pontefracl in Yorkshire, *^x(\*aA"

special verdict was found, in substance as follows. without im.

S. Fielding., being seised in fee of the premises in question, peach ment

by will dated the 27th of February 1784 devised them to his of waile,

** nephew Michael Halley and his assigns for and during the [o'his'eldest

term of his natural life without impeachment of waste, and son and the

from and after his decease to the eldest son of his said nephew heirsofsuch

M. Halley lawfully to be begotten and to the heirs of such el- „^ "

dest son, upon condition that such eldest son be christened andfault ofijsuc

called by the name of Fielding, and in default of issue male of his »"»&°f

said nephew unto his nephew S. Bean and his assigns for his life B'

without impeachment of waste, and from and after his decease takes an ef-

to his eldest son lawfully begotten or to be begotten and his u,c for lifei

heirs, provided such eldest son be christened and called by the £ hiVcfdcst

name of Fielding, and for want of such issue to his (the de- son in tail,

visor's ) own right heirs. S. Fielding by his will gave several remainder

pecuniary legacies, and among the rest the sum of 4000/. to his [°

nephew S. Bean. On the death of the devisor in March 1784

M. Halley entered, and on the 16th and 17th of January 1787

by lease and release he conveyed the premises in question to J.

Lackall, to make him tenant of the freehold, in order that a re

covery might be suffered to the use of M. Halley in fee ; and

afterwards a recovery was suffered, in which M. Halley was

vouchee. In January 1 797 M, Halley died, never having had

any issue male, leaving the defendant his heir at law. S. Bean

the lessor of the plaintiff is the heir at law of the devisor, and is

the devisee named in his will.

This cafe was first argued in Easier term last by Wood for

the plaintiff and Chambre for the defendant; afterwards in Tri

nity term last by Law for the former, and now on this day by

Ceciell King's Serjeant for the latter.

Arguments on behalf of the plaintiff. The first devisee in

this will, M. Halley took only an estate for life, with a contin

gent remainder in fee to his eldest son; the recovery which he

suffered worked a forfeiture of his own estate for life and des

troyed the contingent remainders over, and consequenly the heir

at law of the devisor is now entitled to recover. That the devi

sor
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1798. for intended to give only an estate for life to M. Halley is evi-

1—v~~J dent not only from his having limited the duration of that estate

Doe dcm. jn express terms " for and during the natural life of M.Halley,"

against but also from the words immediately subjoined, " without im-

Hallry. peachment of waste," which words would have been unnecessa

ry if the devisor had intended to give him an estate-tail. The

same construction must also be put on this will, if the general

intent of the devisor be considered. There is no devise in favor

of the issue of M. Halley generally; the estate is devised after

his death to his eldest son and the heirs of such eldest son on

condition that such eldest son should take the name of Fielding ;

and by this devise the eldest son would have taken as a purchaser

and not by descent. Archer's case, I Rep. 66 ; Clerke v. Day,

Moor 593., and Cro. £liz. 313; King v. Melting, 1 Fentr,

235, and 1 Lev. 59; and Backhouse v. IVells, I Eq. Cas. Abr.

184. pi. 27. If it should be contended on the part of the defen

dant that M. Halley took an estate- tail by reason of the subse

quent words " in default of issue male &c," the answer is that

those words only create an estate-tail in favor of the issue (as

was said in Forth v. Chapman, I P. IVms. 667.) and where she

meaning of the devisor is that all the issue should take. But that

reason is not applicable to the present cafe, where none of the

issue of M. Halley (except his eldest son) could take; for on the

birth of such son the fee would have vested in him. The devise

is to him and his heir, in terms ; and it is clear that the devi

sor did not mean that any other son should take, since the estate

is given first to the eldest son of M. Halley and his heirs and af

terwards to the eldest son of S. Bean and his heirs on condition

that such eldest sons should take the name of Fielding when they

should respectively come into possession, but no such condition

is imposed on any other son. The words " in default of issue

male" were here used only as meaning u in default of his having

a son ;" for after the subsequent devise to S. Bean for life and the

same contingent limitation to his eldest son, the devisor added

" and for want ofsuch issue," which explains and restrains the

generality of the former words ; it appearing to have been the

devisor's intention to give the fame estate to the eldest sons of

his two nephews. Besides it is a general rule that where an ex

press estate is given it shall not be defeated by subsequent words

from which a different estate is only to be implied. Sfaiding v.

Spalding, Cro. Car. 186; and Bamficld v. Popham, 1 P. IVms.

55 ; in which case Lord Ch. J. Trevor said " To raise an estate
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by implication contrary to what is before expressed is to fay a

man thinks differently from what he speaks, which is unnatural

and unreasonable." If then M. Halley took an estate for life,with

a contingent limitation to his eldest Ion in fee it he had one, or

if he had no son with a contingent estate for life to S. Bean &c.

the recovery suffered by the former destroyed the particular

estate and the contingent limitations depending upon it. Doe d.

Brstvn v. Longmire, 3 Wilf. 237, 241, and 2 Bl. Rep. 7-77 ;

and Lsddington v. Ki/ne, I Ld. Raym. 203, and Salk. 224.;

which last case is applicable to every part of the present.

Argumentsfor the defendant.—Whether this cafe be consider

ed on reason or on the authority of decided cases, it must be

determined that As. Halley took an estate-tail in order to effec

tuate the general intention of the devisor. That general intent

was that neither S. Bean or any of his children should take any

part of the real estate fa legacy of 4000/. having been given to

him as a kind of equivalent) until all the male issue of M. Hal-

Uy should be extinct ; and to give effect to that intent, As.

Halley may rake an estate-tail by implication under the words

u in default of iflue male." The estate is given over to S. Bean

and his eldest son See. only in default of issue male of his ne

phew As. Halley ; and the rule of law, established in Shelley's

cafe (a) and recognized in a variety of subsequent cases, is that

where the ancestor takes an estate of freehold and in the fame

gift or conveyance an estate is limited either mediately or im

mediately to his heirs either in fee or in tail, the word " heirs"

is a word of limitation of the estate and not a word of purchase.

In order to effectuate the general intent of the devisor the Courts

have frequently decided that the first taker should have an estate-

tail, though by so doing they have defeated a particular intent

of the devisor. The Attorney General v. Sutton, 1 P. TVins.

754. ; Langley v. Bleidwin, 1 Eq. Cas.Abr. 185. */. 20,1; Robinson^

v. Robin/on I Burr. 38; Bamfield v. Popham, 1 P. Wmt. 54 \b) ;

Roe d. Dodjbn v. Grew, 2 Wilf 323; and Doe d. Blandford v.

Applin (<r), ants, 4 vo'- 82 (d). The observation that the devisor

intended to give the estaie only to the eldest sons of his nephews,

 

fat T Ca. TO4. (&) Which Lord Kmyoit said was uronoly re

potted in 1 S*it. *s6. (£1 When this case was cited, Lord Amtm

fi' t;«d an intimation of a doubt of the propriety of its decision by the pn-

1-nt Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas in BprnpU v. Davy, Bis. &

Pult 321 • and his l^ordship added *' But I am dill most clearly of the sime

o-Tiaion that I was when that use was determined." (J) See also Due

Tc**dUrv. Smit*, ante, 7 vol.

because
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1798. because he directed those only to take the name of Fielding, is

\ N ill-founded ; for it is to be taken not as a surname but a christi-

Doe dem. an name, which may be taken by all the sons of the nephews.

Bea * Observations in reply—The defendant's argument is founded

Halley. on a supposition that the devisor intended to favor the issue male

of M. Halley, and that that intention will be defeated unless

M. Halley took an estate-tail: but that very construction will

defeat the devisor's intention expressed in positive words, by

which an estate in fee is given to the eldest son of M. Halley j

for M. Halley by taking an estar.e-tail himself may destroy the

subsequent remainder to his son. This cafe is distinguishable

from that of Robinson v. Robinson; for there the limitation was

not to one son (as here, the eldest son who was to take the name,)

but the devisor intended that the sons should all take in successi

on. With regard to the case of Langley v. Baldwin, the inten

tion of the devisor, which clearly was that all the sons of the

grandson should take in succession, would have been defeated

unless the grandson had taken an estate-tail by implication; be

cause there was only an express limitation to the six eldest sons,

and consequently a seventh could not have taken unless the fa

ther had taken an estate-tail. On the fame principle the cafe of

the Attorney General v. Sutton was decided, where an express

estate-tail was only limited to the two eldest nephews ; besides

which, it appears from other parts ofthe will referred to by Mr.

Cox in his notes (a) on that cafe that an estate-tail was given in

express terms to the nephew, T. Sutton. But in Bamfield v.

Popbam, were an express estate-tail was limited to each of the

sons of the first taker in succession, it was holden that the subse

quent words M for want of issue male" of the first taker would

not raise an estate-tail in him by implication, because that would

control the express estates before limited

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. (after stating the material parts of the

special verdict). On the first reading of this will I formed a

strong opinion, which has been confirmed on further considera

tion, that taking the whole will together it was evidently the dev-

sor's intention that all the sons of M. Halley should take before S.

Bean and his issue, and that neither S. Bean or any of his chil

dren should take until all the male issue of M. Halley were ex

tinct. I am glad that this case comes before us in the sliape of

a special verdict, because any error of ours may be corrected by

(«) I P. tVms. 7S6.

a se.
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a superior tribunal. The case that has pressed most upon me is 1798.

that of Loddington v. Kime : but in deciding this cafe I desire to t__-v—_;

be understood as not breaking in upon the authority of that cafe Doe dem.

at all. Though there was some difference of opinion in that

Cafe between two great Judges, Lord Ch. J. Treby and Mr. J. Haulet.

Powell, the principal point there decided was this, that where

there is a contingent remainder with a double aspect, the de

struction of the particular estate destroys such remainder. The

fame point was also determined in Doe v. Lcngmire, with the

propriety of which decision I also agree. But the present case is

different from either of those.

I will not go through all the cases on this head, because they

were all examined most minutely in that of Robinson v. Robin-

fin, which was sifted and considered more than any preceding

case. That case was agitated for nearly half a century. It first

came on in Sir J. Jekyll's time, and was not decided until af

ter Lord Hardwicke had left the profession ; and though the lat

ter entertained some doubts during its discussion in the House

of Lords, he concurred in the unanimous opinion of the Judges

delivered by Lord Ch. B. Parker. By that cafe this position is

clearly established, that in the construction of a will we must

first look to the general intent of the devisor and give effect to

that, and if there be a secondary intent which interferes with it,

we are to reconcile the whole as far as we can but at all events

to give effect to the general intention. In that cafe the special

intent was defeated ; the first limitation was to L. Hicksfor life

and no longer; nothing therefore could be mere clear than that

the devisor only intended to give him an estate for life : yet see

ing that that particular intent was inconsistent with the devisor's

general intent, which was that the whole line of male heirs of

L. Hicks should take, the Court thought that they ought in con

science and in law to effectuate that general intent. That case

was a stronger cafe than the present j for by our decision here

we shall not violate any particular intent of the devisor. Here

the limitations are to M. Halley for life, remainder to his eldest

son and his heirs ( in fee, it is said by the plaintiff's counsel, but

to that I do not agree), and in default of issue male ofM. Hal-

ley ; then over. It is a clear rule, acted upon at least from Lord

faughan's time, that where there is a devise to A. and his heirs

for ever, and a subsequent devise to any person who by possibility

may be his heir, the ward M heirs" must be construed M heirs

of
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1798. of- the body," and A.'s estate reduced to an estate-tail. Here

\_ _f therefore if we were construing these words only we should fay

Doe dem. that the limitation to the eldest son and his heirs is reduced by

the subsequent words in " default of issue male of M- Halley"

Halli'v. to an estate-tail, for he could not die without heirs general so

long as there were any descendants of M. Halley, unless the fa

ther married again and had issue of the half blood ; and even that

would not get rid of all difficulty; for the subsequent limitation

is to S. Bean, who was heir of the devisor, and (though it is not

so stated, yet probably) he was within the reach of the words

" heirs of M. Hilley." But in deciding this cafe, I will not

abandon the general rule recognized and acted upon in Robinson

v. Robinson. We have our choice of two constructions to ef

fectuate the devisor's general intent ; either to give at immediate

estate-tail to M. Halley, which would violate the particular in

tent of the devisor; or (and to which construction I incline) to

say that M- Halley took an estate for life only, remainder in

tail to his eldest son, remainder in tail to the father in order to

let in all his issue male. And though the father could not bar the

estate-tail to his eldest son by suffering a recovery, yet by com

ing in as a vouchee under a double voucher he might bar all

the remainders over. I have Considered this cafe to the utmost,

and am of opinion that this recovery barred the remainders over>

and that the defendant is entitled to our judgment.

y Ashhurst J. I concur in opinion with Lord Kenyon that by

the devise in this will .A/. Halley took an estate-tail by implica

tion. The devise in words was to him (the nephew) for life,

with a contingent limitation to his eldest son and his heirs, and

in default of issue male of his nephew, then over. The nephew

M. Halley never having had issue, that remainder never took

place, and is as if it had never existed ; and then the sentence

will run thus, 11 to M. Halley for life, and in default of issue

male of his said nephew, then over", which would give an es

tate-tail to the nephew by implication. It appears plainly from

the whole texture of the will that the testator's prediction was

for the family of Halley, and that he did not mean that the fa

mily of Bean should take any thing but upon failure of issue male

in the family of Halley; and this construction will best support

the general intention of the testator. It was argued that M.

Halley having an express estate for jife given, it shall not be en

larged by implication ; but the cases of Robinson v. Robinson
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and Bamfield v. Popham, seem to negative that proposition, and j-Qg

have brought the rule of law back to its natural channel, namely, Li _J_ *_j

the general intention of the testator, and freed it from the fetters Doe dcm.

oftechnical rules. Therefore I am ofopinion that there must be Be*n

judgment for the defendant; M. Halley having barrsd the limi- u\!'Jl.

Ut;on over by fu tiering a recovery.

Grose J. This cafe has been argued on its true ground,

namely, the intention ofthe devisor. Now there are some points

that are perfectly clear. It is certain that the devisor intended

that Al. Halley should take an estate for life at least ; tnat his

eldest son should take either an estate in fee or in tail, and that

on failure of issue male of M. Halley S. Bean should take : but

it was his intention that S. Bean should not take as long as any

issue male of At. Halley should be in existence. Then the ques

tion is how that intent can be carried into execution, 's he plain

tiff's counsel chiefly relied on the cafe of Loddington v. Kline: .

but I do not think, that that cafe, when well considered, militates

against our decision in this cafe. There the devise was to E.

ArtrJn for lif^, and in cafe he have any issue male then to such

issue male and his heirs, and if he die without issue male then

to B- and his heirs : the Court held that E. Armin took an estate

for life, and that the word " issue" was a word of purchase, be

cause it appeared that the devisor intended to use it in that sense.

At the same time it must be remembered that that case was sound

ed on a doctrine that was very much controverted in a subse

quent case, Robinson v. Robinson, where, notwithstanding the

first devise was to L. Hicks for life and no longer, it was holden

that the devisee must take an estate-tail in order to effectuate the

general intention of the testator. It is also observable that in the

case of Robinson v. Robinson the whole intention of the devisor

was carried into effect; whereas here, if M. Halley took only

an estate for life, and died leaving a second son, such second son

could not have taken on the death of his elder brother unless the

father took either an estate-tail or in fee. But I think that M.

Halley took an estate-tail, according to the doctrine mentioned

in Robinson v. Robinson, I Bur, p. 4 1 . " that where the issue can

not take an estate- tail without taking it through the farther,

the farther shall have an estate- tail, otherwise not." The cases of

Dsdfon v. GreWy and The Attorney General v. Sutton, are also

very applicable to the present. I doubt whether M. Halley took

an estate-tail in the first instance, because that would have ena

bled him to defeat the limitation to his eldest son ; and therefore

% 1 agree

1

L
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1 798.* I agree with Lord Kenyan that the way to give effect to every

* w- _• part of the will is to decide that the father took an estate for life,

Doe dem. remainder in tail to his eldest son, remainder in tail to the father

Bl* ^ so that any children that M. Ha/ley might have had even by a sc-

Haliet. cond ventre might have taken.

Lawrence J. It was clearly the devisor's intention that his

estate should go to the issue male of As. Halley as long as there

were any, that on failure of such issue it should go to S. Bean

and his male issue, and on failure of such issue that it should go

to his own right heirs. But according to the plaintiff's construc

tion of this will, almost the whole of this intention might have

been defeated ; because if the eldest son ofM. Halley had taken a

fee, though but for1 a moment, and died, all the subsequent re

mainders would have been defeated, since the estate would then

have descended to the right heirs, not of the devisor but, of such

eldest son: seeing therefore the consequence of such a constructi

on, and seeing what was the general intention of the devisor,

which was that the estate was not to go to 5. Bean or his issue

until all the male issue of M. Halley were extinct, I agree with

the Court in the construction put on this will. If M. Halley had

taken an estate-tail at first, it would have enabled him to defeat

the limitation to his eldest son : but if he took only an estate for

life at first, with remainder to his eldest son in tail, remainder to

himself in tail, the devisor's general intention will be effectuated

better than by any other construction. It is true that such a con

struction enabled A/s Halley to defeat the limitations to S. Bean

and his issue : but it is better that he should have such a power

than the power of defeating the prior limitation to his eldest son,

or than that the circumstance of the birth of an eldest son should

defeat the subsequent limitations: we (hall carry the devisor's

general intent into effect further by this than by any other mode

of construction. The reasoning in the cases of The Attorney Ge

neral v. Sutton and Langley v. Baldwin goes a great way to de

cide the present case. In the former, where the limitations only

extended to the second-son of the first devisee T. Sutton, it was

holden that 7. Sutton took an estate-tail in order to effectuate

the general intent of the devisor, and to let in all the other sons

of T. Sutton ; in the latter, the fame point was also ruled, where

the limitation stopped at the sixth son j notwithstanding the ex

press devise in both cases, " an estate for life," to the first taker.

The case of Allanfon v. Clitberow, 1 Ve%. 26., bears some re-

" semblance to the present : I am aware that it is distinguishable

from this case in one respect, it came before the Court of Chan

cery
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eery on a bill praying an execution of the trusts according to i*g5.

the will ; it is however worth referring to as a cafe on this sub- 1 _j

ject. Doe dem.

Judgment for the defendant. Bea11

° against

Hallet.

Craufurd and Others against Hunter. r^sda,.

Narv. 13th.

This was an action on a policy of insurance brougnt by commiffi-

the plaintiffs, who were commissioners for the disposal of oners ap-

Dutcb ships an.d effects detained or brought into the ports of ff^^ro ^

Great Britain by virtue of an act of the 35 Geo. 3. c. So./. 21 under the

(a), against one of the underwriters. The first count of the de- authority of

claration stated that his Majesty by virtue of the above m«nti- p"rj*ctm°fol

oned act on the 13th June 1795 by the advice of his Privy w„ich™na-

Council appointed the plaintiffs commissioners for the purposes bled them

mentioned in the act, and authorized them to take all such ships "£ ^k.c

and cargoes &c. into their possession and care, and so manage pofle(fion

sell and dispose of the same to the best advantage according to and care all

such instructions as they should from time to time receive from f^^^f*

his Majesty &c. and in all other respects according to the said j"lai*tf,*

act, and also to give such directions respecting the proceeds of knight i*u>

the sales as they were by the said act authorized to give; and *A*ft 'f

also granted to them all such powers and authorities, and autho- f^"'^'[0

ri zed them to perform all such duties as might be granted or were manage, fell

required to be done by thecommiffioners to be appointed in pur- *nd dispose

suance of the said act; and that before the making of the policies °^ th' ^™

after -mentioned certain ships called the Hougbly &c. with their advantage,

cargoes, being ships and goods belonging to subjects and inhabi- according

tants of the United Provinces coming from certain parts oiAsta jj"^^^,

and Africa and bound to certain parts of the United Provinces they should

receivefrom

his Majesty and his Privy Council," may insure in their own names such ships and effects

after seizure abroad and while they are in transitu to this country. A count stating the

nature of their trust and averring the interest to be in themselves as commissioners, and

another count to the like effect but without any averment of interest at all, were both

holden good upon demurrer,

(a) The ilst s. of the 3$ Get. 3. 1. 80. reciting that several (hips and vessels

belonging to the subjects or inhabitants of <he United Provinces, and also

ether ships and vessels, having on board goods, wares, merchandize and effects,

belonging to such subjects, had been or might be thereafter detained in or

brought into the ports of this kingdom, and that such cargoes and such (hips

and vessels might perilh and be greatly injured, if some provifion were not

made respecting the same, enacts " That it shall and may be lawful for his Ma

jesty by and with the advice of his Privy Council from time to time to grant a

commission or commissions under the great seal of Great Britain to three or

snore Persons, authorizing them to take filch (hips andcargoes into their possessi

on and under their care and to manage, sell, or otherwise dispose of the same

to the best advantage, according to such instructions as they (hall from time to

tine receive from his Majesty, with the advice of his Privy Council."
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1798. where by his Majesty's orders seized at sea in their said voyage

by the commander of one of his Majesty's ships in order and to

Craufobd the intent that such ships and goods might be brought into the

Hunteb ports of this kingdom, and that the fame had been carried into St.

Helena for the purpose of being brought from thence to some

port of this kingdom ; that the plaintiffs, being such commissi

oners afterwards, on the 15th Augujl 1795, caused to be made

a certain policy of assurance, purporting thereby and containing

therein that the plaintiffs by the name firm and description of

" The Honorable Commissioners for the Sale of Dutch Proper

ty" (the fame being their usual stile and firm of dealing) as well

in their own names as for and in the name and names of all and

every other person or persons to whom the fame did or might ap

pertain in part or in all did make assurance &c. (here it set forth

the policy in the usual terms upon the ships and goods lost or

not lost at and from St. Helena to London and the subscription of

it by the defendant). The declaration then averred that if the

said ships and goods had arrived at London from the said voyage

the plaintiffs as such commissioners were and would have been

authorized to take them into theirpoflession and under their Care,

and to manage fell and dispose of the same according to the form

and effect of their commission and the act of Parliament, and that

they were intended to be brought from St. Helena to London

for those purposes. It then averred that the plaintiffs as such

commijsioners at the time of the sailing of the said ships from St.

Helena as after-mentioned and from thence until and at the time

of the several losses after-mentioned were interejied in the said

ships and goods to the amount of the sums insured, and that the

said insurance was so made to and for their use benefit and ac

count assuch commissioners. It then stated the sailing of the ships

from St Helena on the 2d July 1795 on the voyage insured, and

their subsequent loss by the perils of the sea on the ist, 5th, 13 th,

and 20th September; and that the plaintiffs as such commissio

ners sustained an average loss of 40/. per cent.; of all which the

defendant had notice. The breach assigned was non-payment.

The second count was to a similar effect, except that in that

count it was averred that the interest was in his Majesty on

whose account the plaintiffs had caused the insurance to be made

to which the general issue was pleaded.

In the third count it was averred that the interest was in the

Dutch East India Company, for whose benefit the insurance was

made
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made by the directions of the plaintiffs. To this there was a

plea that the Dutch East India Company were alien enemies;

and a non pros was entered as to this count. Canorous

The fourth count was in general like the first, but did not hhnt£*.

aver the interest in any person. It stated that the policy was

made by the plaintiffs as such commissioners as well in their own'

names as for and in the name or names of all and every other

person or persons to whom the fame did might or should apper

tain in part or in all. And it also contained this averment, that

the saidJhips or any of them were not belonging to his Majesty of

any of his fubjefis before nor at the time of making the policy or

at the several times of the losses happening; and that the plan-

tiffs were the persons who gave the orders and directions to the

agjnt immediately employed to effect the policy.

To the first and fourth counts there was a special demurrer

assigning various causes ; but the only ones on which there was

any argument now were, as to the first count, that it appeared

that the plaintiffs as such commissioners as aforesaid had not at

the beginning of the adventure &c. any insurable interest or con

cern in the said ships and goods ; and also that it was not alleged

nor did it appear that the plaintiffs or either of them or any other

person or persons whomsoever had at the beginning of the said

adventure any insurable interest or concern in the said ships and

goods. As to the fourth count, that it did not appear nor was

it alleged that the plaintiffs or either of them as such commissio

ners as aforesaid or otherwise, or any other person or persons

whomsoever, had any interest property or concern in the said

ships and goods, or in the said insurance. Joinder in demurrer

(«)•

{a) The policy in this case was declared by a memorandum to be on (hips and

goods, til. Haughty Sec. asJlould be thereafter declared and value*/; and there was

an averment in the eeclaration that notice on the los; which happened to the

ftips and gnodi (therein mentioned i arrived in this kingdom before any decla

ration or valuation was or could be made of the (aid (hips and goods. And one

of the causes of demurrer assigned was the want of such declaration or valuati

on. This was spolten to upon the first argument and it was insisted on as a con

dition precedent to the plaintiffs' right to recover. But the Court then inti

mated an opinion, that as the loss had happened before any declaration of the

value could be made, the plaintiffs were excused by the necessity of the case

from malting any; and that the value mull be ascertained upon an average of

the value of all the (hips. The council observed that the plaintiffs might have

declared the .value according to the truth of the case after the notice of the loss

had arrived: but, in deference to the opinion thrown out by the Court, they

did not press this part of the argument any further, and it was not spoken to

again »n the second argument.

This
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1798. This cafe was argued in Trinity term last by Giles in support

K^v^J of the demurrer and Park contra, and now by Law in support

Crauturd of the demurrer and Wood contra.

Huntxr Arguments in support of the demurrer.
unter. ^s to fjje count, averring the interest in the plaintiffs as

commissioners. They had at the time when the insurance was

effected only an interest in expectation in the (hips and cargoes

when they should arrive, and no cafe has yet gone the length of

determining that that is an infurable interest. Their authority

to manage fell and dispose of the property (in doing which an

interest would arise to themselves) was not to commence until

the arrival of the property in a Britijh port, which event never

took place, and consequently their interest never attached: and

they are estopped to aver an interest in themselves at the time

against that which appears on the record. Co. Lit. 352. b. In

order to found an infurable interest it has always been required

that if the right of property in the thing insured were not in

the assured, at least he should have the actual possession or con

trol over it; something which he might abandon to the under

writer in case of damage or the loss of the voyage. In Le Cras

v. Hughes (a), which was an insurance by the captors of prize

taken at Omoa by his Majesty's forces there was a present pos

session in the assured with an inchoate right of property foun

ded on the prize act and the King's proclamation. So in Grant

v. Parkinson (b), which was an insurance on a valued policy on

the expected profits of a cargo of molasses belonging to the

plaintiff, who had a contract with Government to supply the

army wtih spruce beer, the insurance was holden good : but

there also the plaintiff had an actual property in possession in the

subject-matter insured out of which the profits were to arise ;

in other words the subject-matter itself was of such increased va

lue to the plaintiffin case it had arrived. So in case of a con

signment, tried before Lord Kenyan at Guildhall, Flint v. Le

Mesurier (c), the consignee, who, it was holden might insure

his interest in the commissions, had a direct property in the

goods themselves. By virtue of the consignment he might have

maintained trover for them, or he might have assigned over his

interest in the bill of lading. Such an interest was capable of

(«) B. R. EaJUr 22 Get. 3. Part's Insurant! 307.

(i) B. R. M. 22 Gn. 3. H. 305.

(0 IM. 3d ed. »68.

being
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being precisely calculated. But all those cases differ from the 1798.

present, where the plaintiffs had neither jus in re or ad rem. ■_ -t- _j

They had no property or right of possession in the goods until Craufurd

their arrival in this kingdom. If before that event any wrong- -J^,

doer had taken possession of them, they could not have main

tained any action to recover them back. This is more like the

cafe of Lowry v. Bourdieu (a), which was an insurance on a

common bond for 26,000/. given by the captain of an East In-

diaman, payable in the event of the loss of the ship : this the

Court held to be a gaming policy, as the assured had no kind

of interest in the ship itself, although by the arrival of the ship the

captain would have been in a better condition to discharge his

obligation. So in Tonge v. Watts (6) it was holden that freight

could not be insured until the goods were on board the ship, be

cause till then the right to freight does not attach, whatever just

expectation there may be of profit from the adventure. In Ku-

len Kempe v. Figne (c) this Court held that persons interested in

the cargo could nor insure against the non-arrival of the ship;

and yet they were as much interested in the arrival as the plain

tiffs were in this cafe. Persons having property at stake in fo

reign settlements have a direct interest in the arrival of ships

of force sent out for their protection, yet that is not an insurable

interest, because not connected with the property in the ships

themselves.

Then as to the fourth count, in which no interest is averred

in any particular persons there is this preliminary objection,

that it is repugnant in substance and therefore void ; for it avers

negatively that none of the jhips insured bchnged to his Majesty

or any of his subjects .( which averment was made in order to take

the cafe if possible out of the 1st sect, of the 19 Geo. 2. c. 37.

whereby Insurances " interest or no interest" or "without bene

fit of salvage " to the assurer" on ships or goods belonging to his

Majesty or any of his subjects are prohibited); whereas these

ships having been seized, as appears upon the record, under his

Majesty's orders and being in the immediate custody of his Ma

jesty's officers by whom the seizure was made, were (hips and

goods belongrhg to his Majesty. All ships seized either as prize

or otherwise under the authority of the Crown belong to the

Crown until the property is adjudged to the former owner, or

to some other as captor. But at all events it ought to have

(a) Dwgl. oct. ed. 469. (i) » Sir*. I3$t.

(*) Jntt, I Tel. 304.

Vol. VIII. C been
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been specifically averred in this count that there was an interest

in some person, especially since the act of the 19 Gee. 2. It wag

even necessary Ib to aver before ; and that necessity was only ob

viated or evaded by agreeing to dispense with the proof of inte

rest, to remedy which mischief the statute was made. In De-

paba v. Lurllow{a) it is indeed said that the words " interest or

no interest" or " without further proof of interest than the po

licy itself were introduced to obviate the necessity of proving

the value: but before that it had been settled in Goddartv.

Garret (b) in Chancery, that insurances by persons having no

interest, though with such words in the policy, were void.

Upon inquiry into the precedents (c) before the 19 Geo. 2. it

appears that either there was an averment of interest, or words

in the policy dispensing with the proof of it, and sometimes both;

this with the exception of one in Cliffs Entries 77. One in

1653, precedents in the Upper Bench, contains a direct aver

ment of interest. Another of Goram v. Sweeting, and the fame

plaintiff against two other defendants, 2 Sound. 200. contains

the dispensation of proof in the policy; but there also is notice

of abandonment stated, which is tantamount to an averment of

interest. Vidtan 26 & 48. sets out precedents of valued poli

cies " without further account", though the latter.also contains

an averment of interest in an aliquot part of the strip insured.

Another of Evans v. Lucas in Meth. Nov. 37., and another of

Grantham v. Caryan, in p. 44. , are both " without further ac

count ;" notwithstanding which the former contains an aver

ment of interest. In modern times they referred to precedents

of Serjeant Poole's, one of Gatton and another v. Dickenson in

1 74 1, where though the poncy was without further account,

yet there was also an averment of interest. Another from the

fame book of Goftlin v. Thorpe in 1736 where the insurance was

on interest or no interest and without further account. Ano

ther in 1 738 of Blake and another v. Duncalfcontains an express

aver-ment of interest in a third person for whose benefit the in

surance was effected. All the precedents since the statute con

tain an averment of interest. The necessity of that act arose

from a notion that the Courts of Law thought themselves bound

by the agreement of the party to dispense with any other proof

of interest than the production of the policy itself. Yet the

[a) Ccm. Rep. 360. (h) X Vtm. 269.

(<■) This was desired by the Court on the former argument.

Courts
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Courts of Enquiry would give relief against such agreements 1798.

where in fact there was no interest, by ordering the policy to -v"——'

be delivered up to be cancelled. The act in form is directed CtAorun»

against policies having such clauses : and in order effectually to n'*J^B

prevent such insurances, it took away the means of effecting

them. But even before this act, it was illegal to insure with

out interest, where the fact could be proved. Independently of

the statute, the insurance as stated in the count is illegal, ac

cording to the well-known doctrine (a) that all wagers against

the policy of the State are bad. Then as to the general alle

gation that the insurance was effected by the plaintiffs for and

in the names of all persons who might be interested; although

it is Urge enough to comprehend all persons who are in fact in

terested, yet it was never holden that an insurance purposely

made for the benefit of one individual could be transferred by

him to the benefit of another not intended to be protected by it'

at the time. Neither could the insurance under those general

words be considered as made for the benefit of the King, in

whom no interest is averred in either the first or fourth counts :

and it may even be doubted whether such an insurance by indi

viduals in trust for the King could be maintained in law, on

account of the dignity of his office. Hardr. 468. He does

aot sue in the name of another in the case os a chose in action

assigned to him, but in his own name. Bro. Abr. Prerog. 40.

Neither can the King have feoffees to his use. Ib. 41.

Lord Kenvon said there was no doubt but that there might

be a trust for the Crown. It was so considered in the great case

Burgess v. IVheate, I Black. Rep. 123.

Arguments in support of the declaration.

As to the objection to the first count that there was no in

ferable interest in the plaintiffs; it may be answered that they

tavean interest in the subject-matter, not indeed for themselves,

but as trustees for the public under the act of Parliament, which

*as passed to secure the property of such persons as should be e-

• entually entitled to it; and it never was doubted but thatatrus-

tee might insure for the benefit of his cestui que trust. The

ftatute gives the plaintiffs a power to manage fell and dispose of

tte property when it comes to this kingdom, and the produce

is to be disposed of as the King and Privy Council shall direct,

isl giving this power the Legislature necessarily gave the means

(a) Vide CetJ v. EUittt, ante, 3 vol. 693.
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f79$. of doing whatever was necessary and proper for the security of

t—■-v—— the property itself, and amongst the rest the authority to insure

CV«vS"> 't- Al ttte <ime wllen the insusance W2S effected the property

Hunter. was in the actual possession of the King's officers, and in tran-

fitu to this kingdom^ for the purpose of being placed under'jhe

superintendence and control of the plaintiffs: they were there

fore clearly trustees, having a direct interest in the event of the

* goods arriving in this country, which were in effect consigned

"to their care. Their authority did not fas is contended) rest

merely in expendancy ; for their commission was actually issued

at the time of the insurance. The difference, if any, between

this cafe and that of Le Crat v. Hughes (a) is in favor of the

plaintiffs ; for in the latter there was no right whatever in the

. captors till condemnation ; the right was either in the Crown or

in the original owners. That was more truly the cafe of an

expected interest, yet it was holden to be insirrable. There the

contingency was the future condemnation, which was to vest

the right; here it was the future arrival which was to give the

exclusive possession: the principle of both is the fame. But

Lord Mansfield there also said that a prize-agent had an infera

ble interest in his future commission, which is a much stron-

' ger cafe than the present : for such an agent has neither the pos

session nor the property of the subject-matter. As to the cafe

of Loivry v. Bourdieu {b) : that was in fact an insurance on a

debt j it was clearly therefore a gaming policy. The fame an

swer applies to the cafe of an insurance on freight where no

goods are shipped at the time. This is most like the common

cafe of a consignee, who (it has been holden) may insure his

future contingent interest in the arrival of the goods; and there

if the goods never arrive his interest does not attach. It is not

necessary that the assured should have the legal interest in the

goods at the time of such insurance; for suppose they are con

signed either to Hamburgh or London according to future

contingent circumstances, yet both correspondents may insure.

As to the fourth count; it does not appear to be necessa

ry, from the course of the precedents, to aver an interest in

any person, unless the case falls within the act of the 19 Gee.

2, and that is negatived by the averment in this count. In

Goram v. Sweeting (c) no interest was averred; and that o-

mission is not supplied by the stipulation in the policy that it

shall be without further account; for that only means " fur-

(«) fari'i Infrr. 307. (*) DtMgl. ost. ed. 467. (s) 2 San*/, aco.

ther
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of the value" and not of the intereji ; and there

fore such a stipulation would not have superseded the necessity '

of averring and proving an interest if that were required hy law. ""^J"

Again in the precedent from Vidian 48, though it is said that Hunte*.

tie plaintiff was possessed of an aliquot part of the ship, yet

tbere is no averment of any interest in the good«, and the po

licy declared on was on both. It is admitted that there is no

such averment in the precedent in Cliffs Entries 77. The

case of Gsddart v. Garrett {a) cannot be accurately reported as

to what is there (aid, that insurances by persons having no in

terest were void ; for in Affievedo v. Cambridge (i), which was

Some years afterwards, the Court held that it was immaterial

whether or not the assured were interested in the subject of the

insurance; and that determination accounts for the alteration

of the law afterwards by the 19 Geo. 2. With tegard to the

objection of repugnancy in this count, it does not appear to be

wcil founded ; for stating that (he subject-matter of the insu

rance was taken by the King's ships is no averment of interest

in the King, the property in prize not being altered before

condemnation- Therefore at any rate this count may be sus

tained, where no interest is averred in any particular person,

but the insurance is stated to have been nia.de for the benefit of

those who should appear to be in fact concerned.

In reply.—It was answered that if the persons procuring a

policy to be effected had no interest or authority in the subject-

natter of insurance at the time, no subsequent interest or au

thority could make it good. That the plaintiffs could not in

iny event maintain their action as trustees for the Crown ; be

cause in the first count the interest was expressly averred to be

in themselves j and in the fourth count all interest in the Crown

s expressly negatived. As to what was said by Lord Afa/is-

Uldtx. the end of the Onua case, that a prize-agent might in-

kire his commission, it was at most an obiter dictum, and is

contrary to the principle of decided cafes, unless such agent

were in possession of the bills of lading or some other document

if property in the subject-matter.

Lord kenvon Ch. J. When thiscase was arguedon the

former occasion, the novelty of it perhaps raised some doubt

*liich required farther examination, but now that we have had

a opportunity of considering the case more fully, I have arrived

(<f) % rem, S6g. (J) 10 Mti. 77.
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1798. at the conclusion (perfectly satisfactory to my own mind) that

)r*^v^,w'the claim of the plaintiffs cannot be relisted. When this in-

aiainfi lurance was < ftected the lhips in question were at At- Helena

Hunte*. and were soon afterwards to come to this country to the plain

tiffs as trustees; the plaintiffs insured in the character of truk

tees; the under- writers knowing the statute, which had then

recently passed, must have known what kind of interest the

plaintiffs had in this property; and knowing all this, they took

the premium from the plaintiffs considering them as having a

right to make the insurance, and when the loss happened they

refused to pay what they had engaged to pay, pretending that

the plaintiffs had no right to make the insurance. Unconsci-

entious however as this objection so made by the defendant may

be, if it be a legal objection, he has a right to insist upon it in

a Court of Law. And the first question here is whether or

not it has not been decided in cafes analogous to the present

that this is such an interest as may be insured ; 1 think it has.

The ships, having been seized at sea by his Majesty's ships of

war for the purpose of being brought to this country, were at

St. Helena, and were coming here to be under the care ma

nagement and disposal of the commissioners appointed by the

act of Parliament which has been alluded to; having been so

seized, they could not come here under any other management

tor to any other persons than to the plaintiffs as trustees. Then

can a trustee insure ? there is no doubt but he may. It was

said however in the course of the argument that there cannot be

a trustee for the Crown : but that argument was soon abandon

ed, as Untenable ; and certainly it cannot be supported. Then

can a consignee insure ? Surely he may. Can an agent for

prizes insure ? Certainly ; and these plaintiffs are like agents

for prizes. I never shall speak lightly of any opinion given

by Lord Mansfield : whether or not I should agree to every

thing that was ("aid in the Omoa cafe I am not now prepared to

fay, not having heard it argued : when such a case comes be

fore us I shall determine it as well as I can, always giving

great weight to the decisions of so able a Judge as Lord Mans

field. But with one part of that cafe I fully concur, and on

that no doubt can be entertained, namely, that an agent for

prizes, though he has not the possession, has such an interest

in the ships coming home that he may insure ; and in so decid

ing, Lord Mansfield only proceeded on principles previously

settled and established. Therefore as well on the authority of

that cafe as on certain positions which must be admitted on all

hands,
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bands, I am of opinion that the plaintiffs are entitled to our 1798.

judgment on the first count. v.

The second question, whether or not the plaintiffs may de- C«Aor»»i»

dare in the manner in which the fourth count is framed, de- hunt***

fiends (I think) on the construction of the statute 19 Geo. 2. c.

37. Notwithstanding what has been said in the argument on

behalf of the defendant, I think that at common law a person

might have ensured without having any interest. And this is

in some measure proved by the case cited from 2 Vtrnon; since 1

that an application was made to the Court of Chancery to have

the policy delivered up: for that Court sometimes relieves, as

was said by Sir 'J. fekyll in Cowper v. Cowper(a), against the

rigour of the law, when certain circumstances are disclosed to

induce that Court so to interfere. But the preamble and enac

ting part of the stat. 19 Geo. 2. c. 37. remove all doubt on

this point. It recites the mischief and inconveniencies that had

arisen from the making of assurances interest or no interest, and

then it enacts (not declaring) that no such assurance shall be

nude, except in certain cases which for very wife and politic

reasons were excepted. Therefore I am satisfied that this count

is good, unless it be on an insurance prohibited by that statute.

But that statute only applies to "ships belonging to his Majes

ty or any of his subjects." and does not extend to foreign ships.

The defendant's counsel then wished us to consider these ships

as belonging to the Government of this country : but that

cannot be so considered; for the properly in captured ships is

aot altered before condemnation in the Couit of Admiralty.

Ashhurst J. The principal question in this cafe arises on

the fourth count of the declaration, namely, whether or not it

can be supported for want of an averment of interest in the

plaintiffs in the subject-matter insured; as to whish I am of

opinion that the declaration is good wiihout such an averment.

For in the first place this does not seem to be a case that rails

within the purview of the statute against gaming polities. But

without entering into that, it docs in the present case appear

to be sufficiently clear that the plaintiffs were interested. It

does not in any cafe appear to be necessary that there should be

sny technical form of words made use of by way of averment

of interest; it is sufficient if the fact appear to be so. Here

ws a seizure of enemy's property, and then it vested in the

Crown. Suppose the subject ot the insurance had been an ene

my's (hip taken as prize in time of war by a King's ship, and

(«) Vid. » P. Wmu -Hi.

the
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1798. the captain as such had insured her, I should conceive such in-

surance would be good, as the matter is of public notoriety,

Crau*urd and the underwriters from such a description must have suffici-

HbnTi* ent notlce °^ me ProPerty> The information given to the un

derwriters by the plaintiffs on the face of the present declarati

on is matter of equal notoriety ; for it shews the act of Parlia

ment by which a power and authority was vested in the Crown

for the several purposes therein mentioned, and that the plain

tiffs were appointed commissioners by the King to take care of

such property of a certain description as might come into their

hands, and th3t this was property of that description, This

seems to be all that the underwriters could have occasion to

know, and that the plaintiffs were in the nature of agents.

The plaintiffs did not affect to make this insurance in their own

right, but as trustees for those persons who should eventually

be entitled to it. Therefore I am of opinion that the declara

tion is sufficient.

Grose J, I do not agree with my Brother AJhhurJi in one

part of his opinion, namely, that the property in these ships

was in the Crown, because the property could not be altered

before condemnation.

The first question in this cafe is, whether or not the plaintiffs

had an insurable interest in the ships and goods insured. Now

they were either trustees, consignees, er agents, for those who

might eventually be entitled to the produce. If they were trus

tees or consignees, it seems admitted that they might have in,

sured. And if they be considered as agents, then they had au

insurable interest, according to the decision in the Ornoa case.

As to the other question; whoever reads the stat. 19 Gee. 2,

must fee what the law was before the passing of that act. Be

fore that time a wagering policy was not illegal. The words

of that statute clearly (hew that before that time any person,

might have insured without interest ; therefore it is not neces

sary to aver interest in any case not prohibited by that act. And,

this cafe does not come within the prohibition of that act be

cause it was an insurance on foreign sliips.

Lawrence J. With regard to the supposed contradiction

on this declaration, the argument is thus ; by a reference to

the introductory part .of the declaration, which applies to all

the counts, it appears that the ships and goods were the pro

perty of the Crown, and therefore it is a contradiction after

wards |o fay that they were not the property of his Majesty ox

any of his subjects. But the foundation of that argument fails ;
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for it only appears that they were taken by his Majesty's ships tjgS.

and were in the poflefEon of the Crown, without (hewing that ' ✓~~J

the Crown had any right to them, which certainly does not a- C,/f^,™°

mount to an averment that the property was in the Crown ; hdrtc*.

and that which is taken by the Crown not in a state of hostili

ty does thereby become the property of the Crown. On the

other parts of the cafe, I need only fay that I agree wirh the

rest of the Court.

Judgment for the plaintiffs.

Meux and others against Humphry. ^"/^

"DEADER had obtained a rule calling on the plaintiffs towhen» .

(hew cause why the defendant, an insolvent debtor, should eJe^[^*'a™

Dot be discharged out of execution for a defect in the note gi- the suit of

ven to him for the weekly payment of 3 s 6 d. under the Lords' seTT™L

act. The objection was that it was only signed by one of the °"

three plaintiffs, who signed for himself and partners, but it one of them

did not appear (it was contended) that they were partners, or ""y g've »

that the one who did sign had any authority from the two others ™**Myp*y-

to iign for them ; and the statute enacts that the debtor (hall menu of

be discharged •* unless such creditor or creditors, who (hall f>J. un-

hve charged any such person in execution as aforesaid, doth or JjJ^j?^

do insist upon such prisoner being detained in prison, and (hall ngned by

agree by writing signed with his or their name or names to pay nim »,0.ne

and allow weekly a sum" &c. And the case of the King on rJjf^'""

the prosecution of Moore and Wife and others v. IVilkinforL, an- putneri."

te, 1 vol. 156. was cited.

Lowes now shewed cause against the rule. The statute has

been complied with by one of the plaintiffs having given a note

for himself and the other plaintiffs, who appeared on the decla

ration and by the evidence given at the trial to be partners. It

is a valid note against the three plaintiffs, and an action may

be maintained upon it against them all. This cafe is distin

guishable from that referred to, where the lessors of the plain

tiff were not partners, and where the note was only given by

one of the lessors for himself alone, not for himself and the o-

ther lessors.

Per Curiam- In the cafe cited the different lessors of the

plaintiff might have been suing on distinct titles, and there the

nose was only given by one of them for himself. But here a

Valid note has been given by one of the plaintiffs, partners, for

. - himself
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1798. himself and the other plaintiffs, which is binding on them all.

(^ry^ The Master also informs us, that this is the usual mode in

Meux which such notes are given.

Rule discharged.

Humphry.

iSrSb. The King J- Brown-

A commit- ' I '^HE prisoner was brought up by writ of habeas corpus di-

ment in ex- rected to the keeper of the house of correction at Rea-

CCUti'0"nd a toge{her with the warrant of his commitment, which was

Ta^abond as follows. •« County of Berks, to wit , E. Thornbill Esq.

under the one of the justices &c. to the constables &c. and keeper &c.

88 'ftoold'" ~^nt'k are to counrnand you the said constables &c. to convey

state that anc' deliver into the custody of the said keeper &c. the body of

the deftn- 'fames Brown, being convicted before me by his own confessi-

dant was on and otherwise of being a rogue and vagabond within the

ded'with"" meaning of an act of Parliament in this cafe made, at Wan-

the imple- \tage in the said county on the 17th October instant, by then

mtnts of anj there having upon him many pick-lock keys, two crows,

breaking an<^ otner implements, with an intent feloniously to break and,

upon hSn enter into a dwelling-house there. And you the said keeper

at the limccfure hereby required to receive the said James Brown into your

tmjm^Sil cu&°dy in tne said house of correction, and him there safely to

keep until the next General Quarter Sessions of the peace

&c"; dated 22d October, 38 G. 3.

Er/line and Lawes now moved that the prisoner might be

discharged out of custody for the insufficiency of the warrant of

commitment. The statute 23' Geo. 3. c. 88. which extends

the provisions of the general vagrant act of the 17 Geo. 2. c. 5.

extends only to persons " apprehended, having upon them any

pick-lock &c. with an intent feloniously to break and enter any

dwelling-house" &c, which must mean persons having such inv.

plements found upon them at the time of their apprehension.

Now there is nothing stated in this commitment to shew that

he prisoner was apprehended in the predicament mentioned in

'the act. This cannot be aided by the general vagrant act,

grounded on a confession of the prisoner that he is a rogue and

vagabond; because it isnot a confession of any particular fact

which constitutes him such, but of the law itself and therefore

will not conclude the party. They cited R. v. York 5 Burr.

2684.
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1684. and R. v. Judd, antt, 2 vol. 255., to shew that the 1798.

warrant mult strictly pursue the authority given to the magil- l-

fate to commit. The Kino

Millti in the support of the commitment. The apprehensi- bIowr

on of the offender is no part of the offence, and therefore need

not he stated. It is sufficient, according to Hawkins, to state

tie sub.tance of the offence with convenient certainty. Here

it appears that the defendant was found with implements of

boulebreaking upon him, and that he intended therewith to

break open a dwelling-house feloniously at Wantage on the 17th

of October \ and that is one of the offences described in the

ad.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. I yield with great reluctance to the

objection ; but I am afraid it is well founded.

Per Curium Prisoner discharged.

Wilks against Adcock. ' %£rsfy

The defendant obtained a rule calling on the plaintiff to An affida»it

shew cause why the bail-bond, given to the sheriff of "jj1"^"

Middlesex in this cafe, should not be delivered up to be can- t"M the

celled, on the defendant's entering a common appearance, on debt aiose

account of a defect in the affidavit to hold to bail. It was sta- " * k,n °i

ted in the affidavit that the defendant was indebted to the plain- '*j^H't &c

tiff in 588/. and upwards for principal and interest due upon a driwn by

hill tfexchange or order for 553/. I2r. drawn by one D. Hen- •<*■ uPon

st>mv upon and accepted by the defendant, payable to the plain- ^."hc

tiff or order. But defendant.

The Court (after cause had been shewn against the rule) were payable to

of opinion that the affidavit was sufficient for the purpose of j'njpll*^ntI :

holding the defendant to bail, it appearing on the whole of the the affUaiit

affidavit taken together that the debt arose on a bill of exchange, a}one thc.

which was in substance set forth. And that on a rule of this ^"j

kindthe defendant's counsel could notresort to the declaration the bail-

(which in argument had been attempted) in order to shew that bond to be

this was an order only for payment of money and not a bill of d^lvcred

exchange. And they , But the in-

Discharged this rule. Knnaent

declared up-

But afterwards the defendant obtained another rule, on rea- °"g not to

. ,e the declaration and the affidavit to hold to bail, calling on be a bill of

the plaintiff to shew cause why the bail-bond should not be de- 1,"1^^

livered up to be cancelled on the defendant's entering a com- m readi»z

mon the ajsithvit

anJ lit Jala-

ritat ordered the bail bond to be given up, on the defendant's riling common bail.
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1708 ' mon aPPcarancei on tne ground that the defendant had been hol-

1_ [j den to bail on a bill of exchange and that the plaintiff had after-

wilk» wards declared upon an order. The declaration stated that D.

aganfi Henjhaw on the 21st of June 1797 according to the usage

Adcock. an(j cuftom af merchants made his certain bill of exchange

in writing, directed to the defendant, requiring him to pay to

the plaintiff or order 553/. 11s. •* out of the monies which he

(the defendant) might receive of S. Bayard, American agent,

when received, with the lawful interest averring that after

the making of the said bill &c the defendant had received of S.

Bayard a large sum of money more than sufficient to pay and

discharge the said bill &c.

And for this variance, after cause shewn,

The Court made this

Rule absolute {a),

(«) Gilbi and OnJIne in support of the tulcs.

Brjkiiu against them.

j^T^hh Stevenson against Cameron.

Bail to the ' I 'he plaintiff recovered a debt of 84/. 19;. 6d. against the

iTablltothe * defendai't before the Lords of Council and Session in Scot,

plaintiffs, with 2i/. ys. bd. for costs : but before the costs were ascer-

wkoit debt tained and the judgment complete the defendant came to Eng-

Mr^o thT ^<"M> where ne w" arrested by the plaintiff on an affidavit in

lum sworn which only the sum of 84/. igs. 6s. was sworn to as the debt,

to) and , The sheriff discharged the defendant out of custody on his de-

dedthrrdo Pont'ng a s"m of money as a security without taking any bail-

not exceed bond; and then the defendant obtained a rule calling on the

the penalty plaintiff to shew cause why on payment of 84/. 191. 6d. he

bond6 V sll0ul<i not be permitted to hie common bail,

the sheriff Gurney, in support of the rule, relied on the case of Jack-

discharge son v. Hajfell (a), where it was holden that the bail were not K-

dant with- z^e beyond the sum sworn to and the costs ; and on the rule of

out taking a Court 5 Geo. 2., by the express words of which the bail are

bail-bond, not answerable beyond that sum.

lhainotUltr foarryat contra. This is not an application by the bail but

mit the lat- the defendant himself. As the sheriff has neglected his du-

tertofile ty, by discharging the defendant without taking a bail-bond,

common the

hail on pay

ing th« iiirn sworn to, if the plaintiff have any claim on him beyond that sum.

(a) DungI. J30.
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the plaintiff ought to be put in the same situation as if the the- 1798.

tiff had performed his duty. Now isa bail-bond had been ta- l~-v-~J

ken, the bail to the Jherifs would have been liable to the extent Sr»viNio«

of the penalty of the bail-bond, under which the plaintiff might Ca*£*«»n.

have recovered his whole debt and costs. Afitchell v. Gibbons,

I H. Bl. Rep. 76 ; and Orton v. Vincent, Orvop. 71., in which

a similar cafe of Savage v. Weft, 9 Geo. 3. is referred to. In

this respect those three cases as well as the cafe before the Court

are distinguishable from that cited from Douglas, where the

question was respecting the extent of the liability of the bail to

the action. And the rule of Court referred to has, in its con

structor!, been confined to the bail to the action. The distinc

tion between the liability of the bail to the sheriff and bail above

was recognized in a late cafe here, Heppel v. King [a), where,

after an attachment had been granted against the sheriff for not

bringing in the body, the Court would only relieve him on

paying the whole debt and costs, though he contended that he

was only liable to the sum sworn to and the costs. If therefore

this rule be made absolute, the plaintiff will be deprived of an

advantage to which he would have been entitled if the sheriff

had done his duty, namely, a security for his whole debt.

The Court were of opinion that, as the bail to the sheriff (if

any had been taken) would have been liable to the whole

debt and costs, by reason of the penalty of the bail-bond, the

ruleoughtto be discharged.

Rule discharged.

{a) Aalt, 7 vol. 370.

The King against The late Sheriff of Middlesex; sat,r<u,,

in a Cause of Taylor v. Odlin.

THE defendant was arrested in Trinity term last; the plain- Wthe'

tiff ruled the sheriff to return the writ in the same term, j."

and on the 26th of June (the last day but one of the term) ru- so"™?1'

led him to bring in the body, so that the defendant had until bringing in

the first day of this term either to justify his bail or to surrender 'fet*~ft

himself in discharge of his bail. No bail were justified, and tcaptitnot

the defendant did not surrender until the 8th of this month ; on pnrged by

the 9th (the following day) an attachment was moved for and £°t1ff *r"

obtained rendering

r, though before an attachment is moved for against the <neriff.
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T7oS obtained against the sheriff for his contempt in not bringing in

. .' j the body at the return of the rule.

The Kino The only question now before the Court was whether the

against contempt, incurred by the sheriff for not bringing in the body,

o?M^DtI!""were Pur6e{' by the subsequent render of the defendant;

olesex. The Court (after consulting the Master on the practice of the

Court respecting this point) said that it was not purged ; and

that in this respect the practice of this Court differed from that

of the Common Phas (a) ; and they discharged the rule for

setting aside the attachment (b). ,

Espinajse in support of the rule.

Sbermer against it.

(») Vid. T6»rM v. Fijbtr, i Bl. Rtp. C. S. 9. (4) But see Tit King v.

Ibc Sheriff of, MidtlLsix; ante, 7 vol. 527.

Ranking and others qui tam again/} Sir C. Marsh,

a«. 19th. Knight.

The Court T HIS acti°n was brought by the plaintiffs, who are the as-

will not X fignees of J. Martindale a bankrupt, for usury charged

permit any t0 have been committed on receiving interest on a bond given

mentsto be ^ ^artiniali and one Fitch to the defendant, H. Deane, and

make in a E. Crowe, on the 24th of 'June 1795, which bond was given

onna'vhct' ''eu °f a f°rmer bond, dated 21st June 1792, by one R.

"he p!ai"- ^00^> Martindale, and Fitch, to the defendant and H. Deane.

tiiThasbetn she writ was sued out in Trinity vacation 1797 returnable in

delaty'°f t'le Michaelmas term following : the declaration was delivered

ryfal'on"" 011 tne 24tn or -April last, whereupon the defendant obtained an

the i'uit. imparlance to Trinity term last ; issue was delivered in that term

with notice of trial for the sittings after the term ; the record

was then carried down for trial, but was withdrawn on account

of the absence of a material witness.

In this term the plaintiffs obtained a rule calling on the de

fendant to shew cause why he should not be at liberty to amend

his declaration by slating, in the first count, the defendant's

forbearance to R. Wood; and, in the other counts, by omit

ting to state between whom the corrupt contract was made or

to whom the forbearance was given. And in support of the

rule were cited Cross v. Kaye, ante, 6 vol. 543 ; and Maddock

q. t. v. Hammett Knight, ante, 7 vol. 55 ; in the former of

which the Court permitted amendments to be made, though

': . the
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the record had been once carried down for trial but was with- 1798.

drawn in order to rectify the mistake. But, after cause (hewn, '—

Toe Court (aid that, as there had been so much delay in this Ra*<*'»q

cafe on the part of the plaintiffs, they ought not in their difere- m*",u.

tion to permit any amendment to be made. And they

Discharged the rule.

BajUy in support of the nule.

Erfkine and Onflow against it,

"Wilson apainst Marryat. w,d«p<n,

THE plaintiff declared on a policy of insurance made the Un(ler lne

29th of February 1 796, and averred to be for the use late ttraty

and benefit of one John Collet, upon the American ship Argo- ^*}w*en

Bsirf and cargo, lC at and from Bourdeaux to Madeira and the try and ,he

Eall Indies and back to America, with liberty to touch stay and United

trade at all ports and places wheresoever on her outward and States of

bo-reward bound voyage." u^tneces-

The declaration then stated that the ship sailed from Bour- skry that

deaux, and that in the course of the voyage insured she was sei-,he nade

zed and detained by certain officers of the King, by means 'j™,'"^

whereof she became lost to the said John Collet. The second settlements

count stated a lose by the perils of. the sea. The third count in tnc Eafi

was upon a policy made the 28th of May 1796 for the use of ["f^a-*

on the American (hip Argonaut and goods " at and from h maybe

Bwrdeaux to the East Indies, with liberty to touch call and canied on

trade at all ports places or islands whatsoever as well at the Cape^c"^^J

as on this or on the other side of the Cape of Good Hope, until 0f Empe.

her arrival at her port of discharge in Bengal." This policy a natural-

was by a memorandum declared to be on certain wines and jj° rt^["^ect

brandies specified, warranted neutral; and this count stated a countiy

lose by the seizure and detainment of the King's officers in the may also be

course of the voyage insured. The fourth count stated the loss ^/^'""f^

to be by the perils of the sea. The fifth count was on a policy the'pmpose

dated the 15th of August 1796, effected on account of Collet of com-

and one Anthony Sutler on goods warranted American onboard atod

the laid (hip jfrgonaut {American) " at and from Madeira to her an thcad-

Ust port of discharge in India, with liberty to touch stay and vantages of

trade at all ports places and islands whatsoever and wheresoever "U^"^'""

as well at the Cap* °f Good Hope as on this or on the other treaty . tnc

tile of it." This count stated the goods to have been shipped circnm-

qj. Ilanceofhis

cominfover
here for a temporary purpose does not deprive him of those advantages. If there be

et ilicrrality in tt»e commencement of an integral voyage, and an insurance be effected

»a the Utter part of tb e voyage, which taken by itself would be legal, still the afl'uicdcan-

sat recover on the policy.
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S. on board the Argonaut at Madeira on the I ft of June 1 796,

and a like seizure and detainment by the same persons in the

Wilson course of the voyage insured. The sixth count stated the loss

again/ by the perils of the sea. There were also counts for money

Aakkyat. pajj) an(j money naj anlj receivcd. The general breach as

signed was non-payment.

The defendant pleaded the general issue ; and on the trial the

jury found a special verdict, which aster stating the making of

the policies as mentioned in the 1st, 3d, and 5th counts, and for

the benefit of the parties therein named, set forth in substance

as fellows:

The (hip Argonaut on the 12th of June 1795 was purcha

sed at Philadelphia in the United States of America by John

Collet and A. Butler, who to the time of the loss hereinafter

stated continued owners thereof in equal moieties. Collet on

the 25th of July 1795 sailed in the (hip as master thereof from

Philadelphia with a cargo of corn and flour for France, with a

view of proceedingfrom thence with the Jhip aster the disposal of

her cargo to Madeira and the East Indies, andfrom thence back

to the United States. Before the ship's departure from Phila

delphia Butler wrote to Collet this letter—" Having given you

a power of attorney for the complete management of my half of

ship Argonaut., her present cargo, and any others you may

choose to put on board her, agreeable to your own judgment

and will, the following observations are offered solely to assist

your reflections, and lead you to procure that information

which must be necessary to form a found judgment how to act.

For the employment of the Argonaut, three plans oc*ur as pro

bable to be accomplished, viz. First, plan ; aster your arrival

in France to get a freight to the Isle of France, and go from

thence to Bombay, and get a freight of cotton to Canton ; from

Canton to take a freight back to the cost of Coromandel or Ma

labar, and in short to keep the (hip employed in the country

commerce until she has gained sufficient to make a complete in

vestment in China for this country. Second plan j to go from

France to London and there obtain a freight for any of the

Company's settlements in the Eafl Indies, and from such set

tlement pursue the same plan of operations by country freight,

or take a freight direct from Bengal for this country, or for

Hamburgh, or other neutral ports. Third plan ; to obtain a

credit in London and go out to Bombay or Bengal with a com

plete in vestment on our own accounts, to obtain a freighno

China
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ceeds of the Englijh investment to load at Canton for this coun

try, or with the proceeds of the English investment to load at _

Bengal for this country directly back, or for France." On the Wil»ok

ift of May 1 796 Colift arrived with the (hip at Brejl in France.,

and there sold the flour which had been laden on board her in MARl,f*T•.

America, and afterwards proceeded to Bourdeaux in France*

where he sold the remainder of the cargo ; and certain other

goods being the fame mentioned in the 3d count and American

property, belonging to Collet, (the United States of America

not being then at war with any of the Belligerent Powers,)

where there purchased and loaded on account of-Collet on board

tfsefliip, which, with the cargo, on the said 1st of May J 796

was in safety at Beurdeaux. The ship from the time of her

first sailing from America to the time of the loss continued Ame

rican. Whilst the (hip remainedat Beurdeaux Colletczme from

dance to London* and having procured a credit with Wilson

(the plaintiff") the latter under the direction of Collet and during

to stay in London purchased upon commission within this king

dom with the monies or upon the credit of b\m (Wilson) goods

cf Britijh growth and manufacture on account of Collet and

Eutler* the fame being the goods in the 5th count mentioned,

inj being the property of Collet and Butler; and Wilson under

tie 'ike direction of Collet, and during his stay in London; caused

the (aid goods to be shipped at London on the joint account and

nik of Collet and Butler on board three other American ships,

in which they were conveyed from London to Madeira in the said

policies in the ift and 5th counts mentioned, for the purpose of

being reshipped at Madeira into the ship Argonaut, and of be

ing carried therein together with the goods so shipped on board

ber at Beurdeaux (torn Madeira to the Britijh territories in the

East Indies* and of being imported into those territories and

traded with there ; and the value of the said last-mentioned

goods still remains due from Butler and Collet to the plaintiff".

The ship Argonaut on the 1st of May 1796 sailed from Bour-

dmx with the goods so loaded on board her there to Madeira*

•a order to take on board her the goods so shipped from London*

irid having arrived at Madeira took on board there as well those

pods as certain Portuguese winesfor the purpose of proceeding

•kb her vjbole cargo to the Britijh territories in the Eajl Indies

of landing and trading with the fame there; the said goods

kc. not being such the importation whereof into ihe said ter

ritories was or is em»tely prohibited ; aud neither Col/et or the

Vol. VIII. D said

I
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1798. said ship having beea licensed by the East India Company to

sail or trade there. The Argonaut with her cargo having af-

Wilson , terwards sailed from Madeira in the prosecution of her said voy-

againji age to the f?aj} Indies in the course of such voyage, to wit, on

Marrvat. the 2<j qC jUgUj) 1 70 at Symon's Bay near the Cape ofGood Hope _

was with her cargo seized and detained by Sir G. K. Elphin-

Jlone commander of a squadron of the King's ships of war, upon"

suspicion of being on illicit trader; by means whereof not only

Collet's moiety of the Ihipand goods in the 3d count mentioned

were lost to him to the amount of the sum insured by him re

spectively theteon, but also the goods in the 5th count menti

oned were lost to Collet and Butler, who were interested there

in to the amount within alleged.

From the time of the ship's departure from Bourdeaux until

and at the time of the seizure of the same Collet was master

thereof ; and two Britijh boys, whom Collet carried with him

from London at the solicitation of their friends, were employed

on board the ship during the voyage. Butler was a natural-

born subject of this kingdom, but was resident and domiciled in

the State of Penjylvania in America before and at the time of

the declaration of the independence of the United States, and

has ever since continued to be resident and domiciled there ; and

upon such declaration of independence became and from thence

hitherto hath been and still is a citizen of the United States.

Collet was also a natural-born subject of Great Britain., and

long before and until July 1784 (being after the ratification of

such independence) was a seaman engaged in the navigation of

Britijh merchants ships. In July 1784 he went with his wife

and children to settle and permanently reside in the United States

ofyAmerica, and then became and was received as a citizen

of the lame States : he has ever since been domiciled there, and

has been from time to time employed in the command and na

vigation of ships. belonging to himself and other persons citizens

of the United States. 1 On the 16th of February 1793 the pro

clamation (usually made at the beginning of every war) was

/ made here by the King by the advice of his Privy Council, for

bidding al! mariners and seafaring men, natural-born subjects of

this country, entering or continuing in the service of foreign

Princes and States, or serving in any foreign ship or vessel,

without the King's special license. Collet had not obtained any

special license from his Majesty in that behalf.

On

I
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On the 1 9th of November 1794 a treaty of amity commerce 1798.

andnavigation was sigrted at London on the part of Great Rri- 1 -y—^

tain and the United States of America, which, with an additio- Wilson

nal article thereto subjoined, was ratified and confirmed on the M"^"^T

part of the United States at Philadelphia on the 14th of Augu/l

1795, and by his Majesty at St. James's on the 28m of October

in that year ; being the fame treaty mentioned and referred to

in the act of the 37 Geo. 3. c. 97. entitled &c. By that treaty

it was (arhongst other things) agreed (here the several parts of

the treaty resetted to below (a) were let out: but it was un-

L) 2 ' derstood

Article nth.—(«) " It is agreed between his Majesty and the United

States of America that there shall be a reciprocal and entirely perfect liberty of

navigation and commerce between their respective people in the manner under

the limitations and on the conditions specified in the following articles "

Article 12th —"His Majesty consents that it shall and may be lawful during

the time hereinafter limited for the citizens of the United States to carry to any

of his Majesty's islands and ports in the lYtfi India from the United States, in

their own vellels, not being above the burthen of seventy tons, any goods or

merchandizes htfng of the growth manufacture or produce of the said States,

which it is or may be lawful to carry ro the said islands or ports from the said

States in Britijb vellels. And that the said American vessels (hall be subject

there to no other or higher tonnage duties or charges than shall be payable by

Bril.jb vessels in the ports of the United States, and that the cargoes of the

said American veslels lhall be subject there to no other or higher duties or char

ges than (hall be payable on the like articles if imported there from the said

States in Britijb vessels. And his Majesty also contents that it lhall be lawful

tor the American citizens to purchase load and carry auay in their veflcls to the

United States from the laid islands and ports all such articles, being of the

growth manufacture or produce of the said islands, as may now by law be earn

tried from thence to the said States in Britijb vessels^ and subject only to the

same duty and charges ott exportation to which Britijb vestels and their car

goes are or shall be subject in similar circumstances. Provided.always that the

said American vessels do carry and land their cargoes in the United States only,

it being expressly agreed and declared that during the continuance of this ar

ticle the United States will prohibit and restrain the carrying of any molaslcs

sugar coffee cocoa or cotton in American vellels cirher from his Majesty's illands

or from the United States to any part of tire world, except the United States,

reasonable sea-stores excepted. Provided also that it lhall and may he lawful

during the same period for Britijb -,eflcls to import from the laid islands into

the United States and to export from the United States to the said islands

all articles whatever being of the growth produce or manufacture of the said

illands or of the United States respectively, which now may by the laws of

the said States be so imported and txported ; and that the cargoes of t e

said Britijb vessels shall be subject to no other or higher duties or charges than

shall be payable on the fame articles if so imported or exported in Amcriun

vessels. It is agreed that this article and every matter and thing therein

contained shall continue to be in force during the contnuance of the war in

which his Majesty is now engaged, and also for two years from and after the

day of the signature of the preliminary or other articles of pcate"by which the

(ame may be terminated."

Art. 13th—" His Majesty consents that the vessels belonging to citizens of the

United States of America shall be admittedand hospitably received in all the sea

ports and harbours of the Britijb territories in the East India. And that the

citizens of the said United States may freely carry on a trade between the said

territories and the said United States in all articles of which the importation

or exportation respectively to or from the said territories shall not be entirely

prohibited ; provided only that it shall not be lawful for them in auy time of

war
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« derstood that other parts of the treaty might be referred

. vL to in argument.) The plaintiff at the times when he

Wilson caufed the said goods to be Clipped at London, and also

against when

Mahiat.

war between the Britijb Government and any other Power or States whatso

ever to export from the said territories, without the special permission of the

Britijb Government there, any military floret, or naval stores, or rice. The

eitizensof the United States (hall pay for their vessels, when admitted into the

said Potts, no othar or higher tonnage duty than (hall be payable on Britijb ves

sels when admitted into the ports of the United States ; and they (hall pas no

other or higher duties or charges on the importation or exportation of the car

goes of the said vessels than (hall be payable on the same articles when import

ed or exported in Britijb veflels. But it is expressly agreed that the vessels of

thcUnitcd Sates shall not carry any of the articles expoited by them from the

said Britijb territories to any port or place except to some port or place in Ame

rica, where the lame (hall be unladen ; and such .emulations (hall be adopted

by both parties as (hall from time to time be found necessary to enforce the due

and faithful observance of this stipulation. It is also understood that the per

mission granted by this article is not to extend to allow the veflels of the Uni

ted States to carry on any part of the coasting trade of the said Britijb tenito-

ries ; but vessels going with their original cargoes or part thereof r'lom one

port of discharge to another are not to be considered as carrying on the coast

ing trade. Neither is this article to be construed to allow the citizens of the

said States to settle or reside within the said territories, or to go into the inte

rior parts thereof without the permission of the Britijb Government established

there. And if any transgression should be attempted against the icgulations of

the Britijb Government in this respect, the observance of the same shall and

may be enforced against the citizens of America in the fame manner as against

Britijb subjects or others transgressing the same rule. And the eitizensof the

United States, whenever they arrive in any port or harbour in the said terri-

' tories, or if they should be permitted in manner aforesaid to go to any other

place therein, (ball always be subject to the laws government and jurisdiction

of whatever nature established in such harbour port or place, according as the

lame may he. The eitizensof the United States may also touch for i efresh.

ment at the island of Sr. Helena, but subject in all respects to such regulations)

Article as the British Government may from time to time establish there."

18th. " It is agreed that the first ten articles of this treaty shall be permamentj and

that the subsequent articles (except the izth) shall be limited in their durati

on to twelve years, to be computed from the day on which the ratifications of

this treaty (hall be exchanged. Lastly, thh treaty when the fame (hall have

been ratified by his Majesty and by the President of the United States by and

with the advice and consent of their Senate, and the respective ratifications

mutually exchanged, (lull be binding and obligatory on nis Majesty and on

the said Stales, and (hall be by them respectively executed and observed with

punctuality and the most sincere regard to good faith. And whereas it will le

expedient in order the better to faciliate imercouse and obviate difficulties, that

othei articles be proposed and added to this treaty, which articles from want

of time and other circumstances cannot now be perfected, it is agreed that the

said parties will from time to time readily treat of and concerning such articles,

and will sincerely endeavour so to form them, as that they may conduce to mu

tual iatisfaction aud friendship; and that the said articles after having been du

ly ratified (hall be added to and make a part of this treaty."

An additional article was subjoined to the said treaty before the ratification

thereof in America, whereby It was further agreed in manner following (viz.)

" It is further agreed between the said contracting parties that the operation of

so much os the nth Article of the said treaty as lespects the trade which his

Majesty thereby consents may be carried on between the said United States

and his Islands in the Wrji /. /«/, in the manner and on the terms and condi

tions therein specified. Hull be suspended,"
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when he caused the policies of assurance to be effected, was

a natural-born subject of the King, resident in London, and

knew that the ship called the Argonaut was destined for the Wilson

Britijb territories in the East Indies, and that the said goods y^°^AT

were intended to be carried on board her directly from the

respective places at which the fame were so shipped and in

tended to be fliipped as aforesaid to those territories, and in

tended to be landed and imported there for the purpose of

trade therein. The special verdict then stated notice to the

defendant of all the premises, and a demand of payment and

refusal, and his undertakings in the manner stated in the ist,

3d, and 5th counts, upon which damages are aflefied ; and

it negatived the promises in the otherc ounts ; concluding in

the common form.

This cafe was three times argued at great length ; first in

Easter Term last by Giles for the plaintiff, and Rous for the

defendant ; next in Trinity Term following by Gibbs for the

plaintiff, and Law for the defendant ; and in this Term by

Erjkine for the plaintiff, and Adam for the defendant.

On the part of the defendant [a) the following grounds of

objection were urged against the plaintiff's rigrit to recover in '

this action. 1. It is the general policy of this country, ma

nifested by various acts of Parliament from the 9 and 10 TV*.

3. c. 44., to the 35 Geo. 3. c. 52., and 37 Gco. 3. c. 31. to

confine the East India trade to be carried on not only from

Great Britain but by an exclusive company -y and it would be

very dangerous to break in upon that principle (which includes

private rights as well as public policy) further than we are

bound to do by the most plain and positive stipulations with

foreign countries. The territories, power, and trade of

Great Britain in India are of such extent, that it is of great

consequence to any nation to be allowed to participate in the

advantages of a commercial intercourse upon any terms. 2.

Under the 13th article of the treaty which lets in the Ameri

cans to the East India trade, the circuitous commerce which

is the subject of the insurances was not permissible at all, that

article only allowing of a direil intercourse between the United

States and the Britijb settlements in India .- and the word be~

tween is strongly indicative of that intention in the framers of

the

(») It was thought more perspicuous to reverse the usual order of arguments,

by stating those ot the defendant in the first instance, to which the plaintiff's

arguments were an answer.
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1798. the treaty. The term United States is there used geographi-

s—i cally, as one of the termini ; for the privilege to trade bet-ween

Wilson t]lem ar)l] tnc Briti/b territories in Itiaia is given to " thcciti-

Markvat. 'ze"s of the (aid United States." The reason why the terms

to and from, made use of in regulating the Weft India trade

with America in the preceding article, were not adopted in

this, was, because in that trade different regulations were re

quired in the different voyages to and from America to the

Weft Indus, and therefore it was necessary to discriminate be

tween them: but here there being no such necessity for dis

crimination, the word between is us;d as comprehending both

the other terms, and synonimous with them, and is therefore

equally descriptive of the same direct intercourse as it must

be acknowledged was intended with respect to the Weft India

trade. And so the Americans themselves have considered it

in the additional article introduced by them, suspending the

1 2th article, where the term between is used as descriptive of

the trade to and from. This construction is further aided by

the term original cargo in the 13th article, with which only

American vessels are allowed to trade from one port of dis

charge in India to another ; which must mean original cargo.

from America, and not as in this cafe from France, Great

Britain, and elsewhere ; for it could not have been in the

contemplation of the contracting parties that the ships should

sail in ballast from America in the first instance. And if this

be not the true conltruction, great encouragement will be held

out to Britifj subjects to carry on this traffic in American bot

toms, in fraud of the East India Company. So the term

" port of discharge" used in the treaty cannot mean a mere

place of depfit for the cargo. 3. By the 14th article of the

treaty, the trade granted between America and the King's do

minions in Europe is to be subject to the laws of the respective

countries ; and by the prior existing laws of Great Britain, all

persons, as well foreigners as natives, (excepting the East

India Company,) are prohibited trading from Great Britain

to the East Indies. Here the Argonaut having originally failed

from America to France, and from thence to Aladeira, to take

in goods sent from Great Britain for that purpose, to be car

ried to the British settlements in India, was in effect a trading

from Great Britain to the East Indies; and the American

owners, thereby fraudulently used the privilege granted by the

14th article of trading freely between America and Great Bri

tain as a colour and pretence for trading from Great Britain

to the East Indies, which is not within the scope of the 1.3th

article
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ankle, that expressly regulates the trade of America with the

East Indies. 4. Admitting luch a circuitous voyage from America

to India by the way of Europe to be warranted by the treaty,

fiili this voyage undertaken with that contemplation was illegal Ma»k'va 1 ,

ifl its commencement, that being before the ratification of

the treaty. And no part of an illegal voyage can be insured.

The 23d stat. of the 37 Geo. 3. c. 97. only ratifies acts and en

gagements done and entered into by the respective people af

ter such ratification. But if it be considered only as a voyage

from Beurdeaux, and so commencing after the ratification of

the treaty, then it is not within the protection of the i3thar-

tkle, as not being a trading between America and the East In

dies, even in the most extensive fense of it. 5. Whatever

privileges Collet, for whose benefit the insurance was made,

might have claimed as an American citizen, yet having been

born under the King's allegiance, and not being a citizen of

the United States at the time of the declaration of their in

dependence, he can only be considered as a British subject

within the scope of the navigation laws of Greut Britain.

Vattel. b. 1. c. 19 s. 20 to 22. considers that it belongs to the

particular laws of each country to declare who are its citizens.

But it is clear that by the laws of this country no subject can

shake off his allegiance. Ca. Lit. 129. a. nemo patriam in qua

natus eft exuere, me ligeantia debitum ejurare, pcjfit. Post. C. L.

184. In cafe of high treason no subject can allege in his de

fence that he was in the service of a foreign state. Tcwn/y's.

Case, Fcst. 7. Macdcnald's Case, ib. 59, 60 ; in which latter

cale it is said that it is not in the power of a foreign prince,

by naturalizing or employing a subject of Great Britain, to

duTolve the bond of allegiance between that subject and the;

Crown ; though by such foreign naturalization he may en

tangle himself (says Lord Hale, Vol. I. 68.) in difficulties

and in a conflict of duties. But in these cases, Huberus, b.

1. tit. 3. c. 2 and 12. lays down the principle that courtesy is

only due to the laws of another country so far as they do tiot

clash with our own. Now here, Collet having inconsistent du

ties to perform, as an American, and as a Britijh subject, can

not be received in both characters. As a British iubject he

is under an absolute incapacity by virtue of the act of navi

gation 1 2 Car. 2. c. 18. of being received in the character of

master of an American vessel ; and in the same character he

b expressly prohibited by the acts for regulating the trade to-

the East Indies from trading thither, except under the orders

or by the license of the East India Company, if Cellet, be

ing
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1 798. 'nS a natural-born subject, could navigate a Briti/h ship, it

\_*—,„-*_i seems to follow that he could not navigate a foreign vessel as

. Wilson a citizen of that country to which the vessel belongs. If he

MaiT't^ cou^» 'f would operate as an encouragement to all our fea-

' men to emigrate and settle in foreign countries. Collet was in

that situation, that when at home he might have been restrain

ed from going out of the kingdom by the writ tie exeat regno,

and when abroad he might be recalled by the King's procla

mation. Dy. 296. a ; and in fact he was comprehended in

the proclamation stated in the special verdict. No alteration

in the rights and duties of a natural-born subject can be effect

ed but by act of Parliament, not even by the sole act of the

King, much less by any act of his own. Instances of such

alteration by the Legislature occur in the 14 and 15 Hen. 8. c.

4. as to alien duties; in 5 Get. 1. c. 27. as to artificers going

abroad ; in the 26 Geo. 3. c. 60. s. 8. as to ship-owners resid

ing out of the King's dominions ; in the 34 Geo. 3. c. 68. s.

8. as to masters and mariners taking oaths of allegiance to

any foreign state. As to the cafe of Scott q. t. v. Scbaivrtzy

Com. Rip. 677. y where it was holden that foreigners domicil

ed in Russia might be considered as Ruffian seamen within

the act of navigation, it is to be observed that the opinion of

the Court turned altogether upon the cases of foreigners of

a third country so domiciled ; to which no objection could be

made on our part, if such were the law of Russia, as it ap

peared to be. But with respect to one of the mariners there,

who was an Irishman, no opinion was given •, and his was

treated as a distinct cafe from the others. It is therefore no

authority in the present case. But by a late decree of the

Privy Council (a) on 23d June 1797, it was declared that

one Smith, who had become a citizen of the United States

since the declaration of independence, was not a legal captain

of an American vessel within the navigation act ; and on that

account they decreed that stie was liable to confiscation in the

port"of Liverpool, where slie had entered and had been seized :

but, in consideration that it was the first cafe of the kipd

which had occurred since the independence of America, the

forfeiture was remitted by the Crown. A similar cafe was there

mentioned, which is to be found in Reeves's Law as Shipping,

252., where a Scotchman claiming to be a burgher of Stockholm

came to this country with a Stuedijb vessel of which he was mas

ter

(a) This was stated to have been in conformity with the opinion of the

King's Advocate, and the Attorney and Solicitor General, which were taken

on the part of the Crown.
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ter; but the Privy Council in 1732, by the advice of Sir ijqS.

Philip Tiric, then attorney-general, rejected his claim, in con- T , f

sequence of which ^forfeiture of the vessel was incurred.— Wilson

All the authorities Teem reconcileable on this principle, that j^^™* T

admitting that a subject of this country may gain a right of

citizenship by adoption in a foreign country, which may be

recognized here, still that can only hold good while he con

tinues absent from his own country ; but immediately upon

his return all his natura^rights and duties revive, and he can

do longer exercise any privilege inconsistent with the charac

ter of a natural-born subject. He cannot excuse himself

from any obligation which the law throws on him as such ;

Kill less can he do an act which is positively forbidden to be

done by any resident subject of Great Britain.

Arguments for the plaintiff.— t. Before the treaty America

iad a right to purchale goods in any port of the world, and

carry them to any port in the Enjl Indies, except within the

limits of the British settlements. The only boon therefore

that Great Britain could confer in this respect was the right of

trading to her own ports there. This was meant to be given

by the treaty in question, confirmed by the two acts of the

37 Geo. 3. c. 97, and 117. The only restraint the policy of

this country required was that America sliould not import

East India goods into Europe froni our settlements; but the

importing of British goods instead of her own into India was

a benefit rather than a disadvantage to Great Britain, and

therefore could never have been intended to be prohibited.

2. The right of trailing to every part of the Briti/b domini

ons was given to America in the most general terms by the

11th article of the treaty, which establislies a reciprocal and

entirely perfeSl liberty of navigation and commerce between the

two nations. But this is on certain conditions after specifi

ed ; which was meant to preclude any restriction by implicati-

cs. Then this is followed up by the 13th article, which res

pects the Iia/?%India trade ; whereby the King consents in the

first instance that the Americans shall be admitted and hospi

tably received in all our ports and harbours there ; and then

he gives liberty to the Americans freely to carry on trade be

tween the said territories and the United States in all articles,

except such the importation or exportation of which is pro

hibited. The prohibition therefore is as to the articles, and

not as to the place from whence they came. The effect of

this, if it stood alone, would be that the Americans might

aide freely to or from the East Indies by whatever circuitous

rout

Il
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1798. rout they pleased ; for trade is a word of the largest significa-

K^or^sJ tion. And it is to be observed that no such liberty to trade

Wilson freely is given by the 12th article, as to the West Indies, but

mIiiI'vat on'y a ''Dertv i0 carry> &c- And this construction must have

' been the understanding of the contracting parties, as appears

by the stipulation which immediately follows, namely, that

' the Americans Avail not carry any articles exported from the

Britijb territories in India except to some port or place in

America. This proviso would have been unnecessary if the

s word between were understood as limiting the trade before to

a direct intercourse. But the express stipulation in restraint

of the homeward trade to America, and of that only, shews

that no such restriction was intended as to the outward trade,

which therefore remains to be enjoyed according to the phrase

of the treaty with an entirely perfeEl liberty. Neither does the

word bet-ween, independently of explanatory matter, necessa

rily mean a direct intercourse to andfrom : but admitting that

it would in general, yet here it is confined expressly to the

homeward trade, that is, from the Britistj territories in India

to the United States. And if this had been intended to apply

to both the voyages, why should the expressions used in the

12th article as to the Wejl India trade, which expressed thac

fense in the most unequivocal manner, have been varied from,

in the 13th ? The term " original cargo," as applied to the

coasting trade in India, means no more than the outward-

bound cargo as contradistinguished from a cargo collected in

India, and can by no usage or construction be limited to a cargo

collected in America, which might have been more easily ex

pressed in terms if so intended. And it would have been ab

surd if it had been so limited: for it cannot be denied that,

if European goods were imported into America, they might

Dot afterwards be stripped from thence to the Eajl Indies ; and

the framers of the treaty could never have intended so frivo

lous a distinction, as that it might be permitted to do that in

directly which could not be done directly. It would also be

injurious to found policy, as the only effect of it would be

that of making America a depot of goods for the East Indies.

3. There is no ground for the supposed dilemma of the com

mencement of the voyage being either illegal, as made with

the contemplation of going to our settlements in the East In

dies before the ratification of the treaty, or not being within

the protection of the treaty at all, as commencing in France

and not in America after such ratification. For in fact it did

commence in America as it legally might without any treaty,
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if not intended to go to the Britistj ports there : and the spe- 1798.

cial verdict only finds that Collet had a voyage to the East In- ■ -,- j

dies in contemplation when lie failed from America : it does not Wilson

appear that he had any intention of proceeding to the Britijb Ma-e^^f

settlements in India until afrer the ratification of the treaty.

At any rate no illegal act had been done before the policy

commenced, at which time the ratification had taken place.

In the cafe of Camden v. Anderson (a) tried before Lord Keny*

on at Guildhall, which was an action on a policy of insurance

from Bombay home, though the ship had before gone beyond

the extent of the license granted by the East India Company

in failing to Goa and getting a cargo there for Bombay, yet it

was holden that the underwriter could not take advantage of

an act of forfeiture committed by the ship on a prior voyage ■

before the one insured. 4. It is now clearly f-ttled thnt though

a natural-born subject cannot throw off his allegiance to the

King, but is always answerable criminally for acts done by

him against it, yet for commercial purposes he may acquire

the rights of a citizen of another country; to ascertain which

recourse must be had to the laws and usages of that country

which has adopted him. This rule was established in the

cafe of Scott, q. t. v. Schaiurtz, Com. Rep. 67 7. 6 :'p. and has

been always adhered to since. In like manner 'denizens of

this country are entitled to ajl commercial advantages of na

tural-born subjects, "(but not to many political ones,) though

their allegiance is still due to their natural Sovereign. The

case alluded to of Smith, and others of the like fort, turned

altogether upon the question of fraud. Smith h id become a

citizen of America for a particular purpose, and not bona

fide : there was no previous residence or domicile there, as

there was in this cafe; Collet naturalized and domiciled in

America could not have insured his property English, suppos

ing a war between France and America, and England in a

state of neutrality : nor could he have availed himself of the

privilege of trading as an Englishman without returning to

this country to reside or fixing his domicile here. It was

so considered in the report os the case in Com. 690. Then

if he were an American citizen within the navigation act while

bis domicile remains in America, his merely coming here for

a temporary

[a) This was not the cafe reported ante, 6 vol. 713, but stated to arise out of

the same transaction, and about the same time.
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a temporary purpose will not change the nature of his situati

on, or deprive him of his rights as a citizen of the United

Wilson States.

Makktat,

Cur. adv. vult.

 

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. now delivered the opinion of the

Court. As this cas* was argued so recently, and as every ar

gument was urged that bore on the subject either on the one

fide or the other, little remains for us but to draw the proper

conclusion from those arguments.

Without stating again all the facts of the cafe, the question

is. whether, as the Ihip and goods insured have been totally

lost to the assured, the party against whom this action is

brought be or be not liable to pay that loss on his contract of

indemnity ? In discussing that question other points of great

magnitude were raised. On the part of the defendant it was

said that this was a cafe of vast importance, because it was an

attempt by the plaintiff to invade the monopoly of the East

India Company, and to supplant them in their trade, and that

this affected the Public as well as individuals, because the

East India Company is so nearly connected with the political

state of the country, and because our possessions in the East

Indies contribute so largely to, the revenues of this country.

On the other hand it is a cafe of great importance, inasmuch

as it involves in it the fair exposition of the treaty between

this country and America. And in the course of the argu

ment we were (a little irregularly) threatened on both sides,

by the one party not to touch the concerns of the East India

* Company, by the other not to irritate our allies in America.

With regard to the East India Company ; they will always

find their interests secured by the laws of this country as ad

ministered in our courts of justice. And I hope that there is

no jealousy, or even ground of jealousy, on the part of the

Americans^ but that they know that when their rights come to

be discussed here the greatest attention will be paid to their in

terests. They have long been acquainted with the habits of

this country, and with the mode of administering justice here:

until within these few years their causes used to come over

here to be discussed, and I never heard that the decisions in

our courts ever awakened the least jealousy in the breasts of

the inhabitants of that country.

The great question in the cause is whether or not, the loss

having happened, any circumstances be disclosed in the ver

dict on which the defendant can resist the plaintiff's claim.

Three
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Three objections have been raised on the part of the defen- 1798.

dant. I will dispose of that first, which was the last in the ^.mym^t

argument, namely, that Co/let the captain of the (hip and Wn.io>

part-owner was an Englishman by birth, and was not there- ml""f

fore a citizen of America within the meaning of the treaty Ma»*tat-

between this country and America. On a former day we in

timated our opinion that there was not much weight in this

objection, and after consideration we are clearly of opinion

that there is none. Collet is a citizen of this country by birth,

so that he cannot throw of his allegiance to this country : he

is also a citizen of America for the purposes of commerce, it

being found by the special verdict that he has been adopted as

a citizen of that country. And the circumstance of his being

z natural-born subject here cannot deprive him of the advan

tages of being a citizen of that country.

The next objection arises on the construction of the 13th

article of the treaty between this country and America, which

fcas been confirmed by act of Parliament. It was contended

that the intercourse must be inmedtateand diretlbetween Ame

rica and the Enjl Indies, on the true meaning of that article :

bat on the fullest consideration that we can give, comparing

this with the other articles of the treaty, we are also of opi

nion that this objection is unfounded. That the party insured

might have come from America to other countries in Europe

2nd bought goods and carried them back to America, and

from thence to the Eajl Indies, seemed to be admitted. Then,

in point of reason, why may not that which may be done in

directly be done directly ? and on the fair construction of the

words of this article we think that this objection cannot pre

vail.

The remaining objection is that the voyage insured was a part

of a voyage, the whole of which (supposing it to be one inte

gral voyage) was not legal in its inception, and that if there

beany infirmity in any part of an integral voyage, the whole

for this purpose becomes illegal. But this argument is too re

fined as applied to this cafe. Before the commencement of

this voyage there was a rumour that a treaty between the two

countries was in agitation, and this person came to England

probably wii' a view of carrying on the voyage to the East

Indies under the treaty. However, in deciding this cafe we

must look, to the facts disclosed in the special verdict. Now

it is not there stated that the continuation of the voyage to the

Briti/b settlements in the East Indies was the voyage that was at

all

1
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1798. all hazards to be performed when the voyage began in Ame-

L-'-<— J rica. For though different plans had been suggested by Butler

^llbijs m n'S 'etter *or tne continuation of the voyage, it is only

Marxtat. found by the special verdict that Collet, when he sailed from

America, intended to go to the East Indies, without saying to

that part that belongs to Great Britain. As far as respected

the Americans, every other part was rriare liberum ; andtho'

before the treaty the party assured could not have gone to any

of our ports in the East Indies without being guilty of an in

fraction of our laws, he might have gone to any other port

in the East Indies. Every thing therefore in the verdict re

lating to these different plans, though a fair subject of inves

tigation and discussion, may now be laid out of our conside

ration ; it not being found in any part of the special verdict

•what precise voyage the parties had in contemplation at the

inception of the voyage in America. Then, if the voyage in

sured be not infected by what was done in America, it was a

legal voyage. The ship originally sailed from Philadelphia to

Brest and then to Bourdeaux, which Ihe might legally do ;

and before she left the latter place the treaty between this

country and America was ratified ; it then appears that in

May 1 796 she sailed to Madeira, where she took in other

goods, «« for the purpose of proceeding with the whole cargo

to the British territories in the East Indies," which then she

might well do under the treaty that had before that time been

ratified. Then it does not appear that Collet had any inten

tion of going to any of our settlements in the East Indies,

until after the ratification of the treaty. And though I ad

mit that, if there had been any infirmity in any part of the

integral voyage, it would have made the whole illegal, so that

the assured could not recover upon a policy on any part of it,

yet it not appearing that in fact there was any illegality in any

part of this voyage, we are of opinion that this objection also

fails.

On the whole therefore we are of opinion that the plaintiff

is entitled to the judgment of the Court.

Judgment for the plaintiff.

1
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1798.

Salt against Salt and Another, Executors. rw/a^,

The plaintiff having brought an action against the defen- The de_

dants, as executors of the last incumbent of the rec- fcndant

tory of Hilderjham in CambridgeJJ/ire, for dilapidations, the cannot pay

defendants paid 300/. into court under the common rule ; to "urt^on1 °

set aside which rule the plaintiff obtained another rule nisi, the com-

on the authority of Squire v. Archer, 2 Str. 906. faction'"1

Wocd shewed cause against that rule (a). It is a general for diUpida-

rule that in all actions for non-payment of money the defen- tions.

dant may bring money into court, though in actions of tres

pass or tort he cannot. Now this is in substance an acti

on for non-payment of money. The declaration states, in

the usual form, that by law all rectors &c. are bound to repair;

that if they leave the houses &c out of repair they or their ex

ecutors are bound to satisfy to the successors so much money

as will be sufficient for the purpose of repair; that the house

in question was left by the defendants' testator out of repair;

and that a large sum of money, to wit, 950/., is necessary

to be laid out in the repair; and the breach is, the non-pay

ment of that sum. The circumstance of the sum demanded be

ing uncertain is no objection to paying money into court, be

cause that objection would equally apply to a quantum meruir,

and yet in such a case there is no doubt but that money may

be brought into court. In the Ecclesiastical Courts, where

suits of this kind are more frequently instituted than in the

common law courts, the defendant is permitted to pay money

into court ; therefore for the fake of uniformity the proceed

ings ought to be the fame in both courts. With regard to

the cafe cited from Strange; it is observable that it is a short

loose note, not expressing the grounds on which the Court

proceeded : but the authority of that cafe may well be doubt

ed, when it is considered that in Okes v. Ange (b) it was taken

for granted that a defendant might plead a tender (which is

like paying money into court) to such an action as the present.

Besides this is an action against executors, who are more fa

voured by the law than other persons. They have not been

guilty of any default ; and it seems more just that such defen

dants should be permitted to pay money into court, in order

that if thacsum be sufficient the plaintiff should proceed in the

(a) Yesterday. (J) 3 Ltv. 413.

action
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1798. action at the peril of costs, than that the plaintiff should com-

C»»-y->»> pel them to proceed to trial at the hazard of costs, which, in

Salt. cafe they have no aflete, must be paiddebonis propriis.

"salt. WtUbn in support of the rule. The rule by which the

Courts have been guided in cafes of this kind is that mention

ed by Lord Mansfield in 2 Burr. 11 20, that «• where a furn

1 demanded is a sum certain, or capable of being ascertained,

without leaving any fort of discretion to be exercised by the

jury," the defendant may pay the money into court. But

this demand, so far from being certain or capable of being

ascertained by mere computation, is perhaps of all others the

most uncertain that can be brought into a court of justice, it

depending on the opinions of architects and surveyors. In

an action of covenant for not repairing, it is clear that the de

fendant cannot pay money into court ; and the present is like

such an action. It is indeed more like an action on the case

in nature of waste, where the defendant can neither plead a

• . tender or pay money into court. The plea in both is not-

guilty. The circumstance of this being an action against ex

ecutors affords no reason for allowing them this privilege. In

many instances the action is brought against the predeces

sor himielf ; and though this is an action against executors,

it must, be remembered that they represent the predecessor for

whose delinquency they are answerable. Independently

however of any reasoning, the case in Strange is a direct au

thority to shew that money cannot be paid into court in an ac

tion of this kind. Nor is the authority of that cafe diminish

ed by the case in Levintz, in which this question neither did

or could come in judgment before the -Court. There the

plaintiff took issue on the plea of tender which was found

against him ; and the Court had no opportunity of deciding

on the legality of the plea.

The Court said that in point of reason the defendants ought

to be permitted to pay money into court, but wished to have

an opportunity of looking into the cases before they decided

the question. But on this day,

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, we have looked into the cafes,

and are of opinion that they do not warrant us in determining

that money may be paid into court in this action. The cafe

of Squire v. Archer is a direct decision on the point ; and the

fame cafe is also reported in iBarnard. 4., which, though not

a book of much authority in general, agrees with the report of

the cafe in Strange. Therefore the present rule, must be

made absolute.

Grose
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Grose J. added that, the true grounds, on which rules for

payment of money into court are granted, are accurately stated

in TtdtTs Practice {afy.

Rule absolute (£).

(*) Vid. Tiid 408. afa. (i) Vid. G-iffill, v. tfiltunu, ante 1 to!.

JIO ; Bnvftrt. Fuller, ante, 7 Vol. 335; y»rncm v. rVyvte, I H. SI. Rep C.

B. 24., and Huium v. Beli<m,t. a» Ctc. 3. *. X. 1 H. SI. 299. note,*.

 

Lord Kinnaird and others against Barrow. ^Z^ia

The defendant, having been a prisoner in the Fleet prison Brthein-

on the 1 2th of February 1794, was discharged at the [°l"natctdeb*

London Quarter-Sessions on the 15th of July in that year under o".*. 69*

the insolvent debtors' act 34. Geo. 3. c. 69. After which he was 111 insolvent

arrested at the suit of the plaintiffs for a debt of 8 c/. 30/. part of c£jJb"j!f,is"

which was due to them before the 12th of February ; the re- tod'fnts*'

maining 50/. became due in this way } the defendant had gi- t. due,

ven a bill of exchange for 20/. and a promisory note for 30/ 'hose"/'

before the 12th of February 1794, both payable six months befote the

after date to J. Parkins or order; the former was dated on the • of fe-

iotb, the latter on the 13th of October 1793, aiu* tne>' refpec- ^J?^ 1 798;

lively became due on the 13th and 1 6th of February 1794. wordsappiy

Balmanno on b: half of the defendant obtained a rule on a for-uoadeht on

mer day, calling on the plaintiffs to (hew cause why the defendant * ptr°™ij,°1r,y

should not be discharged out of custody, because the whole ofofexchange

the plaintiffs' debt was either due ot growing due before the given bc-

I2th of February, the day mentioned in the insolvent debtors' to,c'^b|

act (a), on the authority of Workman v. Leake(b) and Paget v. "ntffafter'

JVbtate (c) ; in the former of which cafes it was holden that a that day.

debt arising on a promisory note indorsed by the defendant to the

plaintiff before, but not payable until after, the day mentioned in

the insolvent debtors' act, 12 Geo. 3. c. 23. (penned like the

present act,) was a debt M growing due" within the meaning of

that act ; and in the latter a similar determination was made on

the construction of the insolvent debtors' act 18 Geo. 3. c. 52.

in the instance of a bond executed before but not payable until

after the day mentioned in that act.

(*) By 34 Gen. 3. e. 69. /. 31, It is enacted that no person,, entitled to the

benefit of that act, lhail at any time theteaftcr be imprisoned for any debt,

bond Sec. sum or sums of money contiacted, incurred, occasioned, owing or

grvwmr imt, befote the 12th of Feiruary t-94, &c. (4) Cites. 22.

[t) Dttgl. bbi. See alibCe'tWv. Htnic, it. 97. .

Vol. V1LL E Ganow,
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1798. Garrotb, who now shewed cause, contended that neither of

»-—^—j the sums of 20/. or 30/. was due on the 1 ith of February J 794 i

l.oid and (hat the plaintiffs could not have sworn to either of them a*

a debt due at that time. But

Barrow. The Court were clearly ot opinion that these two sums were

within the letter as well as the spirit os the act of Parliament.

That the words " growing due" meant something more than

" owing" or " due ;" and that those words were inserted for

the purpose of meeting such a case as the present. That this

and the other insolvent acts alluded to, being made in pari ma-

tcria, ought to receive a similar construction; and that the case

in Cnoper was a direct authority in point. Therefore they

made (he

Rule absolute (a).

(a) See also M<t>kt v. l/fhn, aiilc, 7 vol. 30J. on tfci* rery act.

ifriJtf, Howton again/I Frearson.

Ktv. 3$d.

Wi"tni«ee *~ I trespass for breaking and entering the plaintiff'scfofe

com ™s JL called the allotment at Ockbrook in the county of Dtrby on

luidtoano- the 1st of January 17964 the defendant pleaded, 1st thegeneral

which°there 'm,e» on *n'cn 'ssue was joined ; secondly, that the close cal-

isno access the Allotment was contiguous and next adjoining on the

but over the west side to a close of the defendant's called the Upper Meadow,

j^nJaii ht °n Ca^ t0 ac'°'"e °^ tne pfe'ntifPs called Draycot Field which

."/way 'pas- adjoins on the east fide to a highway leading from Draycot to

lesofncces- Ockbrook. That before the said time when- Sic. on the 1st of

tl^to"' -4>r'l »793i the plaintiff, R. Dotvman, F. Jejfopp, and J. Col-

th" grant. l*,r> were seised in fee of the said three closes called the Alht-

ittlitowner ment, the Upper Meadow, and Draycot Fidd, and being so sei-

dVT ba ^ tne^ convcye^ 10 ,ne plaintiff the two closes, the

viagno way Allotment »nd Druyiot Field. That afterwards, and whilst the

to one of plaintiffs R. Dewman, F. Jejsapp, and J. Collier, continued

,hem k™' ^'<*d °^ Upper Meadow, and before the (aid time when &c.

whet, part to w'*> on ,ne 4<h and 5th of July 1793 by lease and release

with the they conveyed the Upper Meadow to the defendant in fee.

out "ser-,h* 1 h3t thc PIaintiff> R- bowman, F. Jejfopp, and J. Collier, and

^ing"" tne'r tenants during all the time they were seised of the Upper

uay.it will Meadow " nad a necessary way for themselves their farmers and

("/him bCd tenants, occupiers of the Upper Meadow, from and out of the Up-

opera'tu»of>Vr Miaim into through and over the Allotment, and from

law. #»»*. and
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and out of the Allotment into through and over Draycot Field to |

the highway leading from Draycot to Qckbrook, and so back again 1 _ -w - ■

to go and return pass and repast wiih their cattle every year Howton

at all times of the year for the convenient and necessary occu- JJla

pation of the Upper Meadow, and had no other way for them-

fdves and their farmers and tenants occupiers of the Upper Mea-

&w to go and return with their cattle from the Upper Meadow

to the laid highway and back again for the convenient and ne-

cdlary occupation of the Upper Meadtrw but into and over the

AiUtment and from thence into and over Draycot Field and (b

back again." That ever since he ( the defendant) became sei

sed of the Upper Meadow as aforesaid he had had and still of

right ought to have the said neceflary way for himself and his

&nners and tenants occupiers of the Upper Meadow (stating it

as before); and then he justified going with hiscattle into through

and along the said way in the said clo/e in which &c. for the

convenient and neceflary occupation of his close called the Up

per Meadow Sic.

The plaintiff* replied that the defendant of his own wrong

committed the trespass, traversing that the plaintiff, R. Dtrw-

mw, F. JeJJopp, and 7s. Collier, and their tenants during the

time they were seised of the Upper Meadotv had a neceflary way

over the Allotment-, and so through Draycot Field into the (aid

highway, and that the defendant since he became seised os the

Upper Aleadovj had the said neceflary way &c. in the language

o» the plea ; on which issue was taken.

On the trial at Derby a verdict was found for the plaintiff,

subject to the opinion of this Court on the following cafe.

Previous to the inclosure of the open fields and meadows in

the liberty of Ockbrook in the cwinty of Derby in the years 1772

and 1773 the lands within the liberty consisted of old inclosures,

^iree open arable fields, called Upper Held, Draycot Field, and

Bttrrowu/a/h Field, a meadow called Ockbrookt divided into se

veral parts, one of which was called Upper Meadow, and cer

tain common grounds lying in the said open fields. Ths Upper

Meadew was bounded on the north by old inclosures then and

bow called Reedy Pieces, and part of the then said open fields

called Upp*r Field; on the east by an old inclosure called the

G«rr, another then open field called Draycot Field, (being the

plaintiff's land called by that name in the pleadings,) and other

<W inclosure*} on the south by old inclosures; and on the

west by the said then open field called Burrowwast) Field. The

E 2 Upper
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Upper Meadow belonged to several proprietors who had dif-

_ tinct interests therein until the crop was got, and afterwards

Howton they depastured the land in common. The road to the Upper

'Z'fJ1 Meadow was at that time out of a highway called Co/lion Lane

F»ia»son. over tne ea^ j-1(je 0f that part 0f tnc tnen 0pen fie]d called

Burrowwajb Field marked No. 75. in the plan (//) annexed

into and over the east side of an old inclosure marked in the plan

No. 76., called Hiliftvay Close, into the corner of another part

of the said Burrowwajh Field marked in the plan No. 77., and

from thence into the said Upper Meadow. In the year 1772 an

act of Parliament pasted for dividing and inclosing several open

fields &c in Ocibrooi, by which the commissioners named there

in were directed and empowered to set out public and private

carriage bridle and foot ways over the lands and grounds there

by directed to be divided and inclosed to any allotments to be

made by virtue thereof or to any old inclosures &c. for such uses

aud purposes as the said commissioners should in their award

order and direct. And by that act it was also enacted that it

should not be lawful for any person or persons after the execu

tion of the award to use or claim the use ofany roads or any ways

cither old or new public or private over within or through the

lands and grounds thereby intended to be divided &c either on

foot or with horses &c, other than such roads or ways as should

be so set out and appointed by the commissioners, and that all

former roads or ways or so much thereof as should not be so set

out and appointed as roads should be deemed part of the lands to

be divided and inclosed. At the time of the inclosure S. Dalby

widow was seised for her life of an estate in the liberty of Oci

brooi consisting of old inclosures and lands in the open fields and

meadows, which estate was limited in remainder after her de

cease to her son J. J. Dalby in tail ; and f. J. Dalby was also

entitled in possession to an estate in Ocibrooi, which upon his

marriage were settled upon himself and wife for their lives,

with remainder to their first and other sons in tail. The com

missioners by their award dated the 22d of sanitary 1773 allot

ted and awarded unto S. Dalby (in lieu of her lands in the open

fieldsj in severalty the Upper Meadow and that part of Dray-

cot Field which adjoins to it and now belongs to the plaintiff.

(a) Culliui t.an ran fioni west to east by the north fide of Rrtiy Pitta.

(t) No. 75, and 76. adjoined the RttJy Picttt on the west, and No. 77. wat

to the west of Vfptr Mtadavt ; and the road described in the plan came into

the noith-west cornel ot Upper A/Ww.

The
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The lands so allotted to her lie contiguous to each other, and 1798.

the east fide of the said allotment in Drayeot Field, as well as an ■ ■ . 1

ancient inclosure (called the Carr Close) belonging to S. Dalby Howtok

and adjoining to the Upper Meadow, is bounded by a public p ^f"^,N

highway leading from Drayeot to Oekbrook. The commissi

oners did not set out or appoint any road whatsoever to the Up

per Meadow or the other lands allotted to S. Daiby. The road,

used previous to the inclosure and when the open fields were in

tillage out of Callion Lane to the Upper Meadow as before sta

ted, was not set out or awarded by the commissioners, hut they

set out and awarded a road to the occupiers of the Reedy Pieces

is these words, ** One other private carriage and draft road from

Q/Sen Lane into and over the east fide of the lands allotted to

Dame Mary Lake No. 75. to an old inclosure allotted to J. y.

Dalby No. 76. for the use of the owners and occupiers of several

old inclosures called the Reedy Pieces, for ever."—As soon as

tie allotments were set out J. y. Dalby began to occupy (as

tenant to his mother) that part of the allotment in the Upper

Meadow which now belongs to the defendant. About the fame

time he agreed with the proprietors of the old inclosure No. 76.

for the exchange of other lands (to which he was entitled in pos

session as aforesaid) for the old inclosure, and the exchange was

carried into effect by the award of the commissioners under a

power in the inclosure act. Mrs. Dalby died in April 1-86 ;

' and upon her death y. J. Dally became entitled in possession as

tenant in tail to the lands which had been allotted to her, and

in Trinity term in that year suffered a recovery of the fame, and

limited it to himself in fee. y. y. Daily died in October 1792 ;

and from the date of the award to the time of his death that part

of the Upper Meadow which now belongs to the defendant, and

the said ancient inclosure No. 76., were occupied by the same

tenant by himself for six yeats arid by S. Phifps for the remain

der of the time without any connection in respect of roads with

the other lands allotted to Mrs. Dalby and now belonging to

the plaintiff- And although the use of the road set out by the

commissioners and awarded over the new inclosed lands No.

75, was limited by the award to the Reedy Pieces, y. J. Dalby

and his tenants of theold inclosure No. 76. and the defendant's

Upper AÆeadew made use of the said road for all purposes what

soever as a road to the laid inclosure No. 76. and the defendants

Upper Jbfeadtnu during the whole of the abovementioned period.

Upon the death as J, J. Dalby his eldest son became entitled

uoder his father's nja.-riage settlement to the old inclosure No.
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1 798. 76- and at Lady-day 1 793 sold and conveyed it to J. Elliot the

v—~* present owner thereof. 'jF» 7- Dolby by his will dated 26th

HowTON January 1791 devised all the lands so allotted to his mother to

agamjl (ruftees f0{ whom the plaintiff is one)for the sale thereof; and

s Ri' AHiON
' in April in that year the plaintiff purchased and became posses*

fed of -the said close called the Allotment, and the close called

Draycot Field , and also the close called Carr Close. In July

following the defendant purchased of the said trustees the close

called the Upper Meadow with, all ways &c, belonging thereto.

Very soon after the defendant had made this purchase, J. Elliot

and the owners of the new inclosure No. 75. stopped up the

road over their respective lands to the Upper Meadow. The

, question is whether the plaintiff is entitled to recover.

This cafe was argued at length in Trinity term last by Bur

ton Morice for the plaintiff and Clarke for the defendant.

The former then contended that, when a man grants land

without reserving to himself a right of way over it, the law will

not reserve such right for him, however necessary or conveni

ent; and the defendant claiming under a person so circumstan

ced cannot be in a better situation. Dell v. Babthorpey Cro.

Eliz. 300. (Lawrence J. observed that it did not there appear

to be necessary to go over the close in question to the wood ;

there might be another way to it. J Such a right can only be

claimed in two cases, either where the law itself confers a right

to something upon another man's land, in which cafe it also gives

every power necessary to the enjoyment of it, and by conse

quence a right of ingress and regress, or where one grants land

to another, to which there is po access except over the foil of

the grantor, and there the right of way is incidental to the grant,

on the principle that the grant shall be taken most strongly

against the grantor, and because such right is necessary to the

enjoyment of the thing granted, and without which it would be

of no avail. That was the principal point resolved in Clark v,

Cogge,Ctq. Jac, 170. It was there indeed also added, that if a

man having four closes lying together sell three, reserving the

middle one, and have not any way to it but over one of those

which he sold, though he did not reserve the way, yet he shall

have it as reserved to him by law. But that was merely an obi

ter dictum and not supported by the books referred to in the

margin, which relate only to authorities given by law. As

where the law gives a right to a tenant at will to go upon the

land to take the emblements j yet that is only where the Lord

puts.
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puts an end to the tenancy; for if it be determined by the to> -
rant's own act, the Lord fliall have the emblements. O/anJ's , 79 •

cafe, § Ca .lib. I Rel. Abr. 726. So here, it being the Howro!,

grantor's own act to grant away his land without reserving a Vai*/i

right of way, the law will not supply his omission to the preju- Friarjok

dice of the grantee's right. Keymer v. Summurs, Hertford

Sum Ass. 1769, cor. Tata J. Bull. Ni. Pri. 74. Besides, the

facts stated in this cafe negative that this was a necessary way ;

for it appears that before the inclosure act another way was used.

{Lawrence J. But it also appears that that way was put an

cod to by the com mifli oners, and cannot now be set up again.)

Clarke for the defendant. As by the inclosure act the com

missioners were to set out all necessary public and private way>,

Jnd all other ways not by them set out were to cease and deter

mine, it is clear that the defendant can no longer make use of

the old road by the Reedy Pieces; so that if he cannot enjoy the

toad in question, he has no means of getting at his land at all.

His right therefore arises of necessity, and upon a principle of

public policy, which will not endure that any person fliall be un-

cer the necessity of leaving his land uncultivated, because he

cannot get at it without being a trespasser; for this would

operate as a public detriment no less than a private loss. The

cafe before Tales J., which was of a prescriptive righe of way

claimed, and others of the fame fort, do not apply, lor in them

the road claimed did not appear to be a road of necessity, but

merely of convenience-, whicn might be lost without detriment to

any but the owner. The case of emblements proceeds on ano

ther greund, that where the party was not entitled to the em

blements themselves he consequently could have no right to go

on the owner's land to take them away : but where he has a

right to the emblements he has a right of way necessarily inci.

dent. The claim of away of necessity as given by law is ex

pressly recognised in the cafe cited of Clark v. Cezge, Cro,

Joe. 1-0. in Staple v. Heydony 6 Mod, 3, 4. and I Rol. Abr.

936. pi, 10.; and it was expressly determined to be good in

'puttm v. Taylor., % Lutw. 1487. because, as it is there said,

it is r> r the public good that the land should not be unoccupied.

Besides, in this cale the defendant claims under a grant from

feveral persons, one of whom was the plaintiff himself; and

therefore on the ground admitted in argument the plaintiff

must be taken to have granted this neceflary way.

In reply, it was observed that the case ot Dutton v. Tayelr

wis contrary to all former received opinions ; and that upon

the
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1 798. the principle there laid down a right of way would be reserved in

K^rxJ law even against the express release of the party. But at any

Howton rate this could not authorize a new way over the soil of another,

aZaufl where none of right existed before. And as to the last ground ;

Fkearson. tjjat tjje piajntjft-nad joined in the grant to the defendant merely

as a trustee and not in his own right, and therefore ought not

to be concluded by such an act to bis own prejudice.

• Lord Kenyon C. J., entertaining great doubt upon the ge

neral question, desired that the cafe might be argued again.

But on this day, when

Perceval was to have argued for the plaintiff and Balguy for

the defendant.

Lord Kenyon C. J. said, upon further consideration I find

it impossible to distinguish this from the general cafe, where a

man grants a close surrounded by his own land, (in which cafe

the grantee has a way to it of necessity over the land of the

grantor,) merely on the ground that the plaintiff conveyed to

the defendant in the character of a trustee; for it cannot be

intended that he meant to make a void grant. There being no

other way to the defendant's close but over the land of one of

the persons who granted to him, he was entitled to such a way

of necessity upon the authority of all the cases, upon the princi

ple that every deed must be taken most strongly against the

grantor. It was competent to those who conveyed to the de

fendant, when they granted the Upper Meadow, to grant him a

way to it over their own land. When they made the convey

ance, it must be taken for granted that they intended to confer

some beneficial interest, but he can derive no benefit whatever

from the grant unless he has a right of way to the land. Even

upon the general ground I was prepared to submit to the express

authority of the cafe in Lutwkh, though I cannot fay that my

reason has been convinced by it. There are I think great dif

ficulties in the question ; but in the other mode of considering

the cafe, those difficulties are gotten rid of altogether, and it

falls within all the authorities which are not controverted even

by the plaintiff.

Per Curiam Postea to the defendant (a)

(a) Vid. Parktr v. Wctfti, 2 SiJ. 39. HI. Surry ». Pigot, Pr.pt. 166. Pain.

444. Laub 135. ^84. 3 Bulftr. 339- s- C-
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Doe on the demise of Mitchinson atainst Carter. .f""**'.
° A ut. 250.

On the trial of this ejectment at the last assizes for Essex A lessee,

before Mr. Justice Builer a verdict was found for "the "^^^

kiibr of the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of this court on not« to let,

the following cafe. set, assign.

The lector of the plaintiff, being seized in fee os the pre- ^"4cfer', r

mises in question, demised the same by lease dated the 28th barter, ex-'

of September 1784 to J. Braban, in which lease there is the change, or

following covenant and proviso ; that Braban, his executors,

administrators, or asGgns should not let, set, assign, transfer, the mden-

make over, barter, exchange, or otherwise part with this in- ture," &c

denture or the said messuage, lands, &c. hereby demised, or y^tbauhe

any part thereof, to any person or persons whomsoever, for landlord

all or any part of the said term, without the special license, mignt in

consent, and approbation of Mitchinson, his heirs or assigns, ^^"^^

in writing ; provided always that it Braban, his executors, a warrant of

administrators, pr assigns, or any of them, should let, set, »<'omcy to

assign, transfer, or make over this indenture or the said pre- J"J^' nt

raises hereby demised, or any part thereof, to any person or on which'

persons whomsoever, without the license or consent of Mit- the leale

ckinfim, bis heirs or assigns, in writing, or if all or any of the *"xecu»i.

covenants, &c. on the part of Braban, his executors, &c. on and fold;

should not be by him or them paid, observed, &c. according fee'tyno f£r"

to the true intent, &c, in either of those cases it should be tnc \liti^m

lawful for Mitchinson, his heirs and assigns, into and upon the

said messuage or tenement, farm, lands, &c. wholly to re.

enter, Sec.

Braban entered into possession of the premises under this

lease, and continued possessed of them until the entry of the

defendant hereafter mentioned. A creditor of Braban for a

just debt took from him a warrant of attorney to confess

judgment, upon which a judgment was accordingly entered

upas of Alichnelmas Term 1797. Execution issued in the

lame term, and the lease was on the 1 ith of December 1797

sold under such execution by the sheriff to the defendant,

who was put into possession on the 1st of January 1798, and

jtow continues so possessed. The defendant at the time of

his purchase knew that the lease contained the said covenant

and proviso, .
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1798. B'ft f°r tne plaintiff- The lessor of the plaintiff is now

l_ entitled to recover under the proviso against alienation con-

Doe dem. tained in the lease. A landlord in granting a lease to a parti-

Mitch- cular tenant has two objects in view ; the one to* secure his

mgainst rent » ,ne other to provide that the estate shall not be deteri-

Carter. orated in the hands of the tenant. And therefore in granting

a lease he selects a tenant in whom he has confidence, and in

whose occupation (he supposes) both these objects will be secur

ed. But unless he has the maans of preventing the tenant

alienating, both those objects may be defeated. Covenants

and conditions of this kind have always been construed strict

ly. Berry -v. Taunton, Qri. Eliz. 331 ; Mori's case, Cro. El.

26; PhilpDt v. Homre, 2 jfit. 2 1 9. Though the. case of Roe

v. Galiurs {a) is different from the present, because there thp

question arose on the legality of a proviso in the lease that

the landlord should re-enter on the tenant's committing an

act of bankruptcy, which was holden to be a legal condition,

yet the reasoning of the Court there is applicable to this case.

And the case of Dommett v. Bedford (b) goes the whole length

of deciding the present case. There Bedford gave an annui

ty to Woodham to be paid into his own hands, " it being the

intent of the testator that if the fame should be alienated the

annuity should immediately cease and determine ;" and on the

bankruptcy of Woodham and an assignment of the annuity by

his commissioners to the assignees it was holden that the an

nuity ceased, though it was argued that the restriction only

extended to an assignment by the party himself. In truth,

what is called an assignment by operation of law is only such

an assignment made by the authority of the law that the party

himself might have made. Now as the tenant himself could

not have assigned in this case, on the principle that lex ne-

mini facit injuriam the law will not assign for him. In cases

of bankruptcy the assignees only stand in the fame situation

as the bankrupt himself did ; neither is the sheriff placed in

a better situation than the tenant whose interest he takes in

execution. But even if the Court were to decide that such a

proviso as the present did not extend to an alienation by law,

to an execution against the goods and chattels of the tenant,

still in this cafe there was no adverse judgment ; the tenant

voluntarily executed a warrant of attorney to confess a judg

ment for him. And unless the landlord can enter as for a

breach

s «

0) Amt, 2 t»1. 133. (*) Ante, 6 Yol, 684.
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breach of this condition, it will enable a tenant to do that

indirectly, and perhaps fraudulently, which he cannot do di

rectly ; since, instead of assigning over a lease to a third person 1^eI^™"

he may confess a judgment to him for the very purpose of en- INJOh "

abiing such third person to take the lease under an execution w*Jl

upon the judgment. Caitci.

Ptrntber contra- It may be admitted that the parties may

tsvenant that on the event of the insolvency of the tenant

the landlord may re-enter, if they choose to frame a specific

covenant for that purpose, but the objection to the lessor's

right of entry here is that no such covenant is contained in

this lease. AH the words of this proviso are applicable only

to an assignment by the party himself. In cases of this kind

tae Courts have in general been inclined to narrow the con-

sirection of covenants against alienation, at least not to ex*

tend them beyond the words of the covenant. In Crusoe v.

Bugby [a) it was holden that a covenant not to assign transfer

let over or otherwise do or put away the lease or premises did

siot extend to an underlease for part of the term. So in Fom

v. Snuffti (£), where the lessee covenanted not to assign with

out the lessor's content, it was said that a devise of the term

by the lessee was not a breach of the covenant. In the case

of Derm d. Lard Stanhope v. Strggs (c), where the lessor hav

ing demised to the lessee for twenty-one years, habendum to

him his executors administrators and assigns, with a proviso

that the landlord might re-enter if the lessee his executors &c

should assign &c or suffer the same to be extended or taken

in execution, the question was whether notwithstanding the

proviso the land could be taken in execution against the exe-

cutor of the lessee, and it was admitted by the plaintiff's coun

sel that the covenant not to assign &c did not extend to assign

ments by operation of Jaw. Lord Mansfield's opinion, and

the result of the enquiries directed by him in that case, also

confirm the doctrine that without an express covenant that the

lease should be void on the bankruptcy or insolvency of the

lessee the lease would continue in force. And it appeared

there that in the leases granted by the Accountant General

of the Conrt of Chancery of the estates of lunatics a cove

nant was inserted to vacate the lease on the bankruptcy or in

solvency of the seflee. If, instead of a proviso for re-entry

ia fhis case, * pecuniary penalty had been annexed to the

breach of tbe condition, no action could have been maintain

ed for sacb pco-»Ity> kcausc the judgment, execution, and

sale

tic! 3. *'■*>
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1798. f"le °f tne 'ea^e by [he Oier'ff» are aU hostile acts done by the

y 1 operation of the law in invitum. Then the fame rule ought

Dor dcm. t0 govern this cafe, which is the cafe of a forfeiture. " Cafes

jnson* °f forfeiture are not favoured in law ; per Lord Mansfield in

'gcinjl Cowp. 805. That such a restraining covenant as the present

Carter. does not extend to assignments by operation of law is clear

from the cafe of Goring v. Warner (a), where Lord Macclis-

field ruled that an assignment by the commissioners of bank

rupt (lessee) was no breach of the lessee's covenant not to as

sign (£). Now if that be the general rule, there is no rea

son to make an exception in the present case on account of the

lessee's having given a warrant of attorney to confess a judg

ment on which this lease was taken in execution, since that

would be to compel a debtor to incur all the expence of a

fruitless litigation in attempting to resist a demand which he

knows to be just. If it be objected that the cafe of Goring v.

Warner cannot be supported because the reason given for it's

decision (namely, that the assignment by the commissioners

was made by the authority of a statute, which will supersede

any private agreement between the parties) was overruled in

the cafe of Roe v. Galliers, it may be answered that the for

mer decision is right, though the reason given for it is bad.

Both those cafes may stand on their own foundation. In the for

mer there was no proviso to re-enter on the lessee's becoming

a bankrupt or insolvent, and therefore the assignment under

the commission of bankrupt was valid : in the latter there

was such a proviso, which was holden to be good in law

This cafe is clearly distinguishable from that of Dommctt v.

Bedford, where it appeared to be the intention of the testator

that the annuity given to the annuitant (bankrupt) should ab

solutely cease and determine as soon as he should be in a situ

ation not to receive the benefit of it himself. • •

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Generally (peaking, the grant of

an estate carries with ir all legal incidents, and therefore the

grantee has a right to fell and convey it unless he be control

led by the terms of his grant. In the cafe of Lord Stanhope v.

Sitggs Lord Mansfield seems to have doubted on this ground,

whether or not the covenant that the executors of the tenant

should not assign were void as being inconsistent with the

thing granted : but in lo doubting, his Lordssiip probablyr

overlooked the maxim modus et conveutio vincunt legem ;

■y. • . though

(-1) s Ef.r*/. Air. iditp'. 5. - ' (f) via riitpH /w, » ah. ho-, a*u

480.
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though indeed that maxim is to be taken with some qualifica- 1798.

tion. For a grantor when he conveys an estate in fee cannot t ,

annex a condition to his grant not to alien, nor when he con- Doc dem.

veys an estate-tail a condition not to bar the entail. Such re- M|TC«-

sirictions are imposed to prevent perpetuities : but, short of against

that restriction, both parties to a contract may model it in Ca*tm.

what manner they pleased. Though therefore the grant of

an estate prim4 facie carries with it all legal incidents, that

grant may be modified according to the wifli of the parties^

and when we are considering the rights of the grantee, it is

necessary to fee what restraints have been imposed on him.

That covenant* may be introduced into a lease to prevent the

term passing under a commission of bankrupt, or being taken

in execution against the tenant, seems to be admitted ; and I

know that such covenants are now become very usual. In

the case of Crusoe v. Bitgby Lord Chief Justice De Grey said

that the Courts of Westminster have always watched with a

great deal of care to fee if the particular cafe fell within the

restraint imposed upon the tenant ; if not, the party has those -

legal incidents belonging to the estate, and may dispose of it.

Now what are the words used in this lease} that the lessee

shall not let, set,' 'assign, transfer, make over, barter, ex

change, or otherwise part with, the indenture or the premi

ses demised ; but these are all acts to be clone by the tenant

himself. And I adopt the distinction, relied upon by the de

fendant's counsel, between those acts that the party does vo

luntarily and those that pass in invitum : judgments in con

templation of law always pass in invitum ; and I fee no dif

ference between a judgment that is obtained in.consequence

of an action resisted and a judgment that is signed under a

warrant of attorney, since the latter is merely to shorten the

process and to lessen the expence of the proceedings. If the

warrant of attorney itself had been a specific lien on the es

tate, that perhaps would have come within the words of this

covenant : but it only gave the creditor power to enter up

Judgment against the tenant, and non constat that it would be

followed op by the term being taken in execution under that

judgment. Unless we were to carry this further than the

voids, I do not think that this was an alienation within the

meaning, of the covenant. In the course of the argument it

was said that the granting of a lease was a stipulation of con

fidence : as between the parties themselves it is so, so much

that the tenant's liability on his covenant to pay rent subsists

during the continuance of the lease notwithstanding he may

become
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1798. become a bankrupt and be deprived of all his property: but

Vj -.- 1. ■ there is no personal confidence in the assignee of the lessee,

Don dem. and when he parts with the lease he also gets rid of his liabl-

^nson" ''tv* ^n *ne wno'e» therefore, I cannot forbear thinking

again/! (and I have turned it again and again in my mind) that this

Caktzk. is not a breach of the condition or proviso for re-entry, the

term having been taken in execution against the tenant in in-

vitum. If I entertained any doubts, I should wish to hear the

case argued again : but I confess I have for some time consi

dered this point as being at resi\

Ashhurst J. There are so many difficulties in the cafe

that I wish to have it further considered. There seems to be

a hardship on each side; on the landlord, who may lose the

tenant in whom he placed confidence ) and on the creditor of

the lessee who perhaps gave him credit on his possession. The

present inclination of my opinion is that this is not a breach

of the condition : but I desire time to consider of the cafe.

Grose J. The cafes upon this subject do not quite agree

in deciding what is a breach of a condition of this kind. The

words in this covenant rather point to some act to be done by

the tenant himself : but the giving of a warrant of attorney

did not specifically operate on this property. If it had been

given for this purpose, perhaps in equity it would have been

considered as a fraud on the covenant in the lease. But the

material consideration here is that there is no proviso that the

lease shall be void in case of the insolvency or bankruptcy of

the lessee ; and as such a proviso is frequently inserted in mo

dern leases, the omission of it in this cafe is strong to shew

that the parties did not intend that this should be a forfeiture

of the lease. In Crusoe v. Bugby the Court said that " th«

lessee becoming a bankrupt was a doing or putting it (the term)

away," so " being in debt by confessing a judgment and hav

ing the term taken in execution, was the like ;" but said that

** none of these amounted to an assignment." Now if the

words in this proviso were only inserted to guard against an

assignment by the party himself, (and it seems to me that they

were,) then according to the above cafe there has been no

njsignmtnt in this cafe, and consequently no breach of the

condition.

Lawrence J. If the Court should ultimately be of opi

nion that this is not a forfeiture of the lease, and I think that

is
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is the better opinion, this will be the first cafe in which the point

k so decided. This question has been agitated at various times. 1

So far back as in Dyer 6, a. there is this note in the margin ; DoE J<,|n-

■ A man leafed for years upon condition that the lessee should ^w"*

not assign it over : the lessee acknowledged a statute} the term f*i*fi

is extended j IValttrs cited this, resolved to be a breach of the C*»v««.

condition, although they come in in the port and by act of law."

In the case in I And. 124. there was a difference of opinion

among the judges ; it was said by one of them that if land be

leased on condition not to assign, and the lease be taken in ex

ecution by reason os a judgment or recognizance, it is not

2 forfeiture 3 but this was denied by another of the judges, who

said that the execution was itself a forfeiture j to which the

reporter adds " which is hard, as it seems." The fame case is

also reported in 1 Leon. 3. according to which Ptriam J. and

Meed* J. held that it was not an alienation against the conditi

on. In 2 Leon. 83., where a man devised lands to his wife un

til his son William attained the age of twenty-two, and then

the remainder of part of the lands to his two sons //.and 'John,

upon condition that if any of his sons should sell any part be

fore William attained the age of twenty-two he should lose the

lands &c, it was said " If the devisee had entered into a statute

to the value of the land leased, by the intent of the will the same

had been a sale ; and such was the opinion of the whole Court."

These are the earlier eases on this subject ; the later cases

have been mentioned in the argument. That of Goring v.

Warner, which was cited from 2 Eq. Cas. Abr. 100., is also

in 7 Fin. Abr. 85. pi. 9., where Lord Macclesfield said, " I

do not think this is a breach of the proviso or condition at

law, but whether it be so or not I think this is a proper case for

relief in a Court of Equity. The cafe of Dommett v. Bedford is

very distinguishable from the present ; for there it was the testa

tor's intention that the annuity should be paid to the annuitant

fo Jong only as the latter should be able to receive it; and when

the bankrupt could no longer receive it, there was an end of the

term tor which the annuity was given. With regard to the case

offite v. GaJIier** u was directly contrary to the opinion given

Lord Afaule'fittd *n Goring v. Warner, because it was there

hide that 1 covenant that the lease should be void in case the

I'forhrcame a bankrupt was good. Now looking through all

/ C. t does not appear that this precise point has been

thefc sa*"*» ' rding to wnat was m v- Bugby this

decided. ™cco avvav> °r parting with, the estate, and then

m!dt*aPaCt S it
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,70C it would be a forfeiture : but if the Courts rather lean against

^_ such restraining covenants and conditions, then I think there is

Doe dem no forfeiture in this cafe, because all the words used in this lease

Mitch- point at some act to be done by the tenant himself. If it had

t'ahfi been st-1ted that the warrant of attorney was given for the ex-

Cakter. press purpose of having the term taken from the tenant, it

would have been a forfeiture of the lease ; but the mere giving

of a warrant of attorney does not imply that such was the te

nants object; it might as well be argued that the giving of a

bond, which might lead to a judgment and execution on which

the term may be taken, was a forfeiture.

On the whole, therefore, I think that the safest way of de

ciding this question is to look to the terms of the lease, and ac

cording to those it does not appear that the tenant has done any

act to create a forfeiture. This determination u ill not be pro

ductive of any mischievous consequences, because the parties

may always stipulate (if they please) that the lease shall cease

and be determined in case of the bankruptcy or insolvency of

the lessee. And though at first I had some doubts on this cafe,

I have now no hesitation in agreeing that there must be judg

ment in favor of the defendant.

Ashhurst J. then expressed himself satisfied with the rea

sons given by the Bench, and added that he concurred in opi

nion with the rest of the Court.

Pir Curiam, Postea to the defendant.

irMaj, Doe on the Demise of Edward Child and Mary

A7«». a^d. hiS Wife against Wright and Others.

The devisor Tn ejectment for lands in EJsex a verdict was found for the

' trodu'cto *• P'a'nt'^ at the last Summer assizes for that county, subject

!y woids " 10 "p'nion of this Court on the following cafe.

" as touch- J. Camper, being seised and possessed of divers freehold copy-

5nS s"chandhold and leasehold estates in EJJeXf Middlesex, and Huntingdon-

personaiaeV-^,r'' of which the premises in question are part, by his will

tate where- dated the 28th of "January 1763, and duly executed to pass

»ith.it kf* real estates, devised in the following words ; " And as touching

tobleli ^ucn world'y and personal estate wherewith it has pleased God to

me," gave bless

an estate for life to his wife in his estates in A. and B. ; and then devised to J. IV. " alt

his lands freehold copyhold and leasehold in A."—jflsi he devised to J. * all hit

tiati freehold and topyhold in B." held that J. W. onlv took au estate for life in rtraain-

<trr in the devisor's estate in 4.
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KJUHT i

bless me in this life, I give devise and dispose of the same in the

following manner; Imprimis* I give and devise unto my wife v-»»-v-

S. Camper all my lands houses &c, freehold copybold and Co*

leasehold whatsoever and wheresoever, and to receive the rents y/^"'

and profits thereof during her life; and also all my deeds mort

gages bonds and writings, and also all my stock goods chattels

effects and personal estate whatsoever and wheresoever, (he pay

ing thereout the legacies hereinafter given. And I hereby no

minate and appoint my wife S. Camper sole executrix of this my

will. And after her natural life my mind and will is and I do

hereby order direct give devise and bequeath all my lands houses

&c. freehold copyhold and leasehold in manner following ; I give

Hid devise unto my grandson James Wright all my lands free

hold copyhold and leasehold in the county of /[^-(except here

in excepted and reserved the house I now live in) with all the

lands yards outlawry stables and all other conveniences and ap

purtenances thereunto belonging and to be hereinafter disposed

of. /lift) I give and devise unto my grandson James Wright all

my ejlate freehold and copyhold lying and being in Ellington in

Huntingdon/litre. And ailo 1 give devise and bequeath unto my

grandson "John fVright all my ejfate lands &c. known and called

by the name of the Coal Yard in St. Giles's, London. Also I

giveand devise unto my grandson John Wright the sum of 500/.

to be paid six months after my decease. Also I give and devise

unto my grandson 'James Camper the house I now live in with

all the lands yards outhouses and all the appurtenances belong

ing to the fame ; and also all my houses and lands commonly cal

led and known by the name of Cajlle-Vard'm Holborn, London,

and now in the tenure or occupation of G. Oldmixon Esq."

The testator duly surrendered such part of the premises in ques-

lion as are copyhold to the use of his will ; and afterwards died

in January 1763, leaving S. Camper his widow and his three

grandsons James Ifright, John Wright, and James Camper, de

visees in the will, him surviving, which said James Camper was

also his heir at law. Upon the testator's death his widow S.

Camper entered into possession of the freehold and copyhold lands

in the county of EJJix, and continued in possession of the fame

together with the other property devised to her during her life ;

aid upon her death James Wright the testator's graudson entered

"Ho possession of the lands in Effex, and continued in possession

until his death, which happened in July 1795; whereupon the

tiefendants entered into and are now in postelEon thereof as the

Vol. VIII. F devisees
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devisees of the said James Wright. The defendant James Cam*

per Wright has been duly admitted to the copyholds. James

Dot Camper the grandson and heir at law of the testator died in

Wright l7&°* 'nte.state as to the freehold and copyhold lands in Effext

leaving Mary Child one of the lessors of the plaintiff his only

child and heir at law and also heir at law of the testator.

Leach, for the plaintiff, was to have contended that James

Wright the grandson took only an estate for life in remainder

in the premises in question after the widow's death; and that

upon his death they descended to the heir at law of the devi(br

(a). But the Court desired the defendant's counsel to begin.

Trower, for the defendants, argued that considering the whole

will together it appeared to be the devisor's intention to give an

estate in fee to James Wright. Though general introductory

words in a will, manifesting an intention to dispose of the whole

interest in the property, are not in themselves sufficient to car

ry a fee, yet they have always been considered of great weight

in the construction of the subsequent devises. Here the devi

sor begins by expressing his intention to dispose of such worldly

and personal ejlate as it had pleased God to bless him withj

Worldly is there put in contradistinction to personal, and must

therefore mean real estate. And accordingly he immediately

after enumerates lands, houses. &c. Besides the word e/late

alone is sufficient to carry a fee in the land. And so will the

. expression " all I am worth {b)." It is also observable that this

is not an immediate devise, but a devise of a remainder without

any further limitation over : and when the devisor meant to

, give only an estate for life, he expressly said so. Further, he

has clearly given his grandson a fee in the estate in Huntingdon-

Jiiire by the devise of all his ejlate freehold and copyhold, &c. 5

and this is coupled with the devise of the premises in question

in Essex by the word also. In the devise in question he also

gives all his land', freehold, copvhold, and leasehold; which

clearly passes the whole interest in the latter; and there is no

ground for supposing that the devisor meant to give the absolute

property in the one and only an estate for life in the other. In

Demi v. Mellor Kc) this Court held that by a devise of " all the

rest of my lands, tenements, and hereditaments either freehold

or copyhold, and also all my goods &c, after payment of my ,

juft

[a) Vide Right v. SUthibam, Doug. "59- »nd Dc< ». Butlmr, antt, 6 vol. 610.

(*) H,xitp v. Brwmu*, 1 B,t. Ct. X. 4J-. [() Ante, 5 vol. SJ8, and 6

vol. 175.
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just debts and funeral expences," only an estate for life passed,

for want of words of limitation ro carry a fee: but that judg

ment has since been reserved in the Exchequer-chamber ; not

on the ground that the word hereditaments was of itself sufficient

to carry a fee, but because from the general context of the will

such appeared to have been the devisor's intent.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. On the reversal of the judgment in

Denn d. Moor v. Mellor I can make no observation, never ha

ving heard of it until this moment, and not knowing even now

on what grounds the judgment given in this court was reversed.

The principal argument in that cafe arose, not on the word

"hereditaments" but, on the words which created a, charge on

the real estate for the payment of debts ; but now it is supposed

that our judgment was reversed not on any one ground in par

ticular on which the case was here decided but on the whole

will taken together.

It has frequently been lamented that the fame technical words

were not required in wills as in deeds ; because had such a rule

been adopted few questions would have arisen on the construction

of wills. Some rules however have been established by a series

of decisions on this subject} and we should be removing land

marks if we were to abandon that, which has been adopted as

a rule of property, in the pursuit of a doubtful intention of a

testator. In Ibbetson v. Beckwith (a) it was said that general

introductory words in a will, like those used in this instance,

shewed that the testator had his whole estate in view at the time:

but it is now clearly settled that those words are not of them

selves sufficient to carry a fee. Perhaps it would be too criti

cal to advert to particular expressions in a will of this kind,

drawn by a person ignorant of the profession : but it is observa

ble that in almost all the other clauses of the will the testator

used the word " estate," which is sufficient to pass a fee. He

has not however used that word in the clause on which this

question arises, nor any word equivalent to it ; and there is no

part of the will that enables me to decide, consistently with the

authorities, that James Wright took a fee in the premises in

question. Certain rules have been adopted, by which the seal

property of this county has been governed for ages, and it would

be too much for us now to overset them. Therefore I atn of

opinion that J. Wright took only an estate for life.

F 2 Ashhurst

(«) Cas. Tens. Tali. 1 57.
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1 798- AshhurstJ. It is better for the public that the intention of

l—-v-—; one individual lhould be defeated than that a series of decisions,

DoE on which the real property of this county depends, should be

Whicut ftia'cen- Stare decisis is a maxim in our law. Where there is

a general devise of land, without any words of inheritance, the

law fays that the devisee shall only take an estate for life ; and

such is the present case.

Grose J. of the same opinion.

Lawrence J. I cannot find any words in this will, from

whence I can discover with certainty that the devisor intended

to give more than an estate for life in this cafe.

Posteato the plaintiff*

■

N,v^l\h. The King against The Inhabitants of Great

Yarmouth.

i?cd woman f I ^wojustices by an order removed Mary Peffill widow from

may be ic- the parish of Great Tarmouth to the parish of Ditching-

theVplaceof ^am in Norfolk ; and on appeal the Sessions quashed the order

her scale- for informality, not stating any cafe for the opinion of thisCourt.

ment on ac- But in the order of removal it was recited, and adjudged that

°^'cr the pauper was with child which was likely to be born a

nant, under bastard, that she was living in Great Tarmouth not having gain-

flat. 35. G. el] a settlement there, that " she was deemed to be a person

6 even' ^ actually chargeable to the parish of Great Tarmouth," and that

though (he her place of settlement was at Ditcbingham ; without negativing

be reiiding ner having a certificate from any parish. Both the orders hav-

ing been removed here by certiorari,

fiom own Law obtained a rule to shew cause why the order of Sections

pa.iih. should not be quashed : against which

Mingay and Hulton now shewed cause ; who, after stating the

question intended to be raised in this casetobe whether or not the

statute j 5 Geo. 3. c. io\.s. 1 . (a) extends to an unmarried woman

who is residing under a certificate, argued in the negative; be

cause no mention is therein made of certificated persons, and be

cause

(«) By the 6th sect, of that act, which is intirled " An act to prevent the

removal of poor persons until they (hall become actually chaigeablc," it is pro

vided that " every unman ied woman with child (hall be deemed and taken to

be a person actually chargeable within the intent and meaning of the act to the

parilh in which Ihe shall inhabit, and may be removed as such to the place of

her last legal settlement."
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cause the object of that statute in general was to give privi- «

leges to paupers not to take any away from them. That

therefore this act ought not to be extended by implication be- The Kino

yond the words of it, in order to abridge the privileges of any against

paupers. That, if the act did not extend to certificated per- of

sons, the order of removal was defective, in not negativing g«eat

that the pauper was living at Great Tarmouth under a certisi- Y*i-

eate •, for that in R, v. St. Mary Westport (a) it was ruled that M0UTU-

the pregnancy of a certificated person was no ground for re

moving her as a person actually chargeable, and consequent

ly if this pauper were living under a certificate she was not li

able to be removed.

Per Cfiriam. The orders, which alone are before the

Court, are scarcely sufficient to raise the question that (it is

said) was meant to be agitated. But even if they were, this

panper comes within the words of the statute alluded to,

which are general, M every unmarried woman," &c, and also

within the reason of the act. This clause seems to have been

introduced for the very purpose of remedying what was be

fore an apparent defect in the poor-laws,- for before that act

passed a certificated person in this situation could not have

been removed, although the child when born would be settled

in the certificated parish- Therefore as the words of the sta

tute are sufficiently comprehensive to include this cafe, there

is no reason why we should narrow or abridge the construction

of them so as to prevent their extending to a cafe that wanted

the remedy.

Rule absolute.

(•) Anlr, J vol. 44.

Glaister against Hewer and two Others. jw'atth.

The plaintiff brought an action of trover against the de- XilT permit

fendants, who suffered judgment to go by default, and the defend-

on executing the writ of inquiry the jury gave 40/. damages. *iM '."J"

Afterwards the defendants sued the plaintiff, and recovered n)enr>

36/. 13s. 6d. Whereupon the defendants obtained a rule, »cred by

calling on the plaintiff to shew cause why the proceedings in JJjjJJg^

the former action should not be stayed on the defendants un- plaintiff, a-

dertzking to deduct and allow to the plaintiff 40/., the amount B»»nct a

of she damages recovered by him, and the costs when theyj^*?£»*

should be ascertained by the Master, by entering a remittitur the plaintiff

for the amour* of such damages on the record in the action ^inst

bouelit by the defendants, on an affidavit that the sum 'stand.

* ofingthe

plaintiff may also have a separate demand on one of the defendants.
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1798. °f 35^- I3A 6*/. (the damages recovered by the defendants)

t^ together with the costs of the latter action which had not yet

Glaistm been taxed would, when taxed, considerably exceed the da-

«t,*'">Ji mages and costs recovered by the plaintiff against them.

"oOfW Gibbs and Park now flawed cause against that rnle. 1st,

At all events the rule is too general, because the plaintiff's at

torney has a lien on the judgment recovered by him for his

costs, which ought not to be disturbed in a dispute between

the parties. \_Laiv, who was on the other side, admitted that

this rule must be subject to the attorney's lien-T 2dly, The

defendants are not entitled to set off their judgment against

that which the plaintiff recovered against them, because the

plaintiff has another demand against Hewer one of \the de

fendants (a). In the cafe of Mitchtll v. Oldfield (£), where the

plaintiff had recovered a judgment against the defendant,

the Court permitted the latter to set off a judgment which he

had recovered against the plaintiff and antther person against the

judgment obtained against him. Then by a parity of reason,

as the plaintiff has a separate demand against one os the de

fendants in this cafe, it will be unjust that the defendants

should set off their judgment against that recovered by the

plaintiff without also taking this second demand into the ac

count. This is an application to the equitable jurisdiction of

the Court, who will therefore be guided by the rule that is

adopted in a court of equity, that he who asks equity must do

equity. But

The Court thought that this would be carrying the rule too

far ; for that the effect of discharging this rule would be to

subject the two other defendants to the payment of a separate

debt of Hewer.

Rule absolute (c),

(a) It appeared in an affidavit produced on shewing cause that Hewer, one

of the defendants, was indebted to the plaintiff in 67/. on two promissory

notes drawn by Hetver, one payable to the plaintiff, and the other to Smith

and Co. or order and by them indorsed to the plaintiff. (t) Amte, 4 vol. 1 23.

(f ) Subject to the lien of the plaintiff's attorney ; and it was referred to the

Master to fee what was the extent of that lien,.

t
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1798.

Simeon against Thompson. A'v^ih'

The defendant, being under terms to plead issuably in an uncje[ 3

action on a policy of insurance, pleaded the general is- judge's or-

sue, and also that the owners of the goods, Dt Frier and f^3t,0)pl"t

Company, for whom the plaintiff as agent had insured, defendant

were alien enemies ; whereupon, the plaintiff signed judgment only

as for want of a plea : and a rule having been obtained calling p|" ln t. ,

upon him to thew caule why the judgment should not be let gsle$ t0 the

aside for irregularity, mcritt —

Giles (hewed cause, on the ground that the rule for pleading Thc^lea of

•er li 1 p\ 1 • • • • r ■ ° alien enemy

lfluably was always considered as requiring the defendant toi,,notsiicU

plead to the merits, and the plea of alien enemy was not such a plea,

a p\ea, but was merely calculated for delay. In Feron v. Laid

(a) the Court refused to let the defendant plead non assunipsit

and that the plaintiff was an alien, the latter being, as they

said, an unconscientious plea and not to be favoured. And it

is the less to be favoured here, because the owners of the

goods are indebted to the plaintiff, and he has obtained a

license under the late act of parliament {b) to receive the mo

ney on their account.

Park in support of the rule, contended that this was not

an nneonfeientious plea, because the Legislature themselves

had by an existing law declared the impolicy of suffering the

sobjects of this country to make payments to the enemy, as

famishing them with additional means for carrying on the

war ; and this plea was a means of enforcing the observance

of that act. And in Brandon v. Ne/bilt [c) a replication to

sncha plea by the plaintiff, (who stood in the same character

of agent,) that the principal was indebted to him in more mo

ney than the amount of the insurance, was holden bad on

demurrer. At any rate it must be considered as an ifTuable

plea within the term of the order, as the plaintiff might have

taken issue on it and gone to trial.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The meaning of the term " plead

ing ilTuably" in a judge's order is not merely the pleading a

plea on which issue may be taken, but such an one as goes to

the merits : but this is purely for delay, and does not at all

effect the merits of the question between these parties. The

ate of Brond°n v' Ne/bitt was determined on demurrer,

vhere the party bad a right to insist on every legal objection ;

lad the qacllion did notarise upon an order to plead issuaWy.

1 3 a 6- (*) Vid. 34 Get. 3 .' t . 79. («) Anii, 6 tol. 23.
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1798. N° injury to the public can arise from rejecting this plea ; for

X 1 j if the owners of the property insured be indebted to the plain-

Simcon tiff, as stated by him, he will have an opportunity of reim-.

TuomtLn burn"DB himself out ofthe money recovered ; but whether that

be so or not, the money cannot be remitted out of this coun

try without a license from the Secretary of State.

Rule discharged.

But afterwards the plaintiff agreed to wave his judgment

on certain terms.

Saturday,

Nov
Williams. and Another against Ladner.

the r I Trespass for that the defendant on 1st Sept. 1797 and on

or divers other days between that and the day of exhibit-

Though the 1

proprietor

leavethero 'nS tne bill of the plaintiffs with force and arms and with di-

on the land vers cattle ate up consumed trampled upon and damaged large

"""s'riable* °<uant','CS °^ corn grain and straw of the plaintiffs at the pa-

time after nQ* of St. Levnn in Cornwall; and 2dly, for seizing talcing

they aie set and carrying away the same. Pleas : 1st. Not-guilty, adly,

teThe ha*f ^hat tne defendant before and at the several times when&c.

notice wa* lawfully possessed of and occupied divers, to wit, 5OQ

thereof, the acres of his own land in the said parish and county: and that

the"landf tnere now 'S an<i from time immemorial hath been a custom

cannot jus- i" the parish, that such of the occupiers of land therein for

tify in tres- the time being respectively as have had at any time corn grow*

fn ^inhis" 'nS thereon wn0 have thought fit to give notice in writing be-

cattle upon fore they have set out the tithe of such corn after the cutting

the land to down of the same that they should so set it out, and of the

inPthe"usual times when they should so do, unto the owners or proprietors

course of of such tithes for the time being, by affixing such notice

husbandry, on or before the Sunday previous to their so doing on the out-

the cattle ^e °^ t'le dQor °^ the Parlso church, have given such notice

consumed at such time and in such manner and have set out such tithe

the tithes: accordingly on the lands &c for the use of the owners or pro-

me'dy 'ij6" P^etors thereof. And that the defendant whilst he so occupied

the said lands and before any of the said times when &c, to

wit, on 1st August 1797, cut down a large quantity of corn

then growing thereon (to wit) &c, and afterwards and

before any of the said times when &c gave previous

notice in writing on the 16th of September 1797 (according

to the custom) to the plaintiffs, being the owners and pro

prietors of the fame tithe, that he should set out the tithe

pn Friday then next should the weather then permit, and

that

fitho oy

distress or

by action.
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that he did then accordingly viz on the 22td of the said Septem

ber (the weather permitting) set out the same on the said land

according to the notice for the use of the owners or proprie- Wh.ua mj

tor* thereof, that the plaintiffs had notice of the tithes being j^'^.

so set out on the fame day, and that the defendant then and

there carried away the other nine parts ; but the plaintiffs did

not carry away the tithe within a reasonable time after they had

notice that it was so set out, but on the contrary wrongfully

permitted the (ame to remain and the same did wrongfully lie

and remain upon the said land for a long space of time after the

expiration of such reasonable time, to wit, continually and

from thenceforth until and at the said several times when &c.

Tac plea then set forth the like matter as to other corn cut

down whereof the tithe was set out, in the same manner and

with notice similar to the other but more particular as to the

times and places of cutting down the corn and setting out the

tithe; and because the defendant at the several times when &c,

each of them being after the expiration of the said several rea

sonable times to wit, at &c. could not depasture the grafs there

then growing on the said land whereon the said tithe was so set

out and remained as above-mentioned, nor use the same in so

ample convenient and beneficial manner as he otherwise might

and ought to have done, according to the usual and regular

course of husbandry, without turning the cattle in the decla

ration mentioned into the said land to depasture the grass there

then growing nor without moving the said wheat &c in the last

count mentioned to a convenient distance, he the defendant at

those several times did for the purpose of depasturing the grass

growing on the said land, and using the same in such ample con

venient and beneficial a manner as aforesaid, according to the

usual and regular course of husbandry, turn the said cattle up

on the land and remove the said wheat &c ; and the said cattle

of their own accord ate up and damaged the same &c, he the

defendant doing as little damage as on those occasions he possi

bly could consistently with his so depasturing &c. The third

plea stated generally that the defendant was possessed of the

land in the said parish, that he cut down the corn growing

tixieon, and set out the tithe, and that on the same day &c the

plaintiffs had notice that the tithe was set out, but did not carry

iwiv the fame » ana" conc'uded as the former plea.

To the two special pleas there was a demurrer ; assigning for

( that they on\y stated generally that the plaintiffs had no-

%a the tithes were set out, without shewing how or in
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1798. what manner they had notice, or that the same was given by or

1 ...I on the behalf of the defendant ; and also as to the last plea tbat

Williams the defendant had not alleged that the plaintiffs were the

1J10NM owners or ProPrietors of fhe tithes, or the proper persons to

whom such notice ought to have been given. Joinder in de

murrer.

Praed was called upon to support the pleas, and was asked

whether the point had not been decided by the judgment of the

Court in Shapcctt and Mugford, I Ld. Raym. 187. He said

that upon examining that case it would be found that the ques

tion came collaterally before the Court, who decided it with a

leaning to support tne verdict, which might have been main

tained on other giounds. For there was no doubt but that the

plaintiff, who was the land-owner, had a right to maintain his

action and recover damages against the defendant, who was the

tithe-owner, for having suffered the tithe to remain more than

a reasonable time on the land. to the detriment of the herbage.

But admitting that the Court did decide the very point now in

question, (though it was not necessary for them to do so,) still

the judgment may not be deemed conclusive, if it be contrary

to the general principles of law, reason, and convenience, or

to other authorities and the opinion of otherjudges on the fame

point. The cafe on the pleadings now before the Court is

shortly this. The plaintiffs, the tithe-owners, complain that

the defendants cattle have destroyed their tithes. The defen

dant, the land- owner, fays that the tithes were duly set out on

his land, of which the plaintiffs had notice, that a reasonably

time for removing them passed, and then the defendant put his

cattle into his land to depasture it, and the cattle ate the tithes.

The result is that the plaintiffs have suffered a loss owing to

their own default or neglect. But it is a general principle of

law that a loss or hurt, which happens to a man by his own de

fault or neglect, gives him no right of action. The plaintiffs

by leaving the tithes on the land after notice that they were set

out more than a convenient time for taking them away became

wrong-doers and liable to an action. Then it is not reasonable

that the defendant should be deprived of the use of his land by

the continuance of that which is wrongful on the part of the

plaintiffs, or make amends to the plaintiffs for a loss arising

from their own wrong. And it would be inconvenient, not

to the land-owner alone, but to the public also, that land should

remain useless as to the purposes of pasture or agriculture ;

which will be the cafe, if the land-owner may not feed it with,

his cattle or till it so long as the tithe- owner may leave the

tithe there through negligence or obstinacy. If the matter

here

1
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here pleaded would be an answer toa suit in the Spiritual Court l "g^.

for tithes, it should be a sufficient defence here in an action for - ■ v - J

the value of them, otherwise the judgment of the two Courts Whliaik

would be inconsistent. But it seems from the judgment in i.'dne*

Bennet and Sho^ttvt ight (a) that this matter would he a good

answer to a suit in the .Spiritual Court ; for on the motion then

made for a prohibition this Court expressly said that if the pa

rishioner fetteth out hi* tithes and the parson will not take

them, or if they be destroyed bv cattle by his laches, he stiall

not have tithe again. (Lord Kenyan said it mi^ht be true that

the parson should not have tithes in kinci a second time, but that

did not shew that he should not have a remedy for the destruc

tion of his tithe first set out which had become his property.)

The Court in the cafe of Webb v. Patent./Ire (b) adopted and

proceeded on the principle, which it is submitted should Govern

this case. Sir William Plumer had given license to Webb an

off-going tenant to leave a rick of hay on the land until he could

conveniently sell it, and sometime afterwards leased the land to

Paternoster, who two years after the license without notice to

Webb put in his cattle, which ate the hay : Webb brnught an

action of trespass against him, and these facts appearing to the

Court on the pleadings, they gave judgment after much argu

ment and consideration for the defendant, it being ths plaintiff's

fault to leave the hay more than a convenient time. So here

the law allowed the plaintiffs to leave the tithes on the land a

convenient time, and it was their fault to leave them longer. It

is remarkable that in considering that case Dodridge J. put the

cafe now before the Court as an instance to illustrate the princi

ple. He said (a Roll. Rep. 143, 144.) If a parson suffer his

tithe to lie on the land, shall not the owner put his beast on the

land ? inferring that he might; and Sir H. Montague Lord Ch,

J. assented, stating the reason that it is the parson's folly. The

fame principle had been recognized and acted upon before in a

case very analogous. It is thus reported (c) ; Jn error it was"

said to be law that if all the neighbours of a viil carry their corn

out of the common field, except one who will not carry his

through obstinacy or negligence, there the rest may put their

beasts into the field and {hall not be trespassers to the other. In

Dobfinv. Oliver (b) the law respecting the tithe of milk is thus

fiated ; if there be no particular custom or usage, the parishi

oner is obliged to pay every tenth meal, to milk his cows at the

usual place of milking into his own pails, and the parson is oblig

ed

(*) 1 Let*, tot- It-'* ttll.Kef. I43. IS*. GoJh.1%1. Ptpb.

\U. S. C. (') ^ lit- 7r'/H'- iS*- l<0 Bunt. 74-
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ed to fetch it way from- the milking-place in his own pails in a

reasonable time ; and if he do not fetch it away before the next

milking-time, the parishioner may justify pouring the milk on

the ground, because he then has occasion for his own pails.

The fame argument holds here. A reasonable time for remov

ing the tithe had pasted ; the defendant had occasion to use his

land, and therefore may justify putting in his cattle. The de

struction of the tithe in either cafe arises from the default or

neglect of the tithe-owner.

Gqselee, contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. This is a question of universal con

cern : but as the point appears to have been solemnly decided in

the Court of Common Pleas near a century ago, and that judg

ment was founded on a prior cafe in the 22 Car. 2. in this

court, I think it ought not now to be disturbed. That decisi

on is also supported by reason ; it is much better that the owner

of the land should appeal to the laws of his country for redress

than that he should take the law into his own hands. If the

defendant were to succeed in this cafe, it would establish this

proposition, that if cattle stray on the property of any person

he may destroy them : but he is bound to drive them out in a

reasonable manner. Here the defendant might either have

brought an action against the plaintiffs for not taking away the

tithes, or he might have distrained the tithes damage feafant.

Without however inquiring into the reasons on which the cafe

in r Ld. Raymond 187. proceeded, it is sufficient for us to fay

that that cafe was fully considered, and that it was there deci

ded that the owner of the land cannot turn out his cattle before

the tithes are removed, but must resort to his action ; and every

cafe that inculcates the principle, that a party should apply to

the law rather than take the law into his own hands, ought to be

adopted in courts of justice.

Lawrence J. I think there is a great deal of reason in the

argument urged in default of the defendant in this cafe : but it

would be too much for us to overset that case in Ld. Raymonds

in which this point was decided.

Per Curiam Judgment for the plaintiffs,
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Cort against Jacques.

Interlocutory judgment having been signed in this cafe where tlw

for want of a plea, **Æ

&n/?V obtained a rule nisi for setting aside that judgment and office before

ill subsequent proceedings for irregularity, because the notice defendants

served on the defendant was of a declaration generally on the 'binders.

6th of November (being the return-day of the writ) before any ed filed con-

appearance entered, instead of a notice of a declaration de ditionally

beneesse. And he cited Cook v. Raven (a\ to shew that a

cernand of a plea before the defendant has appeared or the plain- wards Jign-

tiff has filed common bail for him is a mere nullity. So this, «d for want

which was in effect a notice of a declaration in chief before ap- Jvwjjjjjj

ptarance, was a nullity also, and therefore the defendant was held itreini-

wx bound to plead to it. In Smith v. Painter (b) it was holden though

that the plaintiff may deliver a declaration against the defendant 'he "otlcc

- . ■ „ . ■ T. J t .. . B n ... lerved on

tmaitianally before the time for his appearing was pair, and hie the defen-

common bail for him ; but that after that time he must bring the dant was of

defendant into court before he can declare in chief, which ne-
ceffarily implies.that he cannt do so before ; and here the plain- l>i"a'"

tiff must be bound by his notice delivered, for upon that alone

the defendant acts.

Marryat, in shewing cause, relied on the fact that though the

notice was of a declaration generally, yet that the declaration

fled in the office was in fact indorsed filed conditionally, and

therefore regular. The defendant was bound to have searched

in the office, where he might have seen that the proceeding was

regular. And

The Court were of that opinion. Wherefore

Rule discharged.

(o) Ante, I TOl. 635. (b) Autt, 1 vol. 719.

Desborough azainft Copinger. AfW*r,

0 Nov. atth.

THE defendant was holden to bail on an affidavit, in which After no-

the plaintiff had omitted to negative any tender of the tice of «*-

debt in bank-notes, according to the late act of the 37 Geo. 3. "^'"of *in-

c 45. and the defendant suffered judgment by default. After quiiy on a

receiving judgment

0 by default

it is too late for the defendant to object to the affidavit on which he was holden to bail,

that h omitted to negative any tender of the debt in bank-notes, as required by the yj

Go. 3. c. 45.
The objection should be made in reasonable time after the error committed.

1
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receiving notice of executing a writ of inquiry, he obtained a

, calling on the plaintiff to shew cause why he should not be

DriBo- ^(charged on filing common bail, on account of the insuffici-

against cncy of the affidavit to hold to bail.

Copingik. Bayley shewed causes and contended that the objection came

too la;e, after interlocutory judgment ; and that the defendant

ought to have applied in an earlier stage of the proceedings af

ter the error was committedt

Er/hine and Laities in support of the rule. The act of Parli

ament being peremptory, the Court have no discretion ; and un

less the defendant do some act himself to wave the objection, as

in Norton v. DanVers (a) by voluntarily giving a bail-bond, or

as in Levy v. Daponte (b) by pleading, he is at liberty to take ad

vantage of it at any time. In Fertwick v. Hunt (c) the length

of, time was holden to be no objection. But

Per Curiam. In the last cafe (d) on this subject, which was

subsequent in point of time to that of Fcnwick v. Hunt) it was

decided that such an objection as the present must be taken atari

earlier stage of the cause. Here the defendant has suffered the

plaintiff to proceed through subsequent stages of the cause on a

presumption that every thing was regular before, when he ought

to have objected in the first instance to the irregularity on

which ha now insists.

Rule discharged.

(a)Anlt, 7 vol. 375. (i) Ib. 376. m (£)/*•«.«. (</) Ltvy v. Dafenlr,

>l>.

au/jTth. Weaver against Bush.

Ttetret ' I '0 trespass for assaulting and beating the plaintiff with a

aflaultaod 1 stick, the defendant pleaded (besides the general issue and

battciT, the son assault which were found for the plaintiff) that " as to the

defendant assaulting of the plaintiff and beating bruising and ill-treating

that the"1 an^ w'tn tne *^'c'c g'v'nS ant* striking him the said-blows

plaintiff &c, he (the defendant) at the time when &c was lawfully pos-

•»ith force sessed of and in a certain close called &c. at &c ; and being so

"nd "ith* a poflesled, the plaintiff at the said time when &c with force

ftioug hand and arms and with a strong hand as much as in him lay did at-

endcaveur- tempt and endeavour forcibly to break into and enter the said close of
id fnrri+ily t J J A

tobreakand 100

enter the

defendant's close, whereupon the defendant resided and opposed such entrance &c, and

if any damage happened to the plaintiff it was in the defence of the pofleffion of the said

close.
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thcdefendant and would have broken into and entered the laid 1758,

close without the defendant's license and against his will, k^v^sJ

whereupon the defendant being then in his said close, and Weave*

seeing the said attempt and endeavour of the plaintiff did then *«M
and there refill and oppose such entrance into the said close, and Bu5u'

upon that occasion did then and there defend his possession, as

it was lawful for him to do, and that if any damage or inju

ry then and there happened to the plaintiff it was in the de

fence of the possession of the said close."

To this plea the plaintiff replied de injuria sui propria

absque tali causa -, the issue on this plea was found for the de

fendant.

Lens having on a former day moved to enter upjudgment

for the plaintiff, notwithstanding the justification in the third

plea which was found for the defendant, on the ground that

that plea could not be supported, on the authority of Jones v.

Trefilian, 1 Mod. 36., where Twisden J. said M you cannot

justify the beating of a man in defence of your possession,

but you may say that you did molliter manus imponere" &c,

Bond, Gibis, and Dampier, now shewed cause against that

rule. 1st, A party may justify an assault and battery in de

fence of his house or possession. Com. Dig. tit. Pleader 3. M.

17 ; 2 Rol. Abr. 548. pi. 2; and 549, pi. 9, 10 ; and Bro.

Abr. tit. Trespass.pl. 128. In 2 lnft. 316. it is said that a

man may justify an assault and battery in his own defence, or

for the preservation of his possession of lands or goods, but he

cannot justify either mayhem or wounding. The contrary

position, cited from 1 Mod. 36., is merely the dictum of

Twisden J., not the resolution of the Court : the only point

there determined was that moliiturinsultum facere was a con

tradiction in itself. 2dly, Even if a defendant could not in

general justify an assault and battery in defence of his posses

sion, yet the plea in this case may be supported, as the plain

tiff " with force and arms and with a strong hand endeavour

ed forcibly to break into the defendant's close" ; it was lawful

for the defendant to resist force by force. In Green v. God-

dard (a) this very distinction was taken; the Court there said,

if one enter into my ground I must request him to depart be

fore I can lay hands on him to turn him out : but in the cafe

of actual force it is lawful to oppose force to force ; " and if

one break down the gate or come into my close vi et armis, I

need not request him to be gone but may lay hands on him

immediately, for it is but returning violence with violence."

So in Owen .150. it is said that a man may use force in de

fence

(a) I SM. 641.
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1798. fence of his goods. And here it is admitted on the record

~—v~~J that the plaintiff was using actual force. 3dly, But if the

*T5* plea be defective, it is merely a defect in form, which should

Bush, have been (hewn as a special cause of demurrer, and cannot

be taken advantage of in this stage of the proceedings.

Dallas and Lens in support of the rule. The cafes cited

on behalf of the defendant need not be disputed, because

they only shew that a defendant may justify an assault and

battery in defence of his possessions. But they do not prove

that such a plea as the present is good ; on the contrary, the

doctrine contained in all of them is that though the defen

dant may justify in such cases he must justify by pleading

" molliter manus imposuit." Even in the case cited from

Sa/i. 641. to shew that the defendant may resist force by force,

and where the plaintiff was using force " manu forti" &c,

the defendant pleaded that he parvum flagellum super que-

rentem molliter imposuit. In the case cited from 1 Mod.

36. the point determined was not merely that the plea was

contradictory, but that a battery could not be justified in 'de

fence of possession. So in Leward v. Bajley (a), where that

cafe was recognized, a distinction was taken between a justi

fication in defence of the person and of the possession; that

in the former case, the defendant might plead insultum

fecit, but that in the latter he ought to plead mollitur manus

imposuit. The correct mode of pleading in such a cafe as the

present is stated in Skevill v. Avery [b), where to an assault

and battery the defendant pleaded that the plaintiff entered

his house and would have thrust him out of the possession

thereof, whereupon he molliter manus imposuit to put him

out, and the harm if any done was in defence of his own

possession. And if this objection be well founded, it is not

merely an objection of form but of substance, and therefore

may "be taken advantage of now. It is a substantial objection,

because the defendant has done that in the first instance which

he would only have been justified in doing in cafe an attempt

to resist the plaintiff by more gentle means had proved inef

fectual. With regard to the cafe cited from Owen, 153, it

may be observed that Williams J, there laid " It hath been

adjudged in Ba/iham's case that a man cannot justify a battery

in defence of his foil.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. It would be extraordinary if this plea

could not be supported, because it simply states that fact which

(it seems admitted) the defendant might justify doing. The

plaintiff

(«) I Li Rtym. 61. (J) Cn. Car. 138.
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tiff cannot succeed in this application unless he can (hew that 1798.

the words molliter minus imposuit are mere technical words. V**~y*+J

A party may resist and oppose force by force in defence of his

poffeffion, if necessary : if the resistance be excessive, the Sv7a.

plaintiff may shew that in a new assignment. But I confess it

appears to me that the plea maybe supported.

Lawrunce J. The general form of pleading certainly has

been as the plaintiff's counsel contend j and on this ground,

Ait the defendant ought not in the first instance to begin

with striking the plaintiff", but the law allows him either in

defence of his person or possessions to lay his hand on the

plaintiff, and then he may fay if any further mischief ensued

it was in consequence of the plaintiff's own act ; so that the

battery follows from the resistance. But it does not necefla-

rily follow from any thing stated in this plea that the defen

dant did more than gently lay his hands on the plaintiff in the

first instance: and if not, this plea may stand consistently

with all the authorities. I admit that the cafes cited are

strong to prove the position contended for by the plaintiff ;

those in 1 Mod. 36. and Salk. 641 ; and there is another in

2 Luiw. 1 48 1. that is stronger than either of them. There

to a plea of son assault the plaintiff replied that he was a ser

vant of IV. Savdys, employed to take care of his horses, and

(hat the defendant with a bill endeavoured to beat and wound

one of the horses when the plaintiff, in order to defend the

siid horse, pat his hands on the defendant who thereupon

beat the plaintiff &c ; and it was holden that this replication

was bad, because it did not allege that the defendant had

beaten the horse before the plaintiff put his hands on the de

fendant. That goes the length of faying that the party can-

Dot even plead molliter manus imposuit in defence of his pos

session, unless there has been something more than a mere at

tempt to beat him. But in the way in which I have consider

ed this plea, I think it may be supported consistently with all

the authorities.

Per Curiam Rule discharged.

Vol. VIII. G Darby
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Nnftyih. Darby and Others against Smith Assignee os'

Priest, a Bankrupt.

Good*, the r I "'He matters in difference between the parties in this cause

awiiTwand '* * nav'ng Deen referred to arbitration by a rule of Court,

chiidicn'"1 tnc arbitrator made his award, in which he stated all the facts

were upon of the cafe. It recited that the action was brought against the

her seconds defendant torecoverthe value ofcertain goods, being thehouse-

signe'dio* k0'd* furniture in the house of the said P. Pritft, (the bankrupt

trustees, in whose estate the defendant was chosen assignee) fold by the

J™'[ht0|s"^" defendant as such assignee} and that it appeared upon the

hand to en- evidence adduced that the said goods were the property of the

joythem.on wife of P. Priest; and of her children by a former husband

he'ni'ould Dc^ore ner intermarriage with P. Priest ; and that upon her

pay to the marringe they were assigned to the plaintiffs, in trust to suffer P.

trustee* for Pries to enjoy them, on condition that he should pay to the

thechad°rf Plain,iffs for the use of the children of Mrs. Priest 8co/., by

Soo/. by yearly payments of 100/. each on the i ith of July in each year,

yeailyin- beginningthose payments on the i \\hoiJuly 17S9. It thenre-

rfcoTftoni* Cited that 250/. only of the 800/. was paid on the 9th of July

"July 1789; 1 797, notwithstanding which the plaintiffs suffered the goods

he continu- to remain in the house of P. Pries, and permitted him to have

stnofThem l'ie P°^el^on °fder and disposition and the apparrent owner-

till 1797, ship thereof until the evening of the 9th of July 1797, when

having paid they put a man in possession thereof in the house of P. Prie/i j

thcday'bci an(* tnat m tne mor,,mg or" t^e Iot'1 °f J"h Pr'(fl coca-

lore his mitted an act of bankruptcy, by ablconding from his house,

bankruptcy upon which he was afterwards declared a bankrupt. And be-

i-poslitUd" €ause " appeared to the arbitrator that thc plaintiffs had no

themselves right to take possession of the goods on account of the arrears

of the which were due on the 9th of July 1797, because it was

thatdthiiCU fraudulent in them as against creditors to permit P. Priejl to

was fraudu- have the possession of the said goods after those arrears became

lent as a. payable, and afterwards to take possession of them on account

doors' and or^ those arrears, because it appeared to the arbitrator that

that the they had no right to lake possession on account of the 100/.,

aflignee of vvhich would have become payable on the lTth July 1797, it

rupt was" not Dem8 l'len due, and because it appeared to him that the

entitled to defendant was entitled to the goods under the stat. 21 Jac.

thecoods , c ,q therefore he awarded in favour of the defendant.

unda the 7 at
3. ' ArU,C

'9-
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A rule having been obtained calling on the defendant to 1 798.

shew cause why the award should not be set aside, as being '—»—1

(a) ; where the furniture of a coffee-house having been ta

ken in execution by a creditor, and by him let ( without hav

ing been removed) to the keeper of the coffee-house, who,

afterwards while in possession of the goods became a bank

rupt, the property was holden liable to be seized by the assig

nees, under the 2 1 Jac. 1. c. ig.s. II. It makes no difference,

that the trustees took possession of these goods just previous

to the act of bankruptcy committed by Priest, because that

was a palpable fraud, and so considered by the arbitrator. In

effect the original agreement between the trustees and the

husband amounted to a sale of the goods to him, and they

had no right to repossess themselves of them at all, especially

after payments had been made by him in part.

Er/kinc, Gibbs, and Jervis, in support of the rule. AU

the cases on this subject, from that Ex parte Mar/h {b) to Jar-

man v. WooUoton (c), recognize the distinction that where

the bankrupt is in possession of the goods at the time of his

bankruptcy in right of another, with whose title his possessi

on is consistent, the assignees are not entitled to the property

within the meaning of the statute. In the first of those cafes

a widow by marriage articles previous to her second marriage

conveyed to trustees for her separate use, and subject to her

appointment, 600/ , of which her intended husband had pos

sessed himself, and for which he had given his bond, and also

certain plate, for the use of her children by the first marriage:

she appointed the money for the use of the same children,

and died, leaving her husband in possession of the plate, who

afterwards became a bankrupt, the children applied to be ad

mitted creditors for the 6oo/., and to have the plate deliver

ed to. them ; hoth of which were directed by Lord Hardwicke,

who said that the wife had the plate in auter droit as admini

stratrix to her first busoand, and the second husband could,

not have them in a better right ; and therefore it was not a.

case within the statute. In Jarman V. WooUoton a woman be

fore marriage conveyed her stock in trade and furniture to,

trustees to enable her to carry on her business separately :.

there the Court held that if in. fact the trade were so carried.

 

G 2 on,

{a) 1 Put. and Bsf. 8J. (*) 1 Atk. 158. {') Ant,, 3 Yol. 618.
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1798. on« 'he stock would not be liable to the husband's debts with-

v^-v~^* the 21 Jac. I., but that even if the trade were carried on

Darbt jointly, and so the stock liable to be taken as his, yet thefur-

Sai'sH n*ture w°uld not be so, though it were removed to the hus

band's house upon the marriage, and he had the use of it in

common with his wife. The latter part of that cafe cannot

be distinguished on principle from the present. It is not stated

in this award that there was an actual sale of the goods by

the trustees to the husband : but considering them as the pro

perty of the wife and children, he has drawn a wrong con

clusion in point of law from the fact of the husband's posses

sion. It appears from the facts stated that the goods were only

to become his property upon a condition which has failed,

namely, that of his making the annual payments of 100/.

until the whole was liquidated ; he had no right to dispose

of them in the mean time. At all events the trustees had a

lien upon the goods to the extent of the arrears due and pay

able ; or if not for those due, yet for the payment of the last

instalment, which did not accrue until after the bankruptcy,

and with respect to which no laches can be imputed to them.

But whatever doubt there might have been in the case if the

bankrupt had continued in possession of the goods to the time

of his bankruptcy, yet as the trustees had before possessed

themselves of them (as they lawfully might) for the arrears,

the operation of the 21 Jac. 1 never attached upon the pro

perty at all j for that statute only transfers to the assignees the

property of such goods as the bankrupt has in his possession,

order, and disposition, by the consent of the true owner at the

time of the bankruptcy.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. I think the arbitrator has determin-

mined this case according to conscience and law. The plain

tiffs were invested with a trust in certain<goods for the benefit

of children, and in breach of that trust suffered the bankrupt

to remain in possession of them without making those payments

which he had engaged to do on behalf of the persons entitled

from the year 1791 down to the present time. All this while

he remained in possession of them, not in auter droit, as was

said by Lord Hardwicie in the case of Ex parte Mar/b (a),

but in his own right, having before contracted for the pur

chase of the goods at a certain price payable by instalments.

Then just upon the eve of his bankruptcy the trustees re

possessed

(«) 1 Atk. ij8.
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possessed themselves of the goods; by what authority I know 1*98.

dots for it cannot be denied that the bankrupt had acquired k^*v^J

fome right in them by the part-payments which he had made. Da«»t

This was a gross fraud, and cannot take the cafe out ot the sta- *g"<"?
tute of the ai sac. I think that the arbitrator has done per- *ITa'

feclly right in drawing the conclusion which he has drawn, that

the trustees suffered the bankrupt " to have the possession, or

der, and disposition," of the goods down to the time of his

bankrnptcy ; and therefore the cafe falls within the very words

as well as the meaning of the statute ; and the assignee is enti

tled to the possession of the goods.

Ptr Curiam Rule discharged.

Prendergast again/} Davis and Kino. avTsMl

EtRSttiNE and Btjl obtained a rule calling on the plaintiff Bail in the

4 to (hew cause why the bail-bond given by the defendants oriPnal •f-

fbould not be delivered up to be cancelled. - judgment

The defendants had become bail to the sheriff in another ac- iecovered

tion brought by the present plaintiff against a third person, andagjin'1

she plaintiff, having taken an assignment of the bail-bond, pui Li^bond10

it in suit and obtained judgment thereon. The present action may be

was brought upon that judgment for the original debt and costs, ho)den to

arid the defendants were arrested on a bailable writ for the j^1" "

amount. mch judg»

This (they contended) was without authority ; for in Bran- mem.

d*r v. Robfin (a) it was resolved that bail to the sheriff in ano

ther action could not themselves be holden to bail in an action

on the bail-bond, because that would lead to bail in inftnitum;

so on the fame principle they ought not to be holden to bail in

an action upon the judgment for the fame cause of action. It

is a general rule (b) that a defendant cannot be arrested in an

action on a judgment unless he might have been arrested in the

original action. •

Garrmo on shewing cause observed that this was in part for

i new cause of action, namely, the costs ofthe former suit.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. This seems distinguishable from the

common rule* that bail shall not be holden to bail : because

there it is for the fame cause of action : but after judgment re

covered against the bail, there does not appear to be any reason

why

Ante. 6 Tol. 336- (i) Wi PrtHitt 39.
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1798. why in action on such judgment, which includes a new cause of

«—-v-"J action, namely, the costs, the defendants should not be holden

Przkder- to bail. The plaintiff might have taken them on a capias ad

Igehjl satisfaciendum under the former judgment.

Davu and Per Curiam Rule discharged.

Kino.

An'rtih. Me Ileham again/I Smith.

A rule nisi r I >his was an application for an attachment against the de-.

tachment* A fendant for non-payment of the balance of an attorney's

for non- bill pursuant to the Master's allocatur under the usual reference

payment of by a judge's order.

money pur- Garrow, who now shewed cause against the rule, objected

suant to the , .• : ,., ,. 1
Masters al- to the service of it because it was made on a Sunday.

locatur, Lawes contended that the service was sufficient; 1st, Upon

seiled'o^a ^c grounc' of necessity ; the affidavit of service stating that re-

SutJay. peated endeavours, both before and after the service, had been

used to serve the party without effect ; and that he kept out of

the way on purpose to avoid the service. 2dly, That the rule

was a proceeding of a criminal nature, and might therefore

be served on a Sunday, 12 Mod- 348 and. 2 Ld. Raym. 1028.

He also contended, that this not being the cafe of an actual ar

rest, or of the service of any writ or process, was not within the

Statute 29. Car. 2. c. j.f. 6., that statute making the writ voia\

and subjecting the party executing it to an action at thesuit of the

party grieved, as if he had acted without any writ &c. Wilfrn

v. Tucker, Salt. 78.: whereas in the present case, the rule nisi

would still be an existing and a valid rule, and no action could

be maintained for the mere service of it. But

Lord Kenvon Ch. J. after adverting to the statute and ex

pressing an anxious wish to preserve as much as possible a strict

attention to the Sabbath, said that the Statute of Car. 2. was

equally applicable to the cafe of a service (a) of process as to an

actual arrest ; and that the rule in the present case was a pro

ceeding within the act.

The rest of the Judges concurring,

Rule discharged^

, (a) By the Stat. 19 Car. i. t-i-f. 6. it is enacted tha.t " do person upon the.

I.oid's day (hall serve or execute any writ, process, warrant, ordtr, judgments

or decree, except in cafes of treason felony or breach of the peace" &c.
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1798.

Barton again/I Moore one &c. Kt

THE plaintiff filed a bill in last Easter term against the de* The rule to

fendant, to which the general issue was pleaded •, and in plead "> an

this term, having obtained leave to amend it; he delivered the j^"r^,n

amended declaration on Thursday the 22d instant; a rule tomu<tbea

plead was given on the fame day ; and on Monday the 26th the four day*'

plaintiff signed judgment as for want of a plea. *ule"

A rule having been obtained, calling on the plaintiff to shew

cause why the judgment should not be set aside for irregularity,

one question was whether a rule to plead to an amended decla

ration were a two or a four days' rule ; if the former, the time

for pleading expired on Saturday the 24th of November, and then

the judgment was regular; if the latter, as the four days did

cot expire until the Monday the judgment, which, was signed

on that day, was signed too soon.

The Court (after consulting the Master) said that the rule for

pleading to an amended declaration was a four days' rule ; and

therefore that this judgment was irregularly signed on the Mon

day, before the expiration of the fourth day. And on this

ground the

Rule was made absolute.

Be/I in support of the rule.

Onflow against it.

Jenk Iks against Law.

The parties having entered into arbitration-bonds, with the **na8ree"

usual agreement that the submission should be made a rule brge the*'

ot Court, it was accordingly made a rule of Court. After- *■« for

»2rds the parties by an indorsement on the bond, and signed by "^5^,,*^

Both of them, agreed that the time of malcing the award, which contain a

tad been originally fixed for the 3 1 st os May, should be en- consent

ktgtd: but it was not added as a part of this agreement that ^atm'^J;a11

liii should be made a rule of Court. The arbitrator made his rule of L *

award within the enlarged time but not until after the 31st of Court,

A rule wilt be

g'SBted for not performing an aw.id n.ide under it.
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A rule having been obtained, calling on the defendant to

shew cause why an attachment should not issue against him for

not performing the award

Garrow, who now shewed cause, objected that, there being

no agreement to make the consent for enlarging the time for

making the award a rule of Court, no attachment could issue

as for a contempt of the Court.

Bayley, in support of the rule, admitting that this objection

was fatal,

The Court discharged the rule.

 

END OF MICHAELMAS TERM.



G A S E S ' JSt

ARGUED and DETERMINED

IN THE

COURT OF KING'S BENCH,

I N

Hilary Term,

In the Thirty-ninth Year of the Reign of George III.

D. Blachford and another, Executors of G. 7t*rsjsy,

Blachford, again/I Preston. Jm.vfh.

This was an action of aflumpsit, on an agreement entered a sale (by

into between the testator and the defendant on the ist of the owner)

July 1786, in which in consideration that the testator had paid °f ^j^™"

to the defendant 5000/. for the command of a ship called then,jpem_

Faults in the Eajl India Company's service the defendant pro- ployed in

mifed to pay to the testator in his lifetime or to his executors ^.^-^

after his decease the sum of 5000/. *' upon the appointment of parJy.S°^r-

another person to succeed him (the testator) in the command of vice, with-

the said (hip or of any other ship that should be thereafter built thed

On the same bottom in lieu and stead of the testator." The de- of0^ ge

claration, aster setting forth the agreement, stated that the tes- Company,

tator died on the 8th of March 179a, and that afterwards, on" "legal;

the 8th of July 1795, another ship was built on the bottom of *"^t^ of

the Faults called the Cirencejler, to which M. Lindsay was ap- sale cannot

pointed as the commander in lieu and stead of the testator, but bethefoun-

that the defendant on such appointment refused to pay the sumof^;™os>n

5000/. to the plaintiffs, the executors. The second count

Vol. VIII. H stated
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stated the agreement thus ; that the defendant promised that the

testator in his lifetime or his executors after his death should re

ceive 5000/. from the person appointed to succeed him in the

command of the Foulis or of any other ship that should there

after be built on the same bottom in lieu of the testator. The

third count alleged that the agreement was, " that the defend

ant should pay such sum and sums of money and securities for

money not exceeding 5000/. as he (the defendant) should re

ceive from the person appointed to succeed the testator in the

command of the -/W/j or any other ship, " &c. &c. ; averring

that M. Lindsay way appointed &c, from whom the defendant

received 2500/. in money and a bond for the payment of ano

ther sum of 2500/., which he (the defendant) had refused to pay

and deliver to the plaintiffs Sec.

At the trial before Lord Kenyan at the Sittings in London the

cafe appeared to be this. In the year 1783 the testator was ap

pointed to the command of the Faults East Indiaman on the re

commendation of the defendant, the husband or managing

owner, for which he paid the defendant 5000/. On his ap

pointment he and the defendant entered into a charter-party

with the East India Company, in which it was agreed that

" neither he or the defendant should sell or permit or suffer

any other person to sell to the master or any other officer of the

ship his or their place or office, or take any promise or reward

for or in respect of any place or office in or belonging to the

ship &c." In 1791 the Foulis was lost at sea with the captain

on board in her passage from Madras to Btncooltn. In 1794

the defendant obtained leave from the East India Company to

build another ship, (the Cirencejler,) in lieu and on the bot

tom of the Foulis, and appointed Captain Lindsay to the com

mand in consideration os 2500/. paid in money and of a bond

for 2500/. more, which he ;the defendant) afterwards paid to

the widow and children of Captain Blachford, not to the plain

tiffs his executors. For a long time prior to the testator's ap

pointment to the Foulis it had become usual for the captains of

East India ships to purchase their commands, though it was

contrary to the bye-laws of the Company. In February 1796

the Court of Directors came to a resolution, which was after

wards confirmed by the proprietors, to abolish the practice

" long known to have been privately carried on and at last

publicly avowed, of the sale of commands," and to make a

pecuniary compensation to those who had paid for their com

mands. And in consequence of this the Company afterwards

allowed
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allowed Captain Lindsay 4833/. as a compensation for what he 1790.

had paid to the defendant. Under the above resolution the ,»~»~^

Company also made allowances to the executors of some late

commanders. There was no written contract between the

testator and the defendant, but it seemed admitted that the for- Peeston.

mer had paid the latter 5000/. under a promise that it should be

returned when his successor was appointed. A verdict was

taken for the plaintiffs, damages 4833/., with liberty to the

defendant to move to enter a nonsuit if this Court should be

of opinion that the plaintiffs were not entitled to recover.

Such a rule was accordingly obtained in last Ea/ler term, on

theground that the contract on which the action was sounded was

illegal, because it was not only contrary to the bye-laws ofthe

East India Company, and to the charter-party which had

been executed both by the testator and the defendant, but was

also inconsistent with public . policy. The cafe was shortly

spoken to in last Trinity term, but its further discussion was

then postponed under an expectation that a compromise would

take place. That failing,

Er/kine, Gibbs, and Skermer^ now shewed cause against that

rule. 1st, It is too much for the defendant to contend that

this contract is void as having been entered into contrary to

the bye-laws of the East India Company, because the agree

ment was founded on a practice that had universally obtained

for a long period, and that prevailed even with the knowledge

of the East India Company, who so lately as the year 1796

(subsequent to the time when this transaction took place) came

to certain resolutions on the subject with a view of making a

pecuniary satisfaction to those captains who had purchased their

commands on the strength of the usage. 2dly, Still less

ground is there for saying that this contract is void because

contrary to the stipulations of the charter-party, for the con

tract was entered into before the charter-party was in existence.

3d! y, Nor can it be said that the agreement is illegal and void

as being against the principles of sound policy. For though it

may be admitted that there are other offices, besides those that

are enumerated in the stat- 5 & 6 Ed. 6. c. 16., that cannot

legally be sold, they must be offices respecting which the pub

lic are concerned. But the employment in.question does not

concern the public, but is a mere private appoinmeut by a

great commercial company. But even if this contract were

illegal on either of the above grounds, still it must be observed

that the plaintiffs do not come to enforce the illegal contract :

H 2 " that
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1 799. that agreement has been executed, and this action is brought

■y. 1 against the defendant to recover the money that he has re-

Blacu- ceived. It is admitted that he received this money not for

/«;«/? himself, but as a trustee under his contract with the testator,

Preston. a'id having so received it after the testator's death, he must be

taken to have received it for the legal representatives of Cap

tain Blathsord.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. (stopping the counsel on the other

side.) There is no rule better established respecting the dispo

sition of every office in which the public are concerned than this,

detur digniori ; on principles of public policy no money con

sideration ought to influence the appointment to such offices.

This principle was much considered by the late Lord Chancel

lor Thurlou/y in a cafe that came before him on an injunction

bill, where a noble Lord having, in consequence of his own

office in the Icing's household, recommended another person to

the appointment of another place in the household, and having

made that recommendation in consideration of an annuity to be

granted to a third person, not to himself, the contract was con

sidered as illegal ; and a perpetual injunction was granted to

the party suing on that contract in a court of law (a). Up to

a certain extent the Legislature have interfered and prohibited,

by the stat. 5 & 6 Ed* 6., the sale of some offices; but

whether or not that act of parliament were necessary for the

purpose I will not now inquire. If the contract, which is the

foundation of this action, were legal, and the question were

whether the executors or the widow of the late Captain Blach-

sord were entitled to the money in dispute, the right of the for

mer must have prevailed. But a plaintiff, who comes into a

court of justice to enforce a contract, must come on legal

grounds ; and if he have not a legal title, he cannot succeed

whatever the private wishes of the Court may be. In this

cafe the plaintiffs have relied on the practice that (as it is said)

had so long prevailed of selling the commands of (hips : but

that practice is in violation of the laws and regulations of the

East India Company. And it appeared in this cafe that in the

year 1783 a charter-party was entered into, to which the plain

tiffs' testator, the defendant, and the East India Company,

were parties, and by the express stipulations of that contract it

was agreed that no place or office in the ship should be sold.

I may again resort to that with which I set out, that public

policy

(«) See lij.-n.-i -. v. DtChatuly l Brt. Ci. dis. 144.
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policy requires that there should be no money consideration 1799

for the appointment to an office in which the public are inte- 1 -.- .f

rested ; the public will be better served by having persons best Bum

qualified to fill offices appointed to them ; but if money may FO*°

be given to those who appoint, it may be a temptation to them p»it'r0K

to appoint improper persons. The East India Company is a

limb of the government of the country ; and on the ground

that this contract was a fraud on the E. I. Company, from

which much mischief to the public may ensue, I am of opini

on that it cannot be made the basis of an action.

Ashhurst J. It is a clear rule of law that no right of

action can spring out of an illegal contract. This contract is

illegal, as being against the principles of public policy, and

therefore I agree with my Lord that the plaintiffs cannot re

cover upon it.

Grose J. This is an attempt by the executors of Cap

tain Blachsord to recover a sum of money "which (they say) is

due to them under a cbntract entered into by him in violation

of another contract that he and the defendant made with the

Eajl India Company. Now it has been holden that where

puffers have been employed at an auction, it is a fraud upon

die buyers, and no sale at such an auction can be enforced in a

court of justice. So this contract is a fraud on the E. I.

Company ; it was entered into in defiance of the salutary re

gulations which were made by a great commercial company for

the benefit of the public. It was also decided a few years ago

in the Common Pleas (a) that no action could be maintained

on an illegal contract respecting the appointment to an office

which is not saleable. And it seems to me that the principle,

on which that cafe was determined, also applies to and must

govern the present case. Therefore I am of opinion that the

plaintiffs cannot recover on this agreement.

Lawrence J. The cafe is shortly this; the late Captain

Blachsord paid the defendant 5000/. to procure him the ap

pointment to the command of a ship in the Eajl India Com

pany's service, in consideration of which the defendant pro

mised to repay him or his representatives the fame sum when

any other person should be appointed to the command of that

ihipor os any other ship built upon her bottom; and the title

of the present plaintiffs is founded on that contract. After this

agreement was entered into the ship was lost with Captain

Bkchfird on board her, and Captaui Lindsey was appointed to

faj Vi*l. Carstrtb v. Ftarm, l B. SI. Rep. 317.
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1799. the (hip which was built upon her bottom, for which appoint-

\_ 1 ment Lindsey paid the defendant a large sum of money ; subse-

Blach. quent to this the Easl India Company came to a resolution for

"JJ the purpose of abolishing the practice of selling the commands

Preston, of ships and of making compensations to some of the officers

in their service who had paid for their commands ; they allow

ed Captain Lindsey among the rest a certain sum of money, but

no compensation was made to the representatives of Blach-

sord: but this resolution was not made in approbation of the

practice that had prevailed before ; but, feeling that they were

blamable for not having put a stop to it sooner, they came to

the resolution of abolishing the practice that had obtained in de

fiance of the bye-laws of the Company. Then this action is

founded on the contract of the defendant to repay to Blachsord*

or his representatives the sum of 50:0/. on the appointment of

a successor to B/ach/ord, and not on the receipt of money by

the defendant from Captain Lindsey; for the plaintiffs' right of

action against the defendant would have been equally good tho'

he had received nothing from Lindsey. It is not a contract to

pay such money as the defendant should receive from any other

captain, but to repay a certain sum at all events on the appoint

ment of another ; and therefore the argument at the bar that

this action is bottomed on a contract that has been executed is

not well-founded. Then the short question here is whether or

not a contract entered into between two individuals in direct

violation of the orders of the E. I. Company and against public

policy can be enforced in a court of justice. With regard to

offices under government, it has been decided that they cannot

be sold, though they be not such offices as are mentioned in the

statute 5 & 6 Edw. 6. This point was much considered in

Parsons v. Thompson (a), where an officer in the Dock-yard at

Chatham agreed to give another officer there a certain share of

the profits if the latter would procure himself to be superan

nuated and retire on the usual pension to make way for the for

mer; and it was holden that such agreement, having been

made without the knowledge of the Navy Board to whom the

appointment belonged, could not be the foundation of an ac

tion, because it was contrary to public policy. There a dis

tinction was taken between those offices that cannot be legally

sold and those that may be the object of sale, where the"sale

takes place under the authority and with the consent of those

who

(<>) 1 H. BU Rep. 3»z.
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who have the power of appointment, as commissions in the

army. Now the principle on which that cafe and the cafes ^ *

there referred to was decided must govern the present, unless it

can be (hewn that there is some distinction between offices

held under the E. I. Company and those under Government :

but 1 think, no such distinction can be established as far as res

pects this purpose. But independently of that ground, a plain

tiff cannot recover in a court of justice whose cause of action

vises out of a contract made between him and the defendant

in fraud, or to the prejudice, of third persons. Such is the

«se, alluded to by my Brother Grose, of puffers at an auction ;

it is a fraud upon the buyers. So here this contract is a fraud

on the E. I. Company, and cannot be the foundation of an ac

tion. On this ground therefore as well as because it is contra

ry to principles of public policy to allow of such contracts as

die present, I am of opinion that the plaintiffs cannot main

tain this action.

Rule absolute.

Hornblower and Maberly against Boulton and /•„•/,,,

Watt j in Error. 7«. «s'tk

rT",ms was an action on the cafe brought in the Court ofAP-te,lt

JL Common Pleas by the defendants in error against the *"i^"1'611

plaintiffs in error for infringing a patent. crown far

The declaration stated letters patent granted by the King, fourteen

dated 5th January 9 Geo. 3., in which, after reciting that J™"-™ A'

Watt one of the plaintiffs below had " invented a method of "method of

lessening the consumption of steam and fuel in fire engines," lessening

was granted to Watt his executors administrators and assigns ^he co.n" ,

the sole privilege of " making ulmg exercising and vending his steam and

6id invention," for fourteen years, and by which all other per- fuel in fire

sons were prohibited " using or putting in practice the said '{Jf ^jg

invention, or counterfeiting imitating or resembling the cation

(ame, or making any addition to or subtraction from it, with- stated that

out the license of Watt ," on condition that Watt should in- th>od"c™!'

rol a specification of his invention in Chancery within four fisted of t he

months. It then stated that on the 29th of Jprii in the fame following

year
' pies,

(describing the mode in which those principles were applied to the purposes of

the invention;) afterwards [an act of parliament was pissed to extend the patentee's

the title of which was an act for vesting the sole property &e " of ccitain steam

i called fire engines, of his invention" &c; and after reciting that the patent was

* for making and vending certain engines by him invented for lessening the consumption

ef fleam and fuel in sire engines" &c. it granted him the sole right of " making and fel

ling the did engines."—Held that the invention was the siibjtct of a patent, and (the pa-

: having in his specification desciibcd his invention) that the patentee's right under

: and act of parliament was valid.
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1 799. year he did inrol a specification (a) in Chancery ; averring that

V^-v^1 such specification " particularly described and ascertained the

Horn- nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same was

blowir t0 be performed" &c. The declaration then set forth an act

"lawJ< of

Boulton ; _ . .
in Error. (") The specification was as follows ; " My method of leflening the con

sumption of fleam and consequently fuel in file engines consists of the follow

ing principles.

First, That vessel in which the powers of fleam are to be employed to

work the engine, which is called the cylinder in common fire engines, and

which I call the fleam veflcl, must, during the whole time the engine is at

work, be kept as hot as the steam that enters it ; first, by inclosing it in a

case of wood or any other materials that transmit heat (lowly ; secondly, by

surrounding it with steam or other heated bodies ; and thirdly, by suffering

neither water or any other substance colder than steam, to enter or touch it

during that time.

Secondly, In engines that are to be worked wholly or partially by conden

sation of steam, the steam is to be condensed in veslels distinct from the fleam

veslels or cylinders, although occasionally communicating with them; these

vessels I call condensers ; and whilst the engines are working.these condensers

ought at least to be kept as cold as the air in the neighbourhood of the engines

- by application of water or other cold bodies.

Thirdly, Whatever air or other elastic vapour is not condensed by the cold

of the condenser, and may impede the working of the engine, is to be drawn

out of the steam vestelsor cnnJensers by means of pumps wrought by the en

gines themselves, or otherwise.

Fourthly, I intend in many cafes to employ the expansive force of steam

to press on the pistons, or whatever may be used instead of them, in the same

manner as the pressure of the atmosphere is now employed in common fire

engines. In cases where cold watef cannot be had in plenty, the engines may

be wrought by this force of steam, only by discharging the steam into the open

air after it has don* its office.

Fifthly, Where motions round an axis arc required, I make the steam ves-'

sels in form of hollow ring" or circular channels, with proper inlets and out

lets for the steam, mounted on horizontal axles like the wheels of a water

mill ; within them are placed a number of valves that suffer any body to go

round the channel in one direction only ; in these steam veflels are placed

weights so fitted to them as entirely to fill up a part or portion of their chan

nels, yet rendered capable of moving freely in them by the meansheieinafter

mentioned or specified. When the fleam it admitted in these engines between

these weights and the valves, it acts equally on both, so as to raise the weight

to one side of tht wheel, and by the reaction on the valves successively to give

a circular motion to the wheel ; the valves opening in the direction in which

the weights are ptessed, but not in the contrary, as the (team vessel moves

round it is supplied with steam from the boiler, and that which has perform

ed its office may cither be discharged by means of condensers or into the open

air.

Sixthly, I intend in some *ases to apply a degiee of cold not capable of re

ducing the steam to water, but of contracting it considerably, so that the en

gines shall be worked by the alternate expansion and contraction of the steam.

Lastly, instead of using water to render the piston or other parts of the

engines air and steam tight, I employ oils, wax, resinous bodies, fat of ani

mals, quicksilver, and other metals in their fluid state."

To the above specification this memorandum was added by TVatt ; that he

did not intend that any thing in the fourth article should he understood to ex

it nd to any engine wheij the water to be raised enters the fleam vessel itself,

or any vessel having an open communication with it.

(A) The act was cnti-led '* an act for vesting in J. Watt his executors &C.

the sole use and property of steam engines, commonly called fire engines, of

his invention, dcseiibcd in the laid act, fora limited time."
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of parliament, (A) 15 Geo. 3., extending the privilege given 1798.

by the patent to 25 years, with a proviso " that every objecti- v^^-v-^j

on in law competent against the said patent should becompe- Hq«*-

tent against the (aid acttoall intents and purposes, except so far »Lowe»

as related to the term thereby granted." It then stated that on Bo^r"™* ;

the 5th of September 1777 Watt by deed assigned over to Boul- in Error.'

tea (the other plaintiff below two-thirds of his interest under

the patent and act of parliament, and then it alleged that the

defendants below unlawfully and unjustly and without thelicense

eftbe plaintiffs constructed divers, to wit, ten fire engines ac

cording to and in and with a method of lessening the consump

tion of steam and fuel in such fire engines in imitation and re

semblance of the method of lessening the consumption of steam

and fuel in fire engines so invented by Watt and secured to him

and his assigns &c.

The defendants below pleaded not guilty ; and a general

verdict having been found for the plaintiffs below, and judg

ment given for them by the Court of Common Pleas (a), the

defendants

It recited that the King had by letters patent, 5 Jan. 9 Cn. 3, granted ta

Watt his executors &c " the sole benefit and advantage of making and vending

orioa engiaee by him invented for lessening the consumption of steam and fuel

■a fire engines for 14 years" &c, on condition that he should inrol a specifica

tion See, that Watt had accordingly imoiled a specification of the said engine

(which specification was there set forth as above.) It further recited that

Wall had employed many years and a considerable part of his fortune, in

miking experiments upon steam and steam engines, commonly called fire en

gines, with a view to improve them, by which ieveral considerable advantages

over the common steam engines are acquired, but on account of the many dif-

fculties which arise in the execution of such large and complex machines, and

c-f the long time requisite to make the necestary trials, he could not complete

bis intention before the end of the year 1774, when he finished some laige en

gines as specimens of his construction, which had succeeded so as to demon

strate the utility of the invention ; and in order to manufacture these engines

with accuracy, and so that they might be sold at moderate pi ices, a considera

ble sum of money must be previously expended in erecting mills snd othir ap

paratus, and that several years, and repeated proofs would be required before

any considerable pait of the public could be fully convinced of the utility of

the invention, and of their interest to adopt the fame, the whole teim grant

ed by the letters patent might probably elapse before Watt could receive an

advantage adequate to his labour and invention ; and then it enacted that

from and after the pasting of the act the sole privilege and advantage of

taking conjlrn&ing and felling lie said m;i'v; herein before particularly des

cribed, within the kingdom of Great Britain, and his Majesty's colonies

33d plantations abroad, Ihould be and were thereby declared to he, vested in

If7*!! his executors, administrators, and assigns for and during the term of 25,

years; and it prohibited any other persons making usingor putting in practice

the said invention, or counterfeiting or imitating the fame, or making any ad-

dilion to or subtraction from it without Watt'i license &c; with a proviso

That the act should not extend to prevent any person making any fire or steam

engine, or any contrivance relating to the same, which was not the invention

of hVett, or which had been publicly used by any other person before.

(ji Tim case was not argued in the Common Picas, that Court having been

tcpuily divided in a former cafe arising on this patent; See Bouhon and ff'«i<

'.2,U,i H. Bl. R'p
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, -pg# defendants brought a writ of error, and, besides the general

L - , _■ error, assigned for error that the invention for which the letters

Horn- patent were granted is not an invention of any formed or orga-

blower njZed machine instrument or manufacture but of mere princi-

Boblton P'ts on'v> f°r which no such letters patent could by law be

in Error, granted.

This cafe was twice argued with great ability* the first time

in Michaelmas term last by Gafelee for the plaintiffs in error

and Holroyd for the defendants, and now by Le Blanc King's

Serjt. for the former and Rous for the latter. On behalf of

the plaintiffs in error it was argued, ist, that unless the patent

could be established as for a formed machioe, it could not be

supported under the proviso of the stat. 21 Jac. 1. c. 3., which

is the only foundation of such a patent; 2dly, that upon read

ing the patent in question, it could not be considered as a patent

for such a machine ; 3dly, that the specification did not con

tain a sufficient description of a machine ; and 4thly, that the

patent was taken for the whole, when it ought to have been

for an addition only ; the addition alone appearing in the speci

fication to be of the plaintiff's invention.

But the Court gave judgment in favour of the defendants in

error.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. It was rather from a deference to

the very respectable opinions given in the Court of Common

Pleas on the former occasion than from any doubt we entertain

ed on the subject that a second argument was awarded here :

but the cafe having been most ably argued, and every argu

ment advanced at the bar that bears upon it, I wish to deliver

my opinion now, to prevent any farther delay to the parties in

terested. I confess I am not one of those who greatly favour

patents ; for though in many instances, and particularly in this,

the public are benefited by them, yet on striking the balance

upon this subject, I think that great oppression is practised on

inferior mechanics by those who are more opulent. The prin

cipal objection made to this patent by the plaintiffs in error is,

that it is a patent for a philosophical principle only, neither or

ganized or capable of being organized ; and if the objection

were well founded in fact, it would be decisive : but I do not

think that it is so. No technical words are necessary to explain

the subject of a patent ; as Lord Hardwicke said upon another

occasion, there is no magic in words., The questions here are

whether by looking at the patent, explained as it is by the spe

cification,
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cification, it does not appear to be a patent for a manufacture, 1799,

and whether the specification is not sufficient to enable a mecha- j

nic to make the thing described ? The jury have not indeed Ho«n-

answered those questions in the affirmative in terms : but they tLOW"

have impliedly done so by finding a general verdict for the BootToir-

plaintiffs below. By comparing the patent and the manufac- in Emu.

ture together it evidently appears that the patentee claims a

monopoly for an engine or machine, composed of materi.nl

parts, which are to produce the effect described, and that the

mode of producing this is so described as to enable mechanics

to produce it. Having said thus much, it appears that the sub

ject, as far as we have to treat of it, is exhausted. I have

great respect for the contrary opinions that were given in the

Common Pleas ; and probably if I had been called upon on a

sudden to determine this cafe, I should have been at a less how

to decide. But having now heard every thing that can be said

on the subject, I have no doubt in saying that this is a patent

for a manufacture, which I understand to be something made

by the hands of man.

Ashhurst J. Every new invention is of importance to

the wealth and convenience of the public ; and when they are

enjoying the fruits of an useful discovery, it would be hard on

the inventor to deprive him of his reward. In this cafe the

jury have found, by their verdict, that all the allegations in the

declaration were proved, one of which was that the inventor

had by his specification particularly described the nature of his

invention and the manner in which it was to be performed ; and

having thus Complied with the terms of his patent, I think he

is in point of law as well as justice entitled to the benefit which

the patentand the act of parliament intended toconferon him.

Grose J. This is an action for violating that right sup

posed to have been given originally for 14 years by the patent

in 1769, and contended to be continued to James Watt his re

presentatives and assigns for 25 years by the statute in 1 774-

The statute recites the patent, the benefit of which is now de

termined by flux of time; and therefore the action can only be

sustained on the continuance of that benefit to the patentee by

the Legislature. The statute however expressly provides that

every objection in law competent against the patent shall also

be competent against the statute, that is, against the benefit to

be derived to the patentee under the statute. The question

then is, whether the patent be good in law, in other words,

whether
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17QQ. whether it be conformable to the statute of the 21 site. I. e.

n_ -w-,j 2-s- 6. under which the plaintiff or any party can alone claim

Horn- the privilege of a monopoly. The power thereby reserved to

■L0*" the King is " that any declaration before-mentioned stiall not

Boston; extend to any letters patents and grants of privilege for the

in Error, term of 1 4 years or under thereafter to be made of the sole

• working or making of any manner of new manufacture within

this realm to the true and first inventor and inventors of such

manufactures, which others at the time of making such letters

patents and grants shall not use ; so as also they be not contrary

to the law, nor mischievous to the State, by raising prices of

commodities at home, or hurt of trade, or generally inconve

nient." The questions then upon this patent are whether it be

a patent for the sole working or making of any manner of new

manufacture; whether the patentee were the first inventor;

whether it be contrary to law, mischievous to the state or to

trade, or generally inconvenient ? By a proviso in the. patent

the patentee is bound particularly to describe and ascertain the

nature of his invention, and in what manner the fame was to

be performed, by an instrument in writing under his hand and

seal, and to cause the same to be inrolled in the Court of Chan

cery. On which another question arises, namely, whether the

specification inrolled be sufficient. The aim of the Legifla-

ture is obvious ; on the one hand it was to encourage ingeni

ous artificers and able and studious men to invent and bring

forward for the use of the public new manufactures, tile pro

duce of their own ingenuity, by holding out to them the re

ward of 14 years monopoly: on the other hand to secure

to the public the benefit of the discovery by causing to be in-

rolled a complete description of the thing to be done and the

manner of doing it, that others might be fully informed of ir,

and at the end of the 14 years to be enabled to work or make

the manufacture of which the patentee was the inventor. Upon

some of the questions there seems to be no doubt : there is no

doubt on this record, coupled with the finding of the jury,

that the patentee was the inventor of that which is stated in the

declaration to be (by whatever name it may be called) an in

vention, ^method, principle, or manufacture. Neither is it

contended that the subject of the patent is " mischievous to

the State, hurtful to trade, or generally inconvenient." On

the contrary every man's experience, as far as report goes,

tells him that the invention has infinite merit, is for very ma

ny purposes highly beneficial to the public, and is in great re

quest,
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quest. As to the specification, I shall content myself with re- 1799.

peating what was said by one of the learned Judges of the i_

Court of Common Pleas, that if the specification be such as Ho>n

will enable artists to adopt the invention and make the manu- »"-0**

facture, it is sufficient. It is averred in the declaration that boo7to»j

the patentee did in pursuance of the proviso particularly des- ia Euar.

cribe and ascertain the nature of the invention, and in what

manner the fame was to be performed, by an instrument in

writing under his hand and seal in the Court of Chancery:

that fact was necessary to be proved to entitle the plaintiffs to a

verdict, and by the verdict which they obtained, I coniider

that fact as ascertained and concluded in their favour.

The important question is whether it be a parent " for the

making or working of any manner of new manufacture ?" It

is argued by the plaintiffs in error, first, that it is a patent for

a mere principle and not for a new manufacture, and that no

thing can be the object of a patent but a new manufacture,

xdiy, That if it be a patent for a manufacture, namely, the

fteam engine, it is not new, and that the patent should have

been for the addition only and'not for the whole engine. As to

the first of those propositions, that under the statute of "James

there cannot be a patent for a mere principle, which this is

contended to be, it is not necessary for me in my way of con

sidering the cafe to form a decided opinion on that point ; for

if I can shew that this is a patent for a new manufacture, whe

ther a patent for a mere principle be good or not will be im

material. Upon that point I shall only say, that having very

much turned the question in my mind, and weighed aud con

sidered again and again the words of the statute specifying

what patents the crown may grant, upon which alone I con

ceive the question must ultimately depend, I am not prepared

to fay that a patent for a mere principle was intended to be

comprehended within those words. It is indeed difficult to

conceive that the Legislature, in giving power to the crown

to grant patents for the sole working or miking of any manner

of new manufacture, intended a power to grant patents for any

other purpose than those expressly mentioned. But, as 1 said

before, this is not material for me to determine, inasmuch as it

seems to me upon the best consideration that this is not a patent

fora mere principle, but for the working and making of a new

manu/acture within the words and meaning of the statute. I

have been led to adopt this opinion by considering the words

ind description °^ 1 invention in the patent as referring to
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1799. ar,d explained by the specification, and the specification itself as

O-v^ Part °f tne Patent. The ground on which I have felt myself

Horn- at liberty so to do is this ; the benefit to the public is from the

ilowik specification disclosing to the world how others may make and

Bodlto . 'he fame manufacture ; without the specification the public

iuEnor. 'have not that information; and by the condition of the letters

patent, without the specification, the patentee is not entitled

to his monopoly providing therefore by the patent that there

must be a specification, and there being necessarily one in con

sequence of that proviso, I consider the patent and specificati

on so connected together as to make a part of each other, and

that to learn what the patent is, I may read the specification

and consider it as incorporated in the patent. Now the patent

recites that Mr. Watt had invented a method of lessening the

consumption of steam and fuel in fire engines ; it grants to him

the sole use and exercise of that invention, upon condition that*

he would disclose the nature of the invention and in what man

ner the same was to be performed by an instrument inrolied.

He does so, and that instrument describes the principles of the

' . method and the method by which those principles are to be car

ried into effect. The method is founded on the principle of

keeping the steam vessel the whole time the engine is at work

as hot as the steam that enters it : this is to be done by the ma

nufacture of a cafe of wood or some other material that trans

mits heat flowly, and by surrounding it with steam or other

heated bodies, and suffering neither water or any other sub

stance colder than steam to touch it. Secondly, he points out

a mode of condensing the steam by vessels to be used distinct

from the steam vessels at some times, at others they are to com

municate with them, which he calls condensers ; and these are

new, at least not part of the old engine, and are to be kept as

cold as the air in the neighbourhood of the engines. Thirdly,

he gives directions as to drawing out the air not condensed by

the cold of the condenser. Fourthly, he states how he means

to employ steam to press on the piston in given cases. Fifthly,

he directs how steam vessels should be formed where rotatory

motions or motions round an axis are required, namely, with

weights and valves ; and directs how in such case the steam ves

sel (hall be supplied with steam, and how that which has done

its office shall be discharged. And he also states a method by

which the engine may be worked by the alternate expansion

and contraction of the steam. This method however, if not

effected or accompanied by a manufacture, I should hardly

consider
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consider as within the statute of "James. But it seems to me 1799.

that in this specification he does describe a new manufacture, <«—y—'

by which his principle is realized, that is, by which his steam Horn-

vessel is kept as hot as the steam during the time the engine is

it work, by which means the consumption of steam and fuel is Boultom

lessened. Thus he specifies the particular parts requisite to "» Brtor.

I produce the effect intended, and states the manner how they

ire to be applied. He describes the cafe of wood in which the

steam vessel is to be inclosed, the engines that are to be worked

wholly or partially by condensation of steam, the vessels that he

denominates condensers, and the steam vessels where rotatory

motions are required. Can it then be said that the making and

combining of these parts is not some manner of new manufac

ture ? I cannot say that it-is not. But if that had been doubt

ful, the verdict ascertains the fact. But then it is objected that

the patent should have been for that manufacture ; whereas it is

for principles, which the specification describes. To which I

answer that the patent is not merely for principles, nor does

the specification describe principles only. The patent states

the principles on which the inventor proceeds, and shews in

his specification the manufacture by means of which those prin

ciples are to take effect, which effect is to be the lessening of

the consumption of steam and fuel by keeping the steam vessel

of one uniform heat with the steam so long as the engine is

worked.

Taking it however as a patent for an engine, it is objected

that the thing was made before, and that the patent should have

been for the addition only and not for the whole engine. But

1 do-not consider it as a patent for the old engine, but only for

the addition to or improvement of the old engine; and so the

act of parliament considers it. The old engine consumed too

much steam and fuel, and it was considered that by a cafe of

wood or of other material that would transmit heat slowly, sur

rounding it with steam by the use of condensers, and doing that

which was not done in the old engine but is in this, the defects in

the old engine might be corrected, and the new one by its ad

ditions made more useful. Experiments were tried, as appears

by the act of parliament, and the purpose for which these ad-

/ duions were made is ultimately found to be completely attained

by the methods pointed out in the specification. It possibly

occurred to the inventor that if the patent were to be obtained

' for the whole engine, it might be open to cavil, and therefore

/ betook out his patent not for the engine, but for bis invention
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1799. ef a method of lessening the consumption offleam and fuel in fire

^_,—w—1 engines. The method is disclosed in the specification, and it is

Horn- by the addition of what is there disclosed and by managing it

BI"0W«* m t'le way described. The patent therefore is only for that ad-

Boulton ; ditional improvement as described in the specification; and

in Error, there is no pretence to fay that he claims or could claim the sole

making of the old engine. But a doubt is entertained whether

there can be a patent for an addition to an old manufacture.

This doubt rests altogether upon Birfeotfs case 3 Inst. 1 84 ;

and if that were to be considered as law at this day, it would

set aside many patents for very ingenious inventions, in cafes

where the additions to manufactures before existing are much

more valuable than the original manufactures themselves.

I shall content myself with referring to what Lord Chief Jus

tice Eyre said in this cause in the Court of Common Pleas in

answer to this passage, and to the case of Morris v. Branson

cited by my Brother Buller upon the same point. If indeed a

patent could not be granted for an addition it would be depriv

ing the public of one of the best benefits of the statute of

James. Lord . Cote's opinion therefore seems to have been

formed without due consideration, and modern experience shews

that it is not well founded. The statute 15 Geo. 3. (I ob

serve) secures to the patentee the privilege of constructing and

selling the engines in words ; on which account it has been ob

jected that it falsely recites the patent, and therefore cannot

operate in support of it: but the statute must have a reason

able construction to support rather than defeat the intention of

the Legislature and their grant ; and by attending to every part

of the statute it is obvious that the engines secured to the pa

tentee are such as are improved in the manner stated in the

specification, and not the original fire engines. For the statute,

reciting the patent, recites it as a grant of the benefit and ad

vantage of making and vending " certain engines by him in

vented for lessening the consumption offleam and fuel in fire en

gines." Now those were not the original fire engines but the

improved ones, and those that were so improved were the only

ones invented for lessening the consumption of steam and fuel

in fire engines ; which sliews that the Legislature consi

dered the patent as a patent for the improvement of the

engine described in the specification, and not as a patent

for a mere method or for the original fire engine.—

The subject is new to me, not affecting to bei a me

chanic, and I have had great difficulties in making up my

mind upon it. 1 am inclined however to think that a patent

cannot
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cannot be granted for a mere principle ; but I think that, al- j -gg

though in words the privilege granted is to exercise a method ^_ _v _

of making or doing any thing, yet if that thing is to be made Ho«s.

or done by a manufacture, and themodeof making that ma- ,10.W.E*

nufachire is described, it then becomes in effect (by whatever;bocltqn

name it may be called) not a patent for a mere principle but in Error,

tor a manufacture, for the thing so made, and not merely for the

principle upon which it is made. Where then is the mischief

to the public, or how in this cafe is the intention of the Legi

slature defeated ? They intended that after 14 years the pub

lic should from the specification be in possession of the manu

facture and the art of making it, and that for those 14 years

the patentee should have the monopoly of it as his reward.

The patent is nothing without the specification, and the pa

tentee can gain no advantage by it. It is also useless unless

the specification be such from which the public may gain in

formation; therefore whether the patent call the manufacture

by its name, or stile it an invention, a mode, a method or in

My other manner, it signifies nothing, for the specification de

scribing the thing as required by the patent must be resorted to

and may fairly be deemed a part of the patens itself. If

that be so, I read this patent, and find that it is for a me

thod to be pursued according to the directions of the speci-

'cation, and looking to the specification I see that by pursuing

the method pointed out a manufacture is produced by the in

genuity of the inventor, and of which the public are to have

'•he benefit. Then the intension of the Legislature is fulfilled;

ase public enjoy the fruits of the author's ingenuity, and the

luthor gets the monopoly for a certain term : It signifies

nothing to either whether the patent be for the engine so made,

for the method of making it, if that method be sufficiently

ascribed in the specification. Upon these grounds, with that

Terence which I ought to feel upon a subject with which I

'-• not profess myself to be much conversant, my opinion is that

judgment of the Court of Common Pleas ought to be

^firmed.

Lawrence, J. Two objections have been made by the

Plaintiffs in error; 1st, that this is not air invention for any

terned or organized machine instrument or manufacture, but , '

mere principles only; 2dly, that the specification is bad.

As to the first ; the claim of the plaintiffs below is founded on

tne proviso in the statute of "James, which allows the crown

to grant patents in favour of new manufactures, and therefore

it must rest on the ground of Wots% having invented some

-w manufacture. • If it were necessary to consider whether

Vol. VIII. I or
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or not mere abstract principles are the subject of a patent, I

^^J^ should feel great difficulty in deciding that they are : but that '

Horn- consideration is unnecessary on the present occasion, because

utowtt by looking at the patent and the recital in the act of parliament

5oo*ton lt appears that Wait applied for and obtained a patent for an

ih Eiror.* engineer mechanical contrivance for lessening the consumption

of steam in fire engines-. The letters patent recite that he had

invented a method of lessening the consumption of steam, and

grant to him the sole right of using the said invention for 14.

years. In order to fee what the invention was, it rs necessary

to refer to the specification ; that states what the invention is,

and that the method consists ui certain principles, as they are

called, which are described in the specification. Then follow

ed the statute, which after reciting that the King had grant

ed to Watt the sole benefit of making and vending certain

engines invented by him for lessening the consumption of stcan>

in fire engines, and thathe had inrolled in the Court of Chan

cery a description of the said engine^ vests in him the sole rights

of making and selling the said engines for aj years. From

this therefore it is clear that the Legislative understood that

the patent was for an engine for some mechanical contrivance,

and the form of the patent and the specification does not con

tradict this. Engine and method mean the fame thing, and

may be the subject of a patent. " Method," properly speak

ing, is only placing several things and performing several ope

rations in the most convenient order: but it may signify a

contrivance, or device ; so may an engine, and therefore I think

it may answer the word " method. So *• principle" may

mean a mere elementary truth, but it may also mean consti

tuent parts. And in effect the specification is this, " the

contrivance by which I lessen the consumption of steam con

sists in the following principles, that is, constituent or ele

mentary parts; a steam vessel, in which the powers of steam

are to operate, to be kept as hot as the steam by a cafe ; a

distinct vessel to condense the steam; and pumps to draw off

such vapour as is likely to impede the motion of the fire en

gine," &c. That is the description of the thing when put

11, to different language.

Then taking this to be a patent for an engine, it is objected

that the specification is bad. In considering that question, ft

is necessary to fee for what Mr. Wait has obtained his patent.

He does not claim it for an improvement to a fire engine for

any particular purpose, e.g. for raising water out of mines or

any other specific thing : but his claim is generally to an inven
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tion for lessening the consumption of steam applicable to all 1799.

fire engines for whatever purpose they may be used and what- v^^y-^

ever may be their construction, by an alteration of and addi- Horn-

tion to parts which are common to all and upon which their ,low"

powers of working depend. The objection, that requires a Boston •

more full description os the engine, goes the length of requir- in .Error."

ing a description of every engine that is acted upon and work

ed by the force of steam. But I do not think that, if, his

specification had been so comprehensive, his invention would

have entitled him to a patent for the sole vending and making

the whole engine so altered and improved ; for such patent

would have been more extensive than the thing invented.

The patent must be supported as granted for an improvement

and addition to old engines known and in use, and 1 think that

the patent is good in this point of view. For Watt claims

no right to the construction of engines for any determinato

object, except that of lessening the consumption of steam and

fuel in fire engines. His patent supposes the existence of such

engines, and his contrivance method or engine is for lessening

the consumption of fuel in such pre-existing engines, and for

nothing else. In the argument the engine to diminish the con

sumption of steam was confounded with that which it was in

tended to improve. Some ofthe difficulties in the cafe have arisen

from considering the word engine in its popular fense, namely,

some mechanical contrivance to effect that to which hum3u

strength, without such assistance, is unequal : but it may also

signify "device"; and that Watt meant to use it in that sense

and that the Legislature so understood it h evident from the

words " engine" and «' method" being used as convertible

terms. Now there is no doubt but that for such a contri.

tance a parent mny be granted as well as for a more compli

cated machine ; it equally falls within the description of a

" manufacture"; and unless such devices did fall within that

description no addition or improvement could be the subject of

a patent. If this be so, it only remains to be considered whe

ther or not for the improvement of fire engines Watt has

with sufficient accuracy stated a definite alteration or addir

tion, which may be made in all fire engines, in such a way as to

enable a workman to execute it ; and it seems to me that he

his. For he has directed him to make a vessel for the con

densation distinct from that in which the powers of steam ope

rate, and to convey the steam as occasion requires from the

cylinder to the condensing vefl'el, to keep the cylinder hot by

means distinctly described, and to extract by pumps the va-

I a pour
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1799. Pour wmch may impede the work. Therefore It seems to

t-_v___, me that he has given distinct directions for the purpose : whe-

Hokn- ther those directions were or were not sufficient is not now a

blower question for our decision ; it was a question for the deterinina-

BouTt"on . tion of the jury, and they have decided it.

in Error.' Fer Curiam Judgment affirmed.

jan^iiih. The King against The Inhabitants of Chip

ping Warden.

ficeTrecd" T""^0 justices by an order removed R. Lymath, Ann his

u'hVfiiT * wife and their five children by name, from the parish of

master to Chipping Warden in the county of Northampton to the parish

festof h'i"5 °^ Great Rcbright in the county of Oxford; upon appeal the

time, and Sessions quashed the order, subject to the opinion of this Court

that the In- on the following cafe. The pauper R. Lymath was born in

mould" the parisli of Brailcs, and in 1776 was bound apprentice by

irain wj j, indentures to TV. Goodwin blacksmith of the parish of Great

tlic master Rcbright for the term of five years. He continued in the scr-

m" t*f"ii V'ce °^ Goodwin at Rcbright for two years and a half under the

sum (llpu-1 indentures, when his master left off" business and went to

lated, pait reside in the parish of Marjlon.' At that time the pauper agreed

of^ which verbally with his master that he (the pauper) should give him

paij."" 7!- for the rest of his time, his master not wishing to turn him

fore the ex- over to any one ; ar.d it was agreed that the master should keep

pitaiionoi the indentures in his custody till the 7/. was paid, which was

i'cr^Tan-6 to oe discharged from time to time as the pauper could earn it

•ther man and could make it convenient to pay it. The pauper consi

st! the le- dered himself at liberty to work with any master he pleased,

tXw"hit" and did W0lk with different masters until the harvest of 1779,

orginai maf- when at the rrquest of his former master Goodwin he came to

u-r above serve him as a labourer for about a . month, and received his

thi5was>S' wages according to the rate usually given to labourers in the

holu'cu to time of harvest-, the amount being deducted from the 7/,

enuic as 1 which the pauper had agreed to pay to Goodwin. Goodwin

service tin- aftl.rwarjS recommended the pauper to serve one Cherry a

denture*, blacksmith in Mnrfton, into whose service he went with the

knowledge of Goodwin., and continued therein about twelve

months. The indentures were not delivered up until five

or six years after the apprenticeship had expired.

Perceval^
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Perceval, Dayrell, and Perkins, in support of the order of j ygg.

Sessions, were stopped by the Court. tw^v~—'

B. Morice and Vaughan, contra, contended that the pau- The KtNo

per's settlement was in Great Robright, and that no settlement .|5*fj;^

was gained in Marson by the service with Cherry either as an bjtjnttof

apprentice or hired servant, according to the case of R. v. Chippinc^

Sandford (a). There the master and the apprentice consider- Waxdin.

ing the indentures as discharged, when in point of law they

were still subsisting, it was holden that no subsequent service

with another master, though at the recommendation of the

original master could enure as a service under the indenture.

The fact of the master's keeping back the indentures in this

cafe, in order to secure the payment of the sum stipulated for

their reliaquifhmcnt, may be relied on as shewing his inten

tion to consider the apprentice as still continuing in the fame

relation to him ; but that is not stronger than the fact stated

in R. v. Sandford, that the original master desired the subse

quent master to keep back some of the pauper's wages to pro

vide him with clothes, under the apprehension that he would

otherwise come upon him *, for that plainly shewed that he

considered himself still liable to provide for his apprentice, not

withstanding he had given him up the indentures, which he

had no right to do (it being a parish binding) without the

consent of the parish officers who were parties thereto.

Whereas here both parties considered the indentures as in ef

fect cancelled for the consideration which was agreed to be

paid, and which was in fact partly discharged. But in order

to gain a settlement under indentures cf apprenticestiip by

serving a second master, it is not only necellary that the inden

tures should continue in existence, but it must also appear that

it was the intention of ail the parties that the service should

be under the indentures. The recommendation by the mas.

ter to the pauper to serve Cherry cannot vary the cafe accord

ing to the cafe before cited, where Buller J. said that a mere

recommendation is not sufficient, but there must be an express

consent by the first master to arty other service; and no such

consent is stated here.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. It is clear that in general an ap

prentice is not capable of contracting the relation of servant

to any other master until the end of the term for which he was

bound. But it is equally clear that if the master and appren-

(t) A«tt, i vol. a8i,

, ' lice
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1799. tice put an end to the apprenticeship by mutual consent, it is

*■—\s——> the fame as if the indentures had never been executed, and the

The Kino latter may gain a settlement by hiring and service with any

ThVi'nha- otner master before the expiration of the time which he was

bitantsof bound to serve as an apprentice. Then there is a third cafe,

Chipping that where the apprentice leaves his master and enters into

Warden. ^ service of another, if the indentures still subsist, he is

not sui juris but is incapable of gaining a settlement by serving

another master unless he serve with the consent of his former

master, and in such casehegainsa settlement, not as an hired ser

vant but, as an apprentice. These are axioms in this branch

of setlemept law, and cannot now be called in question. Now

what are the facts of this cafe ; the pauper was bound an ap

prentice to a master residing in Great Robright, who two

years afterwards discontinued business; at this time the par

ties did not put an end to the apprenticeship, but on the con

trary the apprentice agreed to pay 7/. to the master who was

to keep the indentures until that sum was paid; the master all

this time keeping a control over the apprentice. The pauper

then went into different situations, and among the rest he serv

ed a person. of the name of Cherry, into whole service he went

at the recommendation and with the knowledge of his first

master, the indentures still continuing in force. Then ac

cording to all the authorities this must be deemed a service

under the indentures. The cafe of R. v. Sandford differs

from the present in a very essential point. There the parties

did all they could to put an end to the apprenticeship ; but

here they agreed that the indentures should continue in force.

My opinion in this cafe does not proceed on the ground that

the pauper served Cherry a year as an hired servant, but that

he served him under the indentures of apprenticeship with

the consent of his original master.

Per Curiam Order of Sessions affirmed [a).

{<•) Vid. R. t. The Inlabituoli of ike Ht'y Trinity in the Mintriti ; AnU,

3 vol. 605.

im^fiL Mayhew against Parker and Others.

A warrant *I*n trespass for an assault and false imprisonment the defen-

toarrestthe J_ dants gave in evidence a warrant under the hand and seal

thfend 10 °* ^or<* ^PVh which after reciting that it was certified that

that he may

become bourn!, &c. to appear at the mxt Sejim Sec." meant the next Session after the

arrest, and not after the date of the warrant. Therefore the officer executing it mar

justify an arrest after the Stsfiom next ensuing the date of the warrant.

at
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at the general Session of oyer and terminer at the Old Bailey on j

the i ith of January 37 Geo. 3. the plaintiff was and stood in-

riicted for perjury, to which indictment he had not appeared or mathi

pleaded, required and commanded the defendants (peace of- ag.thst

ficers) to apprehend the plaintiff and bring htm before one of Parke"

the Judges of the Court of K. B. &c, " to the end tha* he

may become bound with sufficient sureties for his personal ap

pearance at the next Sessions of oyer and terminer of our lord

tbe King to be holden for the city of London to answer the said

indictment, and be further dealt with according to law"; dated

the 21st of January 1797. It appeared that the arrest was

not actually made until about ten months afterwards. It was

objected at the trial before Lord Kenyan at the last Sittings at

Guildhall that, as the arrest was not made before the Old

Bailey Sessions next ensuing the date of the warrant, the war

rant was no longer in force and could not justify an arrest and

imprisonment afterwards : but Lord Kenyony being of a differ

ent opinion, nonsuited the plaintiff.

Garrwj now renewed the same objection on a motion to

set aside the nonsuit ; and said that the usual practice in these

cases was to renew these warrants at every Sessions if not exe

cuted before, and that great inconvenience would ensue if it

were otherwise, as warrants of arrest might be kept back to

answer particular purposes, and not executed til] long after

they were granted. But

Lord Kenyon Ch. J- said that the fair construction of such

a warrant was, that the party to be arrested should be made

to appear at tbe next Sejstons afier tbe arrest ; and that the only

purpose which the practice alJuded to could answer was thai

ofenhancing the expence to prosecutors and putting money into

the pockets of theossicers. That, if any person misconduct

ed himself by keeping back warrants of arrest to be afterwards

made use of for vexatious or improper purposes, he subjected

himself to an action for a malicious prosecution at the suit us

the party grieved : but the warrant was a sufficient justification

in trespass to the officer charged with the execution of it.

fir C«riw Rule refused.
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jZ?vy$L Mary Jane Roper Dowager Lady Dacre against

Doe Lessee of Gertrude Baroness Dacre; in

Error.

Devise "to r I ^HE Court of Common Pleas having given judgment (a)

anTa'- ° A 'n tn's ejectment upon a special verdict for the original

niongstihe plaintiff, a writ of error was brought in this court. The

'"Ve'n'fis ejectment was for certain manors messuages and lands in the

ters"(he" county of Middlesex, and a special verdict was found in sub-

having stance as follows ; John Trevor being seized in fee of the pre-

W^'lhare m'^es question, by will duly executed dated the 5th of

and (hare April 1 743, devised his capital mansion-house of Glynde in

alike, and Sujsex and the demesne lands thereto belonging and all his

decease of e^ates m $ujstx to his kinsman Doctor R. Trevor in fee ; to

anyofthem whom he allo gave his leasehold property in the same county,

licr shaie to and certain of his personalty in the house of Glynde, he then

isrst an" ^3Ve l° ^sS* 30 annU,ty °^ 3 °'- f°rtner life,

other'fons payable out of his estates in Middlesex Denbigh and Flint.

in tail, and He also charged the fame estates with another annuity of 50/.

in defaults during the life of E. Forfier. He also gave 1000/. a-piece to

toand""a- his ( nephew George, and his niece Lucy, the children of his

mongit her lister Mrs. Rice, charged on the fame estates in default of his

daughters personal estate. He then devised as follows; "item, I give

in common devise and bequeath all my manors lands &c. in Middlesex

in tail : and Denbigh and Flint or elsewhere not before disposed of, subject

'f h^s<s°ny t0 tne charges before mentioned, unto and amongst my sisters

seven sitters Grace Trevor, Mary Trevor, Ann the wife of G. Boscawen

died with- Margaret, Ruth, Gertrude, and Arabella, Trevor, during theii

T natura' ''ves respectively share and sliare alike, and from anc

her bodv °'ar"ter the decease of any of them then the part or share of hei

begotten or or them so dying to go to the first and other sons of such &

d"Cd *bT t^em ^° ^y'n8 an<^ tnc beirs of his and their bodies succes-

twtnt\e.one''ve'y 'n ta''> an^ 'n default ossuch sons then to and amongf

andwi'hout the daughters of my said sisters so dying, as tenants in com

islue, then mon, and not as joint-tenants, and to the heirs of their re-

mongstthc spective bodies issuing: but in case any of my said sevei

liirvivors ofsisters last mentioned shall die without leaving any issue o

his said her body begotten, or that such issue shall die before he or sli,

anTtheir"4 ^a^ attain his or her age of twenty-one years and withou

ifliie to des

cend in like manner as before mentioned ; and in case all his said seven sisters should di

Without islue, or such issue should all die befoic twenty -one and without issue," then over

Held that the words in d:fault offull fins did not make the lemaindcr to the daughters d <

pend on the contingency of there being no son born, but that on the death of the sons <

any of the sisters without islue, the remainder to the daughters of such sistel took effect

(«) See D>J. &. Pul. 2jo.

issut
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issue, then I give her share to and amongst the survivors or fur- t ^gg.

vivor of my said seven sisters and their issue, to go and descend _j

in like manner as before is mentioned as to the shares parts or I ady

proportions before given to them respectively. He then be- Da^*£

queathed the overplus of his personal estate, subject to his debis *Do» ;

and legacies to his said seven sisters, and he appointed his two in Error,

listers Ann and Afagaret executrixes. The will then proceeJs

thus ; «* In cafe all my said seven sisters shall happen to die with

out issue, or leaving issue such issue shall all die before he she

or they shall attain the age of twenty-one years and without

issue, then my said estate in Middlesex and Wales, subject as

aforesaid,- shall go to and be enjoyed by such person or persons

who (hall then be entitled to my said estate in Suffix hereinbe

fore devised, according to this my will ; and in such case I do

hereby devise the same to such person or persons accordingly."

The devisor died on the 9th September 1743 leaving Lucy Rice

and his seven other sifters his co-heiresses him surviving. On

his death those seven sisters, his devisees, entered and were seised

as tenants in common. One of them, viz. Gertrude on the

27th of July married the Honourable Charles Roper, by

whom she had issue Trevor Charles Roper, (afterwards Lord

Vacre,) and H. Roper who died and Gertrude now Baroness

Dacre (the lessor of the defendant in error) On the 4th of

February 1754. Charles Roper died, leaving his widow Gertrude

sole seised of her undivided seventh part ot the premises in ques

tion. In 1 764. Ruth Trevor one of the seven sisters died with

out having been married, as did also Margaret another of them

in 1770. On the 2d of March 1773 Trevor Charles Roper

(the son of Gertrude) married the plaintiff in error ; previous

to and in contemplation of which marriage a recovery (a) was

suffered of the one undivided fifth part of the premises of which

his mother Gertrude was seised for life with remainder to him

(her eldest son) in tail ; and the same was settled to the use of

Gertrude for life, remainder to Trevor Charles Roper for life,

remainder to trustees &c, remainder to the first and other sons

of the marriage in tail male, remainder to the daughters as te

nants in common in tail general, with cross remainders &c j

remainder to the use of the said Trevor Charles Roper in fee.

On 3d May 177$ George Bofcawen died, whereby his wife Ann

became sole seised for life of her undivided fifth part of the pre

mises

(*) The recovery was not set fortli it lenglh in thi» special verdict ; it wax

Dated according to it's legal effect.—See Dot v. Haltmte. ante, 7 vol. 716^
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l-QQ. m''es- On the 21st of March 1780 Mary Trevor died unmar-

' . ried; whereby her fifth became divided between her four fur-

Lady viving sisters Grace Trevor, Ann Boscawen, Gertrude Roper,

Dacre and Arabella Trevor. On the 13th of July 1780 Gertrude

Roper died, whereby her one- fifth of the whole, of which a

Error, recovery had been suffered on her son's marriage, and her one-

fourth of her sifter Mary's one- fifth, descended to Trevor

Charles Roper her eldest son. On the 2d of April 1784 Ann

Boscawen died leaving George her eldest son and heir at law,

to whom descended her undivided fifth part of the whole and

her one-fourth of her sister Mary's one-fifth. On the 13th of

January 1786 Trevor Charles Roperbeamc Lord Dacre; and

on the 21th of December 1788 his younger brother Henry

Roper died without issue. On the 2tst of September 1789

Arabella Trevor died unmarried whereby her one-fifth of the

whole, and her undivided fourth of her sister Mary's fifth part,

became divided in thirds amongst Grace Trevor, Trevor Char

les Lord Dacre, and George Bofcawen. On the 25th of Augu/t

179O Trevor Charles Lord Dacre made his will duly executed

to pass real estates, whereby he devised to his wife the plaintiff

in error all his property both personal and real for ever ; and he

died on the 3d of July 1 794 without ifliie. At the time of his

death, he the said Trevor Charles Lord Dacre, the said George

Bcfcawen, Lord Dynavtr (grandson and heir of Lucy Rice,)

and Grace Trevor, were the heirs at law of John Trevor the

devisor first mentioned. On Lord Dacre's death the plaintiff

in error his widow and devisee entered not only into his one

undivided fifth of which a recovery had been suffered (and to

which she was certainly entitled) but also into the undivided

fourth of his aunt Mary's fifth by him held, and into the undi

vided third of his aunt Arabella's fifth, and also into the third

of her undivided fourth of her sister Mary's fifth by him also

held as tenant in tail 5 for which three last undivided parts the

present ejectment was brought by Lord Dacre's only sister the

present lessor of the plaintiff

This cafe was argued in Michaelmas term last by Wood for

the plaintiff in error, and R. Smith contra, and in this term by

Chambre for the plaintiff in error, and Gibbs contra. But it is

thought unnecessary to enter into the detail of the arguments,

which turned principally on the apparent intention of the divi

sor, especially as the fame arguments are in print in the re-

ports of this cafe in the Court of Common Pleas (aJ. The

plaintiff

(t) Vid. 1 B.sf v r*u. 25°
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plaintiffin error contended that the devise over to the daughters jynn

" and in default of such persons &c," was only to take place i

in cafe there should be no sons born of any of the devisor's sis- Lady

ters, and was therefore contingent, and there having been a son Dacr

born, the remainder to the daughter of Gertrude (the leslbr of

the plaintiff below) never took effect ; and then the ellate des- in Eric

cended to the heirs at law of the devisor from one of whom the

plaintiff in error claims, it being clearly the intention of the

devisor that the ultimate remainder to Doctor Trevor should not

take effect so long as any of the children of his own sisters

should be living. And the cases principally relied on were

Keene d. Pinnaci et Ux v. Dickfon, B. R. M. 24 Geo. 3. and

Denn. d. Briddon et Ux v. Page, in the fame term ; both of

which are referred to in the Reports in C. B.

On the other hand it was contended that those words meant

no more than en failure of sons or of the e/iates before divifed to

the sons and the heirs of their bodies; and that the intention of

the devisor was to give estates for lives to his seven listers, re

mainder to their first and other sons in tail, remainder to the

daughters as tenants in common in tail, with cross remainders to

the sisters and their issue in cafe any of the sisters died without

issue or such issue died before twenty-one. And in support of

this construction the counsel relied much on the ultimate re

mainder to Doctor Trevor being given over upon me event of

all the seven sisters dying without issue, (/'. e. male or female,)

or such issue dying before twenty-one and without issue.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The question is whether the mere

birth of a son of one of the sillers put an end to all the subse

quent limitations of that portion; and in order to determine

this, it becomes necessary to consider the whole of the will,

and particularly the last clause in it, which is this u In cafe all

my said seven sisters shall happen to die without issue, or leaving

issue such issue shall all die before he she or they (hall attain the

age of twenty-one ye.irs and without issue, then my said

estate in Middlesex and Walts., subject as aforesaid, shall go to

and be enjoyed by such person or persons who shall then be en

titled to my said estate in Sussex hereinbefore devised according

to this my will." Here the intention of the devisor seems to

be expressed in terms which cannot be misunderstood. If the se

ven sisters take an estate-tail, the whole of this clause will have

effect : but is they do not take an estate-tail, that part the li

mitations
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1799. mitations of which are defeated by the birth of a son will nof

1 t- _j go to Doctor Trevor, but to the heirs at law of the devisor>

Lady one of whom the devisor intended should not take ; and that

Cacre shews the importance of the argument derived from the obser

ver- vation that there was an eighth sister, who was excluded by

in Enor; the limitations to the seven other sisters. This circumstance

alone would be sufficient to decide this cafe. But, indepen

dently of this, I think that the former clause in the will would

create an estate tail in the sisters. In the construction of wills

we cannot do better than adopt the rule mentioned by Lord

Hale, nofcilur a soeiis. Now here an estate-tail is given in

the fame clause to the sons of the sisters, and then " in default

of such sons" the limitations are to the daughters : but it is

contended that there is a flip in the expression used in making

this limitation, and that the devisor did not intend that the por

tion of either of the sisters should go to her daughter if (he had

a son born : but on weighing and considering every part of this

clause I have no doubt but that the devisor intended that the sis

ters should take estates-tail. But the cafe of Dentt d. Brlddon

v. Page has been relied on by the plaintiff's in error, where

Lord Mansfield intimated an opinion that there was a blunder

, in the will. I find myself pressed by whatever fell from so

great a judge, and it is always with doubt and distrust of my

own mind«thatl differ from him in opinion : but I am not pre

pared to fay that there was any blunder in that will. There the

devisor gave to 5. Najh the son of T. and M. Najh for life, re

mainder to trustees to preserve contingent remainders, remain

der to the first and other sons of S. Najh and the heirs male

of his and their bodies ; then having provided for the male heirs

(who are in general the favourites in cafes of landed property)

it is not improbable that it should occur to the testator to pro

vide for the present generation, and therefore he devised to al]

and every the daughters of the body of 7*. Najh by his then

wife, and for default of such issue to the right heirs of 7V

Najh for ever. Now when there is nothing in the will to lead

to such a supposition, why should it be supposed that that was a

blunder that brought forward the daughters of sons in prefer

ence to the issue of the sisters ? I have known many cautious

testators make limitations in their wills like that. Here the

word M sons" has been flipped in instead of " issue" in one

place; but it is supplied in another. And on the whole I have

no doubt but that the judgment given in the Court of Com

mon Pleas ought to be affirmed.

ASHHURST
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Ashhurst J. On reading the whole will it is evident

that by the words " and in default of such sons" the devisor

meant " failing the limitation," then over. Therefore I

concur in the opinion given by Lord Kenyon.

Grose J. The question here is, whether the words " in

default of l'uch sons" are not to be understood as meaning

that M that limitation failing" the limitations to the daughters

and their issue should take effect, or whether by the birth

of a son the limitations to the daughters should be de

feated; every word in this will shews (I think) that the

former was the intention of the devisor. He intended first

that the sons should take estates-tail, and when that limita

tion failed that the daughters should take in remainder. The

limitation to the daughters shews that this was his intention ;

and if there were any doubt on the construction of that part

of the will, the last devise removes all doubt, for there the

devise over of the estates in Middlesex and Wales is only to

take place " in cafe all his seven sisters should die without

issiie; &c." It is said however that, though we may conjec

ture that this was the devisor's intention, the words of the

will do not prove it ; and the counsel for the plaintiff" in er

ror went into a minute comment on the particular penning

of the will : but if we comment very minutely on the words

in the will, I think I can read them so as to make the con

struction which we put on the whole consistent with every

word. The words after the limitation to the sisters and

their first and other sons &c. are *' and in default of such

sons then to and amongst the daughters" &c : but when is

that to take place ? at the time of the deaths of the sons.

This mode of reading the words is consistent with the whole

will: but in order to support the construction we put upon

the will lam not driven to this argument, because considering

the whole will together, and particularly the last clause of it,

I am clearly of opinion that it was the devisor's intention

that the limitation to the daughters should take effect when

the limitation to the sons failed.

Lawrence J. The limitation, on which the argument

for the plaintiff in error is built, is to the first and other

sons and the heirs of his and their bodies successively, and

in default ofsuch sons then to and among*! the daughters &c,

that is, in default of a first and othefr sons, for those are

she words immediately preceding. Now that is equivalent

to a limitation to the first, second, third, and fourth, sons

&c, and the limitation over " in default of such sons" is the

fame as if had been in words " in default of a first, fc-

cor.J,
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cond, third, and fourth, sons &c that is, " if there be

1799- but one son," I give to the daughters of my sisters on the

failure of a second son ; if there be two sons, and no third

son, then on the failure of a third son, and so on. So that

according to this construction, whenever there is a faliure or

default of a second, third or other son, who would be enti

tled to take on the death of a prior son without issue, the

daughters of the sisters lhall take. And this obviates the

objection, that the construction contended for by the defen

dant in error will exclude the daughters of sons ; for if there

be a son who leaves a daughter, that daughter would take,

and if (he died without issue, and there were no second

third or other son of the devisor's sister to take, then there

would be a default of sons, and the limitation to the daugh

ters of the devisor's sisters would takfe effect* So that if

there were a first and second son and the second should die

leaving daughters, and then the first sen should die without

issue, the daughters of the second son would take the re

mainder in tail vested in their father ; and if they were to

die without issue and there were no third son, then there

would be a default of sons, and the remainder to the daugh

ters of the sisters would take effect.

Judgment affirmed.

yw/ayb. ^0E on Demise of George Rbade against

William Reade.

A. having

an estate of /^\N the trial of this ejectment for lands in the county of

the "count" Southampton, a special ease was reserved for the opinion

»f B. and °f tniS Court.

another in P. Rooke, being seised in fee of the premises in question,

^'vi*ndalso by will dated the 13th of July 1752 devised them to his

theiegalbnt wife for life, and after her decease to his brother in law G.

no benefici- Rtadt and his heirs upon the following trust, " That he the

Snestlw in soid G' Rtadt 0r h'S heirS 0r assignS do and seal1 sel1 8ive de"

V. with vise or otherwise dispose of all that my said messuage &c

fowerof (describing the premises) unto and amongst his four children

tt tTeilhcr G- G- W. Reade, B. Reade, and J. Reade, in such

of hjt font, manner and in such shares and proportions and with and

fey will de- under such directions and restrictions as the said G. Reade

hit estate* ^ia" fy any deed or last will and testament duly executed

of what nar

toreor kind

soever in the county of S. and at—in the county of C, or elsewhere in the kingdom of

Emglani after faymcml us bit icili &c" to a younger son : held that the twst eltatv that he

had the power of appointing did not past by this general ekvisc.

&C
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ttc give direct limit or appoint the same." G. G. Reads, the , -00

tldestsonof the devisee G. Reads, died in 1754 in the life- ■ . '_

time of the testator {P. Reoke,) leaving an only son G. Reade Rok

father of the leflbr of the plaintiff, an infant. After the dem-

death of P.Rooie, namely on the 25th of April 1169, G. *EAj),*

Rtade the devisee by deed (after reciting the will and death k'e/oi.

of P. Rooke and the death of G. G. Reade) appointed three

full and equal undivided four parts of the premises in question

to his three surviving children W. Reade, Jane IViitls for

merly Reade, and B. Reade, and their heirs equally to be

divided between them share and share alike as tenants in

common. By indenture dated 1st Auguji 1769 and by a fine

levied in that year the said three undivided fourth parts

were so limited by IV. Reade, "J. Will'u, and B. Reade, that

one of the said undivided fourth parts is now vested in the

plaintiff and the remaining two forth parts are vested in the

defendant ; and for these parts the plaintiff and defendant

have respectively obtained absolute verdicts. In September

1770 B. Rocie, the widow of the devisor, died. G. Reade,

son of G. G. Reade, attained his age of twenty-one in 1773,

and died in 1775, 'eav'n8 tne lessor of the plaintiff his only

son, an infant. "Jane WtUu formerly Reade, having survived

her husband, died on the 14th of November 1777 intestate

and without issue. B. Reade died without issue, and intestate,

on the 8th of November 1779. G. Reade, the devisee and

trustee under P. Roole's will, by will dated 19th of Decem

ber 1780 (after reciting that certain lands in Dorfctjhire stood

limited by indentures of release to the use of himself for life

and after his decease to the use of trustees on trust to fell and

convey the fame to the use of his two daughters J. and

B. in fee, and that he had power with the consent of the

trustees by deed or will to make void those indentures and

all estates and uses thereby limited, and to declare any other

estates or uses to all or either of his four children,) by vir

tue of his power and with the consent of the trustees made;

void the said indentures and revoked the uses &c, and de

clared that the trustees mould immediately after his decease

stand seised of those premises to the use of his son W. Reade

inset; he also devised some other lands in Wiltshire to his

said son JV. Reade in fee, and concluded thus ; " and all

the rest and residue of my ready money and securities for

money stocks in the public funds goods chattels real and per

sonal estate and effects whatsoever and wheresoever and of

what nature or- kind soever as well copyhold estates as all

other situate in Damerkam, Ssutb Martin, and Tidpitt in the
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1799. said county of Wilts and Alderklt in the said counfy of Æor-

.—r„ ) y£/ or elsewhere in the kingdom of England, after payment of my

Roe debts legacies andfuneral expences, I give devise and bequeath

R»ade unto mv ^aid *on W". Reade his heirs executors &c." The

czcinft said G. Reade died in January 1783. The lessor of the

R»ad». p|ainti{f iS heir at law to P. Roote, G. Reade the devisee, G.

G. Reade his son, G. Reade his grandson, and J. Willis and

B. Reade his daughters : he attained his age of twenty-one

in 1796. The defendant is the W. Reade mentioned in the

will of P. Roolr. The question is whether the plaintiff is

entitled to recover more than the fourth part for which he

has obtained a verdict ; and if he is, the verdict is to be en

tered accordingly.

R. Smith for the plaintiff. The plaintiff claims the dispu

ted fourth part as heir at law of G. Reade, the devisee and

trustee under the will of P. Rooke. The defendant, if he

have any claim, must claim it under the residuary clause in

the will of that G. Reade. But it could not pass under that

clause as part of the devisor's estate; for though general

words are there used •« or elsewhere in the kingdom of Eng

land," their general import is controlled by the apparent in

tention of the devisor as collected from the accompanying

words. He had before made a particular enumeration of

his property, which affords a strong presumption that he did

not intend to pass any thing else. Nor could it pass by that

clause, as under an execution of the power given to him by

P. Rode's will. It is manifest from a former part of the

will that he -knew how to execute such a power; for there

he executed a similar power in a formal manner respecting

some lands in Dorset/hire ; from which it is inferred that if

he had intended by his will to execute the power of appoint

ment given to him by Rooie's will, he would have executed

that also in the fame manner. Besides he subjected all

that he gave by this residuary clause to the payment of his

debts and funeral expences : it is clear therefore that he did

hot intend to give any thing by this clause that was not sub

ject to his debts, and the premises in question, which he

held only as trustee, were not subject to his debts.

Pell contra. First ; the legal estate in this fourth part

passed to the defendant under the residuary clause in G.

Reade's will. It was not necessary for the devisor, when

disposing of it, to refer to' it in terms as an execution of

the power : it is sufficient if it appear on the whole

will that he intended that it should pass. It is evident

that he knew that he had such a power of appointment

because
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because in the deed of April 1769 he recited the will of P: 1799.

Rsoh and his own power of appointing the whole, and there '_ , - , - ■ _

he appointed three fourth parrs. \ And it is clear that he meant

todispose of the remaining fourth part by this residuary clause Ri™oE

in his will •» for after having disposed of his own lands in Wilt- against

fare and Dorsetshire he added " or elsewhere in the kingdom of

England-" and the latter words will have no effect unless they

extend to the premises in question. Besides they are coupled

with the preceding words " his real and personal estate of what

nature or kind soeverJ1 as if he were particularly anxious to

pass those lands that he had as trustee, and over which he had

the power of appointment, as well as his own lands. In Stan

ds* y. Standen (a), where the testatrix, having a power of ap

pointing a moiety of the produce of her late husband's lands

and personalty by deed or will, by a residuary clause in her will

similar to that in the present case gave all the rest and residue of

her estate and effects of what nature or" kind soever &c to S. H.t

it was ruled that the lands (for the real estate had not been

fold J that she had the power of appointing passed by that clause.

Secondly; but if the defendant have not the legal estate in this

disputed fourth part, he has such a clear equitable estate in it

that his trustee, the lessor of the plaintiff, cannot be permitted

to set up the legal estate against him.—But this point was not

pressed, the Court expressing in the course of the argument X

decided opinion that the person who has the legal estate must

prevail in a court of law.

Smith in reply. The cafe of Standen v. Standen is dis

tinguishable from the present; for there the testatrix was not

confined to any particular objects in making her appointment,

as this devisor was, and therefore that power was in the nature

cf property, and so was considered by the Lord Chancellor in

deciding that case. And \n Buckiand v. Barton (b) Lord Chief

Justice Eyre said " It is clear from the latter cafes that a mere

devise of the residue does not amount to an execution of the

power of appointment." The words in this residuary claufe

" of what nature or kind soever" are explained by those that

immediately follow " as well copyhold estates as all other &c."

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Without considering whether or not

any question of equity may hereafter arise between the parties,

•t must be remembered that this question arises in a court of

law- The lessor of the plaintiff claims the disputed fourth part

Vol. VIII. K as

so) a jun. 589. (*) * H. Bl. 138.
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1 799. as me heir at law of G. Reade, and he is entitled to it by def-

l -,-_p cent unless it were given away from him by the residuary clause

Roe in G. Reade's will. That clause is relied upon for this purpose

Riade t'le ('e^enc'ant > ant' undoubtedly the words are sufficiently

against comprehensive to pass this fourth, if it can be collected from

Reade. the will that the devisor intended that it should thereby pass.

In Chester v. Chester (a) it was holden that a remote reversion

passed by a general residuary clause, it appearing to be the testa

tor's intention that it should pass. But all this doctrine was

fully considered by this Court, and afterwards in the House of

Lords, in the cafe of Strong v. Teate (b), where it was deter

mined that the general words in a will may be restrained in

cafes where it appears that the devisor did not intend to use

them in their general sense. Now in this cafe the trustee (the

devisor) had no beneficial interest in himself; he was a mere

naked trustee, though the use was executed in him. And when

he set about to make a disposition of his property by his will he

used general words in the residuary clause, giving all his estates

" after payment of his debts legacies and funeral expences :"

Now these latter govern and restrain the general effect of the

former words, and shew that he only meant to give that in

which he had a beneficial interest and which he had a power of

charging with the payment of his own debts. But it is clear

that he could not subject the estate in question to his own debts;

this satisfies me that he had no idea of disposing of the trust

estate ; and therefore I think, on the authority of Strong v.

Teate, that the estate in question did not pass by the residuary

clause in this will. The cafe of Standen v. Standen is distin

guishable from the present for the reason given by the plaintiff 's

counsel : there the objects of the power were not limited, and

the testatrix might have subjected that estate to the payment of

her own debts.

With respect to the other point made in this cafe, the opi

nion I have several times given on it since I have fat here re

mains unshaken. I agree with what was said in Lade v. Hol-

ford (f) that, where the beneficial occupation of an estate by

the possessor has given reason to suppose that possibly there may

have been a conveyance of the legal estate to the person who is

equitably entitled to it, a jury may be advised to presume a con

veyance of the legal estate : but if it appear in a special ver

dict, or special case, that the legal estate is outstanding in ano

ther person, the party not cloathed with that legal estate cannot

recover in a court of law j and in this respect I cannot distin

guish

f*)S 55. W J Btrr.91%. (f) iStrr. 1416. 8(.BM. N.P. tlo.
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gui(h between the case of an ejectment brought by a trustee fjgq.

against his cestuique trust and an ejectment brought by any

other person.

Grose J. I think that the description of the estates in the

residuary clause is very important. The devisor had an estate

of his own in IVdtJhire and another in Dorsttjbirt : in the re- Riadi.

fiduary clause he enumerates these by name ; and the following

words " or elsewhere in the kingdom of England" must mean

estates ejusdem generis, his own estates. And this constructi

on is confirmed by the other words " after payment of my

debts &c," which clearly shews that he did not intend to com

prehend his trust estate.

Per Curiam, The plaintiff is entitled to a moiety.

Cohen against Cunningham and Another.
"Jam. 29th.

Its trover for goods seized under a commission of bankrupt a a judg-

verdict was taken for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of ">enc aedi-

this Court upon the following cafe, in which the only question l°k ^his **

intended to be argued was the validity of the petitioning ere- debtor in

cttor's debt. " execution

The plaintiff's property in the goods and the conversion of "nnot af_

them by the defendants (subject to the above question) were si^t a

admitted. The plaintiff was committed to the custody of the commission

Marshal of the King's Bench prison on the 4th of November of bankrupt

1797, regularly charged in execution upon a judgment at the ufon(the"U

suit of the defendant Cunningham for the sum of 776/. 1 8s. 5*/., seme debt,

and he remained so charged in execution until the 24th of the

same month. During that time, viz. on the 15th of November

1797, a docket was struck against him by Cunningham, and a

commission of bankrupt issued thereon on the 21st of Novem

ber 1 797, upon the petition of the defendant Cunningham,

founded on the fame debt for which the plaintiff was so charged

in execution. The plaintiff at the time of such debt accruing

and previous thereto was a trader within the meaning of the

bankrupt laws, and had at the time when the docket was struck

agamst him committed an act of bankruptcy.

This case was argued in Michaelmas term last by

Lewes for the plaintiff, who contended that after Cunningham

hid taken the plaintiff in execution for his debt, which

amounted to a legal satisfaction of it, hecould not sueout a corn-

mission of bankrupt against him for the same debt. The stat.

Gco 2- e" 3°* f' Z3' which aseerta'n* the amount necessary

: K. 2 for
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1799. f°r a petitioning creditor's debt extends only to legal debts, such

L. ■ - . - J as are capable of being enforced by a legal remedy, and does

Cohen not jnclu{Je equitable debts. Medlicott's cafe, 2 .SVra. 899.

Cu?hi'nc- Parte Hyliiard, 1 jf/i. 147.' 2 ^<rz. 407. ^arr* £«,

uam. 1 P. IVvn. 783. Now no action will lie for a debt after a party

has been taken in execution. Vigers v. Aldrieb, 4 Burr. 2482.

'Jaques v. Witby, ante, 1 vol. 557. Clark v. Clements, antey

6 vol. 525. Tanner v. Hague, ante, 7 vol. 420. The taking

of the person in execution is a satisfaction. Chilton v. Wiffin,

3 Wilf. 13. and so was the death of a debtor taken in execution

before the 21 Jac. 1. r. 24. 52. Now a commission of

bankrupt is in the nature of a statute execution r it operates at

once upon the person and property of the debtor. It may be

admitted that if any other creditor sue out the commission after

a judgment creditor has taken the debtor in execution, such

judgment creditor has by the practice of the Court of Chan

cery an election either to sustain his execution or to come in un

der the commission : but that is founded upon this considera

tion, that as the commission sweeps away the whole of the

debtor's property, it would be hard upon a judgment creditor

to have the fruits of his judgment withdrawn from him with

out any default or act of his own. But that differs from the

present case, where the creditor attempts by his own act to

change the nature of his execution, and after having taken the

person of his debtor wishes to get his property also. And Bar-

naby's case I Stra. 653. is expressly in point, that a creditor un

der such circumstances cannot sue out a commission of bank

rupt. The only authority which can be opposed to this is

BurchalPs cafe, Davis's Bankrupt Law 15. which is not a

book of much authority : but supposing the facts to be the/e

truly stated, this was not the point before the Court, the ques

tion there being whether or not a scrivener were within the slat.

5 G. 2. Neither does it appear that in that cafe the party was

in execution at the time when the commission issued.

Park, contra, relied on BurchaWs cafe as in point, the

authority of which (he observed) did not rest on the book re

ferred to, but it was also to be found in 1 Atk. 143. And it

, is clear not only from the authority of Davis but from the na

ture of the cafe that Burchall must have been in execution at

the time when the commission issued ; for the petitioning cre-

djtor could not pending that commission have proceeded at law ;

notwithstanding which however the Lord Chancellor permitted

him to relinquish his execution against the bankrupt and come

in under the commission. Neither does it appear from com

paring
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Ing the dates that there could have been time for the petition- J 799.

ing creditor to have taken Burtbatt'm execution after the com- U—y-O

mission issued, because the proceedings on the commission com- Cohi*

menced in April and the hearing of the petition was in May. cutTiVio.

The decision in this cafe which was in 1742 must be taken to ham.

have overruled Burnaby's cafe which was in 1725. Besides if

the reason, on which that case proceeds, be true, it would

equally apply to the cafe of any other as well as the petitioning

creditor. But it is admitted that any other than the petition

ing creditor may elect to come in under the commission, though

he had before taken the bankrupt in execution for his debt, and

thereby satisfied his demand as it is contended on the other side.

And when this cafe was before the Lord Chancellor upon the

bankrupt's petition, he laid great stress upon Burchall's cafe,

and overruled Burnaby's.

After the argument on that occasion

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, I have seen the whole proceeding-

ings in Burnaby's cafe, and it appears from thence that all the

great men in court at that time, and amongst others Lord

Hardwicle himself, had been engaged in the cause ; so that the

opinion of the Court was -formed upon much consideration,

and therefore* the decision ought not to be lightly shaken.—

Even upon principle it seems to me to be an anomalous cafe

that a creditor who has made his election to proceed against

the body of his debtor should afterwards be able by his own act

to change the nature of his execution and pursue his debtor's

property ; it is certainly contrary to the general rule of law.

Burchall's cafe, it is true, was determined by a lawyer of the

first eminence ; but it is not clear to me how the fact there was.

If Burchall were not in execution at the time when the com

mission issued, but was taken afterwards, (though it is extraor

dinary that one who had sued out a commission should have been

suffered to proceed at law,) then the two cases may be recon

ciled.

Ashhurst J. I am very well satisfied with the determina

tion in Burnaby's cafe ; and perhaps Burchall's cafe may be

found consistent with it upon the ground stated.

But the Court in deference to the opinion intimated by the

Lord Chancellor when this matter was before him in another

shape, ordered the cafe to stand over for a further argument.

And now

Erjkin*

•
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1 799. Erjk'tne was to have argued for the plaintiff ; but it being un-

derstood that the defendants wished to leave the question upon

Cohen the former argument for the opinion of the Court,

Conning Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said that the Court were perfectly

ham. satisfied with the propriety of the decision in Burnaby's cafe;

and therefore directed

The postea to be delivered to the plaintiff.

ThwjAij. Walcot against Goulding.

Jan. 3 1 si.

After judg- T^Xebt on bond for 5000/., conditioned to pay an annuity of

"ujjffijr*^* 1 3 250/. to the plaintiff during his life. The defendant

demurrers" pleaded that no memorial of the bond was inrolled, according

debt on to the stat. 1 7 Geo. 3. c. 26. ; and on demurrer to that plea the

bond condi- p|a;ntjjj- had judgment. The plaintiff signed final judgment,

to pay an *nQ to°k out execution for 204/. ioj., without suggesting on

annuity, the the roll any breach of the condition : whereupon the defen-

defendant fant obtained a rule, calling on the plaintiff to shew cause

outTxecu-' why the judgment and execution should not be set aside, on

tion for the the ground that the plaintiff ought to have suggested a breach

arrears due,on the roll, according to the stat. 8 & 9 W. 3. e. 11. s. 3;

i^'ktrea- ana tne following cafes were cited ; Collins v. Collins, 2 Burr.

cheson the 820 ; Dragc v. Brand, 2 Wils. 377 ; Goodwin v. Crowle,

record un- Court. W ; Roks v. RokwilL ante 5 vol. 5-18; and Hardy

% i?JS*TWr lh. MO. and 636. \ 56 7

e, 11. j. 3. Er/kine and Baylcy, in shewing cause against that rule, now

contended that the stat. 8 & 9 IV. 3. was confined to cafes

where the bond is conditioned for performance of cove

nants in some other deed, or where there is a penalty to secure

the doing of something on the non- performance of which the

obligee would be entitled to recover uncertain damages. That

statute was passed to relieve defendants, and to prevent their

going into a Court of Equity to restrain a plaintiff from tak

ing execution for the whole penalty where he was only enti

tled to unliquidated damages. But the Legislature did not

mean that the act should extend to such a cafe as the present,

where the condition is simply for the payment of a certain and

precise sum of money, and where there is nothing on which

the jury can exercise their judgment. The judgment for the

whole penalty must stand as a security for the future arrears of

the annuity, and execution may hereafter by taken out from

time to time as such arrears shall accrue due. In Howell v.

Hansfortht
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Httvfortb, 1. BI. Rep. 1016, which was subsequent to the 1790.

cafe of Collins v. Collins, where a bond had been given for the i

payment cf an annuity, Lord Chief Justice De Grey and the Walcot.

whole Court said " where an annuity is secured by a bond, *£""*•/'

which becomes forfeited by any non-payment, the annuitant

may sue the bond and levy the penalty, subject to the equitable

interposition of the Court." So in Ogilvie v. Foleyy 2 Bl.

Rep. tin., where the plaintiff sued out a si. fa. to levy the

whole penalty of the bond, which was conditioned for the

payment of an annuity, the Court only ordered the overplus

(beyond what would satisfy the arrears of the annuity) to be

refunded, faying that the judgment should stand as a security

with liberty to the plaintiff to takeout execution as suture ar

rears should arise.

But the Court (stopping Gibbs and Lawes who were to have

argued in support of the rule) said that it was established by the

case of Ctliins v. Collins that a bond conditioned for the pay

ment of an annuity was within the stat. 8 & 9 W. 3 ; and

that it was decided in the cafes of Hardy v. Bern, ar.d Roles

v. Ro/ewell, after great consideration, that in all cafes within

the provision of the statute 8 & 9 W.3. the plaintiff must as

sign breaches on the record, that statute being compulsory on

him. And therefore they made the

Rule absolute.

Bentley avainst Donnelly and Benton. Frnajt

In an action on the case for rescuing a debtor taken upon In ase for

mesne process sued out of the Palace Court, the declara- ^10" u*

tion stated that one As. A. on 9th December 1796 at IVeJlmin- km upon

fier in the county of Middlesex was indebted to the plaintiff in Pro-

lol. on a certain cause of action before then accrued to the "f \^P°"1

plaintiff, and the said M. A. being so indebted the plaintiff for lace Court,

the recovery of his debt afterwards on the fame day &c sued and i( was ',o1-

caused to be issued out of the court of our lord the now King ^"sufficient

of bis palace of Wejiminstir holdcn at Southwari in the county ground for

of Sitrty, and within the jurisdiction of the said court, a writ "resting

of capias ad respondendum against the said M. A. directed to merit after

the bearers of the virge &c, commanding them to take the verdict that

feid M. d~ if he should be found within the jurisdiction of the not

said court &c, so that they might have his body before theSSfS

Judges action in the

nffrinr court arose within the jurisdiction, or that it wu net alleged that the party belo*

urn »pp<« ■* murn 01 lbt writ-

1
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1799* Ju<^Ses or" 'he ^'^ court at the next court &c. on the ( 6th of

\ . - j December then next to be held at Soutbwark &c, to answer the

Binti.kv plaintiff in a plea of trespass on the cafe &c. ; which writ be-

agamst f-ore tj,e delivery to be executed was duly marked for bail against

the said M. A. for 20/. according to the form of the statute

&c, ; and which writ was afterwards and before the return

thereof viz. on the 13th of December 1796 at Westminster

aforesaid in the said county of Middlesex delivered to one F. P.

one of the bearers of the virge &c of the said court of the

King of his palace of Westminster to be executed in due form

of law ; by virtue of which writ the said F. P. as such officer

&c. afterwards and before the return of the said writ, to wit,

on the day and year last aforesaid at Westminster aforesaid in the

said county of Middle/ex and within the jurisdiction of the

court aforesaid arrested the said M. A. and detained him in his

custody at the suit of the plaintiff for the cause aforesaid by

virtue of the said writ and for want of bail thereto ; that the

defendants well knowing the premises, but contriving to in

jure the plaintiff and deprive him of the means of recovering

his said debt whilst the laid M. A. so remained in the custody

of the said F. P. at the suit of the plaintiff and before the re

turn of the said writ to wit on &c at Westminster aforesaid

with force and arms wrongfully and unlawfully rescued the said

As. A. from and out of the custody of the said F. P., and set

him at large &c, the plaintiff not being then nor yet satisfied

of his said debt; by means whereof he has been delayed and

prevented from recovering his said debt and his coasts Sec.

After verdict for the plaintiff, a motion was made in arrest

of judgment in the last term ; 1st, because it was not alleged

that the cause of action arose within the jurisdiction of the Pa

lace Court ; 2dly, because it was not shewn that the party ar

rested did not appear at the return of the writ ; for if he did

so appear, the plaintiff sustained no damage ; and Nay 72. was

cited.

Mingay and Lawes now shewed cause against that rule.

First, though it be necessary in every action in an inferior

court to state that the cause of action arose within the

jurisdiction, yet this being an action in this court against

a stranger and wrong-doer, though grounded on the pro

ceedings in the inferior court, it was not necessary to

allege that the original cause of action accrued within

the jurisdiction of that court, because the want of jurisdiction

was matter of defence only to the defendant below and no

part
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part of the plaintiff's cause of action. In Lucking v. Denning i7oq

(a), which was an action against a serjeant at mace for the •

escape of one taken on process out of the sheriff's court of Buntli

Lcndcn, Holt Chief Justice said (to which the other Judges n^^f

agreed) " "That if a matter arise extra jurisdictionem, and the

plaintiff declare of it as infra jurisdictionem, the defendant

may plead to the jurisdiction of the court; but if he wave that

and plead to the merits, he cannot take advantage of it, for by

the averment of the count and his own admission he is estopped

to fay that the matter arose out of their jurisdiction. It is im

possible the Court should know where a transitory matter arises

unless the defendant acquaint them with it." But even admit

ting that without such an averment the plaintiff's title to re

cover is defectively set forth, yet that is cured by verdict and is

no ground for arresting the judgment ; for after verdict the

Court will intend every thing to have been proved at the trial

which was necessary to support the action, and amongst others

that the cause arose within the jurisdiction. In the case of Bull

v. Steward (£) it was holden that, in an action for an ascapeon

mesne process out of an inferior court against the bailiff, the

defendant could not take advantage of any error in the process

below, of which the defendant below might have availed him

self. And if that rule obtain in an action against an officer of

the court, a fortiori it ought in an action against a stranger and

wrong-doer. Secondly ; though it is not stated that defendant

below did not appear at the return of the writ, yet it is alleged

that by means whereof &c the plaintiff had been delayed and

prevented recovering his debt ; the want therefore of the for

mer averment is cured by the latter, and by the finding of the

jury that the plaintiff was damnified to such an amount. The

case in N'oy 72. was upon a plea in abatement.

Best contra. As to the first objection; it was holden in

Trevor v. IVall (c) that the declaration in an action in an infe

rior court must allege that the cause of action arose within the

jurisdiction, otherwise judgment will be reversed on error

brought. It follows then that in this action founded on thesup-

position that the action below was legally brought, and that but

for the wrongful act of the present defendant the plaintiff would

have been entitled to the fruits of his action, it was necessary

toaJlegeall those circumstances material to the maintenanpe of

the action, and amongst others principally that the cause of ac

tion

(a) i S*li- *»\. ft) i Wits- «5J. (s) A»u 1 vol. 151.
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1799. *'on aro'"e within the jurisdiction. 5 Com. Dig. tit. Pleader, G.

_i 22. " In rescouson a distress for rent the plaintiff ought to

Bekti.et shew on what days the rent was payable." This is in order

Don"'it* l^at ^"ourt may '"ee wnct'ler or not distress were legally
oNMLtr jg^gp ^j-ne 0pinjon therefore of Lord Chief Baron Comyns

may be opposed to the cases cited. 2dly, It is not enough in an

action on the cafe that the jury have found damage, but the

plaintiff must shew in his declaration that he has sustained it.

Noy 72. is in point to shew that it must appear in an attion like

the present that the defendant below did not appear at the return

of the writ ; for if he did appear the plaintiff was not damni

fied.

The Court desired to look into the authorities cited before

they determined this cafe ; and on the next day Lord Kenyan

Ch. J. said, they had seen them, and thought they warranted

the plaintiff's proposition, that it was not necessary in such an

action as the present to state that the cause of action arose with

in the jurisdiction of the inferior court. That the case cited

from Saik. 201, would not alone have induced the Court to

come to this conclusion : but that the cafe of Bull v. Steward,

in 1 Wilf. 255., was a direct authority in point. And there

fore they

Discharged the rule (a).

(a) But see I Sci. Air. 809. F.fl. 3 ; and 1 Mod. 197.

*V/«V. Hartley against Herring.

in an action Tk an action upon the case for consequential damage arising

f uentUUa A ^rom certam slanderous words spoken by the defendant of

magefrorn the plaintiff, the declaration stated that the plaintiff was until

slander im- the speaking and publishing of the false scandalous and malici-

puting in- ous WOrds &c from time to time occasionally employed to
continence . r , r, 1 .

tothe plain- preach to a certain congregation of persons diflenting from the

tiff, it is church of England, at a certain chapel situate and being in the

*l"te t hat he P31"'^ of Samt Mary Lambeth in the county of Surry, for that

was em- purpose regularly and in due form of law licensed, and had by

ployed to ' reason of such good character and for such preaching received

d'rfl'ntin°a ^'verS great gams profits and emoluments to his great benefit

conpegafi- an<^ advantage and to the comfortable support of himself and

on at a cer- his

tain licensed chapel situated at A , that he derived considerable profit fiom his preaching,

and that by reason of the scandal " peisom frequenting the chapel had refused to permit

him to preach there and haddiscontinued giving him the profits which thev^usually had and

otherwise would have given," without saying who those persons were 01 by what authori*

ty they excluded him, or that he was a preacher duly qualified according to the 10 An* t. %.
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his family, to wit, at &c; Nevertheless the defendant well 1799.

knowing the premises but malicioufly contriving and intending <—yJ

to deprive him thereof, and to bring him into disrepute and de- Ha»tl«t

testation among his neighbours and amongst the persons fre- h^";,,,

quenting the said chapel, and to induce the said persons to pre-

vent his preaching there or receiving any profit gain or emo

lument thereby on &c at &c scandalously &c spoke the following

words &c, setting out the scandalous words, which charged the

plaintiff with incontinence,) per quod the plaintiff was injur

ed in his good name &c, and was fallen into disgrace among

his neighbours and with the persons frequenting the said chapel

as aforesaid, insomuch that the said persons frequenting the said

chapel by reason of the speaking &c have wholly refused to per

mit him to preach at the said chapel, and have withdrawn frorn

htm their countenance and support, and have discontinued giv

ing him the gains and profits and emoluments which they had

usually given and would otherwise have given ; and that the-

plaintift was in other respects greatly damnified and hindered

horn getting his livelihood, to wit, at &c.

Best moved in arrest of judgment in the last term, because

words charging a person with incontinence are not actionable

in the common law courts, unless special damage be laid ; and

here none is precisely laid, it not being stated who were the

persons who in consequence of the slander discontinued giving

the plaintiff the emoluments he had before received, or that

there was any certain stipend annexed to the chapel, or that

the persons who frequented had a right to remove him from it,

or that he was a preacher duly qualified according to the 10

Aim. c. 2. And he cited 1 Rol. Abr. 58. C. 35. Barnes v.

Prudiin, I Sid. 596,7. and Hunt v. jsones, Cro. Jac. 499.

Marrjat now (hewed cause. The declaration alleges the

special damage with as much certainty as the subject-matter is

capable of. It states that the plaintiff before the speaking of

the scandalous words was employed to preach to a dissenting

congregation at a certain licensed chapel, (the locality of which

is stated,) and that he derived consideiable profit from his good

character and preaching, and that by reason of the scandal of

the defendant the persons frequenting the chapel had refused to

permit him to preach there, and had discontinued giving him

the profits which they usually had and would otherwise have

given. It was impossible to state who the congregation were

byname, because being a large fluctuating and uncertain body

ther cannot be known to the plaintiff" himself. The stating

' therefore
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1799. therefore where the chapel was, and the nature of tho emolu-

— j ment which the plaintiff derived from his preaching, is stating

Hartley as much as is necessary to enable the defendant to come pre-

HeSrTno Pare^ to meet the charge ; and on this ground the cafes cited

are distinguishable from the present. 1. Rol. Abr. 58. was the

cafe of slandering a brewer in his trade, by which he lost his cus

tomers, without stating any of them by name, which was holden

ill : but there the plaintiff must have known who his cttstomers

were whom he had lost, and the defendant could not be enabled

to defend himself without such notice. The case of Barnes v.

Prudlin (a) was an action for flandering a single woman by fay

ing (he was with child and had miscarried, in consequence of

which she lost several syitors &c: there also the suitors were

necessarily within the plaintiff 's knowledge, and the defendant

without the like notice could not defend himself against the

charge. The same answer applies to the cafe of Hunt v. 'Janes

(b); where the plaintiff complained that having used the trade i^:

of baker whereby (he maintained herself, and being desired in

marriage by many hone/1 men, she by reason of the defendant's

calling her whore he lost her marriage, and divers forbore to

buy bread of her; on which judgment was arrested.

Btji in support of the rule. The special damage is the gift 'ill 1

of the action where the words themselves, as here, are not acti

onable, and therefore they must be laid with precision and prov

ed as laid. Bull. Ni. Pri. 6. 7. No action lies for prevailing

on another to withhold a voluntary donation, which is the ut

most that is alleged in this cafe. It is not even stated that the

plaintiff was a preacher, only that he occasionally preached,

much less that he was duly qualified as required by the 10 Ann.

t. 2. In Hunt v. Jones, before cited, where the plaintiff mere

ly stated that (he used the trade of a baker, it was holden not

equivalent to an allegation that she was a common baker. At

any rate upon the authority of the cafes mentioned the plaintiff

ought to have set forth by name the persons who had in conse

quence of the (lander ceased to give him their donations, it not

being alleged that this was a known office, having a certain sa

lary annexed to it. At least it should have been averred that

the persons frequenting the chapel had a right to exclude the

plaintiff from preaching there, otherwise non constat that he

was legally and properly removed.

Lord

(•) Si./. 396. 1 Vcittr. 4. S. C. (i) Cn. Jtc. 499.
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Lord Kenyon Ch. J. I see no objection to this declara- 1799.

tion. But in deciding the present case I wish not to shake '_ -f- _j

the authority of any of the cases relied upon by the defendant, Hart-let.

which are distinguishable from the present for the reasons

given at the bar. Where a Plaintiff brings an action for

slander by which he lost his customers in trade, he ought in

his declaration to state the names of those customers in order

that the defendant may be enabled to meet the charge if it be

false. But here the plaintiff was in possession of this office ;

and we are to conclude upon this record that he was properly

licensed : but how could he have stated the names of all his

congregation ? He has stated that in consequence of the words

spoken of him by the defendant, he was removed from his

office, and lost the emoluments of it, which (I think) is

sufficient. »

The three other Judges expressing the fame opinion, &c.

Rule was discharged.

Waite azainst Smith and Another.

To trespass for breaking and entering the plaintiff's close That

called the Higher Butts in the parish of Barnoldswick ft}*

in the county of Tor/f, and pulling down gates there, the de- clause ofthe

sendant pleaded first not guilty ; and secondly, a special justi- *J Gn- 3-

fication that at the time when&c there was a common King's faefa thiJL

highway in through and over the said close leading from Bar-" when any

noldfwick &c to Thornton., &c. in the said county &c, and be-hi2h*»y

cause the gates in the declaration mentioned were erected J*'* " dl*

across the said highway, which was thereby interrupted, the above

defendant pulled them down &c. The replication traversed twelve

the highway. At the trial before Rooie J. at the last assizes ™"ncw*C

at Tori the jury found a verdict for the defendants, subject to highway

the opinion of this Court on the following case. ■ bib bun

At the time of committing the trespass the plaintiff was^'j"^

occupier of the close called the Higher Butts as tenant to Mr. andthe&tne

Bagjhaw. Previous to the year 1792 there was no common tatbiten ac-

highway over the said close ; and in that year the highway Jjj^JjJ ln

leading from Barnoldswick to Thornton in the said county was such new

stopped up by the Leeds and Liverpool canal being cut across highway

it, and a new road leading from Barnoldswick to Thornton J^jLgjrtTbe

was then made by the Leeds and Liverpool canal company ,ile put,|ic

across the said close called the Higher Butts, being then in the. highway"is

occupation of a different tenant, in the place of the highway r^"rfea,m

so
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.Smith.

i 799. so obstructed. The old road was so stopped up and the new

' road made by the canal company without any order or autho

rity from any justice of the peace, and without applying for

or obtaining the licence of Mr. Bag/haw for that purpose. In

September 1792 Mr. Bag/haw was in Craven where the roads

lie, and then knew of the new road having been made. He

left Craven a few days after and continued absent till 1794.

No complaint was made to the canal company till 1794, when

Mr. Bagjhaw returned into Craven. No suit or prosecution

was commenced within a year after the road was so diverted

and turned. The new road has been used by the public in

lieu of the old road from the time when the old road was so

flopped up as aforesaid until the time of committing the tres

pass, and the new road is nearer and more commodious to the

public than the old ijoad. At the time when the trespass was

committed, which was in the present year, the new road was

stopped up by a gate and gate-posts set across it. The de

fendants entered into the close called the Higher Butts by

order of the canal company to whom they were servants, and

pulled down the gates and posts by which the road was ob

structed as aforesaid.

The question is whether under the circumstances stated the

new road made by the canal company over the close in ques

tion is or is not a public highway j and the verdict to be en

tered accordingly.

Scarlett for the plaintiff. The question turns on the con

struction of the statute 13 Geo. 3. c. J%.f. 19. which after pro

viding that two or more justices of the peace may with the

consent of the owner of the land divert any highway, so as to

make it nearer or more commodious to the public, (which

part of the clause is clearly prospective,) proceeds to direct

that " where any highway &c bath been diverted or turned

above twelvemonths, either from, necessity where the fame

hath been destroyed by floods or slips of the ground on which

it was made &c, if new highways have been made in lieu

thereof nearer or more commodious to the public, and the

fame have been acquiesced in, and no suit or prosecution hath

been commenced for the diverting or turning the same, every

new highway &c set out and used in the place of that so di

verted and turned shall from henceforth be the public highway."

Now this part of the clause appears clearly to have been in

tended retrofpeflively only, whether the words be considered

by themselves or with reference to the preceding and follow

ing words in the fame and other clauses. In grammatical

construe-
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construction the words themselves, 11 have been" " hath r„

been &c, eridently relate to the past ; and though these words s_

are sometimes improperly used prospectively, yet the words waitc

w from heneeserth" can only refer to the time of passing the

act. If arty future operation had been intended, the Legifla- Smitb.

ture would have used the word " thenceforth." So by com

paring this branch of the clause with what precedes and fol

lows it, the fame distinction will appear ; for in the first part,

which the Legislature meant should operate prospectively,

the language is that " when it _^><z// appear on the view of two

justices that any public highway (not in the situation before

defcribed) may be diverted &c, and the owner of the lands

he jhmU consent thereto &c, it Jhall and may be lawful &c ;

*nd where any such highway &c Jhall be so ordered to be stop

ped &c it Jhall and may be lawful for any person aggrieved &c

to appeal &c at the next general quarter sessions which Jhall

be holden &c." Again in the latter part of the fame section

which provides for the repair of the new road, and which ap

plies to both the preceding branches, the fame distinction is

preserved ; ** Arid all persons liable to the repair of any such

old highways &c s» diverted and turned., or to be diverted and

turned, as aforesaid, shall in the same manner continue liable

to the repair of such new highways" &c, thereby evidendy

meaning to include the retrospective and prospective provi

sions before made ; which renders the whole consistent. Se

condly, This construction is alone consistent with the general

fcope and view of the statute, which embraces three objects ;

ist, That of widening highways to a certain breadth, or turn

ing them where they were too narrow before; and this by

f. 1 6. is compulsory on the owner ; and if he cannot be found,

or will not agree for a fair price, the value of the land taken is

to be assessed by a jury under certain regulations and restric

tions, adly, That of diverting highways to make them nearer

or more commodious to the public ; and this by the first

branch ofy^ 19. is to be with the consent of the owner of the

land taken. 3d! y, To legalize roads which had been then

used for twelve months preceding without any dispute. Now

if this latter provision had been intended to have a future ope

ration, it would have been in vain to have formed so many

checks even to the widening of an old road, and amongst

others requiring a compensation to be assessed by a jury even

where the owner was unknown and ofcourse where there could

be ao dispute with him, when by this sweeping regulation the

road
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1 799. road might be wholly turned over his ground, and that too

v^»~v^O without any compensation or remedy to him, provided the

Wai!Le usurpation continued only twelve months. According to the

Smith, construction contended for by the defendants, if a tenant by

collusion suffered a public road to be carried over his land

lord's grounds for twelve months the landlord would be bound

for ever, though he had no notice of it, and though if he had

received notice he could not prevent the road being used for

more than a year if the tenant's term so long continued. But

the Court will never presume that the Legislature intended

that such a mischief should ensue, unless they had used clear

and positive words to that effect ; still less will they so decide

contrary to the grammatical construction of the words used.

Holroyd contra. The branch of the 19th section alluded

to was intended to have both a retrospective and a prospective

operation, which accounts for the alteration of phrase from

the former part which was prospective only. This being a

remedial law, it ought to receive the most beneficial construc

tion for the public convenience. The Legislature thought

that if a road had been turned over a man's ground for above

twelve months without any complaint on his part, it was a fair

ground to presume that no injury was done to him, and that

he had acquiesced in it. And this will not have the effect of

converting eveiy instance of usurpation into a right by a te

nant's suffering the public to use a road over his landlord's

ground ; for the provision only relates to roads diverted or

turned by public authority nearer or more commodious to the

public than the old road, and in lieu os it. Neither is this

provision inconsistent with the other provisions of the Legi

slature in the instance alluded to ; for the powers given by

the 16th section, which may be exercised against the consent

• of the owner, are expressly confined to the case where the old

• highway is too narrow and cannot be conveniently enlarged

without diverting it. Nor can it be argued that the provi

sion in question is too unjust or unreasonable to be exercised in

future; for if so, there was the fame reason for not making it

retrospective. Then as to the words " from. henceforth" on

which the principal stress is laid, they are often used in acts

of parliament to express that from henceforth the law shall

be so and so ; and in that sense it means here, that from

henceforth where a public highway has been turned for

above twelve months without any suit or prosecution com

menced on that account, it (hail remain a highway. But at

any
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any rate the trespass may be justified under the 34 Geo. 3. c. 1799.

74. s. 7. which, after alfering some of the provisions of thev^-v^.

13 Geo. 3. c. 78., enacts " that all the clauses powers and pro- Waits

xifions contained in the said act of the 13 G. 3. (except such /'""^

as are hereby repealed or altered) shall continue in force in

the same manner as if thefame were repeated and re-enaEled in

the bedy of this present a&, any thing therein contained to the

contrary thereof in any wise notwithstanding." This is not

worded according to the usual form of such clauses, that all

the other provisions of the amended act not thereby altered

or repealed shall remain in force as if the latter ail had net

been made, but as if they had been repeated and re-ena£ted there

in. The effect of it therefore is to re-enact the clause in

question ; in which case, it being passed above twelve months

after this road had been diverted, is will legalize it by the

retrospective operation, which is admitted to belong to the

fame clause in the former act.

Scarlett in reply, as to the last argument ; the legal effect

of the last clause in the 34 Geo. 3. is to incorporate the new

into the old law, and to prevent any repeal by implication of

any other provisions than those expressly specified, but not to

recommence the operation of the old law from the date of

the new one further than the specific alterations required.

This is clear from this consideration, that the new law pro

vides expressly that the old law shall in all other respects than

those expressly altered or repealed remain in force: whereas

by the construction contended for the effect and operation of

all the retrospective clauses in the old law would be altered,

although not particularly specified, which would be against

the express sense of the Legiflature therein declared, and it

would make that commence in 1794 which the Legiflature

declared by the 82d sect, of the former law should commence"-

in 1 773.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. I think there is no foundation

whatever for the argument borrowed by the defendant's

counsel from the last statute. The Legislature meant that the

former law should only be altered in those instances that are

particularly mentioned in the latter, hut that as to all others

it should continue in force. This cafe therefore mult de

pend on the true construction of the general highway act, 13

Ges. 2 (■ /B-t of which that put upon it by the plaintiff's

counsel is (l think) the true one. That a different constructi

on would fae productive of gross injustice is evident to every

person who considers the subject; for if the defendant's.

Vol. VHh W»
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1799. construction were to prevail, in every case of a minority or

i^«p-v-««_< of the absence of the owner, and even in other cases where

Wait* the tenant chose to acquiesce in a new road being used or to

Smith collude with those who used it, the using of it for a twelve

month would be conclusive evidence of the right against the

owner of the land, though he had no means of preventing it

by bringing an action of trespass, not being in possession.

' The fair construction is that insisted upon by the plaintiff:

and without commenting minutely on all the words used in

the different sections, I think that the word " henceforth" is ,

not capable ot receiving any other construction. If the

words of the act were doubtful, and we were to consider

which of the two constructions would work the least injustice,

I should not hesitate to adopt the plaintiffs construction.;

still less then ought we to hesitate, when by adopting the de

fendants' construction we should violate all the rules of gram

mar. I am therefore most clearly of opinion that that part

of the 19th section which the defendants' counsel principally

relied upon is only retrospective. If any jobs had been done

before the act pasted, that act has certainly cured them : but

the Legislature did not mean to give a sanction to any jobs

in future.

Grose J. (<j) This appears to me to be a most vexatious

attempt on the part of the defendants to injure the plaintiff's

right of property : and on considering attentively the different

words used in the sections of the act that have been pointed

out, I ana glad to find that it cannot be justified. The in

tention of the Legislature is perfectly clear ; they meant to

give power to justices in certain cafes to divert roads in fu

ture, and to put an end to all further disputes respecting those

that had been turned, even without authority, provided the

new roads had been used and acquiesced in for a twelvemonth

before. But there Was no reason why those that should be

diverted without authority after the act passed should be con

sidered as legally diverted under the act, because whenever it

should be thought by those who are competent to decide upon

the subject that another road may be nearer or more commo

dious to the public, that act gives authority to two justices

/ to divert it under certain circumstances. All the expressions

in the different sections of the act arejcarefully used to express

that intention, and to mark the difference between the future

(o ) Mr. J. AJkburst was indisposed, and was not able to attend in bil felt

again until Monday the 9th oi fiirtery.

and
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Wait*

and the past. And with regard to the other act of parlia

ment alluded to, I am os the same opinion with the Lord <

Chief Justice.

LiwiENCE J. It is impossible to raise a doubt on the sm7"h.

grammatical construction of the words used in the different

clauses of the act ; and I will not, for the purpose of working

manifest injustice, read " thenceforth" for the word «« hence

forth."

Postea to the plaintiff.

Thompson and Another against Charnock. X^ith.'

THIS was an action of covenant on a charter party, dated To co»e-

the nth of January 1796, between the plaintiffs, the

owner and master of the ship Castor, and the defendant, by for theper-

which the plaintiffs let the (hip to freight to the defendant for formance of

a voyage « from London to the Capt of Good Hope and Bengal, ["'s'},™^"

both or either of them, and back again to London." The femlant

principal question in this cafe arose on the construction of cannot

the charterparty, on demurrer to the third, fourth, and fifth Plc'.d t5*t.
1 1 r 1 r r>- 1 • l • 1 . , in the deed

pleas, the argument respecting which is here omitted, be- there ii a

cause it can be do precedent in future except in a cafe where covenant

the charterparty is like the present. But another question j^js*

of more general concern arose on the sixth plea, to which the ence should

plaintiff also demurred. Sixthly ; the defendant pleaded arise be-

that by the iyth article of the charterparty it was agreed that, p^e^res-

in case any difference should arise between the parties touch- pecting any

ing the agreement or any thing relating thereto, the fame P"1 of the

should be settled and adjusted by three arbitrators to be cho- ^^""he.

sen &c ; that the supposed breach of covenant in the declara- settled by

tioo alleged arose upon and relates to the fifth article , and (J1/,"*^1/

that though the defendant has been ready and willing and of- chose" &c

fered to refer the fame to three persons so to be chosen &c. the and that he

plaintiffs have altogether refused so to do. reserve0

Giles, in support of the demurrer, relied on the case of »,»er in

Mitchell v. Harris^ 1 Fez,)un. 119., where it was ruled that dispute &c.

an agreement to refer cannot takeaway the jurisdiction of li^ti(r

any Court in Wiftminster, and in which case all the former ic'fused'&c.

authorities were cited.

Wood cortu a, ln Kill v. Hollister (a) it was said if there

hid been a reference depending, it mignt have been a bar to

tie action. N°w ^ere 11 aPPears that the defendant had done

all in his power to refer the dispute to arbitration, and

(«) 1 mis. 119.

L 2 the
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'799- ^e plamt'ff ought not to be permitted to take advantage of

■ his own wrong in wilfully neglecting or refusing to name ar-r

Thompson bitrators. Again in Wellington v. Mackintosh (a) Lord Hard-

Cuainock w'c^e> spea^'ng °f a covenant to refer, laid »« The parties

might have made such an agreement as would have ousted

this Court of jurisdiction." And in Hal/hide v. Fetming (b)

a plea (to a bill for a partnership account) that the parties had

agreed to refer all matters in difference was allowed by the

Master of the Rolls.

I5ut The Court thought that this plea could not be supported.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, it is not necessary now to fay

how this point ought to be determined if it were res integra,

it having been decided again and again that an agreement to

refer all matters in difference to arbitration is not sufficient to

oust the Courts of Law or Equity of their jurisdiction.

Judgment for the plaintiff (c),

(t) 1 Ail 569. (!>) z Bn. Cb. Cas, 336. (c) On the demurrer to the 3d

4th, and 5th pleas lespect.ing the construction of the charter party, as well

as od the demurrer to the 61I1 pica.

f'b.^L Eckhardt and Others againjl Wilson.

To afTiimp rT^His was an action upon promises ; to which the defenc

es by sete- I dant pieaded, in bar, the bankruptcy of A G. Eck-

lalpartncrs, , -*»-, »_ _ r ' . . r ,.

the defend- hardt, one or the plaintiffs, and an assignment under it ot all

ant may his debts and effects for the benefit of his creditors. The

xheitnk" P'3'"1'0^ replied that, before the bankruptcy of the said A. G-

rupicy of Eckhardt, he with the other plaintiffs who were partners in

one of trade by a deed ofassignment, dated the j i th of March 1 796,

partneTs'b ar*er reciting that they were indebted and were unable to dif-

decd assign charge their debts and carry on their trade, assigned to certain

sll their trustees all their stock in trade debts and effects for the benefit

cffects&c to °^ a" t^leir crec*>tors wno should execute the said deed with a

trustee* for power of attorney to the trustees to sue for and recover debts

the benefit &c ; averring that the names of the plaintiffs were only used

ditorj'^nT ^or anc^ on °ehalf of the trustees, and to enable them to re-

iome of the ceive the debt due from the defendant to them under the said

separate deed of assignment. To this the defendant rejoined that the

on'e partner bankrupt at the time pf executing the siiJ deed of assignment

cionot and his bankruptcy was indebted to several persons who did

astent to it, not execute that deed, that their debts are unpaid, and that

men* if" tnev nave sought relief under the commission of bankrupt issu-

fuiadulent ed against//. G. Eckhardt; wherefore the deed of assignment

and void, mentioned in the replication is void as to A. G- Eckhardi'j share.
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in the partnerlhi p debts and effects, and the deed of assignment 1799.

made under the commission of bankrupt is in full force &c. 1— —»

The plaintiffs demurred generally to this rejoinder. ^Vainfl '

Lowes in support of the demurrer. First, The plea itself \vfi.so.v,

cannot be supported. The reasoning in the casts of Fowler v.

Dunn (a) vcA'tVtbb v. Fox (b), where it was holden that an

uncenisicated bankrupt might maintain trover for goods ac

quired by him after his bankruptcy, applies to the present case,

and (hews that this action may be supported by the four part

ners, notwithstanding the bankruptcy of one of them (his as

signees not interfering). The fame doctrine was also applied

to two nisi prius cafes, citr d in Webb v. Fox, by the names of

Evans v. Broivn (c) and Silk v. OJborne (d), which were acti

ons of assumpsit. And they proceeded on this principle that

the defendant is estopped by his contract with the bankrupt to

dispute the right of the latter to sue. There is also another

objection to the plea, that even if the defendant can be per

mitted to avail himself of the subject-matter of the plea, it

should have been a plea in abatement not in bar. Secondly ;
■at ail events the rejoinder gives no answer to the replication.

It was ruled in Winch v. Keeley (e) that the assignor of a chose

in action, whb is become a bankrupt, may sue the debtor for

the benefit of the assignee. And if it be argued that the as

signment is fraudulent, because the bankrupt partner {A. G.

Eckhardt) had separate creditors who would not be entitled to

come in under the assignment which was mad? for the be

nefit of the joint creditors, it may be answered that the

assignment being of the partnership effects, the separate

creditors of the bankrupt would not be entitled to any

share of the joint stock, and therefore as against those se

parate creditors the deed is not fraudulent, and none of the

joint creditors appear to have dissented from' it.

Walton contra, after mentioning the case of Marlar v.

Kemuerthy, H. 24 Gee. 3. B. R. where it was decided that

such a plea as the present was properly pleaded in bar, was

stopped by

The Court., who said there was nothing in either of the ob

jections. That the cafes of Webb v, Fox, and Fowler v. Dunn

proceeded on this ground, that an uncertificated bankrupt had

a special

(3 ! B*s. to* P-l- 44- J*', 1 »ol. -igr. (t) Espin. N. P. M°.
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1 799. a special property in the goods in his possession subsequent to

<- 'his bankruptcy, in respect of which he might maintain an ac-

EC<T"rCiDT t'on °^ trover- ^Ut tnat tney could not govern the decision in

Wilson. tne P'esent case, which was an action on a contract, and that

the bankrupt's right of suing to enforce that contract was vest

ed in his assignees. That the plea was properly pleaded in

bar, because it shewed not merely that there were other per

sons (namely, the assignees of the bankrupt partner) who ought

to have sued, with the plaintiffs but that one of the plaintiffs

could not sue at all. That the rejoinder also was good, for

that an assignment by deed by traders of all their effects, un

less all their creditors concurred, was not only fraudulent and

void as against thole creditors who did not concur but was an

act of bankruptcy. That whether the creditors who did not

concur were joint or separate creditors was immaterial ; for

that the funds of the partners (bankrupts) were liable to all

their creditors, first to the joint creditors, and afterwards the

aliquot parts to the separate creditors of each.

Ptr Curium. Judgment for the defendant.

Hrfinesday^ T , _ — _ _ _

fit. 6th. Ine King against William and John Stead.

Upon an in- he indictment stated that from time whereof &c. there

erectingt»°r jl was anc' yet 's a certa'n common and ancient pack and

wall acioss prime way leading from Ata B. forall the King's subjects, and

a highway, that the defendants on &c. unlawfully erected a certain stone

the nuisance wa".uPon and acr0^S the fame pack and prime way there leading

tobe<»»- through a certain wood called &c, whereby the said pack and

'••"'"•.there prime way was totally obstructed and stopped up, to the great

^"nnem toob^I U(^ion am' de'ay °^ the King's subjects going and return-

at.a'te it : ing over and along the said highway and against the peace &c.

Secus, On this indictment the defendants were found guilty at the

stmdi'nthe Gencral Quarter Sessions for the West Riding of the county

indictment of Vork, which Court afterwards at an adjourned Sessions di-

as an exiit- rected a precept to the sheriff to abate the nuisance, and after-

flnce "" wai"d'i at the next General Sessions the fame Court adjudged

that the defendants for the said nuisance in the indictment men

tioned be fined sixpence each, and be discharged. And now,

upon a writ of error brought on that judgment, it was assigned

for error that the Court below had not ordered by the said

judgment that the nuisance whereof the defendants were in

dicted
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dicted and convicted should be abated as by law is required (a), \-jqq.

In support of which ■_ — _

France relied on the distinction taken in Pappineau's case (b). The Kino

between permanent and transitory nuisances, between such

things as are nuisances in themselves and such wherein the nui

sance consists in the improper use to which lawful things may

be applied. In the cafes of transitory nuisances or such as

arise from the improper use of any thing three of the judges

thought that there should be no judgment to abate; it being

improper (as they thought) to adjudge that a thing either non-

existing at the time, or lawfully existing and only improperly

used, should be pulled down; though the other Judge (Fortes-

cue) thought that in all cases there should be judgment to

abate the nuisance. But all the Judges seemed to consi

der that there should be judgment to abate that which

is a nuisance per se, of a permanent nature. Now here

erecting a wall across a highway must in the very na

ture of it be a nuisance per se, and therefore there should

have been judgment to abate it. But it was thrown out as an

objection on a former occasion that the indictment does not

charge the nuisance to be continuing. That however does not

appear to be necessary on referring to analogous proceedings

on writs of assize of nuisance and quod permittat prosternerc,

as in Co. Entr. 92. Lib. Pel. Intr. tit. " Nuisance"; and

RaJialPs Entr. tit. Nuisance, p. 441. ; where it appears to

have been usual to give judgment of abatement, though it was

not stated that the nuisance was continuing. The addition of

these words, where the charge is for erecting and not merely

for continuing the nuisance, is only made in aggravation.

Strickland v. Thorp (<•), and Kendrick v. Bartland (d). In

all these cases it should appear on the record that the grievance

complained of is fully redressed, which cannot be unless the

judgment to abate the nuisance be added. In cases of convic

tions on indictments fof non-repair of roads the Court will di

rect writs of distringas to issue from time to time till the stie-

riff return that the road is repaired, or what is now the usual

course till there be a certificate of two justices to the fame ef

fect.

Lambe contra was stopped by the Court.

Lord

(j) This Case was brought before the Court once before in another stupe,

when they intimated a strong opinion upon the point now in question. R. v,

Tbt Jafiicn of the W'fi Ridi*£ es rorVJbirc, ami, 7 vol. 468. {b) 1 Slrt.

686. (O Crt. Joe. «°7. (y) 2 Mod. 253.
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Lord Kenyon Ch. J. When this cafe came before us on

■_ _ the former occasion, we intimated a strong opinion that the

The King judgment given below was not erroneous, and I am now

against clearly of the fame opinion. When a defendant is indicted for

SrtAD' an existing nuisance, it is usual to state the nuisance and its con

tinuance down to the time of taking the inquisition ; it was so

slated in R. v. Pappineau, " et adhuc existit ;" and in such

cases the judgment should be that the nuisance be abated.

But in this cafe it does not appear in the indictment that the

nuisance was then in existence, and it would be absurd to give

judgment to abate a supposed nuisance which does not exist. If

however the nuisance still continue, the defendant may be

again indicted for continuing it. But if it be, it seems extra

ordinary that the prosecutor did not adopt the usual form of

indictment. There is something of novelty indeed in another

part of these proceedings; for it appears that before judgment

was given at the Sessions a precept was issued to the sheriff in

the nature of an execution : then afterwards a proper judg

ment was given adapted to the circumstances of the cafe. The

defendants having erected a nuisance were fined by the Court;

but as there was no existing nuisance, (for none such then ap

peared,) of course no judgment was given to abate it.

Grose J. of the fame opinion.

Lawrence J. What was said by Mr. J. Reynolds in R. v.

v Pappineau is decisive, that " every judgment should be adapt

ed to the nature of the case; where the erection is the nui

sance, there ought to be a demolition ;" that is, where the

nuisance exists at the time of the judgment. But in this cafe

the charge only is that the defendant at a time, which was past,

had erected a wall across the highway, which was a nuisance ;

but to adjudge that a nuisance, which does not exist, should be

abated would not be a judgment adapted to the nature of the

case. With respect to proceedings on writs of assize of

nuisance &c ; those are cases in which from the nature of the

proceedings the nuisance is supposed still to continue.

Judgment affirmedi
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1799-

Martyn against Knowllys. ^TwiT"'

This was an action on the cafe in the nature of wnsle. _ ' ,7
>-nt it • n , «•.<••• One tenant
Ihe declaration stated that the plaintiff was seised in in common

his demesne of and in an undivided part of certain lands &c cannot

in Wingfield, Berk/hire, the whole of which were in the oc- X^on**

cupation of the defendant who held and enjoyed the plain- the cafe in

tiff's part as tenant to him (the plaintiff,) yet that he (thenlture of

defendant) wrongfully ploughed up &c divers acres of mea- ™^st 1-t

dow &c, and wrongfully felled and destroyed divers timber nother te-

and other trees &c. There were other counts, not stating nant in .

that the defendant held the plaintiff's part as tenant to the pXTon 'oi

plaintiff. The defendant pleaded the general issue. the whole

On the trial at the last Berkshire assizes before Mr. J. Heath h™nB »

it appeared that the plaintiff and defendant were tenants in tnTmoiety

common Of the land on which the trees grew; that the from the v

defendant occupied the whole, having a demise from the ^l^^-

plaintiff of his moiety ; and that he had felled many trees, |,"f, 0°*n

all of which were of a proper age for being cut. proper age

For the defendant it was objected that under these circum- ^^°^tt%

stances this action, for misfeasance, could not be supported ; cut_ 1D*

for that the case must be considered in the same light as if

the plaintiff had not leafed' his moiety to the defendant, the

trees as part of the inheritance not pasting by that lease ;

and if so, that one tenant in common cannot bring such an

action against another unless for some injury done to the in

heritance, which was not pretended here, as all the trees

were proper for being cut. That if the defendant could

not cut trees in this state, one obstinate tenant in common

might prevent the others taking the produce of the land.

For the plaintiff it was contended that the defendant ceased

to be tenant in common during the lease, and became lia

ble to the plaintiff like any other lessee. But that even, if

no lease had been granted by the plaintiff to the defendant,

the former might maintain this action on the authority of

Moor 71. pi. 194. and Waterman v. Soper, I Ld. Raym. 737 ;

in the former of which it was holden " by Dyer and

Wefiort that if there be two tenants in common of a wood,

and one of them lease his part to the other who cuts trees

and does waste, he shall be punished for a moiety of the

waste, and the lessor shall recover a moiety of the place

wasted-" and in the latter it was ruled by Holt Chief Justice,

that " if there be two tenants in common of a tree, and

one cat the whole tree, though the other cannot have an

action
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1799. action for the tree, yet he may have an action for the special

I -.- t damage by this cutting ; as where one tenant in common de-

Mabtyn stmys the whole flight of pigeons." On the part of the de-

K.NOWLI n tenant it was answered that in the two cases cited it was

* taken for granted that waste had been committed, which was

not the cafe here; that in Moore it was stated that the lessee

" cut trees and did waste;" and the instance put in Lord

Raymond was the destruction of the whole flight of pigeons.

The learned judge however directed a verdict to be taken for

the plaintiff for the value of half the trees, giving the defen

dant leave to move to .set it aside and to enter a verdict for

him, if this Court should be of opinion that the action could

not be maintained.

This point was now discussed here on a motion to enter a

verdict for the defendant, and the above cafes were again re

ferred to; and after argument the rule was made absolute.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said. This verdict has neither prin

ciple or authority for its support. The defendant cannot be

in a worse situation by being tenant to the plaintiff of his

moiety than he would have been in if the plaintiff had not de

mised to him ; and considered in that point of view, this ac

tion cannot be supported. This is an action ex delicto. If"

pne tenant in common misuse that which he has in common

with another, he is answerable to the other in an action as for

misfeasance. But here it does not appear that the defendant

committed any thing like waste : no injury was done to the

inheritance; no timber was improperly felled; the defendant

only cut those trees that were fit to be cut. And if he were

liable to such an action as this, it would have the effect of

enabling one tenant in common to prevent the others taking

the fair profits of their estates. In another form of action the

plaintiff will be entitled to recover a moiety of the value of

the trees that were cut.

Rule absolute to enter a verdict for the defendant.

Erjkinc and Manley for the plaintiff.

Millet and Abbott for the defendant.
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1799.

Doe on the Demise of Small and Others against rburj^.

Allen.

ri~<HE leflbrs of the plaintiff in this ejectment, which was Parol e*U

± brought for certain premises in Shropshire^ claimed under den™ mlY

John Williams, who being seised in fee by his will dated the 20th J^^™"'

of March 1762 devised them to W. Allen by words which (the aiked by

kssors of the plaintiff contended) passed only an estate for life ; the testator

and who devised another estate to him for the term of thirty "f^"™*

Tears. The testator had made a former will dated the 5th ofinghi»will

March 1762, in which he had devised the premises in fee towhetherthe

W. Allen ; from whom the defendant claimed. The testator

died very soon after making his last will, leaving his sister fame ai

A. Small his heir at law, who died leaving a son, under whom those of a

the lessors of the plaintiff claimed by devise. W. Allen the [°rXch he

devisee under the will of "John Williams held the estate devised wisanswct-

tohim for thirty years till the expiration of that term, and the ed in the

premises in question till his death, which happened lately. At ^Ider'to

tie trial before Thompson Baron at the last assizes for the county set aside th«

of Salop the due execution of the will of the 20th of March latter will,

1762 being proved, the defendant, who wished to set up the ""^j of

will of the 5th of March preceding, offered to call a witness fraud,

to prove that (he was in the room when the testator executed

the will of the 20th ot March, and that at the time of the

execution the testator inquired whether it was the fame as

the former; and was told that it was. This evidence was

objected to and the objection allowed, and there was a verdict

for the plaintiff with liberty to the defendant to move for a

nev trial in case the evidence ought to have been received.

A rule to thew cause having been accordingly obtained last

term,

Gibbs and Btnyon now shewed cause against it. It may be

admitted that extrinsic evidence may be given to shew that a

will was obtained by fraud : but parol evidence cannot be

admitted to shew that the contents of the will are different

from what the testator intended j for that would be to repeal

the statute of Frauds (a). The admission of parol evidence

of this kind would be opening a door to all those frauds and

perjuries against which the statute was meant to provide.

This is not like the case of substituting one paper for another

It) »9 Car. 1. 1. j.
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1799. to be signed by a testator; for here there was no doubt but

*s>rv->0 that he was apprised that the identical paper offered to him for ;

Doe dem. his signature was intended to be his will, and he was as fully

Small competent to understand the contents of it as any of the by-

Allen Zanders. The effect then of the evidence offered was to shew

that he meant something different from what he knowingly I

signed. Upon the same ground evidence might be admitted

to shew that a testator did not understand the terms which he

made use of, but meant to convey his property differenly from

what they legally import ; a circumstance which probably often

happens ; but no such evidence could be received by a court

of justice. In Sehvin v. Browne (a) parol evidence of a tes

tator's instructions to his attorney in making his will, of an

intention to release a bond debt to one of two executors whom

by his will he made tenants in common of the residuum of his

estate, was holden inadmissible by the House of Lords.

Erjhine, Leycejier, and Manhy contra were stopped by the

Court, having first mentioned Gojse v. Tracy, 2 Fern. 699.

and 8 Fin. Abr. 167.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. I think that this evidence ought

to have been received. The testator having made one will,

' which (is admitted) was a good will, and being pressed by

certain persons around him to make another will, asked in the

presence of credible witnesses whether or not the second will

which was brought to him to be executed were the fame as

the first, which was answered in the affirmative. It turns out

that it was different from the first will, and the question here

is whether or not that evidence ought to be received. Our

decision will not in the least tend to repeal the statute of

Frauds, or contradict the cafe of Selwin v. Brnvne. I agree

that the contents of a will are not to be explained by parol

evidence; but, notwithstanding that act, evidence may be

given to shew that a will was obtained by fraud. Arid the

effect of the evidence offered in this cafe was to shew that one

paper was obtruded on the testator for another which he in

tended to execute.

Gross J. It seemed to be admitted at the bar that evidence

may be given to shew that one paper was substituted for

another; and that I think is sufficient to decide this cafe.

For the evidence proposed to be given was this, that when the

(<.) Cas. ttmf. Tilht tip. 4 Br*. P. C. 179. 186.

testator

4
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testator asked for a duplicate of his former will ihe persons

about him substituted another instead of it.

Lawrence J, declared himself of the same opinion. Don dim.

Small

4 Rule absolute. "<*'•>'

» Allen.

Barnard avainjl Vaughan and Another. n*'s-uy,
A Fit. 7th.

IK an action of trespass tried at the last assizes at Winchester in order to

before Lord Chief Justice Eyre, the only question was constitute

whether or not the plaintiff had committed an act of bank- q",*^) *'

ruptcy before the trespass committed j as to which the facts by departs

were these. The plaintiff had two houses, one at Heughtoniagtromtht

in Hampshire* the other at Richmond in Surry. On the 30th j^}1.'"8"

of October 1797 she went away from the former, (and never ditoi 'must

returned to it) leaving a person in possession. On the 22d be delayed :

of Nevember in the same year she left her house at Richmond,™^'*™1

(to which she never afterwards returned,) having previously (for tnat

put a man in possession with directions not to let any person pmpose)

in. On the 24th of the same month a sheriff's officer went 'j1^*

thereto levy under a writ of fieri facias against the plaintiff 's wno comei'

goods, but the person in possession refused to let him in, saying to levy a fi,

he knew the object of his coming. On the part of the ^ °".th' f

plaintiff it was insisted that this was not an act of bankruptcy fect^'j* re."

within the meaning of the statute 1 Jac. 1. c. 15./ 2. . (a), fused ad-

because no creditor was delayed by the absence of Mrs. Bar-

tard, and that in the construction of this act it has been holden *r^"el h^s

that in order to constitute an act of Bankruptcy it is ne- left his

cessary that the intention of the debtor to delay her creditor house-

and an actual delay should both concur. Whereas here, what

ever intention the plaintiff might have had to delay his credi

tors, no creditor was in fact delayed, this execution being in

rem and not in personam. A verdict however was taken for

the defendants, with liberty to the plaintiff to move to set it

aside, and to enter a verdict for her, if this Court should be

of opinion that no act of bankruptcy had been proved.

A rule for this purpose was accordingly obtained in the last

term, and now the fame point was again agitated. But

U) Which enacts that whoever (hall depart the realm, or begin to keep

his house or otherwise to absent himself, &c. or depart from his dwelling-

souse, or make any fraudulent grant of his lands or goods, to the intent or

whereby his creditors may be defeated or delayed for the recovery of their

jail debts &c. shall lie adjudged a bankrupt.

I*) FsivsUt t. Padgtt, ante, 7 vol. 500.

The
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1 799. The Court were clearly of opinion that no act of bankruptcy

ml had been proved; for that, as far as respected the execution

Ba*nard qc tne wrjt Qf fieri facias, the plaintiff's absence from home

Va'dohan. was perfectly immaterial. That no creditor had been delayed

in this cafe ; and that an actual delay was as necessary as the

intent to delay in order to constitute an act of bankruptcy.

And therefore the

Rule was made absolute.

Barnes against Holloway.

^andcrous ' T N an ac^'on on tne ca^e f°r slander the declaration stated

words""1' tnat tne plaintiff was1 a farmer and possessed certain lands

spoken as- and tenements in A. lately given to him by his father, and

firmatively which were not mortgaged, and that the defendant maliciously

ported by" fp°ke these words, " he (the plaintiff) cannot pay his labourers"

proof that by reason of which one E. C. who had contracted to fell te

s 'keiTb'5 plaintiff fifty bushels of clover feed had refused further to

way"of iny. deal w'tn him, and also the said E. C. and one R. P. to whom

tcnogatoiy. the plaintiff was then indebted demanded of the plaintiff to

pay them sooner than they otherwise would have done. The

evidence was that the defendant had asked a witness " if he had

heard Barnes could not pay his labourers ?" A verdict was

found for the plaintiff at the last Winchester assizes, with li

berty for the defendant to enter a nonsuit if this Court should

be of opinion that the evidence did not support the count.

A rule nisi for that purpose having been obtained last term,

Gibbs, on shewing cause, said that the meaning of the

words proved was the fame as those laid, though expressed in

the form of an interrogatory. The defendant's intention was

to affirm the slander positively. But,

Per Curiam, There is a manifest distinction in these cases

between the fame idea conveyed by words spoken affirma

tively, and put interrogatorily. And whatever the party

may mean, the words mult be proved as they are laid.

Rule absolute.

Dallas and Burrough were to have supported the rule.
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1799.

Symonds against Ball and Two Others. **"JJ*y,

Pd>. 7th.

Replevin for talcing the plaintiff's cattle at a common An allcgi-

land called Hay. Avowry that the plea in question has ,io" in *

keen immemorially parcel of a customary tenement of the "'"'tv",

borough of Launceston &c. of which Frost was seized in fee writing sold

according to the custom of the borough, and because the lhc aftc'-

plaintiff's cattle were doing damage there the defendants T^AteB ■■

fcized them as a distress Sec. u not pro»-

Plea in bar that by stat. 34 G. 3. (reciting that there were e'' by ev»-

within the borough of Launcefton common lands called Hay, fte

the aftermath of which had immemorially belonged to the tioa held

mayor aldermen and free burgestVs of the borough for depas- torthepat-

turing cattle from the time of the crop; of grass and corn f|°le £fJel"

being removed to the 12th of "January in every year, but for was the pin-,

want of proper regulations the said pasturage produced very cni|er, that

little benefis,) it was enacted that all the afterr.ath should be " *****

felled in the mayor and aldermen for the time being in trust note for

ttvertheless to fell and dispose thereof, or otherwise to lease thr- sam<

M demise the same by writing to any peilhn tic. for the best yl^jjL

price or rent that could be had for the same ; that by virtue »atwrh>

of the said act on the 3d of OSlober 1797 the mayor and alder- ten {by ^.'g

men of the borough by their certain writingsold and disposed ^'printed

of the aftermath of the common lands called Hay to the plain- catalogue at

tits from thenceforth until the 12th of January then next for tne buyer.

38/, being the best price that could be had for the fame, by

virtue of which selling and disposing the plaintiff became

entitled to the aftermath from thence until the 12th of Janu

ary, and being so entitled he put in his cattle &c until the

defendants unjustly took and detained them &c.

Replication that the mayor and aldermen did not fell and

dispose of the aftermath to the plaintiff modo et forma &c, on

which issue was joined.

There was another plea in bar, that the mayor and alder-

menby their certain writing demised the aftermath to the plain

tiff, on which issue was afterwards taken.

At the trial at the last assizes in Cornwall before Grose

Justice, it appeared that an auction was holden according to a

previous advertisement for the purpose of disposing of the af

termath, when written conditions of sale were produced, and

tire plaintiff being the highest bidder, the town clerk of the

borough, who acted as agent for the mayor and aldermen,

wrote
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1790.

Hall.

wrote down his name as the purchaser at 38/. ; and the plain

tiff then gave his promissory note for the 38/.

It was objected that this was not a sale or demise in writing,

as required by the act of parliament and the pleas in bar, and

the learned Judge was of that opinion ; but a verdict was

taken for the plaintiff with liberty to the defendants to move

to set it aside and to enter a verdict for them if this Court

should be of opinion that the plaintiff had not proved his pleas

in bar.

Such a rule having been obtained in the last term,

Gibbi and Dampier now shewed cause against it ; contend

ing that this was a sale and demise in writing, the town clerk

having signed the agreement on the part of the corporation,

and the plaintiff having on his part given a note in writing

for the purchase-money. And they referred to the case of

Simon v. Metivier, Bull. N. P. 280.; where it was ruled

that the entry by an auctioneer of the defendant's name and

the price of a lot in a printed catalogue at an auction with the

defendant's consent was " an agreement in writing, signed

by the agent of the party", within the statute of Frauds. But

The Court (without hearing Bond, Jekyll, and Gaselee, con

tra) were clearly of opinion, that the plaintiff had not esta

blished his pleas in bar ; saying that as neither the memoran

dum made by the town clerk or the note given by the plain

tiff could be deemed a sale or demise in jvriting, so neither

could they be joined together for that purpose. And they

made the

Rule absolute.

fib. 7: h. Donatty again/I Barclay.

onVbaU- ' I ^KE defendant, on being arrested for a debt of 10/. on

bond must J[ process out of the Palace Court, gave a bail-bond to

te i"the t','S P'a'nt'^ (an °fficer or that court) in 20/. The bail-

court where k'3"'' having been forfeited, the plaintiff put it in force in

the oiitfinal the court below, and the defendant removed the cause into this

action was court by habeas corpus cum causa ; on which

b'oug t. Lawes obtained a rule here, calling on the defendant to shew

cause, why a writ of procedendo should not issue to the writ oF

habeas corpus, on the ground that the action on the bail-bond

ought to be carried on in the fame court where the original

action was begun ; and he referred to Dixon v. HeJlopy ante,

6 vol. 365.

Conste^
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Con/fe, who now shewed cause against that rule, said that

this cafe was distinguishable from that cited, because there the
1799.

action was brought by the assignee of the bail-bond, whereas donattt

this was brought, by the officer to whom it was given. But against

The Court said that that was immaterial; for that the foun- Barclay.

dation of the decision in the case referred to, as well as in se

veral other cases (a) on ihe fame point, was that the action on

the bail-bond ought to be brought in the fame court where the

original action was commenced, in order that the Court may

under the statute ofArm (A), give in a summary manner " such

relief to the plaintiff, the defendant, and to the bail, as is agree

able to justice." And that the fame rule of decision had been

applied to a cafe arising in the. county palatine of Chester (c).

Therefore they made the

Rule absolute.

(a) Vid. Francis v. Taylor, Barnes, 92. 4to edition ; Cbesierton v. MiJdltlnrfi,

1 Burr 642 ; Walt'.n v. Bm:, 3 Burr. 1923 ; Morris v. Bees, 3 Wilf. 348, and

2 Bl. R-f>. 838.

(») By stat. 4. An. c. 16. /. 20. it U enacted that if any peison lhall he ar-

rdlcd by wric bill or process isluinge*/ of any of her Majesty s tourtsof record ut

W-ttminfit' &c. the flieriff or other officer shall aslifin the bail-bond 9cc to the

plaintiff &c ; and if the (aij bail-bond be forfeited the plaintiff may bring an

action thereon in hit 0111 name, " and the court where the action is brought

may by rule of the fime court give such relief to the plaintiff and defendant

in the original action and to the bail upon the said bond &c, as is agreeable to

justice and reason &c." arcl such rule shall have the effect os a defcazance to

soch hail-bond &c. But by sect. 24. it is provided that that act and all the

statutes of Jeofails " shall extend to all couits of record in the counties pala

tine of Lancaster Chester and Durbjm anB the principality of Wales, and to all

vh.'r courts if record vrithin this kingdom."

(e) See Chest* tost v. Middlcburst. 1 Burr. 641,

Paris against Wilkinson. Thursday

Feb. 7th.

THE defendant gave the plaintiff a warrant of attorney, If plaintiff

empowering him to enter up judgment in an action ofPnteruP

debt an bend for 4! 50/. but the plaintiff entered up judgment ]*<fe?1A ,

for that sum in an action of debt on a mutuatus, on which exe-

CUtion was taken OUt. * warrant

Gibbs now moved to set aside the judgment and execution, *^VimI

on the ground that the judgment was not warranted by the up judg-

power of attorney under which it was entered up. mc"t in

Garrets opposed this in the first instance ; contending that ?e

as it was the intention of both the parties that a judgment Court will

should be entered up for the sum of 4150/., and as the plain- set it asi-le

tiff had not exceeded that authority, the words "on bond" " lrrtf"t,t'

might be rejected, and then the present judg nent might be

supported. And that the Court need have no difficulty in so

Vol. VIII. M decid-
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1799. deciding:, it being evident that the form of proceedings was

not in the contemplation of the parties when the warrant of

attorney was given.

The Court were inclined to give the plaintiff leave to amend,

by entering up a judgment of this date : but that would not

answer his purpose, the defendant having become a bankrupt.

But they said that they could not reject the words proposed ;

and as the judgment was irregular.

The rule was made absolute.

sffl^ Boehm and Others against Bell.

Captors of * I 'his was an action for money had and received brought

ships seized |^ by the plaintiffs, as agents and insurance- brokers of the

fnsiire 'th^ir Hon. JV. Elphinstone and J. Jackson, who are the agents in

interest England of C. Brisbane late commander of his Majesty's fri-

thcrein, and gate L'Oifeau, TV. Durban late commander of his Majesty's

tjUed'to'a" frigate the Saldanba, and D. O. Guion late commander of his

tetum of Majesty's ship Pindtflii", to recover 94/. igj. id. being part of

ai7hou"h it tne PreiT"um °f 10S'* Pa'd t0 tne defendant as an underwriter

be ' f°r S°0'' uPon tne P°licy of insurance hereinafter stated. The

wards ad- defendant pleaded the general issue. At the trial of this cause

judgedI to be before Lord Kenyan at the Sittings at Quildhall after last

andPrestitu- Michaelmas term the jury found a verdict for the plaintiffs for

tion be a. 94/. 19s. 2d., subject to the opinion of this Court on the fol-

warded to lowing cafe.

bv' the""' Gn the 30th of January 1797 the above-mentioned Cap-

Couit of tains Brisbane., Durban, and Guion, having taken the ship

Admiralty, ffejlcapelle and her cargo as prize off the Cape of Good Hope^

then bound upon a voyage from Batavia to Boston, put her

under the command of Lieutenant Macdougal of the L'Oiseau

as prize-master, and sent a letter to Messrs. Elphinstone and

Jackson mentioning the capture of the Westcapelle, formerly a

Dutch East India ship but then navigated under American

colours from Batavia by the name of the George of Boston

manned with a crew above two-thirds Dutch, which they

supposed a lawful prize : and stating that as there was no

Court of Admiralty there they were under the necessity of

fending her to England for trial, and advising an insurance on

the sliij) and cargo of 40,000/. from all risk during her passage

to England. By the same letter it appeared that the estimat

ed value of the prize was 150,000/. Messrs. Elphinstone and

Jackson in consequence of such orders directed the plaintiffs

to cause the said ship and cargo to be insured to the extent

of
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os 40,000/., and accordingly the plaintiffs on the 22d of

■April 1797 effected a policy upon the ship and goods " at

and from the Cape »s Good Hope to London valued at I 50,000/.

being on ship and cargo; this insurance being effected by

order and for account of the Hon. TV. Elphinstone and J.

Jackson Esq. agents for the captors at a premium of 20 gui- Bythesame.

"«s ptr cent, to return 8/. percent, if departs from the Cape letter it ap-

rr St. Helena with convoy for England and arrives." TheP"re*^

Wendant subscribed the policy for 500/. and received the e/value^f"

premium, being 105/. The plaintiffs and Messrs. Elphinstone the prize

«d Jactson effected other policies on the fame ship and cargo w" [

far the homeward risk to the extent in the whole of 4.8,000/. '•5°,co° ■

s the lime premium; and aster the ship's arrival in the

Times they effected other policies with the public insurance

oScej against river risks, one at the rate of 10s. per cent.,

»nd another at 15*., and two others at 1/. per cent, premium.

The ship after her capture sailed with her cargo under the

command of Lieutenant Macdougal as prize- master from the

Osit of Good Hope with convoy for St. Helena, where she

•rived and remained in safety for one month ; she sailed from

fence for England without convoy and arrived, in safety in

&t Thames on the 7th of Augujl 1797. The ship and cargo

we at the instance of the captors libelled as prize in the

dnl manner in the Court of Admiralty as belonging to the

subjects of Holland*nemies of the King of Great Britain,

tat on the 30th of August 1797 a claim was there made and

tntered by TV. Burges on behalf of Theodore Lyman George

Ir'HHams and Company and Samuel Gardner, all of Boston in

the State of Massachusetts, and Clifford Growninjhielt the

,?.afrer and Henry Smith and Messrs. Brown and Francis of

Providence County in the State of Rhode Istand and Providence

Plantation merchants, and respectively citizens of America,

& the true and lawful owners and proprietors of the ship

fftstcapdle-^nd cargo, also on behalf of the officers and crew

the (hip, and of Jonathan Dennifon for his private adven-

ture; and on the 17th or March 1798 the following sentence

\is pronounced thereupon ; " The Judge having heard fur

fur informations and advocates and proctors on both sides

Liereon at the petition of Slade admitted the claim for the

2>'pjud cargo (except such part thereof as is claimed as the

property of Hui'oright Maarhys the chief mate) ; and by inter

locutory decree pronounced the said ship and cargo (except as

s'ore&id) to have belonged as claimed, and decreed the f-ime

to b» restored to the claimant for the use of the owners and

M 2 pro-
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1799. proprietors thereof; and by further interlocutory decree prc

_/ nounced the goods claimed on behalf of H. Maarhys to hav

Boehm. belonged at the time of the capture and seizure thereof to a

aS"i"fi enemy of the crown of Great Britain., and as such or other

tLt" wife subject and liable to confiscation, and condemned tli

same as good and lawful prize taken by his Majesty's ship c

war UOifeau C. Brisbane commander in company with hi

Majesty's ship of war Vindiftive D. O. Guion commander am

Saldanha TV. Durban commander, and rejected S/ade's praye

as to reserving the consideration of damages subsequent t<

the capture." The stiip and cargo have been since restorec

to ihe claimants, and have been fold by them; the former pro

ducing about 1500/. and the latter about 60,000/. Tht

goods of H. Maarhys condemned by the sentence have beer

since also sold by the proper officer of the Court of Admiralty,

and aster deducting the expences of sale have produced the

sum of 1014/., the invoice price thereof being about 300/.

No fraud is imputable either to the plaintiffs or to the cap

tors of the (hip and cargo respecting the insurance in question.

On the 1st of Navrmber 1798 the plaintiffs demanded from the

defendant and other underwriters 18/. 19;. xod. percent, as

a return of the proportion of the premium paid by the plain

tiffs to the defendant upon the policy in respect of the ship

and such part of the cargo as has been decreed to be restored

by the above sentence, and for this demand the present action

is brought.

Park for the plaintiffs. The assured are entitled to a pro

portionable return of premium, on the ground that the con

sideration on which it was paid to the underwriter has failed;

the insurance having been made on the supposition that the

property insured was lawful prize and the property of the cap

tors, which turns out in the event to be without foundation,

except as to about a fortieth part. In Tyre v. Fletcher ( a) Lord

Mansfield said " A policy of insurance is a contract of indem

nity. The underwriter receives a premium for running the

risk of indemnifying the insured, and to whatever cause it be

living, if he do not run the risk, the consideration for which the

premium was paid fails, and therefore he ought to return

it." This rule applies in every day's practice in policies

with short interest, as where 20 hogsheads of sugar are

insured, and only 10 are shipped; in which case there is

always a proportionable return of premium; or if none be

shipped, the whole is returned. So here the Court of Ad

miralty

(«) Cimf. 665,
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miralty having in effect determined that the captors had no pro- j jqq.

pertyon board (with the trifling exception above noticed), the v^w^

underwriters run no rifle but in that respect, and therefore can- Bozhm

not in conscience hold the entire premium. It is true that cap- *p*st

tors and even agents of prize have been holden (a) to have Bin.,

such an expectation of interest therein as that they may insure it.

But that is founded upon the supposition that the subject-matter

is lawful prize, though till condemnation the property is not

v;fted in them. Here too the subject-matter was Dutch prize,

»d the flat. 37 Gee. 3. c. 109. s. 1. only vests the property of

Dttcb prize in the captors after condemnation ; so that in the

went itappeats that they never could have recovered upon this

policy. No deception was practised on the underwriter; and

be himself knew that unless the ship and cargo were lawful

prize no property could vest in the captors. If the ship had

•wco lost in the voyage by any peril insured against, the under

writer would not have been liable to the whole extent of the

policy; but might have shewn that it was no prize and so the

captors not interested. For though the proceedings of the

Ccur: of Admiralty are, generally speaking, in rem, yes

it being necessary for the ends of justice they would have en-

tirained jurisdiction upon the question of prize or no prize.

Besides, the captors might have libelled in that court for their

^tad-money, in which cafe that question would neceslariiy

tare come in judgment. The owners alsomight have sued ii>

tnai court for a restitution in costs and damages for any loss

rtich their property had been subjected to by the unwarranted

feizure of the captors. If however it be urged that that itsel£

*asarifk against which the captors had a right to. indemnify

themselves, the answer is, that the unlawful act of the captors

themselves was not one of the risks insured; besides, the Ad

miralty Court having rejected the prayer of the owners for re

serving the consideration of damages subsequent to the capture-

lave in effect adjudged that there was reasonable ground for

the detention of the ship by the captors, and consequently they

tan 00 risk on that account, as appears by the judgment of

t'at Court. Indeed by the course of proceeding there costs,

'A damages are never awarded against the captors after a sen

dee of restitution, unless they appear to have been guilty of

(ame misconduct or gross negligence in making the capture or

» their subsequent conduct of the prize. Then it will be-

urged:

(«) it Crai v. Hygbu, B. R, £, i% G«. 3. Part's JjJ7»
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1799. urged that this being a valued policy, and some part being ad

I j judge prize, namely, to the extent of 1014/. out of 40,000

Boehm insured, to which extent at least a risk was incurred by th

2" under writers, there can be no apportionment of the premium

But this proceeds on mistaking the nature of valued policies

They do not import that the parties are to be bound to the ex

tent of the sum insured at all events, whether he have any in

terest in the subject-matter or not, but only that the assure!

{hall not be obliged to prove minutely the value of his proper

ty ; still however it must bear some proportion to the sum in

sured. This doctrine was fully recognized by Lord Mansfie/,

in Lewis v. Ruder (a), who concludes with saying ;" It i

settled that upon valued policies the merchant need only prov<

some interest to take it out of the 19 G. 2. c. 37.; because th<

adverse party has admitted the value ; and if more were re.

quired the agreed valuation would signify nothing. But if i

should come out in proof that a man had insured 2000/. anc

had interest on board to the value of a cable only, there nevei

has been, and I believe never will be, a determination that h}

such an evasion the act of parliament may be defeated." Lore

Kenyan inclined to the same opinion in Flint v. Le Mesurier al

Guildhall (h) where the quantum of the interest of the assurec

was finally agreed to be referred. The only cafes of this kinc

where underwriters^ have been suffered to retain the whole pre

mium have been when the insurance was fraudulently made be

yond the value of the interest in order to cheat them. Bui

here fraud is negatived; and the parties acted altogether under

a mistake. This being a new cafe, if there be any doubt, it

ought to be decided in favour of the assured on the ruling

principle of insurance law, that such policies are mere con

tracts of indemnity up to the extent of the risk really incurred.

Giles contra. The assured are not entitled to a return of any

part of the premium, because the policy did attach, the risk was

incurred, and consequently the consideration of the premium

has not failed. The defendant is entitled to retain it on three

grounds; 1st, The assured had an insurable interest to the

amount of the sum insured, and in the event of a loss might

have recovered against the underwriter. There is a fallacy in

the plaintiff's argument that, because the ship was not ulti

mately condemned as prize, the captors had nothing to insure;

which fallacy arises from not distinguishing between an insu

rable

(a) 2 Burr. 1167. (J) VId. Park'i Infur. edition.
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sable interest and an absolute indefeasible property. But it is 1 799.

clear the one may exist without the other, as was holden in 1 '

Le Cras v. Hugbes and Flint v. Le Mesurier. Here the assur

ed had the possession of the thing insured, together with a con

tingent interest in the event of it's being condemned. They

had also an immediate interest in the subject-matter arising out

of their responsibility for the care and safety of the ship ; it

being admitted that in case of gross negligence or misconduct

the Admiralty Court would adjudge a compensation to the

owners in costs and damages. Le Caux v. Eden, Dougl. 594..

Now if in any event the underwriters might have been answer

able, it follows that there can be no return of premium. The

expectation of an interest in this cafe was no more uncertain

than the profits of a consignee of goods (<j) or of an agent of

prize, who may insure their expected profits ; and yet in the

one cafe the conlsgnor may stop the goods in transitu, and in

the other it may turn out to be no lawful prize. At any rate

the captors might insure, considered as trustees for the owners

in the event of the property not being condemned as prize, ac

cording to what was said by Mr. J. Grose in Crausurd v.

Hunter (b). But 2dly, the extent of the interest or the as

sured is immaterial in this cafe, because this is a valued policy,

wherein the parties have agreed on the amount pf the interest

insured. This having been done bona fide is conclusive be

tween them. The very intention of such a policy is to pre

vent all dispute about the value; it is a part of the contract

itself ; and nothing can impeach it but fraud, which is here ne

gatived. In Thellusson v. Fletcher (c) it was holden that on a

writ of inquiry in an action on a valued policy no other proof

of interest was neceflary than the policy itself. It is admitted

that it would conclude any question of difference to a small ex

tent of value i then where can the line be drawn ? If this ac

tion can be maintained, it will encourage frauds; for the

assured will always insure beyond the true value in order to.

take the chance of recovering more in case of a loss ; while on

the other hand if the ship arrives safe they, who alone know

the real value, may recover back a proportionable part of the

premium beyond what was really risked. Jn Montgomery v.

Egington (d) the assured on a valued policy on freight was

holden entitled to recover the whole amount, though only part,

of the goods were on board at the time of the loss ; which

establishes..

0) Xid. Grant r. Parkmfa B. R. M. 11 G». 3. Park'i l»sur. 30J, (*)

i*,J4. (C) D»*gl- JI4. (</) Mtt, 3 V9I..363."
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1799. establishes the distinction between open and valued policies

v^-vO And this is recognized by the Legislature in the 35 G. 3. c.

Boeiiu 63./. 10. imposing stamps on sea-insurances, where there is a

'$z'li. proviso that, in cafe the sums insured on homeward-bound voy

ages exceed the interest ot the assured to a certain amount, the

commissioners (hall make an allowance of the stamp-duties <>n

the excess, with an exception in cafe of valued policies. 30U)-,

At any rate as this was an insurance on a foreign (hip, it was

not necessary that the assured should have any interest at all, il

not being within the star. 19 Geo. 1. c. 37. ; as was holden in

Craufurd v. Hunter (a). Therefore on either of these grounds

the plaintiff is not entitled to a return of premium.

Park, in reply, said that in all cases whether of valued or

open policies the assured must prove an interest ; and in the

former the policy is but priina facie evidence of the extent of

it. That the cafe of Alontgomcry v. Eggington proceeded on

the ground that, the insurance on the freight being entire, the

ship-owner had a right to insure the whole of his expected gain

as soon as the ship had begun to earn her freight. And that

the case of Craufurd v. Hunter did not apply, that being an

express insurance on Dutch property on board Dutch ships :

whereas this was insured as EngJiJh property, become such by

capture; and therefore it was necessary by the stat. 19 Geo. 2.

c. 37. to prove an interest in the assured.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Although this is a cafe of great va

lue, and new in specie, I am inclined to give my opinion on it

now, it being a case of considerable expectation and os little-

difficulty. At the trial of this cause I adopted an opinion un

favourable to the plaintiff's claim : before 1 left the court in

deed I began to doubt whether I had not formed my opinion

too hastily ; I therefore postponed coming to any conclusion

until I had heard the case argued : but now having bad great

assistance from the counsel on both sides, and having consider

ed the case more attentively than almost any other that ever

came before me, I confess that the first impressions which the

cafe made upon my mind have not been removed. I will not

enter into a discussion of either of the two last points made by

the defendant's counsel, because the first alone furnishes, in

rny opinion, an answer to this action. And I am the more

strongly fortified in that opinion by considering what has not

been as well as what has been urged by the counsel in reply ;

for it, is observable that the plaintiff's counsel did not even at

tempt

(«) Ante 24.
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tempt to give any answer to the first point made by the defen- 1799.

dint, as if conscious that it was unanswerable. The real <—-v—

question in this cafe is one of the most simple that can be Boehm

stated ; it is merely this, whether the assured had or had not

any interest. This ship was captured by the captains of the

(hips mentioned in the cafe, who were acting in the service

of their country, and on whose conduct there is not the fnal-

•e& imputation ; they had ths possession of the property insur

ed, and from that possession certain rights and duties resulted.

If it were a legal capture the captors were entitled ; if the cap

ture were improperly made, they were liable to be called to

an account in the Court of Admiralty, where they might be

amerced in damages and costs. They had therefore a right

to insure themselves against the decision that might have load

ed them with damages and costs. It was important to them

to take care that there should be something forthcoming to an

swer for the amount of those damages. On this short ground

therefore I am clearly of opinion that the assured had an infur

able interest, that the risk was begun, and that there can be

no return of premium.

Gross J. This is a claim by the plaintiffs for a return of

premium on the ground that the assured had rro infurable in

terest in the property. But it would be opening a source of

infinite litigation if we were to decide that this action could be

maintained, and that a portion of the premium ought to be

returned in the event of it's appearing that the assured had

not an interest up to the extent of the insurance. Three

answers have been given to this cafe by the defendant's coun

sel: of the two last I (hall only fay that they are important,

aifc will deserve much consideration when it becomes neces

sary to decide on them; but here it is not necessary to give

an opinion upon either of them. With regard to the first,

it seems to me that the whole difficulty has arisen from con

founding an absolute indefeasible interest with an infurable

interest. It is not pretended that the assured had the absolute

property in the subject of insurance; neither need they have

such property to make the policy legal ; it is sufficient if they

had an infurable interest. And according to what was said

by Lord Mansfield in the cafe of Le Cras v. Hughes they cer

tainly had an infurable interest. If they had succeeded in the

Court of Admiralty, it will be admitted that they had an in

furable interest : and in case of their not succeeding there,

there were events in which they might be made answerable,

*fld against which it was competent to them to insure. I am

therefore
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1799. therefore satisfied that they had an insurable interest in the sub

ject insured ; and this is a full answer to the present action.

Lawrence J. The case turns on this short question,

whether or not the assured had an interest which they might

Insure? Did they mean to game ? or was not there a loss

against which they might indemnify themselves by a policy of

insurance? I do not mean a certain, but a possible, loss.

Now it has been (hewn that this was a cafe in which the

Court of Admiralty might have decreed them to pay damages

and costs, and that is sufficient. It might be asked, in the

language of Lord Mansfield in Le Cras v. Hughes, " had not

the insured such an interest in the ship coming home as to

entitle them to an indemnity I" I think that they had, and

therefore that the plaintiffs are not entitled to a return of

premium.

Postea to the defendant.

F,iJ.r, Sanders against Kentish and Hawksley,

Fd. 8th.

The lain ' I"^H,s was an ac^'on °^ assumpsitfor not transferring 3000/.

tiffbcW" X 4 Per c'nU- 'nt0 the plaintiff's name at the opening day

possessed of in April 1795- On the trial at the sittings after last term

3°/°siock ' ^e^ore ^ord Kenyan a verdict was found for the plaintiff for

empowered iHzol., subject to the opinion of this Court on the following

defendant Cafe.

to fell the On the i ft of December 1704 the plaintiff being possessed

seme for his r . r r , '? ■■ * j " l. j
own hene- °fthe sum of 300Q/. if percent, annuities, executed to the de-

fit, in con. fendant Kentijb a letter of attorney, empowering him to fell

sidemtion tne iame an(j t0 apply the produce for his own benefit ; in

the'defen- Consideration of which Kentijb and the defendant Hauihjley as

dant agreed a surety for Kentijb signed an engagement or undertaking,

l° th^^'t wnere')y tney engaged " on the opening of the 4 per cents.

opening" consols to transfer 3000/. 4 per cent, annuities in the name of

3000/. 4 prr the plaintiff in lieu of the fame sum fold by him on account of

ct*t. into Kentijb" On the 3d of December 1794 the defendant Ken-

tfff'snanie • t'fii DV virtue of the letter of attorney, fold and transferred

held that ' the said stock to three different persons for 2516A 5*., which

this was not he received for his own use. No stock has been transferred

hiMfedPby' to the plaintiff according to the above agreement. The de-

7 Gn. 1. c. fendaius at the time of making the agreement to transfer the

8 /. 8. but stock as aforesaid were not, nor was either of them, possessed

lure o "the °^ or e,,t't'et' to 'n tne'r or either of their own name or names

defendant's or in the name or names of a trustee or trustees to their or

engagement either of their use of any such stock as in the contract or agree-

might""*' ment mentioned, or any 4 per cent, annuities whatsoever.

mainfain an action against him to recover the value of that stock op the day appointed

for the transfer.

The
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The question is whether the plaintiff is prevented from reco- 1-99.

vering by the statute 7 Geo. 2. c. 8. f.E. (a). —•>

Bajley for the plaintiff. The contradt of the defendant to Sanoe*>

replace the stock, which he had borrowed of the plaintiff is not 't™.*
within the act of Parliament. The object and title of the act KtNriJ"-

are is prevent tbe infamous practice ofstock-jobbing ; which is

a species of gambling by making pretended contracts for the

sale or purchase of stock at certain periods,, without any stock

being really fold or transferred or intended to be so between

the parties, but the difference of the value of the stock at the

respective periods of sale and repurchase is paid by the first

buyer or feller according to the fluctuations of the market in

the mean time. Now nothing of that kind was in contempla

tion in this cafe ; it was not the object of the defendant to

speculate, nor of the plaintiff to benefit himself but only to

make a bona fide loan of the stock. The preamble of the

8th section states the mischief intended to be prevented to

consist in persons felling and disposing of stock or other securi

ties ofwhich they are not possessed. Now this was not a sale,

out a loan of the stock of which tbe plaintiff" was poffeff'cd.

Though it is a contract for transferring stock, which is one

of the words used in the enacting part, yet that evidently

means a transfer upon a sale, and not upon a loan, and by

one who is not possessed of the stock. Aud though the word

tr be used in the beginning of the clause, as if tp distinguish

between " buying, selling, assigning, or transferring, " stock,

yet the word and is immediately afterwards used to couple the

(«) Sect. 8. " And whereas it is a frequent and mischievous practice Cor

persons to fell and dispose of stocks or other securities, of which they are not

poiftlf-d; be it enacted that all contracts and agreements whatsoever, made

and entered into for the buying selling alligning or transferring of any public

or joint stock or stocks or other public securities whatsoever, or of any part

ibare or interest therein, whereof the person or persons contracting or agree

ing, or on whose behalf the contractor agreement shall be made, to sell as

sign and transfer the fame, mail not at the time of making such contract or

agreement be actually polsefled of or entitled unto in his her or their own

right, or in his her or their own name or names, or in the name or names of

a tmstec or trustees to their use, (hall be null and void to all intents and pur

poses whatsoever.'* &c.

Sect. 11. " Provided that nothing in this act contained (hall extend or

be construed to extend to hinder or prevent any person or persons from

lending any sum or sums of money on any public or joint stock or other

public securities whatsoever, or any part share or interest therein, or to

prevent or binder any defeasance contract or. agreement being made and

entered into for the redelivering assigning or transferiing of such public or

joiat stock or other public securities, or any part Iharcor interest therein, upon

the repayment of the snm or sums of money which lhall have been lent and

borrowed thereupon, with interest for the fame, so as no premium or other

consideration whatsoever be paid to or received by the person or persons lending

fcch money for or in consideration of such loar^morc than legal interest."

same
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1799. fame words, and to shew that they were intended to be used

_ _j In the same sense. Besides, the defendant after the transfer of

Sjindeks the stock to him became a trustee of so much stock for the

j-r<a»ft benefit of the plaintiff; and therefore the contract would be

' legal by the very words of the fame clause. But at all events

this cafe falls within the exception of the 1 ith section, where

by it is enacted that the former provisions shall not extend to

prevent any contract for the redelivering assigning or trans

ferring of such public stock upon the repayment of the money

borrowed thereon. In Tqte v. Wettings {a) under similar cir

cumstances this objection was not taken, though the cafe was

much considered ; and there Lord Kenyon treated it as a loan

and not as a sale of stock.

Wood contra. It is true the first object of the act was to

provide against stock-jobbing properly so called, against which

the first provisions arc directed ; but that was not the only

object; for the act was meant to extend to cafes like the pre

sent, which though they might sometimes be intended bona

fide, yet (the Legislature were apprehensive) would be made

a cover for stock-jobbing. It is not unusual for the enacting

clause to extend beyond the terms of the mischief recited ;

and here the 8th section does expressly prohibit contracts for

transferring of stock by persons who were not possessed of it

at the time, which applies to the situation of the defendant in

this cafe. This transaction is also contrary to the spirit of

the act ; for the Legislature, having specifically excepted certain

cases from the operation of the general words, must be taken

to have intended to exclude all other exceptions. Now the

1 ith section only extends to the cafe of a mortgage of stock,

where money is lent upon any public stock ; in that cafe it

provides that the act shall not extend to prevent any agree

ment for the redelivering, assigning, or transferring, of such

public stock upon the repayment of the money lent and borrow -

ed tbereon. This therefore does not apply to a cafe where the

stock has been actually sold and the money paid to the bor

rower, who undertakes without having any stock in possession

to replace a certain quantity at a given time. And besides

there is a stipulation in the (ame clause that no more than legal

interest (hall be paid on such loan : whereas here the lender

might gain considerable advantage in cafe of the rife of stock

in the meantime beyond the legal interest. It is in effect a

mere wager, the quantum of which depends on the fluctua

tion of the price of the stock. This question did not arise

on
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on the state of the pleadings in Tate v. Willing! (a); the only 1799.

question there was on the statute of usury. It is no answer 1

in such a case that there was no intention in the parties to Sakdeii

break the law ; if they have in effect done so, they must abide "i""^

the consequences.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. It is impossible to read this case

without feeling great indignation at the conduct of the defen

dant Kentijb. The cafe is shortly this ; the defendant Kcntijh,

who is a stock-broker, and who was therefore most probably

acquainted with the statute on which his counsel has now re- ,

lied, applied to the plaintiff, a clergyman, who was probably

ignorant of that' law, and obtained from him a loan of 3000/.

stock, on an undertaking to replace the fame stock on a given

day; from this transaction the plaintiff was to derive no ad

vantage whatever ; the plaintiff gave him a letter of attorney

empowering him to fell the stock ; he then put the money into

his pocket, and when the day of payment arrived refused to

pay the plaintiff, insisting that the statute of Geo. 2. rendered

the contract void, and that therefore the plaintiff cannot en

force that contract in a court of law. To be sure if such were

the positive provisions of that statute, the consequence mud

follow however hard it might press upon the plaintiff. But

before we assented to so monstrous a proposition we would look

with eagle's eyes into every part of the statute to fee that fucb

was the intention of the Legislature. Their intention is to

be collected from the whole act taken together. This act is

intitled " An act to prevent the infamous practice of stock-

jobbing :"' but if the dtfc-ndant's objection were to prevail, the

title of the act ought to be altered, and it should run thus,

" An act to encourage the wickedness of stock-jobbers, and

to give them the exclusive privilege of cheating the rest of

mankind." On considering the whole of the act together I

am clearly of opinion that its object was only to prevent gamb

ling in the funds ; but the Legislature did not mean to prohi

bit a loan of stock and an undertaking to replace it. J do not

think that this cafe comes within the meaning of the prohi

bitory clauses in the act, but it is within the exception in the .

last section.

Grose J. and Lawrence J. of the same opinion.

Postea to the plaintiff.

(«) Anil, 3 rt)\. 531,
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fjJ'£l Casser.es against Bell.

In a p!ca of ^ I ^° an action on a policy of assurance the defendant plcad-

aiicnagethe j_ ed several pleas, and among the reft the two folio w-

^stsfte And for a further plea &c. "that the said Samuel Fan

that ti e ' 5s (the plaintiff) is an alien born in foreign parts, to wit,

plain i itswas at Holland out of the allegiance of our lord the King, and

boin in a under the allegiance of a foreign state, to wit, of the republic

country at °^ Holland, to wit, at London aforesaid in the parish and ward

enmity with aforesaid j and the said defendant further says that long before

thiscoun- and at the time of exhibiting the bill of the said plaintiff the

that be persons exercising the powers of government in Holland were

came here and still are at open war with and the enemies of our said lord

without let- the King, to wit, at London aforesaid in the parish and ward

conducts af°re'a'd> ar|d this he is ready to verify ; wherefore he prays

from our judgment if the said plaintiff ought to have his aforesaid ac-

King, tion thereof maintained against him" &c. And for a furiher

plea &c. " that the plaintiff is an alien born in foreign parts,

to wit, in the French Netherlands, out of the allegiance of our

lord the King and under the allegiance of a foreign state, to wit,

of the French King &c; that long before and at the time of

exhibiting the plaintiff's bill the persons exercising the powers

•f government of France were and still are at open war with

and the enemies of our lord the King to wit at &c.

To these two pleas the plaintiff demurred generally.

Giles in support of the demurrer. The two pleas of the

defendant cannot be supported, because they do not shew that

the plaintiff is in such a situation that he cannot bring a per

sonal action. They should have stated that the plaintiff is an

enemy of our King : his having been born out of the King's

allegiance does not incapacitate him from suing here, even

though the government to which he owes a natural allegiance

is at war with this country. An alien friend may bring a per

sonal action in this country. Watford v. Majham, Moor 431.

If these pleas were sufficient to deprive the plaintiff of his

right of suing, most of the foreigners in this country would be

equally incapable of suing, though residing here under letters

of fase conduct from our King. The pleas should have nega

tived the plaintiff's residihg here under letters of safe conduct.

In Qfcnheirrur v. Livi (a) it was expressly ruled that it was

(,*) a Sir. 1082, ,

necessary
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necessary in such a plea to state that the plaintiff is an alien 1709.

enemy j and that resolution is conformable with all the pre- . _ j

cedents. Ci-^erei

IVood contra. In such a plea as the present it is sufficient ai"fl

to state that the plaintiff owes allegiance to a state or love-

reign that is at enmity with our King. In Raft. Eni. 605.

there is a precedent of a plea which states that the plain tiffwas

born in a foreign state at enmity with our King, without

adding that he was an alien enemy (a). And in Tkel. Dig.

Hi. i.s. 17. and t8, there are similar precedents. Here it is

stated in the first of these pleas that the plaintiff was born in

Holland out of the allegiance of our King and that the persons

exercising the powers of government in Holland are at open

war with and the enemies of our King, which is sufficient.

The same is stated in the other plea, only substituting France

for Holland. If the plaintiff have any letters of safe conduct

from our King, that may be replied by the plaintiff: but is

not necessary to negative that in the defendant's pleas. It

was not negatived in the cafe of Brandon v. Nejbitt, ante,

6 vol. 23.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. After consulting the authorities on

this subject, I am of opinion that these pleas cannot be sup

ported. There is a precedent of a plea of this kind in Derrier

v. Arnaud. reported in 4 Mod. 405, the original record of

which we have examined. And according to that it seems

that as this is an odious plea, the defendant must state every

thing that can oust the plaintiff of his right of suing. It is

there stated that the plaintiff was born in France, of foreign

parents, and that he came into this kingdom without letters

of safe conduct &c ; negativing every presumption that could

arise in favor of the plaintiff's right to sue. When I rirst read

this case it occurred to me that, on principle, it was not neces

sary to negative all these facts in the defendant's plea: but the

cafe in 4 Mod. and that cited from Sir J. Strange have remov

ed my doubts ; they shew that the plaintiff is not driven to re

ply any of these facts, for that the defendant must negative

them in his plea.

Lawrence J- There is another cafe, in 1 Ld. Raym. 282.

Wtlh v. Williams, which shews that it is necessary tor a de

fendant, who pleads that the plaintiff is an alien enemy, to set

forth all those facts in his plea that negative the plaintiff's right

of suing here.

Judgment for the plaintiff.

(«) Bat it does negative the plaintiff's having letters of safe conduct.
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i>4.*&fh. Dean against Newhalt..

KtheokU- r | 10 debt on bond for 200/., the defendant! ('after craving

bond cove- JL ovcr of tne bond, which appeared to be a joint and seve-

nant not to ral bond executed by the defendant and one C Taylor, condi-

{\k one of tioned for the payment of 100/. to the plaintiff on the 23d of

andievctal March 1796) pleaded that while the bond remained in force

oblijjois, and before the exhibiting of the plaintiff's bill, to wit, on the

and if he do jft of Otlobtr 1 796 by a certain indenture made between the

dtedof co- ^a't* ^ Taylor of the first part, certain other persons whose

Tenant may names were thereto subscribed and seals affixed of the second

be pleaded part, and 7*. Fenna and C. Buckley of the third part, the plain-

matafhir *°r tne considerations therein contained released and dis-

soe the charged C Taylor from this writing obligatory and of and from

other obli- any debt or sum of money due and owing to the plaintiff from

**• C. Taylor thereon. The plaintiff replied that he did not re

lease C. Taylor modo et forma, on which issue was joined.

At the trial at the last Chester assizes the cafe appeared to be

thus. The defendant had become surety for Taylor to the

plaintiff in the bond for 200/. Taylor, becoming insolvent, by

the deed of the istof Otlober 1796, assigned overall his effects

to Fenna and Buckley in trust for themselves and all the other

creditors who fliould execute the deed. The plaintiff, one of

the creditors, executed the deed, and received a dividend under

it of 48/. In the deed was contained a covenant by the credi

tors that " they would not sue arrest implead or prosecute

Taylor his executors or administrators or his or their goods &c

for or on account of any debt &c, and in cafe any of the said

creditors should sue &c those presents fliould be a sufficient re

lease and discharge to all intents and purposes both at law and

in equity to and for the said C. Taylor his executors &c, and

he and they should be and were thereby acquitted released and

discharged against them the said creditors &c, and as such

should and might be pleaded in bar by him the said C. Taylor

&c."

It was contended by the plaintiff that, as the bond on which

the action was brough t was joint and several, this deed was not

a release even as to Taylor and could not be pleaded as such,

though as between the plaintiffand Taylor it might operate and

have the effect of a release if Taylor only had become bound ;

and that, though the islue in form was whether or not the

plaintiff had released Taylor, the real question to be decided was

whether
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whether or not he had released the defendant. To this it was 1799.

answered on the part of the defendant that the only issue on the v^ry^

record was whether or not the plaintiff had released Taylor; dean

as to which it was insisted that the covenant in the deed of as- ag*i*/l

Cgnment must be taken to be a release. The plaintiff was NlWBAtl-

nonsuited, with liberty to him to move to set aside the nonsuit

and to enter a verdict for him if this Court (hould be of opi

nion that he was entitled to a verdict.

Leycejler obtained a rule in the last term, calling on the de

fendant to shew cause why the nonsuit should not be set aside

aid a verdict entered for the plaintiff ; against which

IVigky now shewed cause. The only question before the

Court is whether or not the plaintiff released Taylor; that is

the issue joined, and if the plaintiff had thought the matter

sieged in the plea, immaterial he should not have taken issue

00 it On referring to the authorities on this subject it will

be found that the plea is in substance good, because a release

to one of two joint and several obligors is a release to both.

Cs.Lit.222- <* i Everard v. Herne, Lit. Rep. 191 ; 18 Vin.

Abr. « Reliast■>" G. a. pi. 1 ; 4; 5; Scot v. Littleton. 1 Keh.

936. So in Lacy v. Kynajlon (a) it was holden that " where

a covenant is joint and several, a release to one of the cove

nantors is a release to all. And in Clayton v. Kynajlon (b), the

Court held that where two are jointly and severally bound a

release to one discharges the other. If the obligee make one

of two co-obli^ors executor and leave assets, the debt is satis

fied. Fryer v. Gitdridge, Hob. 10., and Moor 855. , And

though in Deny; v. Payne, as reported in March 95, it

was (aid that whete an obligee sued one of two joint and seve

ral obligors and entered a retraxit against him it was only in

the nature of an estoppel, of which the other should not take

advantage; yet as reported in Sir W.Jon. 451. it was said

that on that quejlion no opinion was given ; and according

W the report of the fame cafe in Cro. Car. 551, Croke J. fays

merely that " he inclined to be of that opinion." And in

Parker v. Sir J. Lawrence, Hob. 70. it was holden that a

nonsuit, noli prosequi, or release, or other discharge of one

defendant discharges the rest. The ground of this application

is that the deed of 1796 only contained a covenant not to sue

Taylor, and therefore cannot be considered as a release : but

it amounts to more than a covenant not to sue, for it is ex

pressly covenanted that if any of the creditors (hould sue the

(.) 1 U. Rym. 690. (*) SM. 574.

Vol. VIII. N deed
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! -g» deed should be a sufficient release, and as such might be plead*

ed in bar by Taylor. In i. Rol. Abr. 939. L. 2. it is said if

Dean the obligee covenant not to sue the obligor before such a day,

"S"'"/ and if he do that the obligor shall plead this as an acquittance
Newball. an(j tjlat {jle 0i,[igation shall be void and of none effect, this is

a suspension of the debt, and by consequence a release. And

this doctrine was recognized by Buller J. in Smith v. Maple-

hack, ante, 1 vol. 446. In Ayliff v. Scrim/hire {a), where the

defendant pleaded to debt on bond a letter of license to go

abroad for seven years and a covenant by the plaintiff not to

sue, and if he did that the defendant should be discharged and

released of the debt, the Court held that it was no defeazance

but only a covenant not to sue within a particular time, but

that if it had been a covenant perpetual it would have been an

absolute release. The same distinction was also taken in Deux

v. Jefferies, Cro. Eliz. 352. So in Carvell executor v. Ed

wards (b) in debt on a judgment the defendant pleaded an

assignment, to which the plaintiff's testator the defendant and

his creditors were parties, by which the defendant assigned

over his house &c to be sold for the benefit of his creditors,

who upon receipt of their proportions were to give a release

of all matters &c and who agreed that until the house was

sold they would not sue the defendant under penalty of forfeit

ing their debts, it was holden that this was a defeazance

» and might be pleaded in bar. Now in this cafe the words of

the deed are stronger than those, the covenant being that if

any of the creditors should sue Taylor the deed should be a re

lease to all intents and purposes both at law and in equity and

• as such might be pleaded in bar.

Leycefter contra. The foundation of the defendant's ar

gument is that the deed of assignment executed in 1796 was

a release to Taylor, and therefore it was a release also to the

defendant. But the fallacy of the argument consists in treat

ing this as a release, and in confounding this which is only a

constructive release, arising out of a covenant not to sue,

with a formal and absolute release. It may be admitted that

if the plaintiff had formally released Taylor, he would also there

by have released the defendant. And therefore the plaintiff

was obliged to take i flue on the defendant's plea; for if he

had demurred, it would have been considered as a formal and

technical release to Taylor, and consequently binding on the

plaintiff. But this is not a release to Taylor ; it only operates

Ca) 1 Sine. 46. (*) 1 Slow. J30; Cerlb, »io; Hitft Rtj>. 541.

qui
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qua a release. If Taylor himself had been sued, he could not 1799.

have pleaded that the plaintiff had released him, though he ' »——»

might have pleaded this deed in bar, which, as between those DtA*

parties, would have operated qua a release ; but even that is jjiwhall.

only permitted in order to avoid a circuity of action : but where

the obligee enters into a covenant not to sue one of two joint

and several obligors, the covenant cannot be pleaded in bar

to an action on the bond. All the cafes cjted by the defendant

(except that of Lacy v. Kynajlon) may be divided into two

classes; 1st, those, where the obligee has actually released one

of several obligors, and there certainly it is a release to all the

obligors ; 2dly, those where the obligee has covenanted with

a sole obligor not to sue, and there to prevent a circuity of

action the covenant may be pleaded qua a release to an action

on the bond. But in Fitzgerald v. Trant, 11 Mod. 254., and

Lacy v. Kynajlon^ Holt's Rep. 178., I Ld. Raym. 690., and

12 Mod. 551., the distinction between a covenant not to sue

a sole obligor and one of several obligors is taken ; in the lat

ter it is said A. is bound to i?., and B. covenants never to put

the bond in suit against A. ; if afterwards B. will sue A. on the

bond, he may plead the covenant by way of release. But if

A. and B. be jointly and severally bound to C. in a sum cer

tain, and C. covenant with A. not to sue him, that shall not

be a release but a covenant only ; because he covenants only

not to sue //., but does not covenant not to sue B. ; for the

covenant is not a release in its nature, but only by construc

tion to avoid circuity of action ; for where he covenants not

to sue one, he still has a remedy, and then it shall be constru

ed as a covenant and no more."

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The last case, to be sure, removes

all difficulty on this subject, and is a direct authority in favour

of the plaintiff. I had only been doubting in my own mind

on the strict law of the case ; for that the honesty and justice of

it are with the plaintiff cannot be doubted. Even if the de

fendant had succeeded here, a Court of Equity would have

given the plaintiff full relief. But I am glad to find by the

two cases cited by the plaintiff that we are fully warranted in

deciding in favour of the plaintiff.on legal grounds.

Per Curiam Rule absolute.

N2
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toftSk Ex Partc Thomas Evans.

The house TfERGUSSONon a former day obtained a rule calling upon

t"fe°freC"h Thomas Aris the governor of the house of correction for

coontyof" tr|e county of Middlesex to shew cause why a writ of habeas

MUJUjrx corpus should not islue directed to him commanding him to

adapted to bring up the body of Thomas Evans; which rule was drawn

recVption of UP on reading the affidavit of J. A. Bonney, and a copy of

felons put- Evans's commitment, whereby it appeared that he was com-

soant toihe mitted to the house of correction for high treason, there to be

c*64 and kept ^e an<* c'°^e ll" ne mou^ De delivered by due course of

other acts is law, by virtue of a warrant issued by the Duke of Portland.,

a legal Pri- 0ne os his Majesty's principal secretaries of state. The ground

feseroVody on wnich ,he ru,e was prayed was stated shortly to Be, that

of persons » house of correction was not a legal place of custody for per-

under a sons under a charge of high treason ; and on this day Fergujfon

hiT^trea- was desired to state the particular grounds of his objection to

fOH- the commitment.

By the common law, affirmed by various statutes (a), all

persons charged with crimes are to be kept in the common

county gaols, which are under the custody of the sheriffs, who

are the King's known responsible officers for this purpose [b) ;

and no other places for safe custody are known to the law (ex

cepting the gaols of lords of franchises, which have the fame

origin) unless such as have been expressly created since by

acts of parliament for particular purposes, beyond which pur

poses even those gaols are no legal places of custody (<•).

And therefore though it be true that the King may choose (as

it is said) his prison, which power js exercised by this Court,

yet that must necessarily be understood of legal prisons ; for

the King cannot make any place he pleases a prison. In Men-

dalss case (d) this Court thought that their power of com

mitment was not confined to the Marshalsea, but that they

might commit to any Jheriff" in England. And in Kendall's

case (e) Lord Holt admitted that, generally speaking, com

mitments ought only to be to the common gaol, but he thought

that one charged with high treason might be committed to the

custody of a messenger of the secretary of state during exami

nation. The act of the 5 H. 4. c. 10., reciting the mischiefs

(a) 14 Ed. y.Jt. i.e. 10. 13 Ric. i. e. 15. 19 H. 7. c. to. and 11 and u

W. 3. c. 19./. 3.

(k) Mitum t cafe, 4 d. 34. 1 A*itr. 354.

U) 1 l«JI. 70c. (J) 1 SU. 145. (t) s Mtd. 84. and SM. 347.

which
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which had arisen from constables of castles imprisoning per- 1799.

sons therein till they had ransomed themselves, ordains " thatL—-vr—J

none be imprisoned by any justice of the peace but only in the £*A^aSrte

common gaol," saving to lords their franchises; and Lord Cokt

(a) considers that all other Judges are bound by this law.

The Tower indeed is a legal prison for state prisoners by

immemorial usage (A). But houses of correction, which are

of about 220 years standing, are by several acts of parliament

made prisons for particular purposes only, and cannot be used

as prisons for any other. The 18 Eliz. c. 3. first provided

for the building of them in every county, which was followed

up by the 39 E/iz. c. 5: and 7 Jac. j. c. 4., by which latter

act Lork Coke explains (c) the word " offenders" used in the

39 E/iz. to mean K rogues and vagabonds, sturdy beggars,

and other idle and disorderly persons," for whom these houses

of correction were intended j and it is plain from the whole

of what Lord Cokt {d) fays in his chapter upon this subject

that they were not intended as places of safe custody, but for

the punishment of offenders, which the statutes themselves

indeed sufficiently indicate. Then the 11 and 12 IV. 3. c.

19.713. enacts that all murderers and felons shall be imprison

ed in the common gaol and not elsewhere ; and that the sheriff

shall have the keeping of the said gaols. The 6 Geo. 1. c. 19.

s. 2. recites " that whereas vagrants and other criminals of

fenders'and persons charged with small offences are for such

offences or for want of sureties to be committed to the county

gaol, it being adjudged that by law the justices of the peace

cannot commit them to any ether prison forsafe cujlody, whicli

by experience hath been found to be very prejudicial and ex-,

pensive ;" therefore it enacts that such persons may be com

mitted by justices of the peace either to the common gaol or

house of correction as they shall think proper. The term

" small offences" there used, for which persons charged there

with may now be sent to the house of correction, seems

confined to petty larcenies, such as are usually tried at the

quarter sessions, but cannot be taken to extend to high trea

son. Then (<?}the 22 Geo. 3. c. 64., which prescribes cer

tain regulations for the government of houses of correction,

directs the justices of peace in each county to contract for any

alterations or new buildings which may be deemed necessary,

(«) 1 Inst. 43. (*) Ptr Halt, Ch. J. It. v. Wj/, 5 AM. Si.

{c) 1 730. (rf) » Inst. 728. ,

(«) Vide 17 Get. i. *, J. J. 31, 3». as to the regulation of fcousei of cor-

le'tion.

and
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1799. and amongst other things, that separate apartments shall be

u^y—) provided for all persons committed upon charges of felony,

Ex parte pr convicted of any theft or larceny and committed for punish-

Eyans. ment by hard labour, in order to prevent any communication

between them and the other prisoners. By/. 5. the expences

of these houses are to be defrayed by a county rate ; ands. 14.

enacts certain regulations to be observed in every house of

correction established or to be established under the acts of

the 7 "Jac 1. c. 4. 17 Geo. 2. c. 5. and 22 Geo. 3. This last-

mentioned act was amended, and the time for making contracts

for the building or adding to such houses of correction was en

larged by 24 Geo, %fi. 2. c. 55. which gives power to the jus

tices of the peace to commit to the house of correction per

sons convicted before them in a summary way. Lastly the

27 Geo. 3. c. 11., reciting that doubts had arisen whether such

of the provisions in the 6 Geo. 1 . c. 19. as gives a discretionary

power to justices of the peace " to commit vagrants and other

criminals offenders and persons charged with small offences,

either to the common gaol or house of correction, extended to

offences committed against subsequent acts, where such of

fenders are ordered to be committed to the common gaol,"

enacts that they may commit offenders of that description to

either place in all cases where by any law then in force or

thereafter to be made the justices are authorised to commit to

the county gaol. By these acts of parliament therefore the

power of committing for safe custody to the house of correc

tion is confined to certain cafes, of which this is not one.

Besides, the regulations of houses of correction, as required

by 22 Geo. 3. and other statutes, are not adapted to persons

confined for high treason. The governor is appointed by the

justices of the peace and not by the King, and he is responsible

to them only : but they have not even cognizance over the

offence. Again, the governor has a power of punishing of

fenders in his custody for misconduct in certain cases, and

there seems to be no distinction, at least in terms, in this re

spect between those who are ifhprisoned for safe custody and

those in execution. And if this be a legal prison, it might as

well be contended that a person charged with high treason

might be sent on board the hulks or to one of the penitentiary

houses as to a house of correction, although they were in like

manner established for particular purposes only.

The Attorney Generals contra, admitted that if this were not

a legal prison to which the defendant had been committed, the

. . Court
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Court would grant the writ of habeas corpus. So they 1799.

would if a party were committed merely for safe custody to (-^v^O

thehulksora penitentiary house, because by acts of parlia- E* p»«<

mem those prisons are only adapted to convicts. But the bouse VAt"'

of correction in question, which was built by virtue of the

16 Gee. 3. c. 55. upon the scite of the old one, and which has

been adapted to the separate reception of felons according to

the regulations of the 22 Geo. 3. c. 64., is a legal prison for this

purpose; and since the building of it Upton, Le Maitre, and

others, have been committed thither for safe custody under

similar charges. There can be no distinction between legal

prisons for felony and for high treason; the latter it is said in

cludes the former ; and certainly there is no reason for making

»iy distinction between them. All that public policy requires

is that persons charged with offences (hall be committed to

public and not to secret prisons ; in recognition of which prin

ciple the act of the 5 Hen. 4. c. 10. was passed requiring pri

soners to be committed to the common gaol ; for otherwises

a was said in Scavage v. Tateham (4), when the justices comet

to deliver the gaol-the prisoner may not be delivered, and so

fliould lie longer than is reasonable. But such a mischief can-

lot happen in respect of this prison : for the calendars of the-

prisoners in custody, which by 3 H. 7. c. 3. are to be return

ed under a heavy penalty by every keeper of a gaol to the

next gaol delivery for the county where such gaols have been

ot should hereafter be, have been uniformly returned from

this and other houses of correction established upon the same}

principle ever since their erection. It appears by all thaacts re

ferred to down to the 11 & 12 fy. 3. t. 19-/ 3. that other per,-,

sons than sheriffs have had the legal custody of prisoners before

trial j for in that act there is an express saving of the rights

°f persons having common gaols by inheritance &c, which

roust have been claimed under grants of the crown v and there;

m several instances of commitments to prisons of different

descriptions, as appears by a list (b) of commitments from

•be Secretary of State's office and by returns to writs of habeas

c°rpus in the Crown-office (f). And since the 22 Geo. 3,.

(«) Crt. Elm. J30,

\l) The Attorney Ocncral referred to such a list, which was to court,

•hereby it appeared that at different periods within the present century, per-

'™ had been committed for Hate olfences to Uie house of correction in Mid-

•¥<*.

(') These wwe for' the most part returns of, commitments to the Gatehooso

f™ V'Jhumfler, beginning from 6 W. & M. down to the II Cn. a.

niere was also one instance 12 Geo. 1. of a commitment by a justice of peace

« oae Jsi, Cuard to (be N«w Prison Clcrktnivcll for seditious and treaion-

f. 64.
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1799. c. 64. directs houses of correction to be built in a particular

v—-» manner for the reception of felons and persons committed tor

Ex parte felony separately from the other prisoners, and the 24 G. 3.

ft. 2. c. 55. and 31 G. 3. c. 46. recognize commitments to

them for felony, and put them upon the fame footing as com

mon gaols, they must now be taken to be so to all intents and

purposes, although perhaps they might not originally have

been intended for safe custody. The doubt expressed by the

27 G. 3. c. 12. was not whether felons in general might be

committed to these houses of correction, but only whether

when particular acts of parliament had directed justices to

commit certain offenders to the common gaol, they could

commit them to these houses of correction; which doubt the

act removes, and it enables them so to do. Therefore ic

confirms the argument that since the statutes of the 22d and

24th of the King, houses of correction built on the plan there

pointed out are put on the fame footing as common gaols in

respect to the confinement of felons lor safe custody. No

injury can arise to the subject from this construction, because

it is clear that the punishments prescribed for persons convict

ed and imprisoned in these houses can never be applicable to

those who are confined there for safe custody only before

trial.

Ferguffon contra, denied the conclusion that, supposing

houses of correction were legal prisons for the safe custody of

felons, therefore they were also legal for the confinement of

persons accused of high treason ; because the latter cannot

be considered as included in the term Felony. And no autho

rity can make a legal prison but an act of parliament, which

cannot be extended beyond the particular offences enumerated,

especially where those enumerated are of an inferior nature.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J, We shall defer giving our opinions

until we have looked into the acts of parliament which have

been referred to; but I will fay a few words at present upon

some of the topics which have been touched upon in argu

ment. On general principles I am clear that all the prisons

in the kingdom are the King's prisons, and that we may com

mit prisoners to any legal prison, although not under the con

trol of the sheriff. There are many legal gaols which are

held by different persons, such as that of the Gatehouse fVest-

minjler, which was formerly the inheritance of a Lady Brought

ton : that of the county of the city of Chejler, which is under

the constable of Chester; that of the county of Devon, of which

till lately the RolU family were the hereditary gaolers ; and

others of the fame kind. So there may be more than one

common gaol in the county, as in Suffolk, Somerset/hire,

* Wiltshire
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Wiltjbire, and other counties. Now here it appears that from 1790.

toe year 17 1 5 commitments have been made to the house of v——

correction in this county; and we are called upon to over- Ex parts

thiow a practice which h.*s subsided during the times of Lord EvANS

Raymond., Lord Ch. Just. Ryder, Lord Ch. Just. Lee, and

Lord Ma/afield, without any question. We should pause be

fore we say that all that has been done for so long a period

aud under such Judges has been illegal ; more especially as

there is no question concerning the liberty of the subject really

involved in this inquiry; for this party must at all events be

imprisoned till he is entitled to his final discharge by due course

ot law. The words "small offences" in the 6 G. 1. which

have been relied on as (hewing that the magistrates before that

time could not commit felons to the house of correction does

not remove the difficulty which the defendant's counsel was

pressed with from the practice which has prevailed so long of

committing felons there; for when an act of parliament begins

with naming anoft'enceofa certain magnitude and then speaks

of smaller offences it cannot be extended to higher crimes ;

now felony is a crime of a higher nature than what is first

mentioned in the statute. It cannot therefore respect the case

of felons ; nor can the practice which has prevailed of com

mitting them to houses of correction be founded upon the

authority of that statute. As to what has been thrown out ad

captandum respecting the hulks and penitentiary houses, it

admits of a plain answer ; those are places appointed by par

ticular acts of parliament for particular descriptions of con

victs, to which purpose only they can be applied. The Legi

slature have certainly made provision for the reception offelons

for safe custody in houses of correction ; and the expences of

building these houses being thrown upon the counties is not

peculiar to them, for the counties are also charged with the

expences of building the common county gaols, to which it

is admitted that this Court may nevertheless commit.

On the next day Lord Kenyan said, we have looked into

the statutes regulating houses of correction to fee if the regu

lations respecting them made them improper places of confine

ment for prisoners of this description, in consequence of the

argument drawn from those regulations ; and we do not thinK

that the regulations insisted on apply so as to make this house

of correction an improper place of confinement for safe cus

tody. And after the practice which has prevailed for so long

a rime past we fee no objection to the 'legality of the present

commitment.

Rule discharged.
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rutsin, The King against The Inhabitants of Chilver-

ftb. nth. SCOTON.

If it do not rpwo justices removed W. Fennell, E. his wife and their

a,stic"?on A five children, from Sew in the county of the city of <J-

an order of ver try to Chilverscoton in the county of IVarwick. The Sef-

r. moral sions, on appeal, confirmed that order, and stated the follow-

i|,c"tJ^ins" ing cafe for the opinion of this Court.

nude it had The pauper, W. Fennell, was born about 55 years ago in

jurisdiction, Sffv, but was fettled in Chilverscoton. In 1779 he married his

t" "andnot" Pre^nt w'^e 'n Bedwerth where he then resided. They were

Bitrely voi- afterwards removed to Sow by the following order ; " To the

dablc; and church wardens and overseers of the poor of the parish of Bed-

toVhicifVt Wflr^ m tne county °f Warwick and to the churchwardens and

Udiiectid, overseers of the parish of Sow in the county os the city of Ca

may object ventry; whereas complaint has been made by you thechurch-

dfiif'nce'of war('ens an(^ overseers of the poor of the said parish of Bed-

time ihough ™orth unto us whose hands and seals ar"e hereunto set two of

they never his Majesty's justices of the peace (whereof one is of the quo-

*PaTnst ft rum) for county aforesaid that W. Fennell and E. his wife

and'thoiigh &c &c«" [The other parts of the order were in the regular

they have form; the older was dated 16th of March 1779; and there

acted under was no county mentioned in the margin of the order.] Against

years.10 n's 0,der there was no appeal. Afterwards in May I 779 a cer

tificate was granted by the parish o(Sow to the parish of Bed-

worth, acknowledging the said W. Fennell and E. his wife to be

settled in Sow, but at the time of granting this certificate no

settlement had been gained in Sew, unless the above order of

removal from Bcdworth to Sow had conferred one : but the pau-

super JV. Fenndi's settlement had always continued in Chilver

scoton. The question before the Court of Sessions was whether

the above order of removal from Bcdworth to Sow unappealed

from were good and binding or defective and void.

Gibbs, Reader, and Burton Morice, in support of the order

of Seflions {a). The question is whether the former order of

removal from Bcdworth to Soiv be only voidable, or absolutely

void. If the former, it may be' admitted that as it was not

appealed against it is now conclusive ; if the latter, it may be

treated as a nullity at any time, and then the justices were

warranted on this occasion in removing the paupers from Sow

to Chilverscoton, notwithstanding there was no appeal against the

order made in 1779- Now the former order was absolutely

void in itself, because it does not appear that the justices who

removed had any authority to make it. It is directed to the

parish-officers of two parishes lying in different counties, and

(a) This cafe was argued on IVsdvsday, Fit. 6tli.

it
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it is only said in the order that the justices who removed 1799,

were justices for the county aforesaid, without saying for which , _j

of the two counties; and unless they were justices for the The Kino

county os Warwick, they had no jurisdiction to make the order, -p^"^^

This was holden to he a decisive objection in R. v. The In- tant* of

habitants of Stepney, Burr. S. C. 23, where it was said that CmLveit-

thofe who act under a jurisdiction given by act of parliament *eoTO'''

must (hew their jurisdiction. And in R. v. Swalcliffe[a)\i

was ruled that an order of removal to a place that did not main

tain it's own separately was a nullity. Again, in R. v. Hul-

cot (b), where all the former cafes on this subject were cited and

considered, an order of a justice of the peace for discharging

a servant from the master's service under the stat. 5 Eliz. c. 4.

was holden to be void (and not merely voidable), because it

did not appear on the order itself that foe was aservant in hus

bandry. Here the defect appears on the order itlelf, and there

fore it is open to objection whenever an attempt is made to

introduce it as evidence in a court ofjustice. This is a stronger

cafe than that of Crepps v. Durden, Cowp. 640, where, a ma

gistrate having convicted the plaintiff" in four several penalties

for offences on the fame day when by law he had only autho

rity to convict him in one penalty, it was holden that the three

last convictions wt re void, being an excess of jurisdiction in

the magistrate, and that the defendant (the magistrate) was li

able to an action of trespass brought by the plaintiff for acting

under them, though they had not been quashed by this Court,

and though the defects could not appear on the convictions

themselves. The cafe of R. v. Stotsold(c), which will be re

lied on by the other fide, where it was holden that an order of

removal which had been signed by two justices separately in two

different counties was only voidable and not void, is distinguU

fhable from this, because there the objection did not appear on

the face of the order. Then if the former order be absolutely

void, the certificate which was granted in 1779 by Sow to Bed-

worth is not conclusive as between Sow and a third parish; for

though as between the parish granting it and the parish to which

it is granted the certificate is conclusive on the former, yet as

between the certifying parish and a third parish it is only pre

sumptive evidence against the former, which maybe explained;

R, v. Lubbenham, ante, 4 vol. 251. And here the facts stated

in the cafe rebut that presumption.

Wilson, Ascough, and Parie contra. The former order made

in 1779 was not absolutely void, only voidable; and therefore

as it was not appealed against it is now conclusive on the parish

of Sow. Two counties are mentioned in the beginning of the

order, and afterwards the words " for the county aforesaid" are

(j) Cali. J48. (*) AnU, 6 vol, 583. (c) 4ntt, A vol. 5>6-

us:d,
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used, which may refer to the one or the other (a), and was

matter of inquiry on an appeal. If on such appeal it had ap-

TheKiNo peared that the justices who made the order of removal were

ThT'habi Ju^'ces °f tne county °f tne City of Coventry, then the order

tan "s of "would have been quashed as having been made by persons who

dniLviR- had no jurisdiction : but if it had appeared that they were justices

scotch. 0f tDe county of Warwick, then the order might have been

amended under the stat. 5 Gco. 2. c. i<).s. 2. But the parish of

Sow, having acquiesced under this order for twenty years, ought

not at this distance of time to be permitted to object to it in

this collateral way. In R. v. Stepney, which has been prnci-

pally relied on^'the order was not treated as a nullity; it was

only considered as voidable, and there was an appeal against it.

So in Walton v. Chejlerfield (b), where it was only stated in the

order of removal that it was made «* by us", without saying

" two justices ice," a greater defect than in the present order,

the order was appealed against. So in a variety of other in

stances where the defect has appeared on the order, the order

has only been considered as voidable, and an appeal has been en

tered against it. As, because not said to be " on complaint','

R. v. Hareby, Andr. 7,(11 ; nor, on complaint of the church

wardens and overseers &c." Wejlon Rivers and St. Peters, Salk.

492(f); nor that they were only "justices of the county",

jiot •' justices of the peace". R. v. Uplin, Cas. of Set. 27; or

"justices in (and not for) the county." R. v. Owlton, Se/s.

Cas. 2. vol. 76 ; nor that the justices were not of the quorum.

Albright v. Sk'pton, 1 Sir. 300. And yet if the present objec

tion prevail, the Sessions did wrong in all those cases in receiv

ing the appeal, and this Court in taking notice of such orders

when removed here by certiorari. The cafe of R. v. Stotfold

(«/) is a strong authority to shew that this was only a voidable

order ; there an older which had been signed by two justices

separately and in different counties was holden, after great con

sideration, to be only voidable ; and the reasoning of Lord

Kenyan in giving the opinion of the Court is applicable to this

cafe, " it would be extremely inconvenient to permit a parish

to set aside an order of removal at any distance of time which

has been acquiesced under for years without any dispute". It

is no answer to this authority to fay that there the defect did not

appear on the face of the order; for if an instrument be abso-

(a) If the order in queflion might not be lead so to be constdeiedas a

valiJ order. It is directed to the pjiilh officers of Btdwgrit in the county of

Wirivtcl, and to tile p.n ilh-oÆcus of Seiv in the county ej tit city of Coventry ;

then the siiblcqneat words " lor ihe counry aforesaiJ" may refer Jo " the

fntj of :i'jriui?i" and not to the county ./ the city of Coventry."

[i) 5 Mud.
(<■) It is rather to be collected fmm the language of this report that there

was no appeal, and that only the order of two jultices was removed here by

ccruorasi. 1^) ArU, 4 vol. £56.

lutely
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lutely void, it is immaterial whether the defect appear on it or |-eo

be (hewn by parol evidence. This cafe is clearly distinguistia- t Jjj^j

ble from the two cafes cited, R. v. Swalclijfse, ar.d R. v. Hul- The Kino

att. In the former, there being no parish-ossicers in the place

to which the removal was made, there could be no appeal ; 1'|'t^nI,nsb*f

there were no persons who could be appellants. And in the ciutvt*-

latter, the order being a proceeding merely between the mas- icotok.

ter and the servant to which the pansh was not a party, the

parish had no opportunity of appealing against it, and there

fore it was properly decided that the parish should afterwards

be permitted to object to the validity of the order when it was

produced in evidence against them as a legal order.

Lord Ken yon Ch. J. It is now too late to discuss one of

the points made at the bar, namely, whether or not the Court

of Quarter Sessions could amend in this cafe, it having been

decided in JR. v. Great Bedwin [a) that the Sessions can only

amend mere defects or wants of form. I verily believe that,

if the Legislature had been asked what was their intention

when they passed the statute 5 Geo. 2. c. 19 , they would have

said they meant that if upon inquiry it appeared that the pauper

had been removed to his proper parish the Sessions should have

power to correct all defects in the order; but the decision to

which I before alluded was made ten years after the passing of

the act, and at a time when Lord Chief Justice Lee, who was

peculiarly conversant in sessions law, presided here. And

though I lament that that decision was made, because it ren

ders the statute of little avail, yet it has been acted upon ever

since, and it is important to adhere to determinations respecting

settlements. Then is this an" objection of form or of substance?

It certainly is a matter of substance. It should appear on the

face of the order that the Justices who made it had jurisdic

tion: if they had jurisdiction, every fair presumption will be

made that they decided rightly : but if they had not, the pro

ceeding is a nullity. It is said however that the parish of Sew

ought not to be permitted at this distance of time to object to

the order; but there is a maxim' that quod ab initio non valet

tractu temporis non convalesces. And as this order was void

at the time when it -was made because it does not appear that

the justices who removed had any jurisdiction, it cannot have

become a valid order by the time that has since elapsed. The

general proposition indeed, that an order'of removal unappeal-

ed against is conclusive on the parish to which the removal is

made, cannot be shaken : but it must be understood as part

of that proposition that the order is not a nullity, but was made

(a) Burr. S. C. 165.
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1799. by two justices having jurisdiction to make it. The case of

-y—< the King v. Stepney is (I think) decisive of the present.

The Kino Grose J. In R. v. G. Bedwin it was holdenthat the Ses-

Thflnha- *"IonS cannot amend an order ofremoval'in matters of substance,

hitantsof Then if the former order made in 1779 could not have been

Chilvf*- amended by the Sessions on an appeal, it purpqrts to be an

scotox. or(jer maoe by two persons who, it does not appear, hail juris

diction to make it. The only way, in which this difficulty can

be obviated is by intending that they had. jurisdiction : but in

R. v. Steprtey, Lord Hardwicke, Mr. J. Page, and Mr. J.

Probyn all said that such an intendment cannot be made. This

then must be taken as an order made by two persons who had

no jurisdiction, and consequently it is not conclusive on the

parish of Sow to which it was directed.

Lawrence J. expressing some doubt on the subject, the

case was not then finally decided. But now

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, we have considered the cases

cited, and are of opinion on the authority of R. v. Stepney.,

and R. v. G. Bedwin, that the former order was a nullity, and

though it was not appealed against it is not conclusive on the

parish of Sotv.

Lawrence J. I was struck with one of the arguments at

the bar, that the Sessions might have inquired on an appeal

against the original order whether the justices who made it

were of one county or the other; and on that I hesitated at

first. But the stat. 26 G. 2. c. 27. gives an answer to that

argument ; for it might as well have been argued before that

act passed that the Sessions might have inquired under the stat.

5 Geo. 2. c 19. whether or not the justices who made an order

of removal were or were not of the quorum ; and yet the Le

gislature thought it necessary to pass the stat. 26 Geo. 2. c. 27.,

enacting that no order made by two or more justices of the

peace " which doth not express that one or more of the jus

tices is or are of the quorum shall be set aside or vacated for

that defect only ; which would not have been necessary if the

justices at the sessions could have inquired into and amended

such a defect under the stat. 5 Geo. 2.

Per Curiam, Order of Sessions confirmed.

In the vacation after this term a patent of precedence was granted

to R. Richards Esq. of the loner-Temple, to take rank next after

the Honourable S. Perceval.

And in the term John Vaughan Esq. of Lincoln's Inn was called

to the degree of Serjeant at law.—The motto on his ring was " Part-

butft legibut ambec."

END OF HILARY TERM,
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ARGUED and DETERMINED

IN THE

COURT OF KING's BENCH,

I N

Easter Term,

In the Thirty-ninth Year of the Reign of George III.

Cummins apainjl Isaac. r-iii,
* J Apia iath.

"DAYLETT obtained a rule in the last term, calling on the An annuity

^ plaintiff to shew cause why the judgment entered in this J^^"^^

cause on a bond and warrant of attorney to confess judgment 0fthe trusts

should not be set aside, and the warrant os attorney delivered (viz. that

up to be cancelled. These securities had been granted for in casc the

securing an annuity, the ground of objection to which shou'd'eave

was a defect in the memorial registered by virtue of the 1 7 the king-

Gee. 3. c. ib.s. I. in not setting out one of the trusts 'n an ^"y6 ,

indenture which was part of the assurance for the annuity ; viz. anyextn

that " in cafe the grantor should at any time leave this king- enpenceof

dom, whereby the grantee should be put to any extra expence jjj

in insuring the grantor's life, then the grantee should retain hisUf"""*

(out of a larger annuity which had before been given to the was not

grantor by another person and which was assigned to the trus- st»'edin^'>e

tee for securing the annuity in question) and pay all such extra memo,,a ■

expence as he should be put to in respect thereof."-

Abbott (hewed cause in the last term against the rule. The

annuity act requires that the memorial should contain the names

of all the parties and for whom any of them are trustees, but

it
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1799. it does not require that all the trusts should be stated. It also

. requires a statement of the annual sum or sums to be paid ;

Cummins but that only means such sums as are to be paid to the grantee

■i1^ for his benefit. Now here the grantee is to derive no pecu

niary benefit to himself from the premium of insurance upon

the grantor's life, but merely to reimburse himself the additional

expence if cast upon him. The event also on which such pre

mium is to be paid is uncertain, and depends entirely on the

act of the grantor alone, and in fact it never has taken place.

In Toldervy v. Allan [a) the question was not determined,

whether it were necessary to set out all the trusts, because it

afterwards appeared that in fact they were all stated. And in

Doe v. Dolman (b) there was an omission of the name of one

of thecestui que trusts, which brought the cafe directly within

the words of the annuity act.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. then expressed an opinion that this

trust ought to have been stated in the memorial, as the annui

tant derived an additional benefit under it. But on the appli

cation of the grantee's counsel, the case stood over till this

term ; when

Æbott admitting that he had no additional argument to offer.

Lord Kenyon said that the annuity was clearly void on ac

count of this defect in the memorial. That the clause omitted

was part of the res gestæ, which the learned Lord, the author

of the bill, had often said on the other side of the Hall ought

always to be stated in the memorial.

Per Curiam (c) Rule absolute {d).

{a) Ante, S»ol. 480. (t) H. 641.

(c) Mr. J. AJbburft was indisposed and unable to attend duriug any patt of

this term.

(</) Sec the next case.

^rtTijtk. Taylor against Johnson.

ina convey- T n replevin the defendant avowed taking the goods for a dis-

""interest tre^S ^or arrearS °' an annuity of 150/. secured upon

in an estate an estate for life. And the question turned upon the validity of

to a trustee the memorial which had been registered according to the sta

in trust for tute Qe0m ^. c. 26. The memorial, after stating the grant

annuity, it or" the annu'ty to the defendant, set forth that for better securing

was first (ii- the payment of the fame during the natural lives of A. C. K.

pulatedthat

the trustee (hould permit the grantor to receive the rents and profits till default made in.

the payment of the annuity, and then in trust for the grantee ; the memorial of the an

nuity stated the trust to be for the grantee generally, which was holden ill.

and
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and T. S. and the survivor of them, and in consideration of 1799.

iox. paid to T. S. by R. M., T. S. granted to R. M. the pre- ■ — ,

mises to hold to him for 99 years if the said A. C. K. and T. S. Taylob.

or either of them should so long live, in trust for the defend- asal"st^

ant Johnson &c. The deed when produced at the trial con-

tained a previous trust for the trustee to permit T. S. to receive

the rents and profits until default made in payment of the annuity

to the defendant, and then in trust for the defendant : and the

objection was that such prior trust was not stated in the memo

rial, which

Lawrence J., before whom the cause was tried at the last:

Shrewsbury assizes, held to be fatal ; and a verdict was taken

for the plaintiff, with liberty for the defendant to move to enter

a verdict for him if this Court should be of a different opinion.

Millts now moved accordingly ; contending that it was suf

ficient under the annuity act to state in the memorial those

trusts only which were created for the benefit of the grantee to

secure his annuity ; for in those respects only was the interest

of the grantor affected by the conveyance. That the trust in

question was not of that description, for it left the interest of

the grantor as it stood before so long as the annuity was re

gularly pai J ; and the substance of the conveyance was the trust

in favor of the defendant, which was set out in the memorial.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The memorial has not truly declar

ed even the grantee's estate and interest in the trust premises;

for it states that he has an absolute and present interest in them

when it appears to be only future and contingent. The legal

estate pasted to the trustee moulded in a certain form, and

therefore the memorial ought to have shewn in what respect it

was modified.

Grose J. was of the fame opinion, and adverted to thede-

« cision of the Court yesterday (a) as applicable to the present

cafe.

Lawrence J. The ground of my opinion at the trial was

that the memorial ought to have stated all the trusts contained

in the deeds for securing the annuity, as well those which were

introduced for the benefit of the grantor as those for the bene

fit of the grantee. For the act of parliament requiring the

memorial was passed in order to protect the interests of impro

vident men of whom undue advantage might be taken in their

distress; and therefore it was essential that it might be known

by inspecting the memorial that the grantor was entitled to the

Voi. VIII. O rents

(a) See the proceeding as*.
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1799. rents >nd profits of the estate which was conveyed until he

C -y . 'made default in paying the annuity.

Tat"* Rule refused.

agatnjl

Johnson.

SaturJty, Merryweather against Nixan.

April 13th.

if A reco- ^"\NE Starktj brought an action on the case against the pre-

verin tort V-/ sent plaintifF and defendant for an injury done by them

against two to his reversionary estate in a mill, in which was included a

and levy""' count m trover for the machinery belonging to the mill j and

the whole having recovered 840/^ he levied the whole on the present

damages on plaintiff", who thereupon brought this action against the de-

one'eannot kndant for a contribution of a moiety, as for so much money

recover a paid to his use.

moiety At the trial before Mr. Baron Thomson at the last York assizes

other^or6 tnc plaintiffwas nonsuited, the learned Judge being of opinion

hiscontri- that no contribution could by law be claimed as between joint

button; wrong-doers ; and consequently this action upon an implied

sum sit" amJmpfit could not be maintained on the mere ground that

the plaintiff had alone paid the money which had been recover

ed against him and the other defendant in that action.

Chambre now moved to set aside the nonsuit; contending

that, as the former plaintifF had recovered against both these

Sar ties, both of them ought to contribute to pay the damages.

!ut

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said there could be no doubt but that

the nonsuit was proper; that he had never before heard of such

an action having been brought where the former recovery was

for a tort. That the distinction was clear between this case

and that of a joint judgment against several defendants in an

action of assumpsit. And that this decision would not affect

cases of indemnity, where one man employed another to do

acts, not unlawful in themselves, for the purpose of asserting a

right.

Rule refused.

The case of Philips v. Biggs, Hardr. 164. was mentioned

by Law, for the defendant, as the only cafe to be found in the

books in which the point had been raised : but it did not ap

pear what was ultimately done upon it.
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Hall against Roche. ' Saturday,

° Jtpil 13th.

The defendant obtained a rule calling on the plaintiff to Ti^bail

shew cause why the bail-bond given in this cause should

not be delivered up to be cancelled, on an affidavit made by t,c delivered

the defendant, which stated that he was arrested at Rocbtster up to be

30 miles from London on the 26th of January last at 4 o'clock ^""^j,

in the afternoon by J. Carter one of the officers of the sheriff defendant*

of Kent who would not then produce any warrant though re- wasarrefled

quested, faying he had no warrant but that it was at the of- '^""jjjj

sice of Mr. Jejsery at Chatham; and that on searching at the °ny warrant

King's Bench office it appeared that the writ was not issued and bcsoic

until the 26th of January. was deliver

Marryat shewed cause against this rule. First, the ground e'dto'the "

of this application is that the defendant was arrested before the (heiift

writ was delivered to the sheriff or any warrant issued by him :

thar. fact however is not positively stated in the defendant's

affidavit'; it is orffy to be collected by intendment. And for

any thing that appears to the contrary the officer may have had

the warrant at the time of the arrest. But, secondly, even if

the fact were so, that is no reason why the present application

should be granted ; for- if the arrest be made after the writ is

sued out though before it be delivered to the sheriff, the offi

cer who makes the arrest is not liable to an action of false im

prisonment. Jones v. Greaves, 2 Lev. 19; and 2 Saund. (a)

298, 9; and O/borne v. Brookhouse (b), 3 Lev. 93. And a

known officer is not bound to produce his warrant.

Littledale, in support of the rule, •after observing that the?

cases cited were prior to the stat. 6 Geo. I, e. 21. (7), was

stopped by the Court.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. If the fact be, as is now suggested by

the counsel against the rule, that the writ was delivered to the

O 2 sheriff

(a) But according to the report of this cafe In Saunitn it is rather to be

collected that the Court did not decide this point, but simply that on those

pleadings it must be intended that the writ was delivered to the (heriffbefore

the arrest.

(i) In this as well as in the other cafe before cited a watrant was deliver

ed to the officer before the artest.

(c) The 53d section (of which (after reciting that uncier-sheiiffs make and

deliver out blank warrants to attornies and bailiffs for ariesting persons oh

mesne process without having any writ to justify the fame) enacts that if any

sheriff &c shall make or deliver any warrant either in blank or filled up in pars,

or in all before he (hall actually have in his custody the writ, &c. he (ball for.

feit 10/.—And in the $4.th section requires thai the day aud year when ttu>

writ is sued out shall be set down on the'warrant.
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1799. sheriff before the arrest and that the officer had a regular war-

^ _ j rant, it should have been stated in an affidavit in answer to the

Hall rule. But no such fact being stated in any affidavit though

*l*'"!fl the plaintiff has had time to procure such an affidavit, it must
0CDE" now be taken that the officer made the arrest without any war

rant and before the writ was delivered to the sheriff ; and if so,

the arrest was illegal. If it be established as law by the cafes

cited that it is not necessary to stiew the warrant to the party

arrested who demands to fee it, I will not shake those autho

rities: but I cannot forbear observing that if it be so establish

ed, it is a most dangerous doctrine; because it may affect the

party criminally in case of any resistance ; and if homicide en

sue, the legality of the warrant enters materially into the merits

of the questions. I do not think that a person is to take it for

granted that another, who fays he has a warrant against him

without producing it, speaks truth. It is very important that,

in all cafes where an arrest is made by virtue of a warrant, the

warrant (if demanded at least) should be produced. However,

without deciding that point, I am clearly of opinion that this

rule should be made absolute, on the ground that the defendant

was arrested before any warrant was made to the officer or any

writ delivered to the sheriff.

Rule absolute.

jpui'fih. Ogle and Another against Barnes and Others.

h ianh{f~ T~^HIS was an acti°n upon the cafe. The declaration stated

Teflel J. that the plaintiffs were possessed of a ship called the Anney

against A's, which was failing on a certain voyage &c, and that the defen-

"fj*^ge dants were possessed of another ship, called the Mton, also

may biing sailing &c, of which they had the care direction and manage-

tresipass : ment, but that they so incautiously carelessly negligently and

Wisest! s° 'nexPertly managed steered and directed their ship and took

steer hu sucn bad care of the management steering and direction there-

vessel that of that the said ship of the defendants through the mere default

of iT's fouland by reason of the negligence carelessness ignorance and un-

then case i» fkilfulnefs of the defendants with great violence and force

the proper failed against and ran foul of and came upon and against the

action. ship of the plaintiffs and struck against the said ship of the

plaintiffs with great force, so that the plaintiffs' ship was great

ly damaged &c. The second count in the declaration only va

ried
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ried from the first in stating that the defendants' ship was

under the care and direction of Barnes one of the defendants

and of certain servants of the defendants &c.

The plaintiffs having obtained a verdict, the defendant

moved in arrest of judgment, on the ground that the present

action was misconceived, for that the plaintiffs ought to have

brought trespass and not an action on the cafe.

Erjkine, Gibbs, and Alderson, now (hewed cause against

that rule. It appears from a variety of cafes, particularly

Reynolds v. Clarke (a), Howard v. Bankes (b), Day v. Ed

wards (f), Savignac v. Roome (d), and Tripe v. Potter (e),

that the distinction between the actions of trespass and cafe is

this; if the injury be occasioned by the immediate act com

plained of, an action of trespass must be brought ; but if the

injury be merely consequential upon that act, an action upon

the cafe is the proper remedy. But to support an action of

trespass there must be some act done by the defendant ; as in

Day v. Edwards, where the defendant so furiously (which

is equivalent to wilfully) drove his horse and cart that the cart

was driven and struck with force against the plaintiff's car

riage ; or, as in Savignac v. Roome, where the defendant's

servant wilfully drove against the plaintiff's carriage, in which

cafe it was holden that trespass was the proper remedy and

that an action on the cafe could not be supported. Now in

this cafe it does not appear that any act whatever was done by

the defendants : on the contrary it appears on the declaration

that the injury complained of was occasioned by their negli

gence. And in Morley v. Gaisford {/), where it was stated

that the defendant so negligently drove his horse and cart that

the cart struck against the plaintiff's chaise, it was holden

that cafe, and not trespass, was the proper remedy. Such an

injury as that of which the plaintiff complains may be occa

sioned either by the wilful act or the negligence of the de-.

fendant : if the former, the plaintiff must bring trespass; if

the latter, an action on the cafe. What was said in Howard

v. Bankes Ig) is peculiarly applicable to this cafe ; " The

plaintiff describes in his declaration a fact, which, as it comes

out at the trial, may or may not be a proper strict trespass j

it might at the trial be proved to be either trespass or case.

It

1799.

OOLI

aga'mjl

Baimi.

(a) 1 Sir. 634.

(i) iBirr. 1 11$.

(t) Aitt, 5 »ol. 648.

(d) Antt, 6 vol.

(e) H. cited l»8.

(/) % H. Bl. Rtp.

(g) xBurr. 1 11 4.
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1799. It was here proved at the trial to be trespass upon the cafe.

It it had been proved to be trespass vi et arms, the plaintiff*

must in that event have been nonsuited."

Law and Bayley, in support of the rule, contended that,

as the injury done was occasioned by the immediate act of the

defendants, the plaintiffs should have brought an action of

trespass. In Weaver v. Ward where the plaintiff and de

fendant who both belonged to the trained bands were exercis

ing, and the defendant in firing his musket casually and by

accident hurt the plaintiff, it was holden that trespass lay.

So in a cafe in 6 Edw. 4. 7. a. pi 18:, where the defendant

having a hedge of thorns adjoining the plaintiff's land cut

them, when they fell against the defendant's will on the plain

tiff's land, it was holden that trespass lay. [Lawrence J.

But I believe it was stated in that cafe that the defendant went

on the plaintiff's land, and picked up the thorns (£).] The

distinction taken by the plaintiff's counsel between wilful and

negligent acts, as applied to this subject, cannot be support

ed : to constitute trespass it is not necessary that the will of the

defendant should concur; for if A. in attempting to strike B.

by accident strike C, C may maintain trespass because the

injury is immediate. So in Scott v. Shepherd (/), where

the defendant had thrown a lighted squib in the street which

fell on a stand of wares in the market from whence, to pre

vent injury, it was thrown by a third person who thereby

struck the plaintiff with the squib and put out his eye, it was

holden that the plaintiff might maintain trespass against the

defendant who had originally thrown the squib, though he

did not intend to do the mischief that ensued.

Lord Kenycn Ch. J. It is not necessary to have recourse

to the Year Books for Cafes pr principles ori which to decide

the cafe before us.

All the authorities on this subject agree in the principle

which must govern the present case. It is clear that the mind

peed not concur in the act that occasions an injury to another :

if the act occasion an immediate injury to another, trespass is

the proper remedy: but if the injury be not immadiate but

only consequential upon the act done, there the party injur

ed

(a) Hoi. 134.

(A) Et It plaintiff vient frelhment eu le dit acre Sec et eux ptist : le quel

est mesme le trespass &c." And there no qucltion was agitated respecting

the form of the action ; the question being whether any action could be ma'..--

tained.

(/) a Bl. Res. 891 ; and 3 WUs. 403.
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ed must bring an action on the case. This is clearly establish-

ed in a variety of cases, and particularly in those cited from ^

i Strange, and 2 Bl. Rep., in the latter of which, though the ocle

Judges differed as to the conclusion to be drawn from the facts against

of the cafe, they all agreed in the principle. In Day v. Ed- Barn,s'

wards and Savignac v. Roome the defendants did an act which

was immediately injurious to the plaintiffs; in the one cafe it

was alleged that the defendant furioujly, and in the other that

he wilfully, drove his cart against the plaintiff's chaise. But

it cannot be said that in this cafe the defendants vi et armis

did an injury to the plaintiffs when it appears that they did not

do any act at all. The charge imputed to these defendants is

that they so carelessly and negligently steered their vessel that

by reason of such negligence their vessel sailed against and ran

foul of the plaintiffs'; and for that negligence they are liable

in an action upon the cafe.

Grose J. This is a motion in arrest of judgment, and

therefore every presumption is to be made in favor of the

-verdict, at least nothing is to be presumed against it. Now

the declaration does not charge the defendants with having

done any act wilfully ; it only alleges negligence, and it is like

the cafe of-Morley v. Gaisford, where it was adjudged by the

Court of Common Pleas that an action upon the case was the

proper remedy.

If the plaintiffs had sustained the injury by the wilful act of

the defendants, then this cafe must have been governed by that

of Tripe and another v. Potter (a) : there the plaintiffs brought

an action upon the case against the defendant for wilfully

rowing his boat against their net, and Mr. J. Tiates, before

whom the cause was tried at Exeter Summer Assizes 1767,

was of opinion that the plaintiffs had misconceived their ac

tion ; they submitted to a nonsuit, and afterwards brought

trespass and suceceeded : > this clearly shews the distinction be

tween the actions of trespass and cafe. On this record it is

stated that the injury, of which the plaintiffs complain, was

occasioned by the negligence of the defendants : if 0x1 the trial

it had been proved tnat it was occasioned by their wilful act,

the plaintiffs would have been nonsuited : but the jury having

found a verdict for the plaintiffs, we must consider that the

complaint set forth in the declaration was proved ; and for

such an injury an action upon the case is the proper re

medy.

Lawrence J. There is great deal of good sense in what
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Barnes.

I70_ as the present may be occasioned either by the wilful act or by

the negligence of the defendants ; it is a question of evidence ;

Ogle if the former, trespass is the proper action; if the latter, an

action on the cafe. If it had appeared in evidence in this cafe

that the defendants, had wilfully done the act, the plaintiffs

must have been nonsuited. The negligent and improvident

management of the defendants' ship does not imply that any

act was done by them : after having been guilty of the negli

gence which led to the mischief, they may have done every

thing in their power to avoid the mischief and then the run

ning against the plaintiffs' vessel may have been owing to the

wind and tide. It does not appear upon this record 'that the

defendants wilfully did the act: if the fact were so, they should

have taken this objection at the trial ; but after verdict we

must understand that that was not the fact.

Per Curiam Rule discharged.

jfyrf/"illh. Christie against Secretan.

A sentence
of a foreign r I his was an action upon a policy or assurance on goods

Comtof on board the ship The Peggy of George Town on a

U only con- vo)'age fs0m Maryland and Virginia, both or either, to Bre-

dusivehere, men. The defendant subscribed the policy as an underwriter

in an action ror 2ool. on the 31st of May 1797, and on the" 2d of June

ofanwance '797 subscribed the following memorandum written on the

asto th- cx- policy viz. " The destination of the Peggy having been al-

pressground tered, we agree to stand our respective risks on the goods in-

tentc6 bu" surefl" on tn's pt'l icy per The Mercury, direct from Virginia

noi as 10 to Bremen." There were counts in the declaration for a total

any of the ]0ss by capture of the goods on board the said ship Mercury,

(notice" in anc* for expences incurred in the suit of the plaintiffin and about

the confide the recovery of the property insured ; for money paid laid out

ration part and expended; and for money had and received. The defen-

tenctith" "t dant P,eadeci ttlc general issue; and on the trial at Guildhall

led to the at the Sittings after last Trinity term before Lord Kenyan the

adjudica- Jury found a verdict for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of

**on- this Court on the following cafe.

The ship Mercury, on board of which the goods insured

were shipped in Virginia, was in fact an American ship, and

had on bo-ird at the time of her sailing on the voyage insured

and from thence until and at the time of the capture hereinafter

mention, >i
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mentioned al! such papers and documents indicating her to be 1799.

an American as are usually carried on board American ships,

or which the French themselves deemed necessary in former C""fl';S„^11

voyages. There was also on board a muster-roll, but it was Sic»»tan.

not signed or certified by any public officer of the place from

which ihe ship sailed. There was not any warranty made to

the defendant or any other underwriter upon the subject; on

the contrary the broker, though he spoke of the ship as an

American ship, told the underwriters that he was directed not

to warrant any thing. On the 20th of May 1797 the ship

sailed with the goods on board from Virginia on the voyage

insured, and on the 22d of June following was captured by a

French privateer, The Hydra, and taken into Nantes. Pro

ceedings were then instituted before the Tribunal of Com

merce of the canton of Nantes, and in 1797 the following

sentence was pronounced by that Court ;—

" Considering the disposition of the first article of the law

of the 3d Brumaire 4th year, enacting that whenever a decla

ration of war with any nation shall give rise to the fitting out

of privateers the Executive Directory shall prescribe such clear

and precise instructions, the terms whereof will not leave any

doubt for the searching of vessels with regard to their duty and

rights, and these instructions are made known by it's decree

of the 12th J^entofe thereon following; considering that in the

fourth article of the said decree it is clear and precise ; it de

clares good prize all American ships which shall not have on

hard a musler- roll in dueform, such as is prescribed by the form

annexed to the treaty of the 6th os February 1778; consider

ing that the muster-roll of the ship Mercury is not conforma

ble to the forms prescribed by the treaty of the 6th of February

1778, or that ordered by the decree of the 12th Ventose, it

being neither dated nor signed by any public officers of the

United States ; considering that the bill of lading of the 255

hogsheads of tobacco, which was found on board, not being

signed by the captain is contrary to the 6th article of the 9th

title of the Marine Ordinances, whereby it is declared that

all such vessels on board whereof no charter-party, bills of

lading, or invoices, are found shall be deemed good prizes

together with their cargoes, as also the qth regulation of the

regulation of the 21st OSlober 1744, whereby it is enacted

that all bills of lading found on board not being signed shall

be null and considered as imperfect; that besides the 255

hogsheads of tobacco there were loaden on board the ship

Mercury
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1799. Mercury about 6000 pieces of small timber of which there

O^-v-*^ is neither bill of lading nor invoice ; considering that the

Chbistie captain has not produced any American protection, and that

Szcrz^ n accor^'ng t0 tne declaration of Abr.a Zatban mariner it ap-

' pears that the said captain is an Iristiman and that he has a

wife and two children in Ireland;—The tribunal in conformi

ty to the above-recited law adjudges and declares the validity

of the prize of the ship Mercury of the burthen of about 183

tons, with all furniture tackle implements and appurtenances ;

end likewise adjudges and declares the validity of the prize of

the goods and effei.'s whereof the lading and cargo of the said

ship Mercury consists; and all that for want of the dispatches

and sea-papers of the said captain being in regular order; on

which account /he is looted upon as belonging to the enemies of

the French Republic; the lame being agreeable to the seventh

article of the Marine Ordinances of August 1681." The

counsel of each party are with permission of the Court at li

berty to refer upon the argument of this cafe to the proceed-r

ings at large in the said Tribunal of Commerce and to the

printed copy of the treaty made between France and America

on the 6th of February 1778.

This cafe was twice argued, in Hilary term last by Giles

for the plaintiff and Part for the defendant, and now by

Law for the former and Gibbs for the latter.

On the part of the defendant it was objected that there was

an implied warranty in every contract of a{Hi ranee that the;

ship should be navigated according to the laws of the country

to which she belongs and to which she was going ; Law v.

Hollingworth, ante, 7 vol. 170, and Farmer v. Legg, ib. 186,

That though there was no warranty that this was an Ameri-,

can ship, yet that being in fact American she ought to have

had all those documents that are necessary for the protection,

of an American ship, whether required by the law of nations

or particular treaties, because the want of any one of them

subjected the ship to additional risks. Tha,t by the treaty be

tween America and France this ship ought to have had a

muster-roll (a) on board properly signed Sic ; that that was

so decided by the sentence of the French Court of Admiralty

which was conclusive here ; and that for the want of a pro

per muster-roll she had been condemned.

{«) See anir, 7 vol. 687 &c, the parts of the Treaty between Amtrica and,

TrMc and the Ordinances al Frame on this subject.

it
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It was answered, on the part of the plaintiff, that the argu- j

ment urged on the other side tended to Ihew, contrary to all ^

the decilions upon this subject, that there was no difference Christh

between a policy with and without a warranty ; that a warranty "gainst

was perfectly useless. That, if it were necessary for a (hip Seceetaw"

to have any documents on board, she need only have those that

are required by the laws of the country from and to which she

sails, and that as this ship was not bound to any port in the

French dominions, it was only necessary that she should have

on board those documents that are required by the treaty be

tween France and America. That if this were otherwise this

ship had in fact every document that is required by the treaty

between France and America : but that it was not necessary for

her to conform to the arbitrary and capricious ordinances of

France not warranted by, but contrary to, the treaty between

America and France. That the sentence of the French Court

of Admiralty being only a proceeding in rem was not conclu

sive here in an action on a policy of insurance as to the grounds

of the sentence. [But this proposition was denied by the

Court, and was given up in the course of the argument.]

That the sentence, if conclusive here as to the premises which

led to it's conclusion, did not decide this cafe j it appearing by

the sentence itself that the ship had been condemned not for

want of a muster-roll, as required by the treaty between

France and America, but merely for want of such a muster-roll

as is required only by an ordinance of France, which ordinance

is not binding on America.

Minute comments were made by the counsel on both sides

on the different parts of the sentence of the Court of Admi

ralty ; on the one hand to shew that the foundation of the sen

tence was the want of the muster-roll required by the treaty

between France and America ; on the other hand to prove that

the foundation of it was the want of the muster-roll required

by the French ordinance. And the following cafes were re

ferred to ; Bernard! v. Motteux, Dougl. 574 ; Mayne v. Walter,

E. 22. Geo. 3. B. R. Park 414. ; Barzil/ay v. Lewis, it. 410.

Tr. 22 Geo. 3. B. R.; Saloucci v. Woodmafs, ib_ 413. H. 24

Geo. 3. j Saloucci v. Johnson, ib. 415. Tr. 25 Geo. 3.; De

Souxa v. Ewer, Guildh. Sitt. after Hil. 17^9; Calvert v.

Bovill, ante, 7 vol. 523 ; and Geyer v. Aguilar, ib. $8r.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. In deciding this cafe I do not mean

to break in upon the authority of those cases in which it has

been
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1-99. keen determined that the ship insured must be sea-worthy, that

■ j she mull have a proper crew and pilot, and that (he must be na-

Christie vigated not only according to the law of nations but also ac-

a(nmst cording to the particular treaties that subsist between the coun-

"tCKETAN'try to which the ship belongs and other countries. .But the

ground on which my opinion is formed in this cafe is a very

short one. In general there is no doubt but that the sentence

of a Court of Admiralty is conclusive as to the points which it

professes to decide: it was so ruled in the cafe of Hughes v.

Cornelius (a), and that has been acknowledged to be law ever

since. But the sentence of such a Court is only conclusive on

the points which it professes to decide ; and the only question

here is what point the Court of Admiralty has decided. Now

the sentence recites many facts into which it is not necessary to

inquire; but the sole reason given for the adjudication, at the

concluding part, does not assect the cafe before us. The

French Court of Admiralty did not condemn the ship and

cargo for a non-compliance with the treaties that subsisted be

tween France and America : if they had condemned the ship

and cargo for having violated any such treaty, we should not

have been able to extricate ourselves from the effect of such a

sentence. But the short ground on which I proceed in this

cafe is that the condemnation by the French Court of Admiralty

is expressed towards the conclusion of it to be because " the

ship belonged to the enemies of the French Republic." We

cannot now inquire whether France and America were at en

mity with each other : the foundation of this sentence is that

the prize belonged to the enemies of the French Republic.—■

The French Court'of Admiralty did not condemn the ship and;

cargo because the ship had not the proper documents on board :

but after Hating a variety of matter they at length arrived at this

conclusion (whether rightly or not we cannot inquire) that the

ship belonged to the enemies of the French Republic : but

that dees not deliver the underwriters from their responsibility

on this policy of assurance. If there had been a warranty that

the ship was an American, then this sentence would have (hewn

that the warranty had not been complied with ! but there being

no such warranty, I am of opinion, for the reason before given,

that the plaintiff is entitled to recover.

Grose J. This is an action for an indemnity for the loss

of goods that were insured on board the ship Mercury, which

was an American ship having on board all necessary papers in

dicating

(a) 2 Slrw 2^1.
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dicating her to be an American \ she had on board a muster-roll, 1 yog.

though it was not signed or certified by any public officer ; it i—^-^

also appears by the case that there was no warranty that the Cums-n*

ship was an American, but that on the contrary the broker re- Se"s v

fused to warrant her to be an American: under these circum

stances, the loss having been proved, it throws on the under

writer the burden of shewing some reason why he should not

be responsible for the lose ; the reason assigned is that the ship

was lost by the negligence of the owner in not having on board

the roll-d'equipage, and that she was condemned by the French

Court ©f Admiralty on this ground. I agree with the defen

dant's counsel that it was necessary for the ship to have all those

documents on board that an American (hip ought to have ; I

also agree that the not having them on board is such negligence

in the owner of the ship as will excuse the under-writer ; and

if the ship had been condemned for the want of any such papers,

it would have been conclusive in favor of the insurer. Now,

in order to prove that the ship in question had not all those do

cuments that an American ship ought to have, the defendant's

counsel have referred to the sentence of condemnation : but in

considering that, we can only look at the ground of the sentence

itself and not at the previous reasons which are there stated ;

and the express ground of adjudication is that the ship belonged

to the enemies of the French Republic : but that does not ne

gative any fact or any circumstance that the plaintiff was bound

to prove in order to maintain his action against the underwriter.

Lawrence J. The counsel in arguing this case were led

to the discussion of many points that it is not necessary for us to

determine. At the fame time 1 think that on the former argu

ment many things were taken for granted to which I cannot

assent. Among other things it was said that the ship insured

must be navigated according to the laws of the country to and

from which she fails : but 1 rather think that that proposition is

not supported in it's extent by the cases. It is true that if the

assured bring an action here on a policy of assurance, effected

contrary to the laws of this country, he cannot recover : but

I do not know that the cafes have gone farther, and decided

that no action can be maintained here on a policy of insurance

made contrary to the revenue laws of another country (a). [

also doubt whether there is any analogy between a case like the

present and cases where there is an implied warranty of sea

worthiness.

{•) Vid. HJinan v. Ctv>J>. 341 ; and B £g' v. Lawrtr.ee, ante, 3 vol. 454.
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1799. worthiness. The latter is implied from the nature of a Gontract

\_ 11 - ) of insurance. The consideration of an insurance is paid in

Christie order that the owner of a ship, which is capable of performing

agamft her voyage, may be indemnified against certain contingencies;

Sicretan. alJ(j jt fUpp0fes the possibility of the underwriter gaining the

premium : but if the ship be incapable of performing her voy

age, there is no possibility of the underwriter's gaining the pre

mium ; and if the consideration fail, the obligation fails. Ia

the cafe of the Mills frigate ( a) it was said that the ship's be

ing capable of performing the voyage was the substratum of

the contract of assurance. So if a ship sail without a sufficient

crew, she is incapable of performing her voyage. But that is

not the cafe of a ship not having proper documents on board;

she may nevertheless perform her voyage; at least there is no

certainty that she will not, as there is in the other cafes above

alluded to. I have merely thrown out these doubts in conse

quence of what fell from the counsel on the first argument,

without meaning to give any decisive opinion upon these points.

It has been contended however on the part of the defendant

that the ship in question was condemned for not having on

board those papers that are required by the treaty between

France and America ; and if that had been the express ground

of the sentence of the Court abroad, I should have felt great

difficulty in resisting it's effect as applied to this action : but

that is not the ground of their decision. They have stated

many things that induced them to draw the conclusion that she

was the property of an enemy ; but that is the ground of the

sentence. In considering a foreign sentence lately in an action

on a policy of assurance this Court said that they could not ex

amine the premises that led to the conclusion of that sentence :

so here, we must consider the sentence itself as conclusive on

that point, but we need not examine the premises that led to

that conclusion; and the ground of condemnation is that the

(hip belonged to the enemies of the Republic. For this reason

therefore, without giving any decisive opinion upon the other

topics that have been discussed, I concur with the rest of the

Court in the judgment given.

Postea to the plaintiff.

(a) Part, J 51, &c.
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Copland and Others, Assignees of Ginger, a Th„rsjJy,

Bankrupt, against Stein and Others. 4*'u l6th-

This was an action of assuinpsit for money had and receiv- A trader af-

ed by the defendants for the use of the plaintiffs as as- J*J» '"'J*

fignees, to which the general issue was pleaded; and at the ruptcy c"n~_

trial at the fittings after last Trinity term at Guildhall a verdict signedgoodt

was found for the plaintiffs for 8 j8/. i*x. i \d; subject to the to,a fador>
• . r .% • r r % who agreed

opinion of this Court on a cafe reserved. » to advance

In October i 796 Mr. Macfarlane, as broker to the bankrupt, money

applied to the defendants to advance a sum of money upon the tnere°n.

credit of a quantity of salt, which he offered to consign to "

th:m as factors to fell on account of Ginger, which was then cepted and

said to be deposited in a warehouse rented by the bankrupt, and Paitl oill»

which had been consigned to him by different ships. To induce hinTby "he

the defendants to advance the money, and to impress them with trader; a

a belies that the quantity of salt was sufficient to cover the commission

sum Macfarlane applied for, he delivered to them a paper in */rtu\rjVard*

the hand-writing of the bankrupt, and signed by him as a cor- against

rect account of the salt according to the best of his knowledge tne trader

and belief, making it appear to amount to 439 tons and 4°™[^rfi"

bushels. After some communication between the parties the bankrupt,

defendants agreed to advance 3550/. to the bankrupt on the cy. aster

consignment of 350 tons of this salt to them for sale on his ac- ^j*

count, upon his making a regular invoice thereofcontaining an th? goods

authority for such sale. In consequence of this agreement the and reccir-

d the mo-

ey: held

bankrupt on the 24th of October 1796 made out this invoice ; td th

"Invoice of 350 tons Liverpool salt, consigned to Messrs. ti_.

Sttin, Smith and Co. by Richard Ginger, to be fold by them answerable

c was

for his account. London 24th of October 1 796, 350 tons Li- to '"cassig-

vtrpool salt in bulk at 13/. 15*.—4812/. 1 Or. Errors excepted, "^"/of the

Richard Ginger." This invoice was transmitted by the bank- goods,

nipt to the defendants inclosed in the following letter, signed by

the bankrupt ; " Messrs. Stein, Smith, and Co. London, 1 beg

leave to hand your invoice of 350 tons salt, which you will

please to receive and dispose of for my account, and pass the

proceeds to my credit. As I (hall want money before the fait

can be sold, 1 will be obliged to you for acceptance of such

dates as can be agreed on ; and I hereby promise to keep you

free of advance." On the 29th of October 1796 Macfarlane

as
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1799. as bankrupt's broker delivered the key of the warehouse in

> which the salt was deposited to the defendants'; and on the 31st

Co land of that month they advanced the bankrupt by the hands of

Stein Macsarlane 1000/., and they at the fame time delivered to him

bills of exchange drawn by their house at Lehh and accepted

by them to the amount of 2000/. more, which bills are as fol

lows ; viz. two bills dated 29th October at three months date for

500/. each, and five other billsof the samedate payable two months

after date for 150/. 175/. 2tW. 230/. 245/- making in all 2000/. ;

and the defendants on the 5th of November 1796 accepted

one other bill for the bankrupt dated 31st of October at three

months, for 550/. more, making the whole of their advances

and acceptances 3550A On the 10th of November 1796 the de

fendants' clerk went to the warehouse to look at the salt, when he

found that there was not above one-fourth of the quantity menti

oned in the invoice ; upon the defendants being informed of this,

inquiry was immediately made after the bankrupt to account for

the deficiency, who not giving the defendants the satisfaction

they required, and they conceiving that a fraud had been prac

tised on them by the bankrupt and Macsarlane, writs were issued

against them both at the suit of the defendants, upon which

they were arrested, and there was found upon Macsarlane the

defendants' acceptances to the amount of 1625/. which were

given up; and the remainder were duly paid by the defendants

making their advances on the credit of the salt 1925/. On the

25th of Augufl 1796 Ginger committed an act of bankruptcy

unknown to the defendants; and he continued publickly in the

management of his business until after the defendants advanced

him the money and bills before mentioned. On the 1 2th of

November 1796 a commission of bankrupt was awarded and

issued against Ginger, under which he was declared a bankrupt

on the 1 8th of the fame month, and his effects assigned to the

plaintiffs. In pursuance of an agreement entered into by the at-

tornies for both parties, the salt has been sold, and consisted of

76 tons and a fraction, which netted upon sale 848/. ibs. lid.

wjiich has been paid into the hands of the defendants for the

use of those who are entitled to it; and the question is, whe

ther the plaintiffs or defendants be entitled to that sum ? the

verdict to be entered accordingly.

It was mutually agreed that no advantage should be taken of

the form of the action in this cafe, which had been settled by

consent to try the question on the bankrupt laws.
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The case was argued in the last term by Wood for the plain- t yog.

tiffs and Perceval for the defendants : and now by Erjkine for '-—

the former, and Gibbs for the latter. Copland

For the plaintiffs it wascontended that by the words and spi-

sit of the bankrupt laws all the property of a bankrupt, includ

ing debts due (a) to him as well as movable goods and chattels,

vests by relation in hrs assignees from the time of the act of

bankruptcy committed by him, unless in the particular cafes

excepted by the statutes i Jac. I. e. 15./ 14. 21 Jac. 1. c.

19-/ 14. and 19 Geo 2. c. 32. / 1. And by the first section

of the 21 Jac. 1. c. 19. It is expressly enacted that " all the

statutes and laws theretofore made against bankrupts, and for

relief of creditors, shall be in all things largely and beneficially

construed and expounded for the aid, help, and relief, of the

creditors, &c." The first exception, which is in the 1 Jac. 1.

(■ 15./ 14 is, " that no debtor of the bankrupt be thereby

endangered for the payment of his debt truly and bona fide to

any such bankrupt before such time as he shall understand or

know that he is become a bankrupt." But that clause cannot

apply to the present case, as the defendants were creditors and

rot debtors of the bankrupt: there was nothing in the transac

tion which could constitute a debt from them to him, for the

i'lt which was pledged to them was not fold until after the com-

rniffion issued ; and the exception in the statute must be con

fined to payments made by such as were debtors to the bankrupt

Jt the time of the secret act of bankruptcy: but where the

whole transaction arises afterwards, the party cannot be confi

ned as a debtor of the bankrupt, because by relation the

goods fold which created the debt were at the time of the sale

the property of the assignees. The next exception, which is

by 21 Jac. 1. c lg.f- 14. applies to purchasers from the bank

rupt for valuable consideration under certain circumstances not

effecting this cafe. Lastly, the third exception, made in the

Astute 19 Geo. 2. c. 32./ 1., is equally inapplicable to this

CJfe; for that is specially limited to payments made by bank

rupts to their creditors for goods fold, or on bills of exchange

tawn, negociated, or accepted, by such bankrupts. But

-condly, even if the statute of the 1st of James were to re-

C^M.&larger construction than the words themselves imply,

Jnd if it extended to persons who became debtors to the bankrupt

sfter the act of bankruptcy committed, still it would not pro-

Vpt. VIIL P test

't

(a) Vid. I Jtt. 1. c. 15./ 13,
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1799. te& 'hefe defendants who were only sailors and not purchaser*

<-*-v~' of the goods. The goods were not sold, but only pledged, to

Copland them by the bankrupt ; therefore in no fense could they be

"g"'^ dtbtert to him. The transaction was a mere mortgage, which
SlIlw" is not within the protection of the statute: and the defendants

are still kss entitled to favour than a common mortgagee; for

they weFe to get commission as well as interest for the money

advanced by them. Neither can it be contended here that the

defendants as factors had a lien on these goods in respect of the

bills accepted and paid by them ; for a factor can only have a

lien on the goods of his principal, but the salt was the property

of the assignees, who were strangers to the transaction.

For the defendants it was argued that the rule of tejation in

the bankrupt laws, having been adopted to prevent fraud, ought

not to be used as a mean to enable the assignees to' commit fraud

by retaining both the money of the defendants and the goods in

respect of which such money was advanced. And, admitting

that the assignees had an'option to affirm or disaffirm the bank

rupt's contracts, they should be put to their election, and the

transaction if disaffirmed in part should be rescinded rn toto ;

which could only be done in this instance by the assignees re

paying the money advanced on the salt, and taking the salt

back again. The case in question falls, if not within the let

ter yet, within the spirit of the exceptions in the 1 Jac. r.

and 19 Gee. 2.; and the Court in expounding those clauses

will consider that they were introduced as just and r«afonablcr

exceptions to the severity of the bankrupt laws, and that they

are therefore to be construed liberally and beneficially, and tor

include cafes standing in pari ratione. On this principle the

Court will not restrain the word dettor in the statute of James

to one who is a debtor at the time of the act of bankruptcy

unly, but will extend it to such as become debtors at any time

afterwards before the issuing of the commission and without no

tice of any act of bankruptcy ; for the hardship is the fame,

and the reason of the exception extends equally to both. But

if this were doubtful upon the words of that act, the meaning

of these words is explained by the Legislature in the subsequent

act of the 19 Gee. 2. made in pari materia; in the preamble

of which it is recited that traders frequently commit secret acts

of bankruptcy unknown to their creditors and others with

whom in the course of trade they have dealings and transacti

ons, and still continue to appear publicly and carry on their

trade
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trade and dealings by buying and selling goods, negotiating

bills of exchange, and paying and receiving money on account i

thereof in the usual way of trade, in the same open manner as Coplam»

if they were solvent &c. The act then proceeds to provide for gf""„

part of the mischief before recited, namely, that creditors re

ceiving money for goods fold by the bankrupt or in respect of

bills of exchange, without notice of the act of bankruptcy,

shall not be obliged to refund the money to the assignees. It

is evident from the wording of the preamble that the Legisla

ture considered that they had before made provision by the i

Jee. I. for all payments made to the bankrupt on account of

goods or receipts of money by him in that respect, otherwise

when they recited the mischief they would have proceeded to

givethesame remedy as in the other cafes specified: and if the

two statutes be expounded together as making one law, and

the preamble and enacting parts of both be incorporated toge

ther, it will then appear that the Legislature, after reciting the

very mischief which has happened in the present case, and ex

tending the remedy to all debtors of the bankrupt without no

tice of the act of bankruptcy, necessarily meant to include this

cafe, which is where the defendants by accepting the goods

from the bankrupt became debtors to him to the amount of the

value when sold, and in respect thereof may fairly be considered

as having by their acceptance and subsequent payment of his

b.lls made a payment of so much to him on account within the

meaning of the act of James ; but the effect of this action is to

compel the defendants to pay the value of the goods again to

the assignees. In Drinkwater v. Goodwin (a) a factor who had

become surety for his principal was adjudged to have a lien on

the price of 'goods sold by him for his principal, although the

money was not received until after the bankruptcy of the prin

cipal, and a commission taken out and notice from the assignees

to the defendant, the purchaser, not to pay it to the factor.

Bat the case nearest in point to the present is that of Foxcroft

and others assignees of Satterthwaite v. Devonjhire and others

(4) : that which was an action of assumpsit for money arising

irom the sale of goods consigned by the bankrupt to the defen-

dants, and fold by them as factors, ' in respect of which, the

Defendants had made payments to the bankrupt on account ;

out it appeared that Satterthwaite had committed secret acts of

prior to the whole of the transaction ; and the prin-

P 2 cipal

U)Cmp. ssi. (i) 2 B*rr. 931. I Blue. RtJ>. 193; and also cited from a
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1799. cipal question was, how far those payments were protected un-

■ v 1 der the bankrupt laws. It is true that the cafe turned princi-

CorLAND pa]]y on tne ground of a misdirection of the Judge who thought

Stein. 'he transaction was fraudulent within those laws ; but Lord

Mansfield in giving judgment expressly said, that if it appear

ed to the Court clearly that on the whole no injustice had been

done to the defendants by the verdict against them, or that the

plaintiffs by another form of action could recover all that they

had got by the verdict, they would not interfere, though they

thought the ground of the verdict wrong. The Court there

fore by granting a new trial did expressly determine upon the

right of the defendants as factors to retain the price of the goods

in their hands to indemnify themselves for the payments made

to their principal on account, though after a secret act of bank

ruptcy committed by him.

In reply ; to the case of Drinkwater v. Goodwin, it was an

swered that there the goods were put into the hands of the fac

tor and fold by him before #any act of bankruptcy committed

by the principal, and consequently when he had a full right to

bind the property. As to Foxcroft v. Devonshire, it was ob

served that, so far as the point in judgment went, it did not af

fect this question; for it only decided that such a transaction

without notice of the bankruptcy was not a fraud in law ; that

though Lord Mansfield delivered an obiter dictum in favour of

the defendants, the question did not appear to have been fully

considered ; for the defendants were supposed to be protected

Under the 19 Geo. 2., which clearly does not apply to such a

cafe ; and the question was neither argued nor decided upon

its true ground, namely, the positive provisions of the Statute

Law. But that at any rate the opinion, however respectable,

could not outweigh the clear words of the bankrupt laws : nor

could any argument of hardship prevail against them, as was

said by the Court in Bradley v. Clark, (a.)

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. This cafe, when duly considered,

is not a cafe of difficulty. We ordered the second argument not

on account of any difficulty that this cafe itself presented to the

Court : but the case of Foxcroft v. Devonjhire was pressed upon

us on the former argument as a decision directly in favor of the

defendants ; and that cafe is involved in so much obscurity that

when it was cited we did not immediately fee how far it applied

to the cafe before us : but, having since had an opportunity of

examining

(a) Ante, 5 vol. 197.
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examining that case, we find that there was no point there de- 1709.

cided that will clash with our opinion in this cafe. It appears 1 —

that that cafe was not thoroughly understood on the first trial, Copland

and all that was there judicially decided by this Court was that °g"»ft

a new trial ought to be granted in order that the cafe might be

more fully investigated. It is true indeed that some expressions

there dropped from Lord Mansfield favorable to the argument

of the defendants in this case : but even if such had been his

judicial opinion, we must have examined the grounds of it,

and after paying every attention that is due to the opinion of

so great a man we must have decided according to the provili-

sions of the statutes alluded to.

A decision in favor of the defendants in the present action

would be contrary to all the bankrupt laws and to the cases

that have been determined upon them on the ground of relati

on back to the act of bankruptcy. I will not now enquire

whether or not the Legislature acted wisely in framing those

hws, nor can we decide here on the hardship of a particular

cafe: many great men have doubted of the propriety of the

whole of the bankrupt laws ; but as long as they remain in

force we are bound to conform to them. The doctrine of re

lation obtains universally through all the bankrupt laws, except

in the cases that are particularly excepted; and this cafe does

not come within either of those exceptions. The argument of

the defendants goes the length of asserting that if a bankrupt

after a secret act of bankruptcy sell or mortgage his estate, such

sale or mortgage will be valid. It is true that if no commissi

on be taken out for five years after the act of bankruptcy com

mitted such sale would be good ; there is a statute {a) limita

tion in such a case ; but in no other case can such a sale be pro

tected. In the present case the goods were delivered in Oflober

1796, but now it appears that the bankrupt by having commit

ted a secret act of bankruptcy two months before was incapacita

ted from disposing of these goods to the prejudice of his creditors

M large : this is a hard case on the part of the defendants, but

we are compelled to decide against them by positive law, and

can only say tea lex scripta est.

Grose J. The facts in this case are shortly these ; the de

fendants after a secret act of bankruptcy committed by Ginger

received goods from the bankrupt, and advanced money on

them; a commission of bankrupt was afterwards taken out;

the goods were then sold, and the money is in the hands of the

defendants.

(a) Stat. « 1 Joe. I.I. 19. /. 14.
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T799- defendants. And the question is whether or not this money by

\ law belongs to the assignees of the bankrupt. In this cafe some

Copland propositions are clear; the goods, when they came into the

StTii? nan(k °f ^e defendants, belonged to the assignees ; they were

' delivered to them to be sold on the bankrupt's account without

the authority of the assignees ; in the nands of the defendants

they were still the goods of the assignees, unless there be any

law to alter the property. After the goods were fold, the pro

duce of them belonged to the assignees, unless there be any

law to warrant the defendants to fell the goods without the

authority of the owners, and when they had fold them to put

the money into their own pockets. As a mere naked cafe be

tween A. and J5., unmixed with the fact of bankruptcy, the

Jaw is clear ; for my goods in the hands of another I may main

tain trover, and for the produce of them an action for money

had and received.

The question then is whether or not the law, either by po

sitive words or by the construction put upon them, enables the

defendants to retain this money against the assignees. It is said

that they may retain the money ; ist, As factors; 2dly, On

the true construction of the stat. i Jac. i . c, 15, or on that of

the 19 Geo. 2. c. 32.; or on the construction of both of them

moulded together and considered as one law ; and it was also

contended that the case of Foxcroft v. Devonjhire is expressly

in point to this purpose. First then, can the defendants retain

this money as factors? As factors of whom? of the bank-

rupt; the goods were not his, but belonged to the assignees,

and the defendants were not the factors of the assignees. If

the defendants had received the goods before the bankruptcy of

Ginger, there might have been a lien, and this cafe would have

been like that of Drinkwater v. Goodwin which was referred

to in the argument. But the present case is distinguishable

from that; there the factor received the goods of the bankrupt

before the act of bankruptcy, and when they belonged to the

bankrupt : here the goods were received by the defendants

from the bankrupt after the bankruptcy, when they belonged

to the assignees ; and I know of no cafe which gives a factor

a lien on goods sent to him by a person to whom the goods do

not belong. Then, secondly, is this a cafe within the stat. 1

Jac. %. c. 15., which enacts that no debtor of the bankrupt

fliall be endangered for the payment of his debt to a bankrupt

before he ftall understand or know that he is become a bank-,

rupt ? Certainly not. Here was no payment of any debt to the

bankrupt; the money advanced by the defendants was a taut
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to the bankrupt ; it was advanced after he became a bankrupt, 1799.

and the defendants were in no wife his debtors ; so that this case i_ — _j

in no respects falls within the proviso. Nor does the cafe come Copland

within the other statute, 19 Geo. 2. c. 32. The proviso in J^jjJ

the flat. I. Jac. 1. was made to protect debtors, this proviso 11 "

was introduced for the protection of creditors in respect of

goods really and bona fide sold to such bankrupt in the usual

and ordinary course of trade and dealing from the repayment

of such money as such creditors had really and bona fide and in

the usual and ordinary course of trade and dealing received. In

this case no goods were sold to the bankrupt, nor was any mo

ney received by the defendants as creditors of the bankrupt :

the goods were sent to be sold by them, but were not sold to

them ; and therefore this case does not come within this statute.

But then we are desired to read the proviso in the stat. 1 Jac.

X. after the recital in the stat. 19 Geo. 2. It is new to read a

preamble or a recital in a subsequent statute to explain a for

mer act j and if the Legislature had intended that it should be

so explained in this instance, a very few words in the latter

statute would have answered the purpose. However I will

read the two together j the preamble in the 19 Geo. 2. is this j

** Whereas many persons within the description of and liable

to the statutes concerning bankrupts frequently commit secret

acts of bankruptcy unknown to their creditors and other per

sons, with whom, in the course of trade, they have dealings

and transactions, and after the committing thereof continue to

appear publicly and carry on their trade and dealings by buying

and selling of goods and merchandizes, drawing, accepting,

and negociating bills of exchange, and paying and receiving

money on account thereof, in the usual way of trade, and in

the lame open and public manner as if they were solvent per

sons, and had not become bankrupts : and whereas the per

mitting such secret acts of bankruptcy to avoid and defeat pay

ments really and bond fide made in the cases and under the cir

cumstances abovementioned, where the persons receiving the

fame had not notice of, or were privy to, such persons having

committed any act of bankruptcy, will be a great discourage^

ment to trade and commerce, and a prejudice to credit in ge

neral :" then the proviso in the stat. i Jac. 1 c. 15. is, « That

no debtor of the bankrupt be hereby endangered for the pay

ment of his debt truly and bona fide to any such bankrupt be

fore such time as he shall understand or know that he is become

a bankrupt."
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1799. a bankrupt." Bat the answer to the argument derived from

K^s-v~sj that mode of reading the statutes is that the defendants in this

Copland cafe were not debtors to the bankrupt ; that it is not contended

agahji that the bankruptcy is to avoid or defeat any payments made to

the bankrupt for goods or on the acceptances of bills of ex

change : it is only contended that the bankruptcy is to vest the

property of the goods in the assignees, and thereby avoid any

right supposed to be vested in the defendants by the bankrupt's

selling these goods, and prevent the defendants having any lien

upon them in consequence of any act of the bankrupt after he

became a bankrupt. I had very little doubt on this cafe when

it was argued in the last term, but I was not then prepared to

answer the case of Foxcroft v. Devonjhire which was represented

to us as decisive of the present : but having since had an oppor

tunity of considering that case, I think if does not apply to this.

The question that has been agitated in this cafe was not raised

there : it might have arisen, but was not made at the trial ;

the case below was mistaken ; it was left to the jury on the

ground of fraud, but this Court thought that there was no

fraud in law, and they granted a new tiial for the purpose of

having the case further considered. Therefore I am of opi

nion that that case is no authority for the present.

Lawrence J. The only thing that raised any doubt in the

minds of the Court on the first argument was the case of Fox

croft v. Devonjhire ; but on looking into that cafe it appears not

to be applicable to the present. It has been decided in a vari

ety of cases that the legal effect of an act of bankruptcy is to

enable the assignees, when a commission is sued out, to rescind

all the contracts made by the bankrupt after the act of bank

ruptcy committed, and that relation takes place in all cases ex

cept the three that have been alluded to in the argument, and

which are excepted by the different statutes. This does not

appear to me to be one of those excepted cases ; it was a loan

of money after the act of bankruptcy committed ; and there

fore the assignees are entitled to recover in this action.

Postea to the plaintiffs.
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The King against G. Gaskin, D. D.

THE defendant, the rector of the united parishes of Saint f^Xf'"

Bennet otherw?se Benedict Gracechurch and Saint Leo- mllS to rc.s.

nard Enficheap in London, having been called upon by a man- toie)infuffi-

damus to restore "John Fulbrook to the office of parish-clerk of c,e"t\',j"
. ,r , . caule it did

the laid united parilhes, made a return to the mandamus in not nate

which he assigned several causes for the removal of trre cleric, that the

After enumerating the different causes which shewed the indc- ^^'^

cent and indecorous conduct of the cleric on several occasions, monedto

and among others that the cleric was on a certain day intoxi- answer to

catcd during divine service and incapable of performing his of- {^fo^"g0

fice and that he officiated in an improper part of the church, was re_

the return concluded thus, that " for and on account thereof moved.

/* the presence of the said J. Fulbrook and also in the presence

of the churchwardens of the said united parishes I did as such

rector as aforesaid remove and dismiss the said J. Fulbrook (torn

his place and office of parish-clerk Sec."

"Jervis took several objections to the return : but it is only

necessary to mention one, on which the Court adjudged that

the return was insufficient, namely, that it did not appear that

Fulbrook had ever been summoned to answer before he was re

moved, and consequently that he had had no opportunity of

making any defence to the charges brought against him.

Park, in answer to this objection, relied on several cases ;

I. Rex v. The Mayor £sV. os London {a), where the Court re

fused to grant a mandamus to restore P. Roberts to an office

from which he had been suspended without having had notice

to make his defence, it appearing that there was good ground

for the suspension. % Rex. v. The Mayor £3V. of Oxbridge (b)t

where a mandamus to restore was refused for a similar reason.

3. Rex v. Tidderley (r), where the same point was determined

on a return to a mandamus. There the mayor returned (to a

mandamus to restore Tidderley to the office of a burgess of a

corporation) that he had removed Tidderley at his own request;

an objection was taken to the return, and the Court said that

though the return was insufficient, yet as it appeared that the

party had no cause to be restored they would not restore him ;

and so (they said) it was ruled in Winchester's cafe. 4. Rex

v. The Mayor &c of London (d) ; where an objection, taken

to

(a) Ante, a toL 177. (i) Cvuip. J«3. («) I Sid. 14. [i) M, «6 Git. 3. B. R.
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170Q. t0 a return to a mandamus to restore Mr. Wooldrldge to the

■_ t- If office of alderman that it was not stated that the alderman had

The Kino notice to defend himself but only that he had been summoned

GAi'iifii t0 attend 'n h's p'ace as alderman, was over-ruled.—Beside*

which (it was contended that) in this cafe it must be under

stood that the clerk was not condemned unheard, it being stated

in the return that Doctor Gafkin " in the presence of the said

J. Fulbrook" &c. removed him &c. That the facts returned

must be taken to be true ; for if false, the clerk may have his

action for a false return ; and if true, he ought not to be re

stored for a mere informality, because the instant he is restore

ed Doctor Gajkin may again remove him in a more formal

manner.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. If we were to hold this return to

be sufficient, we should decide contrary to one of the first

principles of justice, audi alteram partem. The two first cafes

cited in support of this return by no means warrant the posi

tion for which they were cited ; there the application was for

a mandamus to restore ; and on hearing the whole cafe this

Court refused to grant the writ because it appeared on the par

ty's own shewing that he ought to have been removed. In the

next case cited the party must have had notice, because it ap

pears that he was removed at his own request. And in the last

cafe Mr. Wooldridge was summoned to attend in his place as al

derman, which perhaps was considered as equivalent to formal

notice. It is to be found at the head of our criminal law that

every man ought to have an opportunity of being heard before;

he is condemned ; and I should tremble at the consequences

of giving way to this principle. I have no doubt but that

Doctor Gafkin has acted on this occasion from the best mo-r

tives ; and notwithstanding our decision he will be perfectly

justified in renewing his accusation against this person and in

removing him from his office in a more'formal manner if the

charge be true.

Grose J. The offences charged on the clerk are abun

dantly sufficient to warrant Doctor Gafkin in removing him ;

but the present proceeding is informal, and the return to the

mandamus is insufficient.

Lawrence J. This was one of the grounds on which the

return in Bagg's cafe (a) was holden to be insufficient.

The Court therefore awarded a peremptory mandamus, to.

restore Fuibrook.

(o) 1 1 c». jj. ».
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1799.

Doe on the several demises of James Gregory' j^ST"*

and Diones Geere against John Whichelo. Apra 19th.

This ejectment was brought on the demise of y. Gregory The rule os

as to one undivided third part of certain premises in J**."'°iat

Suffix^ and on the demise of D. Geere as to another undivided notappiy

third part. At the trial at the last assizes for Suffix a verdict to estates

wasfound for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of this Court }"}> 1or to

a. c 11 t inheritan-
on the following cafe. CTS in fee.

Elizabeth Lemmon widow, being seised in fee of certain simplewith-

lands in the parishes of Jevington and Folkington in Suffix, by ""^"jjjjjf

will dated 12th January 1693 devised the (ame "to her son si"^ ihe

Richard Lemmon and her daughter Elizabeth wife of E. Baldy biother oC

ind their heirs for ever, provided that if her said son and ,hc vi*o\c

daughter should both have issue, then both their dividends J^to « a

aforesaid were to go to the issue of their own bodies ; but if and B and

but one of them should have issue, then the premises should go the>r hci"

to that issue, whether it be the child of her son or daughter pj^y^j

aforesaid : but if they both died without issue of their own bo- that if both

dies, then immediately to the right heir at law and his heirs h«e "Tue

for ever." On the devisor's death her son and daughter en-^ bA°£

tered and became seized of the estate by virtue of the will. <jend« to go

Afterwards by indentures of lease and release (executed after t0 tne islue

the death of Edward the husband of Elizabeth Baldy) dated °™

the 21st and 22d of November 1748, Richard Lemmon grant- if but one

ed all his undivided moiety to Elizabeth Baldy in fee, and have issue

thereby covenanted to levy a fine fur cognizance de droit jJJ^iJj^ to

come ceo &c. unto the fail Elizabeth Baldy and her heirs of KOto that

the said moiety,' which fine was thereby declared to enure to iflue" &c .

the use of the said Elizabeth in fee. Elizabeth Baldy had two

sons who died in her lifetime without issue, and also one cQ,te« tail,

daughter Elizabeth who intermarried with Thomas Allen and Matter-

died in the lifetime of Elizabeth Baldy leaving an only daughter wir^ h°.n"

Elizabeth AlUn. Elizabeth Baldy by will dated 6th October "o^ty toS

1744. devised to her grand-daughter Elizabeth Alien in see in fee by

" all that her part and parcel of freehold lands lying in Jeving- J"^*1^^

ten and folkington" &c. Elizabeth Baldy after purchasing a a covenant

moiety of the estate from her brother Richard Lemmon did not to le»y a

Hike any alteration in her will, but died intestate as to that ^jj1"1

moiety without having barred the entail of her original moiety, basc fee

fid before any sine was levied by her (aid brother pursuant to B, which

the deeds of lease and release. And upon the death of Elizabeth JjJ^j^JJJ

on the 15th of December 1748 Elizabeth Allen her confirmed*

grand- by the fine,

though that

was net levied till after the death of the releasee.
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1799. grand-daughter entered into possession of the whole estate,

^-r^j A fine was afterwards levied in Trinity term 1749 of the

I>°« moiety, wherein Elizabeth Allen was plaintiff and the said

sfcHif. Richard Lemmon the elder deforciant, but no deed to lead the

to. uses of such fine was then or at any time afterwards executed.

On the 27th of July 1749 Elizabeth Allen intermarried with

Benjamin Brooker, and died in April 1790 without issue and

intestate. Richard Lemmon the elder had issue by his first

wife one son named Richard Lemmon, and a daughter, Mar

tha, and by his second wife had issue three daughters, Ann,

Elizabeth, and Grace; all of whom survived their father.

Richard Lemmon the son afterwards died without issue and

intestate, leaving his sister Martha of the whole blood and

his three sifters of the half blood and the said Elizabeth Brooker

him surviving. His sister Martha intermarried with. John

Whichelo, and afterwards died leaving John Whichtk, the

present defendant, her eldest son and heir at law, who on the

death of Elizabeth Brooker entered irtto possession of the pre

mises which he now retains. Ann the eldest daughter of

Richard Lemmon the elder by his second marriage is dead,

leaving James Gregory one of the lessors of the plaintiff her

grandson and heir at law. Elizabeth, the second daughter of

Richard Lemmon the elder by the second ventre, died in June

1789 without issue ; and Grace the third daughter is also dead

leaving Diones Geere the other lessor of the plaintiff her only

sen and heir at law.

The question reserved for *the opinion of the Court was

, whether the plaintiff is entitled to recover the said two third

parts or either of them ; if so, the verdict to stand ; if one

only, the verdict to be entered accordingly : if neither, a ver

dict to be entered for the defendant. "

Conjle for the lessors of the plaintiff;. By the will of Eli-

%abetb Lemmon, from whom all the parties claim, Richard

Lemmon her son and Elizabeth Baldy her daughter took estates

tail in moieties, as tenants in common, with cross remainders

to their issue. Afterwards by the sale of Richard L

part to Elizabeth Baldy the whole vested in her and descended

to Elizabeth Brooker then Elizabeth Allen. And upon her

death without issue in 1 790 the question is who are the issue

inheriting under the entail created by Elizabeth Lemmon's

will ? Now the lessors of the plaintiff, one of whom is the

grandson and the other the great-grandson of R. Lemmon the

elder through his daughters by his second marriage, are entit

led each to one third, and the defendant who claims through

the
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the eldest daughter of Richard Ltmmon the elder to the .remain

ing third. It is unnecessary to consider the operation of the

fine in this cafe, whether or not it converted a moiety of the

estate-tail into a fee, for in either way of considering the ques

tion the lessors will be entitled to the fame proportion. For

it is stated in the cafe that Richard Lemmon the son (through

whose sister Martha, of the whele blood, the defendant claims

the whole) died in the lifetime of Mrs. Breaker, and conse

quently was never in possession of the estate. But all the

three sisters of Richard Lemmon the younger are equally of

the whole blood of Richard Lemmon the father, from whom

alone they must all claim, they being his heirs special per for-

iram doni. It is clearly settled that the rule of possessio fra-

tris does not apply to entails, Co. Lit. 1 5. b. For the heirs

in the entail are not to make title as heirs of the whole blood

of the person last seised, as in the cafe of lands held in fee-

simple, but as heirs to the original donee. Plowd. 57. Rat-

tbjfi's Cafe, 3 C». 42. Goodtitle v. Newman, 3 IVilf. 526.

So on the other hand Martha the sister of the whole blood of

Richard the younger cannot claim lands in fee from him who

was never seised, but can only claim from her father or grand

mother, in which case the claims of Ann and Grace her half

sisters stand upon an equal footing with her own. In either

cafe therefore the lessors are entitled to recover two thirds.

Holroyd contra admitted that he could not claim more than

one third for the defendant.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. In the cafe of estates tail the half

blood coming within the description of the entail may inherit

ascffectually as the whole blood. There the rule of possessio

fratrisdoes not apply. Neither does it in the cafe of peerages.

Nor does that rule hold even with respect to inheritances in.

fee-simple unless there be ah actual possession of the brother,

or that which has been deemed equivalent. For in that respect

there is a difference between freehold and chattel leases out

standing. In the former cafe unless the elder brother after

wards obtain possession by the receipt of rent or other acknow

ledgment, the descent will be to the younger brother of the

halt blood in preference to the sister of the whole blood : but

in the case of a chattel lease outstanding, the possession of the

tenant is the possession of the landlord ; and there the rule of

possessio fratris attaches (a). In this cafe it clearly appears

that the children of Elizabeth Lemmon took estates tail under

," hsr

 

(») ViDoe v. Keen, 7 vol. 390. Ci. Lit. IS a. and Jtitk. 14a.
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i >7gg. her w'"' But it also appears to me, if it were necestary t<J

^r-' -tj enter into that question, that the conveyance by Richard Lem-

Doe mon one of the tenants in tail of his moiety to his sister having

against created a base fee (a) that estate so created was afterwards

confirmed (b) by the fine, which though not levied until

after the death of the releasee was governed by the previous

deed to lead the uses of it.

Per Curiam. Verdict to be entered for the plaintiff for

two thirds.

(a) Vid. Marstatt T. Clarte, a Ld. Ray. 779. Die d. Tyrrtl V, Sbilsu,

3 Burr. 1 703 . and Dm d. Neville r. Xivtn, atlt, 7 vol. 176.

'J>) Vi. Slafnltu v. Stafilim, I Atk. 8.

■jtjrt'ith Beardmore against Fox.

The lessor ~T\ eplevin for taking the goods and chattels of the plain-

atfrackUrent -*V tiff in a dwelling-house in Piccadilly. The defendant,

(therebeing as bailiff of M. Blount, acknowledged the taking &c. as a

no other distress for 100/, due for one year's rent of the house on the

tltiedto". 25th of Decmber. 1797- The plaintiff pleaded in bar, ist, as

kind ofrent* t0 60/. 8s. 8d. parcel of the 100/. riens in arrear; whereupon

Js liable to issue was joined. And as 1039/. us, 4/., residue of too/.,

J°ntthr^e he pleaded a tender and refusal before the distress, whereupon

pcncesofa a"° '^ue was j°'ncd- Secondly as to the sum of 60/. 8s. 8d.

party-wall parcel of the 1 00/. the plaintiff further pleaded that before the

under stat. distress the party-wall between the dwelling-house and the

*.*78,'tho* house adjoining had been pulled down by virtue of the statute

the lessee 14 G. 3. c. 78., and that in pursuance of the statute he had

t*S'mPr0T*paid the 60/. 8s. 8d. for one moiety of the expence of rebuild-

demisei ' ing the party-wall ; and that by virtue of the statute he de

ducted the sum of 60/. 8*. 8d. out of the rent otherwise pay

able to Blount ; Blount being the owner and person entitled

to the improved rent of the dwelling-house in which &c.

The defendant replied that Blount was not the owner and

person entitled to the improved rent thereof ; on which also

issue was joined. On the trial before Lord Kenyan at West

minster at the sittings after Michaelmas term the tender was

admitted ; and the jury by his Lordship's direction found a

verdict for the defendant on the other two issues for 60/. 8x. 8d.y

subject to the opinion os this Court on the following cafe.

The
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The premises, for which the rent is claimed, consist of a 1799.

dwelling-house &c 5 and for some few years before and down 1

to the 22d of March 1787 the plaintiff and his partner Æf.

Galley since deceased occupied the premises and carried on the

business of stock-brokers and lottery-office keepers there at

the annual rent of 90/. Mr. Blount, being seised in fee of

the premises, by indenture dated 22d March 1 78? leafed them

to the plaintiff and Galley for a term of sixty years from the

25th of December then last at the annual rent of 100/. The

lease contains a covenant for payment of the rent of 100/.

" without any deduction or abatement for or by means of any

taxes rates assessments contributions impositions payments or

charges whatsoever that now are or shall or may be charged

or imposed upon the premises or on M. Blount in respect of

the fame by authority of parliament or otherwise howso

ever, the land-tax only excepted and also a general cove

nant (a) to repair the premises. At the time of granting this

lease the premises were greatly out of repair, and soon after

wards the lessees, Beardmore and Galley., made considerable

repairs and alterations therein and expended about the sum of

700L In the end of the year 1795 and beginning of 1 796 the

wall between the house and the adjoining house was pulled

down by the owner of the adjoining house, who built a new

party.wall. The expence which the 41st section of the flat.

14 G. 3. c. 78. directs shall be borne by the owner of the im

proved rent of the adjoining building or ground, and to be paid

by the tenant in possession to the person at whose expence a

new party- wall shall be built, amounted to 60/. 8;. Sd., which

sum was paid by the plaintiff to the person by whom the party-

wall was built before the time of the distress, and notice

thereof was given to the defendant and Mr. Blount. By

agreement between the plaintiff and his co-lessee Galley, dated

6sh of February 1796, reciting that they intended to dissolve

their partnership, the plaintiff undertook to convey his share

and interest in the dwelling-house and premises to Galley from

the 21st of Jpril then next for the sum of 1000/. On the 6th

of March 1796 Galley died. In May 1796 Galley's execu

tors caused the entire interest in the lease and premises to be

put up to sale by auction, and the same was bought by the

plaintiff for 577/- ior-, and the plaintiff still continues to carry

on the business in them. In August 1797 Galley's executors

conveyed back to the plaintiff the interest which Galley took

in

{<) This covenant does not vary the question. See Suntsiir t. BirUmJ,

ty.tr W. jo3.
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1 799. m premises under the agreement of the 6th of February

■ 1796, and paid him the sum of 422/. ior. being the difference

Beakd- between the sum of 1000/. mentioned in the agreement and

M0" the sum of 577/. 10s. In consequence of the pulling down

"foi. an^ rebuilding of the party-wall some expence was necessarily

incurred by the plaintiff, and he took that opportunity to make

further repairs and alterations, and upon the whole he expend

ed upon the premises at that time about 800/. in addition to

the sum which he and Galley had before laid out thereon.

The premises wpuld now let for a shop at the annual rent of

from 180/. to 200/., and the ground whereon they stand, in

dependently of the buildings, would let for buildings at the

rent of 100/. a-year. The question for the opinion of the

Court is whether upon the true construction of the stat. 14

Geo. 3. c. j8.f. 4T. Mount is the owner and person entitled

to the improved rent of the premises, and consequently liable

to bear the expence of the party-wall ; if the Court shall be

of opinion that he is, then a verdict is to be entered generally

for the plaintiff; if the Court shall be of opinion that he is

not, the present verdict is to stand.

Abbotts for the plaintiff, relied on the latter words in the

statute 1 4. Geo. 3. c. 78. f. 41., " Whereupon it shall be law

ful for the tenant or occupier of such adjoining building or

ground to pay one moiety &c to such first builder &c and to

dtducl the fame out of the rent which Jhall become due from

him to such owner under whom he holds thefame tsV," to shew

that in such a case as the present the expence of, the party-

wall must be borne by the landlord. Otherwise (he observed)

the words at the beginning of that section " owner of the

improved rent" must be construed M owner of the improved

value; which construction is not only contrary to the obvious

meaning of the Legislature and the words used but will also be

productive of an. infinity of actions. And he referred to the

cafe of Southall v. Leadbetter (aJ, where it was holden that

the Legislature intended, by this statute, to throw the ex-

pence on the landlord when the lessee takes a house at rack-

rent.

Gafelee, contra, contended that the words " improved rent"

ought to be construed the fame as " improved value j" other

wise if A. demised land on a building lease at the annual rent

of 20/., and the lessee built and did not then let the house,

the

(a) Antt, 3 vol, 458.

i
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the expence of the party-wall would fall on the landlord who 1799.

only received the small rent of 20s. per annum. Now here 1

plaintiff is the owner of the improved value; for it appears by

the cafe that the land alone is worth ioœ/. per annum and the

house another 100/., and that he only pays 100/. a-year for the

whole. He said that this was distinguishable from the cafe

cited, because there the lease was only granted for twenty-one

years, whereas this was a long lease for sixty years of which

only a few are expired ; and therefore the lessee has the prin

cipal benefit of the party-wall, the interest of the reverlioner

being very remote. At all events the landlord, Mr. B/ount,

cannot be considered as the owner of the improved rent, since

there is no improved rent at all in this cafe, there being only

one rent. If this be a cafe for which the Legislature have

made no provision in the statute, the defendant has a right to

avail himself of that omission ; since the plaintiff can only make

his demand on the landlord on the authority of the act ; and

the words at the latter end of section 41., giving the autho

rity, are "Juch owner," «*. e, " the owner of the improved

rent before- mentioned.

But The Court were of opinion that under this act the ex-

pence of the party- wall must be borne by Mr. Bhunt% the

landlord ; that if they were to put a different construction on

the statute, every lessee at rack-rent, who happened %o im

prove the house demised to him, would be liable to such ex-

pence in consequence of his improvements, which was highly

unreasonable. And (hat, if it were proper to make any alte

ration in the law in this respect, it could only be effected by

the Legislature.

Postea to the plaintiff.

The King against Dunn, Jff^

MR. GirdHeJlone a magistrate of the county of Norfolk had The 5

convicted the defendant for using engines to kill game requiring 3'

under the 5 yfnn. c, 14. ; the ad section of which provides that the party

the proceedings shall not be removed by certiorari unless the »emo»ing a

party convicted shall before the allowance of such certiorari ^n*'^'°"is_

become bound to the prosecutor in 50/. with such sufficient sure- trate into

B.R. to en

ter into a recognizance with two sureties in Jo/, conditioned to prosecute the writ with

elfect &c is not complied with by the party and his two niietics catering into a recogni

zance in 2j/. each, but it must be in the entire sum of 50/,

Vol. VIH. Q ties
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1799. ties as the convicting magistrate (hall think fit, with condi-

v^-v--*^ tion to pay to the prosecutor within fourteen days after such

The Kino conviction or procedendo granted his full costs &c (a) . The

against defendant intending to remove the conviction into this court

Du'"'' by certiorari, in order to make an application for an infor

mation against Mr. Girdle/lone for mal-practice in his office,

obtained the writ last term returnable immediately ; and en

tered into a recognizance with two sureties, each in 25/., be

fore another magistrate, and delivered such recognisance with

the certiorari to Mr. Girdlijlone (b).

Mlngay moved on a former day, upon production to the

Court of the Certiorari and recognizance, but without any

return made to the certiorari, that the writ be quashed quia

improvide emar.avit ; inasmuch as there could be no regular

allowance of it by the magistrate below unless the party con

victed entered into a recognizance in 50/. as required by the

5 Geo. 2. c. 19-/ 2, and as the statute was not complied with

by a recognizance of three persons in 25/. each. And

7be Court (after hearing Erjkine on the other fide) were

clearly of opinion that there ought to have been a single recog

nizance

{a) Tshc Court did not decide whether or not the party convicted should

give a bond pursuant to this llarq'.e before the re moral of the conviction by

certiorari into this court, no objection having been taken by Mr. Girdlestone\

counsel on that ground; and in fact such a bond was given bcfoicthe motion

was finally disposed of. See the next note.

(i) This method was taken with a view to comply with the requisites of

the 5 Geo.7.. t. to./. 1. ; throughput the whole argument it was assumed that

this statute applied to the present cafe ; and the attention of (he Court was

never called to that point. But it may admit of doubt how far that assump

tion was warranted; for the title of the act of 5 Gto. 2. is " to oblige justices

of the peace at their general or quarter sessions to determine appeals made to

them according to the metres of the cafe notwithstanding defects of form &c,

and to oblige persons suing soith writs of certiorari lo remove orders made tut

such ofstall into B. R to give security to prosecute the same with effect." The

1st sect, reciting that " in many cases where justices of the peace are em

powered to make judgments or orders great expences have been occasioned

by reason thatjneb judgments or orders have on appeals to the quarter sessions

been quashed on objections to form &c" enacts " that asm all appeals to be

made to the quartet sessions against judgments or orders made by any justices

as aforesaid, such justices dull uponjmb appeals cause any defect of form in any

such original judgments or orders to be amended without costs &c, and pro

ceed to examine into the merits Sec.'' Then the second section (on which this

question turned) reciting that "writs of certiorari have been procured tp

remove jueb judgments or orders into B, R. in order to discourage and weary

out the parties by delays and expenecs" enacts " that no certiorari shall be

allowed to temore any suet judgment or order, unless the party prosecuting

filch certiorari, .before the allowance thereof, shall enter into a recognizance

with sufficient sureties before a justice of the peace of the county or place or

before the justices at their quarttr sessions vbere sueb judgment er order stall

lave ieei given, or before one of the judges of x?. S. in the Jum of 50/., with con

dition to prosecute the same at his own costs with effect &c. Now the sta

tute of Ann on which the conviction was sounded gives no appeal to the quar

ter sessions; but only requires the party removing the proceedings by certio

rari into this court to " become bound to ibe person prosecuting the fame in the

(urn of 50/. with two sufficient sureties &c.
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nizance of the defendant and two sureties in 50/., and that 1799.

the recognizance taken in 25/. each was not a sufficient com- ^y^/

pliance with the act os parliament. The Kino

Erfiine then contended that the effect of this would not be against

to make the rule absolute for quashing the certiorari, because Dv,IN-

the writ itself had been properly sued out, as it must be, before

the entering into the recognizance ; but that the party convicted

was still at liberty to tender a sufficient recognizance to the

magistrate, who would be thereupon bound to allow the cer

tiorari, and then the Court would have the conviction regu

larly returned before them.

Mingay resisted this ; contending that the writ before sued

out was functus officio, and no further proceeding could be

had upon it ; and that no other writ could now be sued out

as the time was expired, which is fix months after the con

viction by 1 3 Get. 2. c. iS.s. 5.

Per Curiam. The writ of certiorari itself was properly

issued, but we cannot proceed upon it till it has been regularly

returned to us: and the party suing out the writ has no right

to call upon the magistrate to allow and return it, until he has

entered into a proper recognizance such as the statute re

quires. Here it appears that no such recognizance has been

entered into, and therefore we cannot compel the magistrate

to make a return to the writ. We cannot however quash the

writ or take any further notice of it till it has been properly

allowed and returned.

rule discharged.

On a subsequent day in this term (a recognizance pursuant

to the statute of the 5 Get. %. c. 1 9./ 2. having been in the

mean time entered into and returned with the conviction into

this court) Erjkine obtained a rule calling on Mr. Girdle/font

to (hew cause why an information should not be granted against

him under the circumstances disclosed,

Q.2
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8<*n<kj, The King azainst Clarke.
April 20th. * J

On a ques- rT"*His was a conviction on the e, Ann c. 14./ 4- for keep-

tionofqua- J_ jng and using a greyhound for the destruction of game

I' defendant without being duly qualified. The record of conviction re-

sor killing turned into this court by certiorari, set forth the information,

fame the (which negatived the qualifications contained in the stat. of

convicting t^e o2 and 27 Car. 2. sr 25.) the summons to appear, the de.

maygroimd fendant s appearance, and plea of not guilty, the examination

their opi- upon oath of the informer on the 29th September 1798, in the

™nb°.fnhls presence and hearing of the defendant, wherein trie informer

qualified on deposed that on the 14th September 1798 at &c. the defendant

the fact of *« did keep and use a greyhound to kill and destroy the game,

ant'shaVin" ancJ 1^at (the inf°rmer) a"d ^eres"w fad defendant

on a former course and kill a bare with thesaid greyhound &c ;" and further

day sworn « that the defendant had not then any lands or tenements or

Income^st an? otner cstate °f inheritance &c of the clear yearly value of

10 an eflate one hundred pounds &c" negativing specifically each of the

under ioc/. qualifications enumerated in the stat. Car. 2. The convic-

ThTon t'on t*ien Proceec^e<' 38 follows ; " and it duly appears to us

Acting ma- tne said justices in the presence of the said defendant that he on

giftrates the 22d March 1 798 at &c. before B. F. and B. C. {a) &c.

""S^1.^0^ commissioners appointed by '< an act for granting to his Ma-

canriction jeu<y m an^ contribution for the prosecution of the war,"

the whole then and there acting as such commissioners did make a de-

dencefor" c'arat,on m writing signed by him that his annual income did

and against not exceed 50/. and that the said defendant was then and

the defend- there examined by the said commissioners, and then and there

Mt' upon his oath deposed that the value of the whole lands tene

ments and estate of the laid defendant was then 70/. a-ycar and

no more ; and it further duly appears to us the said justices

in the presence of the defendant on &c. that the said commis

sioners on the said 22d March 1798 agreeably to the direc

tions of the act &c. did rate the defendant, being then both

owner and occupier of the whole of his lands &c. at one and

a half year's rent of his said lands &c. amounting to 105/. and

that the defendant then and there stated upon oath before the

said commissioners that 17/. a-year interest money was then

payable out of his said lands &c. and did then and there claim

to be allowed the fame as interest paid for money charged

upon his said lands &c. and that the fame was then and there

allowed

«. («) The justices before whom the defendant was convicted.
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allowed to the said defendant &c. and was deducted from the 1799.

said 105/., and that after such deduction he then was and still is k^y^J

assessed at 88/. and no more. And the defendant on &c. be- The Kino

fore us the said justices admits that he made the said declarations against

and claim of allowance &c. and received such allowance, and Clarki-

that the value of his said lands &c. has not increased since the

time of making such declarations &c. and that he has not since

the said 22d of March 1798 acquired other lands kc. and

that the said 17/. a-year interest money is still payable out

of his said lands &c. The conviction then proceeded to state

that the defendant, being called upon to make his defence,

said that he was possessed of an estate in the parish of Whitgift

of the yearly value of too/, and upwards, and produced A. B.

a witness, who said that " he knew the defendant's said estate /

and he thought the same worth 100/. a-year, and that he the

witness would give ioo/. a-year and upwards for it; but ad

mitted that he would not swear that the defendants said estate . *

was worth 1 00/. a-year clear of reprizes ;" and the defendant

being here questioned by us the said justices whether he will

produce any witness to prove that his said lands tenements

and estate are of the yearly value of 100/. clear of all reprizes

did not produce any such witness &c. and did not require any

farther time &c. Wherefore &c.

Chambre objected to the conviction, because it did not ap

pear that the facts on which the magistrates adjudged that the

defendant was not duly qualified were properly in evidence

before them ; they having relied upon a prior transaction which

happened before themselves when acting as commissioners for

another purpose, but which ought to have been established on

oath at the time of the conviction before the magistrates in

the presence of the defendant, in order that he might have had

an opportunity of controverting or explaining it. On the

other hand it appears that the witness produced by the defend

ant at the time of the conviction swore to the defendant's being

possessed of an estate of 100/. a-year and upwards, and that

he would give that rent for it; and (he observed that) it could

not be expected that he should swear to it's being worth that

sum above reprizes, nor was it necessary. Besides, even ad

mitting that there was proper evidence before the magistrates

ofa deduction of 1 7/. a-year out of the 105/. the value assessed

by themselves on the former occasion, it does not appear but

that this was on account of simple contract debts («J.

Law,

W InWrfkri'/r. Hall, B. R. M. (in. 3. it was IioUrn that an estate,

thtrenti of which were reduced under 100/. a-year by paj ing the ioterc ft of

» œmtgagt, gi,c no qualification for killing game.
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1759. Law, Heywood, and Danser, contra were stopped by the

i_ Court.

The Kino Per Cur'iam (a). It must be taken pro confesso that the

Clarke defendant at the time mentioned in the conviction when he

was before the commissioners on the amount of his income had

not then an estate of 100/. a-year in value. It is evidence out

of his own mouth. And the witness adduced by him did not

contradict this, even if he were credited to the full extent of

what he deposed ; for he would not undertake to say that the

estate was of that value clear of reprixes. And as to the deduc

tions being on account of simple contract debts, the contrary

appears by the defendant's own shewing; for he claimed the

allowance before the commissioners for the interest of money

charged upon his ejiate.

The Court at the fame time testified their approbation of the

manner in which the convidtion was drawn up ; in which the

magistrates had not simply stated, in the terms of the act of

parliament, that the defendant had kept and used the grey-

hound for the purpose of killing the game, but had set forth the

particular evidence of his having so done, namely, that the

witness had " seen him course and kill a hare with the said

greyhound"; and had also set forth all the evidence for and

against the defendant upon the question of his qualification.

And they recommended this as a precedent to be followed in

future; expressing themselves much dissatisfied with the gene

ral mode of stating the evidence which had been practised in

these cases (b).

Conviction affirmed.

(«) Absent Lavirttu J., who was fitting in the Court of Chancery this day

(i) Vid. R, v. Hartley, Cald. 175, and Rex v. Thtmffin, ante, % vol. 18.

where convictions stating the evidence generally were holden good. But in

Lmet'i case, ante, 7 vol. 152., though the strict legality of that mode of Hating

the evidsnee was admitted because there had been so many decisions, the

Uourt reprobated the practice very strongly, and granted a rule nisi for an

information against the convicting magistrate for not having stated all the

rvMcnce given on behalf of the defendant : but the rule was afterwards dil-

thaiged, it appealing that he had acted by mistake.

J/rln^A Lepine and others Executors against Barratt.

if th- piin- f~HJRNEYshewed cause against a rule for setting aside pro-

renderedYn" ceedings on the bail-bond on payment of costs, on the

time, hut ground that the bail had surrendered their principal in time.

the bail

omit to give legnlar notice of it to the plaintiff, in consequence of which he proceed

upon the I ail-bond, the bail may apply to set aside the proceedings on payment of colUs

e.en after execution levied and the money is in the stiexitPi hands.

First.
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First, he objected, that there was no notice in writing of th« , -q„

render, which was required by the practice of the Court, and ^ _j

without which the plaintiff was not bound to take notice of Lmm

it. 2dly, That there was no instance where the Court had *gai*Ji

granted such a rule even on payment of costs after execution Ba"att*

levied on the judgment obtained against the bail; and that

here the debt was levied and in the hands of the sheriff ; and

that in Manning v. Turner (a) the motion was made before 1

execution issued. 3dly, That the Court would not grant such

1 rule in a case where the plaintiff cannot be put in as good a

situation as before the laches of the bail, which could not be

done here, inasmuch as the defendant had since made away

with his property and was in prison.

Garrow and Esptnafse, in support of the rule, said it was

never too late before the money got into the plaintiff's hands

to make this application upon payment of costs. It was true

that regular notice had not been given of the surrender of the

principal, and therefore in strictness the proceedings against

the bail were regular. But they stated circumstances from,

whence it was to be inferred that the plaintiff's attorney had

notice of the render in time, which was an answer to any

supposed hardship in the particular case. (This however was

afterwards denied by the defendant's attorney in an affidavit.

Per Curiam. According to the established practice of the

Court, if the principal be rendered in time, but no regular

notice has been given of it to the plaintiff, who thereupon

proceeds against the bail, the latter are entitled \>f course to

be relieved upon payment of all the costs incurred by their

own laches. There is no distinction in this respect whether

the application be made before or after execution issued ; but

the loneer the delay, the more costs they will have to pay.

There is no reason why the rule shoule not apply to this par

ticular cafe.

Rule absolute.

(*) 8 Mod. 280. which was cited on obtaining the role nisi.
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The Honourable S. H. Lumley, Administrator dc

bonis non of the Honourable Captain T. Lumley,

against E. Sutton.

Tf,1^™Pti"D rr^ms was an action ofaflumpfit brought by thedirection of

actuallycn JL the court of Chancery to try, ist, Whether or not the

board at the plaintiff were entitled to a captain's (hare of certain prize-money

time of a amounting to 1416/. 13*. iA. in respect of his Majesty's fliip,

entitled 'to V,si one °^ tne f°,uadron commanded by the late Commodore

piizc-mo- Johnftone ; 2dly, Whether or not the defendant were entitled

ney, tho" t0 such share of the prize-money. On the, trial at the West-

Mthetime, m'nster Sittings after last Trinity term a verdict was found for

and though the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of this Court on a special

another of- case.

b en sent ^n J^aguft 1 780 the defendant was appointed by the Lords of

on board to the Admiralty captain of the I/is, and in March 1781 he sailed

.omrnand wjtn several other ships under the command of Commo.

,he lp- dore Johnstone on an expedition against the Capt of Good Hope.

On the 1 6th of April 1781 the fleet, having been attacked by

a French fleet in Port Praya Bay, put out to sea in pursuit of

the enemy and returned to Port Praya on the 2Cth of April.

On the next day Commodore Johnflone put the defendant under

arrest to be tried by a Court Martial on a charge of misconduct

on the 1 6th for disobedience of orders and signals, and appoint

ed Captain Lumley, then master and commander of the Oporto

to command the I/is until a Court Martial could be holden on

the defendant ; and on the fame day he appointed Mr. Linz.ee

to command the Oporto. On the 2d of May 1781 the com-

modoie sailed from Port Praya, the defendant remaining on

board the Ifis in a state of arrest, and on the2istof July 1781

his fleet captured lome Dutch (hips in Saldanha Bay, Captain

Lumley then and until the id of June 1782 acting as captain

and commander of the Ifis. The cafe then stated the sailing

ot the Ifis to the East Indies, with Captain Sutton on board,

where in June 1782 he was superseded by Sir E. Hughes, his

return to England, trial, and acquittal, his action for dama

ges against Commodore Johnstone, and the result of those

proceedings. [See ante, 1 vol. 493, et seq.; and 1 Bro. P. C.

76. 8vo. edit.] It then slated (inter alia) his Majesty's war

rant, dated May 20th 1 796, to the Registrar of the court of

appeals fur prize causes, directing that the proceeds of the

prizes
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prizes taken at Saldanha Bay should be divided " between i

the army and navy employed in the said expedition &c ;" and <—

that in pursuance of his Majesty's proclamation, dated the Lu

27th of December 1780, the commanders of ships should

transmit to the Commissioners of the Navy a list of the names

of all the officers seamen &c and others who were actually on

board at the time of the capture, and that such list should con-

rain the quality of the service of each person on board &c.

The case then stated that Captain Lumley transmitted a book

or prize-list to the Commissioners of the Navy, signed by him-

lelf as " acting captain", containing the names and quality of

all the crew on board the I/is at the time of the capture, in

which list Captain Lum/ey's name was not inserted, but in

which that of Captain Sutton was inserted as captain : but

in another " list of supernumeraries borne for wages and

victuals" the name of Captain Lumley was inserted as "acting

captain". That in the pay-book of the I/is, signed by Cap

tain Ntwnham who succeeded Captain Lumley, Captain Sutton

is entered as captain of the I/is from the 28th of August 1780

until the 2d of June J 782, during which time Captain Lum

ley was in the list of supernumeraries for wages and victuals,

and from which time until the 3d of September 1782 Captain

Lumley was entered as the captain. That the fame entries

were made in the muster-book of the I/is, delivered to the

commissioners of the Navy, and also in the purser's muster-

book. That the defendant received his pay as captain of the

Jfis from the date of his commission until the Jay of his acquit

tal, the 1 ith of December 1783, and had the usual allowances

for servants during that period as captain of the ship. That

neither Captain Lumley or his representative has ever re

ceived any pay for his services on board the I/is : but if

his muster-liooks flop-books and other accounts during the,

time he acted as captain on board that (hip were delivered

and regularly passed, an order for payment must by the usage

of the navy be obtained from the Lords of the Admiralty, and

his representative would be paid from the 2ist of April 1781

to the 2d of 'June 1782 as any other captain of a King's ship

of the lame rate ; from the 2a of June 1782 he would be paid

for his services in the ordinary way without any order from

the Admiralty, if his muster-books flop-books and other ac

counts were delivered and regularly passed. The cafe also

slated that in 1785 the late Lady Scarborough, the administra

trix of Captain Lumley, brought an action for Captain Lumley %

(hare
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1799. share of prize-money against the prize-agents, who filed their

Wi -v*—J bill of interpleader in Chancery and for an injunction ; and

bVJahtjl conseo,uence °s fhe proceedings of that Court the present

LvMLtT action was directed to be brought.

Hartley., for the plaint iff, after stating that the question de

pended on the King s proclamation (a) dated the 2d of January

1781, and the King's warrant, founded on the act of parlia

ment (i), contended 1st, That the defendant was not entitled

to the share of the prize-money in question, and 2dly, That

the plaintiff was. First ; The defendant was not the com

manding officer or captain of the I/is at the time of the cap

ture within the meaning of the words of the proclamation

" captain or commander actually on board". A captain or

other officer is not from the mere circumstance of his being

corporally on board at the time of the capture entitled to prize-

money ; he must be acting in the capacity of captain in the

particular station. In Wrmys v. Linz.ee [c) it was holden that

the plaintiff, a captain of marines who was on board the Sur

prize frigate at the time of a capture, was not entitled to share

prize-money as captain, because he did not belong to the

Ihip's complement, and that he could only (hare as a pastenger

on board. So here the defendant was not commanding officer

of the I/is within the meaning of the proclamation, because

at that time he was suspended ; during his suspension he was

not responsible for the management of the ship, but the whole

responsibility was then thrown on another person, Captain

Lumley. The principle on which the cafe of John/lone v.

Margetson (d) was decided is alfa applicable to this cafe : there

it was holden that a flag-officer, who after given orders

to one of the ships under his command to fail on a cruise re

ceived an appointment to another command, was not entitled

to share in the prize taken by the ship so sent out by him to

cruise, though no other flag-officer was appointed to succeed

him ;

(o) The King's proclamation, which iflued on the breaking out of the

war with the Dutch, said that all piites taken should be distributed among

the captors " for the entire benefit and encouragement of our flag-officers

captains commanders and other commissioned officers in our pay, and of the

seamen marines and soldiers on board our said ships and vessels at the time of

the capture"; and it directed the commanders of ships taking prizes to trans

mit to the Commissioners of the Navy a true lift of the names of " all the

officers seamen marines soldiers and others ivbt Tutrt aclually et board our ships

and vellels of war under their command at the time of the capture ; which

lift lhall contain the quality of the service of each person on board and be

. lubsciibed by the captain or commanding officer."
(4) 21 Gn. 3. c. 5. (<•) Dtugl. 324.

(j) 1 //. m. Rif. 261.
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him; and it was so decided on this ground that the (hip was 1799.

not actually under his command at the time of the capture. ^/v>j

If it be contended that the defendant is entitled to the money Lum.r Y

in question because he was entered as captain of the Ists, it 'Sa'"fi

may be admitted that he was entitled to his pay. If the title UTr

to pay also conferred a tide to prize-money, the fame argu

ment would equally apply in favour of Captain Lumley who

was also entitled to his pay. But pay is given as a remune

ration for services : whereas the title to prize-money depends

on the words of the King's proclamation founded on the act of

parliament. Secondly; The plaintiff is entitled as represent

ing Captain Lumley, who was captain of the IJis, and acting

onboard as such at the time of the capture. He was appoint

ed to the command of that ship by a person having competent

authority, and is therefore entitled to the profits belonging to

that situation. And the circumstance of his having no com

mission from the Admiralty to command the Ists is immaterial,

because the distribution of prize-money under the King's

proclamation is intended as a reward to those by whom the

duty is actually performed. Captain Lumley, having been

ordered bv the commander on that station to leave the Opartt,

cannot claim any prize-money as captain of that ship because

he was not actually on board her at the time ; and therefore

it would be peculiarly hard on him to decide that he cannot

have the captain's share of the prize-money belonging to the

lfii; since in that case he would lose the prize-money alto

gether.—It was also said that the usage of the Navy was in

favour of the plaintiff's claim.

Wttd contra. The defendant answers every part of the

description of the person entitled to the prize-money as captain

of the Ists within the meaning of the King's proclamation.

He was an officer in his Majesty's pay at the time of the cap

ture; he was rated in the boolcs ; was entitled to pay as cap.

tain; was actually on board at the time of the capture; and

in the lift transmitted to the Navy Board according to the di

rections of the proclamation Captain Lumley himself inserted

the defendant's name as captain. He was then captain of the

lfii under a commission from the Admiralty, which was 1101

revoked until after the capture. And though he was at that

time suspended by the commodore's orders, the effect of that

suspension could not be to deprive him of any of the advantages

belonging to the situation of captain in the event of his being

afterwards acquitted by a Court-martial (a). No arrest civil

or

. [') Vid. Stllm V. Join/lout, ante. I vol. 508, 539 ; and Jibnsinc T. S*Utn

aeiror, ib. 316.
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1997. or military, nothing short of a removal from office, cjn hat-c

V.-v _f the effect of depriving a person of the profits of an office with

Lvui.ey which he was legally invested. It is admitted that the defend'

^W'f ant is entitled to his pay as captain ; and there seems no rea-
utton. fon why he should not also be entitled to prize-money. Is the

case of Wemyss v. Linnet be at all applicable to this cafe, it

is in savour of the defendant ; because it shews that a person

in the situation of Captain Lumley, who was entered on the

supernumerary list, can only be considered as a passenger on

board and entitled to share prize-money in the fifth class men

tioned in the proclamation " of other persons on board assisting

in the capture." Xhe consequences of a decision in favour of

• the plaintiff may be prejudicial to the service; for then a flag-

officer may put the commander of any ship under arrest and

appoint a favourite of his own in his stead with a view of giv

ing him the profits arising from captures.

Hartley in reply. There is little weight in the defendant's

last argument, because a flag officer, though he has the power

of arresting or superseding any of the officers under his com

mand, cannot act arbitrarily or maliciously; if he do, the offi

cer superseded may either bring him to a Court-martial or

recover damages against him in a civil action. The question

in this cafe must depend on the true construction of the pro

clamation and not on the acts of Captain Lumlcy; and there

fore he cannot be prejudiced by the returns he made to the

Navy Board : he was bound to transmit the list which he sent,

but that cannot preclude him from any advantages to which

by law he is entitled under the proclamation.

Lord Ken yon Ch. J. If the question were which of the

two officers was the most worthy to receive the prize-money

in dispute, it would be difficult to decide, because they were

both officers of great merit and distinction in their profession ;

for though a cloud hung over the head of the defendant for a

certain time his character was re-established by the sentence

of the Court-martial by which he was honourably acquitted.

But the question before us depends on the act of parliament

modelled by the King's proclamation ; and whoever answers

the description in the proclamation is entitled to the prize-

money. In considering this question it is necessary to attend

to the different dates stated in the cafe; On the 21st of April

1781 the defendant was put under arrest ; on the 2ist of July

in the fame year the capture was made which is the ground of

the present contest ; and the defendant was not superseded until

the month of June in the following year. The title to prize-

money
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money does not depend on the actual exertions of the captor. 1799.

It cannot be contended that every temporary absence ot' the t_-C—1

captain from the deck will deprive him of the profits of a cap- I.omlet

ture ; he may be disabled by wounds or any other sickness from "?'""/'

making any exertions, and yet 111 such cale he mult mare in

the captures that are made. Here it appears that at one time

the defendant was put under arrest, and that at a subsequent

time he was superseded : but in the interval between those

two periods who was the captain of the Isa actually on boaid ?

All the evidence disclosed in the case tends to shew that the

defendant was. I admit that Captain Lumley ought not to be

prejudiced by any list that he may have inadvertently made:

but here it appears throughout that the defendant was return

ed as the captain of the (hip, and that Captain Lum/ey's name

was only mentioned on the supernumerary list. I agree, ac

cording to the case of IVemyss v. Linzee, that every officer

who may be accidentally on board at the time of a capture is

pot entitled to (hare the prize-money as sucb officer; but the

person who stands on the ship's books iri the situation of cap

tain of the ship and who is actually on board at the time of the

capture is entitled to the captain's share of the prize-money ;

and here the defendant answers that description. It is admit

ted that the defendant is entitled to his pay as captain during

his arrest ; and I cannot fay that he was captain on board for

one purpose and not for another. Suppose it had been made a

question whether or not Lord P'tgot were entitled to his pay

during the time he was under arrest ; there is no doubt but

that it would have been decided in his favour, for he conti

nued governor though the hand of violence had laid hold of

him. Here the defendant continued captain on board the

ship, and is therefore entitled to the emoluments of his station

though he had no opportunity of exercising his power. In de

ciding this question, we cannot consider the hardship of the

case: but even if we could, the defendant does not appear in

an unfavourable light ; it turns out the defendant was put under

an arrest either by the mistake or by the violence of the, temper

of the commodore, for he was honourably acquitted by the

Court-martial ; and it having been decided (I take it for grant

ed on proper grounds) by the Court of Exchequer-Cham

ber (a) that the defendant could not maintain any action

against the commodore, it would be extremely hard on the

defendant that he should also lose the profits of his office dur

ing the time he was under arrest. However I disclaim form

ing

(«) JUmsient v. Stlkt, in error, anit, 1 vol. 544.

t
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1 799. m£ my opinion upon that ground, but on the ground that the

defendant comes within the description in the King's procla-

Luhlii mation of being the captain of the J/is actually on board.

^.""•fi Grose J. The defendant comes within every part of the

U,T0N' description of the person entitled to share prize-money as cap

tain within the proclamation ; he was rated as captain, regi

stered, and returned as such in the monthly books, and he was

actually on board when the capture was made; and during this

time Captain LumUy only considered himself as a supernume

rary. It would therefore be most unjust to deprive the de

fendant of the prize-money. •

Lawrence J. All the facts stated in the cafe tend to "

shew that the defendant continued to be the captain of the I/it

during the time of his arrest, and that Captain Lumley was not

to have all the advantages to which the captain of a (hip is

entitled. The latter did not go on board as the captain of the

ship, he was only rated for wages and victuals : but the regu

lar captain of a (hip has several other emoluments, one of

which arises from the number of servants he is entitled to have.

It is not necessary that the captain should be on deck giving

orders, to be entitled to priae-money; for in cafe of sickness

on board he would be entitled to prize-money, though the first

lieutenant gave the orders during the engagement.

Postea to the defendant.

TæfUj. Garrels and Another against Kensington.

jlfril 43d.

A warran- 9 I tHE plaintiffs declared upon a policy of insurance, which

<y of Da*ijt they as agents for Frederick Wejierman and Martin

fDenmark V""dt "used to be effected for their principals on goods va-

being then lued at 2900/. on board the ship Dispatch at and from St. Tha-

a neutral mas to the Havannah, Danijh ship and property ; and they

l°""c of stated tnat 'b* prosecution of the voyage insured the ship

fnsi»ancc° with the goods on board was in a hostile manner attacked

on (hip and taken and carried away by persons unknown. At the trial be-

hadcii"" *°re Lord Kenyon at Guidball a verdict was found for the plain-

be conclu- tiffs, subject to the opinion of this Court on the following cafe,

lively dis- The defendant subscribed the policy for 200/. on the cargo, of

ascntence' the ^'P dispatch, warranted Danish Jhip and property, on a

of Trjourt voyage at and from St. Thomas to the Havannah. F. fVeJler-

of Admi-
lalty condemning the (hip and cargo because the master and crew had broken their neu-

tiality in the course of the voyage insured by forcibly rescuing the (hip which had been

seized and carried into port by a belligerent power for the purpose.of search. Any forfei

ture of neutrality by the wilful act of the assured or of the master &c, after the com-,

mencement of the voyage insured, it a breach of such a warranty.

man
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man and Al. Vttndt, who were owners of the (hip, and interest-

ed in the property insured- to the amount stated in the declara- ^J^^

tion, were Danijh subjects residing at the Danijh Island of St. OAlBELS

Thomas, and the (hip had on board a register, sea-letter, and agn^ji

general clearance from the Custom-House Judge and Com- Kinsino-

mandant, and the captain's letter of instructions, being the 10 '

(hip's papers usually carried by Danijh ships. The loss arose

by capture as stated in the declaration ; the circumstances at

tending which loss are disclosed in the following sentence of

Condemnation given against the ship in the Britijh Vice-Ad-

miralty Court at St. Domingo, upon a suit there inllituted

upon the relation of Thomas Whits Esq. commander of his

Majesty's sloop of war the Pelican ; " And now on this pre

sent 9th of November ljq"J, Mr. Advocate- General having

moved for the judgment of the Court, his Honor the Judge,

after going through the whole of the evidence, and considering

that it thereby appeared That the said neutral (hip Dr/patch,

with the cargo on board, being Danijh property, had been

under the authority of the laws of nations and of war, and

agreeably to existing treaties, stopped and detained by "John

Gafctyne Esq. commander of his Majesty's stoop Pelican, and

by him sent towards the port of Mole St. Nicholas for the

purpose of being legally examined under the command and

direction of Dennis Barret a midshipman of the said sloop Pe

lican, as prize-master, with two seamen ; that on the near

approach of the said ship to the harbour of Mole St. Nicholas

aforesaid the (aid master supercargo and crew of the said (hip

Dispatch had in direel violation and breach of their neutrality as

Danijh subjects and contrary to the law of nations and the

faith of treaties violently and forcibly at a preconcerted signal

seized and taken possession of the said ship and her cargo from

and out of the hands and possession of the said Dennis Barrett

and his two seamen, and had retained possession thereof till

again captured by a certain French privateer ; and that the said

lhip Dispatch and her cargo were again captured and taken by

his Majesty's said sloop of war Pelican, then under the com-i

mand of Thomas White Esq. the relator in this cause; and -

after stating his reasons at large he was pleased to adjudge and

decree that the said neutral ship or vessel called the Dispatch,

hertackle&c and the goods &c onboard her taken and seized

by Thtmas White Esq. commander of his Majesty's said sloop

&c, were and are good and lawful prize ; and to order

adjudge and decree that the same be confiscate and condemned

0 our sovereign lord the Kiflg, to the use of the said Thomas,

White.
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1799. ^biti &c relators in this cause; and that the same be now

sold and the monies distributed &c". As soon as the above

Cmiti sentence was known to the assured they abandoned to the

KtNMNc underwr>ters' The question for the opinion of the Court is

roN. whether the plaintiffs areentitled to recover; if so, the verdict

to stand ; if not, then a verdict to be entered for the defen

dant.

Park for the plaintiffs. The question is, whether the war

ranty of the ship and cargo being Danijh has been complied

with ; as to which the cafe states that the owners were Danijh

subjects residing in the Danijl) Island of St. Thomas, and that

the ship had on board all the papers usually carried by Danish

ships ; and the sentence itself states that the property was neu

tral and Danijh. But if it be contended that the sentence

which condemns the ship and cargo for a breach of neutrality

is conclusive, it may be answered that it is only conclusive as

to the grounds on which the sentence itself proceeds, as was

said in Calvert v. Bovill (a)i where the French Court of Ad-

v miralty having condemned an American vessel as good prize

for reasons stated in their sentence which this Court thought

did not necessarily lead to such a conclusion, they held that such

sentence was not conclusive evidence against the warranty of

neutrality. Now here the sentence does not negative that the

ship and cargo were originally neutral, but only states facts

from whence the Court concludes that (he afterwards forfeit*

ed her neutrality ; which facts when examined do not war

rant that conclusion. For it is no where stated that Danijh

ships arc bound by any treaties with England to submit to be

searched, much less to be violently taken possession of and

carried out of the course of their voyage into our own ports

for that purpose. Nor does it appear upon reference to the

treaties subsisting between the two countries that any such

right exists. [Here the Court intimated their clear opinion

that the sentence of condemnation by a Court of competent

jurisdiction, having expressly adjudged that the ship by the

acts stated had broken her neutrality, and ailed contrary to the

laws ofnations and thefaith oftreaties, had concluded that ques

tion, and that they could not examine into the propriety of the

conclusion.] Park then referred to the case of Saloucci v. John

son (£) as in point. There ^Tuscan ship warranted neutral was

taken by a SpaniJJj vessel and condemned on the grounds that

file had refused to be searched and had resisted with force, and

that she had no charter-party on board : but this Court held the

underwriters

{a) AmUt ■] vol. 523. {t) S, R. Trin. »$ Ctc. J. PtrV , Imsnr.
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underwriters liable notwithstanding the sentence, which was 1799-

unfounded upon the face of it, because by the law of nations fc- «

(the only law upon which it purported to be founded) a neutral

Ihip was not bound to submit to be searched. This therefore kinsino

appears on the face of the sentence to have been an illegal act ton.

of the captors to which the Danijh captain was not bound to

submit ; and consequently the sentence is not conclusive against

the warranty of neutrality in this cafe. But even if such a

right of search did exilt by particular treaty between the two

countries, at most the act of the captain in resisting the search

would only amount to barratry, for which the underwriters arc

liable.

Scarlett contra. In every warranty of neutrality there is an

implied undertaking on the part of the assured that the ship shall

so conduct herself during the voyage as not by any voluntary act

to forfeit the privileges of neutrality, without which such a

warranty would be nugatory. This includes an undertaking

tiwtthe (hip shall be navigated according to treaties. The un

derwriter in these cases receives a smaller premium upon the

faith that the risk will be diminished by the character and con

duct of the ship in this respect. It follows therefore that if the

benefit of neutrality be wilfully forfeited the underwriter is dis

charged; and he may put that fact in issue. Now here the me

dium by which he proves it is the sentence of condemnation,

which being a sentence of a Court of competent jurisdiction

and grounded on that very circumstance is conclusive between

the parties. As to the law of nations respecting the right of

search, it is at least a disputed point; for Vatel (17), after stating

that this right was formerly controverted, but had always been

infilled on by the great naval powers, and mentioning'an instance

in which France had insisted upon it against Queen Elizabeth,

concludes with saying that at the time when he wrote resistance

of neutral vessels to search was alone holden a ground of con

demnation. This cafe is distinguishable from that of Sahucci

v. Johnson ; for there the sentence of condemnation did not

purport, as here, to proceed on the ground of particular trea

ties; and therefore it was competent to the Court to examine

whether the grounds there stated were warranted by the law of

nations. But here the sentence expressly alleges that the breach

of neutrality was in violation of the faith of treaties, as well

45 of the law of nations; and the Court of Admiralty were

the proper judges of the treaties between the countries.

Vol. VIII. R After

(«) 3 vol. 144. 8t» Fmei edition.
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1

i -gg. After the argument it was observed by the defendant's coun

ts—v——i set that there was no count as for a loss by barratry, and there-

Gakrels fore the plaintiffs could not at any rate avail themselves of any

K?""kg Rut-'ft'on of that kind : but that the defendant was ready to

ton. wave the want of such a count in order that the opinion of the

Court might be taken on the principal question.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. If the parties wish to have a second

argument, I shall not object to it; but at present it appears to

me that the plaintiff is not entitled to recover, notwithstanding

the cafe of Saloucci v. Johnson. That cafe profesied at last to

proceed on this ground that the arbitrary ordinances of one

country ought not to conclude the rights of other parties, and

that courts of justice ought to proceed on the acknowledged

law of nations and on the existing treaties between the differ

ent states. But that cafe is important in another point of view ;

it lays down certain other principles to which I accede, namely,

that though it is not necessary that a ship warranted neutral

should continue neutral during the whole voyage, because if

she be neutral at the time of sailing the breaking out of war

on the next day will not discharge the underwriter, yet the ship

must not forfeit it's neutrality by the misconduct of the parties

on board. Now in this cafe thef ship and cargo were warrant

ed to be Danijh ; and the ca(e of Saloucci v. Johnson fays that a

sliip, that is warranted neutral, must be so conducted as not to

forfeit it's neutrality. Then was this ship so conducted ? In

order to decide that question we must look to the sentence of

the Court of Admiralty ; that sentence, which we cannot re

view, has expressly stated " that the master and crew of the

ship Dispatch in direct violation and breach of their neutrality

as Danijh subjects, and contrary to the law of nations and the

faith of treaties, violently" seized and took possession &c. If

we had constituted that Court, perhaps we should have drawn a

different conclusion from the facts there stated : but we are now

concluded by that sentence ; and so it was holden in the late

cafe of Cbrijiie v. Secretan. Therefore conformably to that

cafe, and not contradicting that of Saloucci v. Johnson., I think

that the defendant is entitled to our judgment. With regard to

the question concerning the right of searching neutrals ; be

fore the late armed neutrality it was considered in this coun

try, and so decided in many cafes, that the right of searching

neutrals was part of the law of nations} and it was supposed to

be founded on reason.

<?ROSE.
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Grose J.—This (hip, though not in term* warranted to be

neutral, was so warranted in effect; for she was warranted

Danijh, for the purpose of having the advantages of neutrality.

Then if warranted neutral, she should have so conducted her

self as not to lose it's neutrality : but, on looking into the sen

tence of the Court of Admiralty, we find that the only ground

of condemnation was her having done a certain act indirect vio

lation and breach of her neutrality and contrary to the law of

nations and the faith of treaties. Then for the purpose of this

insurance the ship was not Danijh, and consequently the plain

tiffs are not entitled to recover.

Lawrence J. The plaintiffs' argument, founded on the

cafe of Saloucci v. Johnson, proceeds on a supposition that a

point was there decided that was not determined ; it was not

there decided that this Court can review a sentence of the

Court of Admiralty adjudging that a ship has forfeited her

neutrality, for there it was not adjudged by the Court of Ad

miralty that the ship had forfeited her neutrality. But looking

into the grounds of this sentence, we cannot but see that the

(hip was condemned for having violated her neutrality and act

ed contrary to the law of nations and the faith of treaties.

With regard to the other point ; there is no count in this de

claration for a loss by barratry.

Postea to the defendant.

 

Busby and Another again/I Fearon. %lu'i$

ARule having been obtained, calling on the plaintiff to Service of a

shew cause why the proceedings in this action should not Jdto the*"

be set aside for irregularity, on two grounds, iff, Because theiheiiffof

writ which was directed to the sheriff of Northumberland ;N'rl'b'm:

was served in Newcaftle-upon-Tyne out of the county of Nor- ^"fy".

thumbtrland ; 2dly, Because the action ought to have been u^-Tym

brought in the Court of Conscience at Newcastle, the plaintiff hcld

having admitted that the cause of action only amounted to "J^"'^

l/. I $S- ; this couit

Wigley now shewed cause against it. In answer to the first soradt!>c

objection, he relied on the case of Kelly v. Shaw (a), where

the service of a latitat in Middle/ex
was holden to be good. As not sue in

to the second objection ; he said it did not follow that, because »«y inferioir

R iR a ^
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1799. the demand was less than 40*., the plaintiff could not sue in

<rf~v^w the superior courts ; to deprive him of his right of suing here

Buiav it should appear that he might have sued in an inferior court.

™ v- Ifoodward, Ante, 6 vol. 175, and Welch v. Troyte, 2

H. Bl. Rep. 29. But here, as the cause of action arose in

Middlesex and the defendant resided at Newcastle-upon-Tynt, the

plaintiff could not have sued in the court at Newcastle, the

cause of action not arising within the jurisdiction of that court.

Wood, in support of the rule, insisted 1st, That a writ which

was directed lo the sheriff of one county had no force out of

that county ; and 2dly, That though the common law courts,

(e. g. county courts) could only hold plea where the cause of

action arose within the jurisdiction, yet that in the Courts of

Conscience created by act of parliament the plaintiff may sue

the defendant if the latter reside within the jurisdiction. And

if so, that the Court would stay the proceedings here, the

debt being under 4OJ. Kennard v. Jones., ante, 4 vol. 495;

and Wellington v. Arters, ante, 5 vol. 64.

The Court, on the authority of the case of Kelly v. Shaw,

overruled the first objection : but, it not appearing what juris

diction the Court of Conscience at Newcastle had, the matter

stood over to a future day. On the last day of the term it was

stated that by the terms of the act of parliament, creating the

court at Newcastle, that Court could not hold plea unless both

the plaintiff and the defendant resided within the jurisdiction,

and therefore the Court discharged the rule, the plaintiffs in

this action residing in Middlesex.

Rule discharged.

h;a»-<-j,*, ^ne King against The Inhabitants of Saint

Afru W'*». Mary Lambeth.

a master, * I "he Court of Quarter Sessions for the county of Surry

td 'to l°''ve" -I SuaJhe<* an order of two justices, by which Mary Wal-

liis house tm was removed from Saint Mary Lambeth to Saint Martin-in-

seven <!avs t/}e- Fields, and stated the following case for the opinion ot this

before the C { .

r-nd ot a

year for I uC

which he

hid hired a

lerrant, told the latter that he haJ no further accafion for her services, and paid her the

whole year'* wages: the master would otherwise have kept her, and (he was unwilling to

leave the service -.—Held a dispensation of the service for the test of the veer.
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The pauper M. Waltcn a single woman, being legally settled

in the parish of Saint Martin, on the 15th of January 1797 L -^-jj

hired herself to one T. Ser/e of the parish of Saint Paul Co- The K]Na

vent-Garden in the county of Middlesex for a year from the against

18th of that month at the wages of seven guineas ; (he went T^'"j1jl"

into his service on the 18th of January, and continued in it St mary

until the nth of January following, when an information Lambeth.

having been laid against her master for keeping a gaming-house

he quitted his house and told his servants (and the pauper

amongst them) that he had no longer any occasion for their

services, and then paid the pauper her whole year's wages.—

The master would have kept the pauper but on account of his

being so obliged to quit his house, and the pauper was unwil

ling to leave his service. She then left her master's house and

went to her sister's, and did not engage herself in any new ser

vice until after the year expired, though from the time that her

wages were paid she considered herself at liberty to go where

(he pleased.

Garrow and Marryat in support of the order of Sessions.

The question in this cafe is whether the master dispensed withN

the pauper's service for the last seven days in the year, or whe

ther both parties agreed to put an end to the relation of master

and servant before the expiration of the year. Now it is ma

nifest from the cafe stated that neither party wished to put an

end to the contract, it being expressly stated that the master

would have kept the pauper had he not been obliged to quit his

house, and that the pauper was unwilling to leave his service.

And the circumstance of the master paying the whole year's

wages (hews that the master and servant acted upon the suppo

sition that they were bound by their contract to the end of the

year ; although the master on account of his own situation

dispensed with any further service. And these cases were reli

ed upon ; R. v. The Inhabitants of Richmond, Burr. S. C.

740 ; R. v. The Inhabitants of Saint Bartholomew, Cald. 4S. ;

R. v. The Inhabitants ef Saint Philip Birmingham, ante a vol.

624. ; and R. v. The Inhabitants of Saint Andrew Ho/born,

ib- 627.

Fielding and Best contri. The present case is distinguisha

ble from those cited. In R. v. Saint Philip Birmingham Mr.

J. Afohurst said there was no evidence of the consent of the

servant to dissolve the contract ; " it was a wrongful act of thi

mistress, which was submitted to, but not agreed to, by the

servant." And the case of Saint Jndrew Holborn was de

cided on the fame ground. But whatever rule may formerly

have
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1 7QQ. ^ave Preva''ed on tn's subject all the cases cited on the other

^_ _ _ _, side have been considered by this Court in several late detenni-

Thc Kino nations, in which (as well as in a prior cafe R. v. Castlechurch,

ogamft Burr. S. C. 68.) a contrary line of decision was adopied, the

Titailtsof Court strongly leaning against constructive services. Those

St. Maky late cases are R. v. Grejham, ant/, 1 vol. joi ; R. v. Gran-

Lambuth. tham, ante, 3 vol 7,54; R. v. Ciayhydon, ante, 4 vol. 100;

and R. v. Wbittlebury, ante, 6 vol. 464. In the first of them

the master insisted on turning away the servant and threw down,

his wages which the latter took up and went away, staying

away six days ; this was holden to be a dissolution ot the con

tract ; the Court faying that the payment of the wages by the

one and acceptance by the other shewed the consent of both to,

put an end to the contract. In the second the master turned the

servant out of doors three days before the end of the year, and

the next day paid the servant his wages to the end of the year

on the servant's threatening him ; and it was ruled rhat the con

tract was thereby dissolved though the servant left the masters

service contrary to the express request of the master," the

Court saying there was no animus revertendi in the servant. In

the third case the servant went away a lew days before the end

of the year without leave to get, another place, on his return

the master insisted on turning him away and paid the wages up

to that time ; that was holden to be a dissolution of the contract,

" though the servant wished to have stayed out the year."

There Lord Kenyan, aster lamenting that the words of the act

of parliament had not been strictly adhered to in these decisions,

said " But \ do not know that it has ever been decided that a

settlement was obtained unless by conjlruflion the relation between'

master and servant continued during the whole year" ; and his

Lordship relied on that which was the ground of decision in R.

v. Grejham, saying " both parties did that which put an end to

the contract ; the one paid and the other received the wages."

In the fourth, cafe above alluded to, the servant being taken ill

five days before the end of the year went to his mother's and

sent for his wages, which were paid, except ys. which was de

ducted for the remainder of the year ; and that was holden to be a

dissolution of contract. These late cases (a), therefore, shew

that the circumstances of the servant leaving the master and

actually receiving his wages before the end of the year have

been considered as decisive proof of the intention of both par-

' ties.

(a) See also R. v. Tbifileln, ant;, 6 vol. l85-
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tics to dissolve the contracts, whatever withes may have been I79q.

entertained by either party before. Both those circumstances ■ •

concur in the present case ; and after the payment of the wages The Kino

the servant was no longer under the control of the mailer, i-fuintn

During the last seven days she certainly was not in the actual bitants of"

service of the master; nor was she constructively in his service, St. Mait

because he could not have compelled her to return to him. Lam»it«.

^/ord Kenyon Ch J. If this point were not encumbered

with decisions, and we were to resort to the words of the act of

parliament on which thequestion arises, I should perhaps yield to

the arguments of the counsel in support of the rule. Or if the

cases cited by them proved the point for which they were cited,

I should be strongly inclined to adopt them on this occasion.

But it has been frequently said here that it is of great impor

tance that decided cafes should be adhered to ; and on this sub

ject in particular I applaud the rule stare decifis. The cafes cited

by the counsel on both sides are nine in number ; and though

they approach each other very nearly, there is a line of distinc

tion between the four that were relied upon by the one side and

the five that were cited by the other. I cannot distinguish the

present case from the four that were cited by the counsel in sup

port of the order of Sessions; and it was decided in each of

those that it was a dispensation with the service and not a dissolu

tion of the contract. Perhaps I should have had some difficulty

in saying in some of those cases that it was only a dispensation

with the service : but it is sufficient to say that those cases were

so decided, and having been so determined they ought not now

to be shaken. But the cases cited by the counsel on the other

side are distinguishable from those, because in them the contract

was dissolved by the mutual consent of both parties. The dis

tinction between the different sets of cafes is certainly a very

nice one : but I think that this cafe must be governed by the

four to which I first alluded ; and if this be a question of evi

dence, it appears that the Sessions, by their determination,

hire impliedly found that the parties did not consent to dissolve;

the contract.

Grose J. I have frequently wished that, in decisions on

this subject, the Court had always been as strict in requiring a

service for the whole year as they have been in requiring a

hiring for a year, because then no question could have arisen on

constructive services. As however a different rule has been

pursued, and as nice distinctions have been introduced in cafes

•f (bis kind, in deciding this cafe we must endeavour to find

out
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1799. out and adopt that case which most resembles the present. And

V j I think that this most resembles the four cafes that were first cited.

The Kjno In some respects this is like that of R. v. St. Philip Birmingham ;

The Iota ^or 1 consider that the si-rvant was wrongfully turned away; the

bitams of tnaster could not continue any longer in his house, and the ser-

St. Mait vant insisted on having her whole year's wages, and though (he

Lambctu. received all her wages (he was unwilling to leave the service :

now if it be considered that (he was dismissed against her con

sent, there could be no dissolution of the contract by the

consent of both parties.

Lawrbnce J. I think that the four cases first alluded to .

ought to govern the present.

Lord Kenyon then expressed a wish that the justices at the

sessions would in future find the fact whether or not the parties

put an end to the contract before the expiration of the year.

Order of Sessions confirmed,

^/'Sh.The KlNC 4t*& The Inhabitants of St. Mary

Lambeth.

A man had rTTIwo justices by an order removed "John Taylor from the

a tenement parish of St. Olave to the parish of St. Mary Lambeth,

loAyearin t>om ^e county of Surry. The Sessions on appeal confirm-

A. in which ed the order, suhject to the opinion of this Court on the fol-

^^"^[v sowing case,

and famsl'y6 J°bn Taylor the pauper about four years ago took a tenement

constantly at the yearly rent and value of 12 guineas in the parish of St.

jesided for ]tfary Lambeth, and continued tenant thereof until the 29th of

yean) but September 1707. He resided in that tenement with his wise and

he occaCon- family from the time of taking it until the 24th of June 1797,

ally slept in when he took a lodging for the convenience of his business, at

hadWano?hcr the rent of 8/- 10s- a-ve»r> >" tne Parish of St. Mary-le- Bine,

tenement where he occasionally flept, leaving his wife and family at

under 10/. the house in Lambeth. Both tenancies expired on the 29th of

'•hkhhe September 1 797. The pauper slept sometimes in Lambeth

had lately parish, and sometimes at his lodgings in St. Mary-le-Bone,

taken for and for above 40 days in the whole upon the tenement

ionvTnTent in St- Mary-le- Bine, and he slept there the last 30 nights of

canying on that tenancy. His wife and family never accompanied him, or

nf his bull- slept

ness; and *

upon the

vhole he flept in B. above 40 days, and particularly or the last nijlit uhen both the te»

D»neici c*pi:ed: held that bis settlement was in £.
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flept at the lodging in St. Mary-le-Bone, but remained at the 1799.

house in Lambeth until about three weeks previous to Michael-

mas-dzy 1797, when she went away and took the furniture The Kmo

away with her. The Court of Quarter Seslions were of opi-

nion that the pauper's settlement was in St. Mary Lambeth, "^aot" os'"

Lewes, in support of the Order of Sessions, said that the St. Mart

pauper's home during the whole time of the tenancies remained * mbith.

in St. Alary Lambeth, where his wife and family were, and his

sleeping in St. Mary-le-Bone was only accidental and occa

sional; which distinguished this from other cafes of the like

kind. But

The Court said there could be no doubt but that the pauper's

settlement was in the parish of St. Mary-le-Bone whtre he

had a tenement of above the annual value of 10/. when join

ed to the other in Lambeth, and in which former tenement he

had resided on the whole above forty days, and where he had

slept the last night. The question was too plain for argu

ment.

Fielding and Best were to have argued against die order of

Sessions,

Both orders quashed.

The King against Neale, s<,t.rjay,

v April 37th.

This was a conviction by two justices against the defen- jt iSOnly

dant on the 5 Get. 2. c. 20. tor piloting the ship Nojlra necessary to

Seignera up the river Thames without being duly licenled. '"j^*.^

The conviction stated that the defendant on the 22d of fa- f"nderV

mtary 1799 at &c. did unlawfully take upon himself the charge (?,»• c. zo.)

of the ship Nojlra Seignora belonging to Corunna in Spain

&c. &c, then and there being employed in the foreign trade „„ "he

and entered at the Custom-house London inward from Corunna shames »

aforesaid, (negativing the ship's being employed in the coal

trade or other coasting trade) as a pilot up the river Thames,

he the said defendant not being then licensed by the Master —Having

Wardens &c. of the Trinity- House ; contrary to the form of fi<"*«l her

the statute &c, whereby the said defendant had forfeited "^ymhtT

W/. &c. person may

It appeared by the evidence, which was stated at large in '«"»°v« hcr

the conviction, that the vessel had been piloted up the Thames p°r™,°"he

by a regular pilot of the name of Ross to Limehoufe- Hole, river to

where he left her before she was moored ; that she was forced "other,

upon the mud there by a southerly wind, and lay there for

four days in a very awkward situation ; that she lay a-ground

with
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I7 with the stock of her anchor under her bottom on the fourth

^_ - day, a"d there was great danger in leaving her there till the

The Kino ''de ebbed again. It further appeared that for three days pre-

agaiuft vious to her being moved application had been made for pilots

Hiaii. for fevera] other ships (though not for this vessel) but none

could be found. That under thefe circumstances the consignee

of the vessel in question employed the deltndant, who was a

waterman and not a pilot, to remove her from Limehouse-

Holc to Cherry Garden-Stairs which lies further up the river

about a mile and an half, which was accordingly done, (the

evidence being that he unmoored her &c,) the defendant ma

naging the helm, but no canvass being up ; and that she was

properly moored there by the defendant. It was further stat

ed that the navigation of the river from Limeboufe- Hole to

Cherry -Garden- Stairs is very difficult and dangerous, but that

no accident happened upon this occasion ; and that the vessel

might have been removed to the pier either immediately above

or below Limehouse-Hole- and have been perfectly safe without

going any further. The justices upon this evidence convicted

the defendant in the penalty of 20/.

ftfarryat for the defendant referred to the cafe of The King

v. Lambe (a) as decisive of the present. That indeed was a

conviction for piloting a ship down the Thames without license,

- fcnd this is for piloting up the Thames : but the fame construc

tion of the two acts of parliament (b) on this subject which

ti e Court then adopted applies equally to the present case j

namely, that those acts only attach on Slips in the course of

tneir navigation on the river. Here the vessel had complied

with the legislative regulation in taking in a licensed pilot at

the outward terminus to bring her up to Limehouje-HoJe; and

it ought not to be objected to the defendant that, because the

pilot had neglected his duty in not mooring her properly, he

was not at liberty afterwards to navigate the vessel into a

place of safety without the owners being obliged to incur again

the expence of another pilot. He also stated an objection in

p3tnt of form to the conviction, that the information did not

negative that the defendant was a Dover or Deal pilot (c), but

only alleged that he was not a pilot of Deptford Strondy

'hough the former are licensed as well as the latter. Bat he

laid he was the less anxious to insist upon this objection, as it

was

(») Ann, 5 ^6- (*) 3 On. 1 . f. 13. and 5 Geo. 1. 1- 20.

(c) Vide / 12. of the last statute which refers to aud laves the privileges

Hunted ;o these pilots by the loimer statute.
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was the wish of the (hip-owners to establish their right by the 1799.

judgment of the Coutt to move their vessels from one place \_, _j

to another in the river without incurring the expence of em- The Kino

ploying a licensed pilot, which it very considerable. N^u!
Brji contra. As to the objection of form ; it is only necef- LAL**

sary in the information to negative those qualifications which are

introduced in the enacting clause creating the offenco and giv

ing the penalty : but the qualification referred to is introduc

ed in a subsequent proviso referring to a former act, and there

fore can only be insisted on as a matter of defence. He avow

ed that the object of this conviction was to assert the general

question of right on behalf of the licensed pilots j but he con

tended that this cafe was distinguishable from that of R. v.

Lambt. There the (hip was not in the course of her voyage,

but had completed it, and had discharged part of hercargo : here

she was (till in the course of her voyage, never having been

brought to her proper moorings. There too, the vessel was

Only moved a small distance down the river by her own crew ;

whereas here the defendant was employed in the special cha

racter of a pilot for the purpose. This cafe comes within the

general mischief against which the Legiflature intended to

guard, namely, the danger to the lives and property of the

subjects from unskilful persons attempting to navigate vessels

upon the Thames* the navigation of which was known to be

very hazardous, and is so (fated by the Legislature in the pre

ambles to the statutes in question. But the construction con

tended for goes to exclude the whole os' the river from the

operation of the law, although that was the principal object of

the regulation. The termini mentioned in the act of Gee. 2.

are not named as connected merely with foreign voyages,

bat for the express purpose of including every vessel navigat

ing within those limits ; and the naming of them does not in

dicate that the (hip must pass beyond them. Where an of

fence is created within a particular jurisdction, it is not neces

sary that the party should offend over the whole district, but

an offence committed within any part of it subjects him to

the penalty. The necessity for the regulation is stronger

within than beyond the limits of the river, because the dangers

of (hoal water and narrow passages where vessels may meet

are greater. But the object of the Legiflature would be de

feated if, when a (hip was once brought into the river, (he

might afterwards be navigated within the limits by unskilful

persons. And the words of the act of Geo. 2. seem to ex

clude
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i -no. dude such a construction ; for they first exclude the navigat-

y^^^j ing of vessels by unlicensed pilots " down the river or through

The Kino tne north channel &c." and the like construction must take

«;««/> place with respect to piloting up the Thames. The word or

NiALE. is tnere exclusive of the subsequent words of description ; so

that the navigating up or down the Thames is not necessarily

connected with foreign voyages.

Lord Ken von Ch. J. If it were necessary for us to ex

pound the act of parliament according to the prosecutor's con

struction, I think that the act ought to be immediately re

pealed. It appears that the ship in question was piloted up the

liver Thames, and after the pilot left her was moored, that she

was afterwards in imminent hazard of being lost, that though

inquiries had been made for three days before for other ships

no pi Tot was to be found, that the defendant, who was com

petent to the purpose, was employed to remove her from a

place of danger to a place of safety, and that he accordingly

removed her without setting a sail and without doing an injury

to any other vessel ; and now this is complained of as a crime

within the act of parliament that has been alluded to. To be

sure if the law in express terms said that this was an offence,

we mult so adjudge it, leaving it to the Legiflature to make

such alterations in the law as to them might seem proper.

Not many years ago the cafe of R. v. Lambe was determin

ed by us ; and I take it for granted that the present cafe is

brought forward in order to give us an opportunity- of review

ing the judgment which we then gave; I have reviewed that

opinion, and still think that that case was properly decided ;

and I am also clearly of opinion that it is a case in point for

this purpose. It would be a monstrous proposition to esta

blish that not one of the numerous vessels lying in the Thame-s

could be removed one yard in the river without a licensed

pilot; and yet that would be the necessary consequence of the

construction of the act contended for by the prosecutor in this

case.

Gross J. I adhere to the opinion we gave in the case of R.

v. Lambe. An attempt however has been made todistinguisti

that case from the present by saying that there the vessel was not

in the course of her navigation, whereas here she was : but that

distinction is not founded in fact ; from the facts here stated we

must understand that the ship had been moored before she was

moved by the defendant, for it is stated that he unmoored her,

Thi.5.
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This fliip had been navigated up the river as far as Limehouse 1 799-

Hole by a regular pilot ; being afterwards in a dangerous situa- ^—-v—>

tion the defendant removed her to a place of safety, and it is The Kino

said that by so doing he has incurred a forfeiture under the act if"A'fj,

of parliament; but I am clearly of opinion that he has not.

Lawrence J. According to the prosecutor's construction

of this act the cafe of R. v. Lambe was improperly decided ; for

according to his construction a vessel cannot be moved in any

part of the river without a regular pilot. But I think that the

Court in that case put the true construction upon the act of par

liament; and there it was ruled that it is only necessary to have

a regular pilot on board when the ship is going up or down the

river in the course of her navigation. I collect from the evi

dence given in this cafe that the voyage was finished before the

defendant removed the ship ; for it is stated that she was left at

Limehouse Hole-, and though it is not stated in express terms

that Ross moored her there, she must have been moored there

by some person, because it appears that the defendant unmoor

ed her. But the prosecutor's argument is that if a vessel be

driven on the mud 'in the river, she must be left there to be

wrecked unless a regular pilot can be procured to gst her oss,

and that if any other person remove her to a place of safety he

is guilty of an offence within this act of parliament: but that is

too preposterous a construction to put upon the statute.

Per Curiam Conviction quashed.

Jacks against Mayer ^aju..

This cause was to have been tried in last Hilary term, but If a cause Se

the trial was put off until this term by rule of court, made* rc_

though by mistake it was marked by the marshal as a remanet. ne£ n'ot\°e

The cause was tried at the first sittings in this term, no new of trial nerd

notice of trial having been given ; whereupon a rule was ob- j^8"™ :

uined, calling on the plaintiff to (hew cause why there should th/triai

not be a new trial, which was now made absolute. the cause is

The Court said that the distinction was this ; if a cause be

made a remanet, it maybe tried at the next sittings withoutany fittings or

other notice : but if the trial be put off by rule of court, there assizes by

must be a frefli notice of trial. And they said that even when rule of

1 • -a court,
a plaintiit
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a plaintiff gives a peremptory undertaking to try at the next fit

tings or assizes, there also a new notice of trial must be given

(a) because notwithstanding such undertaking the plaintiff may-

decline trying his cause.

Rule absolute.

(«) Meni. v. Wade, TV. 4o. Get. 3. B. R. S. P.

Jp'fsllh. Williams again/I Evans.

The Mayor rriHis was an action of debt brought upon the ftatute 3

and Com- Qe0m j. c, t$ {a} to recover the penalty of 100/. against

cU°of the"" tne defendant for voting at the last election of a member to serve

borough of in parliament for the county-borough of Carmarthen. The

Carmarthen declaration stated the issuing of the writ on the aist of May

to'admIT' i79& for the election, directed to the then sheriffs of the'

to the free- county-borough of Carmarthen, the delivery of the writ (which

dom °f the was therein set forth) to the sheriffs, and the election of a bur*

suchU|f the ie^s m pursuance thereof. It then averred that the right of vot-

inhabitants ing was in the burgesses only, and that the said burgesses at the

paying scot time of the election were to all intents and purposes freemen of

sonrdthreeh0 the said county of the soid borough. That M. D. Mageht

years previ- Esq. and J. G. Philips were candidates at that election, and

•us have tnat the defendant not regarding the statute &c. after the I ft of

rented »/f„-
lands with. Me>y

in the

borough for which they have paid is/, a year; the defendant, an inhabitant of that de

scription, was nominated a targtji accordingly, (by which title the corporators are called;)

beld that a burgess so appointed is within the prohibition of the .aft of ; Get. 3. e. 1$.

against occasional freemen voting at elections; and that the defendant having voted within

the 13 months after he wassworn in was liable to the penalty of 100/. imposed by the act,

although he had been nominated to be a burgcli for more than six years before.

(a) " Entitled an act to prevent occasional freemen fioiri voting at electi

ons of members to serve in parliament for cities and boroughs." &. t. after

reciting that great abuses had been committed in making 1 icemen of corpo

rations in order to influence elections of members to serve in parliament, to

the great infringement of the rights of freemen of such corporations and of

the freedom of elections, enacts " That from and after the id of May i";6j

no person claiming as a freeman to vote at anyelection of membets to serve in

parliament for any city town port or borough in England, Wales, and the town

of Berwick upon TweeJ, where such voter's right of voting is as a freeman on

ly, shall be admitted to give his vote at such election, unless such person (hall

have been admitted to the freedom of such city town port or borough '2 ca

lendar months before the first day of such election ; and if any person shall pre*

lume to give his vote as a freeman at any election of members to serve in par

liament contrary to the true intent and meaning of the act, he shall for every

such offence forfeit and pay the sum of too/, to him who shall inform and sue

for the same ; and the vote given by such person shall be void and of no effect."

S. ft. " Provided that nothing therein contained shall extend to any person

entitled to his freedom by birth, marriage, or servitude, according to the

custom or usage of such city town port or borough."
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May 1763, and within twelve calendar months next before the 17^0..

exhibiting of the plaintiff's bill, to wit, on the 27th of May i_-^v—u

179': at&c. before the election was finished claimed as a bur- William*

gese of the laid county of the said borough to vote at such elec- ^"'"^
tion &c, and then and there gave his vote at the said election VAN'-

as a burgess &c. for the said J. G. Philips, &c ; when in

truth and in fact the defendant had not before the first day of

the said election been admitted to the freedom of the said coun

ty of the said borough twelve calendar months, nor was other

wise entitled to his freedom by birth marriage or servitude ac

cording to the custom and usage of the said county of the said

borough, contrary to the form of the statute &c j whereby &c.

There was a second count like the former, excepting that the

place was called the borough of Carmarthen. The defendant

pleaded nil debet ; and at the trial before Heath J. at the lall

Summer Assizes at Hereford a verdict was found for the plain

tiff for one penalty, subject to the opinion of this Court on the

following case*

His present Majesty by his letters patent under the Great

Seal dated the 27th of July in the 4th year &c, (after reciting

that the borough of Carmarthen from time immemorial had

been a bocough or town corporate : and that King James I. by

his charter granted ordained and declared that the borough of"

Carmarthen should from thenceforth be a county of itself, and

should be called the county 0/ the borough of Carmarthen ;

and that the mayor, burgesses and com:nonalty of the said

borough should have instead of the bailiffs of the said borough

two sheriffs in the fame borough and precincts and county of the

borough of Carmarthen aforesaid ; ,and confirmed to the said

mayor burgesses and commonalty of the borough of Carmar-

thtn all the privileges immunities exceptions and jurisdictions

whatsoever, and also all and singular the manors &c which the

said mayor &c of the borough or their predecessors had enjoyed ;

■wd also reciting that divers disputes had of lat« arisen within

the said borough and county of the borough of Carmarthen

aforesaid, and that informations in the nature of writs of quo

wirranto had been prosecuted in his said Majesty's Court of

King's Bench and judgment of ouster obtained against most

°f the acting magistrates and officers of the said corporation,

whereby the same corporation was then dissolved or at least in

capable of exercising and enjoying the said liberties and fran- *

chifes,) granted constituted confirmed and declared that the

■
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said borough of Carmarthen should and might remain and be for

ever thereafter a free borough of itself and terminated by its

Williams ancient metes and bounds; and that the burgesses of the said

Evan* Dorough> DY whatever names of incorporation they had been

called, should be a body corporate &c by the name of the

mayor burgesses and commonalty of the borough of Carmar

then. The charter then ordained that no persons should be

entitled to be admitted a burgess of the said borough, except

such person who for three years or more before his application

to be admitted a burgess of the said borough, had been seised and

possessed by himself or his tenants ofan estate of freehold for the

term of his life or some greater estate of and in messuages lands

&c. situate within the said county of the said borough, of the

yearly value of 4/. and except such person who at the time of

such application to be admitted a burgess of the said borough

should be seised and possessed by himself or tenants of messuages

lands &c. within the county of the lame borough of such estate

of such yearly value as aforesaid, which had come to him by

descent or marriage, and also except every person who should

have been bound by indenture and served as an apprentice for

seven years or upwards to and with any burgess of the said

borough who during the said term had been usually resident

within the same borough ; which said person so qualified as

aforesaid, whether in right of freehold or servitude, should be

entitled to be admitted a burgess of the said borough ; so as

such person should make application for that purpose to the

mayor and commonalty of the said borough on Monday next

after Michaelmas in each year, and at no other time; and so as

such person should then and there before the said mayor and

commonalty make due and legal proof of such his qualification

as aforesaid. And it was further ordained that upon such proof

being so made such person should thereupon be admitted and

sworn a burgess of the said borough at the next or any sub

sequent fortnight court to be holden in and for the said borough

after such day on which he should so make his claim as aforesaid.

The charter furtherordained that the mayorand common council

of the said borough for the time being or the major part of them

in common council assembled on the said Monday next after the

feast of Saint Michael in each year, and at no other time, should

and might at their discretion receive application and make oider

for
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for the admitting of such of the inhabitants of the said borough 1799.

paying scot and lot who in consideration of their good behavi- 1 j

our should be thought deserving to be burgestes of the said Williami

borough, so as such persons so applying should for three years $™"ft

then last have rented holden and occupied and did then rent hold

and occupy messuages lands ice within the said borough and

county of the borough aforesaid, of which during all that time

they had bona fide paid the yearly rent of 16/., and that upon

proof thereof being made to the satisfaction of the said mayor

and common council or the major part of them such persons

should and might by such order as aforesaid at the discretion of

the said mayor and common council or the major part of them

thereupon to be made be admitted and sworn burgesses of the

said borough at the second fortnight court to be holden in and

for the said borough after such day on which they should have so

made their applications as aforesaid or at any subsequent court.

The charter also granted confirmed and declared that the said

borough of Carmarthen should be and remain a county of itself,

and should be called the county of the borough of Carmarthen

forever, and that the sheriffs should have the exclusive execu

tion and return of writs. And all the former rights and pri

vileges of the borough were confirmed. The case then stated

that on the 2 1st of May 1796 a writ issued for an election of a

member to serve in parliament for the said borough of Carmar

then directed to the then sheriff? of the said county-borough ;

which writ was delivered to them on the 23d ; and the election

was duly had on the 27th of the fame month. That Mr.

Magtns and Mr. Phillips were candidates at the election; and

that the defendant on the 27th of May 1796, and within twelve

months before the exhibiting of the plaintiff's bill, voted at

the election for Mr. Phillips. That on Monday next after Mi

chaelmas 1789, being six years and upwards previous to the

election, the following order was made and signed by the

mayor and major part of the commdn council of the borough

in common council assembled, upon the petition of the defen

dant to be admitted a burgess of the borough (via.) " Where

's D. Evan's (the defendant) and others having this 5th of

Ofisier 1789 made application to us, praying to be admitted

burgesses of the said borough by their petition in writing signed

by them respectively, setting forth that they are inhabitants

paying scot and lot, and for three years last past have rented

holden and occupied messuages and lands within the said

borough as specified by their petition, for which said messuages

Vol. VIII. S and
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1799. and lands so holden rented and occupied they have respectively

i--v—-J paid and.now do pay and for three years past bona fide paid the
■Williams yearly rent of 10/. and upwards; now we the said mayor and

e"v"ns. major part of the common council having received sufficient

proof thereof do in consideration of the good character and

behaviour of the said petitioners think them deserving to be

burgesses of the said borough ; It is therefore ordered that the

said D. Evans (and the others) be admitted and sworn bur-

'gesses of the said borough at the second fortnight court after

this day or at any other subsequent fortnight court to be holden

for the county of the borough aforesaid;" signed by the mayor

and major part of the common council of the said borough.

But the defendant was not sworn and inrolled as a burgess un

til the 15th of February 1796. When any person is ordered

to be admitted, the order for the admission gives a right to the

person to be admitted and sworn in a burgess of the said borough

at any fortnight court of the said borough after such order.

The right of voting for the election of members of parliament

for the said borough is in the persons admitted as burgesses to

their freedom under the charter as aforesaid ; and there is no

other description of persons in the borough but burgesses ; and

all the burgesses who have been admitted to their freedom and

sworn within the year have voted at the election within the

year. They are not called freemen but burgesses ; and are

always said to be admitted to their burgessship. No order can

be made for the admitting of any burgess but on the day,

namely, on Monday after Michaelmas. The defendant was an

ex gratia burgess. By his said present Majesty's letters patent

the mayor recorder and town clerk of the said borough or any

two of them are to hold before them within the said borough

on every Monday from fifteen days to fifteen days a court of re

cord, that is, the fortnight court above mentioned.

Mills for the plaintiff. Though the defendant is called a

lurgess of Carmarthen., yet he voted at the election as a free

man within the words and meaning of the act of the 3 Geo. 3.

And though Carmarthen is called a s«u»/y-borough, because

erected by charter into a county of itself, yet that will not

alter the right in which the burgesses vote, because the same

charter reserves all the ancient rights; and throughout the

charter they are still called burgesses of the borough. Besides,

the cities of Norwich and London, which are also counties in

themselves, are excepted by the 8th clause of the act from the

operation of the general words ; which shews that otherwise

they
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they would have been deemed to fall within those words. And 1799.

the reason of those two places being excepted was because be- *—-v—J

fore the act passed no person could vote there without having Williami

been admitted a year before. The abuse which prevailed be- evanj

fore the paffing of the act was that persons not having a pre

vious right of admission to the freedom of corporations by birth,

marriage, or serving apprenticeships, were upon the eve of an

election made freemen for the purpose of such election. Now

both the mischief and the remedy apply as strongly to the cafe

of such a borough as Carmarthen, though the corporators are

called burgesses, as to other places where they are called free-

men. Such persons also are included in the words of the act j

for it appears that the burgesses of Carmarthen vote in right of

having been admitted to their freedom. The act of parliament

indeed only mentions freemen ; but that is because freemen is

the generic term, and includes every description of corporators

by whatever name called who claim to vote by reason of hav

ing been admitted to their freedom. In this respect burgess and

freeman are synonimous terms ; they were so considered in the

Carlisle, -Eajl-Rerford, and Colchejler cases (a) ; throughout

Wales, and at Bristol, Brackley, Lymington, Marlborough, and

other places (b), the corporators vote under the name of bur

gesses ; and in some places, as at Worcester (c), under the name

of citizens ; and yet it could never have been in the contem

plation of the Legislature to exclude all those places from the

operation of the act : and that argument applies with peculiar

force as to Wales, to which the act in terms extends, though

in no borough within that part of the kingdom do the corpo

rators vote under the title of freemen, but under that of bur

gesses. A burgess, according to Spelman {d), means no more .

than the inhabitants of a burgh or of a walled or inclosed town.

In Madcx's Firma Burgi three definitions of it are given, 1st,

That of a freeman corporate ; id, An inhabitant of a burgage

tenement; 3d, The owner of a burgage tenement: the first

of these exactly applies to the present "cafe ; it is the inhabitant

of a borough clothed with a corporate character. Then it may

be objected that the act did not mean to include persons voting

within the year who were admitted by virtue of previous

qualifications. It appears that there are two classes of

persons having a right to vote in this borough. First,

The de jure burgefles, who claim in right of freehold

S 2 estate

(«) Vid. Simen en EUBimi, Appendix 55, 56, 57, and 62. (<) Ii. 53,

54, 71, 7*. (i) ft. 89. {J) Glof. tit. Burgun.
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freehold estate or servitude ; secondly, The de gratia burgesses,

the latter of whom (among which is the defendant) are admit

ted according to the discretion of the mayor and common coun

cil. It is true the exercise os that discretion is limited to per-

sons of a certain description ; but that does not give those per

sons any previous right to be admitted ; and therefore they do

not even come within the equity of the excepted cafes in the

statute, which are confined to persons having a right to be ad

mitted by virtue of certain previous qualifications. But it is

enough to fay that the statute having made certain positive ex

ceptions, of which this cafe is not one, has thereby virtually

excluded all other exceptions from the general rule. But it

may be urged that the title of the act being to prevent occasi

onal freemen from voting, it does not apply at all to that class

of persons, from whom the defendant was chosen, who are re

quired to possess qualifications of a certain standing in point of

time, and therefore cannot be said to be occasional. But it is suffi

cient if they fall within the description os the enacting words ;

and the mischief is as likely to happen in these as in other cafes,

that they should have the right of voting conferred upon them

to answer an occasional purpose. Lastly, it may be contended

that, admitting the defendant to fall within the general operati

on of the act, yet his admission and swearing in shall have rela

tion back to his nomination, which will take him out of the

act. But the swearing in alone is the consummation of his

right to vote as a burgess, till which time he cannot be said to

be admitted ; and therefore having voted within twelve months

from such admission he comes directly within the words of the

act inflicting the penalty. It is plain that the Legislature look

ed to the admission and not to the nomination; because there is

a penalty given by/ 3. for antedating the former but not the

latter. So bv the 32 Gee. 3. c. 58. the six years' limitation,

beyond which no information in nature of quo warramo can

be brought against any member of a corporation for any defect

in his original title, runs from the admission and swearing in^

because from that time only can he be said to be in the actual

holding or execution of the office, which is the description in

that act.

Wood contra. The defendant's cafe does not fall within the

penalty of the ftat. 3 Geo. 3., in construing which the Court

will not merely look to the words but the spirit os the law.

This is to be collected first from the title of the act, which

though no part of it, yet may be resorted to in explanation of
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■t's meaning. It is to prevent occasional freemen from voting 1799.

ice. Now that must mean persons who being originally stran- i—~,—■>

gers to the corporation have been made free to serve a particu- W"'",'</^M,

lar purpose, without having had any previous qualification or Evans.

inchoate right to their freedom. The charter of the present

King was granted after the act passed, and with reference to it;

because by it's provisions no stranger can obtain the freedom of

this corporation. It is true that the defendant being an ex

gratia burgess, his admission did in the first instance depend on

the discretion of the mayor and common council ; but that is

not an arbitrary discretion, against which only the act meant

to provide, but a discretion regulated by the law and custom of

the borough ; for the selection can only be made out of such as

have particular qualifications. It is confined to inhabitants

of the borough paying scot and lot, and they must have rented

and paid 10/. a-year for land in the borough for three years pre

vious, and they can only be chosen on a certain day of the

year. Such a person when chosen does not vote in right of his

freedom only., Upon whom alone the act by the very words of

it was intended to attach, but also in virtue of his previous qua

lifications. According to the true construction therefore of

the act it should be confined to freemen only, namely, such as

had no inchoate right, but were/chosen by the mere voluntary

and arbitrary will of the corporation. But a burgess implies

an inhabitant, and a freeman need not necessarily be a burgess.

At any rate however the order for the defendant's admission

having been made fix years previous to the election, he can in

no fense be considered as an occasional freeman so as to have in

curred the penalty of the act. The swearing in is a mere mat

ter of form ; because after his nomination he had a right to be

sworn in at any fortnight court, and a mandamus would have

issued for that purpose to the corporation if they had refused to

swear him in. He had therefore a complete title by relation to

the time of his nomination ; and such a case is neither within

the mischief or the enacting words of the act. And no argu

ment can be drawn from it's not having been specially excepted

together- with the cases of birth marriage or servitude, because

those would otherwise have fallen within the words of the ge

neral prohibition, though not within the mischief of it.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. I agree with the defendant's counsel

that in deciding this cafe we must consider not merely the words

of the statute but the meaning ofthe Legislature in passing it.The

principal
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I7QQ principal ground of argument urged on behalf of the defendant

^_ ^ is that he is not a freeman, but only a burgess of Carmarthen : .

Williams but it is evident that the Legiflature thought that those words

HaiHfi have the fame meaning. I believe also that Brady, on Burghs,

Evans. treats them as the fame. Without however resorting to that,

the intention of the Legiflature in pasting this act of parlia

ment was to prevent strangers, persons who did not belong to

the corporation, coming down on the eve of an election to

give their votes for members; and it certainly extends to cor

porators whether called by the name of burgesses or freemen.

Then it is said that the defendant had an inchoate right before :

but it must be remembered that he had no right whatever until

the corporation chose to confer it on him by (what is called)

an ex gratia admission, and that that was not consummated

until the swearing in. But this inchoate right cannot assist the

defendant: the ruleexpressio unius est exclusio alterius applies

to this cafe ; for the only excepted cafes of inchoate rights in

the second section are those by birth, marriage, or servitude.

Great stress also was laid on the circumstance of the corpora

tion having made an order fix years before for the defendant's

admission : but the words of the act of parliament are that no

freeman shall be admitted to give his vote " unless he shall

have been admitted to his freedom twelve months before the first;

day of the election :" the third section of the act inflicts a pe

nalty on persons who antedate admiflions, and the fourth secti

on directs that the candidates or freemen may inspect the books

in which the admiflions of freemen are entered ; every part of

the act therefore shews that the Legiflature thought that the

material time to be considered was the time of admission. The

only thing that could createa doubt for a moment was the dis

tinction between burgesses and freemen as applied to this kind

of cafe : but 1 am thoroughly persuaded that in this act of par

liament they mean the fame; and that the defendant is inclu

ded in the enacting clause and is not excepted in the proviso of

the act. Besides I think that this isa remedial act, and ought

, to receive a liberal interpretation in order to guard against the

mischief.

Grose J. The principal question is whether or not a bur-

gel's of Carmarthen, chosen as the defendant was, be a free

man within the meaning of this act of parliament ; and I am

of opinion that he is. I consider the word " freeman" as the

genus; and though in different corporations they are called by

different
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different names, in some by the name of burgesses, in others 1799.

by the name of freemen, their meaning is the fame for the « ;

purpose of this act, which I consider as a remedial law. Then William*

it was said that this defendant did not incur the penalty of the

act because there was an order for his admission six years before:

it is true he had then a right to be admitted a freeman, but he

had no right to vote until he had been admitted for a year.

Lawrence J. There is no doubt but that " burgess"

means the fame as " freemen" within this act. The object of

the Legislature, in using the most general term " freeman",

was to prevent any argument that might otherwise have been

made that one species was not included in the act because not

particularly nsmed ; and therefore by whatever name the free

men may be called in any particular corporation, this general

term will extend to all. It has been argued however that the

defendant did not vote as a freemen only, but as being an inha

bitant and having, 10/. per annum &c : but those qualifications

(iid not constitute his right to vote; he voted only as a freeman j

and even if he had not had those previous qualifications, he

might have voted provided he had been admitted a freeman,

though he might have been afterwards ousted of his freedom by

a quo warranto for want of them. Even supposing the defen

dant had an inchoate right by the order for his admission, he

could not vote at the election without incurring the penalties

of the act ; for the instances of the exceptions in the proviso

are of pei sons having an inchoate right ; this is not one of

them, and we cannot extend the exception to other cafes that

ire not there mentioned.

Postea to the plaintiff.

•Ethersey against Jackson. jkJSl

TO debt on bond, the defendant, after craving over of the After oyer

condition, by which it appeared that it was given for the °f ,thc con-

petlormance of covenants in another deed, pleaded the general non>est*f»e-

issuc ; on which issue was joined, and notice of trial regularly turn pleaded

given for the last assizes for the county of Worcester. After- to debc on

wards the plaintiff entered a suggestion on the roll, in pursu- ^'"^ °^

ance of the statute 8 & 9 W. 3. c. it. setting forth the deed is joined

abovementioned, and assigned a breach against the defendant in and nonce

.,„. "I nial
,10t given, . he

plaintiff

may enter a suggestion on the roll and assign breaches pursuant to the 8 & 9 IV. ;,. c. n.:

tat it is irregular to deliver such second iflae without a summons and judge's order.

ue
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1 700 . not performing the covenants in that deed, and then four days

■_ before the assizes the plaintiff, withouta judge's order to atncnl

Ethkrsey the former issue, delivered this second issue, and afterwards re-

Jack»on coverecl a verdict at the trial ; which

IVigUy on a former day moved to set aside for irregularity on

two grounds ; 1st, That the statute did not warrant entering

the suggestion on the roll in this cafe; for it only gives the

plaintiff the liberty of making such a suggestion after judgmt

and that in three cases only ; namely, on judgment on dtro

rer, by confession, or nil dicit. And he observed that

plaintiff had no reason to complain that he had now no

tunity of assigning breaches, because he might have set

condition of the bond and assigned breaches in liis declai

2dly, At all events the plaintiff was irregular in amendin|

first issue without a summons and a judge's order for that;

pose.

The Court were clearly of opinion that there was now

dation for the first objection. They said that this statute

quired a liberal and beneficial construction, it being mail

advancement of justice, and in ease of defendants. Tm

was manifest that the Legiflature contemplated cafes whei

plaintiff had not originally assigned breaches in his declanj

which the statute enabled him to supply by entering a su

on on the record even after judgment ; and therefore a

it might be done before {a).

Garrow and Jervis, who shewed cause against then

swered the last objection by saying that the defendant bei

der the terms of taking short notice of trial, the plaini

not been guilty of any irregularity, because the seca

was delivered in time ; and that the first issue was not

the second issue being merely an addition to the first.

The Court (after consulting the Master on this poii

that this was irregular ; and therefore they made the L

. Rule 4

J
(a) Vide Hariy r. Birn, ante, 5 vol. 6}6. Unlit T. Rose-well, Hi

lVtUett T. GMing, 8 vol. 1 ih. that the statute of 8 & 9 W. 3. e,t

pulsory on the plaintiff to assign breaches.
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Cowie, Executrix, against Ali-away. Maj^b

URNEfmoved on a former day to enter up judgment on a wartant

a warrant of attorney which had been given by thedefen-°f attorney

[it to one yohn Qrwie, who died in the last vacation, and on j°/nn!1'rntup

)lf of whose widow and executrix this application was now havinRbeen

But he observed thai the warrant of attorney was given given to one

viie himself, not naming his executors and administra- ^"lad^a"1

)• cation, ihe

Court entertaining great doubt whether they could grant C.m.t re-

an application desired, when they granted a rule to fhew'"^'?""

i, that it might not be made absolute as a matter of course, menftiierc-

hrnty, when he now moved to make his rule absolute, ad- on in this

W that he had not been able to find any cafe directly in <eramt.°"0,fhe

, r 1 but said there were several where the Court, in order to execu-

;0§at justice between the parties and to carry their agree- trix.

yilfoto execution, had granted applications of this fort in

>rl:;lnot exactly corresponding with the terms of the warrants

^•j-lrney on which they were founded. Anonymous, i

rei. Judgment was entered up against the husband and

;bon a warrant of attorney given by the woman dum sola

^jjffto Salt. 400. Anonymous. In Todd v. Todd, Barnes

' ^ ;Jhich was much argued and considered, the Court per-

Tjudgment to be entered up at the suit of the survivor of

[whom the warrant of attorney was given. S. P. in

jjjfch v. Scott, Barnes 53, and Futcher v. Smith, 2 Black.

th'ST>I* r-, •

it$ryat, amicus Curiæ, mentioned Wild v. Sands, 2 Stra.

1 g^|fhew that the Court could not grant the motion. And

Ceurt said they were satisfied that they had no authority

^^aftlthe judgment to be entered up under the circumstances.

"l?. 3-4 authorities of this fort must be strictly pursued, and

f could not supply any supposed omission of the parties.

I cafe in 5 Modern it is said that such an authority dies

party. That the utmost extent to which the Courts

! was, according to what was said by Lord Holt in a

hit. 401., that if the party die in the vacation judg-

Sf be entered up before the essoign-day of the subse-

n as of the preceding term.

T Rule discharged.

e Ctlti, Executor t. Eadtn, Barnti 410, 44. (bj Vide Salk-
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I799.

MajtlL The KlNG aZainft The Sheriff of Middlesex.

Where bail s^ONSTE (hewed cause against a rule for setting aside an

a.eputin in ^ attachment against the sheriff for iregularity. The writ

duetime,an was returnable the first return of the term; bail was put in in

iiuifwL'stbe due time, but not justified. The sheriff was ruled to bring in

tnteicd be- the body, which rule expired on the 22d of April. On the

tiff"6 can b-" l91^ °^ ^Pr'l nol'ce was given to the plaintiff of added bail,

ruled to w'tn notice to justify on the 22d ; on which day another no-

biinginthe tice of added bail was served with notice to justify on the 24th.

body : and gut jn trie mean lime the rule for the attachment was made ab-

thc adding r . „ , .
bail after- solute, on the 23d.

wards does Park, in support of the present rule, said that the bail never

side thcT navm6 keen e*cePtecl to the plaintiff could not rule the sheriff

ctsfityof"6" t0 Dr'ng 'n tne body, and consequently could not attach him on

such excep- account of the bail not having justified in time,

an attach'6 C*nfle observed that there was no occasion to except to

ment can added bail, because the same reason did not apply to them as to

Hiue against the original bail, who are to be deemed sufficient pro confesso,

the sheriff" by the plaintiff having taken an assignment of the bail-bond

on account ^ ^ 0

ed bail not P(r Curiam, (after consulting the Master.) There is no

ingjus- difference, according to the practice, in this respect between

the original and added bail : in neither case can the sheriff be

attached on account of the bail not having justified in time,

unless they have been excepted to.

Rule absolute.

(4) Vide Lord Brwk v. Sttnt, 1 mis. 1%%.

h

tiiied in

time.

END OF EASTER TERM.







CASES

ARGUED and DETERMINED

I N T H E /

COURT OF KING's BENCH,

I N

Trinity Term,

lo the Thirty-ninth Year of the Reign of George HI.

In this term Mr. Justice Ashhurst resigned his feat on the

Bench in this court, and was succeeded by Simon Le Blanc

Esq. one of his Majesty's Serjeants at Law, who was knight

ed and took his feat in court on the sixth of June.

1799.

On the last day of this term John Lens Esq. of Lincoln's- Innt

and John Bayley Esq. of Gray's- Inn, were called to the Ho

norable Degree of Serjeant at Law; the motto on their

rings was

" Libertas sub rege pio."

H-adley against Clarke and Others. T«//rr,

° May 28th.

IN assumplit the declaration stated that the defendants were The de-

owners of the ship Pomona, and that in consideration that sendanu

the plaintiff had caused divers goods to be shipped on board the ^"^rydie

.-.Vol. VIII. U said plaintiff.

goods from

Liverpool to Leghorn ; on the vessel's arriving at Falneouth in the coarse of her voyage au

embargo wa& laid on her M until the further order cf Council held that such embargo only

suspended, but did not diflblve, the contract between the paitics; and that even after two

years, when the embargo was taken off, the defendants were answerable to the plaintiff in

damages for the aonpcrfoimance of their contract.
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1700. ^ Ql!p then bound on a voyage from Liverpool to Leghorn,

with liberty to proceed singly to Falmouth and such other ports

Hadlkt as might be necessary in order to join convoy, the defendants

apiinst undertook for a stipulated freight to deliver the said goods at

Ci akke. fagfarn) the dangers of the seas only excepted ; that the ship

afterwards sailed from Liverpool to Falmouth to join convoy,

and that after arriving at Falmouth on the 30th of June 1 70,6

she abandoned the voyage and returned from Falmouth with the

said goods to Liverpool; whereby the plaintiff was not only de

prived of the benefit of having his goods carried to Leghorn,

but also of divers policies of assurance which he had caused to

be effected upon the said goods for the said voyage, and for

which he had expended 297/. iSs. There were also common

counts. Plea, The general issue. At the trial at Guildhall

before Lord Kenyon a verdict was found for the plaintiff for

297/. 1 8i. subject to the opinion of this Court on the follow

ing cafe.

In June 1796 the plaintiff shipped goods of the value of

1768/. on board the Pomona, whereof the defendants were

owners, to be carried from Liverpool upon a voyage mentioned

in the declaration, and procured the goods so shipped to be in

sured for the voyage from Liverpool to Leghorn, and paid

297/. i8j. for premium thereon, including the charges of bro

kerage and the policy. The ship afterwards failed from Liver

pool with the goods of the plaintiff and other shippers on board,

and proceeded to Falmouth to join convoy for the voyage to

Leghorn. She arrived at Falmouth on the 30th of June 1796;

and during her stay there waiting for convoy an embargo was

laid on all ships bound to Leghorn, one of the ports in the ter

ritories of the Grand Duke of Tuscany and then in the posses

sion of the French Republic, by an order of his Majesty in

council of the 27th July 1796; which embargo was directed

to continue until further order of the Board of Privy Council.

The ship was thereby prevented from then further proceeding

upon her voyage.

By another order of his Majesty in council dated the 23d of

August 1796 it was ordered that the embargo so laid on should

be taken off, so far as to permit the ships and vessels ready

to fail for any of the ports before described to proceed from the

ports where they then were to the ports where they might have

respectively taken their several cargoes on board ; provided that

the master of such ships or vessels first gave security &c, that

the said (hip should return to their respective ports of lading,

under
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under convoy of such ofhis Majesty's ships as should be appoint- 17QQ

ed to convoy the fame, and should proceed with such convoy

and not desert the same on the voyage till their arrival at their Hadht

respective ports of lading, or so long as such convoy should be *g"' n

instructed to protect the said ships ; and it was thereby further CtAlKE*

.ordered that the said ships upon their arrival at the ports where

they respectively took in their several cargoes be permitted to

reland the fame, and deposit the goods in warehouses to be ap

proved of by the proper officers of the revenue of customs

and excise &c. at the expence of the proprietors, and that the

proprietors be at liberty to take the fame out of the said ware

houses for exportation under the usual regulations if they should

so think fit, or for home consumption upon repayment of the

respective drawbacks if any should have been obtained on the

said goods &c On the 7th of May I 798 the plaintiff receiv

ed notice from the defendants, that unless they would receive

back the goods by them shipped on board the Pomona, pay the

freight, and give up the bills of lading, or a bond of indemnity

with sufficient sureties against any damage which the owners or

master of the Pomona might sustain by reason of the bills of

lading not being delivered up, they would within twenty-one

days cause the remainder of her cargo to be relanded, and the

goods shipped to be warehoused on the account and at the risk

of the person and persons to whom the fame belonged. In

June following he also received from them a further notice,

which after referring to the order of Council of the 27th of.

July 1796 and the 23d of August 1796, concluded as follows;

" We the owners of the brigantine Pomona, James Dunn mas

ter, now lying at the port of Falmouth, having concluded to

act agreeably to the directionscontained in the said recited or

der [i. e. the last,) do hereby give you notice that after the ex

piration of fourteen days from the date hereof we shall cause

the said vessel and such part of her cargo as now remains on

board to be brought to Liverpool and there reland and ware

house the same, agreeably to the directions of the said order,

unless you shall choose to have them relanded at Falmouth, and

shall without delay obtain a lawful authority for that purpose,

am give notice to the master of the said vessel of such your in

tentions within a reasonable time afterthe service thereof; and

we do further give you notice that the goods so laden as afore

said will be brought to the port of Liverpool at the risk of the

;ive owners or proprietors thereof: but if the owners or

shall think fit to cause the same to be insured for the

U 2 said
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said voyage to Liverpool aforesaid, such insurance shall and may

be effected without prejudice to any legal or equitable question

between us as owners of the said vessel and the owners or pro

prietors of the said goods respectively or any of them." The

said ship remained at Falmouth until the middle of August 1 798,

during all which time the embargo continued ; at which time

she without the consent of the plaintiff set sail with his goods

on board from Falmouth for Liverpool, under the protection of

the order of Council of the 23d of Augujl 1796, and com

plied with all the requisitions of such order j and shortly after

wards arrived at Liverpool. After the ship's return to Liverpool

the plaintiff by agreement with the defendants received his

goods back, but without prejudice to his right to recover in this

action. On the 24th of Oclober 1798, nearly two months af

ter the ship's arrival at Liverpool, by an order of his Majesty

in council the embargo laid on by the order of the 27th July

1796, as far as related to ships bound to Leghorn, was wholly

taken off. The question for the opinion of the Court is,

whether the plaintiff be entitled to recover in this action ?

This cafe was argued in the last term by Giles for the plain

tiff, and Scarlett for the defendants; and now by Gibbs for the

plaintiff, and Wood, for the defendants.

For the plaintiff it was insisted that the embargo did not dis

charge the defendants from the obligation of their contract to

carry the goods to Leghorn. An embargo in its nature is only

temporary, and it was expressed in this instance to be only

" until the further order of Council." Therefore admitting it

to be as imperative on the parties as an act of parliament, yet

it is not like a general unlimited prohibition, making that un

lawful which before was lawful, but at most operated as asus

pension only, and not as a dissolution, of the contract ; and when

the supension was taken off, the former liability of the defen

dants to perform their undertaking again attached upon them.

Herewith agrees 1 Valin. thmment. 627. art. 8th. The conse

quences of deciding that an embargo dissolves a contract to car

ry goods would be very mischievous, for the (ame doctrine

would extend to every other contract relative to the voyage ;

such as those between the owners and the mariners; and though

the embargo were only to continue for a few days, the ships

might in consequence be deserted by their crews. It is true

that in a cafe like this hardships may arise to both parties from

the long continuance of an embargo ; but when it is consider

ed that it must be known to them at the time of entering into

the contract that an embargo may lawfully be laid in time of

war
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Clarke.

war they must b« taken to have made their contract subject to 1 799.

the operation of the law in that respect. »Then if the embargo

did not dissolve the contract between the parties when it was first

laid on, no continuance of it afterwards could have that effect.

No line can be drawn to shew when it first began to have that

operation. The cafe of Draddy v. Deacon (a) only shews that

if the parties after an embargo laid abandon their first agreement

and enter into or fuperadd another, they shall be bound by it.

But here there was no consent of the plaintiff to abandon his

original contract ; and the defendants themselves considered it

as in force at the end of two years after the embargo first laid,

for they called on the plaintiff to pay freight to Falmoutb. Both

parties must either be equally bound or equally discharged:

and is the defendants by their sole act could put an end to the

contract at Falmoutb and call on the plaintiff to take away his

goods and pay -his freight pro rata there, the plaintiff might

equally have demanded his goods at the fame place on the like

terms : but the contrary was holden in Luke v. Lyde (b) ; and

therefore the right now contended for by the defendants cannot

be well sounded.

For the defendants it was argued that this cafe falls within the

general rule, that where a contract, which was possible and legal

at the time of making it, becomes afterwards impossible by the

act of God or illegal by an ordinance of the State, the obliga

tion is discharged. 1 Rol. Abr. 451. title " Condition." Wil

liam v. Hide, 2 Palm. 548. W. Jones 179 S. C. ; Dy. 28. ar.

pi. 186. ; Brewjler v. Kitchen 1 L. Ray. 317. 321. ; Sali. 108.

S. C. Beterworth v. Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's, 2 Eq.

Cas Abr. 26 (r), The reason on which those cases are founded

is that in every contract it is to be presumed that it was not in

the contemplationof the parties to stipulate for impossible things.

Nowhere the embargo, which it is admitted is as binding dur

ing its continuance as an act of parliament, rendering the per

formance of the contract illegal, absolved the defendants from

their promises; and either party was at liberty at any time dur

ing the continuance of it to put an end to the contract; or it

might be left as a question for the jury whether the party had

waited a reasonable time after the embargo first laid, in which

case two years would certainly be deemed a reasonable time.

The

1 .

l Vin>. 141. [I) a Burr. 812. («) But seethe distinction t»kea

case in Dem. Prt. it.
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,799' ^ne embargo being for an unlimited time, the parties could not

v-—/ foresee how long it would remain in force ; and from the nature -

Hadley of the occasion, namely, the possession of Leghorn by the ene-

ClarkI m'8nt nave continued during the war or even longer :

so that as to them it might be considered as a general prohibi

tion to execute the contract ; at least there was no probability

of its being taken off within a reasonable time. And in the

construction of contracts to be executed in præsenti the Court

will not look to possibilities comparatively remote. The hard

ship arising to either party is no argument in a court of law :

but it is of less weight in this cafe, because each may insure

against any lose on account of an embargo ; or if by means of

the embargo the voyage was lost the assured might abandon the

goods to the underwriters. The cafe of Draddy v. Deacon (a)

is in point. There the plaintiff had freighted the defendant's

ship for a certain voyage at se much per ton ; and pending the

contract an embargo was laid on for lix weeks ; af ter which the

ship sailed ; and the defendant concealing his agreement from

the plaintiff's agents abroad stipulated with them for the pay

ment of a larger freight : The defendant having recovered at

law upon that last agreement, the plaintiff filed his bill to be

relieved on the ground of the fraud in concealing the first agree

ment : but the Court dismissed the bill, on the express ground

that the embargo having obstructed the performance of the first

agreement the defendant was at liberty to make a new one.

Now such a decree could not have been made, unless the Court

had been of opinion that the embargo had dissolved the origi

nal contract. And Moiloy (b), citing that cafe, considers an

embargo as having that operation. But if there be any doubt

on that point, at any rate the contract was put an end to by the

33 Geo. 3. c. 27'. s. 3., which enacts that if any subject during

the continuance of the war shall without license from his Ma

jesty go to any place under the government of France, he shall

be imprisoned. It therefore became illegal by virtue of this act

to go to Leghorn while it was in the possession of the French,as

it then was.

In reply it was observed that it never had been determined that

a policy of insurance extends to indemnify the assured against a

lose by means of an embargo laid in this country ; and even if the

assured could abandon by reason of the lose of the voyage, he

could

(a) l Kirn. 242. (*) h. 2. si, 2. J. 3.

■
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could only recover from the underwriters the value of the goods* 1 79 9.

which would be no indemnity for the loss of the market. Be- 1—v—•

fides, no consideration of this sort can affect the construction Hadl"

of the contract between these parties. The defendants' argu- ClaUk^

gument is founded on a supposition that the embargo rendered

the voyage illegal ; whereas the oniy effect of it was to delay

the performance of the voyage. The cafe in Vernon is quite

unintelligible, and cannot be law to the extent to which it is

attempted to be carried. The argument drawn from the statute

33 Geo. 3. is ad idem, because the act itself is as much of a

temporary nature as the embargo ; and in the present instance

depended on the same circumstance.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Whenever a case comes before us

that is likely to be attended with hardship to the parties, a strug

gle naturally arises in our mind to find out (if possible) some

way of extricating all the parties from it. In the present case

both parties are innocent; and whatever may be our decision,

one party or the other must suffer. In such a situation we must

explore our way as well as we can, but we must determine ac

cording to the principles of law. By the terms of this contract

the defendants undertook to carry the plaintiff's goods from

Liverpool to Leghorn for a certain price; the plaintiff now

charges the defendants with not having fulfilled their agreement,

and claims an indemnity for the loss which he has sustained by

reason of the non performance of the contract on their part :

in answer to this the defendants fay that they are not answera

ble on account of the embargo that was imposed when the ship

was lying at Falmouth ; and in the course of the argument I

expected that the defendants* counsel would have drawn the line,

and would have shewn that though an embargo of a certain du- >

ration would not put an end to such a contract as the present,

an embargo of some longer duration would. But no such line

has been, or I believe can be drawn. It is admitted that an em

bargo being imposed during the war was a legal interruption of

the voyage : but it would be attended with the most mischiev

ous consequences if a temporary embargo were to put an end

to such a contract as this ; because if it were to have that effect,

it must also have the effect of putting an end to all contracts

for freight and for wages. The difficulty in this case is to draw

the line ; the defendants contracted with the plaintiff to ca.rry

his goods to Leghorn ; that contract was certainly obligatory at
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unless it has since been put an end to. Then at what time was

[»dut it put an end to ? was it put an end to during the ship's day at

'l-i'st fabnoutb, or immediately after she sailed for Liverpool P It

would afford an argument against the defendants in this particu

lar cafe that they kept the goods on board during all this time

and thought they were bound by this contract. However I do

not decide this cafe on that ground, but on the general ground

that a temporary interruption of a voyage by an embargo does

not put an end to such a contract as this. If this contract were

put an end to, it might equally be said that interruptions to a

voyage from other causes would also have put an end to it ; e. g.

a ship being driven out of her course ; and yet that was never

pretended. Instances of such interruptions frequently occur in

voyages from the north-west parts of this kingdom to Ireland;

sometimes ships are driven by the violence of the winds to the

ports in Denmark., where they have been obliged to winter.

The cafe that has been cited from Vernnn furnishes us with no

principle of decision; the repott of it there is very unsatisfac

tory ; and no trace of it is to be found in the Register's book.

There being therefore no decision in favour of the defendants,

and the plaintiff wishing to enforce his contract, I cannot feel

myself justified by any principle of law to fay that the contract

was put an end to by this temporary embargo, but I am of opi-

v nion that, however hard or inconvenient it may be to the defend

ants, the plaintiff is entitled to recover.

Grose J. This seems to be a cafe of peculiar hardship

cither on the one side or the other, and therefore we must de

termine it according to the strict rules of law. This contract

was certainly binding on these parties at the time : and 1 agree

with the defendants' counsel that the true meaning of it was,

that the defendants were bound to convey the plaintiff's goods

within a reasonable time. After the contract was made an em

bargo was imposed, which was only a temporary restraint and

prevented the ship's performing her voyage at that time,

but still the defendants were bound to comply with the

terms of the contract as soon as they reasonably could :

even if we consider the embargo to have the same effect

as an act of parliament, still it would only create a tem

porary restraint, until such time as the King in council should

take off the embargo. Such an act of parliament would not
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diflolve, it would only suspend the execution of the contract ; 1799-

and the embargo cannot have a greater effect. If the embargo

dissolved the contract, when did the dissolution take place ? Hadlet

The mere stating of the question puts an end to all furthsr Claiuli,

inquiry ; the defendant's counsel could not shew at what pre

cise time the contract was dissolved. And if this contract

were dissolved by the embargo, it would be followed by the

very alarming consequence stated at the bar, that all the con

tracts between the owner and the mariners would also be put

an end to. Here neither of the parties being in fault, the

strist law must take place; the defendants have not done that

which by their contract they were bound to perform, and

therefore the plaintiff is entitled to recover the damages which

he has sustained by reason of their nonperformance or the con

tract.

Lawrence J. This is certainly a cafe of hardship on

the defendants ; but I do not fee any legal grounds on which

they can be excused paying the damages which the plaintiff

has suffered in consequence of their not having performed

their engagement. The counsel for the defendants were

driven to the necessity of introducing into this contract other

terms than those which it contains; they contended that the

defendants were only bound to fulfil their engagement within

a reasonable time, and then argued that as the embargo pre

vented the completion of the contract within a reasonable

time the defendants were absolved from their engagement al

together. But it was incumbent on the defendants, when

th.ey entered into this contract, to specify the terms and con

ditions on which they would engage to carry the plaintiff's

goods to Leghorn: they accordingly did express the terms,

and absolutely engaged to carry the goods " the dangers of the

seas only excepted" ; that therefore is the only excuse which

they can make for not performing the contract; if they had

intended that they should be excused for any other cause, they

should have introduced such an exception into their contract.

In All. 27. this distinction is taken ; " Where the law creates

a duty or charge, and the party is disabled to perform it with

out any default in him, and hath no remedy over, there the

law will excuse him : but when the party by his own contract

creates a duty or charge upon himself, he is bound to make it

good, if he may, notwithstanding any accident by inevitable

necessity, because he might have provided against it by his

contract." So in this cafe there was one accident against

which the defendants provided by their contract ; they might

also
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1799. also have provided against the embargo. But we cannot vary

1 „ 1 the terms of this contract, and the defendants must be bound

Hauler by the terms of the contract that they have made

against

Postea to the plaintiff.

I/'^iikh Havelock against Rockwood.

a sentence rT">HIS was an action on a policy of assurance upon the

• ot condem- j| {hip Themis of which the plaintiff was owner for

'ii-iijl ship* twe've calendar months commencing on &c. and underwritten

(winch had by the defendant for 15/. The declaration was in the usual

ocen cap- form, and averred a total loss by capture within that period.

^rrtub oA- ^ne defendant pleaded the general issue, and paid 4/. 1 is. SJ.

vaiccr and into court upon the whole declaration, being after the rate

tanied into of 30/. 111, ^\d. per cent. On the trial a verdict was found

Ji-r'tn in £Qr ^ plaintiff, with ici 8s. id. damages, subject to the

ttie Frnub opinion of this Court on the following cale.

Consul at On the 31st of March 1797 tne m'P was chartered to fail

from Shields to Riga for a cargo of balk timber hemp and

unce. Aax to he delivered at Liverpool. On the fourth of April she

—if after failed from Shields, and early in the morning of the 7 th was

tcnce^he"" caPture^ after an engagement, in which she suffered consider-

ownerre- able damage by a French privateer, and was carried into the

pm chase hit port of Bergen in Norway, and on the 17th of April was

*'L'lk auc Contlemned by a sentence of condemnation by ihz French Con

xion at Bir- f"l at Bergen. The first intelligence of the capture was

can- brought to England by the master, who was immediately sent

not recover Dy plaintiff to Shields to communicate it to the broker and

lo paw"e)r a^ent for the underwriters and demand payment of the insu-

sremthc ranee as for a total loss, which he did. The broker dispensed

under- wjtn tne master's making a protest, and said the business could

"mhawD- not ^e taken into consideration until the second meeting of

tract is a the committee of th e underwriters on this policy. Afterwards

raniom.and 0I1 the fifth of June the plaintiff received a letter from the

1 e£a ' broker, in which it was stated that the insurers were ready to

settle with him, he first making an assignment of a fourth part

to the broker for the benefit of the underwriters; and it was

alto stated th at if the plaintiff had any thoughts of repur

chasing the ship the committee would have no objection to

pay their quota of the price. The sum assured did not

amount

(
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amount to one fourth of the value of the ship, and the plain- 1799.

tiff declined making the assignment. Instances of this fort of >

condemnation in the port of Bergen have been frequent du- 1

ring this war, and they are made with the knowledge of the

Danijb government, who receive duties on such condemnation

and the sales in consequence of them, and who did so upon

the present occasion. On the 30th of July 1798 the fliip in

question was put up to public auction at Bergen by the public

officer appointed by the Court of Denmark for sales by auc

tion, having b^en previously advertised as well by posting up

bills in the public places of the city as by advertisement in

the Bergen .Gazette., and was purchased by the Briti/h Vice-

Consul resident there as agent for the plaintiff, for the sum of

1628/. 8s. 4^. The sale was a fair one, and there were many

bidders besides the plaintiff's agent. The ship did not proceed

upon the voyage to Riga and from thence to Liverpool, but

after the purchase and being repaired she sailed on the 15th

of Augujl to Petersburg, and is since returned to England and

is now in the possession of the plaintiff. The questions for

the opinion of the Court are, 1st, Whether the plaintiff is

entitled to recover for a total or only for an average loss?

idly, If for an average loss only, whether the sum paid for the

purchase is or is not to be included ? If the Court shall be

of opinion that the plaintiff is entitled to recover for a total

loss, the present verdict is to stand ; if for an average loss

only and the sum paid for the purchase is to be included, the

damage is to be reduced to ; if for an average

loss only, and the sum paid for the purchase is not to be in

cluded, a nonsuit is to be entered.

This cafe was argued in Eajler term last by Gafelee for the

plaintiff and Park for the defendant, and now by Holroyd for

the former and Gibbs for the latter.

Arguments for the plaintiff. First; The plaintiff is entitled

to recover as for a total loss, either on the ground that after

the ship was captured by an enemy she was condemned by a

Court of competent jurisdiction, or on the ground that when

she was captured the plaintiff had a right to, and did in fact,

abandon to the under-writer. Secondly; At all events the

plaintiff is entitled to recover as for an average loss, in which

is to be included the sum paid for the repurchase of the ship.

First. [The former part of the first ground was abandoned

in the course of the argument as untenable, the Court ex-

v pressing
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1799. Pr«ffing a decided opinion that no French Court of Admiralty

_ _/_. j could legally be holden in DeupiarA, and recognizing and

Havki.ock adopting a late decision in our Court of Admiralty (<?) re-

Ro'clf- fec^ing the (hip /""rW Oyen.] But independently of any con-

wood. demnation

(«) That was the case of an Englijb ship captured by the French, carried into

Bergen, there condemned by the French Corfu!, and purchased there by Ham

Krobn a DanJb subject. The opinion of ihe Court of Admiralty here was de- ,

livered on ihe 16th of January lust, by Sir IV. Soil; " This is the cafe of a

Ihip, v/liich was ;aken by a French privateer ar.dcanied into rhe poit of Beroen

in A'frTimy , where it appears ihe underwent a fort of process which terminated

in a ienrence of condemnation pronounced by the French Consul, and under

that stutence she was transferred to the present neutral proptictoi as heis de-

Jcribcd. The sale was conducted by public auction, but it appeals that the

very person who was the purchaser was likewise the seller and also acted in

the capacity of geneial agent at this place for the French nation. 'I"he ship

was put up to auction, and there was no other bidder whatever,

and she was pui chafed by himself and pmchafed under the denomina

tion of a^ent. Now from the ambiguity slated, the presumptionon the

case of such a sale would be, that he purchased her in the same cha

racter in which he had sold her ; having sold her as agent, he might be con-

sideicd as having, bought her in for the French proprietors who had carried

her into that port. The utmost that the Court would do in such a case

would be to allow fui ther proof in order to sec how he bought her, whether

»> or not. It appears that this (hip was sent immediately to France,

, which of itself colours the nature of the purchase, and (hews it was not for a

Dane but on behalf of peisons who were resident in France. It appears like

wise that he sent this vessel with paptrs for the island of Saint Martin'1 when

in fact she had private directions to get into the port of Havre if (he possibly

could. Now from the depositions 1 think it was entirely within the know

ledge of the pretended purchaser that Havre was a bh ckaded port : he or

ders her to get into Havre tie Grace and land the goods, if it be possible, but

in ca!e die was prevented from lo doinrr Ike was then to go to Saint Martini

and land the «oods theie. I think it lufficiently appears under these ciicum-

stanecs that the vigilance of Bntijb cruizers was if possible to be avoided, and

that here has been a fraudulent intention to break the blockade which at that

time was actually existing;

All the papers on board differ from the actual proof, because they repre

ss nt Smut Martini as the primary port of destination, whereas it was in

r'act lo be the dernier resort in case she could not effect this attempt

of_getting into Havre. Under these circumstances 1 am of opinion that this

does amount to that fraudulent conduct on the part of this purchaser which

would debar . him fiom the advantage of further proof, and taking all the

circumstances together I am of opinion that it was no actual transfer, but

that the (hip remained the piopeity of the French captors, and that Ihe was

"oing to France to be put into their posit ssion, he having made this purchase

in Denmark and protected it by the colourable rise of his own neutral name,

and therefore upon that part of the cafe 1 shall have vtiy little doubt in pro

nouncing a sentence of condemnation.

But another question has aiikn in this cafe, upon which a great deal of ar

gument has been employed, namely whether the lentence of condemnation

, which was pronounced by the French Consul is of such legal authority at that

it would transfer the vessel, supposing the purchase had been bon£ fide made.

I directed the counsel for the claimants to begin, because the sentence being

of a species altogether new it lay upon them to prove that it was ncverthelel*

a legal one. It has frequently been said, that it is the peculiar doctrine of the

law of England to require a sentence of condemnation as necessary to transfer

the property, and that according to the practice of some nations tvientyfonr

hears and according to the practice of others the bringing infra frefiJia is au-

thoiity enough to convert the prize. I take that to be not quite correct ; for

I apprehend that by the general practice of the law of nations, a sentence of

condemnation ii at present deemed generally necessary, and that a neutral pur-

chaicr in £tuft during war does look to the legal sentence »f condemnation
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damnation there is enofigh found in this cafe to entitle the 1799.

plaintiff to recover for a total loss, giving the underwriter the

benefit Haveloc*

ofj1 nil
as one of the title-deeds of the ship, if he buy a prize-vessel. I believe there Rock-

ii no instance in which a man, having purchased a prize-vessel of a belligerent, WOoo.

has thought himself quite secure in making that purchase, merely because the

ship had been in their possession twenty-four hours, or crimed infra prefidia ;

the contrary has been more generally holden, and it is amongst those docu

ments which are most universally produced by a neutral purchaser, that it she

has been taken as a prize it should appear that that prize has been in the

proper judicial form subjected to adjudication. Now in what form have iholc

adjudications constantly appeared ? They are the sentences of courts acting

and exercising functions in the belligerent country, and it is for the very first

time in the world that in the year 1799 an attempt is made to impose upon

the court a sentence of a tribunal not existing in the belligerent country but

of a person pretending to be authorised within the dominions ot a neutral

country. In my opinion, if it could even be shewn that, regarding mere spe

culative gener al principles, such a condemnation ought to be deemed sufficient,

that would not be enough. More must be proved ; it mult be shewn that it

is conformable to the usage and the practice of rations. A great part of the

law of nations stands on no other foundation. It is introduced indeed by ge

neral principles, but it travels along with those general principles only to

a certain extent : and it it stop there, you are not at liberty to go

farther and to lav tlut more geneial speculations would bear you in a fur

ther progress.—Thus, for instance, on mere general principles it is

lawful toilestroy yourWicmy, and mere general principles make no great dif

ference as to the manner by which this is to be effected, but the conventional

law'of mankind, which is evidenced in their practice, does make a distinction

aud allows some and prohibits other modes of destruction. And a belligerent

is bound to confine himself to those modes which the common practice c»f

mankind has: employed, and to relinquilh those which the fame practice has

not brought within the ordinary exercise of war, however sanctioned by its

principles. The practice of nations is to be collected from approved writers

on the laws of nations: and no one country has a right to innovate in these

matters by its own authority. Now it having been the constant usage that

the tribunals of the law of nations in these matters (hall exercise their func

tions within the belligerent country, if it were proved to anc irr the clearest

■tanner, that on mere general theory such a tribunal might act in a nenttal I

couotry, 1 must take my Hand on the ancient and universal practice os roan-

kind, and say that as far as that practice has pone I am willing to go, and

where it has thought proper to stop, there I must stop likewise. It is my

duty not so admit that, because one n3tior* has thought proper to depart

from the common usage of the world, I am on that account under the rre-

ceffity of acknowledging the efficacy of such a novel institution, merely because

general theory might give it a degree of countenance. The institution mult

conform to the text law and likewise to the constant usa^e in these matters;

Met when I am told that before the present war no sentence of this k:nd has

ever been produced in the annals of mankind, and that it is produced I. y one

Moon only in this war, I u quire nothing more to satisfy me that it is the

dutv of this Court to reject such a sentence as inadmissible.

Having ilrus. declared that there mutt bean antecedent usage upon the sub- -

jest, 1 Ibould think myself justified in dismissing this matter without entering

further into it. But even if we looked farther, 1 see no sufficient ground to

fay that on mere general principles such a sentence could be sustained. Pro

ceedings upon prize are proceedings in tern ; and very tew deviations have

taken place from the rule that the res should be irrthe ports of the belligerent

nation, and much more ought tire court adjudging prize-causes to be there.

Much stress has been laid on some cases of condemnations of Britijh prizes

carried into the ports of Lisbon and Lighotn, those condemnations being pro

nounced by the High Court of Admiralty in England. This is a kind of ar-

; ad hominero, to shew Uut we ouiselves have attempted to reach pro

perty
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1790. benefit of his situation. Goss v. Withers, 2 Burr. 694. Here

"- ) a total loss did happen at one time by the capture of the ship:

Havelock and

against pffty Dot w;thin our jurisdiction. But those cases are so few in number, and

are so contrary to the principles acted upon in other cafes, that they may be
wood. 501,5 ered as mere irregularities. It is then contended that such irregularities

will justify others on the part of other nations. This I deny. The true mode

of correcting the irregular practice of nations, is by protesting against it, and

inducing thatconntiy to reform it. It is monstrous to suppose that, became

one country has been guilty of an irregularity, every other country is to let

loose the law of nitions. Upon these ports of Lisbon and Leghorn it is to be re

marked that they have a peculiar and discriminate character, a character that

to a certain decree assimilates them to Britijb ports. The British exist there

in a distinct character under the protection of peculiar treaties ; and with re

spect to Pirtugil, those treaties goes so far as to engage that if a (hip belonging

to one country (hall be brought by its enemy into the pousof the other which

happens to beat peace, this neutral country fh 11 be hound to seize that (hip

and restore it to its ally. To he sure, no covenant can have more the effect

of giving the ports of England and Portugal, a reciprocal relation of a very pe

culiar fort, to make the Brilijh ports Portuguese ports, and the Portuguese ports

British ports to a certain degree. Now unless 1 am given to understand that

peculiar treaties between France and Denmork h ive impressed such a distinc

tive character upon the port os Bergen, I cannot allow that it can be considered,

on the mere footing of general neutrality, to be a French port, exactly in the

lame manner in which London may be considered as a Pirtu^uese port, or Lis

ten a British pott. But supposing this poffihle, still it would not follow that

such condemnations could be pleaded as authorities in the present case ; because

in the first place the validity of such condemnations themselves may be the sub

ject of reasonable doubt, for it by no means appears that the enemies or neu

trals who hare an interest in contesting them have ever acknowledged their

validity. Whosoever purchases under such sentences must be content to pur

chase them subject to all the questions that may arise upon their sufficiency.

But secondly, luppoling that no doubts could be entertained respecting the

sufficiency of such sentences, it by no means follows that the efficacy of the

present sentencecan be supported. In these instances the tribunal was acting

in the country to which it belongs, and with whose authority it is armed,

H=re a person;utterly destitute of all authority, except over the subjects of his

own country, and possessing that merely by the indulgence of the country in

which he resides, pretends to exercise a jurisdiction in a matter in which the

subjects osmany other staresmay be concerned No such authority was ever con

ceded by a country to a foreign agtnt Of any description residing within it ; and

least of all could such an authority be conceded in the matter of prize ; a matter

over which a neutral country has no cognizance whatever, except in the (ingle

cafe of an infringement of its own territory Consider the consequences

which must follow from allowing the validity of this condemnation ; it woulii

have the effect of makintt every port of every neutral nation a port of con

demnation. This must give a reasonable jealousy to belligerent powers, and

would seive at length to embroil every neutral nation. It France can station

a judge of the Admiralty at B;rgen, and can station there its cruizers to carry

in pr.zes for that judge to condemn, who can deny that to every purpose of

hostile mischief against the commerce of EnghnJ Bir^en will become an ene

my's port ? Bergen will differ from Dunkirk in no oth;r respect but this, that

it is a port of the enemy to much greater extent of practical mischief. To

make the port of Not -may the (eats of the Fietcb tribunals of war is to make

the adjacmt sea the theatre of Fremb hostility. It gives one belligerent the

unfair advantage of a new (lation of war, which does not properly belong to

him, and it gives to (he other the unfair disadvantage of one active enemy in

_ a quarter
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and though the plaintiff did not give formal notice of abandon- 1799.

merit to the underwriter, he did that which was equivalent, he 1 >

gave notice of the capture to the defendant's agent demanding Havfi ock

payment of the insurance as for a total loss. It is not necef-

fary that the assured should declare in express terms that he wood.

abandons to the underwriter ; it is sufficient that he does an

act shewing that he means to abandon. Secondly; In calcu

lating what is to be paid as for an average loss, the sum paid

for tne purchase of the ship is to be included. To this it will

be objected that the purchase was illegal, it being in contra

vention of the ransom acts ; 2 Geo. 3. c. 25, and 35 Geo. 3.

c. bb.s. 37, 38", 39. But it will be found, on examining

those statutes, that this cafe does not fall within either of them.

This was not a ransom, but the purchase, of a ship. A ran

som is a contract between the captor and the captured at sea,

by which the ship is protected on her voyage from any subse

quent capture by the same enemy, and for which, as appears

by the preamble to the stat. 22. Geo. 3. c. 25., hostages and

a ransom bill are given to bind the owners notwithstanding a

subsequent recapture during the same voyage : but here no

such

a quarter where no enemy would naturally be found. The coast of Norway

could no longer be approached by tho Brilijh merchant with safety, and a,

suspension 01 commt ice would be followed by a suspension of amity. Wisely

therefore did the American government defeat a similar attempt made at an

earlier period of this war. They know that to permit such an exercise of the

right of war within their cities would he to imke their coasts the stations of

hostility. Whether the government of Denmark has (hewn equal vigilance in

observing or eqaul indignation in repelling the attempt is more than I am

warranted to asset. But thoi'jh the publicity of the transaction in the town

of Bergen may subject the public of that plau: to some degree of observation,

I see nothing in the pipcis which issue immediately from the royal authority

that at all affects the government itself with the knowledge and approbation of

the facts ; and indeed it would be indecent to suppose that a conutry standing

upon the footing of ancient and friendly alliance to this country could have

f iven its sanction to a measure so full of hostility to in friend and of possible

inconvenience to itselt. 1 must therefore deem the act of this French Consul a

licentious attempt to exercise the rights of war within the bosom of a neuttal

country, whem no such exercis; has ever been authorised.

I am of opinion ut on the whole that this ship must he restored ro the British

owners upon the usual salvage, and I dismiss the claim of Mt.Krohn upon boiti

grounds, as well upon the illegality of tne sentence as upon the want of reality

in the pretended tiansser from the French captors. And I mull add that, Mr.

Krein appearing to possess two characters, th« of Danish subject and French

agent, the claim which he has brought forwards favours much more of the

latter character than of the foimer. It is beyond my belief that any man

standing in the genuine and unmixed character of a Danish subj ect sho. Id en

tertain a wish to (st .blish that sort of law, for which this French agent has

thought proper to contend."
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1799. such contract took place; no hostages were given, there was

<— -v- m* no contract at sea, but the sale took place on land at a public

Havclock auction holden under the authority of a neutral power. The

Rock*, counsel relied on the case of Berens v. Ruder, 1. £/. Rep.

wood. 313. To shew that the owners may recover from the un

derwriters the charge of a compromise paid to regain the

possession of a ship unjustly condemned as prize. They also

cited the case of As'Masters v. Shoolbred [a) ; where the ship

having been captured by a French frigate, carried into Charles-

Town in America, sold there by the authority of the French

Consul, and purchased by the captain on account of the owners,

the owners were permitted to recover against the assured the

price paid for the repurchase of the ship. But whatever

construction may be put on those acts of parliament, the de

fendant ought not to be permited to take advantage of this

objection, because he himself suggested the wish to repurchase

the ship.

Arguments for the defendant. First ; Whatever right the

assured may have had to abandon at one time, he cannot now

recover as for a total loss, because he ought to have ir?de

his election to abandon immediately after the capture ; but he

refused to transfer his right to the underwriter and there

fore he cannot now fay that he was ready to abandon. For

though it is stated that notice of the loss was given and a de

mand made of the insurance money, it is also stated that he

refused to make an assignment of his interest for the benefit

of the underwriter. [ This answer was in the course of the

argument adopted by the Court, who said that the plaintiff

could not be considered as having abandoned to the underwri

ters, he having expressly refused to assign over his interest

to them.] Secondly; Then if this be only an average loss, the

defendant is not bound to include in that the price paid for the

repurchase of the ship, that being a void contract not only

by the two acts of parliament alluded to but also by the com

mon law. Those statutes are remedial laws, and ought there

fore to receive a liberal interpretation. The first paint rela

tive to the sentence of condemnation being abandoned,

it must now be taken that the property of the plaintiff

never was altered, (because it could only be altered by a legal

sentence of condemnation,) and consequently that the (hip re

mained the legal property of the assured. Then in that situation

a sum of money was paid by the agent of the assured to the captor

(«) At the Guildhall Sittings after M. 35 G.«. 3. ctr. Lord KwytM. EOm.

N. P. 237.

for
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for the restoration of his own ship. For though it is not stated 1799.

that the price was paid directly to the captors, the object of the

pretended sale was that the produce should go to them. It is H*v^c*

said however that this was a sale of the ship to the plaintiff and rockwoob

not a ransom : but on considering what is a sale in opposition to

a ransom, it will be found that the transaction at Bergen answers

the definition of a ransom. A sale is a contract between two

parties where the vendor has not only the possession but the pro

perty and by which the purchaser acquires both the possession

and the property. A ransom is a sum of money paid by the

owner of a thing taken by an enemy to regain the possession be

fore the enemy has acquired a legal property in it by a sentence

of condemnation. Here tho' the captors had the possession,

they had n6 property in the ship; and the assured acquired no

property in it by this transaction, they merely retained the pos

session, and then they were in of their former title. The statutes

alluded to do not speak of ransoms at sea ; it is equally a ran

som though the contract be made on land, otherwise the statutes

might be evaded by sending the ship taken to some port for the

very purpose of ransoming her. And this contract is attended

with the fame mischievous consequences that ensue from a ran

som at sea ; for if this be permitted, it prevents the chance of a

recapture before the ship can be carried into an enemy's port,

in which cafe the assured would have had the benefit of the re

capture on paying the salvage. The case of As-Masters v.

Shoolbred cannot be considered as any authority against the de

fendants, because this question was not there considered. But

whether or not this be a ransom within the acts of parliament,

at all events this was an illegal contract on the ground of its be

ing a trading with the enemy ; and the money paid on such a

contract cannot be the subject of an action. [The argument

on this point is here omitted, because the Court expressly de

clined giving any opinion upon it («)].

Arguments in reply. This contract cannot be considered as

ransom, because there was no treaty between the captors and the

captured; it was a contract- of sale made at a public auction,

at which were many bidders, and where any other person as well

as the plaintiff might have become the purchaser. Whereas in

the cafe of a ransom, it can only be a contract between the cap

tors and captured ; there the captors- release their right of cap

ture ; but here they insisted on the right and disposed of the ship

Vol. VIII. T as

(«) Vid. Bdl T. Ci//.», £/. P»H. 545-
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1799. as their own. These acts of parliament creating penalties and

1 1 - r forfeitures are highly penal, and must therefore in their construc-

h.welock tion be confined to those cafes described in them ; and this is not

a£ai'ft one 0f them. Still less reason is there for contending that this

kwood contract was vo-|tj at common ]aw . for if fQ) it was useless for

the Legislature to make the two statutes that have been referred

to. The assured therefore have a right to include in the aver

age loss the price paid for the purchase of the ship. In case of

a recapture, the salvage must have been paid by the underwriter.

So here, the money paid for the purchase, even if the plaintiff

were not in strictness bound to pay, yet having paid it, must be

repaid by the underwriter. Berins v. Ruder, 1 Bl. Rep. 313.

The owner has either lost his ship or his money, and in either

cafe he has a right to call on the underwriter for an indemnity.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. As it is not necessary, for the deci

sion of this cafe, to enter into a discussion of the last point made

at the bar, namely, whether or not the contract made at Bergen

were void on the ground of it's being a trading with the enemy,

I shall decline giving any opinion on it, and the rather as this

very question will a:ile in another cafe that is removed here from

the Court of Common Pleas by a writ of error. Nor need 1

fay much on the first point, respecting the sentence of the sup

posed Court at Bergen, a question that affects all commercial

States, because that point has so lately been solemnly decided

by Sir W. Scott, who determined it on grounds that will recom

mend the decision to all those who fill judicial situations. And

I can only add that I most perfectly concur in the opinion there

given. This delivers us from one of the most important points

in the cafe. Therefore the question relative to the ransom is

the only one that remains for our consideration. It is (I believe)

a new question, for it was not made in the cafe of M'-Meisters '

v. Shoolbred. I cannot distinguish this cafe, in point of expe

dience, from those that are technically called a ransom : jt is not

necessary that a hostage should be put on board. The word

-** ransom" is synonitnous with "redeem". Now here before

the ship was carried into any port where she could be condemn

ed, and before any suit for condemnation was instituted, the

captor entered into a contract with the owner, and in conside

ration of a sum of money permitted him to have his ship again.

And it is immaterial whether or not the pretended sale took

place by the intervention of an agent ; that was done in sub

stance which the Legislature wished to prevent heing done at all.

I think
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I think it an important observation, made by the defendant's 1799.

counsel, that in order to procure a legal sentence of condemna- 1 , »

tion in an enemy's port the (hip must have traversed the high Haviloce

sea where there was a chance of a recapture by our own cruisers ; Ro^^oOD

in which case ^he owner might have had his ship again on pay

ing salvage. These ransom acts must be considered as remedial

laws ; and in the construction of such acts, it is the rule to ex

tend the remerly so as to meet the mischief ; and I think that

the Legislature intended, in pasting these acts, to prevent (uch

a transaction as the present taking place, because it would take

away the chance of a recapture. I am therefore of opinion,

though I had some doubt at first on this point, that this was a

ransom, that the money paid by the plaintiff to regain the pos-

sefiion of his ship was illegally paid, and consequently that it

cannot constitute a charge on the underwriter.

Grose J. Though several questions have been discussed at

the bar, only one remains for our consideration ; for with re

gard to that respecting the sentence of condemnation, I am

clearly of opinion for the reasons given by Sir IV. Scott in the

cafe cited that it cannot be considered as a legal sentence. There

fore the only remaining question is whether the price paid by

the plaintiff for the purchase of the ship can be included in the

average loss, which depends on this, whether or not that trans

action were a ransom. When this case was argued before, it

struck me that the ransom prohibited in the two acts of parlia

ment was a ransom at sea: but on looking into the statutes

I observes that the words " at sea" are not there used; and I

think that a ransom is only a redemption for money or other

consideration of thnt which is taken in war. This definition

of it may be collected from the different interpretations that

are given of that word in the dictionaries. Then what is this

case ; the plaintiff's ship, after being captured by the enemy,

but before (he was condemned as prize, was put up to auction

and fold to the plaintiff, or at least delivered to him, for which ~

he paid a sum of money. Then it was redeemed by him; there

could not be anv sale of the ship ; because there was no sentence

of condemnation, without which no property could be trans

ferred to a purchaser. When therefore the ship, ' hich before

belonged to the plaintiff, was given to him again in consideration

of a sum of money, it was a redemption, or ransom, of his

(hip. The circumstances of this transaction taking place on

land and by means of an auction are immaterial ; the place

where a contract is made cannot vary the nature of the contract ;

T 2 - ' and
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t _0Q and if this could be done by an auction it would be allowing an

. * ,eafv mode of evading the provisions of these salutary acts of

Havelock parliament. Therefore it seems to me that this was in effect a

agfhfl ransom, and the sum paid by the plaintiff cannot be included in

Roc^ood the average loss.

Lawrence J. This cafe haying been already so fully dis

cussed, little remains for me to add. The only point now for

our consideration is whether this were or were not a ransom.

It was either a sale, or a ransom, of the (hip: but it could not

be a sale, because there was no property in the captor for want

of a sentence of condemnation; and the captured is in posses

sion under his former title. There is no doubt but that, if the

plaintiff had given the money, or a security for it, on the high

seas in order to regain the possession of his ship, it would have

been a ransom though no hostage were delivered or ransom-bail

given ; and it makes no difference that this contract took place

on land, because the captor had no more right of property in the

ship when in port than he had before when the ship was on the

, high seas. The acts of parliament not having described at what

places or in what form a ransom is prohibited, but having pro

hibited ransoms in general terms, I think that this cafe comes

within the mischief against which those statutes are meant to

guard.

Per Curiamt Judgment of nonsuit to be entered.

Friday, Hodgson, Executor of Hodgson, the surviving

Mv 3'st Executor of Watson, against The East India

Company.

for quiet

in an action t I \his was an action of covenant. The declaration stated

.venant that by indenture, dated the 27th of November 1776, the

enjoyment, defendants demised certain lands in Bengal to Watjtn from the

the"plaintitT25th of December then last for 1000 years, provided the right

may state and interest of the defendants to the fame or any future right

that^"^ and interest therein to be by them acquired should so long exist,

lawfully at the yearly rent of 1 00 Sicca rupees ; in which indenture was

claiming a covenant by the defendants for quiet enjoyment without any

th«"defend- 'et hindrance interruption or disturbance of or by the said United

•nt entered - Company

by virtue of such title on the plaintiff, without setting forth the particulars of A. B.'s title.

—Non infiegit conventionem cannot be pleaded where the plaintiff assigns a breach (as

above) adding, ' and so the defendant did not keep his covenant &c."
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Company or any other person lawfully claiming or to claim by 1 799.

from or under them." The declaration then assigned several *—v—»

breaches, in one of which it was stated, that one,W. Tol/ey Hoi>ciin

" lawfully claiming a certain part of the said premises &c. by The"E*iT

virtue of a certain right and title thereto to him theretofore made India

and derived by from and under the said United Company enter- Cwhtant.

ed by such claim on the said lass-mentioned part, and became

and was possessed thereof, and continued so possessed thereof by

virtue of his said right and title" &c. In another (the seventh)

breach it was alleged that " one Gocoul Gosawl and divers other

persons respectively lawfully claiming certain parts of the said

premises &c. by virtue of certain rights and titles thereto to them

respectively made and derived by from and under the said United

Company lawfully entered into &c. and expelled" &c.

The defendants pleaded (besides several pleas on which issue

was taken) two other pleas, to which the plaintiffdemurred. The

first was generally that they did not break their covenants in the

(aid declaration specified &c. The other, which was pleaded

to the seventh breach, (after protesting that Gocoul Gosawl and

the said other persons did not respectively enter &c. by virtue of

any rights or titles thereto to them respectively made or derived

before the making of the said indenture by from or under the

said United Company or by due course of law expel or eject

Watson &c.) was, that before and at the time of the making

of the said indenture (to wit) on the 27th of November 1776 to

wit at &c. Watstn had notice of the said respective claims rights

and titles of the said Gocoul Gosawl and the said divers other

persons in the said seventh breach mentioned in and to the cer

tain parts in that breach mentioned of the said demised premises

to them theretofore respectively demised and made by and under

the said United Company, and it was then and there fully under

stood and agreed by and between Watson and the United Com

pany that he (IVatson) his executors ire. should at his own ex-

pence after the making of the said indenture procure and pur

chase of and from Gocoul Gosawl and the said divers other per^

sons &c. for a juil and sufficient compensation to be therefore

paid to them respectively their several and respective rights and

titles in and to the said certain parts of the said demised premises

&c ; and because Watson neglected and refused to procure and

purchase of and from the said Gocoul Gosawl and the said other

persons their said several and respective rights and titles in and to.

the said parts &c. according to such understanding and agree-

, merit /
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I70Q. ment between Watson and the Company as aforesaid Gocoul

l - *-'_} Gosawl and the said other persons by virtue of the said rights and

HoootoN titles which Watson had so agreed to purchafeand procure and not

against under or by virtue of any other claim right or title whatsoever

Th?ND*AT lawfully entered into and upon the said last-mentioned parts &c.

CosirAKr. and into and upon the possession of Watson &c. and by due course

of law ejected him out of the possession thereof, and lawfully

kept and continued Watson and his executors from and out of

the possession thereof &c.

In the demurrer to the first of these pleas the following causes

were assigned ; that the plea is too large and general, and at

tempts to put into one issue all the several matters alleged by the

plaintiff in the several breaches of covenant ; and that the plea

is a negative pleaded by way of answer to a negative, and at

tempts to make an issue out of two negatives, inasmuch as the

plaintiff has alleged that the defendants had not kept their cove

nants and the defendants by way of answer to that allegation

have pleaded that they had not broken the same &c. The

causes of demurrer to the other plea were that it is not alleged

nor does it appear by the plea that the said supposed understand

ing and agreement in that plea mentioned was under seal or ca

pable in law of controlling the operation of the said indenture

or of the said covenants Sic. ; and that the plea is too loose and

general, and does not set forth with sufficient certainty the said

supposed understanding and agreement &c.

Giles in support of the demurrer. The first plea demurred

to is bad for the reasons assigned as causes of demurrer. In the

first place, it is too general ; several breaches were assigned in

the declaration, and the plea attempts to put them all in issue.

Pitt v. Rujjl, 3- Lev. 19. In the next place, the declaration

being in the negative, that the defendants had not kept their

covenants, it was not competent to the defendants to answer by

another negative, that they had not broken their covenants ;

for two negatives cannot make an issue. Pitt v. Ruffel, ib. \ Bonne

v. Eyre, 2 Bl. Rep.. 1312; and Walsingham v. Coombe, 1 Lev.

183; though in this latter cafe the Court said that the informa

lity was cured by the verdicVfor the plaintiff. The other plea

demurred to is also had, because it attempts to set up a parol

agreement in opposition to a deed. In Goodwin v. Crowle,

Cowp. 358, where an actionof debt was brought for a penalty

for the nonperformance of articles of agreement, in which the

plaintiff assigned a breach, the defendant pleaded another agree-

ment
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ment between him and the plaintiff, and yet the Court gave 1799.

judgment for the plaintiff; and the propriety of the judgment u-y~o

in that respect was not questioned on a writ of error, which Hodgson

was brought upon other grounds. In Blake's cafe 6 Co. 43. A., r^"f

where the defendant toan action of covenant pleaded an accord India

between him and the plaintiff, ;t was holden that as the action Compant.

of covenant was founded on the deed it could not be.discharg-

ed but by matter of as high a nature, and not by any accord or

matter in pais. So in Preston v. Christmas, 2 Wils. 86. was

holden that satisfaction without deed could not be pleaded to

debt on bond. So in Rogers v. Payne, 2 WUs. 376. it was

ruled that a discharge without deed could not be pleaded to an

action of covenant. Again, in Littler v. Holland-, ante, 3 vol.

590. it was decided that the plaintiff, who had covenanted to

build two houses before a given day, and who averred that they

were built by that time, could not support his action by proving

that the time for building them had been enlarged by a subse

quent agreement, and that he had built them before the expi

ration of such enlarged time.

Wood contra. First, This cafe is distinguishable from those

cited. It may be admitted that where a party covenants to do

certain things and an action is brought against him for nonper-

formance, he cannot plead non infregit conventionem, because

that would be pleading one negative to another negative ; and

the cases cited by the plaintiff are of that description. That of

Pitt v. Rujsel was for not repairing according to a covenant ;

and that of Boone v. Eyre was for nonpayment of an annuity.

In such a cafe the defendant ought to shew that he had perform

ed the things which he had covenanted to perform : but in such

an action as the present, which alleges that the defendants had

broken their covenant because the plaint iff" was evicted by a

third person, it is competent to the defendant to plead non in

fregit conventionem. The difficulty in this cafe arises from

the plaintiff's mode of pleading; he should have concluded

" and so the defendants have broken their covenant" : yfsterv.

Mazetn, 2 Mod. 31 1. j and then the denial by the defendants

" that they had not broken their covenant" would have been

a direct answer. Nor is there any objection to this plea on

account of its generality ; at least it is convenient to plead,

in this manner, because it puts the whole in issue. But

if the pleas cannot be supported, the defendants may now

' ■ . object

1
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,-QQ object to the declaration, and it appears that none of the

,1; breaches are there well assigned. In assigning breaches on this

Hodgson covenant, it is not sufficient for the plaintiff to allege generally

atainjl « that IV. Tolley lawfully claiming &c. by virtue of a right and

The«AiT tjtje jerjvcj under the defendants entered" &c. ; he should have

Company, shewn what that right and title was ; so in the other breach,

respecting the eviction by Gocoul Gosawl. In White v. Ewer,

Cro. Eliz. 823., where the covenant was that the lessee and his

assigns should enjoy without the interruption of F. Ewer and

all others claiming under him, and the breach assigned was that

he was ousted by J. S. who claimed under the title of F. Ewer

without shewing how he claimed, it was holden that the breach

was ill assigned. It is no answer to such an objection to say that

y. S. was a stranger and that therefore the plaintiff could not

stitfw his title ; for that answer was there relied upon in this

court, who gave judgment for the plaintiff; but their judgment

was afterwards '* reversed upon this exception by the opinion

of all the justices and barons in the Exchequer-Chamber."

On this ground therefore none of the breaches in the declaration

are well assigned. As to the demurrer to the other plea; if

the objection there assigned as cause of demurrer be well found

ed, the fame objection equally applies to all the breaches in the

declaration, for it is not stated in either of them that W. Tolley

or Gocoul Gosawl entered by virtue of any title conferred upon

them by the defendants by deed ; and a corporation cannot part

with their interest without deed.

Giles in reply. First, The principal objection to the first

breach is that it comprehends all the breaches assigned, it even

puts in issue the execution of the deed. [IVood. In Gilbert

v. Martin, 1 Lev. 1 14., action of covenant for not repairing,

it was holden that non infregit conventionem admitted the deed,

and only put the non-repair in issue, and not the execution of

the deed. Lawrence Justice; Lord Chief Baron Gilbert; Hi/i.

of C. B. 155.} speaking of the plea of non infregit conventi

onem, fays, " The defendant ought to traverse either the

deed, or the breach, and both cannot be involved in non

infregit conventionem, because the gist of the action lies

on the deed which must be traversed by itself."] As

to the objection to the declaration: if there be any foun

dation for the objection, it should have been shewn as special

cause of demurrer, and cannot be taken advantage of in

this
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this stage of the proceeding. But in truth the objection is not T799-

well founded; for in Foster v. Pierson, ante 4 Pol. 617., in hODoson

which the former cafes were considered, it was decided that in against

such a cafe as the present it is sufficient to allege that a third The East

person " had lawful right and title &c, and having such lawful Co'*"*r

right and title entered &c, and evicted the plaintiff," without

shewing what title such third person had. And it would be

highly inconvenient if the law were otherwise; for the plain

tiff has no means of knowing the particulars of the title of a

stranger. It is the common rule in pleading, not confined to

this particular cafe, that it is not necessary to set forth a stran

ger's title in pleading ; in actions against the assignee of a lessee

it is sufficient to allege generally that the premises came to the

defendant by assignment.

The Ccurt took time to consider of this cafe ; and on a subse

quent day in the term.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. delivered the opinion of the Court,

shortly, thus. We are of opinion that the first plea demurred

to cannot be supported. It is only argumentative, and therefore

an improper plea. As to the objection to the declaration, re

specting which the case cited from Cro- Eiiz. 823. raised some

doubt in our minds at the time: we have since the argument

looked into the cafe of Foster v. Pierson, which was relied upon

as an authority in support of this declaration, and in which all •

the former cafes were considered, and we are of opinion that :he

breaches here are properly assigned. If they were not, it woulJ

impose insuperable difficulties on the plaintiff ; for I do not know

how it was pofiible for him to set forth the particulars of the

titles of the persons who entered upon him ; such knowledge

could only be acquired by an inspection of title deeds to which

he could have no access. Therefore on the authority ot that

cafe, and on the expedience of the thing, we think that the

plaintiff is entitled to judgment.

Judgment for the plaintiff.
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Myiilk. Munro against Spinks.

Inanaffida- TN debt on a foreign judgment, the affidavit to hold to bail

tobaHmide A waS mat"e the plaintiff's agent in England,(the plaintiff

by the himself being abroad) who swore positively to the debt, adding

plaintiff's that no offer had been made to pay the fame in bank notes &c

"1a" tiffhC faccor(*i|1g to the statute 37 Geo. 3. s.45.) as he believed.

Simstlf be- It was objected on the part of the defendant that the affidavit

in|[ abroad) was defective, it not containing a positive denial of the offer to

5t "tonea W ^e ^C'3t ^a"'C noteS"

tire a ten-* To this it was answered that as this affidavit was made (not

dcrofthe by the plaintiff himself, but) by a third person, it was sufficient

tank 'notes 10 neSat've this tender of bank notes to the best of the belief of

- a« the the person swearing, since he could not take upon himself to

•Rent be- swear positively to such a fact ; that an affidavit of the debt it-

Kctci." fe|f by an executor, or by the assignees of a bankrupt, " accor

ding to their belief," is allowed to be sufficient -y and that in this

* instance there was a positive affidavit of the debt.

The Court, thinking this answer sufficient, discharged the

' rule for ordering the bail bond to be delivered up to be can

celled.

• Kidd in support of the rule.

Garrcw and Walton contra.

The King again/2 John Swallow.

In 1 cmvie- r I 1H1S was a conviction against the defendant in the sum of

tion, is the J_ 15/. for three penalties under the game laws. By the

appear'"mi recorc" ot conviction it appeared that at Keliing in the county of

plead and Norfolk the informer came before Z. Girdlejione one of thejus-

iheeridcuec tices &c. of Norfolk &c. and swore that on three several days

the time"M (-mentioning them) at the parish of IVaybourn'm the said county

<5ay, the the defendant kept and used steel traps and engines to kill and

Couit will destroy the game &c. That afterwards on a subsequent day, the

thl'cvldcnce 27 of ^ol'tr-> the defendant, having been summoned, appeared

waijtirenin before the justice to make his defence against the said charges,

thc^ defend- and having heard the fame was asked by the said justice ifh&>-

stace'erefl cou'^ any thing for himself why he should not be convicted

tho-jgh it be stated that the appearance was at A. and that the evidence was given at B —A

defendant u.a> be convicted 01 several essences in the fame conviction.

&c. ;
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Sec. ; that h - pleaded not guilty; that on the said 27th day of 1799.

October at Holt in the county aforesaid, one credible witness, ■_ -.- j

J. C., on his oath swore &c. " And thereupon the said defend- *T'>e Ki*m

ant on the said 27th day of October &c. at Holt aforesaid before ,*rg"^L.

me the said justice by the oath &c. is convicted, and for his fe- i0w.

veral offences aforesaid hath forfeited the sum of 5/. for each of

fence, making together the sum os 15/. to be distributed as the

statute directs."

Wtlfin, for the defendant, took several objections to the con

viction. First, It does not appear on the conviction at what

place the defendant was summoned to appear, nor at what place

he did appear : it should appear to be at a place where the jus

tice had jurisdiction. If it be considered that it was at Ktlling,

the place before mentioned, then

Secondly, it does not appear that the evidence was given in

the presence of the defendant. And though in R. v. Thompson,

ante, 2 vol. 23, where the whole transaction before the magis

trate appeared to have passed on the same day, the Court laid

they would presume that the evidence vvasgiw?n in the defend

ant's presence (a), it is observable that there only one place

was mentioned in the conviction, so that such a presumption

might reasonably be made. But here another place (Ho/t) is

mentioned, where the witness was examined : and thetefore the

fame presumption does not arise as in that cafe. On the con

trary, the fair inference from the whole of what is stated in

the conviction is that the defendant appeared at Kelling accor

ding to the summons, and that then an adjournment of the

meeting to Holt took place, which excludes the presumption

of the evidence having been there given in his presence.

Thirdly, The defendant is charged with three offences, and

the conviction is general, without laying of how many. Perhaps

it may be doubted whether a defendant can be convicted in

more than one penalty in the fame conviction : but at all events

the adjudication should distinctly shew the number of penalties

in which he is convicted. A conviction for the said offence - :

when several are charged, is bad. R. v. Salomons, ante, 1 vol.

249; 2 Rol. jibr. 696. pi. 7. A general verdict, finding the

point in issue by way of argument for the plaintiff or defendant,

is never permitted, though the argument be necessary and con

cluding. Faugh. 7 5. And though it is added in this cafe that

(«) See also R. t. R. Adim, 3 Bur. 1786; Jt. Y.Ktmfsiui, Cows. 241.; and

*. T. Levtt, ante, 7 vol. 153.

' - « for

1
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1799. " for his several offences aforesaid he hath forfeited 5/. for each

< 1 ^offence, making together 15/.," that is merely stated as a con-

The King sequence of the informal conviction which precedes and which

J."swfL. cannot be cured by it. But

row. " The Court (stopping Afingay, who was to have argued in

support of the conviction) overruled all the objections.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, As to the first objection, It will

be understood that the summons to appear and the appearance

were at Kelling, the place before mentioned. Secondly, There

would, 1 think, be great weight in this objection, if it had not

been alreadv overruled in former cafes ; and notwithstanding the

• introduction of another place ( Holt) 1 think that this cafe must

be governed by those. Thirdly, There is no objection to th*e

conviction on the ground that the defendant has been convicted

of several penalties. It is the constant practice in actions on

the game laws, and not unfrequent in convictions. Even in in

dictments for capital offences several offences are sometimes

charged, as burglary and stealing in a dwelling house to the va

lue of 401. I by rib means wish that magistrates in drawing up

convictions should set all forms at nought: but they ought not

to be entangled in greater forms or ceremonies than the supe

rior courts. T he word " convicted" in this cafe applies to the

several offences with which the defendant was charged and to the

evidence given in support of them ; and the following words are

" and for his several offences aforesaid &c." Taking the whole

ofthe adjudication together, it is evident that the magistrate con

victed the defendant in the three several offences charged.

Conviction affirmed.

The King again/t The Conservators of the River

Tone in the County of Somerset.

Bv thr ic& "D^ an a<^ °^ t*ie 1 0 an(' ' 1 ^ 3' c' " ent'l'e" an a& f°r

it W. j. '. j3 " making and keeping the river Tone navigable from

g. the pro- Bridge-water to Taunton" Sic. reciting that J- Mallet Esq in pur-

pi;e,T,L°„f s«ance

navioatinnnavigation

thai e fin the

liver Tom are created a corporation with certain funds, directed to keep an account of their

receipts and disbursements, which (hall every year be examinid,faltj, cerre&ed, and allratj

by the Bishop of B. and IV. and the jutlke; of thr peace for the county of Somerset or any

five or more at their first general O^arter Session* aftera certain day, at which time they are

to direct a distribution of '.he surplus profits if any: held that the Sessions in one year have

no authoiity to revise or correct any errors in the accounts, upon which a balance was struck

and allowed at the Sessions in any preceding year,
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suance of a commission under the great Seal in the 13 Car. 1. 1799*

had at a great expence made the river in some sort navigable;

in consequence of which King Charles H. by Letters Patent

in the 36th year of his reign had granted to the said J. Mallet The Con-

the sole navigation of the river within certain limits, and re*of "heRW**
citing that Mallet's interest in the same had been conveyed to° TOeNE'"

certain persons by name who were purchasers for a valuable

consideration, and that they had engaged to keep tne river

navigable at their own expence ; it is enacted that the fame-

persons and their successors shall be appointed Conservators

of the said river ; and it gives them power to preserve the

navigation and to remove obstructions &c. And " for reim

bursing the said Conservators the principal money of the said

purchase, and what shall be laid out in the making or keep

ing the said river navigable, or in making or repairing bridges

over the said river, or in any other works, together with in

terest for the fame after the rate of 61. per cent, per annum,

until the said Conservators shall be repaid the said principal

and interest of what they have or shall disburse for the pur

poses aforesaid," the act imposes certain tolls payable to the

said Conservators. It then enacts that " from and after the

said Conservators shall have been fully reimbursed and paid

the principal and interest after the rate aforesaid of all monies

advanced and which shall be expended by them respectively

in purchasing the interest of the heirs of the said 'J. Mallet,

and in making and keeping the said river navigable &c, the tolls

are to be reduced to a certain sum, to be applied to the repair of

the locks and other works, and the surplus (if any) to be em

ployed for the use of the poor of Taunton. It then enacts

that a true account of all expences and disbursements and of

all tolls received by the said Conservators shall be duly kept in

certain books to be kept by the said Conservators for that purpose;

and that every year thesaid books and account and the vouchers

jor thefame stall be brought before the Bishop of Bath and Wells

for the time being, and the justices of the peace for the county of

Somerset for the time being, or any five or more of them, at fuen

time and place within the town of Taunton or ten miles thereof

as any three or more of them (hall appoint, then and there to be

examinedfiated corrected and allowed ; and the said lord Bishop

and Justices or any five or more of them are thereby impovv-

ered to examine state correct and allow the said accounts,

and to appoint and make distribution of all that shall have

been
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1799. been received that (hall not have been ordered to be laid out

V-—v—^ in the said navigation to and amongst the said Conservators

The Kino tnejr execut0rs &c, in proportion to the money advanced by

Th?c'oN- them respectively in the first place, for the payment and dis-

ickvatori charge of the interest after the rate aforesaid due to every of

°fTohe™ t'lem ^or t'1C money advanced by each, and as often as there

shall be any surplus in the like proportion for the lessening and

in discharge of the principal so advanced by them respectively,

until the whole principal and interest shall be paid and dis

charged ; which account os the receipts of every year Jhall end

and be made up to the lifth of June inclusive, andJhall be exa

mined slated corrected and allowed, and distribution thereof made

by the said lord Bishop and Justices or anyfive or more of them

at the next general quarter Sessions ofthe peace that Jhall be held

for thesaid county of Somerset, after the said 1\tb of yttne."

It then gives power to the fame persons to examine persons on

t oath touching the said accounts. And when the said account

of any year shall have been so examined stated and allowed

by the said lord Bishop and Justices or any five or more of

them, a duplicate thereof shall be made signed and sealed by

the said tord Bishop and Justices or any five or more of them,

and shall be transmitted to and kept amongst the records of

the Sessions of the peace of the said county of Somerset. ' It

then directs in what manner the perpetual succession of the

Conservators shall be preserved.

Then the act of the fith of Anne, c. 9. reciting the last

mentioned statute and the toHs thereby granted, and reciting

that the navigation was partly made but not completed, and

that it would be necessary to expend a further considerable

sum of money for that purpose " notwithstanding the great

- sum already disbursed by the said Conservators in the said work,

which by an account takenflared and allowed by the "Justices at

the general quarter Sessions of the peace holden at Bridgevvater

the ( jth of July last for the said County of Somerset appears

to have been 3566/. 9s. 5ld." It therefore grants additional

tolls ; and enacts that " after the said Conservators shall be

reimbursed their principal monies and interest, after the rate

in the before recited act mentioned already by them expend

ed and to be expended &c. in repairing &c. together with the

expences of the said Conservators, which the said Justices at

the general quarter Sessions are authorised and thereby required

te allow, as by the said former aft is direcled." then the tolls

are to be lessened.

It
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It appeared by affidavits laid before the Court that from the 1799.

year 17 10 to the present time the Conservators of the river V« -y—J

Tone had delivered in annual accounts (o the justices of their .'i*0

disbursements and receipts, which until the account hereafter- TheCcw-

mrn'iontd were signed and allowed by five or more justices, tERVATo»i

in each of which certain balances were reported to be due to of tht Rlver

the Conservators. That the balance of the account in the

year 1710 was 5146/. ts. g^d.., which had increased every

succeeding year, and in 17*,,6 amounted 1069,779/. 161. $hd.

and the accounts so allowed were deposited amongst the re

cords of the court.

At the General Quarter- Sessions of the peace holden for

the said county on the nth of "July 1798, the following

order was made by the said Justices ; " On hearing counsel •

as well on behalf of the Conservators of the river Tone^ as

on behalf of the poor of Tautitw, this Court is of opinion

that all and singular the accounts of the said Conservators

are inquirable into by this Court, and that the jurisdiction of

this Court upon this subject is not concluded by any thing

heretofore done by the proceedings already had ; and this pre

sent sessions is continued by adjournment to the Guildhall in

Taunton on Monday the loth of August for the purpose of

examining stating correcting and allowing the said accounts

and making distribution thereupon, according jto the provisions

and in pursuance of the acts of parliament in that cafe made

and provided ; aud this Court is of opinion that on making up

such accounts interest should not be allowed on any interest

monies which may remain at anv time in arrear since passing

the said acts of parliament." The order then proceeded to

direct the neceflary notices to be given and vouchers to be

produced. And at a further adjourned Sessions on the 28th

of September 1798 the following order was made ; ** Upon

application to this Court by the Conservators of the river

Tone to allow their accounts ending and made up to the 24th

of June last inclusive, in which they claim a balance of

76,825/. 6s. Sd. to be due to them for money advanced and

disbursed and the interest thereof, and upon examining into the

said accounts and hearing the said Conservators &c, and it be

ing admitted by the said Conservators that there are consider

able errors in the said accounts and the treasurer of the said

Conservators having refused to swear to the truth of the said

accounts, this Court is of opinion and doth find manifest great

' errors mistakes and frauds in the said accounts, and inaccuracies

in the statements thereof, and doth therefore in pursuance of

the

1
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1799. tnc statutes &c. state correct and allow the said accounts, by

Wv—J which it appears that the said Conservators have been reim-

The Kins bursed all principal monies advanced and disbursed and

TheCoi- 'nterc^ thereupon, and that there is now in the hands of

servatorj fucn Conservators a balance of 9425/. 19*. 6hd. to be applied

of the River as by the said acts are directed ; and the fame accounts are so

Tone, stated corrected and allowed accordingly, and the said balance

\ of 9425/. 19s. 6hd. ascertained to be in the hands of the said

Conservators, which accounts so stated corrected and allowed

are as follow", (setting out the account.)

The above-mentioned orders having been removed by writ

of ceitiorari into this court, a rule was granted to shew cause

why the last mentioned order of Sessions for stating correcting

• and allowing the accounts of the defendants should not be quash

ed for insufficiency ; which rule was now supported by

Erjkine, Gibbs, and Lens; who objected to the order, First,

on the merits ; because by the general rule when a balance is

struck between parties interest runs upon the whole from that

time: and in this instance the statute ot Anne recognizes the

practice which had obtained from the passing of the act of King

IVilliam, of adding the interest which was left unpaid at the

end of each year to the principal and making the whole ba

lance carry interest for the succeeding year. Secondly, be

cause the magistrates in Sessions had no jurisdiction by those

statutes to revise and alter the balance which had been struck

and allowed the preceding year by other magistrates having

co-ordinate jurisdiction ; and the injustice would be greater in

this instance," because upon the faith of this mode of proceed

ing having remained unquestioned for so many years the shares

of this navigation had been transferred like public stock from

hand to hand, and the subsistence of many families depended

upon it.

Bond, Tripp, and Pell, contra. First, the charge of in

terest upon interest is illegal, and no usage can make it good.

It does not follow, because in striking the balance which is re

ferred to in the statute of Anne that it was so done once, there

fore it is authorised to be continued every succeeding year.

And unless that be the construction, the balance struck in the

last year by the justices is the correct one. Secondly,

The justices had authority under the statutes in question

to revise and correct errors in the accounts of the pre

ceding years, especially such as appear upon the face of

. the accounts themselves. This may be compared to the juris

diction
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diction exercised in the Court of Chancery by it's general au-

thority over trustees to bring them to account even after a great Tne KiNa

lapse os time, and after a settlement made and a balance struck. Tjjfc^_

The cases of Attorney General v. The Corporation osCoventry (a), sirvators

Vtrnon v. yandrey, 2 Eq. Cas. Abr. 12. and 3 Chan. Rep. 10. 01 the Ri,or

were referred to in the course of the argument. It was also ToNI-

contended that the accounts directed to be delivered to the jus

tices were not matters of record, but were only directed to be

kept for greater security amongst the records of the Sessions ;

and were not of a more authentic nature than the accounts of

any other public body.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Of the upright intention of the ma

gistrates, when they made the order in question, no doubt can

be entertained ; they wish to correct the errors in the former

accounts. But, without approving or dislipprovingof the manner

in which the former accounts had been kept, the only question

here is, whether or not the magistrates had jurisdiction to make

this order ; I think they had not. This is a power not belong

ing to their situation as magistrates generally, but given to them

by a particular statute for a special purpose. They are from

year to year to examine and balance the accounts; when they

proceed to the examination of the accounts of the preceding

year, they are to take it for granted that all the former balances

are right ; and when they have examined and balanced the ac

counts for any one year, they arc become functi officio j their au

thority being executed, they have nothing further to da If

flagrant injustice has been done in any prior \year, the public

are not thereby concluded ; that may be rectified by another ju

risdiction, the Court of Chancery : but the justices at the Ses

sions have no such jurisdiction. A new æra begins with them

every year, and their jurisdiction concludes with the year. The

balance settled in the preceding account is to form the first ar

ticle of the ensuing account. If they discover that any impro

per allowances have been made in any former years, such as al

lowing interest upon interest, they may correct the abuse for

that year, but they have no power to reform what has been done

in prior years. Great injustice might also be done if the juris

diction now claimed were allowed; vouchers may have been

lost, many of the shares of this navigation may have been pur

chased at a full price, and they may now be the support of dif-

Vol. VIII. U ferent

(a) This arose out of the same case as is repotted in i Bri. Part, Cas. 2;fr.
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1 799. ferent families, and various other inconveniencies might follow ;

_i and even the Court of Chancery will not correct every^ error in

The King an account of long standing, where great inconvenience would

ThfcoN- en'ue from unravelling it. It is sufficient however in this cafe

(krvators to fay that the justices at the Sessions had ko authority to over-

oftbe River set that which other justices, having a co-ordinate jurisdiction,

0 " had before settled, and that the present order cannot be suppor

ted.

Grose J. In looking over these accounts it appears tome

that many allowances have been made, which (I think) I should

not have approved : but I must also add that we cannot examine

the accounts, since we have no authority to correct them. By

the order in question the justices at the Sessions claimed the right

of examining all the accounts from the year 1 7 10: but they have

no such power. They certainly had not this power at common

law; nor is any such given to them by the act of parliament;

for that only authorises them to take an account for each year,

and to make a distribution. The justices therefore had only a

power to examine the accounts of the last year: if they could

unravel the accounts of former years, by the fame reason the

last accounts might be unravelled at some future Sessions : and

thus, instead of heing finally adjusted, the accounts must at last

be left in inextricable confusion.

Lawrence J. The authority of the justices is confined to

the examination and allowance of the accounts for the year pre

ceding the time when they are to be settled. Probably the ma

gistrates, who made this order, were struck with the impropri

ety of some allowances made in the former accounts, and very

properly wished to correct the error : but this is an error that has

been going on from time to time. And though the interest may

now be considered as great in respect to the sums subscribed in

the time of Queen June, perhaps the present holders of these

shares have paid an equivalent for them on the supposition that

what had been before allowed was legal. But however this may

be, the authority of the justices was circumscribed withincertain

limits. •

Per Curiamy Order of Sessions quashed.
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1799.
 

The King against J. Wright.

ARule having been obtained, calling on the defendant (a The Court

bookseller) to shew cause why a criminal information g'^fticri-

should not be granted against him- for printing and publishing a minai in-

libel on J. Home Tooke, I formation

Law, Gibhs, and C. Moore, were now to have shewn cause

against it; but after producing an affidavit made by the defen- for punting

dant, in which he stated that the charge on Mr. H. Tooke wasarcportof

a paragraph contained in the report of the committee of Secrecy 0fe(^|muse

of the House of Commons (a) a literal copy of which he had pub- mons,

lished, and that he did not publish the report with a view to ca- though it

lumniaie M. H. Tooke, the Court called on the counsel for the [^bu°a

prosecutor to support the rule. The paragraph complained of, er 0f an fo.

and which was contained under the title " Attempts to assemble dividual,

a convention of the people in England," was as follows; Some

of the persons so arrested were prosecuted for high treason. A

grand jury for theccunty ofMiddlesex found a bill against Thomas

Hardys the secretary of the London Corresponding Society, and

eleven others ; three of the persons so indicted, viz. Thomas Hardy

John Home Tooke, and John Thelwall, were tried, and on their

trials were acquitted of the charge in the indictment. But the

evidence given on those trials established, in the clearest man

ner, the grounds on which the committees ofthe two houses of

parliament had formed their reports in 1794; and shewed be

yond a possibility of doubt that the views of these persons and

their confederates were in their nature completely hostile to the

existing government and constitution of this kingdom, and went

directly to the. subversion of every established and legitimate au

thority."

Erjkine and Warren in support of the rule. First ; The mat

ter published, supposing the matter not sanctioned by any legal

authority, is a libel on Mr. Home Tooke. Secondly ; It is such a

libel that the Court are bound by the rules that have always

guided their discretion in similar cafes to give the prosecutor leave

to file a criminal information against the publisher. Thirdly}

U 2 The

(a) "To whom the several papers referred to in his majesty's message of the

J2d of J**. 1799 and which were peesented, scaled up, to the House by Mr. Se

cretary DunJas on the 13d of Jan. by his majesty's command, were referred; and

who were ditected to examine the mattcis thereof and report the fame as they

should appear to the House;" Ordered by the House to be printed for the ui*

os the members the 1 5th of March 1 799.
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1799. The House of Commons themselves were not justified in direct-

Th"**KiNo m^ or 8'vm§ a ^an^'orl to tne publication of this libel on Mr.

arai!£° "r Tooke ; or at all events they have no legal authority to direct

J.Wrigut. or sanction the publication of matter that amounts to a libel on

any individual beyond an entry on it's own journals or for the

use of the members of the House. Fourthly; But even if they

possess such an extraordinary power, the house having in this in

stance only directed an entry on it's ownjournals and ordered the

printing (by their own printer) of as many copies of this report

as were sufficient for the use of the members of the House, that

does not give the defendant, a stranger, the right of printing and

circulating copies of it so as to furnish him with a legal defence

either to an action for damages or to an information or indict

ment for a libel. In support of the two first propositions the coun

sel read and commented upon the passage in question. Thirdly ;

The House of Commons were not justified in making the re-

po-f in question, inasmuch as it reflected on innocent individuals.

It .s the un oubted right of every subject, who is accused of a

crime, to be tried by a jury of the country; and as it appeared

on the former part ot this very paragraph that Mr. H. Tookt had

been acquitted by a jury, it was a foul libel on him to fay that

he was guilty of the crime of which he had been acquitted. In

the case ofR. v. Sir W. Williams (a), where an information was

filed against the defendant who had been Speaker of the house of

Commons for publishing a libel, Dangerfitla"s Narrative, it was

determined by this Court that the defendant was not justified in

publishing, though he had published as Speaker and by order of

the House of Commons. This determination still remains in

force, notwithstanding several attempts in parliament to get rid

of it. And Sir Robert Jtiyns in his Treatise on the Power Ju

risprudence and Privilege of Parliament vindicates the legality

of this determination. This decision therefore proves that the

House of Commons themselves cannot justify the publishing of

any matter reflecting on an innocent individual. In the case of

Cuddington v. Wilkins (6), where the plaintiff brought an action

for words accusing him of felony, which the defendant justified,

and the plaintiff replied a pardon, it was adjudged for the plain

tiff ; " for the whole Court were ofopinion that though he were

a thief once yet when the pardon came it took away not only

> peenam

(«) a Sin,. 471 i Cmh. 18 ; 10. Si. Tr. App. 33. ». (4) JM. 81.

1
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pœnam but reatum." Now that is a stronger cafe than the? pre- 1 799.

sent; for there it was admitted that the plaintiff had been guilty ■ .if

of the felony though he had been pardoned ; but here Mr. H. The Kins

Twite was innocent of the charge, for the jury acquitted him °f t w^mt

it. Though the House ofCommons may be invested with aright '

ofenquiring into existence of high crimes either for the purpose

of impeaching an individual or ot making new laws, it is evident

that the enquiry in this instance could not have been made for

the purpose of impeaching Mr. H. Tooke, since he had been be

fore legally acquitted of the charge; and if the report were made

as the foundation ofany legislative act, it ought not to have char

ged persons to be guilty of a crime of which a jury had previ

ously pronounced them innocent But even if the House of Com-

mons cannot be called to account for making tins report, they

could not sanction the publication of it bey , nd an entry on its

own journals and printing copies of it for the use of their own

members. Fourthly, In the cafe of Lake v. King (a) where a

petition was presented to a committee ot the hnule tor examina

tion of grievances, reflecting on the plaintiffs conduct, and the

defendant distributed printed copies to the members of the com

mittee, it was not pretended that the defendant could distribute

the copies to other persons not members of the house ; and this

Court said " that the printing with intent to deliver the copies to \

members of the committee was justifiable, but if he had delivered

them to others it would be otherwise". Now in this cafe the de

fendant has published copies of this report for general circula

tion. It is evsn a contempt of the Court to publish the proceed- \

ings of Courts of Justice, and still more so where those proceed

ings reflect on the chatacter of an individual. In Waterfieldv.

The Bijhop ef Chrchefier(b), where the defendant complained to

the court of King's Bench that the plaintiff had printed and ch>

culated an account of a prohibition obtained by him against the

Bishop, " The Court declared it to be a most seditious libel, and

|ave order to enquire after the printer that he might be prosecu

ted." It is also a breach of privilege and a contempt of the House

of Commons to publish their proceeding without their authori

ty ; and yet that is the Only defence which the defendant now at

tempts to make against this charge : but it seems rather extraor

dinary that the admission of one crime should be set up as a justi

fication of another.

Lord

(a) I Lev. 240. (4) \ Mad. 1 18.
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1799. Lord Ken'YOn Ch. J. When the motion was first made, I

y_ r- _j suggested to the counsel for the prosecutor that if the publication

The Kino in question really were, what it profesied to be, a copy of the re-

^""J1 port of the House of Commons, it would be to grant a rule to
sight. ^ew caufe . but it not being then admitted to be a true copy,

and it being surmised that the publication assumed a title that did

not belong to it, we granted a rule nisi ; but as it now proves to

be a true copy of the report, I think there was not the least pre

tence for the motion. This is an application for leave to file a

criminal information against the defendant for publishing a libel;

so that the application supposes that this publication is a libel.

But the enquiry made by the House of Commons was an inqui

sition taken by one branch of the legislature to enable them to

proceed further, and adopt some regulations for the better go

vernment of the country : this report was first made by a Com

mittee of the House of Commons, then approved by the House

at large, and then communicated to the other House, and it is

now sub judice ; and yet it'is said that this is a libel on the prose

cutor. It is impossible for us to admit that the proceeding of ei

ther of the Houses of Parliament is a libel ; and yet that is to be

taken as the foundation of this application. The cafe of R. v.

Sir W. JVilliams, which was principally relied upon, happened

in the worst of times: but that has no relation to the present case.

There the publication was the paper of a private individual ; and

under pretence of the sanction of the House of Commons an in

dividual published : but this is a proceeding by one branch ofthe

legislature, and therefore we cannot enquire into it. I do not fay

that cafes may not be put in which we would not enquire whe

ther or not the House of Commons were justified in any par

ticular measure ; if, for instance, they were to send their Ser

jeant at Arms to arrest a conusel here who was arguing a cafe

between two individuals, or to grant an injunction to stay the

proceedings here in a common action, undoubtedly we should

pay no attention to it. But the report in question, being adopt

ed by the House at large, is a proceeding of those who by the

Constitution are the guardians of the liberties of the subject; and

we cannot say that any part of that proceeding is a libel. I am

therefore clearly of opinion that this rule ought to be discharged.

Grose J. This is a motion for leave to file a criminal in

formation for publilhing a supposed libel, but in truth for pub

lishing a proceeding of one branch of the legislature when they

were
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were acting for the safety of the state. Now on looking into the i»QQ

judicial proceedings of this Court, I find no instance of such an

information as the present. The case of R. v. Sir IV. Williams The Kinc

is most like this cafe : but it must be remembered that that was T ^""^

declared by a great authority to be a disgrace to the country. *

Lawrence J. This cafe has been chiefly argued on two

grounds. First, It is said that the report of the House of Com

mons is itself unjustifiable, inasmuch as it imputes a crime to the

prosecutor and deprives him of his privileges. It is said that this

report charges him with being guilty of high treason, notwith

standing a verdict of the jury had ascertained his innocence : but

that is not the fair import of the paragraph. It is possible that a

man may have views hostile to the government and constitution

of the kingdom without being guilty of high treason, especially

of the particular treason imputed to the persons there mentioned.

It does not therefore follow that this report charges those persons

with the fame crime of which they had been before acquitted.

But the chief ground taken by the prosecutor's Counsel is that,

though the report of the House ofCommons cannot itself be con

sidered as a libel, the defendant not acting under the authority of

the House may be indicted for publishing it with a view to ge

neral circulation. It has been said that the publication of the pro

ceedings of Courts ofjustice when reflecting on the character of

an individual is a libel ; to support which position the case of Wa-

terfieU v.The Bijhop ofChichefer has been cited. But on exa

mining that cafe it appears that the charge there was that the

plaintiff" had not published a true account. There the plaintiff

suggested for a prohibition that the Bishop had excommunicated

him for refusing to take the oath ex qfficio on his being chosen

church-warden of Arundcl : it afterwards appeared that he was

excommunicated for having refused to take the oath of a church

warden according to law; and the ground of the prohibition be

ing false, a consultation was awarded: then the plaintiff publish

ed a supposed account of the prohibition, entitled " A true copy

of a writ of prohibition granted &c. against the Bishop of Chi

chester who had proceeded against and excommunicated one T.

Waterfiela\ a church- warden,/ar refusing to take the oath usually

tendered to persons in such office* by which writ the illegality of

all such oaths is declared &c." Now that^publication was not

a true statement of the proceedings of the Court : he at first ob

tained
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1799. tained the prohibition on a false representation of the fact, and

after the consultation was awarded he published a false account

The Kino 0f tne proceeding in prohibition; and the Court declared that

J.Wiiobt. 'uc'1 fa'fe account was a seditious libel. Therefore I do not think

that that cafe establishes the proposition to support which it was

cited; and I am not aware of any authority that does support it.

The proceedings of Courts of Justice are daily published, some

of which highly reflect on individuals, but I do not know that

an information was ever granted against the publishers of them.

Many of these proceedings contain no point of law, and are not

1; published under the authority or the sanction of the courts, but

they are printed for the information of the public. Not many

years ago an action was brdught in the Court of Common Pleas

by Mr. Carrie against Walter, proprietor of " The Times," for

publishing a libel in the paper of " The Times," which suppo

sed libel consisted in merely stating a speech made by a counsel

in this court on a motion for leave to file a criminal informati

on against Mr. Currie: Lord ChiefJustice Eyre, who tried the

cause, ruled that this was not a libel, nor the subject ofan action,

it being a true account of what had passed in this court : and in

this opinion the Court of Common Pleas afterwards, on a mo

tion for anew trial, all concurred, though some of the judges

doubted whether or not the defendant could avail himself of that

defence on the general issue. Though the publication of such

proceedings may be to the disadvantage ofthe particular indivi

dual concerned, yet it is of vast importance to the public that the

proceedings of Courts of Justice should be universally known.

The general advantage to the country in having these proceed

ings made public more than counterbalances the incenvenien-

cies to the private persons whose conduct may be the subject of

such proceedings. The fame reasons also apply to the proceed

ings in parliament: itis of advantage to the public and even to the

Legislative bodies that true accounts of their proceedings should

be generally circulated ; and they would be deprived of that ad

vantage if no person could publish their proceedings without be

ing punished as a libeller. Though therefore the defendant was

not authorised by the House of Commons to publish the report

in question, yet as he only published a true copy of it, I am of

opinion that the rule ought to be discharged.

Rule discharged.
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1799.

FriJay,

Gregory and Honour his Wife against Hill. 7— fa

THE declaration stated that the defendant on &c. at Sec. ^[™e°f

with force and arms made an assault on the plaintiff's ™anuS [m.

wife, and then and there beat bruised wounded and ill-treated posuit in

her, and then and there gave and struck her divers and re- °Jdcrt^°

peated blows and strokes on divers parts of her body, and then pia"ntiH" oat

and there with great force and violence several and repeated of the de-

times knocked her down upon the ground, whereby, &c. ^^"'hero

To *his the defendant pleaded that before and at the time ^ewii-

when&c. he was possessed of a certain dwelling-house situate nuedaeainst

&c. which he then inhabited with his family, and that the said W» «uj »

Henour before the said time when &c. entered into the said ^ a charge

bouse, and continued therein without the license and against against the

the will of him the defendant, and then and there made a great defendant

noise and disturbance therein, and disturbed the defendant ; «id pU^nti^"

his family in the said house-, whereupon the defendant request- repeated

ed (he would cease her said disturbance and quietly depart out blovvs and

of the said house, which she refused todov whereupon the de- J^^jJ1

fendant gently laid his hands upon her to turn her out of the violence se-

laid house, as it was lawful for him to do, which is the fame veral *'}mcs

assaulting beating bruising wounding ill-treating and striking

the said Honour divers and repeated blows and strokes, and

knocking her down upon the ground, whereof the plaintiffs

have above complained against him, without this that the de

fendant is guilty of the premites aforesaid at the place aforesaid

or elsewhere out of the said house at &c; and this he is ready

to verify, wherefore Sec. '

To this plea the defendant demurred, and assigned for cau

ses, that it alleges no sufficient justification or excuse, nor any

denial of the battery bruising wounding and ill-treating of the

(aid Honour, and striking the said blows and strokes, and

knocking down the said Honour upon the ground, in the in

troductory part of the said plea mentioned.

Marryat was to have argued in support of the demurrer,,

and Espinaffe against it: but

Ike Court said the case was too plain for argument ; that

though a plea of molliter manus imposuit would justify what

the law considers as an assault, such as might be necessary to

have put the party out of the house without outrage and vio

lence,
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1799. 'e,l0e> yet 'f never was considered as any answer to a charge,

\^v-vj ujcn aS 's contained in the declaration, of beating wounding

Grebory and knocking the party down. And they adverted to the case

v against (,f Collins v. Renison (a), where to an action of trespass alleg-

ing that the defendant overturned a ladder on which the plain

tiff was funding and threw him from it on the ground, the

defendant pleaded that he' was possessed of a garden and that

the plaintiff against his will set up a ladder there and went up

the ladder in order to nail a board to the plaintiff's house, that

the defendant forbid him, and requested him to come down,

and that the plaintiff persisting in nailing the board the defen

dant gently shook the ladder and gently overturned it, and

gently threw the plaintiff from it on the ground, doing him as

little damage as possible, which was holden bad on demurrer.

■4

The defendant had leave to amend.

(«) S.iy. Rip. 138.

Fr.j.y, Doe on the Demise of Mitchinson again/I Carter.

y»»t 7th.

if a tenant T N ejectment, tried at the last assizes for EJsex before Per-

undei eve- ry„ j} a verdict was found for the lessor of the plaintiff,

"'let "ct 10 subject to die opinion of this Court on a cafe which stated the

" asliyn, fame facts verbatim as appear in the report of the cafe between

"transfer the fame parties ante 57, with this addition; that " The

" °nvT\" &c warrant of attorney was executed for the express purpose of

the inden- getting possession of the lease, which was not to be had be-

tore ot lease, caufe waS jn the teeth of a covenant directly to the con-

fantofai-" trary "> an(^ Brabnn concurred in that intention."

tomey to Be/?, for the lessor of the plaintiff, said that this differed

to confess from the cafe before determined between the fame parties,

to^a credl because here the jury found as a fact that the warrant of attor-

tor foi the ney was executed for the express purpose of getting possession

express pur- 0f [ne Jeafe. This therefore was an act in fraud of the cove-

Ming0siicha" na,K ' an^ which Lawrence J. observed in the former case

creditor to would amount to a forfeiture of the lease by the tenant. He

ukc ihe was then stopped by the Court.

Icajeinexe- parnther contra. It does not follow because the warrant

iltr the of attorney was executed for the purpose of the tenant S cre-

jwigment-i ditor getting possession of the lease, therefore it was in fraud

this is in nt

fraud of the 01

covenant,

and the landlord under a clause of re-entry in the lease for breach of the condition may

recover the premises in ejectment from a purchaser under the flieriff 's sale.
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or the covenant. Fraud cannot be inferred by the Court, it 17Q9.-

must be specifically found i and it is not found in this cafe. 1— -»

Jf indeed there had not been a bona fide debt before due from

the tenant to his creditor, but that had been set up as a pre- Cakti.1T.

tence on which to give the warrant of attorney and found the

subsequent proceedings, fraud might justly be imputed ; but

as there existed a bona fide debt, the judgment on the war

rant of attorney is as much in invitum as if 110 such warranc

of attorney had been given ; and so it was considered by fcord

Kenyan in the former case. The warrant of attorney was

exrorted from the debtor by reason of his necessitous situation ;

and if he had no other property except this lease which could

be taken in satisfaction of the debt, the p.trties could not but

intend that it should be taken, without any idea ot acting in

fraud of the covenant. The warrant of attorney itself gave

the creditor no specific lien on this estate, which alone was

before considered byword Kenyan as falling within the words

of the proviso; but, as his Lordssiip observed, it only gave

the creditor a power to enter up judgment against the tenant j

and non constat it would be followed up by the term being

taken in execution.

Lord Kenyon Ch. T. When this cafe first came before

the Court the rules that were likely to govern it were lo ex

plicitly stated that I thought we should have heard no mote of

it. The covenant not to assign and the proviso to enforce it

were both legal at the time ; and indeed it was prudent for tne

landlord to take this care that an improper tenant should not

be obtruded on him. When the former question arose, the

Court to a certain degree relaxed the severity of the covenant ;

and they then said there was no forfeiture because all that was

stated was that a fair creditor had used due diligence to enforce

the payment of a just debt, and that the lease was taken from

the tenant against his consent by judgment of law. But when

it is now stated that this step was tak^n for the express pur-

pefe of getting possession of the lease, and that the tenant con

sented to it, it would be ridiculous to suppose that a Court of

Justice could not see through such a flimsy pretext a> this.

Here the maxim applies, that that which cannot be done per

directum shall not be done per obliquum. The tenant could

not by any assignment, under-lease or mortgage, have con-r

veyed his interest to a creditor ; and consequently he cannot

it by an attempt of this kind, If the lease hail been

taken
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1799. taken by the creditor under an adverse judgment, the tenant

not consenting, it would not have been a forfeiture: but here

Dot the tenant concurred throughout, and the whole transaction

Carter waS Perrormed f°r the very purpose of enabling the tenant to

convey his term to the creditor.

Grose J. No man can avail himself of his own fraud to

avoiu the law. We have instances even in the criminal law

where a man shall not be permitted to avoid the law by fraud.

The definition of burglary is a breaking and entering a house

in the nightttime with intent to commit a felony : and if a

man under the pretence of serving an ejectment get into a

house in the night-time for the purpose of a robbery, it is

burglary, though in point of fact there be no breaking. Now

here the tenant did not in terms assign the lease, but he did

that which was equivalent : it was an attempt to evade the

covenant, and was intended as a fraud on the landlord.

Lawrence J. The defendant contends that this cafe does

not substantially differ from the former case, because he says

that, notwithstanding what is here stated, this was a proceed

ing against the tenant in invitum. But how can it be consi

dered to be in invitum, when it is stated that the warrant of

attorney was executed for the express purpose of getting pos

session of the lease, which could not otherwise be obtained,

and that the tenant concurred in that intention ? The parties

were aware that this lease could not be directly assigned by

the lessee in satisfaction of his debt ; and therefore they agreed,

to do that by the appearance of an adverse judgment which by

their own act they could not effect j so that it was to appear

to be done in invitum when in truth it was done voluntarily.

Postea to the plaintiff.

Friiay, Margaret M'Namara against Fisher,

Writes r I ''HE defendant in error having recovered a judgment in

enorhaving an action of aflumpsit in the Court of Common Pleas,

l>ecn qnaih- tnc plaintiff in error brought a writ of error, without joining

Lioughiby ner husband, and assigned her coverture as error in fact, to

a feme co- which the defendant in error pleaded in nullo est erratum.

"f*' cf't ^ ^c wr't °^ crror was Sua^net' m tne term, on the ground

In eTro?"! that a feme covert could not sue out a writ of error without

entitled to her

cufii under slat. 4 Ann. c. 16./ 25.
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her husband. But the Mailer having some doubt whether or 1799.

not the defendant in error were entitled to the costs on the > v—

writ of error under the statute 4 An. c% 16. s. 15.(0), M'Nama-

A motion was made to direii the Master to tax the defen- a**iMf

dant in error his costs of quashing the writ. Fishe'».

Barrow now (hewed cause against that rule; contending

that the statute only gave costs in cafes where the judgment

might be affirmed, whereas here it appeared upon the record

that the plaintiff" in error was a feme covert, against whom

the judgment could in no event be affirmed. But

The Court (stopping Henderson in support of the rule,) said

there was no reason why the defendant in error in this cafe

should not have his costs. And thev referred to the cafe of

Cooper v. Ginger (h), where it was holden that the statute was

not confined to those case? only where a variance from the

original record was assigned as error, but that it extended to

all writs of error by reason of the words in the statute " or

other defect."

Rule absolute.

(a) " For preventing great vexation from suing out defective writ» of error,

it is enacted that upon qualhing any writ of error to be sued out after the said

first day of 7Vi« ty term for variance from the original record or other defect,

the. defendant in such error (hall recover against the plaintiff" issuing out such

writ hi» costs- as he should have had if the judgment had been assumed, and to

be recovered in the fame manner."

(i) I Sir. 606. and 2 Lord Rijm. 1403.

Dr. Moises avainst Dr. Thornton-
° J Junt 8 th.

THE plaintiff, a physician, brought an action against the The mere

defendant for dander for saying of him in his profession production

" He is a quad; and if he shews you a diploma it is a for- adiplomaof

gery .-" and in the declaration the plaintiff averred that he was doctor of

a physician, and had duly taken the degree ofdottor of phyfic. deVfheTc'ai

In support of that averment he produced at the trial, oefore 0f on(.ot Ine

Lord Kenyan at the sittings after last term, a diploma, pur- Univeiiitics

porting on the face of it to be granted by the University of j*. 5t"

Sj. Andrew's in Scotland, and to have the University teal ap- dence to

pendant to it. And in order to authenticate the instrument, ihcw that

the plaintiff's counsel offered to call a witness of the name of tbx

Hague, who bad been sent into Scotland for the purpose, rhe dipi^ml

(having before had no knowledge of that University, its con- is entitled

stitution, » lh,t

I
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jqq, stitution, or professors,) and who was ready to prove that he

attended in the public library of the University, and applied

oises to the persons there assembled in their public capacities of

IoTn rec^or and professors of the University, and that the persons so

,ON. assembled acknowledged to him that the signatures subscribed

to the diploma conferring the degree of doctor of physic on the

plaintiff were of their proper handwriting respectively; and

that they informed him that the same was granted by the

University in full senate, and in further confirmation thereof

the witness had seen each professor sign a certificate in his pre

sence, (corresponding with the handwriting of their signature

to the diploma) which ceitificate was as follows; " Univer

sity Librarv Saint Andrew' j, April 13th 1 798. Sederunt.

Doctor Hill, Rector, Doctor Arnot &c. (naming several

other members present.) The University agree to confer the

degiee of doctor of medicine on Mr. Hugh Moises of Pimlico

late surgeon to the West Middlesex Regiment, on testimo

nials from George Pearson M. D. of the College of Physicians

London and lecturer on physic, and Andrew Thynne M. D. of

the College of Physicians London-, and lecturer of midwifery.

" Extracted from the University records by

Jn° Cook, Cl. Univ.

" At Saint Andrew's., March 21st; 1799.

" That the above is a true and faithful extract of the

minute in the original record of the University; that in con

sequence of the above resolution a diploma was extended and

subscribed by the rector, principals, and all the professors, and

that the University seal was appended to the said diploma, is

certified by G. H. &c." (signed as before stated to have been

seen by the witness). ' The fame witness was further informed

by the officer, whose duty it was to affix the University seal

to their public acts, that the seal affixed to the diploma pro

duced in evidence was such seal, and that he recollected to

have affixed the same.

Lord Kenyon was of opinion at the trial that this was not

sufiieient evidence of the facts necessary to authenticate the in

strument offered, either that the persons whose names were

subscribed to the diploma had authority to grant the same, or

that the seal affixed thereto was the proper seal of the Univer

sity ; and therefore nonsuited the plaintiff.

A rule nisi having been obtained, calling on the defendant

to (hew cause why the nonsuit stiould not be set aside,

Garrenv
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Garrew and Raine now shewed cause against it. The 1799.

plaintiff having alleged in his declaration that he was duly v/vnJ

invested with the character of doctor of physic which he as- Mohei

fumed, and to which the scandal imputed refers, it was"tn- "S"'"/1

cumbent on him to prove it in the fame manner as it would TON.

have been necessary for the parties themselves, whose signa

tures are affixed to the diploma, to have done, in cafe it had

been neceflary for them to have justified any act of their own

under (he fame authority. In such a cafe they must have

shewn that the University had power by their constitution to

grant iuch a diploma, and that the persons by whom it was

issued were authorised to grant the same, and that the seal

affixed thereto was the proper seal of (he University, and

affixed by a proper auth iriry in this instance; and therefore

the plaintiff who claims under their authority, and has un

dertaken by his averment to prove himself duly invtsted with

the character of doctor of physic, was equally bound to prove

his title by the fame media. But it is clear that the witness

offered was himself ignorajit of all these circumstances, and

could only speak from the hearsay and information of others,

who ought to have been called as witnesses. Nor indeed has

the witness any knowledge of his own that the persons whom

he saw sign the certificate, admitting them to be the same per

sons who had before signed the diploma, did in fact fiil the

characters which they assumed.

Erjkine-, Gibhs-, and Af'IntoJJ), contra. The Court are

bound to take notice that Saint Andre-U) '1 is an University,

authorised by law to grant degress, it being recognised as such

by the act of Union. It is equally notorious that, as a cor

poration, it can only speak by its seal ; and, as in the cafe

of all other corporations which are public bodies the Court

will give credit to its public acts notified by its common seal.

Such has been the general practice in proving corporate acts

under seal. And they referred to a case some years ago at

Derchejler., where (it was said ) Butter], admitted evidence-

like the present to prove a similar allegation in a declaration (a).

(a) Pickferd v. Gulch, Dorcbrstir Summer AfTiies 1787, ctr. Bailer, J., was

the case asluded 10. That was an action by the plaintiff, who »J' a physi

cian, for calling him a quack, without laying any special dr.ma^o. To prove

an averment in the declaration " that the plaintiff l\ad used and exercised the

profession &c of a physician &c." a person who was a fitr;con and apothecary

aas called who would have proved that the plaintiff lot several years had pte-

cribed &c, and that he (the witness) had acted under bin. as a physician.

But Btlltr J. was of opinion that that evidence was insufficient, and that it

was necessary to produce the plaintiff's diploma ; on which it was proJuced in

:ourt, and the plaintiff recovered.
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1799. 1° this respect, they observed, the seal of a corporation -from

1 its notoriety is entitled to higher credit than the seal of a pri

vate individual. But at any rate the authenticity of the Uni

versity seal was put out of doubt by th'b evidence offered to be

given by the witness, who was ready to swear that he saw the

rector and professors assembled in their public capacity in their

public place of meeting, when they individually acknowledged

their subscriptions to the diploma, which they confirmed by

signing the certificate mentioned in the presence of the witness,

the handwriting whereof corresponded with the names appear

ing on the diploma. Now the common method of proving

instruments to which there are no subscribing witnesses, as in

this cafe, is by proving the handwriting of the parties to the

fame. There was no occasion for the witness to have personal

knowledge of the individuals so signing; for where persons are

acting in an acknowledged public capacity, the Court will

give them credit for being properly invested with their official

characters, at least until the contrary appears. If it were

necessary to prove a public act done by the Lord Mayor of

London, it would be sufficient that the witness saw the act done

by a person acting publicly in that character, and invested

with the public insignia of the office, although the witness

might have no personal knowledge of the man. The diploma

is not that which confers the degree, but like the probate of a

will is only evidence of it. The sederunt entered in the regi

ster of the University is the original document of the degree

having b»eri conferred. But as the Courts give credit to the

probate issued out under the seal of the Ecclesiastical Court in

proof of a will of personalty, so the diploma is evidence under

the seal of the University of the degree having been legally

conferred. In the ordinary case of admission to the freedom

of a corporation, the admission is entered in the corporation

books ; but a copy of it is given to the freeman, which is evi

dence of his right. If this had been an action against the

University upon a grant under their seal, the acknowledgment

of the persons whose names were affixed, convened in their

public assembly, that it was their deed, would have been suf

ficient against them j and if so, it was sufficient for this pur

pose. ■

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. At the trial a case occurred to my

recollection that was brought some years ago by Lord Œol-

mondeley against a defendant for killing game on Enfield Chase,

when the defendant insisted that he was qualified by his

station
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station in life, he being a doctor of laws ; and in order to 1799-

prove that he was so he produced in evidence the books from the <—-v—>

University of Oxford which contained the act of the corpo- Mo,,*s

ration conferring the degree. I thought that that defendant tuoiin-

had been properly advised to produce such evidence, because it ton.

was the best evidence of the fact; and I thought that the pre

sent case on the part of rhe plaintiff was deficient in proof,

because the same sort of evidence was not given. I was of

opinion that the diploma proved as it was, and the certificate,

were insufficient to prove the plaintifPs allegation that he had

duly taken the degree of doctor of physic. The latter I did

not consider as a copy taken from the corporation books, but a

certificate from certain persons that there had been such an act

of the University conferring the degree. It also struck me

that some evidence should have been given that this was the

corporate seal affixed to the diploma. These were the grounds

of my opinion at the trial, and I have heard no arguments to

satisfy me that I was mistaken.^

Grose J. In order to prove the averment in the declara

tion that the plaintiff had duly taken his degree of doctor of

physic, the plaintiff produced a piece of parchment with a seal

affixed to it. Now to make that evidence it should be either

the original act of the corporation conferring the degree, or an

examined copy of it. As an original act, it should have been

proved that the seal affixed to it was the seal of the University :

but no such evidence was given. If considered as a copy, it

should have been compared with the original book by the wit

ness who produced it. 1 I therefore think that the diploma

offered in evidence was not properly authenticated either as an

original or an examined copy.

Lawrence J. It is not neceflary to prove the seal of a

corporation in the same manner as a seal of an indiridual by

producing the witness who saw the seal affixed to it, purporting

to be a corporate seal, is produced in evidence, it is neceflary

to prove that it is the seal of the corporation, if there be any

doubt about it ; otherwise any instrument with a seal to it might

be produced in court as an instrument sealed by the corporation.

The instrument produced in this cafe was either the original

act, or a copy of it : if it were produced as the original act

by which the University conferred the . degree, the plaintiff

should have proved the instrument by legal evidence. If pro

duced as a copy of the original act, it should have been proved

in the usual wav, as a copy, for the University of St. Andrew

Vol. VIII.' ' X could
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1791. » could not under their seal give evidence that the plaintiffhad

' taken such a degree. Even if it be not necessary in general

for the party to (hew that he has regularly taken his degree, in

this cafe it was necessary because the plaintiff alleged in his de

claration u That he had duly taken the degree of doctor of

physic."

Le Blanc J. It was not sufficient for the plaintiff merely

to produce the instrument with a seal affixed to it, without

giving some evidence to shew that it was the seal used by the

University of St. Andrew- The instrument was not of itself

evidence. If it were necessary to give in evidence some act of

the corporation in order to prove that the plaintiff had duly

taken a degree, the deficiency in the evidence here was in not

producing the book of the corporation, containing the entry

of the degree having been conferred, or a copy of that book ;

and if a copy had been produced, it should have been pro

duced as an examined copy. Therefore I think there was no

legal evidence to prove the allegation in the declaration-

Rule discharged*

y£ttn'. Exall against Partridge and Two Others:

The goo<u T^HIS was an action upon promises for money paid, laid

of a stran- _|_ out, and expended for the use of the defendants. At

S^y^the trial before Lord Kenyan at the sittings after last term, it

another appeared in evidence that the three defendants were lessees of

were dis- certain premises by deed from one Welch, to whom they thereby

th^larld^ covenantec* t0 Pav tne rent' tnat two °^ t'le defendants

lord for " afterwards with the plaintiff's knowledge assigned their interest

rent in ar- to Partridge the other co-leffee, who was a coachmaker ; sub

tlest ^ccluent to wmcn assignment the plaintiff put his carriage upon

was obliged tne premises under the care of Partridge, where it was taken

to pay the as a distress by Welch the landlord for rent in arrear; and the

rent to re- plaintiff in order to redeem it was obliged to pay the rentdue;,

hel™thatmi taking at tne time a receipt from Welch's attorney as for so

the stranger much received on account of the three defendants. The pre—

n,i8ht . sent action was brought to recover that sum. The plaintiff

aflbmpsit was nonsuited, on the ground that the action should have been

for money brought

paid to the v

use of the

original lessees who weic bound by their covenants to the landlord, although some of

them had to the knowledge of the plaintiff before he placed his goods on the premises

assigned their interest to one of their co-lcflees, who was iu the exclusive possession at the

time.
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brought against Partridge alone, he being the person in the x799-

sole possession of, the premises at the time with the knowledge '—■•

of the plaintiff, who had trusted him only with the possession ^"^j

of hit property, and he also being the person ultimately res- Par-

poniible to the other two defendants ; and therefore it was said t»ibox.

that the money must be taken to have been paid for his use

only.

Garrow obtained a rule, calling on the defendants to shew

cause why the nonsuit should not be set aside. The action

will lie against all the three defendants, inasmuch as they were

all responsible to Welch for the rent, and this was a compul

sory payment on the part of the plaintiff for their default. If

one pay a sum of money for another, which that other was

compcllable to pay, though there be no actual promise to repay

it, yet the law raises an assumpsit under such circumstances.

Secondly, However the assignment of their interest by two of

the defendants to the third might vary the responsibility as

amongst themselves, yet such conveyance, to which the plain

tiff was no partv, cannot be given in evidence as between

them and a stranger in order to shift the responsibility from

those two to the other.

Erfiine shewed cause, and contended that the plaintiff was

not entitled to recover, at least in this form of action against

these defendants. The action for money paid laid out and ex

pended must be founded upon a contract either express or im

plied. Now here was no express contract; and none can be

implied, because no man can by any voluntary act of his own

make another his debtor by paying the debt of that other,

without his authority, to a third perlon. The cafe is stronger

againftthe plaintiff in the present instance, because he knew at

the rime he put his carriage on the premises that Partridge was

the exclusive possession of them ; and therefore he trusted to

Partridge alone, on whose credit the property was placed in a

dilation, in which the plaintiff was bound to know that it

wasliable by law to be taken as a distress for rent, if any were

dues When he afterwards paid the rent to Welch's attorney,

-was for the purpose of redeeming his own goods which he

i"ad before entrusted to Partridge, and for which Partridge

alone, and not the other two defendants, was responsible to

him ; the money therefore was paid for Partridgt'% use, and

not for their use. The goods were placed on the premises for

the plaintiff's own convenience, and not for the joint benefit

fit the defendants ; two of them had no means of preventing

X 2 the

[
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1799. the pTaintifF from doing so, and as to them the plaintiff at-

\^~ss~>^s tempts consequentially to bind them by a voluntary act of his

F.iai-l own and to raise an implied assumpsit against them. But if

*Pa«'' tnat ca,lnot be done directly, it cannot be done in this manner

TKiocE. indirectly. At any rate therefore the plaintiffcannot succeed in

this form of action : if he can recover at all, it must be by an

action on the cafe.

Garroiv and Espinajse, in support of the rule, insisted on the

grounds before stated.

Lord Kenyon Ch.J. Some propositions have been stated

on the part of the plaintiff to which 1 cannot assent. It has

been said that, where one person is benefited by the payment of

money by another, the law raises an assumpsit against the

former : but that I deny; if that were so, and I owed a sum

of money to a friend and an enemy chose to pay that debt, the

latter might convert himself into my debtor nolens volens.

Another proposition was that the assignment fiom two of the

defendants to the third was not evidence against the plaintiff",

because he was no party to it: that also 1 deny ; it surely was

evidence to shew in what relation the parties stood to this

estate. I admit that where one person is surety for another,

and compellable to pay the whole debt, and he is called upon to

pay, it is money paid to the use of the principal debtor, and

may be recovered in an action against him for money paid, even

though the surety did not pay the debt by the desire of the

principal. Butnoneof those points affect the present question.

As the plaintiff put his goods on the premises knowing the in

terests of the defendants, and thereby placed himself in a situ

ation where he was liable to pay this money without the con

currence of two of the defendants, 1 thought at the trial that

it was money paid to the use of the other defendants only ;

but on that point I have since doubted, and I rather think that

the opinion I gave at the trial was not well founded.

Grose J- The question is whether the payment made by

the plaintiff under these circumstances were such an one from

which the law ivill imply a promise by the three defendants to

repay; I think it was. All the three defendants were origi

nally liable to the landlord fur the rent; there was an express

covenant by all, from which neither of them was released ;

one of the defendants only being in the occupation of these

premises the plaintiff put his goods there, which the landlord

distrained for rent, as he had aright to do ; then for the pur

pose of getting back his goods he paid the rent to the landlord

which
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which all the three defendants were bound to nay. The plaintiff 1 799.

could not have relieved himself from the diitress without pay- t--~>^<-

ing the rent; it was not therefore a voluntary, but a compul-

sory, payment; under these circumstances the law implies a pAs.

promise by the three defendants to repay the plaintiff. And trioo*.

on this short ground I am of opinion that the action may be

maintained.

Lawrence J. One of the propositions stated by the plain

tiff's counsel certainly cannot be lupported, that whoever is

benefited by a payment made by another is liable to an action

of assumpsit by that other ; for one person cannot by a volun

tary payment raise an affumpfit against another. But here was

a distress for rent due from the three defendants ; the notice of

distress expressed the rent to be due from them all ; the money

was paid by the plaintiff in satisfaction of a demand on all, and

it was paid by compulsion ; therefore I am of opinion that this

action may be maintained against the three defendants. The

justice of the cafe indeed is that the one, who must ultimately

pay this money, should alone be answerable here: but as all

the three defendants were liable to the landlord for the rent in

the first instance, aiul as by this payment made by the plaintiff

all the three were released from the demand of the rent, I

think that this action may be supported against all of them.

Le Blanc J. Not having been in court when this motion

was first made, I have not formed on the sudden a decisive

opinion upon this cafe. But at present the inclination of my

opinionMs, that thisaction may be maintained against the three

defendants, on this ground ; the three defendants were all by

their covenant bound to fee that the rent was paid ; by their

default in not seeing that it was paid the plaintiff's goods were

distrained for a debt due from the three defendants to Welch ;

by compulsion of law he was obliged to pay that debt; and

therefore I think he has his remedy against the three persons

who by law were bound to pay, and who did not pay, this

money.

Rule absolute.

The
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Tnjdej, The King again/I The Commissioners of Sewers

7«*iith. for the Western Division of the County of

Somerset.

if a sea r I *HIS was a rule calling on the defendants to shew cause

h*"u which A wny a writ of certtorari should not issue directed to

the owners them, to remove into this court all and singular orders made by

of particu- them for the erection of a new sea-wall in the parish of Hunt-

bound t"el^'^" ^e or^er °4e,^e<l t0 was made by the commissioners at

pair" be de- a special session holden on the 2td of January last, directing

strayed by a new sea-wall to be constructed of 486 yards in Hvntspill

tempest, parish, and ordering a rate to be made on all persons occupy-

de'faulfin"7 »"g °»" interested in the lands throughout the level that had been

such ow- affected by inundations or might be prejudiced by the want of

neis, the a TufTitrient sea-wall there.

7cn of sew- In tne affidavits in support of this rule it was stated that from

ers may or- time immemorial until the fame was thrown down a sea- wall

der a new stood on the spot and in the line on which the new wall is di-

^dlfferent" reeled to De built. That the particular persons applying for

sorrn if ne- this rule, having lands in the level, never were, nor were the

eessary) to persons under whom they claim, rated to the repairs of the

at the « sea-wall in the room of which the new sea-wall is ordered

pence oi the to be built; that the level of Huntspill never was rated to the

whole level, repairs of the old sea-wall, but the same was always repaired

and rebuilt from time to time as occasion had required by the

owners and occupiers of certain particular lands in the level,

and that the sea-wall had always been for that purpose marked

out and divided into Certain distinct allotments corresponding

with the number of persons and with the number of distinct

portions of land of which they were respectively owners and

occupiers and in respect of which they bad been used to repair

the same. That the old sea-wall was in the course of the last

winter thrown down by a storm.

These facts were not questioned on the other side : but it was

stated in the affidavits, filed in answer to the rule, that about

seven years ago the waves of the sea in the Bristol Channel

suddenly and unavoidably broke through a neck of land on the

western side of the river Perrot, (on the eastern side of which

the sea-wall in question stands) which has been gradually in-

_ creasing, through which the sea has for a year and an half en

tered the river opposite to part of the old sea-wali. That on

the 10th of September last and for some time before the wall

had
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had been in more complete repair than formerly. That 1799.

on the 1 1 th of September a most violent storm arose accompa- v^"V>»/

nied by an extraordinary high tide, by which the sea was driven The Kino

through the new channel directly against the sea-wall with Th*'^^

much greater violence than could have happened is ihe new MiSSi0."

channel had not been formed. That by force of the waves Ncxiof

&C the sea-wall was damaged in an extraordinary manner, it stwtR>'

having been in many parts totally broken down and destroyed

of the length of twenty feet each; that the waves also broke

over other parts of the wall seven or eight feet in height h, and

drove a boat several hundred yards on the shore. That the for

mation of the new channel and the damage done to the old wall

were inevitable, and could not have been prevented by the per

sons who had been accustomed to keep the old wall in repair;

and that such damage did not happen through their default or

neglect. That the new channel is now increased to the breadth

of half a mile and the deptfi of in feet, and that (hips have

lately frequently passed through it. That to prevent the over

flowing of the sea, it became absolutely necessary to raise ntfw

works of a different and more expensive construction, which

cost about 300c/. j a sum 30 times as much as would be ne-

cellary to rebuild the old wall.

Gibbs and Dampier now (hewed cause against this rule ; and

relied on Callison Sewers 146, Keightley's cafe 10 Co. 139,

and the cafe of the Ifit of Ely, 10 Ca. 141., to (hew that if the

banks be destroyed by any extraordinary tide or by tempest

without any default in the party, who was bound to repaif

them, the expence of repairing must be borne by the level. In

Callis 146 it js said «' If the sea at the spring tides, or at extra

ordinary casual swelling tides or floods, have broke down the

fences and overthrown the banks, and drowned the country,

without any default in the party who was tied to have repaired

the fame, the level shall in this cafe make up the breach ; for

things which happen extraordinarily by the sea or great waters^

which neither policy ofman could prevent nor industry or force

could resist, are counted inevitable." They also referred ta

Callis 104, to shew that if an old wall or bank be thrown down

by tempest, the commissioners may order another to be erected,

even in a different form if necessary. ,

Burroughs who was to have argued in support of the rule,"

admitted that the authorities referred to were decisive against

him.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. To be sure the law is so ; and there

fore we ought net to grant a certiorari to itmove the proceed

ings
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1799. ings below. The preponderance must be very strong against

the propriety of an order of commissioners of fewer*- to in-

Ihe Kino(jucc us to rcm0vc it here. It has been frequently said that

TheCoM- no certiorari ought to be granted to remove a poor rate, lest

mission- the poor starve in the mean time. There is almost as strong

ers of a reafon against removing such an order as the present, left

IM,>' in the mean time the whole country be inundated.

Per Curiam. Rule discharged.

>«7i\h. The King against Benjamin Flower.

ofLoVd°Usc defendant was this day brought before the Court

having vot- A by virtue of a writ of habeas corpus directed to the

edthede- keeper of Newgate, who returned the following warrant of

fendanc commitment by the House of Lords as the cause of the dc-

breacVof* fcnc*ant'S imprisonment. " Die Venerh 30 Maij, 1739.

privilege in The Serjeant at Anns acquainted the Houle that Benjamin

publishing Flower had surrendered himself and was in his custody ;

a iibel upon whereupon he was ordered to be brought to the bar, and

of their being brought to the bar accordingly, he was informed of

Houie, and the complaint made against him of his having prtnted and

having fen- puhliihed a libel upon the Right Reverend Richard Lord

J"°"y,hft™ Bishop of Landaff* member os this House in the paper in-

of 100/. and titled " The Cambridge Intelligencer" Saturday April 2oth,

tobeimpri- i 799 ; and the said paper was shewn to him ; and the said

months* d ^enjam'n ^i°wer having been heard as to what he had to fay

until such 'n an'wer to the said complaint, and having acknowledged

fine was himself to be the printer and publisher of the said paper so

paid, which complained of, and also that he was the sole proprietor of the

commit- fame, he was directed to withdraw : then the fame paper was

mem \vii5 ■ *

returned in- again read ; moved to resolve by the Lords spiritual and tem-

to this poral in parliament assembled that Benjamin Flower of Cam-

e°»rt uPon bridge printer having presumed to publish a libel on the Right

corpus"^ Rcvereild Richard Lord Bishop os Landnfs a member of this

out by the House in the paper inti-led " The Cambridge Intelligencer"

defendant, Saturday April 20th 1 799, is guilty of a high breach of the

resuseTto Priv',egeS °' tnis House ; whieh being objected to, after de-

discharge bate, the question was put thereupon, it was resolved

him out of in the affirmative; moved to resolve by the Lords spi-

•urtody. ritual and temporal in parliament assembled that Ben

jamin Floiver of Cambridge printer do for his said offence pay

a fine to his Majesty of too/., and that he be committed pri

soner
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soner to Newgate for the space of fix months, and until he 1 799.

pay the said tine ; the question was put thereupon ; it was < »

resolved in the affirmative. Ordered that the Serjeant atTheK,NO

Arms attending this House his deputy or deputies do forth- ptown.

with convey the body of the said Benjamin Fowler to the pri

son of Newgate to be kept in safe custody for the space of six

months and until he pay the said fine.

Geo. Rose Cler. Parl."

Clifford moved that the defendant might be discharged, on

the ground of the illegality of the warrant of commitment in

several respects. First, the House of Lords have no power to

imprison any one beyond the term of their session : whereas

this commitment is for six months absolutely, which may ex

tend beyond that term. Secondly, They have no power to

fine. Thirdly, They have no power to punilh either by fine

or imprisonment any commoner, not an officer of their

House, for any contempt committed out of the House, such

offence being triable by common law. First ; Mr. Justice

Blaclftone in his chapter upon commitment and bail (a) lays

down the position generally, that this Court has power to

bail in all cafes, except cafes of imprisonment by either House

of Parliament so long as the session lasts. This necessarily

excludes the idea of either House having power to imprison

beyond that period. In Fitten's case (b), which was the sub

ject of much controversy in the House of Commons respect

ing the jurisdiction of the House of Lords to fine and impri

son by their own authority in a similar cafe of libelling a

peer, Mr. Solicitor- General Finch (afterwards Lord Notting

ham) denied the power of the Lords to imprison in any case

beyond the session. If the line be not drawn there, an im

prisonment under the order of the House of LorJs may be

extended to an indefinite length of time (s), unless this Court

interfered. And the fame objection would apply to this

power

(a) t, Black. Cam. 199, 30O.

(i) Vid. JJargrav?':, Pietace to Lord H.ile'i Treatise an lie JurisJifUen

>ftbr L:rJ!' House of Parliament, 99 &c. 108 &c. ViJ. Mr. Osttyi speech in

1 Grey's. Parl. Debates ioj. " The Court (fays he, speaking of the incon

gruity of contending for the power of the House of Lords to imprison be

yond the session in any case) " to die, and yet the contempt to \M lon

ger than their Lordships lalt," &c. This speech was introduced by Mr.

Grey with an observation that the atguments used by M''. Offlej were the

same as had formerly been used by the bulicitor-General fineb on the same

occasion.

(c) Vi.d. Lord Z)«»4v's case, » St. Tr. 7.T9, who being left in custody aster

the session, was bailed by B. R. to appear in the House of Lords in the next

1 of Parliament.
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1799. power as was formerly urged by Lord Coke to the Indefinite

-»—v——• power of the crown to commit by its o*r. authority. Vid.

•Mte/F*0 3 ^>arl""n- H'Jl- I£ is °f %TC*i importance to the fub-

ffowtR ject that when the House of Lords exceed their jurisdiction

by an illegal commitment this Court should have the power

of correcting it by .releasing the individual, otherwise there

must be a failure of justice. But no permanent mischief can

ensue from the exercise of such a power by the judges of the

courts of common law, because in case of their exceeding .

their authority they are punishable by impeachment. Se

condly, As to the power of the Lord's House to fine ; Lord

Coke (<j) in the first conference between the two Houses on

the petition of right said that the King could only fine by his

judges in curia, and not in camera, which excludes any pow

er of fining in any other body. Such a power could only be

derived from the crown ; and it appears fully throughout

Lord Hole's Treatise on the JurisdiBton of the House (i) os

Lords, and Petyt's Jus Parliamentarium, that the House of

Lords of themselves were never invested with such ajuridicial

power : coram Rege et consilio and coram Rege in Par-

liamento were expressions denoting the power of the crown

exercised through the medium of the council at the House

of Lords in contradistinction to the fame power exercised

through the medium of the Courts of Law. Neither can

such a power of fining exist with the now acknowledged

principle of the constitution, that the House of Lords have

no original)\in{A\(X\oa either civil or criminal, and there can

be no power of fining except by a Court of Record (c) : where

as the proceeding in question is by the Lords in their le

gislative, and nq| in their judicial, capacity; for their judicial

capacity is confined to cafes of error from other courts. In

the cale of the King v. 7he Countess ofArund'l (</), the Jour

nals of the House of Lords are said to be no records ; and

yet the entry on the Journals can be the only authority for

levying the fine on the defendant. Neither does there ap

pear any reason why the Lords' House ihould exercise the

power of fining any more than the House of Commons, who

do not pretend to any such authority \e). Thirdly^ Admit

ting the power of the Lords as a House of Parliament to com

mit

(a) Vid. 7th vol Farliamnlary History, 4U.

(A) Vid. Chap. I, », 3, 4, and 5.

(c) Grirsty'i case, 8 Rtf. 38, k. Bcabtri case, ib. 60, <; Dr. Soikan's

case, ib. 1 20. Gv>)rey\ cafe, 1 ] Rtf. 43. t ; Grutnwll v. Burwll, Sali. tcb.

(rf) Heb. HO

lc) Vid. Hjigravc'i Preface. 39.
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mit for contempts committed in their presence or for of- 1799

fences committed by their own members or officers, as such, <-.-y-.^

yet they have no power to punish a commoner for a common The Kino

law offence. Here the commitment is not stated to be for a Fto^jf

contempt or breach of privilege generally, but specially for a

libel upon the Bishop of Landaff, a member of the House.

So far back as the 4th year of Edward III. the House of

Peers having lat in judgment upon certain persons, Peers

and Commoners, for the murder of Ed-ward the Second,

with respect to the latter the House entered a solemn pro

test upon the roll that it should not be drawn into a prece

dent in future ; it being stated to be against the law of the

land that they should adjudge any others than their Peers.

Lord Hale lo) in his comment thereon concludes to the

fame effect, and observes that though the cafe then before

them was a judgment of death, yet the tenor of the declara

tion made by the House is general. The above entry on the

Rolls ofParliament has by many been considered as having

the authority of a statute (b) ; and it was so declared by the

Judges on a question put to them by the House of Lords on

the impeachment of Sir A. Blair and others in 1689 {c\ But

he fame principle has been abundantly recognised in various

acts of Parliament ; 9 Hen. -i.Jl. 1. c. 29; 5 Ed. 3. c- 9. ay

Ed. 3. Jf. 5. c. 4. 28 Ed 3. c. 3. and 42 Ed. 3. c. 3. which

are referred to in the petition of right, 3 Lar. {. The re

sult of all these is that no person shall be attached by his person

or disseised of his property but by the judgment of his Peers,

the jaw of the land, or by due process of /aw. Now the phrase

of"" per legem terras" in Magna Charta was explained by

the Judges in the case of Bridgman v. Holt (d) to refer only

to such cases as are not triable " per judicium parium." The

1 Hen. 4. c. 14 , which took away appeals of treason and mis

demeanors, in Parliament at the suit of private persons, must be

taken in a more enlarged sense than what is now understood

by " appeals for at that time the House of Lords claimed

original cognizance of all cases; and in Lord Clarendon's case

(t) the word appeal in that statute is stated to mean the fame

as accusation, from the French word appeller. Some instances

occurrrd previous to the Revolution, where the Lords having

exercised the power of trying Commoners for offences cog

nizable

• («) Vid. Halt's Jtrifditl m ofthe Housr of Lordi 91.

(*) 1 Up 50. Cmois, Abr. 7. Shnu. P. C. US.

(0 14 vol. of the Lords' Journals 264.

(J) Wi.Sbotn. P.C. 124, and Hargrove's, Preface 184. 187.

[') X State Trial' 5,56.
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1799 nizable by the Courts of common law, their jurisdiction was

^_ -.- j relistad by the House ofCommons, and the Lords submitted.

TbvKiso In the year 1667 Mr. Fitten (a), having been proceeded

Flow» ,;,8n',n^; before the Lords for a libel on the Lord G(rard, was

on the ground of breach of privilege fined 500/. and ordered

to be imprisoned till he should produce one Granger, whose

name w.is to the libel, and was also bound to find sureties

for his life : whereupon he petitioned the House of Commons

for redress, who upon the report of a committee to whom

the matter wa$ referred that the question oPjurisdiction was

fit to be argued at the bar of the House, appointed a day ac

cordingly, and at the same time appointed a committee

(amongst whom were the Solicitor-General Finch, Serjeant

Maynard, Mt. Vaughan, and Mr. Prynne,) to inquire into

the precedents: but it does not appear what the House finally

did upon the matttr. The lame question however arose very

soon after in :he case of Skinner v. The East India Company

(b). It is true that in its inception was an attempt in the

House of Lords to exercise original jurisdiction in a civil

case, and to give damages by their own authority to the par

ty grieved : but incidentally their criminal jurisdiction came

into question. For the Lords having adjudged the East In

dia Company to pay 5000/. as a compensation to Skinner for

the injury to his property complained of, the Company pre

sented a petition to the Commons complaining of the pro

ceedings of the Lords ; which petition being acknowledged

by Sir Samuel Barnardijlon, the Deputy Governor, and others,

the Commons appointed a committee of examination compo

sed of Mr. Solicitor-General Finch and all the gentlemen of

the long robe, who reported three strong resolutions against

the jurisdiction of the Lords; and the fame was also denied

in the debate by Serjeant Maynard, Sir Robert dtiint, Sir

Robert Thurland, afterwards a Baron of the Exchequer, and

Mr. Vaughan, afterwards the Lord Chief Justice of C. P. :

whereupon the Commons committed Skintier for a breach of

privilege ; and afterwards declared that whoever should be

aiding in the execution of the order of Lords fliould be

tieemed a betrayer of the rights and liberties of the Commons

of England, and an infringer of the privileges of the House

of Commons. In return the Lords voted the petition of Sir

John Barnardiston a breach of privilege, and ordered him to

pay

(«) Vid. Harpvvt'i Preface 99. (i) li. 103.
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pay a fine of 300/., and to be imprisoned till it was paid. The 1700.

Parliament was immediately adjourned by order of the King,

and before their next meeting it appeared that an entry had The Kins

been made in the office of the auditor of a receipt of the p^wM

Exchequer as if the fine had been paid by Sir John Barnar-

di/ion, which gave an appearance of submission to the len-

tence of the Lords ; but on the next meeting of the Com

mons, they examined Sir Samuel, and discovered that the

whole was a contrivance, he having been liberated without

payment of the fine. This shews that the House of Lords

were conscious of the illegality of their proceedings, and that

they had not the power which they assumed, but wished to

lay a foundation for claiming it in future by procuring a false

entry to be made of the payment of the fine. The dispute

was then put a stop to by the King's prorogation ; and finally

both houses agreed to expunge from their Journals all mat- \

ters relating to the business between Skinner and the East In

dia Company, so that in the result the Lords abandoned their

pretensions. There was another instance in 1676 where the

House of Lord^ fined Dr. Carey (a) 1000/., and committed

him till payment, for a contempt in not answering before

them as to his knowledge of the writer of a certain pamphlet

respecting the long prorogation of the Parliament operating

as a dissolution of it. The matter was taken up in the House

of Com,mons, but finally went off" under the idea of obtaining

better information. The true reason however seems 10 have

been that the Commons having so lately promised the King

to end the dispute with the Lords on the subject of their ju

risdiction were unwilling to take it up again in the instance

of a man, whose offence was as much a libel upon themselves

as on the other House of Parliament. Nothing therefore

can be concluded from this. (He also referred to the fourth

resolution of the Lords in 1628, relative to the petition of

right. Lords' Journals 25th April 1628.) Thus the ques

tion stood before the Revolution : but for a long period after

that event the practice of the House of Lords affords the

strongest argument to shew what was deemed to be the legal

and regular course of proceeding in these cases. The first

case which occurred was on the publication of a libel on the

Trinity, which the Lords (i) on 3d January 1693 voted

should be burned by the common hangman, and ordered

that

(a) VW. Hargrav.'s Preface i6t,and 4 Grrj'i Parl.Dcb. i6jto 173.

(4) 15 vol. Loidi' Journals 331.
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'799- that the Attorney- General should prosecute the author ac-

v-i—v~-w' cording to -law. Next came the case of Bridgman *. Holt (<a),

The King where, upon a trial at bar in the Court of King's Bench tho

FiQwt*. Ju(^8e8 refused to seal a bill of exceptions under ibme objectioa

to the correctnesses the statement in point offact; on which

a petition was presented to the Lords in 1693, complaining

of the Judges in' that respect : the Judges put in an answer

objecting to the Lords taking cognizance of the complaint as

being in the nature of an original suit, charging them with a

crime, and sa altogethir improper fir the examination of th»

Lords, os not being any mere triable by them than every informa

tion for breach of anystatute law ; which matters are by the com

mon law andjustice of the land of common right to be tried by a

jury. After argument for several days at the bar of the House

the result was that the parties compliining had leave to with

draw their petition. This was in effect a complete abandon

ment of that claim of jurisdiction by the Lords. On the

authority of that precedent the Lords continued to act down

to 1764, of which several instances occur in their Journals.

Id I7Q2 (b) Dr. Drakes « History of the last Parliament" was

. voted a libel, and the Attorney-General ordered to prosecute

the author. In 1 707 [c) " Remarks on Dr Friend'* Account

of Lord Peterborough'* ConduEl in Spain" &c, published by

Mr. Kingston* was voted a libel, and the Artorney-General or

dered to prosecute the publisher ; but Kingston himself was

discharged by the Lords. In 17 19 (d) Hall's " Sober Reply"

&c. was voted blasphemous, and ordered to be burned by the

common hangman, and the Attorney- General ordered to

prosecute-; but the author was afterwards discharged on en

tering jnto recognizance to appear in the Court of King's

Bench the first day of the next term to answer such informa

tion as might be exhibited against him. In 1720 (r) a paper

was voted a libel on the poor Protestants in the Palatinate

and upon the conduct of his Majesty and the other Protes

tant powers in their favour ; on which it was ordered that

the King be addressed to direct a prosecution against the au

thor printer and publisher. In 1740 a motion having been

made in the House of Lords to remove Sir Robert fVadpoIt

from his office which was negatived, the House resolved that

any attempt to punish an individual without hearing him in

his

(«) Vid. Hargmve'i Preface 184, (t) 17 voK, of I.orJs' Journals U2, 3.

U) It. 18 toI. 430. (J) It. at vol. 431, »4».

(«) »■ 344-

■
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his defence &c. was against the law of Parliament &c. ; and 1700.

though a protest signed by thirty-one Lords was entered to v^v>^

that resolution, yet they did not deny the truth os the proposi-The Kino

tion, but only the application of it (a). In 1750 (b) the
House voted a paper intitled «* Constitutional Queries" &c. to Flow"*

be a libel on the King, laws, and constitution, and after a,

conference with the Commons on the subject addressed the.

King to give orders for discovering the author and publisher,

and bringing them to condign punishment. In 1 763 (c)

" Ibt Essay on ffontan," which waS publislied with the name

of Dr. fParburton, a member of the House, affixed, was voted

a libel and a breach of privilege ; yet after receiving proof

that Mr. Wiikes was the author, the Lords only addressed the

King to direct a prosecution. That cafe is in all respects like

the present. In the same year [d) " The North Briton, No.

45," another publication of Mr. Wakes, was voted a libel by

the Lords, and on a conference between the two Houses, the

result was to order it to be burned, and to address the King

to direct a prosecution ag-iinst the author. A similar pro

ceeding took place in 17^4- As to all the cases since that period

where the House of Lords have exercised the jurisdiction

now complained of, they have been cases submitted to by the

parties, and are not therefore entitled to the fame weight aj

those cities where the parties having; relisted the House have

acquiesced. It is true that for contempts committed before

either House of Parliament, or by its members or officers, as

such, they have a power of committing, as was said by Lord

ChiefJustice De Grey in Brass Crosby 's case (e), the reason of

which is there truly given by him, that contempts can only

be punished by the Court or jurisdiction before which they

are committed, or by some superior Court; and therefore as

there is no Ccurt superior to the Houses of Parliament, it fol

lows that in order to protect their authority they mult h.ive.

the power to commit in such cases. But that does not appiy

tQacase like the present, where it appears upon the face of

the warrant returned that the party was committed for a com

mon law offsrice, for which he is punishable by the ordina

ry Courts, In the act of the 16 Car. i.e. 10., for abolish

ing the Court of Star-chamber, one of the realbns stated

is

U) Vid. Commons Journ. 1 3th Ftf. 1740, and j vol. ©f the Cn'j-ction of

Xing'! Speeches and Lords' Protests, p. 385.

i<) Vt vo! 478. (f) 30 vol. 415, 430.

{dj U. 42j. (< j W>![. 198.
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1799. 's that all matters before them may have their proper reme-

■ dy and redress and their due punishment and correction by

The Kino the common law of the land, and in the ordinary course of

Fui'wki Ju^'ce elsewhere. In Lord Shaftejbury's case (a) it was ta

ken for granted that the House ot Lords could not commit

even one of their own members for a contempt committed

out of the House ; and that cafe was distinguished from

others, because he was a member, and the contempt was

committed in the face of the House, it is not enough in

this case for the Court to refuse to give relief merely because

the House have voted this a breach of privilege ; for if that

were ib, they might extend their jurisdiction over every of

fence by voting it a breach of privilege. And in 1704, pend

ing the proceedings in Parliament on the cafe of Ashby v.

While, the Lords came to a resolution (b) that neither House

of Parliament had a power to create new privileges to them

selves not warranted by the known laws and customs of Par

liament. Now here is an attempt to convert a common law

offence into a breach of privilege. If this were to prevail,

great injustice might ensue ; for the punishment inflicted by

the House will be no bar to a prosecution for the same offence

at common law ; and thus the defendant may be punished

twice for the fame offence, which is contrary to law and jus

tice and the principles of the constitution. Or it may happen

that on a trial upon an information or indictment for the lame

offence the defendant may be acquitted by a jury of the

country; and thus there would be two contradictory judg

ments on the lame subject ; or if convicted and the record

removed by error into the Upper House, the fame Jurisdic

tion by which the defendant had been before punished would

have either to pronounce a contradictory judgment by decla

ring that the same writing set out on the record was no libel

which they had before adjudged to be a libel, or they would

have to confirm the conviction and judgment, and thus by

their own authority adjudge the defendant to suffer a second

punishment for the same offence; in either event the appeal

would be to the lame Court of error which had prejudged the

cause, a thing unheard of in our jurisprudence. The mode

of proceeding also in this summary manner is highly unjust :

the defendant had no opportunity of making his full defence

to the charge, or of calling any witnesses in that behalf; but

on the mere acknowledgment by him that he was the prin

ter

l«) » St. Tr. 615. (i) »7 vol. of Lords' Journals 698 &c. 70$,
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ter anJ publisher of the newspaper, in which the paragraph 1799.

complained of was contained, he was convicted of the whole V. ml

charge: whereas the mere printing or publishing a paper 7 he Kino

does not subject the party to conviction and punishment, as pjjjj,

for publishing a libel, unless it be found that he published it

with a libellous intent, a fact peculiarly proper for the deci

sion of a jury.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. If we entertained any doubts on

this subject, it would be unbecoming in us to rush to a speedy

decision without looking through all the cases cited by the

defendant's counsel : but not having any doubts, I think it

best to dispose of the case at once. The cases that hive been

referred to are all collected in Lord Hales Treatise on the jfu-

risdiflion of the Lords' House of Parliament and that valuable

preface to it published by Mr. Hargrove : but in the whole of

that publication the defendant's counsel has not found one

cafe applicable to the present. This is one of the plainest

questions that ever was discussed in a court of law. Some

things however have dropped from the learned counsel that

require an answer. First, it is said that the House of Lords

is not a court of record : that the House of Lords when ex

ercising a legislative capacity is not a court of record is un

doubtedly true, but when titling in a judicial capacity, as in

the present case, it is a court of record. Then it was object

ed that the defendant was condemned without being heard in

his defence : but the warrant of commitment furnishes an an

swer to that ; by that it appears that " he was informed of

the complaint made against him &c," and having been beard

as to what he had to fay in answer to the said complaint" &c.

he was adjudged " guilty of a high breach of the privileges

of the House" &c. So that it clearly appears that he was

heard in his defence, and had the fame opportunity of calling

witnesses that every other defendant has in a court of justice.

Then insinuations are thrown out against the encroachments

by the House of Lords on the liberties of the subject : but the

good subjects of this country feel themselves protected in their

liberties by both Houses of Parliament. Government rests

in a great degree on public opinion ; and if ever the time shall

come when factious men shall overturn the government of

the country, they will begin their work by calumniating tbs

courts of justice and both Houses' of Parliament. The ground

of this proceeding is that the defendant has been guilty of a

breach of privileges of the House, and a contempt of tlio

House. This claim of right to punish by fine and imprison

ment jjor such an offence is not peculiar to the House of

Lords"; it is frequently exercised by this and other courts

of record, and that not merely for coutempts committed

Vol. VIII. Y i»
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1799. in the presence of the Court ; one instance of which was that

I— „ ■ 1 of Mr. Beardmore [aJ, under-sherifF of Middlesex., for a con-

The Kino tempt of the Court in not executing part of the sentence pro-

Flower.- n°unced on Dr. Shebbeare. And that case answers another

objection, strongly insisted upon by the defendant's counsel

here, that if the party accused can be punished in any other

manner this mode of trial and punishment cannot be resort

ed to ; for there Mr. Beardwore might have been indicted,

but yet he was attached, examined upon interrogatories, and

fined and imprisoned. Again, it is objected that the House

of Ijords cannot impose a fine for such an offence : but this

and other courts of record have the power of fining- jn this

summary manner; and why should not the House of Lords

have the fame power of imposing a sine for a contempt of

their privileges ? Then several instances were alluded to,

where the House did not choose to exercise this privilege, but

directed prosecutions to be instituted in the courts of law : the

fame observation might equally be made on the proceedings

of this Court, who have sometimes directed indictments to be

preferred : we are not therefore to conclude that the House

of Lords has not the power of inflicting this punishment from

the circumstance of its not exercising it on all occasions.

When Lord Shaftejbury's cafe came on there were some per

sons who wished to abridge the privileges of the House of

Lords : but Mr. Serjt. Maynard was one of those who argu

ed in support of their privileges, and he surely was not capable

of concurring in any attempt to infringe the liberties of the

people. It has been said however that though many instances

arc to be found in which the House of Lords has in point of

f.ict exercised this power, whenever that power has been re

sisted it has been resisted with effect; from whence it is infer

red that the House of Lords has not the authority which it

assumes : but in this cafe I may avail myself of the same argu-

nientin f.ivour of its jurisdiction, for no case has been found

where it has been holden to he illegal in the House of Lords

to sine and imprison a person guilty of a breach of privilege.

We were bound to grant this habeas corpus: but having seen

the return to it, we are bound to remand the defendant to

prison, because the subject belongs ad aliud examen. There is

nothing unconstitutional in the House of Lords proceeding in

this mode for a breach of privilege, and unless we wish to as

sist in the attempt that is made to overset the law ofpar

liament and the constitution, we must remand the defen

dant.

Grose

{*) VU 2 Burr. 392.
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Grose J. This question is not new; it has frequently 1799.

been considered in courts of law, and the principles discussed v^v^

to-day and the cases cited were examined not many years, The Kino,

and the result is very ably stated-by Lord Ch. Just. De Grey pf

in 3 fVilf. 199. When the House of Commons (and the

fame may be laid of the House of Lords) adjudge any thing

to be a contempt or a breach of privilege, their adjudication

is a conviction, and their commitment in consequence is ex

ecution ; and no Court can discharge or bail a person that is

ia execution by the judgment of any other Court" ; In ano

ther passage he said •« Every Court must be sole judge of its'

own contempts" ; and again " The counsel at the bar have

not cited one case where any Court of this Hall ever deter

mined a matter of privilege which did not come incidentally

before them." Having stated this, I think 1 need not add

more in the present case.

Per Curiam (a). Let the defendant be remanded.

[a) Mr. J. Lavirmcc was not in court, being indisposed ; and Mr. J. Li Mate

Uring attended at the Guildhall sitting! for Laid Kojti, and not n turning

antit the argument was closed, gave no opinion.

Lepine and Two Others Executors of Lepine trejm,sjm,

again/t Bayley. ,atsi»

THE defendant being brought up to be discharged un- Whenseve-

der the Lords' act,, a promisory note for the daily jj^"e*u"

payment of 6J. was offered to him signed by Bartholomy only piaintifli, a

one of the plaintiffs, and not expressed to be signed for him- note given

self and the other executors. This note was objected to as """d"^

insufficient, because not signed by all the plaintiffs, the sta- under the

tute requiring the creditor or creditors (as the case may be) Lords* act

t(*'j£ve a note signed with his or their name or names &c. "g"'^^^

The case of Rex on the prosecution of Moor and others v. IVil- of them.

^■nfm (a) was relied on, where it was holden that a similar

r ote signed only by one of several lessors of the plaintiff was -

bat$j And counsel observed that the statute meant that the

insolvent debtor siiould have the security of all the persons

ut whose suit he is detained in custody.

In answer, it was slid that the case referred to was an action

foi^f tort, where one plaintiff could not sign for the others ;

Y 2 " but

{«) Ante, 7 vol. I$d.
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1 799. but that in a subsequent case, Meux and others v. Humphry (h)

where the action was on promises, and one plaintiffgave a

note signed for himself and his partners, it was holden suffi

cient.

Le Blanc J. (The rest of the Court not having yet arri

ved) thought that the note was sufficient ; for that a defendant

had a right under the statute to the security of all the plain

tiffs personally. That this note signed by one executor only

would not bind the other executors, nor would it be a charge

on the assets of the testator ; and that therefore all the exe

cutors should have signed it.

The other Judges, when the case was mentioned to them

on their coming into court, agreed to this opinion, and the

defendant was discharged.

Gurney for the plaintiffs.

Manley for the defendant.

(«) Anlt »5-

fPat'e/Jay,

Jiau I »th. Bbrthen against Street.

The Court \ RULE having been obtained, calling on the defendant

referred it t0 fhew cause why it should riot be referred to the

ter to'com " Master to ascertain what was due for principal and interest

pute what upon a mortgage secured by covenant, on which this action

»* due for was brought,

and interest Garroiv now shewed cause against it. First, he said, the

on a mort- Court had never yet gone the length of granting the role

in an prayed in covenant for payment of money ; and further that

*^°"°fco" the defendant had filed a bill in equity praying an account,

which cause was still pending.

Bayky Serjt. in support of the rule, contended that this

cafe did not differ in principle from those on bills of exchange

and promissory notes ; and that it never was considered an

answer to similar applications in those cases that a suit in

Chancery was depending.

The Court were of that opinion, and made the rule absolute.

Grose J. said he had looked into the case («) mentioned

when the rule was moved, and thought the motion a very

proper one.

Rule absolute.

(a) HtlJipp y. Olmay, 2 SaunJ. 106 ; and Tbeltjsin v. FU/cttT, ptr Mr J.

V<mg. 3:6.

END OF TRINITY TERM.
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CASES

ARGUED and DETERMINED

IN THE

COURT OF KING's BENCH,

I N

Michaelmas Term,

In the Fortieth Tear of the Reign of George HI.

Bull against Sibb* j™* h.

ON the trial of this action for the use and occupation of " k/fin*

lands for nine Tears at the last assizes at Norwich be- to B., who

fore Mr. Serjt. Marjbol, the cafe appeared to be thus. permits c.

The defendant had not in fact occupied the land himself,

bat there was evidence to go to the jury from which they may recover

might infer that there had been an agreement between the *he rc,nt ia

plaintifFand the defendant by which the latter was to take the ^g*^"^

land in question. It also appeared that the defendant wished for jic mi

to receive rent for it of one Ditches/, who had heen <n the ac- occupation,

tual possession, though he (the defendant) ha J not in fact re

ceived any iuch ren(. On the part of the defendant it was

objected that the present action was misconceived ; that the

action, if brought at all against the defendant, ssiould have

been brought on the agreement,! and that t he defendant was

not liable under the statute ii Geo.i c. 19., which gives a

a right " to recover a reasonable latisfactionfor the

&c. held or occupied by the defendant in an action on the

cafe for the use and occupation" &c. the defendant never

laving in fact held or occupied the lands in question. A verdict

however
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tygg. howerer was found for the plaintiff for 180/., nine years' rent

V^-v-w* at 20/. per annum, the jury being of opinion on the evidence

Bull given that there had been such an agreement between the

SiiBif pla'nt'ff and the defendant as is before stated, and that Ditchell

had occupied as tenant to the defendant.

Wilson, who now moved to set aside that verdict and to

enter a nonsuit, again stated the objection ;-and after observ

ing that this precise point had never been decided, referred

to what was said by EyreCh. J. in delivering the opinion of

the Court in Naifb v. Tatloci (a), " The statute meant to

provide an easy remedy in the simple case, of actual occupation,

leaving the other more complicated cales to their ordinary re

medy." But

The Court said that, if Ditchell occupied the land under the

defendant, the latter was ans werable to the plaintiff in this

form of action. That an occupation by the defendant was,

as far as respected the plaintiff, an occupation by the defen

dant himself. That it need not be stated in the declaration

that Ditchell held and occupied at the instance and request

of the defendant, it being sufficient to declare on the legal

operation ofan agreement. That, where goods fold are by

order of the vendee delivered to a third person, an action

may be maintained on the common count as for goods fold

and delivered to the vendee himself, though in practice it is

generally stated that the goods were delivered to such third

party at the request of the vendee. That as to t,he other ques-

. tions, whether or not there had been an agreement between

the plaintiff and the defendant, and how far Ditchell occu-

, pied under an agreement with the defendant, they were

questions proper for the consideration of the jury. .

v And the rule was refused.

(a) a/f. Bl. S,f. 313.

Fru»y, Poole against Cabanes and Others.

Nw. 8th.

THIS was a rule calling on the plaintiff to shew cause why

the and bond warrant of attorney, given by the defendants

for"pant1ng to '^cure an annuity should be delivered up to be cancelled.

an annuity

be paid by

a banker's

cheek, it is necessary to state the particular! of that check in the memorial.

rT the grantor of an annuity pay it without objection during the life-time of the person

who negotiated the business for the grantee, the Court will not permit the grantor to ap

ply to set aside the annuity deeds on a representation of facts that co»Jd only have been

answered by such agent far the grantee.
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It appeared by the affidavits made in support of the rule 1799.

that about the middle of the month of February 1792 the de- 1^—v J

sendants applied to J. Harvey in consequence of an adver- Poo"

tisement, and having agreed with him to grant an annuity of q'^^,.

30/. for three lives in consideration of 210/. they executed a

bond on the 27th of February for the purpose of securing the

annuity, and a warrant ofattorney to confess judgment on it ;

that Pooli did not attend any of the meetings during the ne

gotiation ; that until the 27th of February his name was not

even mentioned to them ; and that they believed that Harvey

was the person who really purchased the annuity. That at

the time when the bond and warrant of attorney were execu

ted, Harvey in his own name drew and pave them a check

upon Lockhart and Co. bankers in Pa11-Ma11 for 199/.' iox.

part of the consideration, which draft was duly honoured ;

that Harvey at the fame time took out ten guineas to mak;?

up the remainder of the purchase-money, saying it was ne

cessary that all the money should be produced, but that he im

mediately put it again into his own pocket ; and that they

never received any other consideration from the annuity than

the sum of 199/. 10/. upon Harvey's draft. In the memorial

it was stated that the consideration of granting the annuity

" was 210/., which was paid by Poole to the defendants,

as follows, 1 99/. 10/ by a draft of J. Harvey on Messrs,

Lockharts bankers in Pall-Ma!l, which said draft was duly

honoured, and the remainder the sum -of 10/. 10/.,—By

Potle to the defendants in lawful money &c."

Several objections were taken, in support of the rule j 1st,

That it was stated in the memorial that the money was paid

by Pocle to the defendants, whereas, if it were paid by any

one, it was paid by Harvey as an agent for Poole; Dahner v.

Barnard, ante, 7 vol. 248. 2dly, That the whole considera

tion-money mentioned in the memorial was not paid, ten

guineas having been deducted by Harvey ; idly, That the

consideration was not sufficiently stated in the memorial.

Gibbs, in shewing cause against this rule, produced an af

fidavit, in which it was slated that the annuity had been

regularly paid from the year 1792 when it was granted until

Harvey's death in Dec*mber\zR\ and then insisted that it ought

not to be permitted to the defendants, who had lain by du

ring the whole of Harvey's life- time, to make these objections

to the annuity when the only person, who could anlwer tha

facts related in the defendants' affidavits, was dead.
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Cabanes.

J799* C»«rf were of that opinion, and were about to dis-

v_^»rw charge the rule ; when

Poole Lawes, in support of it, observed that the last objection

appeared on the memorial itself, where it was stated that

part of the money was paid by a banker's check without set

ting forth the time when the check was payable ; and for this

purpose he relied on the case os Berry v. Bentley, ante, 6 vol.

65)0 (a), where this objection was holden to be fatal.

Gibbs then said that in that case the money was paid by a

promissory note, whereas here it was paid by a banker's

check, which is always considered as money. But

The Court thought that that was immaterial, and that this cafe

could not be distinguished on principle from that of Berry v.

Bentley, which ought therefore to govern the decision in the

present case. And for this last objection the rule was made

absolute ; the defendants agreeing to return the principal, on

taking an account before the Master.

(a) See also Sum/rail v. Murray, ante, 3 vol. 299.

iÆ*1?tk Bawes againji Peck.

If the c»n- rTTMIIS was an action on the cafe by the consignor of goods

soodsde- X agai"ft tne defendant, a common earrier, for not

Hrer them safely carrying, according to his undertaking in consideration

to a parti- 0f a certain hire and reward to be therefore paid, two casks

br order of OT" S'n from London to one Thomas Odey at Hillmorton in War-

the config. isiickfbirt within the time limited by two excise permits, in

the,*beaf con^e^uencc °f wbich the casks of gin became forfeited to the

terward* " Crown and were seized. This cafe came on to be tried at the

loft, the sittings in London after last Easter term, when the plaintiff

consignor provcci j,;s case by shewing the delivery of the casks to a per-

maintain an f°n employed by the defendant's waggon and the usual price

action paid for booking by the plaintiff's servant. The casks were

against directed to « Mr. Odey Hillmorton near Rugby Warwick/hire

the carrier .„•» » r j • » P r
for the lose by Pecks waggon. It appeared that they were arter-

althongh he wards sent by the waggon, and were left at the Crown

bikini the lnn at W'fi Hatldon, which was the nearest place to Hill-

goods. morion in the road which the waggon travelled ; and where,

—The acti- after laying some time, they were seized in consequence

b« brought of the time mentioned in the permit for their removal

by the con- being

ugnee.
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being expired. The merits of the cafe as between the 1799.

plaintiff u d Odey the consignee, or in respect of the v_—v—_»

legality ot the seizure, were not entered into : but the D*w«

defendant's conns. I in opening bis cafe to the jury read pf"^f

a letter from the plaintiff to Odey, after the seizure was known,

in whicli he said thai the liquors sent «« were in quantity and

prices - xactlv conformable to your (Odey'i) order: but by

what authority they were ever left at the Crown Inn at West

Hadikn remains for the innkeeper or the carrier to explain '

or account for. All 1 have to observe is this, that Uie goods'

having been sent conformably to your orders and by the carrier you

directed, 1 (hall certainly look to you for their amount" &c.

Upon reading this letter, which was admitted to be genuine, «

Lord Kenyan was of opinion that the action by the present

plaintiff could not be supported ; for that the legal right to

the goods aster such delivery was vested in the consignee, to

whom alone the carrier was answerable, if ar all ; and there

fore the plaintiff was nonsuited.

A new trial was moved for in Trinity term last, and a rule

nisi for letting aside the nonsuit was obtained, which stood

over till this term. And now

Erjkine and Raint shewed cause against the rule. A deli

very of goods to a carrier named by the consignee, as in this

cafe, is tantamount to a delivery to the consignee himself, and

divests the consignor of the legal property in them, though

he still retains an equitable right of stopping them while in

transitu in cafe of the failure of the consignee. After such a

delivery the property in these goods was altered, and the

goods were at the rifle ofthe consignee; and so it was considered

by the plaintiff himself, as appears by his letter to Odey ; con

sequently the plaintiff can maintain no action for any loss or

injury which happened to them after they became the

property of another. In the cafes of Davis v. James (a), and

Mure v. Wilson (i), the ground of the decisions, that the

consignors might maintain the action, was that they had

made themselves responsible to the carriers for the price of

the carriage. In the former of thole Lord Mansfield £tid,

that there was no question in the cafe as to the vesting of the

property ; for the action was founded on the agreement be

tween the carrier and the plaintiffs who weieto pay him. But

there is nothing in this caie from which any property in the

plaintiff

1 («) s Burr. 2680. (i) Ante, I vol. 6,59.
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plaintiff can be inferred whereon to found his action ; be

cause his own letter shews that he had renounced all proper

ty in the goods.

Garroiu and Totes contrj. It does not follow that, because

the consignee may maintain an action against a carrier for the

lols of goods, the consignor may not also have his remedy.

The calcs shew that the action may be maintained by either.

The reason of the thing is more in favour of the action by the

consignor, far there is a privity of contr.ict between him and

the carrier. The carrier is ignorant of the particular agree

ment between the consignor and the consignee ; and at all

events the consignor is liable to the carrier for the price of the

goods. Davis v. James, 5 Burr. 2680. The liability of the

consignor to the carrier is a sufficient ground to maintain this

action. Both the cafe in 5 Burr, and that of Moore v. IVil-

fon proceeded on the admission that the legal property pasted

to the vendee by the delivery to the carrier. All the cafes

of stopping in transitu (a) shew that until a delivery in fact

to the consignee a latent right to the goods remains in the

vender even as against the vendee : but whatever the question

may be as between those, it ought not to be permitted to the

carrier to dispute the property of the person from whom he

received the goods.

Lord Ken yon Ch. J. I cannot subscribe to one part of

the argument urged on behalf of the plaintiff, namely, that

the right of property on which this action is founded is to

fluctuate according to the choice of the consignor or con

signee, and that consequently either of them may at his plea

sure maintain an action against the carrier for the non deli

very of the goods. In my opinion the legal rights of the

parties must be certain and depend upon the contract between

them, and cannot fluctuate according" to the inclination of

either. This question must be governed by the consideration,

in whom the legal right was vested ; for he is the person

who has sustained the loss, if any,, by the negligence of

the carrier ; and whoever has sustained the loss is the pro

per party to call for compensation from the person by whom

he has been injured. The facts are these; a man in War-

viicltjb'ire

(a) Vid. MtfononA Oibcrt v. Uckbai row, in the Exchequer-Chamber, 1 H.

SI. 357. and the cafes there cited ; and Htdgj'n v. Ley, ante, 7 vol. 440.
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viieijhire gave an order for goods from London, which he di- | jgg.

rrcted to be sent by a certain carrier, and the -dealer in Lon-\-

dm delivered them accordingly to that carrier to be conveyed

to the vendee. Upon this short statement there can be no

doubt but that after such a delivery the vendee mult stand

to the risk. Then here the damnum et injuria are to him

and not to the vendor, the plaintiff. I do not find that any

thing which I have advanced is broken in upon by the two

cafes which have been relied upon in the argument : the dis

tinction which is there taken I fully adopt. In the one cafe

the action brought by the consignor against the carrier was

sustained, because the consignor was to be answerable for the

price of the carriage ; he stood therefore in the character

of an usurer to the consignee for the safe arrival of the

goods. And the subsequent case of Moore v. Wilson pro

ceeded on the same ground. It is not disputed but that the

consignee might have maintained the action in this cafe :

then if the consignee had recovered a verdict against the car

rier, how could such recovery by a stranger have been plead

ed in bar to this action ? And if it could not, and yet this

action could be maintained, the consequence would be that

the carrier would be liable to answer in damages to both for

the fame loss, '.therefore common fense and justice as well

as strict law are in favour of the objection made against the

plaintiff's recovering in this action.

Grose J. The plaintiff, who was at one time the owner

of these goods, delivered them by the order of Odey to the

defendant a common carrier for the purpose of having them

conveyed to Odey. By such delivery they became the pro

perty of Odey ; he was liable to be sued for the value of them ;

and it is admitted that he might have 'maintained an action

for any loss or injury happening to them by the default of the

defendant. It is true that, while the goods remained in the

hands of the carrier, there was a latent right in the plaintiff

to stop them in traniitu : but that is in its nature an equita

ble right, though now grown into law ; but the legal right

was by the delivery to the carrier vested in the consignee by

whose order they were so delivered. But cases have been

cited, wherein it was holden that the consignor might main

tain the action: on looking into them however it appears

that they proceeded on the ground of special agreements be

tween the respective consignors and carriers. Now here there

was no evidence of any such agreement ; and the letter from

the
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1799. the plaintiff to Odey excludes the idea of any such agreement}

*—v-"-» for the former tf.crein insist; that the property was vested in

t]le consignee, whom he considered as at all events answerable

Pick! to *or ,ne va'ue> Then after it appears that the plain

tiff' had renounced all right and property in the goods at the

time, upon what ground can he claim an indemnity for the

loss of what belonged to another ? I am therefore of opinion

that the action against, the carrier ought to have been brought

by the consignee of the goods, in whom the property was

vested by the delivery to the carrier according to his own

order.

Lawrence J. Some stress has been laid on the circum

stance of the consignor having paid the carrier for booking

the goods, as evidence of a special contract between them,

in order to bring this cafe within those which were cited at

the bar : but that circumstance would not give a right of ac

tion against the carrier to recover damage for the loss of the

goods, if it appeared that they were the property of another

person. And here it is admitted that the action might have

been brought by the consignee in right of his property in

them. It is true that in some special cases a man may make

himself liable to either of two persons on account of the fame

interest: but that is not usual; and it is more consonant to

the general principal of law to refer all transactions of

agents to the principal on whose account they were entered

into. Now here 1 consider that what was done by the con

signor in respect of the booking was as the agent of the con

signee, at whose rifle the goods were sent. And, generally

speaking, the carrier knows nothing of the consignor, but

only of the person for whom the goods are directed, and to

whom he looks for the price of the carriage upon delivery.

Le Blanc J. It is admitted that the legal property of

the goods was by the delivery to the carrier vested in the con

signee, and that he maintain the action : and upon examina

tion of the cafes referred to in support of the consignor's right

of action, it appears that they proceeded upon the ground

of a special agreement between the parties that the consignor

was to pay for the carriage of the goods. But as there was

110 evidence of any such agreement in this cafe, I think that

the nonsuit was proper.

Rule discharged («)

- («) Vid. Snu ». Prtsut, 1 Alk. 248. accord.
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1799.

'—<~~*

Jennimgs again/I Rundall. r«si*j,

Nra. 121b.

THE first count in this declaration stated that the plaintiff A plaintiA

on &c. at the instance and request of the defendant ^

delivered to the defendant a certain mare of the plaintiff to on founded

be moderately ridden by the defendant, yet that the defend- °» a con-

ant contriving and maliciously intending to injure the plain-

tils- whilst the mare was in the defendant's custody under chargeaniu-

soch delivery and before the fame was returned to the plain- defen-

tiff on &c. wrongfully and injuriousty rode nfed and worked ^"^^

the said mare in so immoderate excessive and improper a man— where the

ner, and took so little and such bad care thereof, that by plaintiff

reaibn of such immoderate &c. riding &c. the said mare be-^"^^'

came and was greatly strained damaged &c. In the second f.nuant'ire-

count it was alleged that the plaintiff at the instance and re- q he tad

quest of the defendant let to hire and delivered to the de- ^"^^

fendant a certain other mare to go and perform a certain defendant

reasonable and moderate journey &c, yet that the defendant mode-

contriving &c, wrongfully' and injuriousty rode and worked ™nc'^"j*

the said mare a much longer journey &c. There was also a that the de-

count in trover for two mares. finuaiitm*-

The defendant pleaded his infancy to the two first counts, J!sj°'!^£V*

to which plea the plaintiff demurred.

Alarryat, in support of the tbmurrer, (after observing »t>J n'jun-

that it was immaterial whether or not infancy could be plead- '.^^"'^

ed to the second count, because it being pleaded to both , i,at ihc -a

counts if it were a bad plea as to either count the whole plea da-na^cd

was bad,) cgntended that, as the first count was not found- ^,c,j"n"^t

ed on a contract but on a tort, the defendant could not plead ,hc ;e(eno-

infancy to it. That that count did not state any confidera- *<;' ""z1"

tion for the delivery of the mare by the plaintiff to the de- >^"d f'*^'

tendant, or any promise by the defendant to take care of her in<: action *

or to redeliver her : but that it appeared to be a delivery on ^">g *ouu-

bail to the defendant who had abused the plaintiff's property. dcd""^

That the tort here did not consist in mere neglect or omission, cu

but ia a tortious act done by the defendant. That the dic-

tom in the books, that if the action arise out of the contract

the plaintiff shall not by declaring in tort prevent the defen

dant pleading infancy, must be confined to cases where the

■wrong complained of consists in omission, or in some act

which is a tort only by construction of law. That such was

the ground of decision in Grove v. Neuill, 1 Ktb. 778. (said

in I Keb. 913, 914. to have been decided) where in au

action
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1799. action upon the case in nature of a deceit on sale by the de-

l-^v^j fendant of goods as his own, when in truth they belonged to

Jennings another, the Court said "This is no actual tort, or any

against thing ex delicto, but only ex contractu." That in Johnson

Ru».-d„ll. y pje ^ where the defendant had falsely and fraudulent

ly asserted himself to be of full age, and had as such executed

a mortgage to the plaintiff, and where it was holden that

the defendant, an infant, was not answerable, the action

was founded on the very contract in which the defendant

had cheated the plaintiff : whereas here is a tortious act

done by the defendant and that too subsequent to. the time

when any supposed contract could have been entered into

respecting the hire of the mare. He observed that an infant

is answerable in an action for slander, Noy- 1 29 ; because

there an act is done by the defendant; and in that case it

was said that malitia supplet ætatem ; so here malice is laid.

That in trover an infant is also responsible on account of the

wrongful conversion subsequent to the bailment ; though in

most instances in trover the act is only a breach of trust or

violation of some duty. And that even in an action of tres

pass for mesne profits he cannot plead infancy, though there

he becomes a trespasser by construction of law. That if an in

fant wilfully destroyed any thing that had been bailed to

him, there is no doubt but that he would be liable in an

action for the tort ; and that this was in effect the fame, be

cause here he rendered a mare, that had been bailed to him,

less valuable by his wrongful and injurious act.

Wood, contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The law of England has very wise

ly protected infants against their liability in cafes of contract;

and the present case is a strong instance to shew the wisdom

of that law. The defendant, a lad, wished to ride the plahv

tiff's mare a short journey ; the plaintiff let him the mare to

hire ; and in the course of the journey an accident happen

ed, the mare being strained ; and the question is whether

this action can be maintained ? I am clearly of opinion that

it cannot ; it. is founded on a contract. If it were in the

power of a plaintiff to convert that, which arises out of a

contract, into a tort, there would be an end of that pro

tection which the law affords to infants. Lord Mansfield

indeed frequently said that this protection was to be used

as

(a) I ATri, 905. 913; and 1 Lev. 169.
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as a sliield, and not as a sword ; therefore if an infant com- j 709.

mit an assault, or utter flander, God forbid that he should o^y-O

not be answerable for it in a court of justice, But where an Jenmngs

infant has made an improvident contract with a person who ^t«>»st
has been wicked enough to contract with him, such person UNDAtl

cannot resort to a court of law to enforce such contract.

And the words " wrongfully, injuriously, and maliciously,"

introduced into this declaration cannot vary this cafe. v

Grose J. I am of the fame opinion. In the cafe of

Manby v. Scot (a) this distinction was taken, that if the action

against an infant be grounded on a contract the plaintiff shall

not convert it into a tort ; " If one deliver goods to an in

fant on a contract knowing him to be an infant, the infant

shall not be charged for them in trover and conversion ; for

by that mean all infants in England would be ruined." A

very few years after the decision of that case the case of

Johnson v. Pye arose, according to one report of which Lord

Gh. J. Keeling expressed great indignation at the attempt to

charge an infant in tort for that which was the foundation of

an action of assumpsit ; he said " The judgment will stay

for ever, else the whole foundation of the common law will

be shaken ; for this was but a flip, and he might have plead

ed his minority here."

Lawrence J. The true distinction is that mentioned by

my Brother Grose, and not that stated at the bar, betwen

negligence and an act done by the infant. It is argued that

if no act be done by the infant he may plead his infancy, but

that infancy is not a defence where an act has been done : if

that were ib, an infant would not be liable in many instances

of trover, where the conversion consists merely in a non-de

livery ; and yet in trover an infant is always liable. Ac

cording to the fame rule, if an action were brought against

an infant for negligently keeping the plaintiff's cattle by

which they died, infancy might be pleaded in bar ; but if the

declaration charged the defendant with having given the cat

tle bad food, by which they died, it ould not. But this

certainly is not the true distinction.

Le Blanc J. The plea of infancy is a good bar to this

action, on the ground that the act done in this cafe is the

foundation of an action of assumpsit. And the reason of the

distinction taken in the case in Siderfin is, that the plaintiff

shall

(a) I SU. I19.
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oo shall not by changing the form of the action vary the liabili-

ty of the infant. Now if the plaintiff could not have maintain-

Jinmnos ec^ an a<^i°n of assumpsit against the infant, neither can he

against maintain the action in its present form. On this short ground,

Rondall. therefore I think that the pica of infancy is a good defence

to this action.

Judgment for the defendant.

fs*"*?' i Coppinger avainli Beaton.
Ac». nth. * J

le is saffici- r | '1HE affidavit to hold to bail in this cafe, made by the

ft t0 ^ A- plaint'ff stated that the defendant was indebted to him

vit'to hold in tne sum of 1 2,000/. and upwards, " for money had and

10 bail that received on account of this deponent, as the owner of a cer-

thedefcDd- tam shjp or vessel called the Guardian."

debtod to Gibbs on a former day in this term moved to discharge

theplaimiffthe defendant out of custody on filing common bail, on

in such a tne ground that the affidavit was defective, in not stating

money had tnat the money was had and received by the said defend-

and receiv- ant.

ed on ac- Erjkine and Marryat now shewed cause against that rule.

pUi'n'tiff,'- They insisted that the affidavit was sufficiently certain ; and

without that, if the defendant had not received this money on the

»<ldin3"re- plaintiff's account, the latter might be convicted of perjury

th.JUfZd. on thls affidavit.

tmt." The Court were of that opinion ; saying that no precise

form of words was required to be used in an affidavit to

hold to bail •, that it was sufficient to allege that the defend

ant is indebted to the plaintiff in a certain sum of money,

specifying the cause of action ; that that was so stated in

this affidavit, for that it could not be said that the defendant

was indebted to the plaintiff unless the money had been re

ceived by the defendant. And they added that the Courts

ought not to entangle the suitors in unnecessary niceties.

Rule discharged.
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1799.

The King against The Inhabitants of Ingworth.

1 Nov. 13th.

AN order of two justices, by which S. Slaughter his wife ]f ,he son of

and their two children were removed from Ingworth a certificac-

to Erpingham, was on appeal quashed by the quarter sessions ed Per'°n

for the county of Norfolk ; and the following cafe was reserved „nd^aa,ear

for the opinion of this Court. yearly con-

" In the year 178 1 S. Slaughter, the father of S. Slaughter in the

the pauper, went with his wife and 5. Slaughter the pauper pj^?n |h

as part of his family to reside ^n the parilh of Ingiuorth un- certificate,'

der a certificate from the parilh of Erpingham. In the year and then

1787 the pauper, then of the age of 16, let himself to J. return un-

Brtttingham of Erpingham and (erved two years as a yearly t^e "seer's

servant. He then let himself to W. Clarke of Erpingham honse for a

and served him as a yearly servant for a year. He afterwards stlort time,

let himself from three days after Michaelmas J 790 to the 'J^'^j"

Michaelmas following to M. Kemp of Brickling farmer, and ther year

completed his service. At the expiration of the year he re- w»th ano-

turned to Ingworth, where his father still resided under the u^™"'1"

certificate, and lived in his said father's house about a month, yesriy n;r_

during which time he worked as a day labourer at Brickling, ingin the

aod paid his father for his board. When he returned to certificated

Ingworth he did not consider himself as going with a view to J™, n'n|!e

the certificate. At the expiration of the month he let him- gain a set-

self for a vear to B. Newstead of Ingworth, and lived in his tiement in

service two years." "£im.'W

Mingay, in support of the order of seflions, contended that

the pauper S. Slaughter had gained a settlement in Ingworth

by a hiring and service for a year with Newstead, notwith

standing his father was then residing at Ing worth under a cer

tificate from Erpingham; for that, with regard to the pau

per, the certificate was then fuuctus offkio. He said that the

age of the pauper at the time of his lervice with Newjtead

was immaterial, because he was then emancipated by having

served several years as a servant in other parishes. That the

pauper's return to the parish of Ingworth was merely acci

dental ; that he did not return to it for the purpose of re

siding under the certificate, for though he returned to his

father's house, yet it was not to claim protection as one of his *

father's family, it being stated in the cafe that he paid for his

board. And that in R. v. Newington (a) it was tuled that,

\t) /*»/», 1 vol. 3 54.

Vol. VIII, Z when
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179Q. when a certificated person quits the certificated parish without

y^foJ anv intention of returning to it, the certificate is at an end.

TheKiwo Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. (stopping Leycester and Hultoncon-

agaitlt tr5 ). Although the decisions in some of the cases on fettle-

Thelnhabi. ments are verv njce> whenever we find a cafe precisely sirnilar

Inowokth t0 tne cafe 'n question, we ought to be governed by it. Now

it appears to me that the cafe of R. v. The Inhabitants of Keel

(a) is exactly like the present. There indeed Lord Mansfield

at first doubted whether or not the panper returned to the

certificated parish under the certificate, but afterwards he was

of opinion that the pauper had returned under the faith of

the certificate. If the pauper in this cafe had gained a set

tlement in a third parish, the reasoning in support of this or

der would have applied : but here is no ground for presuming,

as in R. v. Newington, that the parties had abandoned this

certificate, for the pauper's father was resident at Ingwrth

under the certificate when the son returned to him.

Le Blanc, J. mentioned the case of R. v. Collingbourn

Ducts, (b) the principle of which (he said) applied to the

present case.

Per Curiam, Order of sessions quashed.

(a) CM. 144. [t) Anil, 4 vol. 199.

V^tyh T^C King against The Company of Proprietors of

the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal

Navigation.

A naviga- r I "*HE defendants appealed to the quarter Sessions for the

tionactem- county of Worcester against a rate made in December

powcredthe ,ast fof ,he reWf of tbe ^Qr of the chape|ry or haiI1let of

proprietors . ... . . ,J r „. , . . . r . ' , r-

«o take so Lower Mitton in th6 parish of Kidderminjter in the county ot

much per Worcester% whereby they were rated for " their basons, tow

n's '"'ll ing-paths, and that part of their canal and the locks lyiog

coodt car- wltnin Lovier Milton, and for the tolls and duties arising

lied along therefrom clue at Lower Mitton on 1500/. at the sum of 7 5/. ^

the canal; for their lands wharfs cranes weighing-machines and timber-

they were 7an*s *n tne'r own poffeffion on 12/. at the sum of 1 2 /. ; and

rateable to for part of Jones's land also in their own poffeffion on 2 /.

the poor for i0/. od. at the sum of 2s. 6d." On hearing the appeal the

the differ" sessions confirmed the rate on the Company for their lands

ent parishes wharfs cranes weighing-machines and timber-yards in their

where the own possession on 1 2I. at 12/. and for part of Jones's land

tolls be- a|f„ jn tncir possession on 2/. 10s. od. at 2s. 6d. without op-

that i,, position.

where lit rrfp Bivt vy'tityt fni/biJ ; though for their own convenience they were au

thorised ti coins the tolls where they pleased, and did in fact collect them in other pa.
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position. The court also confirmed the rate on the Company

for their basons towing-paths and that part of their canal and

the locks lying within Lower Mitton and for the tolls and The Kino

duties arising therefrom due at Lower Mitten on 1500/. at T&Vro-

75/. in manner following, viz. they confirmed the rate of prietorsof

75/. upon the said 1500 1., so far as respects 350/. (part of the9T*r-

the sum of 10,000/. after mentioned) payable for and in re- ^,"wo»-

spect of the lock-duties on passing through the locks lying cestir- '

within Lower Mitton hereinafter described, without opposi- Ca

tion ; and they also confirmed the rate of 75/. upon the said ^ton.'*

1500/., so far as respects the residue of the said ia,ooo/.

after mentioned, payable for and in respect of the tolls and

duties due at Lower Mitten, hereinafter also described, subject

to the opinion of this Court, as to this last charge, on the

following cafe.

The raie was duly allowed and published. By an act of

the 6th of Geo. 3. the Company are empowered to take rates

and duties for tonnage and wharfage for all goods conveyed

on the canal not exceeding i\d. per mile for every ton, and

fn in proportion for any greater or less quantity than a ton ;

which rates and duties are directed by the act to be paid to

such persons at such places near the canal in such manner and

under such regulations as the Company shall appoint ; with

a power of distress in cafe of non-payment, it is further

enacted that for the more easy collecting of the rates and

duties the master Sec of every vessel navigating on the canal

shall give a just account in writing signed by him to the col

lectors of the tonnage or duties at the places where they at

tend for that purpose of the quantities of goods in such vessel,

from whence brought, and where they intend to land the

same •, and if such goods be liable to pay different tolls, then

such master &c. shall specify the quantities liable to the pay

ment of each toll ; and in cafe they neglect or refuse to give

such account, or give a false account, or deliver any part of

their loading at any other place than is mentioned in that ac

count, they are to forfeit to the Company 10j. for every ton

of goods so falsely accounted for Sec, over and above the re

spective rates and duties payable for the fame, and recover

able in the fame manner &c. By another act of the iotU

Geo. 3. the Company are authorized to take tonnage propor-

tionably for any less distance than a mile, which any commo

dities (hall be conveyed on the canal, to be collected recovered

and applied as the former tonnage rates ; and the vestels &c

Z a passing
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1799. pamng through the two locks erected between the river St-

y ^ vern and the canal bason are to pay a toll or lock-due at the

The Kino rate of 1 d. per ton in lieu of the tonnage of I* d. per mile

against fixed by the said recited act; and the said tolls or lock-dues

prietoTs of arc t0 DC collected recovered and applied as before directed

the Staf- &c. By the fame act of the loth Geo. 3. it is enacted that the

ro«DiHi»t Qj^j, 0f tne Company, which by the former act the propri-

^f,Tl»V etors held in the nature of real estates, (hall be deemed per-

smit C»- fonal estates &c. The lock-dues received by the Company in

n»l Navi- tne year for boats and other vessels passing through the

eation. twQ |oc|tSi lockj are locally fituated in the hamlet

of Lower Mitton, amounted to 350/. The tonnage of the

goods brought in boats down the canal and landed at Stourport,

which is in the hamlet of Lower Mitton, and the termination

of the canal, or transhipped therefrom on board canal boats

to Severn barges, amounted in the year 1 798 to 9650/. making

together with the said 350/. the sum of 10,000/., which sum

of 9650/. arose in the following manner j viz. [Here the

cafe set forth- the different sums received for the tonnage of

goods taken in at different places on the canal, shewing how

much the tonnage amounted to in each parish, reckoning by

the number of miles that the canal passed in the several pa

rishes ; according to which mode of calculation, by the mile,

a very small part of the toll arose in Lower Mitton.] But the

laid (urn of 9650/. was not received by the Company at Lower

Mitton., but at the several places where the goods were shipped.

The expences of repairing the bason and that part of the ca

nal which lies within the hamlet amount annually to 540 /.

Other parts of the canal and basons lying out of the hamlet

are also repaired at a great annual expence ; and the repair of

every part contributes to the profits and use of the whole canal.

The dividends per share of each proprietor of the canal for

the year 1 798 amounted to 32/. clear of all expences and de

ductions, t he agents of the Company on receiving accounts in

writing of the quantities of goods which are in each vessel, and

of the places where the lame are intended to be landed, in the

manner required by the first act, deliver permits to the master

&c of every such vessel &c to navigate the same accordingly upon

the canal. The Company are not carriers upon the canal, nor

the owners of any of the vessels employed thereon ; and the

payment of the tolls on goods carried on the canal is by the di

rection of theCompany made to their agents at the places where

such goods are laden or shipped i and the Company consider

such
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such places as the places at which they become due under the 1 799.

act. The land used in the canal, the towing paths, and basons '-.1

lying in the hamlet of Lower Mitton, measure 8 a. 2r. I JK*^j/*?*

and the land used in the whole of the canal towing paths and ThePro-

basons measure 370a. Ir. "jip. The length of the whole prietors of

canal is 46 miles and an half amounting 1081,840 yards; the ST*r*

1367 yards of which, including the length of the bason, and l^%s0lL.

measuring to the Severn lock, being the termination of the cistir-

canal, lie in the hamlet of Lower Mitton ; so that that part of «m** C»«

the canal which lies within the hamlet bears to the whole nal,;„*vli*"

length of the canal the proportion of about one to sixty.

Erjkinfy Manley, and 'Jervis, in support of the order of

sessions. There are but three places in which the defendants

can be rated in respect of this species of property; either, iff,

Where the goods are landed, for there the tolls are properly

due; or 2dly, Where the tolls are actually received ; or 3dly,

In the several parishes through which the canal is carried, and

in proportion to the distance which the several goods are con

veyed along the canal in each parish, the profits of the Com

pany being regulated in proportion to such distance. Now

the first of these is the most proper places for rating ; because it

is more equitable that the profits of the Company should be rat

ed in those parishes where the goods ate landed ; for as that usu

ally takes place in some central situations most convenient for

the inhabitants in general of the neighbourhood, where wharfs

and other buildings are in consequence erected, it necesiarily

happens that a greater number of poor persons are collected in

those situations than would otherwise be the case, and conse

quently the poor-rates are there increased by the very means

which tend to the prosperity of the Company. But in either

of the other modes of rating proposed, the Company after

contributing to increase the population and expence of main

taining the poor in one district may be rated in parishes out of

which the population has been thus drawn, or wheie it exists

°nly in its ordinary proportion, and where the poor-rates

are consequently low. It is however to be contended that

these tolls are rateable only in the place where they aie

actually received, because there only are they local visible

property belonging to the defendants \ and this is likened to

the cafes of a lock, sluice, or turnpike, for pasting through

which a toll is payable, according to the rule laid down in the

cafes of The King v. Cardmgton (a)-, and The King v. The

Major fs'c of London (b). But the cafes are very distinguish

able

(i) Cnvp. 581. (i) Ad*, 4T0I. at.
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I7QQ. ab'e from trie present. It is immaterial where the tolls arc

- _f collected, as much so as where the rent of an estate is paid.

The King The true question is where and in respect of what do they

gainst become due ? for there alone are they rateable. In the case

^ietors°of or" Cardington the tolls were adjudged to be rateable in the

theSTAr- parish where the sluice was locally situated in respect of which

roxDsmRE they were paid, though in fact they were collected, not at the

and Wo* flujce but in another parish. That therefore was a cafe of

GISTKR*
shire Ca- local property yielding a certain profit to the owner; and the

rial Naviga- subject-matter of the rate was not the toll, but the fluice itself.

uon' So in Hamptonwick cafe (a) the subject-matters of the rate

were the barge-way and toll-gate, which were local property

situate in the hamlet yielding a certain annual rent to the city

of London. So in the present case it is not disputed but that

the particular toll arising from the lock in the hamlet of Lower

Mitton is rateable there only, although by means of sijch lock

the whole navigation is rendered more useful, But with re

spect to all the rest of the tolls there is no locality, nor can

they be said to depend or arise from anyone part of the naviga

tion more than another, and in this respect this differs from

the cafes alluded to. The subject-matter of the rate is toll,

eo nomine, paid for the privilege of parsing over the whole

line of the particular voyage, and not any local property in

any particular district yielding such tolls. The tolls therefore

should be rated at the place where they become due. Now the

tolls become due in the places where the goods are respectively

landed. For though in each particular case the amount is cal

culated at so much per mile, according to the distance which

the goods are carried upon the canal, yet it is all one entire

contract, and nothing is due until the delivery. This was

fully settled in the case of the Aire and Colder Navigation (i),

and in the King v. Page (c). Jn the former of those cases the

Court held that the tolls were rateable in the two parishes

where they were collected, which were the two termini of

the navigation; not on the ground of the money being acci

dentally received there, for that was disclaimed by the Court

but because they considered that the tolls became due there.

And that is an answer to the first method which the Company

wisti to be adopted here. For the same reason also the Court

held that the tolls were not rateable in the intermediate parishes,

through which they barely had a passage. And that is an an

swer to the other mode of rating suggested by this Company.

Independently

(«) Ante, 4 vol. at. (IJ Jmtt, 2 vol 66o. (c) Ant,, aval. 543.
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Independently of which the difficulty of making such acalcu- ijqq.

lation, as would distribute the proportion equally between the 1 _j

respective parishes, would be a sufficient reason for not adopt- The Kin 0

ing that principle of rating. But in the case of the Kirtgv. Q

Page (a) is precisely in point with the present. There the ptlgtorl%

proprietor of the navigation from Reading to Newbury was theSTAr-

catitled to a toll of 4/. per ton for good* carried from either »o»o«ik*

of those places to the other, and to a proportionable sum for "/,TE^"

any less distance, and was also enabled to appoint any place (HIU ca-

adjoining the river for the collection of the toll j and he had nal Nmiga-

in fact appointed an intermediate parish for that purpose ; not- Uo**

withstanding which the Court held that the toll for the goods

which were carried the whole distance from one of the termini

to the other was rateable where the goods were landed, be

cause they became due where the voyage was completed. It

is no answer to this cafe to fay that the acts of parliament for

regulating this navigation enabled the defendants to appoint

any place for the receipt of the tolls, and that therefore the

tolls are due at such appointed place ; because the same power

was given in Page's cafe and exercised by the proprieior there :

but the Court thought that that made no difference j that it

was a mere regulation in ease of the collection, and not intend

ed to vary the contract between the parties. Nor can it be

bid that the reasoning on which that proceeded is only

applicable to the cafe of carriers whose contract is entire, and

that here the Company are not carriers ; for there the profits

rated arose from the toll, qua toll, due to the proprietor.

And besides, the contract is as much entire with respect to

the navigation owners as with respect to carriers ; for the cer

tificate which the former give is for leave to pass the whole

distance ; and no doubt if the consideration failed by any de

fault of theirs, as by a detect in the navigation itself, the whole

duty paid would be recoverable back again, although the goods

might have proceeded some part of the way. On the whole,

convenience as well as justice concur in support of the mode

os rating adopted in this cafe.

Law, Gibbs, Caldecet, Touchet, and Ryder contra. First,

the defendants object to the principle of rating contended for

on the part of the hamlet of Lower Mitton, because the whole

reasoning in support of it is built upon a supposition that this is

|ike the cafe ot a carrier, to which it bears no analogy. There

the

(«) Aide, 4 vol. 543.
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1799. the voyage and contract are entire: nothing is due pro rata if

» t-hp engagement be not performed in toto. And such was

The Kino the cafe of the Aire and Colder Navigation (a), where the

TtfePro ProPr'etors were a"° carriers. Whereas here the toll

prictorsof 's Pa'° by way of anticipation for a certain permit or license

theSTjir- to navigate on the canal according to a certain rate per mile

'andw Pcr ton: t'lat ke'nS settled, the Company have no further

caster* concern with the goods} they make no engagement for the

shire Ca- safe carriage or arrival of them : and whether the goods be

nil Naviga. safely carried or not, or whether the owner choose to land

tion- them short of the stipulated distance, he cannot recover back

any part of the consideration pro rata, unless perhaps the navi

gation were impeded by any fault or neglect of the Company

themselves. The permit or certificate is no evidence of the

entirety of the contract, but is merely required as a regula

tion to prevent fraud. The act itself states it to be " for the

more easy collection of the rates" &c. If then this be not

like the cafe of a carrier, upon which ground the other

cafes were determined, the mode of rating wnich has been

here adopted cannot be supported ; because there is no visible

property belonging to the Company in this hamlet, (except the

lock, the rateability of which in the hamlet is not disputed,)

which is the subject matter of rating. Resort therefore must be

had to one or other of the only two remaining methods which

have been pointed out. And, first, the most obvious place

for rating these tolls, as contradistinguished from the real

property itself out of which they arise, seems to be in the pa

rish where they are received ; for there only can they be said

to be visible property of the defendants. This question could

not arise in the Aire and Calder Navigation case, because in

fact the tolls were rated in the two parishes where they were

received. And though that was otherwise in the case of

The King v. Page (A), yet that case proceeded on the ground

of an entirety of contract, like the case of the carrier ; for

there the act imposed a single duty of 4*. per ton upon the

whole distance between the two termini ; and Lord Kenyan

expressly avoided giving any opinion on a cafe where ihe

duty is made payable proportionably at so much per mile.

In that cafe therefore, so far as it was decided, the whole

duty being payable as upon one entire contract, it was

indifferent where it was collected; but here, there being

no such entirety, it can only be due either proportionably

according

(•) Jute, 2 vol. 66p. (i) Antt, 4 vol. 543.

■
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according to the number of miles in each parish through which 1799.

the goods pass, or in the place where by the authority of par-

liament the Company have appointed that it shall be collected. The K'*°

Those therefore are the places where the tolls become due, and •rne'p'ro-

where according to the prosecutor's own argument they ought prietors of

to be rated. This is much more like the cafe of a turnpike th* Sl*'-

than that of a carrier. The road like the canal may run through F °d "vvo*/

many parishes, and mult all be repair-d out of the fame fund; CFS-r KR_

and the passage through each parish contributes to increase »m»«

the general fund. The Legislature enables the trustees in the CanaiNavi.

one cafe, and the proprietors in the other, to collect the toils 8atlon-

where they think proper along the line of passage : in neither

cafe therefore can the tolls be said to he due but on the spot

where they are appointed to be collected ; and there only can

they be said to be visible property of the persons for whom they

are collected. Neither is there any hardship or unfairness in

rating them there ; for it is as probable that there should be a

large population collected where the goods are usually shipped

as where they are usually landed; as many persons and machines

are necessary to load as to unload the vessels. This is also less

open ro fraud than the mode of fating contended for on the

other side, because the Company may choose where they will

ship the goods : but trie delivery must necessarily be according

to the will and convenience of the shippers. But if the Court

should not think that the tolls are rateable where they are re»

ceived, then inasmuch as they accrue to the Company in pro

portion for every mile of the navigation along which the goods

are carried, they ought to be rated proportionably in each pa

rish through which the canal passes, in proportion to the dis

tance which the goods pass through each. This mode of

raring is founded injustice ; because the land which has been ap

plied to the purpose of the navigation was before productive

and contributed to the maintenance of the poor; it is but fair

therefore that it should contribute in its present state. And

though some parts of the canal may be more navigated than

others, yet every part contributes to render the rest more pro

ductive. There is no greater difficulty in this calculation than

in the one which has been adopted. But whatever difficulties

might have existed a priori, none such exist now in the pre

sent case as amended (a), for the proportions of the tolls in

respect of each parilh are in fact stated ; and the very circum

stance

(«) The case upon the first argument Was sent down to be restated more

particularly as to these facts.
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stance of the Court ordering the case to be restated for the pur

pose of ascertaining those proportions according to the number

Th^,'„0O of miles over which the several goods were conveyed in each

The Pro- parish shewed that the Court did not consider the difficulty to

prietorsos be insuimountable.

the Staf- Lo,^ Kenyon Ch. T. I consider that this cafe is brought

and Wo«- forward to give us an opportunity of reviewing the opinions

ciitib- we delivered in the former cafes that have been alluded to :

imu but on reconsider ation, I do not fee any reason to induce me

a°ation.V1 to change tnc opinion I then gave. In the first of those, R. v

7he Undertakers of the Alre and Calder Navigation, which was

decided soon aster I came into this court, though it differs from

the present cafe, some rules we re established applicable to this

cafe. But I cannot distinguish the other case, R. v. Pagey

from the present in principle and in substance, though there

are some Tiice distinctions between them. And if the rules

there laid down had occasioned any great inconvenience, the

parties interested have had in the interval of several years many

opportunities to apply to the Legislature for a remedy : but no

application of that kind having been made, I presume that no

inconvenience has resulted from those determinations. This

does not appear to be a contest between the parishes through

which the canal passes and the Company of Proprietors, but the

Company are struggling against the rate altogether. To this

Company indeed as well as to others of the fame kind the public

are much indebted for their undertakings : but they ought to

contribute to the relief of the poor in common with the owners

of all other fpeck-s of property in proportion to the profits that

they acquire. As the Company have objected to the present

mode of rating, i am anxious to know what other mode they

would substitute for it: on this point however their counsel

have left me in great doubt. They give me the choice of two

modes j they wish the Company either to be rated for the

whole in the parish where the tolls are received, or for the

different parts in the different parishes through which the canal

pastes in proportion to the number of miles in each parish :

but they have not named that mode on which they choose to

rely. I rather think that they would not be satisfied with the

first of those methods ; because, after receiving 'the tolls in one

parish for the whole voyage, it is too much to fay that the

Company should retain them in the cVent of the owners of

vessels not being able to go the whole voyage either on ac

count of the locks being out of repair, the banks giving way,

or any other accident of that kind. It is not therefore the

most
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most convenient place to rate the tolls where they are collected.

Then it is said that the other mode of rating should be

adopted, because the land over which the canal passes was be- TJj^,JJ°

fore rateable to the poor, in respect of its produce. But in- The Pre-

fupcrable difficulties occur to this mode. It is admitted that prietors of

all property should be rated to the poor according to its me- ,heSTA'-

liorated state : but on account of the difference of expence and Wo,_

attending the cutting of a canal in flat and hilly countries, it is ciitn-

almost impossible to ascertain the precise degree in which the ,HJ**Tj

property is meliorated in each particular parish. 'gition.

The bar are already in possession of the reasons which we

gave in the cafe of R. v. Page., and therefore it is not necessary

to repeat them. It seems to me, after reviewing the whole

of the subject and considering which is the most eligible mode

of rating the property in question, that the mode adopted be

low is that which approaches nearest to justice. It is sufficient

therefore to say that I continue to think that the case of R.

v. Page was rightly decided, and as I cannot distinguish this

cafe from that in principle, the present rate must be confirmed.

Grose J. The great object in this case is to find out the

true principle according to which the tolls ought to be rated.

This very point was much considered in the cafe, R. v. Pege,

where after the best consideration that I could give to the sub

ject it appeared to me that tolls of this kind should be rated

where they become due : and 1 cannot on reconsideration dis

cover any other mode of rating less exceptionable than that.

That mode may possibly be liable to some objection, an ! so is

every other mode that has been suggested : but that mode ap

pears to be most consistent with the justice of the case, and to

be attended with fewer difficulties and objections than any

other, and it is not inconsistent with any clause in the act of

parliament by which the tolls are imposed. The Lord Chief

Justice has stated his objections to both the modes of rating

proposed by the Company ; and I entirely agree with his Lord

ship on those points. In answer to one argument at the bar,

that the money was not paid for the tonnage but for the permit

to pass on the navigation, it is sufficient to refer to the act of

parliament which empowers the Company to take for tonnage

for all goods conveyed on the canal such rates and duties &c.

not exceeding 1 -£-,/. per mile for every ton: the rates there

fore are not payable until the goods are conveyed, it is

impossible to fay how much will become due. For though

the
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ijgg. the money may be paid in advance for the convenience of the

Wy-wJ Company, in many instances it must be returned if the voyage

The Kino cannot be completed, because until the voyage is completed no

The'vro mone.v becomes due under the act of parliament. On the

piietoii of whole, therefore I think that the mode of rating adopted in the

theSTAr* cafe of R. v. Page, which seems less objectionable than any

»or»shike other, ought to be adopted in the present cafe.

'J Lawrence J. The Company who object to the present

stum mode of rating, lay that they should be rated for the tolls either

Cmal Navi- in the parish where they are collected, or in'the several parishes

uon- through which the canal pastes according to the distance in

each. Their counsel would not absolutely choose the first ;

they seemed rather to prefer the latter mode. But considering

- that this is a rate on tolls, the proprietors of the tolls must be

rated either in the parish where the tolls become due or in that

where they are received : but I think they cannot be rated in

the parish where they are actually collected, because many

cafes may be put in which the tolls, though received, must

be returned to the owners of the goods. Therefore it seems

to me that the tolls should be rated in the parish where they be

come due, that is, where the voyage is complete; and what

was laid by Mr. J. Buller in giving his opinion in R. v. Page,

comparing this to the cafe of a carrier, deserves great weight.

Kilt it has. been argued that this resembes the cafe of R. v.

Cardhigton, where the tolls became due on pasting the sluice :

but it must be remembered that there the toll was paid for the

use of the lock ; and if the owner of the vessel, after pay

ing the toll, had been prevented pursuing his voyage, he could

never have recovered back his money because he had had the

f use of the lock. Nor is this like the cafe of a turnpike ; for

there the toils are paid for the benefit of the public and not for

the use of any individuals, and thole tolls are not the iubject of

taxation within the statute of 43 Elizabeth ; there also the

money is paid for the privilege of pasting through the gate, and

. the party having once paid it cannot under any circumstances

recover it back again. It seems to me therefore that this

question was very rightly, settled in R. v. Page, which case

cannot Fairly be distinguished from the present.

Le Blanc. J. This is a rate on tolls, and not on land. It is

admitted that tolls, as such, arc rateable property, and that such

property is rateable in the parisli where it arises ; now it was de

cided
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cided in R. v. Cardington and in other cases that by this expres- 1799.

sion, where it arises, we are not to understand the parish -,- _f

where the tolls are actually received, but|the parish where The K|N°

they become due. The question then in this cafe is, where rifepTifpri-

do these tolls become due or payable ? Ic has been said etors of tf>«

that the tolls are not paid to the company in respect of a STArro»o-

contract for the carriage of_goods, but for the privilege or li- ^^E'"d

berry of carrying goods on their navigation : but, in each in» teeshihi

stance, it is an entire contract to pay so much for the li- Canal Navi-

berty of carrying goods for a certain space along the canal, 8at,0D'

and until the contract on the part of the Company, giv

ing the privilege of carrying the goods on their navigation,

is performed, nothing becomes due to them. If the contract

be for the liberty of sending goods the whole length of the

navigation, the contract is not performed on their part and

nothing becomes due to them for tolls until the goods are

conveyed to Stourport : if the contract be for the privilege

of conveying goods an intermediate voyage, to some place

short of the whole distance, the tolls do not become dne

until such shorter voyage is performed. But this very ques

tion has been already determined in the case so frequently

alluded to, R. v. Page ; and unless the Court felt that there

were some strong objections to the mode of rating adopted

in that case, that decision ought to govern the present case.

Now no made of rating these tolls more consistent with

justice or with policy than the rule there adopted has been

pointed out. The counsel for this Company have indeed

contended that this cafe is distinguishable from that in this

respect, that there the toll was limited at a grose sum, 4/.

per ton, for the whole voyage, and so proportionably for a

greater or less distance, whereas here the toll is i\d per ton

per mile : but there is not in reason any distinction between

the two cases on that account, in the one case as well as iu

the other the rate of tonnage is calculated at so much pei

mile. Not being able therefore to distinguish that case from

the present, nor seeing any ground on which I can say thur

that decision is not consistent with the rules of law or public-

policy, I am of opinion that the order of Sessions must be

confirmed. /

Per Curiam. Order of Sessions confirmed.
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ivJnrfhy,, The King again/I The Steward, Foreman, Treasu-

Nn. i3th. rer) Book-keeper, and Freemen of the Company

of Free Fishermen and Dredgemen of the Manor

and Hundred of Faversham in the County of

Kent.

In a return rT",0 a mandamus, requiring the defendants to restore

to a man- Harman to the office of one of the freemen of

corporation l^'is Company, the defendants made a return ; stating that

to restore a the Company are a Company by prescription, and from

ThThas t'me wnere°f &c nave ne^ or" tne l°r£* °f tne manor

been remo- anc* hundred certain oyster grounds within the said manor

ved, it and hundred, and during all that time have laid and kept

"ca"''' that °y^ers uPon tne said grounds for the common use and be-

the body nefit of the said Company, and have carried on a trade in

removing ov/lers in partnership together for the common use and benefit of

the chT^ the frttmen of the said Company. That from time where-

for » hid of &c certain courts called Water Courts have been holden

the member within the said manor and hundred, at which the Company

have been used to make orders for the management of the

not ibfSd. said trade and regulating the members of the Company

ent to state with regard thereto, and to nominate twelve freemen to be

"tTwis f«e- a Jury to imP°^e fines an<i amercements upon the freemen for

si-ot when neglect of duty, and for other purposes. That from time

the charge whereof &c the Company have been used to make orders,

"nd did not ^0T restraining of the members of the Company from doing

* dem it. any thing for their own gain to prejudice or detriment of

b7e- the said trade. That from time whereof &c every person

a Company admitted to the freedom hath before his admission taken an

carrying oath that he would be a true tenant to the lord for the fisli-

""rtncMni ? mg'groun<^s ne^ °f n'm» ^° n'8 service, pay his rent, ob-

to prevent'' serve the customary laws that were or should be made by

-n> one of the tenants, pay such fines and amercements as the jury

mcm- should impose upon him, and do in all things as a tenant

in^onaTc- ought or as near as he could. That M. Harman at the

parate trade time of his admission into the Company took the said oath,

on his own That from time whereof &c the Company have disfran-

good" w. chised, subject to the confirmation of the lord, any of

the freemen for a wilful breach of the said. oath. That

on the the 30th of July 1748 at a Water* Court then

holden an order was made by the said Company that

no tenant of the said manor and hundred should from

thenceforth buy or lay any oysters in any of the oyster-

grounds belonging to the said manor and hundred, or in

any
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any creek or bank thereunto belonging, or within any creek 1799.

or bank upon or near the Kentijh shore for his own gain, unless i^y^j

obliged by bad weather and. for the preservation of his oys- The King

ters, on pain offorfeiting 7.0s. for every offence, to be levied to *£oi*8

the use of the lord. That at the time of making that order it r^jn^y"

was and from thence hath been and still is prejudicial to the Fiihemeo

trade of the Company for any member so to lay his oys- of Favsr.

ters ; and that the order is in full force. That M. Harman, ,HAM'

while a member, viz. in 1796, 1797, and 1798, wilfully

and without being obliged by stress of weather or for the

preservation of his oysters laid oysters for his own gain

within a bank on the Kentish more, called the Conger Rock,

whereby he incurred three forfeitures of 2or. each. That at

a Water Court holden on the 28th of July 1798 Harman,

being personally present, was called upon to shew cause why

he should not pay the said forfeitures, but that he did not

shew any cause nor did he ask for any time to enable him so

to do, but declared in" the said court that he would not pay

the same : that thereupon at the said court he was called upon

to shew cause why he should not be disfranchised for his said

refusal, but that he did not shew any cause nor did he ask

for any time to enable him so to do ; that therefore it was

ordered by the said Court, in Harmon's presence, that unless

the said forfeitures should be paid to the steward of the said

Court on or before the 4th day of Augiifl next for the use

of the lord of the manor and hundred he should be and was

thereby disfranchised from being a free fisherman and dredge-

man of the said manor and hundred provisionally during

the then next oyster season and until further order of Court.

The return then stated that Harman did not pay either of

the forfeitures on or before the 4th of Augujl 1798, or af

terwards ; and that lord Sondes the lord of the manor and

hundred on the 29th of Otlober 1798 confirmed the said or

der of disfranchisement.

Wood, for the prosecutor, took several objections to this

return. I ft, The bye-law, for which the defendants dis

franchised the prosecutor, cannot be supported, because it is

in restraint of trade. This bye-law does not merely restrain

the fishermen within the limits of the corporation, but it also

prevents them exercising their trade of buying or laying oyster*

on beds beyond those limits. Perhaps a restraint within the li

mits of the corporation might have been legal: but this bye-

law extends to the Kentijh shore and places near it. The

word " near" is indefinite, and, on account of the uncer

tainty of the limits within which the bye-law meant to re

strain
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1 790* strain the fishermen, the bye-law itself is bad. If in its con-

' ✓ ' struction it extend to all places out of the county of Kent,

The King in that view it is void, because its tendency is to check the

The" Com- fylTit anc^ industry of the inhabitants of Faverjham, to create

pany of a monopoly, and thereby to increase the price of the com-

Fiihcrmcn modity. Devenant v. Hurdis, Moor 576. If this bye-law

° si»AMtR can ^e supported, every corporation in the kingdom may

make a bye-law to prohibit its members carrying on their

trade out of the limits of the corporation. Even a bye-law

to prevent a man carrying on a trade in a particular place,

unless he be free of that place, can only be warranted by

custom ; if such 'a custom exist, a bye-law may indeed be

made to enforce it : but this is an attempt to impose a still

greater restriction. 1 Rol. Ær. 364. adly, Even if the

bye-law could be enforced, the disobedience to it is not a

cause of disfranchisement. A penalty is inflicted by the

bye-law for the breach of it ; " no tenant &c. shall &c. on

pain offorfeiting 2 os. for every offence,' to be levied to the use

of the lord. This penalty therefore might have been re

covered by action of debt, or perhaps a distress might have

been taken for it : but the nonpayment of a penalty is not a

legal cause of disfranchisement. Nor could the defendant

be disfranchised for a breach of his oath merely, but only

for some act which is in itself a cause of disfranchisement.

3dly, At all events the mode of proceeding was irregular

and illegal. The proceedings should have been carried on

in the fame regular manner as 011 a conviction ; there should

be charge of the offence ; a reasonable notice to the party

to give him an opportunity of preparing for his defence ; the

hearing of the evidence on both sides ; and then a judgment

founded upon that. 1 Burr. 538. Whereas here was no

previous accusation of the prosecutor of the mandamus ; he

had no notice that any charge had been or was to be exhi

bited against him ; but happening accidentally to be present

at one of the corporate meetings he was required to shew

cause why he should not pay three penalties ; no evidence

was given in support of the charge ; no time was allowed

to him to make his defence ; but at that very meeting he was

disfranchised.

Bayley Serjt. in support of the return. First ; It

1 may be admitted that a bye-law cannot of itself im

pose a restraint of trade } but where the restraint is im

posed by a custom (a) and the bye-law regulates or en

forces it, the bye-law may be good if the custom be not un

reasonable. Now here sufficient is stated in the former part

of

(a) Vid. Wodly ». We, 4 Burr. 195 1.
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of this refurn to shew that the bye-law may be supported. It 1799.

appears that the Company are a Corripany by prescription ; '—»—-*

that they have immemoriallv laid and kept oysters on the Tlie K,M

grounds for the common use and benefit of the Company and xhe'c'cm-

have carried on a trade in oysters in partnership together for panyof

their common use and benefit. It is afterwards stated that it Fifiietmen

ii prejudicial to do that chinsr which the bve-law prohibits the of

members of the Company doing. But the only object of the

bye-law is to prevent any one of the members of the Compa

ny carrying on a separate trade for his own individual benefit

at the fame time that he is enjoying the general benefit that

all the members of the community enjoy together. A custom

may restrain trade as far as it may be restrained by the con

tract of rhe parties. Now supposing a private agreement

were made by several merchants in partnership that none of

them should carry on tiade on bis own account during the part

nership, there is no doubt but that such an agreement would

he le?al ; and if so, such a byc-law as the present, founded on

the custom, is also legal. Whatever restraints individuals

may impose on themselves with regard to trade may also be

inpnfed and enforced by a bye law on a larger body. Mitchell

y. Reynolds, 1 P. JFms. 18 1. In that cafe Lord Ch. ].Parkery

in delivering; the opinion of the Court distinguished between a

partial restraint of trade ; stying that the former was illegal and

void, hut t hat the latter is good if reasonable and on a good

consideration. That distinction has been recognized and

acted upon in subsequent cafes ; Chejman v. Nainby, 2 Ld.

R.aym. I 56 ; Davis v. Mason, ante 5 vol. 1 18. Nor is this

bye-law objectionable on account of the word " near." If

the term itself be uncertain and indefinite, it may be explained

by reference to the custom ; and in this cafe no difficulty could

arise on that head, because it appears that the fact was com-

mited on the Kentish coast. At all events, if the bye-law

be void as far as respects that word, the rest of the bye-law

may be supported. Secondly ; as it appears that the party was

prtsent at the time, there was na occasion for any summons

for him to attend : nor was it necessary to go into evidence,

because he did not deny the charge but he having heard the

charge and declaring that he would not pay the penalties, and

not wishing for further time, the Company proceeded to pro

nounce their judgment at once.

But the Court were clearly of opinion that the return could

not be supported, on account of the irregularity of fcbe pro

ceeding. They said it should have been proved that the pro*

Vol. VIII. ^ 2 A ' secator
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The Kipjc

ttgainfl

sccutor had committed the offence; instead of which the de

fendants presumed him guilty, and called upon him to (hew

cause why he should not pay the penalties ; and that this was

The Com- a decisive objection,

pany of Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, I do not agree with the Counsel

of Favi»s- f°r tne Pr°sccutor 'n tne whole of his objection to the bye-law.

h.\m. It must be remembered that the Company are partners as well

as freemen. There is nothing illegal in partners agreeing to

prevent any one partner carrying on a separate trade elsewhere

on his own account ; and if not, I do not fee any reason why

the same thing may not be prevented by a bye-law in the case

of a company like the present. With regard to the form of

the bye- law indeed ; though a bye-law may be good in part

and bad in part, yet it can be so only where ihe two parts are

entire and distinct from each other. As to the irregularity of

the proceedings in this cafe; perhaps the prosecutor's appear

ing may have dispensed with the necessity of any summons to

him to attend : but still the charge against him should have

been proved. The proceedings also seem to be objectionable

on other accounts ; it does not appear that the disfranchife-

ment was by a court having authority to remove the prosecu

tor. Where a power of removal is not given to any particu

lar part of a body, it rests with the company at large. In

this cafe it is not stated that the court, at which the prosecu

tor was removed, was a court consisting of the whole body,

but it is called a Water Court, which may be composed of the

whole company or only of some part of it ; and if the latter,

it should appear that they had the power of removal. Besides

which, every member of the company having power to dis

franchise should have notice to attend for that particular busi

ness. However it is not necessary to give any judicial opinion

upon these points : it is sufficient to say that the return must be

quashed for the objection alluded to, that the charge of which

the prosecutor of this writ was accused was not proved.

So the return was quashed, and a peremptory mandamus

awarded.

Tiursjay, Webber against Austin.
JV.». i+ih. 6 J

Jnt'hMs«d' HPHli declaration in this cafe was delivered in last Easttr

«m*^W- X term, with notice to plead within the four first days of

mi 'Jay, to Trinity term. The defendant demanded oyer of the bond on

plead after whjch ,he actjon
was brought on the third day of the Easttr

j>ra"i*daj vacation, which was given on the day before the eflbign day

In. had when of

H was de

manded.
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of Trinity ternv On the fifth day of Trinity term the plain

tiff signed judgment for want of a plea ; to set aside which

judgment a rule nisi was obtained in the last term, on the

ground that a defendant has as much time to plead after oyer

has been granted as he had when oyer was demanded, and con

sequently that the judgment was signed too early.

The cafe stood over to this day, when

The Court (after conferring with the Master) said they were

dearlyofopinion that the present judgment was regularly signed;

and that the general expression used in the books of practice

(a), " that the party has the same time to plead after oyer is

granted as he had when it was demanded," must be understood

to mean " as much time in term time,—as many pleading

dajw :** otherwise (they observed) if oyer were demanded on

lilt lats day of Trinity term and given the day before Michael'

nas term the defendant would not be obliged to plead until

the Easter term following. But, under the circumstances of

his cafe, this judgment was set alide on certain terms.

Gibbs in support of the rule.

Pell against it.

l«) Vid. ftvitlt r. Guy, 2 Sir. 705 5 Tidfi PraS. 247. 348, 0 ; and tmptfi

f'. B. B. 159. 6th e*.

The King against Wilson and Eleven Others. Saturday^
• - Nov. 16th.

THIS was an indictment for a forcible entry and detainer An .
at common law. The first count stated that the defen- m°n'tnat

dints on &c. in the parish of «S/. Peter in the county common

of the borough of Carmarthen with force and arms, j*w,th'e"*"

"lawfully, and injuriously, and with a strong hand, entered fcjfj,,,',

into a certain mill, and certain lands, and houses, and the.with having

twites of a certain mill and certain houses, with the appurte-

nances, being in the possession of M. Lewis, and him the "n^^fjj

kid M- Lewis from the possession of the said premises unlaw- entered the

fully and injuriously, and with a strong hand, expelled and prosecutors

put out, and unlawfully and injuriously kept him out, and still "juVd hbn

keep him out, against the peace &c. The third count was trom the

to the fame effect, only varying in the description of the pre- pofleslion.is

misej. The second and fourth counts were the fame as the 8ood-

first and third respectively, only omitting the words with a

prong band. To all these counts there was a general demurrer,

and joinder in demurrer.

2 A 2 Bedford,
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1799-. Bedford, in support of the demurrer, contended that the in-

\__ .- 1 dictment upon the face of it charged only a private trespass,

The Kino and not a public breach of the peace indictable. It is laid

U^' son ^own Hawkins (a) that no indictment for a forcible entry

and others. lay at common law where the party had lawful right of entry;

but that such indictment can only be maintained on the statutes

(b). And though it has been since holden in the cafe of The

King v. Bathurft (c) that an indictment lies at common law

for a forcible entry into a dwelling-house; yet that has been

adverted to in subsequent cases as the single exception to the

geneial rule. To support an indictment at common law some

specific violence constituting a breach of the peace must b;

charged on the record; and therefore where such facts are

stated in the indictment as accompanying a forcible entry, the

indictment may be maintained on account of the breach of the

peace so stated, but not on account of the forcible entry itself.

These principles are clearly established by the cases of The

King v. Bathurft (c), The King v. Storr(d), and The King*.

Bake and others (e). Storr's cafe was an indictment for unlaw

fully entering a man's yard, and digging the ground and erect

ing a shed, and unlawfully and with force and arms expelling

the owner : The Court quashed it on the ground that the na

ture of the force used did not appear on the face of the indict

ment, and that nothing more than a common trespass could

be implied from the words vi et armis. There Aston J. men

tioned that he toolc Mr. Justice Denison to have said in the case

of The King v. Bathurft " that vi et armis was primi facie

as good as manuforti :" and all the Court agreed that that cafe

proceeded orrthe ground of its being a forcible entry into a

dwe/ling-houk. But as the first count in the cafe of R. v.

Bathurft charged the offence to be committed manuforti as well

as vi et armisy if that had been sufficient, there would have been

no necessity to resort to such a distinction. The other case of

an indictment aginst Bate and fifteen others (ft was quashed

on the same ground; because the actual force used did not ap

pear upon the face of the indictment, so that the Court might

fee that it was such as amounted to a public breach of the peace:

and there all the Court agreed that the mere number of persons

charges

(»)i/f««l. c 64./. I, &e. (i) VM.statotei $ Ric. %. t. 8. ; Xie.i t.

:.; 8 //f».6. t. 9 ; 31 Slim. c. II.; and 21 Jtu. 1. {. ij. (f) Saytr'i Kef.

12 1 j and vide 3 Burr. 1699 tr»e lame cafe referred to. Id) x AW

Ifcyg. (,) It. I7»I. (/)/*.
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chargeJ to be present made no difference. All the cases where 1 799.

the indictment has been sustained upon the words manu forti, ■ -v

without shewing what the force was, have been sounded upon The K^1'*

the statutes against forcible entry and detainer : and in those w^'5on

It has been holden sufficient for the indictment to pursue the and others,

words of the statutes. In a prosecution under those acts the

principal object of the party is to obtain restitution of the pre

mises, and therefore it partakes more of a civil remedy.

But this is an indictment at common law, where the breach

of the public peace is the gist of the offence, which ought to

be apparent upon the face of the record. There are also good

general reasons for not suffering parties to convert actions

of trespass into indictments ; for they thereby become wit

nesses in their own causes, and save the costs in cafe they do

not succeed.

}Valr»n, contra. Though it may be admitted that the

second aud -fourth counts cannot be supported, yet the first

and third may, on the ground that charging the forcible en

try to have been made manu forti is a sufficient allegation of

an actual force used, amounting to a breach of the peace ;

more especially when it appears to have been committed, as

is here charged, by twelve persons ; for such a number, as

Hawkins (a) observes, is of itself calculated to strike terror.

Besides which, the fact charged is the expelling a man from

the possession of his house, which in its nature implies some

personal violence. This cafe differs from those cited, where

indictments only alleging the offence to be committed vi et

armis have been qualhed; (of manu forti implies something

more than a constructive force in law. In the gluten v. Dyer

(bJ, exception was taken to an -indictment for a forcible en

try into land, that it was not alleged to be manuforti, accord

ing to the words of the statute 5 Ric. 2. c. 8$ but the Court

refused to quash it, saying that at common law a party was

indictable for entering into land where his entry was not law- »

ful, though there wcie no force; but that the statute forbids

it even where the entry is lawful. In Jopson's cafe (c) the

Court refused a similar application ; though the indictment

only charged that the defendants, five in number, and several

others, uniawfuily aslembled to disturb the peace, and with

force and arms unlawfully broke and entered a mine of black

lead &c. and unlawfully took and carried away 60 pounds

weight
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1799. we'gnt of ' lead &c. Here the force is as apparent on the

iJ-v~u face of the indictment as it was there ; for here it is stated

l"heKiN« that the defendants with a strong hand expelled the prosecu-

Mvi'i'o tor ^rom *,°u'e' 's true tnat the ca^e °' tne v*

»nd others Bathurjl turned in great measure upon the circumstances of

the entry having been made into a dwelling-house : but the

principle must extend equally to the present case ; for there is

no reason for saying that the breach of the public peace is

more apparent in the one cafe than the other. As to the

general impolicy of permitting the party grieved to be a wit

ness in his own cause, it does not apply more strongly to

this than to many other criminal cafes.

Bedford, in reply, said that in Jopson's case an unlawful

assembly was charged, which in itself was an indictable offence.

That as to Dyer's cafe in Modern Rep., being prior to the

cafes first cited and contradictory to them, it must be taken

to have been over-ruled. That the words manu forti wert

no description of the force, but a mere qualification of the

act, anti had only the same effect as the t^rms fehnioujfy or

unlawfully in an indictment ; which would not be sufficient

to describe the offence if the fact stated appeared not to be

felony or unlawful.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. It is perfectly clear that a mere

trespass which is the subject of a civil action, and where the

words vi et armis are introduced as matter of form, cannot

be converted into an indictable offence. Bui there is no

doubt but that the offence of forcible entry is indictable at

common law, though the statutes give other remedies to the

party grieved, restitution and damages ; and therefore in an

indictment on the statutes it is necessary to state the interest

of the prosecutor : but I do not know that it has ever been

decided that it is necessary to allege a greater degree of force

in an indictment at common law for a forcible entry than in

an indictment on the statutes. In the cafes cited a distinc

tion seems to have been taken between a forcible entry into

a dwelling-house and a forcible entry into other kinds of pro

perty, and it has been said that a less degree of force need ap

pear in an indictment in the former cafe than in the latter.

But the simple question here is whether the facts stated in this

indictment, if they be proved as laid, do not amount to an

indictable offence? It is alleged that twelve persons with force

and arms and with a strong hand violently entered into

a' certain mill and lands and houses and expelled the pro

secutor ; whether or not these facts will be proved is another

question;
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Sueftion; but if they be proved as laid, God forbid that it 1799.

lould not be an indictable offence ! the peace of the wholepeace 1

country would be endangered if it were not so. It is (aid The Kino

however that the number of defendants in this cafe is not equal

to that in one of the cafes where the indictment was quashed^ inj others,

and where the Court said that the number of the defendants

alone would not make it an indictable offence : but from what

is there said it does not follow that the Court would have de

cided that the indictment could not have been supported, if it

had charged the defendants with having committed the fame

degree of violence that is stated in this indictment. There

fore in determining that the first and third counts in this in

dictment may be supported, we shall not over- rule any of the

cases that have been cited, and we (hall give effect to a part

of the law that ought to be preserved, namely, that no one shall

with force and violence assert his own title. The second and

fourth counts are very properly abandoned by the prosecu

tor.

Grose J. The second and fourth counts being given up,

the only question before us is whether or not the first and third

counts can be supported. 1 thoroughly agree with those cafes

in which it has been decided that an indictment at common

law for a forcible entry may be maintained. I admit that there

appears to be a little confusion iii the different cases on this

subject ; in ibme it seems as if the words " manu forti" were

considered to be of the essence of the offence, while in others

It is said that they mean no more than vi et armis. But I *

am not aware of any cafe in which it has been holden that art

indictment similar to those counts in the indictment now in

dispute could not be supported. Then we must resort to prin

ciple: now it is here stated that at one time twelve persons

with a strong hand entered into houses belonging to the prose

cutor, and with a strong hand violently expelled him ;' this

is clearly a public breach of the peace and the subject of an

indictment. The words " with a strong hand" mean fome-

(hing more than a common trespass. Therefore 1 am of opi

nion that the first and third counts are good.

Lawrence J. Every indictment must charge sufficient

to shew to the Court that the defendant has done that which

in law is an indictable offence. And it has been fettled in

the cafes alluded to that it is not sufficient in an indictment

for a forcible entry to charge the defendant with having enter

ed vi et armis, which is the degree of force that the law as

cribes to every common trespass or entry on land, but that

it is necessary to allege that degree of force and violence in

fact
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1799. fact which constitutes the offence. The question therefore

v-^_j in this cafe is whether or not the words " with a strong hand"

'i'he Kino do not imply that degree of force. The statutes use the words

^■Wuto* " W't'1 3 ^ronS hand" as describing that degree of force

ind others, which makes an entry or detainer of lands criminal, and en

titles the prosecutor under circumstances to restitution and

damages. And in an indictment on the statute it is sufficient

to state that the defendants entered " with a strong hand

it being considered that those words imply that the entry was

accompanied with that terror and violence that constitutes the

offence. Baude'% cafe (a) shews that those words are suffi

cient in an indictment on the statute. There it was charged

that the defendant vi et armis ac manu forti expulit &c." and

though several objections were triken to the indictment, it

was not objected that a sufficient decree of force was not al

leged to make it an indictable offjiice. So in Raft. Entr.

354. There is a count that the defendant manu forti entered

oic. And this precedent is in a book of the greatest autho

rity. Hence it appears that it was then thought that charg

ing the entry to be manu forti was sufficient to constitute a

forcible entry within the meaning of the acts of parliament :

but as it is clear that in order to sustain an indictment on

the statute it is rieecssary to prove such a degree of force as

would amount to a public breach of the peace at common

law, why may not those words in an indictment at common

law satisfy the Court that the entry was attended with the

fame degree of violence ? No particular technical words are

necessary in an indictment : all that is required is that it should

appear by the indictment that such force and violence have

been used as constitute a public breach of the peace ; as is

manifest from the cafes cited, particularly that of R. v. Ba-

thurjl and others. There the indictment consisted of five

counts: the first stated that the defendants with force and

arms and with a strong hand entered a certain messuage with

the appurtenances &c, concluding contra formam statui ; the

three next counts were for a forcible entry into closes ; the fifth

count was fora forcible entry at common law into a dwelling-

bouse \ but in none of them, except the first, were the words

" with a strong haiid" used. All the court agreed that the first

count could not be supported on the statute, because it did not

state what interest the prosecutor had in the house : but Ryder

Ch. J. and Foster J. thought that it was good at common

law, though Mr. J. Denison doubted, because it concluded

against

(a) Or Jt. 41.
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against the form of the statute, and it had never been holden 1799.

that indictments which were informal as indictments on the u -.- J

statutes could be supported at common law by rejecting such The King

conclusion. The three next counts were considered as bad : "f"f

but it was ruled that the fifth was good ; and Ryder Ch. J., and 0thci«.

speaking of the first: count, said " The words <l manu forti"

are understood to import something criminal in its nature ;

something more than, is meant by the words •« vi et armis."

And there is a much more ancient cafe than that in which

the lame tiling was (aid. In S/y. 135. exception was taken

to an indictment for a forcible entry, because the words manu

forti were omitted, when Rolle Ch. J. said that those words

should have been used " to distinguish this kind of entry

from an ordinary trespass." So that he thought that thole

words imported a. greater degree of violence than the com

mon words in trespass " vi et armis." As therefore those

words are inserted in the first and third counts of this indict

ment, I am of opinion that thole counts are good, especially

considering the number of the defendants; and that judg

ment mult be given for the Crown on those Counts.

Le Blanc J. Two objections have been taken to this in

dictment ; 1st, That this is not an offence indictable at com

mon law ; and adly, that even if it be, the first and third

counts of this indictment do not charge a sufficient degree of

force to make it an indictable offence. The three cases that

have been cited, two from Burrow and the other from Saver's

Reports, are decisive authorities to lhew that an indictment

for a forcible entry may be maintained at common law, pro

vided the indictment charge the defendants with having used

such force as constitutes a public breach of |jhe peace. In

the two cafes in Burrow it was holden that the words »« with

force and arms" were not alone sufficient to make it an in

dictable offence at common law, for this reason chiefly, that

that is the constant form of expression used in actions of tres

pass : but it seems to have been admitted that if enough is al

leged in an indictment to impute actual force to the defend

ants, the indictment is good at common law. Now in this

cafe there are other words besides «• vi et armis," namely,

" with a strong hand" and •« unlawfully." My Brother

Lawrence has observed that " with a strong hand" are the

words used in the statutes; and I think that those words

mean something more than •« vi et armis," which are the

mere formal words in an action of trespass. I am therefore

of opinion that the allegation, that the twelve defendants

with
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1799. with force and arms and with a strong hand unlawfully en-

Uv«j tered and expelled the prosecutor, does impute to the defend-

The Kino ants a degree of force ari'd violence sufficient to support this

W*"'<on indictment. Consequently 1 concur in the opinion given by

ard others, the Court that judgment must be given for the Crown on the

first and third counts.

Judgment for the Crown on the first and third counts.

On a subsequent day in the term,

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, We wifli that the grounds of

our opinion may be understood. We do not in the least

doubt the propriety of the decision in this cafe the other day,

but we desire that it may not be considered as a precedent in

other cafes to which it does not apply. Perhaps some doubt

may hereafter arise respecting what Mr. Serjt. Hawkins fays,

that at common law the party may enter with force in tc^ that

to which he has a legal title. But without giving any opinion

concerning that dictum one w,iy or the other, but leaving it

to be proved or disproved whenever that question (hall arise,

all that we wish to say is that our opinion in this case leaves

that question untouched, it appearing by this indictment that

the defendants unlawfully entered, and therefore the Court

cannot intend that they had any title.

^r^th Oliver and Another against Ames.

TMs Court May 1796 a commission of bankrupt issued against the

willnotdis- JL defendant, under which he was declared a bankrupt, and

eiurjcadc- plaintiffs were chosen his assignees, and have since made

cfcuflody1' two dividends, of which the plaintiffs received their shares

on filing in common with the other creditors. After which, on the

common 23d of OElober last, they arrested the defendant for 100/.

rr'unTtnat btil1S the rei>Jue °f l3°l- lne amount of the original debt,

the plain- And oh a former day in this term

tiffs at Latnbe moved to discharge the defendant out of custody on

H^lttr filin8 common bai'- He admitted that the Court of Chan,

rested were cer.v w'l' some cases permit a creditor who has proved his

tffigneet debt under a commission to wave his advantage under such

r.nder _a_ commission, and proceed at law for the recovery of his debt :

of bankrupt Dut he ^'^ ,nat no ca^e nas Sone tne length of the present,

sued out where the assignees after possessing themselves of all the

»bove <hr« . bankrupt's

years ago

against the defendant, under which they had received dividends. But they suspended the

execution of tne rule on the sheriff to bring in the body to give the defendant time to

make application to the Lord Chancellor for relief.
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bankrupt's property and receiving dividends under the com- 1799.

mission have been suffered afterwards to proceed at law. And v_-v -J

he observed that if the Court of Chancery would prohibit Ouvra

them on the ground of having made their election, this Jf^'*^

Court will not suffer them to arrest the person of the bank

rupt. On the same principle, in the case of Ayietty. Har-

ford (a), the Court refused to suffer, a creditor, who had

proved his debt and acquiesced under the commission above

a twelvemonth, to resort to the bankrupt's bail in an action

commenced before such commission issued.

Espinajse opposed this in the first instance; and referred to

the cafes Ex parte Ward (i), and Ex parte Dorviliiers (c),

to shew that the circumstance of a creditor being chosen as

signee under the commission does not preclude him from pro

ceeding at law against the bankrupt; though the Court of

Chancery will not suffer a petitioning creditor to do so. At

any rate he insisted that this was only a ground for an applica

tion to the Lord Chancellor and not a summary application

to a court of law. as was lately determined by the Court of

Common Pleas in the cafe of Hill v. Reeves id).

The Court said they would look into the case cited from the

Court of Common Pleas ; and on this day

Lord Kenton Ch. J. said that as that Court had referred

the complaint of the defendant to the Court of Chancery,

which was the usual forum for the decision of such questions,

this Court would follow the fame example. That it was a

settled rule not to suffer a petitioning creditor to sue a bank

rupt at law ; but that in other cases the Court of Chancery

would allow the (e) creditors reasonable time to make their

election after they had proceeded under the commission. But

that Court had precluded parties from pursuing their remedy

at law after much less acquiescence than three years.

Therefore the Court discharged the present rule : but the

plaintiff having ruled the sheriff to bring in the body, they

suspended the execution of that rule in order to give the de

fendant an opportunity of applying to the Court of Chancery.

(a) » Blae.Sef. 1318. (*) I Jfi. I53. (c) It. Mr. (</) Bus. &

Put. Rep. 424. (e) Vid. Ex parte Caftt, 1 Al\. 220. where the Lord Chan

cellor permitted (he plaintiff, cue of ibe mfftgneei of the bankrupt, to proceed

at law, on refunding uiat be bod received as dividends under the commission.

Glazebrook,
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1799.

Tvejjay, Glazebrook, Clerk, against Woodrow, Cle'rk.

titv, 19th.

PUintiffca- T N covenant the declaration stated that by articles of agree-

vmantcd to J_ ment under seal made on the 10th of March 1796 be-

dek'nVantatw<:cn P,aimiff and thc defendant, (after reciting that the

school- plaintiff" had established a grammar-school at Warrv-.gton in

house &e. which he had many scholars, and for the purpose of con-

'e the*"" ^ul^'nS tne *a'd school with convenience had possessed him-

sime to him self of a piece of ground on which he had erected a build-

on orbefore ing appropriated to instruction &c, and being about to leave

tr« Warringfcn had agreed with the defendant to sell to him not

and to de'- on'y n'S r'Bnt **tlc and interest in the said ground and build-

liver up the ing, subject to a yearly ground rent of 16/. and bd. payable

possession to to ym Blackburne\i\ fee, but to surrender to him the pupils he

. then had under his care so far as in him lay, together with all

and/ar.-»- benefit arising therefrom, for the considerations thereinafter

/.teratm mentioned,) the plaintiff" covenanted and agieed to and with

the defendant that he, the plaintiff", would on or before thefendant co F »

vtnanted to i st of August 171,7 convey to the defendant his heirs &c. the

pay the said cround with the buildings thereon erected, subject as

/"'or a^ore^alt'' and tne fixtures therein, for all the plaintiff 's right

bef .rethe l'l'e ai,d interest in the premises, and would on or before the

laid if* 4»- 24th of June I 796 surrender up the use and enjoyment of

vfl 1 797 ; the said premises and deliver over as far as in him lay alt the

th-cove- Pupi's he might then happen to have under his care to the

naiittocon- care of the defendant, and all the profits arising from them,

vty and and also that he the plaintiff would in the meantime use his ut-

tlut for ihe m0^ erH]eaVours with the parents and guardians of the chil-

piyment of i_ • j ? ■ i«-

the money dren committed or to be committed to his care in Wamngton

werede- to induce them to continue their children under the care and

Pendantc0" tuition of the defendant &c ; and in consideration tiereef the

and that the defendant covenanted and agreed to and with the plaintiff" ih t

plaii t;st the defendant his executors &c. would on or before the said

could not j(t 0f August 1797 pay the plaintiff his executors &c the sum

actVon^for " °f 1 20 with lawful interest from the 1st of 'January next

the not. preceding the 1 st of Augusts- The plaintiff then averred that in

without pursuance of the said articles he afterwards viz. on the feid

that h/had 2**tn °^ J"'" '79^ surrendered up the use and enjoyment of

conveyedor tne said ground with the buildings &c to the defendant who

tendered t thereupon entered upon and became and was and from thence

wtoedT* hilhert0 hath bcen and stin is thereof possessed, and also

fendant toen delivered over as far as in him lay all the pupils he then

had
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had under his care and all the profits &c ; and although the 179;.

plaintHFhad well and truly performed every thing else in the v^-y^y

said articles contained on his part, yet protesting that the ar.A7.t.

defendant had not performed any thing in the said articles houk

contained on his part, the plaintiff averred that the defendant w£*"^w

did not on the said 1st of August 1797 or at any other time

before or since pay the said 120/. with interest Sec. to the

plaintiff, but wholly refused to pay the same&c; wherefore &c.

To this the defendant pleaded, tst, that from the time of

making the said articles until and on the 1st of Augujl 1797

he (the defendant) was ready, to accept a conveyance of the

said ground in the declaration mentioned with the buildings

&c. for and during all the plaintiff's right title and interest

in the fame, and at the fame time to pay the said 1 20/. in the

declaration mentioned with interest &c, if the plaintiff would

have made or procured any such conveyance or assurance,

yet that the plaintiff did not on or before the said 1st of Au

gust 1 797 or at any time since convey to the defendant the

said ground with the buildings &c for and during all the

plaintiff's right &c : wherefore the defendant had not paid

to the plaintiff the said 1 20/. &c. There was a second plea

to the like effect ; stating that the plaintiff had not tendered

any conveyance of the premises &c.

To these pleas there was a general demurrer, and joinder

in demurrer.

Tales in support of the demurrer. The question is whether

the covenant to convey, and the covenant to pay the stipula

ted price, be dependant covenants, or whether they be mutual

and independant covenants, for the breach of which the par

ties must respectively resort to their remedy by action. It

may be admitted that if the performance of a covenant, for

the breach of which the defendant is charged, depends upon

a prior act to be done by the plaintiff, the non-performance

of such prior act may be pleaded in bar of the plaintiff's

action. But here the covenants are independant ; and there

fore it was not necessary in order to maintain the action for

the 1 20/. for the plaintiff to aver the execution or tender of a

conveyance on or before the 1st of Augujl 1799; conse

quently the allegation of the non-performance of those acts

by the defendant in his pleas is no bar to the plaintiff's

recovery. It has been long fettled that no precise form

of words is necessary to make a covenant, precedent,

nutual, or subsequent, but it deptnds upon the intention
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1 799. of the parties and the good sense of the thing. Thorpe rr.

1 Thorpe (a). It was there said that where the things to be

performed by the parties respectively are to be done at dif

ferent times, that (hews that the covenants are not dependant

one on the other, but that the parties look to different reme

dies to secure the performance of them. Now here the de

fendant was to be put in possession of the premises and of the

pupils of the school on the 24th of June 1796, and it was

not until the iff of Angti/l 1797 that the conveyance was to

be executed and the money paid. The defendant therefore

has long ago had the advantage of the partial exe

cution of the contract, by being put in possession of

the school and of the emoluments arising from it,

which is the material and substantial part of the contract.

The same doctrine was laid down in Campbell v. Jones, (bj.

There one, who had obtained a patent for an improved

method of bleaching linen, &c, contracted with the de

fendant in consideration of 250/. paid down and of 250/.

more to be paid on a certain day or sooner, to instruct him

in his art, and the defendant covenanted to pay a further sum

on that day or sooner if the plaintiff instructed him before :

there the Court held that the times stipulated for the per

formance of the respective acts being fixed, that one could

not be said to depend on the other ; and accordingly the

plaintiff had judgment in covenant for the 250/., without

averring that he had given the defendant the necessary in

struction, in respect of which the money was to be paid.

If it be objected that here the words of the covenant shew

a condition precedent ; for that the defendant only covenants

ed to pay the money " in consideration thereof" &c, i. e., of

all that the plaintiff had before engaged to do, the cafe of

Boone v. Eyre scj'is an authority in answer to shew that those

or the like expressions do not in themselves make a condition

precedent, if on the whole the intention of the parties ap

pears to have been otherwise. There the plaintiff had sold

a plantation in Dominica and the negroes thereon to de

fendant under certain covenants, in consideration of 500/.

and a certain annuity for lives ; and the defendant covenant

ed with the plaintiff that, " he the said plaintiff well and

truly performing all the covenants in the said indenture of sale

contained," the defendant should pay the said annuity : and in

an action on the covenant fife non-payment of the annuity the

(a) SuU. ! 71. , (A) Antr, 6 vol. 570. (t) % Blat. Rep. \ Jta.
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plaintiff averred performance generally of all the covenants 1 ^pp,

on his part j the defendant in answer pleaded specially non-

performance by the plaintiff of certain covenants contain

ed, in the indenture of sale, as that he had no title,

and had not delivered possession &C. : but the Court Wo'd*

on demurrer gave judgment for the plaintiff, on the ground

that those words did not make a condition precedent ; but

that the covenants were mutual and independant. Now that

case cannot be distinguished on principle from the present

for there the annuity was in the nature of a payment for the

estate, of which it was admitted that the plaintiff had not

the benefit of the estate, and has his remedy on the covenant

for the non-execution of the conveyance.

Wood contra, agreed in the general principle first stated,

but contended that upon the plain sense and reason of the

contract the conveyance and the payment were intended to be

concurrent acts. The fame day was named for the perform

ance of both; and it would be unreasonable, merely because

the defendant was put in possession of the premises, that he

should be compelled to pay the purchase-money before a title

was made to him ; for he might be evicted by an ejectment

immediately after, and would be driven to his remedy in a

court of equity. In the cafes cited the respective acts of the

parties were to be performed at different times : but here

though the plaintiff was to do one id before, yet the mate

rial acts were to be done on, the 1st of August 1797, and the -

defendant only covenanted to pay the money on that day in

consideration of the plaintiff having performed all that he had

engaged to do on or before that day. This case is in effect

the fame as that of Goodijson v. Nunn (a), where the plaintiff

had agreed to sell the defendant his estate for 21/. on a cer

tain day, in consideration whereof the defendant covenanted

to pay that sum on that day and on failure to pay 21/., the

Court held them to be dependant covenants, and that the

plaintiff could not recover the 21/. without shewing a con

veyance or at least a tender of one on his part.

Yates, in reply, said that this case was different from that of

Goodijson v. Nunn, inasmuch as there no part of the considerati

on was performed by the plaintiff, and all was to be done at

one and the fame time : whereas here the material and bene

ficial

{m) A»U, 4 vol. 761.
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l199' fic,al Part nas been performed, namely, the putting the de-

i _ -w- fendant in possession of the premises and of the emoluments

Gun- arising from the school, and a different day was appointed

f°r tne performance of what was stipulated to be done by the

Wutionow. defendant.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The cafes which have been menti

oned are in my recollection ; and although I have not the

least doubt what the fense and justice of this cafe require to

be done, yet if I found that I should thereby transgress any

technical rule of law which had been established, I would

not set up my opinion against the wisdom of those who are

gone before me. But I am fully satisfied that what justice

requires to'be done in this case will not contravene any prin

ciple of law which has been established in those cases. The

general rule, which governs them all, is that every man's

agreement is to be performed according to his intent, as far

as that is to be collected from the particular instrument.

Now here the case is that the plaintiff, being in possession of

a school, covenanted with the defendant to convey to him

the good-will of it (if I may use the expression) and the

building itself on or before the ist of August 1797, and in

the mean time he consented to put him in possession of the

premises on some prior day : on the other hand the defen

dant engaged to pay him a stipulated price in consideration of

all that the other had undertaken to do on or before the same

ist of August. And now the plaintiff who is to execute the

conx'eyance, and who is also the person to pay for it, not

having made it, or made a tender of it to the defendant,

nevertheless calls upon him by this action to pay the const-

. deration-money. The very statement of such a claim is

enough to refute it. If these be not dependant covenants,

it is difficult to conceive what covenants arc so. The very

substance of the consideration to entitle the' plaintiff to re

ceive the money was the making of the conveyance required ;

and it is admitted that he has not done it : that makes an end

of the question. The case of Campbell v. Jones wa9 very

different from the present ; for there the instruction to be

given was not to be, and could not in the nature of the thing

be, performed at the fame time with the payment of the money

by the defendant, for which a certain time was limited for

giving the instruction. But here the parties have stipulated

for the conveyance and the payment to be performed at the

fame time. And if we were to hold otherwise in such a

case as the present, the greatest injustice might be done ;

for supposing, in the instance of a trader who had entered into
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such a contract for the sale of an estate, that between the x

making ef the contract and the final execution of it he were ^ - 1/

to become a bankrupt, the vendee might be in the situation gcazi-

of having had payment enforced from him, and yet be dis- brook

abfed from procuring the property for which he had paid. u/2mJw

The injustice of such a procedure is too manifest to be in

sisted upon further.

Grose J. The question is whether these covenants be de

pendant or independant; and that mull be collected from the

apparent intention of the parties to the contract. There is

certainly some confusion in the books on this subject, some

of the older cases leaning to construe covenants of this fort

so be independant, contrary to the real fense of the parties

and the true justice of the cafe. But the later authorities

convey more just sentiments ; and the cafe of Kingston v.

Preston (a) was the first strong authority in which they pre

vailed in opposition to the former. Nothing indeed could

exhibit the doctrine which ought to prevail in these instances

in a stronger point of view than the circumstances of that

cafe; for there, if the plaintiff had prevailed, the most fla

grant injustice would have been committed. The fact was

that the defendant, being possessed of a very large stock in

trade, covenanted with the plaintiffto assign the same to him

and another person at the end of a twelvemonth at a fair va

luation, when deeds of partnership were to be executed be

tween the two last persons, and the pUfotiff covenanted that

he would at and before the sealing and delivery of the deeds

procure good and sufficient security to be given to the defend

ant and to be approved of by him for the payment of a certain

stipulated stim by monthly instalments ; and there the attempt

was by the plaintiff to get possession of the whole stock in trade

of the defendant to a great amount, without giving him any se

curity at all, to his inevitable ruin. But the absurdity and in

justice of the thing strock the Court so forciby that they said

fld never have been the intention of the parties that the

dant should surrender his whole fortune into the plain-

; hands without the previous security which he had in-

Jfnpon, and that he should solely rely upon his remedy

by action for the breach of the plaintiff's covenant : they

therefore gave judgment for the defendant. I have since found

that that was not the first cafe where those sentiments began

to be entertained j for it appears from a late publication of

Vol. VIII. 2 B Reports

a,l . • (*) CUtd at lir^e \o Jtna V BtrH'y, Dngl 689.
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1799. Reports from the manuscripts of Lord Chief Justice Wities

1 , r that in a rase of Thomas v. Cadiuallader (a) his Lordship

Giaz«- noticed the injurious tendency of the doctrine which had be-

,RO°* fore that time prevailed in these cases ; and seemed very de-

Woodhow sirous that the governing rule should be to construe such co

venants as that the real intention of the parties should be

carried into effect, to attain the true justice of the cafe.

Thi' was afterwards done in the cafe of Kingston v. Preston ;

and that has since been settled to be the rule in many cases.

Now here the plaintiff covenanted to convey on or before the

1st of August 1797, though the defendant was to be put in

possession before. Anil the reason why the conveyance was

not to be executed before is obvious ; because that was the

day on which the money was to be paid. Then what is the

true justice of this cafe and the evident meaning of the par

ties ? It is plainly this, that the execution of the conveyance

and the payment of the money should be concurrent acts,

and even the payment of the interest was to be deferred till

the 1 ft of August though it was to run from the ist of Ja

nuary preceding. Then there is an end of the question ;

because it is not pretended that the plaintiff had conveyed or

was ready to convey at the time. How far the determination

in Boone v. Eyre militates against the principles I have laid

down may be a matter of doubt ; but the intention of the

parties is or is assumed to be the governing principle of all

the late determinations.

Lawkence J. The plaintiff's cafe is attempted to be main

tained on the supposed intention of the parties and on autho

rities. 1 ft, On the intention of the parties, it is said that

where one promises to another to perform a certain thing in

consideration of several matters to be performed by himself,

he is entitled to maintain an action against the other for non-

performance of his engagement, if he himself has performed

any one of the things stipulated by him to be done. There

fore that in this instance the plaintiff, who has covenanted to.

put the defendant in possession and to convey the premises to

hi in in consideration of a certain sum, is entitled upon per

formance of one of those things, to maintain his action for

the consideration money. But it is clear that if the agree

ment appear to be that the whole of what the plaintiff en

gaged for was to be done before the money was to be paid, it

will not follow that, because a part only has been performed,

(«) tPiUu'i R,f. 49fc.
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he can recover the money, and leave the defendant to his

remedy upon the agreement for the breach of the other part.

For whether one promise be the consideration of another, or

whether the performance and not the mere promise be the

consideration, must be gathered from, and depends entirely Wooonaw.

upon, the words and nature of the agreement. Now sup

pose the terms of the agreement had been that the plaintiff

was to put the defendant in possession of and to convey the

premises to him on or before the istof Augufl, and that upon

the defendant's being put in possession and the conveyance

fnade to him he was to pay the purchase-money on or before

that day ; there could be no doubt but that the conveyance

must be made as well as the possession delivered up before any

right to the purchase- money would accrue. Whatever the

form of the words may be, if we can collect from the face

of the instrument that the whole w;is to be performed by the

plaintiff before the money was to be paid, nothing short of

performance of the whole can enable him to sustain this ac

tion for the money. But authoritits have been cited to shew

that, where a certain time is fixed for the payment of money

in consideration of certain acts stipulated to be done, a partial

performance of such acts is sufficient to found an action for

the money : but the cases cited do not warrant so general a

conclusion. Part execution is only a circumstance from

whence the intention of the parties is to be collected : but

nothing is to be inferred from it in favour of the plaintiff in

thij cafe ; for though the defendant was to be put in possession

in June i 796, and the money was to be paid in August 1 797,

yet as that also was the time fixed for the execution of the

conveyance, it is plain that the defendant did not intend to

riafisttfch his money till his title was secure. In the case of

Bocne Eyre (a) the plaintiff had sold to the defendant an

estate in Dominica, with the negroes, under the usual cove

nants for a good title and quiet enjoyment and further assur

ances, in consideration of a sum in gross and a certain an

nuity for lives, which the defendant covenanted to pay, «« he

the-plaintiff well and truly performing all and singular the

i clauses recitals and agreements in the said indenture

; contained :" and in bar to an action of covenant for

of the annuity, besides- assigning breaches of spe-

partial covenants, the defendant by his 4th plea

, 2 B 2 pleaded

(•) Thii was cited from the cafe reported in 1 H. Blue. 273. note a. and

also from a MS. note which is referred to by Lord Kcnyon in giving judgment

n Camf>icll v. Jonei, a*U, 6 w>l. 57$., and not from the. cafe reporwd by Mr.

i'jst. Btaiiftmt, a vol. tjl*.
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pleaded " that the plaintiff at the time of making the said

indenture had not in himself full power true title and lawful

Glazi- authority to bargain sell and release the said plantation, and

"""J negroes &c. in manner and form as in the said indenture men-

VLoId «o*. timed." The Court said it would be strange if such a de

fence were to be allowed, when if any one negro on the plan

tation were proved not to have been the property of the plain

tiff, it would bar his action for the annuity. The judgment

of the Court there went on the ground that, in the form the

breaches were assigned the plea did not necessarily go to the

whole of the consideration. But if the plea had been that

the plaintiff had no title at all to the plantation itself, I do

riot know that it would not have been hold en sufficient. So

in Campbell v. Jones, the defendant against whom the action

was maintained had the whole of what was to be conveyed

to him ; and the substantial part of the consideration was the

right of using the method of bleaching described in the pa

tent : though in addition to that the plaintiff had also en

gaged to instruct him in the use of that method ; the not

doing of which might be recompensed in damages. That

instruction might consistently with the plaintiff's covenant

as well be given after as before the time specified for the

payment of the money, and therefore it was not necessary to

be averred in an action to recover the money. Therefore

neither upon the reason of the thing nor the authorities is the

plaintiff entitled to recover.

Le Blanc J. This cafe fails within the rule first laid

down in Kingston v. Preston, that no person fliall call upon

another to perform his part of a contract until he himself

has performed all that he has stipulated to do as the consider

ation of the other's promises. This rule (I think) applies to

every cafe of a sale of property, where one engages to con

vey on a certain day, and the other to pay at the some time ;

and this, whether the one be stated in terms to be in con

sideration of the other or not. In neither case will the Court

compel one party to perform his part until the other has done

or has offered to do his own. This is the cafe of a covenant

for the sole of a school-house, where the plaintiff covenanted

to convey on or before a certain day, and the defendant on

or before that day covenanted to pay him. The payment

therefore is the consideration for the conveyance, and can

not be enforced till that be made or at least offered to be

made by the plaintiff. But an attempt has been made to bring

this case within the distinction taken in some of the cafes ;

where
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where one party having had the advantage of all the materi- 1 790.

al part of the agreement, the other has been permitted to ^-^j

sustain his action for the consideration, although there may Glai*-

not have been a literal performance of other parts. Thus

in Boone v. Eyre, the substantial part of the agreement being \^oos»ow

the conveyance of the property in respect of which the an

nuity was to be paid, the Court held it to be no answer to

an action for the annuity to say that the plaintiff had not

a good title in some of the negroes which were upon the

plantation, because all the material part of the covenant had

been performed ; and the plaintiff had a remedy upon the

covenant for any special damage sustained for the non-per

formance of the rest. So in Campbell v. Jones, the material

was the conveyance of the patent right, and that being per

formed the Court held that the giving of the instruction con

cerning the proper use of it, which might be given at any

time afterwards, need not be averred in order to sustain the

action for the recompence ; but that a breach of that part

of the agreement might be compensated in damages. Sp

here the material part of the covenant being the conveyance,

the plaintiff cannot entitle himself to the money until he has

shewn that every thing was done which he had under-taken

to perform on his part as the consideration of that payment.

Judgment for the defendant (a)

la) See Mr. Seijt. HTiUiani'i note to th« case of /W«jr v. Cc/e, i &n>s4

Sis. 510.

The Kinq against Warner. w^t,

AW JO/i.

nP*iIE defendant was indicted at the Quarter Sessions for An officer of

I the county of Essex for not taking upon him the j,h"x^°t™

office of overseer of the poor of the parish of Miflley in thatr'oin u,v.

county, to which the indictment ■ stated that he was in due ing the of.

muaer nominated on the 16th of April 38 Geo. 3. The in- f"r^f°X"

dictment having been removed into this Court by a certiorari, poor, tho1

the defendant pleaded not guilty ; and the cause was tried he has not

------- - - I, is Wiit of
at the last Spring Assizes at Chelmsford before Perryn B. [*J2 °|

when k was insisted on behalf of the defendant that he was *

exempted from serving the office by reason of his holding

inother office, that of coal-meter at Maningtree within the

port of Harwich, under an appointment from the commission -

■I of the customs by deputation ; the duties of which office

,*m it is (aid) incompatible with the office of overseer of the
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1 799. poor. And he also relied on the clause of exemption in the

v_»"y^«j patent under which the commissioners of the customs were

The Sing appointed by the Crown, wherein it is stated that " to the

wIrnek mtent tnat the said commissioners may be better enabled to

attend the execution of their commission we do hereby grant

declare and ordain that you our said commissioners and all

officers of the customs, as well those appointed or authorized by

letters patent, or by constitution or -warrantsfrom the commissioners

of our treasury, tjsc, as those officers which are orshall be appoint

ed or deputed by you oursaid commissioners in orfor the manage

ment of oursaid revenue, shall not be compellahle to serve on

any jury, or to appear and serve at any assizes or sessions, or

to serve any parish or other public office whatsoever civil or

military •, hereby requiring and commanding all mayors, she

riffs, justices of the peace &c, and all other our officers and sub

jects whatsoever whom it may concern to take notice of this our

royal pleasure at their peril &c." It appeared in evidence

that the duty of a coal-meter is to weigh and measure the

several sorts of coals culm and cinders, upon which cer

tain duties are imposed by several acts of parliament, import

ed or landed at Maningtrce ; and which appeared to be about

1 2,000 chaldron in a year ; which was to be done by the

defendant and four others ; and that the necessary attendance

of the defendant rendered it impossible for him personally to

execute the office of overseer. It was also proved that there

was no necessity for appointing the defendant overseer,

inasmuch as there were many other substantial householders

in the parish ca'pable of taking the office.

It was said in answer, by the counsel for the prosecution,

that the King could not by his prerogative exempt the de

fendant from serving the office of overseer, which was an

office created by statute ; and with regard to the supposed

incompatibility of overseer by deputy.

The learned Judge over-ruled the objections, and the de

fendant was found guilty.

The Attorney General obtained a rule in Easier term last

calling on the prosecutor to shew cause why a new trial

should not be granted, on the ground that the defendant

was exempted from serving the office in question -, which ex

emption (he said) extended to all revenue officers, as officers

of the Court of Exchequer. Cawthornt v. Campbell, 1

Anflr. Rep. 20 c. 2 1 6. That the practice of that Court

was, upon application from any of these officers, to giant

them
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them a writ of privilege of course. That such writ might 1799.

be granted as well under the Great Seal as by that Court, i

Raymond v. The parish of St. Botolph, 1 Chan. Rep. 196. Tnr Kino

But it was immaterial whether such a writ had actually issued,

in this cafe at the time of the trial, as the exemption existed

before by virtue of the officer's appointment and the King's

letters patent granting the exemption to all the officers of the

customs. That in truth the writ of privilege itself was

founded upon an assumption of a pre-existing right of ex

emption. He said that this prerogative of the Crown was

recognized in the case of Bijhop v. Lloyd (a): and though

that was the case of an exemption claimed from serving a

common law office, that of headborough, yet that was not

the ground of trje adjudication ; the Court there not taking

any distinction between common law and statute offices.

And he observed that the case of Raymond v. The Paris) os

St. Botolph was a case of exemption from being overseer of

the poor.

Lord Kenyon C. J. referred to the case of the Vicar of

Ddrtford sb), where a writ of privilege was granted by the

Court to the defendant to exempt him from serving the office

of expenditor to the commissioners of sewers ; though it was

insisted that the office might be served by deputy.

The case stood over for argument till this term ; and when '

it was called on, ■*

Bayley Serjt. and Trower for the prosecution said that since

the rule was obtained the defendant had obtained his writ of

privilege from the Court of Exchequer, which, they admit

ted, now exempted him from serving the office ; and therefore

the only contest now was for the costs of the trial. And

these, they contended, the defendant ought to pay, as the

conviction was proper at the time ; for that the clause in the

letters patent would not protect him without the writ of pri

vilege.

The Attorney General (who was to have been assisted by Ship-

herd Serjt., Garrow, the Common Serjeant, and Poclry,) resisted

this ; contending that the conviction was illegal; and that

therefore the defendant was entitled of right to a new trial

without payment of costs. He observed that the clause of

pfcmption alluded to, as it now stands in the commissiou,

was settled by Sir John Treby and Lord Somers then At

torney and Solicitor General ; and said that the writ of

privilege did not confer, but presupposed, the right of ex

emption. That there were in fact two writs, the one the writ

of

(«) Bmi. 255. (i) 2 Stra. M97 ; see also Dr. Z««casc, I Vtntr. 105 S. P,
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1 799. of privilege, the other the writ of supersedeas of privilege \

V^v^1 tne first °? which sometimes issued before the party was pro-

Tfee King eeeded against in order to compel him to take an office, and

H°"fi was therefore rather quia timet ; the other was granted
■Wahne". where privileged persons have been proceeded against. He

was stopped by

The Court, who said that they would not do any thing

which would operate as a punishment, when it clearly appeared

that he was privileged at the time from serving the office, and

therefore had been guilty of no offence in refusing to take

it ; although he happened not to have his writ of privilege

at the trial. It was enough that he was in a condition to have

his writ of privilege at the time ; and having since obtained it

there was an end of any further argument upon the cafe, and

Lord Kenyon C. J. added ; Though I doubted at first to

what branch of the prerogative this power of exemption

was to be referred, yet upon looking into the authorities, and

especially the case of Bishop v. Lloyd (a), I am satisfied that

it is well founded. And I feel mvself greatly strengthened

by finding that it was upheld by two such great Judges as

Sir Thomas Ptugelly and Sir John Comyns ; by the latter of

whom it is said that the form of the writ of privilege as now

used was drawn. In point of practice I have found other

exemptions claimed and allowed, though the origin of them

may not now be known. The first time I attended on the

Chester Circuit as Chief Justice of Chejler, an old instrument

was brought for my signature, according to custom, in

which the inhabitants of the town of Nantwich claimed an

exemption from serving on juries. I signed the instrument,

because I found it had been regularly signed for above two

centuries back by my predecessors in the office, some of whom,

particularly President Brad/haw, could not be suspected of

being very desirous of stretching the prerogatives of the

Crown.

Grose J. said he was not satisfied that even the other

ground of objection to the verdict, upon the incompatibility

of the offices, was not well founded (b).

Lawrence J. referred to the cafe of the Mayor ofNorwich v.

Berry (r), where it was holden that an attorney of the court was

privileged from serving the office of slieriff in a corporation of,

whichhe was a member, tho' it did notappear that he had taken

out

(a) B**d. ijs- (I) Vid. Rtx v. Met, i K,k. 617. My's ctle, Cn. Car.

$85/ Cum. D'g. tit. Officer, p. 6. (c) 4 Burn 2109.
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out his writ of privilege at the time. He also referred to2 Inst.

130. where it is said that " If a man have a charter of exemp

tion and shew it to the sheriff yet notwithstanding he may re- 1 lleK'N0

turn him, for the sheriff is not to judge of his charter, nor to w^Tnee

allow or disallow thereof : but if he will have the effect of his

charter, he must sue out a writ of allowance os this charter and

deliver the writ to the sheriff, and shew his charter to him :

and then if the sheriff return him, he may have his action on

the cafe against the sheriff." From this the purpose of a writ

of privilege may be collected, that without it the officer is not

bound to take notice of the privilege; but it does not follow

thai the Court will not take notice of the privilege when it is

(hewn to them, though the writ be not taken out.

Rule absolute for a new trial (a).

But it was understood that no further proceedings would be

had.

(» ) In Girard'i cafe, a Blae. 1126. which was the cafe of an attorney claim-

ing piivilcge from serving in the militia. Bhckjloic J. said " It wasuniverlally

igiced and was expressly resolved by all the Justices in the cafes of Hcatcn and

F.virfdu that privilege extends to all cafes of personal service, lUufb impiscJ

ij tkt us pailiaint, and hi tie moji cornsnbenjive tturdi." And reference is

there made to Off- Brrv. 161. to instance such exception from serving the of

fice os overseer of the pour. But in the principal case It was holdcn not to

be altogether a personal seivice, because it might be commuted for a sum of

money. See Rix v. Chrkc, mit, I vol. 679; and R. v. Clarkr, I SiJ. 272, in

•hat respect the prerogative of the Crown to grant exempiiuns must iie

qualified ; n.mely, that there remain a lufEcicnt number of pcisons to exe

cute the office.

The King again/} The Inhabitants of Lain don !wiotk

rT^WO Justices removed J. Claydon from East Horndan in contract!?

I the county of Essex to Laindon in the fame county. The »ppr*ntic*.

Sessions on appeal confirmed the order, subject to the opinion !hlp cannot

- . . _ " , ' J r beconverted

ot this Lourt on the following cale. x mto , ron.

The pauper, being legally settled at Laindon, went into the fract of hir-

parish of Ingrave in November, 1792, and after being one "^"^'JT

month upon trial with^. Mander a carpenter in East Horndon gi»c the ap-

he entered into the following unstamped written agreement, prentice a

witnessed and subscribed as under; " November loth i;o2. l*"^"1

John Mander do hereby agree with J. Claydon to serUe me servant by

three years to learn the business of a carpenter ; the firlt year to serving an*

have is. id. per day; the second year to have is. bd- per day 5 wheti»Tr- a

"1C contract ho

> contract of apprenticeship or of hiring and service must depend on the intention of the

parties, which is to be collected from the whole of their agreement. A contract of an-

picnticefhip may be formed without using the term " apprentice."—-ParoJ evidence may

bt received to explain a written instrument.
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1700. the third year u. lod. per day; witness my hand ; J. Cfaydin,

1 _j J. Mender; witness Robert Beles?1 The pauper proved that

The Kino at the time of signing the above agreement he agreed to give

against - Mander the sum of three guineas as a premium to teach him

urnsc?1 the said trade, and paid Mander \l. 151., which with 1/. 8/.

I.aikdon. due for wages during the month of trial made the three gui

neas ; and that he was not to be and was not employed in any

ether work than that of a carpenter. The pauper worked with

and served Mander under this agreement the whole three years,

and slept the last forty nights in the parish of East Horndan,

and considered himself as an apprentice under the said agree

ment but he thought himself at liberty to leave his master if

he used him ill. The counsel for the appellants objected to the

parol evidence, explanatory of the above written agreement,

being received, which objection was over-ruled by the Court.

7'rower and Wingfield in support of the order of Sessions.

It might be sufficient to observe in the beginning that no facts

are stated to shew that the order of Sessions is wrong j the

cafe only discloses evidence, not facts. But if this Court will

go into the question as it arises on this state of the cafe, it

appears that the pauper gained no settlement in Laindon, it

being evident from the whole of the case that the pauper went

to live with Mander as an apprentice and not as a yearly ser

vant; and then the general rule applies, that if the pauper

could not gain a settlement as an apprentice because the inden

tures were not stamped, he could gain no settlement as a vearly

servant. By the written agreement (if it were properly re

ceived in evidence, though not stampe'd as an agreement,) the

pauper was " to learn the business of a carpenter," which of

itself implies a contract of apprenticeship. At the same time

he also paid a premium to his master to teach him the trade;

and it was also agreed that he was not to be employed in any

other work than that of a carpenter. And though in R. v.

Little Bolton (a) the Court said they could only consider those

contracts to be contracts of apprenticeship where the word

apprentice was used, yet the inconvenience of that determina

tion was soon felt, and a contrary rule was aJopted the next

year in R. v. Highnam fb), where it was decided that it must

depend on the intention of the parti es in each particular case,

to be collected from all its circumstances, whether an ap

prenticeship or a service as a yearly servant were the object

of the parties, and if the funner that it could not be" con

verted

(») GaU. 367. (4) U, 371 . ». ; and I Comst's Bolt. 495. pi. 689.
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verted into a service, With regard to the objection, stated

at the close os the case, to the reception of the parol evi- 1 _j

dence j that evidence was properly received as explanatory of ThcKiNe

the written agreement, and no: contradicting it. R. v Scam-

menden, ante, 3 vol. 474 ; and Filmer \. Gott, 7 Bra. P. C. yx^lul\

70 At all events the fact of piying the nionry, which was Lainuon.

given by the apprentice as a premium, was leg illy received

in evidence, because that was a collateral fact. So also was the

fact of the pauper's never doing any service out of his trade,

which of itself explains the nature of the contract between

the parties.

Pcoley and Raincock contrji. Even admitting that if the

pauper went into the service of Mander as an apprentice he

did 'not gain a settlement in Enst Horndon, on this Itnte of the

cafe it may fairly be collected that he went there as a servant

for three years at different wages in each successive year. And

if Ib, the written agreement was properly received in evi

dence, because of the exception (a) in the statute 23 Gto. 3.

c. 58., respecting stamps on agreements, " that the act lhall

not extend to any memorandum or agreement for rhe hire of

any labourer, artificer, manufacturer, or menial servant."

The only expression in this agreement, from which an ap

prenticeship can be inferred, is that, " to learn the business

of a carpenter :" but that alone is not sufficient to warrant

such a conclusion, especially as there is another expression,

" to serve," equally strong to shew that service as a servant

was the object of the parties, In R. v. Celti/ball (b) the pau

per was to be taught the trade of a bricklayer, notwithstand-,

ing which it was holden that he gained a settlement as a

yearly servant. .There too was something in the nature of 4

premium ; for the pauper was to receive less wages on account

of his being taught a trade. If the circumstance of paying

a premium were sufficient to prevent the pauper gaining

a iettlement as a yearly servant, that would equally apply to

the case of waiters at an inn, who generally give a premium

to the master on being taken into the inn, Then if the writ

ten agreement were properly admissible in evidence, the pa

rol evidence ought not to have been received, because it

tended to contradict the written agreement. And the opinion

of the paupesi that he was an, apprentice, was equally inad-

miffible ; as that was merely his opinion on a question of

law.

(?) Sta. 4. (*) A«U, 5 vol. 193.
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law. But even if the Court should be of opinion on the

whole that this was intended by the parlies to be a contract

of apprenticeship, still as the pauper was not retained eo no

mine as an apprentice^ he gained a settlement in East Horndon

by serving there more than a year. This was the very point

in the cafe of R. v. Little Bolton, which was decided after

great confideraiion and a review of all the prior determina

tions: nor was the authority of that cafe shaken by the sub

sequent case of R. v. Highnam ; for that was decided purely

on the ground of fraud ; Lord Mansfield saying, " It is ma

nifest even on the face of the written agreement that a fraud

on the revenue was intended." This precise question there

fore having been already determined in R. v. Little Bolton, it

is better to adhere to that decision, which has been acted upon

by the magistrates ever since, than to introduce another rule

for their guide, which may itself be again changed at some

future period (a).

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The two justices who made this

order of removal, and the justices at the Sessions who con

firmed it, were of opinion that the pauper was not hired to

serve Mander as a yearly servant, but that the relation which

was created between them was that of master and apprentice.

The opinions of the magistrates ought not indeed decidedly

to influence our judgment, as they have referred the cafe to

us : but when a certain opinion has gone abroad founded on

the decisions of this Court, upon which magistrates have been

acting, it ought not lightly to be departed from. The first

question that arises in this cafe is on the admiilibility of the

parol evidence. This parol evidence was not offered to con

tradict the written agreement, but to ascertain an independent

fact ; and I think it was properly received in evidence. That

being so, the cafe appears to be shortly this -, in consideration

of three guineas pan} by the pauper the master undertook to

teach him the business of a carpenter, and the pauper was to

serve three years. I am sorry that nice distinctions were ever

taken in the determination of cases on this subject: but not

withstanding those little differences, we must consider the whole

class of decisions on this point, and extract the principle from

them.

(a) The counsel in support of this rule also wislied to object to the original

order of justices, because it only stated that it was made " on complaint,"

without laying " on the complaint of ibt ihurchtnaritni and over/im &c :" but

the Court said they ought not to be permitted to take a formal objection to

the order now when both parties had agreed, by drawing up the special case

to take the opinion of the Court on the merits.
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them. It is admitted in all of them that if two persons intend 1799.

to enter jnto the relation of master and apprentice, and owing -.- _j

to some circumstance the relation of apprenticeship is not duly 1 he KlN"

constituted as if the indentures be not stamped, this (hall not Thcinhabi-

change the condition of the parties : if they cannot avail them- unt» of

selves of the consequences of the condition in which they in- La»ndow.

tended to stand, they shall not be put into another condition in

which they did not mean to place themselves. But when it

is urged that this relation can only be formed by using the

term " apprentice," it may be observed that the argument

would lead to an absurd consequence ; for then if the word

" clerk" were used in regular indentures of apprenticeship,

the clerk could not gain a settlement by serving under the in

denture, merely because he was not retained eo nomine as an

apprentice : but it would be a disgrace to our laws if we were

obliged to decide according to words without considering their

meaning. It was very properly said by Lord Hardwicke that

there is no magic in words : and he laid this, not as a disco

very just then made by him, but as a maxim that was handed

down to him from his predecessors. If the relation of master

and servant be created by the contract of the parties, though

they do not use the very words " master and apprentice," yet

if they use words tantamount, it is sufficient. In this cafe a

premium was paid by one man to another, who engaged to

teach him a trade : now what is that but an apprenticeship ?

The term " apprentice" is taken from the French word

" apprendre" to learn. Unfortunately Lord MansfieldAM not

adhere to his first opinion in R. v Little Bolton: but even

when he gave his second opinion in that case, he took it for

granted that the rule remained unshaken, that if the parties

intended to create the relation of master and apprentice and

it were not legally created so that the apprentice could not

gain a settlement as such he could not acquire a settlement as

a yearly servant. And in the subsequent case, R. v. Higb-

nam, Lord Mansfield adopted the opinion he had first given

in R. v. Little Bolton, conformably to all the other cases.

Therefore we may rely on this last cafe ; and if it be not

distinguishable • from that of R. v. Little Bolton, it is suffi

cient to say that it is subsequent to it ; and that the case

of R. v. Little Bolton is an anomalous cafe. When we

find the current of authorities one way, I should be sorry that

a little inadvertence in the Court in the decision of one case

only should be supposed to break in upon the general rule ;

for the case os R. v. Coitijball, which has been cited, is dis

tinguishable from this class of cafes ; there by the agreement

of
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1799. of the parties the pauper " the pauper was to do any work

c—v—1 that the master set him about sa)." Iam therefore most

The Kino clearly of opinion that in this cafe the parties intend to form

ThcYnhab' re'at'on or" master and apprentice, and that as that relation

trntsof was not legally constituted so as to give the latter a settlement

Ljinbom. as an apprentice, the relation cannot be converted into that of

master and servant so as to give him a settlement as a yearly

servant. And I think we should do infinite mischief if we

were to overturn that which has been so tang a settled rule.

Grose J. No doubt can be entertained on the first point

in the case respecting the parol evidence; that evidence was

not produced to contradict, but to explain, the written agree

ment; and therefore it was properly received in evidence.

But the difficulty is to reconcib the decision in R. v. Little

So/ten with that in R. v. Highnam. In the former case,

which has been chiefly relied upon here in the argument, it

is to be observed that Lord Mansfield adopted the general

rule that an intended apprenticeship (hall not be converted into

a service as an hired servant for a year, though he also said it

would not be considered as an apprenticeship unless the pauper

were retained as an apprentice. Now it is stated in this cafe

that in effect the pauper was to be an apprentice ; an appren

tice is a person who by contract is to be taught a trade, in

contradistinction from a person who engages to serve another

person generally. Here the pauper was " to learn the busi

ness of a carpenter," which words as clearly evince it to have

been the intention of the parties that he should be an appren

tice as any other words that could have been used. But, as

there were no indentures of apprenticeship executed, the pau

per could not acquire a settlement as an apprentice ; and then

the general rule applies that he gained no settlement as a

yearly servant.

Lawrence J. The first question raised by the counsel

in support of the rule is that the Sessions ought not to have

received the parol evidence, because it contradicted the writ

ten agreement : but it was not offered for that purpose but

to ascertain a fact Collateral to the written instrument, in order

to explain the intention of the parties, the instrument being

in some measure equivocal. That fact being established, the

case was this; on the one hand the pauper paid a premium to

the master and was to receive certain wages, and on the

other hand the master engaged to teach him the business of

> a car-

(4) See also Tbt King v. The Inhetiiantt of Hittbam, Burr. S. C. 489.
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a carpenter: then the question is whether or not by this

agreement the paities were to stand in the relation of master

and apprentice, of which (I think) no doubt can be entertain- <

ed. in the cafe of R. v. Little Boitan, Lord Mansfield only -

went thus' far, that it must be collected from the words of the

instrument whether or not the party is to serve as an appren- 1

tice : His Lordship could not mean to fay that a contract of

apprenticeship could not hz formed so as to give a settlement

to the party serving under it without the introduction of the

word " apprentice." With regard to the instance put at the

Bar of servants at inns, it is to be remembered that they do

not pay their money in order to learn a trade, but as a pre

mium to the master to let them have the perquisites of that

situation : but in the case of a trade, the relation of appren

ticeship is created for the very purpose of the party being in

structed in that trade ; the two cases do not bear the smallest

resemblance to each other. Therefore there does not appear

to me to be any reason for shaking the authority of the case of

R. v. Highnam, especially as the great body of cases support

it. It is much to be lamented that settlement cafes should ever

have been determined on nice distinctions ; it would be better

to decide them on some general rule that every person who

reads may understand it.

Le Blanc J. On the first question that was made, it is

sufficient to fay that I entirely agiee with the opinion given

by the Court that the parol evidence was admissible, as evi

dence of a fact collateral to the written instrument. With

respect to the other question, I am inclined to adhere to the

principle recognized in all the cases, that where the contract

itself clearly appears to have been intended as a contract of

apprenticeship and not as a contract of hiring and service as a

servant, it shall not, if defective as a contract of apprentice

ship, be converted into a contract of hiring and service so as

to give the party a settlement as a servant. And if it be

supposed that the case of R. v. Little Bolton broke in upon

that doctrine, 1 should rather be disposed to adhere to the

general principle than to the decision in that particular case :

but I do not think that the Court intended to decide in that

case, that every contract of this kind must be considered as

a contract of hiring and service unless the specific term

master, in consideration of a premium, engage to teach the

other party his trade or art, it is the fame as if he agree in exprels

words to receive the other party as his apprentice and to teach

him his trade. But this case is distinguishable from that of R. v.

LM

 

If by the terms of the contract the
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1799. Little Boltan in that which forms a material part of a contract

U^y—J of apprenticeship ; there no premium was paid, which was

The Kino relied upon in many of the cafes as a circumstance to shew

ThTi'nha tnat tne Parties on'y '"tended to form a contract of hiring

bitantsof a"d service. Now what is the present case; the master in

Laindok. consideration of a premium engaged to teach the pauper the

business of a carpenter, and the pauper agreed to serve the

master three years to learn that business : what is such an en

gagement but a contract of apprenticeship ? and though it is

not a perfect contract of apprenticeship in consequence of the

agreement not being properly stamped, still according to the

principle in al! the cales such a defective contract shall not bf

converted into a contract of hiring and service. I am there

fore of opinion that the pauper gained no settlement by serv

ing under this contract.

Both orders confirmed;

rhursJmj, Stain ts Knight against Planck.

Nov. list.

l( A give a tne '4th of Ju"< '797 tne defendant executed a

warrant of V-/ warrant of attorney, authorizing the plaintiffs attor-

attoroey to ney to enter up a judgment against him in an aBion of debt

sei"»taCjudg-/°r 3°°'* borrowed at the suit of the plaintiff, with a defeaz-

mentim- ance under written; in which (after reciting that two attach-

mediately ments had been issued against the plaintiff (the sheriff of

feazanceC Middlesex) in two actions brought against the defendant, one

that judg- al the suit of W. Winchester, and the other at the suit of Ron-

ment (hall more amj others, and that the defendant had proposed to pay

teredup11" tne damages and costs in those causes on or before the 26th

until a sub- of June 1797) it was stated that previous to the execution of

sequent day the warrant of attorney it was agreed that no judgment should

gency°and" emered up thereon or execution issued against thedefend-

A. become ant unless default should be made in payment of the da-

beforeTh t maSes a°d costs in the said actions on or before the said 26th

day°'though °^ June » Dut» m CSn°c tne defendant should make default in

B. after- payment of the said two debts or either of them at the said

wardi enter time, then the plaintiff (the sheriff) should be at liberty to

menton the enter UP judgment thereon and sue out execution for such

happening money as should then be due for damages and costs sheriff's

°'n theeojj- sees and all other incidental charges. On the 22d of June

cannot 1 797 the sheriff was obliged to pay the debts and costs on the

pro»e this attachments, amounting to 67/. 10/. On the fame day a comrors-

B X com!' sion ofbankrupt issucd against the defendant on an act of banfc-

mifliun. ruptcy
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ruptcy committed on the 1 8th of June. In Trinity term

1 797 judgment was entered upon the warrant of attorney ; in < ^

that year Trinity term began on the 16th June, and judgment Stain

was not actually entered up until the 24th of August : bat the "£""■
roll wai not carried in. On the 26th of September last the de- PtAN<

fendant was taken in execution upon that judgment, and to

obtain his enlargement he paid 76/. in bd.\ and he applied

to this Court for a rule calling on the plaintiff to (hew cause

why that sum, in the hands of the sheriff of Middlesex, should

not be returned to him, on the ground that this debt should

have been proved under his commisiion, he having obtained

his certificate in May last.

Lowes now shewed cause against that rule. The question

is whether or not the debt, for which the defendant was taken

in execution in September, were proveable under the commis

sion of bankrupt; if it were, he was wrongfully taken in exe

cution, and the money paid by him for his enlargement mult

of course be returned. But this debt was not proveable under

the commission; for it was then uncertain whether or not any

debt would become due. ' This is not asecurity within the sta

tute 7 Geo. 1. c. 3 1 . yT L. ; which (after reciting that mer

chants Sec. fell goods upon credit and take bills bonds notes

or other securities for their money payable at a distant day)

enables persons who have given or shall give credit on such se

curities to any person who may become bankrupt upon a good

or valuable consideration for money or other thing not due or

payable before such other person becomes a bankrupt to prove

such bills &c, as if they were made payable presently ; for, in

the first place, there was no credit or debt as between the she

riff and the defendant; and, in the next place, this warrant of

attorney is not one of the securities within the statute. The

Legislature speaks only of such securities as created a debt

absolutely and at all events, though payable at a future day :

whereas in this cafe, the debt rested in contingency ; it was

uncertain when the warrant of attorney was given whether the

sheriff would ever be called upon to pay the money, and con

sequently uncertain whether or not this debt would ever ex

ist, h was a mere authority, enabling the sheriff to do a

Certain act in future in order to create a debt upon the

happening of a certain event. This is like the cafe of

Goddard v. Vanderheyden (aj, where the plaintiff having be

come bail for the defendant paid the debt after the defendant's

Vol. VIII. 2 C bankruptcy,
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bankruptcy, and it was tiolden that the defendant's certificate

i was no bar to the action ; the Court saying that at the time of

Stajuh the bankruptcy the plaintiff had sustained no damage; that it

n<"*ft waS (hen wholly uncertain whether he would suffer any da

mage; and that there was no certain debt to which he could

have sworn under the commission. The same doctrine was al

so established by the case of Paul v. Jones (a).

Marryai in support of the rule. The debt in question might

have been proved under the defendants commission, by consi

dering the warrant of attorney as an acknowledgment of a

debt then existing ; for the warrant authorized the plaintiff's

aitorney to confess a judgment against the defendant in an ac

tion of debt for money birrowed. But if the "Cotirt stiould

think that it cannot be considered in that light, the warrant of

attorney created a debt provcable under the commission by

virtue of the statute 7 Geo.'l. ; the words of which are suffi

ciently comprehensive to include this cafe. "The first section

enacts that " every person who hath given or shall give credit

on such securities as aforesaid (which by a reference to the pre

amble are explained to be bonds notes or other securities) to

Any person who is or shall become bankrupt upon a good and

valuable consideration for any sum of money or other matter or

thing whatsoever which is or shall not be due or payable be

fore the time of such person's becoming bankrupt shall be ad

mitted to prove his bills bonds notes or ether securities premiftt

ar agreements for the fame, in like manner as if they were

made payable presently and not at a suture day." Now this

warrant of attorney was to indemnify the sheriff at all events ;

in the language of the act, the sheriff gave the defendant cre

dit on a security npan a good consideration, and though not for

money,, yet for some other matter or thing. Bot even if this be

Hot one of the securities mentioned in the statute, it is a pro-

mist or agreement to pay at a future day. This case therefore

Comes within the words as well as the meaning of the act of

parliament. This warrant of attorney authorized the sheriff

to enter up a judgment when default should be made in pay

ing the original sum of 67/. \os. : as default was made on the

aad of June 1797 the Iheriff should have signed judgment

and carried in the roll immediately, which by relation would

have referred back to the first day of the term, prior to the

z£k of bankruptcy ; and he ought not by his neglect, in not

carrying in the roll, to prejudice the defendant. In the cafe

t«) A,ntt, 1 vel. 59$,
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Ex parte Grotme (a), Lord Hardwicke said " If judgment 1799

had been given at law by the husband for this sum, // is a debt

notwithstanding the defeasance ;" which must mean judgment Stain

upon a warrant of attorney with a defeazance, because there p°^"^

never is a defeazance on the judgment itself. In the two

cases alluded to, Goddardv.Vanderkeyden, and Paulv. Jonesy

there was no debt existing at the time of the bankruptcy.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Although this cafe is new in specie,

the principle on which it mult be decided has been settled in a

variety of cases. It is perfectly clear that a mere contingent

debt cannot be proved under a commission of bankrupt: but if

there be a legal debt, though liable to be defeated afterwards

on a contingency, it may be proved under the commission.

For that reason it frequently happens that a trader, who wishes

to secure a provision for his wife and family in cafe of his in

solvency, on his inarriage gives a bond to trustees payable im

mediately ; and then in the event of his subsequent bankruptcy,

the bond being forfeited at law may be proved under the com

mission, because there is a legal debt. This principle has

been so long and so clearly settled that it cannot now be shaken ;

and on examination it will be found that all the cases are re-

concileable with it. In this cafe therefore if there had been a

legal demand before the defendant's bankruptcy, though liable

to be afterwards defeated by a contingency, it might have been

proved under the commission. If indeed the judgment had

been entered up to that by relation (b) it would have referred

back to a day prior to the act of bankruptcy, and then the

debt might have been proved under the commission. But this

was a mere contingent debt at the time of the defendant's

bankruptcy ; judgment was not to be entered up unless default

should be made in payment of the two sums on a day subse

quent to the bankruptcy ; and therefore this debt could not be

proved under the commission. The statute 7 Get. . I. only

applies to cafes where a legal debt is created before the bank

ruptcy, though the day of payment is postponed until after

wards.

Per Curiam . . Rule discharged.

a C 2 CUTHBERT.

(a) I //ti. 117. (*) In the course of the argument, the Court osseied to

the defendant's counsel to enlarge the rule, to give him an opportunity of

amending his ease (if he could) by making it appear that the judgment

when signed related to the firs) day of Trinity term 1797 : but it was an

swered that the defendant could not t«cord the plaintiff's judgment, and that

be could not now tary the cafe. "**
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rhursdq. CtoTHBERT and Another against Halby.
JVW. list. * w

uforiouV"1 rT,0 dqbt on a bond in 2680/, conditioned to pay 1340/.

eonsidera- JL with interest, the defendant pleaded that the bond was

tion give his securing money lent by one Plank to the defendant upon an

noteto °B u^uri°us contract between Plank and the defendant, whereby

who'rans- there was reserved for forbearance of the money above 5/. for

Sen it to c. every 100/. &c. The plaintiff replied that the defendant made

We confide- anc^ delivered the bond for a just and lawful debt, and not for

ration with- securing the payment of any money lent by Plant to the de-

out notice of fendant upon usury or upon any usurious contract, as in that

indaftef- P'ea al'eged i on which issue was taken,

wards/*. At the trial at the Westminster Sittings before Lord Kenyan the

gives a bond cafe appeared to be this ; Plank discounted eighteen promissory

amount' the noteS °* tlle defendant's, amounting to 1344/. 2f. 3*/., and took

bond is ' usurious interest upon them. Plank afterwards carried them to

good. the plaintiffs, his bankers, who gave him credit for them ;

when they became due the plaintiffs applied to the defendant,

the maker, for payment, who, not being able to pay them,

gave the plaintiffs the bond in question, for 1340/, and paid

them the remainder, 4/. tj. 3//. in money. It was admitted

that these notes came into the hands of the plaintiffs as bank

ers without fraud and without knowledge of the usury be

tween Plank and the defendant. Lord Kenyan was clearly of

opinion that the plaintiffs were entitled to recover, and a ver

dict was taken for them : but at the pressing solicitation of the

defendant's counsel ibe point was reserved.

A rule was accordingly obtained in this term, calling on

the plaintiffs to (hew cause why the verdict should not be fc

aside and a nonsuit entered.

Erjiine, Gibbs, and Reader, who were now to have shew :

cause against the rule, after mentioning the cale of BIHj v-

Warnn, Moor 752, as a decisive authority in their favov;,

vere stopped by the Court.

SMingay, Marryat, and Lowes, in support of the rule. It is

clear that no action could have been maintained on the notes,

because they were given on an usurious consideration. They

were void even in the hands of an innocent holder for a valuable

consideration. Lowe v. Waller, Doug/. 736. Then on principle

it ought to be decided that the bond, which was given in lieu o(

th<
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the notes, cannot be enforced in a court of law ; otherwise 1 799.

this would be the obvious mode of evading the statutes against v«^-v^»>

usury. This was said in the case of Tate v. Welling* (a), Coth«»»t

where Lord Kenyan said, " But as the former bond was the haTet.

consideration of this, on which the present action was founded,

if that were void as being given for an usurious consideration,

most undoubtedly this second bond would be also void."

And the case of Loive v. Waller (hews that the circumstance

of the bond being in the hands of a third person is immate

rial. Besides this precise point was taken for granted both

by the Bench and the Bar in the cafe of Walton v. Shelley siJ.

It is immaterial also to consider the terms of the issue in this

cafe, in which respect this case differs from that of Ellis v.

Warnes, as reported in Cro. Jac. 33: here the issue is on the

traverse in the replication, " that the bond was not given

to secure the payment of money lent by Plank to the defen

dant upon usury nor upon any usurious contract." From

the facts, which are admitted in this cafe, it is clear that the

bond was given to secure the payment of the money lent by

Plank "upon an usurious, contract. The case of Ellis v.

Warnes is also distinguishable from the present in another

respect j there the question arose upon the statute 13 Eliz.

c. 8. /. 3., which enacts that all bonds &c. for payment of

any money &c. upon usury &c, " upon or by tvhich loan or

doing there shall be reserved or taken above 1 o/. for the hun

dred for one year, shall be utterly void." There more than

legal interest was not reserved by the loan from Ellis to

Warnes, though more had been reserved by the original loan

from Warnes to Aid-worth : whereas in this case more than

legal interest was reserved by the contract between the plain

tiff and the defendant ; for the bond in question was given

for .1340/. which included the usurious interest as well as the

principal. In Roberts v. Trenayne feJ it was holden that

where the consideration is usurious the securities are all void, '

though one be taken for the principal alone and another for

the interest : a fortiori therefore must this instrument be void,

which includes the usurious interest as well as the principal.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The construction that has already

been pnt on the statutes has been in a variety of instances abun

dantly hard. The courts have said, and righdy so, that the

innocent holders of securities given on usurious considerations

must suffer for the wickedness (or rather unlawfulness, for it

has

(a) jtm/e, 3 vol. J37. (*) Ante, I «oL (0 Cn. ><. S08.
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1700 has been said that usury is ordy malum prohibitum, and not

malum in fe,) of the original parties to the transaction. But

Ct TnB**T this is an attempt to carry that doctrine much farther than

n ''fsi any prior cafe, and farther than policy or the words of the

Haley. a(cj. Qf parliament require : and if it were to succeed, it

might affect most of the securities in the kingdom ; for if,

in tracing a mortgage for a century past, it could be disco

vered that usury had been committed in any part of the

transaction though betweeu other parties, the consequence

would be that the whole would be void. It would be a most

alarming proposition to the holders of all securities. I admit

that the securities themselves that are tainted with usury can

not be enforced in a court of justice, even though they be in

the hands of innocent purchasers for a valuable consideration

without notice. Such was the cafe of Low v. Waller., where

Lord Mansfield was at first surprised to hear that a similar

construction had been put upon the gaming act fa) : but

when he came to consider the case of Bowyer v. Hampton (i),

he was satisfied that this construction ought to be put upon

the statute against usury. And therefore the plaintiffs in

this cafe could not have maiptained any action on the notes

given by the defendant to Plank. But here the notes were

destroyed after they got into the hands of the plaintiffs, and

the bond in question was given to them, they not knowing

of the usury between Plank and the defendant. I admit that,

if one security be substituted for another by the parties in

order to get rid of the statute against usury, the substituted

as well as the original security will be void : but it is not

pretended that that was the case here. In the cafe of Wal

ton v. Shelley, that has been alluded to, this point was never

under the consideration of the Court ; and therefore that

case is no authority in the present.

Grose J. If the bond in question had been given to Plant,

it would have been void, because Plank was a party to the

usury : but the cafe is different as between the plaintiffs and

the defendant, because it is admitted that the former were

ignorant of the usurious transaction between Plunk and the

defendant. I do not think that this bond was given for an

usurious consideration, or in the language of the issue " for

securing the payment of any money lent by Plank to the

defendant upon usury or upon any usurious contract ;" but as

between these parties I consider the bond to have been

given by the defendant to secure to the plaintiffs the payment

of

An. c._ 14./ 1. (t) 2 Sr. 1155.
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of the amount of the bills, for a just and lawful debt. It is |7QQ

true that the consideration of the bond was the giving up i_, j

of the bills : but the bond was not given for the money lent Cuihbekt

by Plank to the defendant. yu"\x

Lawrence J. Although Lord Mansfield doubted when

the cafe of Lotuev. Walter -was argued whether or not se

curities that were void in the hands of the original parties on

account of usury were also void in the hands of third per

sons who were not privy to the usury, he found himself

bound to determine that they were by the case of Boivyer v.

Bamptsn, that arose on another act of parliament in which

nearly the same language was used in the statute against

usury. Then it may be material in this case to consider the

statute of 13 JSlkzabeth, and the construction that has been

put upon that. By that act «« all bonds contracts &c for

payment of money &c upon usury, upon or by which -loan

or doing there shall be reserved or taken above 10/. for every

100/. for one year, shall be utterly void." How did the

Court construe that act, the words of which are nearly similar

to those used in the statute of Anne (a), on which this ques

tion arises ? In Ellis v. Warnes it was holden that the plain

tiff, nor knowing of the usury between the defendant and

Aldiuorth, and having paid a bona fide consideration to Aid-

worth for the transfer of the debt due from the defendant,

should not suffer by the usury in the original transaction.

That construction having been put on the statute of Elizabeth,

it ought to govern us jn-the coastruction on the statute of

Anne. And I know of no decision in which it has been

holden that the substituted security shall in all cases be void

on account of the usury that may have vitiated the original

security. It is not necessary in this case to consider what

would have been the effect of the evidence offered in Wal

ton v. Shelley respecting the usury ; we do not know but that

the indorsee there was privy to the usury ; but it would be

too much to conclude from what passed in that case that the

court would have decided that the bond was void, though it

should have appeared that the obligee in the bond was igno

rant of the usury in the prior transaction respecting the notes.

Then it is said that the plaintiffs are concluded by the terms

of this issue : but I think that my brother Grose has given

a sufficient answer to that argument. The cause of giving

this bond was to exonerate the defendant from the claim that

the plaintiffs had on him by reason of the notes -, et in jure -

non remota causa fed proxima spectaiur.

{a) I a An. t. 16./. I.

Lit
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Le Blanc J. I am of opinion that there is no ground for

making this rule absolute to enter a nonsuit. The authori-

CuTUBi«r tjes oniy warrant us in deciding that the substituted security,

Haley which has been given for a security contaminated (if I may

use the expression) by usury, is void if such substituted secu

rity be given either to the party to the original contract, or

to his representative, his executor. But I am not aware of

any case in which it has been hoiden that where the original

security given to one person has been cancelled and another

security given to another person, ignorant of the usury, that

rendered the former security void, such second security is

void in the hands of such an innocent person. The case in

Moor shews that such a security is a valid one. And it ap

pears from the case, cited from Cro. Jac. 508., that it is im

material whether one security only be given for the whole

the principal and interest, or different securities the one for

the principal and the other for the interest. With regard to

the cafe of Walton v. Shelley ; as the witness produced was

rejected, no evidence was given of the usurious transaction,

and consequently it did not appear whether or not the obligee

of the bond had any knowledge of the usury. In the argu

ment indeed, in order to raise the question respecting the com

petency of the witness, it was supposed that the bond was

void in the hands of an innocent Ijolder Qn account of the

usury in the prior transaction : but as the Court decided that

the witness was incompetent, it was not necessary to go i»to

the other point respecting the usury. Referring therefore to

the terms qf this issue, I think it is fair to fay that under the

circumstances of the case the issue is not supported by the

evidence, because the bond was given, not to secure the pay

ment of money lent by Plank to the defendant upon usury

or upon any usurious contract, but to secure the payment of

money advanced bona fide and on good consideration by the

plaintiffs to the person who brought the bills to them. This

was the consideration of the bond. On this point therefore,

as well as on the general principle, I am of opinion that

the plaintiffs were entitled to recover.

Rule discharged.
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Nelson against Sheridan. /w^T

Nn. iii.

IN June 1797 the plaintiff recovered a judgment, damages on an in-

136/., against the defendant in an action on a bill of ex- terlocotorr

enange, on which judgment he brought an action of debt ]^d|^'nt

and obtained judgment by default in this term. And now a judgment

Marryat, on the part of the plaintiff, moved that it might in an action

be referred to the Master to compute interest on the judg- hr?n,Pi\ on

nient, and to alcertain the damages sustained by the plaintiff change the

by reason of the detention of the debt for which this action Cou,t re*-

was brought. He produced an affidavit, in which it was ff„ft £ ,e~

stated that there was due to the plaintiff the sum of 1 8 /. for the Master

interest from the time of signing the first judgment to the to'ascertain

time of obtaining the judgment in this action. And he con- esCsu1?a!ned

tended that this cafe came within the principle of those al- by the

ready decided, where it had been referred to the Master to plaintiff-

see what was due to the plaintiff on his obtaining an inter

locutory judgment. Holdippv. O/way, 1 Sound- 108 ; Hetviit

v. Mantell, 2 Wils. 374; Tbelujsonv. Fletcher, Dougl. 316;

Rajhleigh v. Salmon, 1 H- Bl. 252; Andrews v. Blake, ib.

592 ; Longman v. Fenn, ib. 541 ; Shepherd v. Carter, ante, 4.

vol. 275 ; and Berthen'v Street, ante, 326. But ■

The Court refused to grant the rule.

Lord Kenyon Cli. J. said, It should be left to a jury to

consider whether any and what damages should be given.

Perhaps they may think, that in this cafe no damages at all

ought to be given.

Lawrence J. In some of the cafes cited, interest was to

be given by the very terms of the contract between the par.

Rule refused.

Nichols one &c atainst Ear le one &c.

A RULE having been obtained, calling on the plaintiff whereboth

to shew cause why the bail-bond should not be deli- patties ate
vered up to be cancelled and all the proceedings stayed with »"«''"<•* «f

/v i 11 L_ir j .the (ame
costs, on the ground that as the defendant was an attorney ot conn, the

this court as well as the plaintiff the privilege of the former plaintiff

exempted him from being arrested. £edrf£5?

Laws, for the plaintiff, now admitted that the proceedings m to bail j

were irregular ; but contended, on the authority of Barber v. if We do, the

P Court will
Palmer,

the defendant out of cqstody, and order all the proceedings to be stayed iviu)iut costs.
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Palmer (a), that the proceedings ought to be stayed without

, costs.

Nichols Pell, in support of the rule, said that in a subsequent case,

Ea^'li Lodge v. Taylor b), Trin. this Court had made a simi

lar rule absolute with costs. But

7 he Court, being of opinion that this mode of application

ought to be considered as a substitute for a plea in abatement

where costs are not given, made the

Rule absolute without costs.

fa) Yirf', 6 vol. 524. (i) In that case the question in dispute was whe

ther or not the defendant were a practising attorney ; it turned out on inquiry

that he was, and the point lelpecting the costs puffed without an) observation.

Prijay, Benson against Chester.

Ncv. 22d.

j . j, r I ^HIS was an action upon the cafe for injuring the platn-

a^rightof JL t'ff's right of common. The plaintiff declared in re-

common spect os his possession of a certain messuage and divers par-

without ce]s Gf ground at Thome Wins within the manor of Hatfield

stint ae an- . . 0 rvir -u-r e a. •
nexedtoan m tne county of York for a right of common or pasture 111

ancient and throughout all the commonable waft*; grounds in the ma-

^ith"^' nor ^0r a" commona^'e catfle levant and couchant upon

land can- n's messuage and land &c ; and that the defendant wrong-

not, as fully surcharged the said common &c. The second count was

bUC|awXAn un'awr""v depasturing the said common &c. And there

ancient Were other counts stating the fact in different ways. The

deed of general issue was pleaded.

'rantin"" At the trial before Lawrence J. at the last assizes at York

the'w'aifts the plaintiff proved his right of common in the usual way '

of a manor for his cattle levant and couchant upon his messuage and land,

in trnfttV' b^ Pro°f °f tne exercise of such right by himself and those

permit the whose estate he had. He also proved that the defendant had

tenants and turned out a great number of cattle on the common. Evi-

&c*o"usc* ^eace was a"° given °f 3 decree in the Court of Exchequer

and enjoy 1 63 1, made in a cause between Sir Cornelius Vermuden,

the fame as farmer of his Majesty's manor of Hatfield, plaintiff, and

formerly* Portington and others defendants, reciting as is hereafter re

done or cited in the following deed, and decreeing that a conveyance

been acctif- should be made to the tenants &c of the manor, as is in that

dommnst°be £'ee^ mentioned, of certain lands wastes &c. (being the waste or

taken to common in question) in lieu of their right of common over the

mean such a rest of themanor wastes as mentioned in the followinedeed. The

"g,ltof deer!
common as uccu

may bylaw exist, namely, a right of common restricted by Ievancy and couchancy.
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ClIUM El.

deed of feoffment was then proved, dated 15th July 1633,

inxolled in Chancery between the said Sir Cernelius Vermuden

Kt. and J. Gibbon Lsq. of the one part, and Henry Lee and U:hh«

fifteen other persons of the manor of HatfieId of the other w-W

part ; (reciting that King Car.l. was seised in his demesne as

of fee, in right of the Crown, of the manor of Hatfield in

the county of T'o.-i, and of Hatfield Chace, and ot divers

wastes thereto belonging, great part of which was subject to

be overflowed ; and that he had before appointed certain

commissioners to treat with the tenants and inhabitants of

all the townships precincts &c. in and adjoining to the wastes

claiming right of common there, touching what part of the

commons to be improved they would accept in full satisfaction

of their right and title to the residue of the fame } and re

citing further that disputes had arisen between the said Sir

Cornelius Vermuden (who had undertaken to drain the wastes

of the manor in consideration of a grant of one-third of the

lands from the Crown in severally) and the tenants and inha

bitants of the said manor &c, which were referred to the ar

bitration of certain commissioners appointed by the Crown-,

and that it was by them awarded that the tenants of the ma

nor of Hatfield and the members thereof should have unto

them and their heirs, or such persons and their heirs as they

ihould appoint, their former allotments for their common

confirmed unto them, according as they were set out by for

mer commissioners therein named on the 1 4.1(1 of March

1627 with certain additions therein stated ; and reciting

further that King Charles 1. had by his letters patent of the

5th Feb. Car. I. granted to the said iiir Cornelius Vermuden

Kt. all the said manor of Hatfield &c, and all the lands rents

&c. thereof, with all the waltes and commons thereunto be

longing ; and that the said J. Gibbon was lately become in

terested in some part thereof under Sir C. Vermuden ;) by

which deed of feoffment the said Sir C. Vermuden and J.

Gibbon granted enfeotsed and confirmed to the (aid H. Lee

and the fifteen other persons named certain lands within the

manor particularly described (being the same that had been

decreed to be conveyed in lieu of their right of common)

and all and Jtngular the commons and turf moors, rights, profits,

privileges, &c to the fame premises or any part thereof be

longing, or to any the several messuages lands tenements or

hereditaments of any of the said tenants belonging or in

anywise appertaining, and all the right title and iriterest of

the grantors therein; habendum to them and their heirs,

upon trujr, for the sole benefit of themselves and their heirs,

and
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i 799. mil of all andsingular ether the tenants and inhabitants of Hat-

field, Thorn, Duncroft, Stainford, Fistilakr, and Silkhouses,

Benson and of all and other the tenants and inhabitants of thesaid manor

Cut 'm "f Hatfield, 'severally and respectively to, use and enjoy the same

and every part thereof as they formerly had done or been accus

tomed to do.

This action was brought in respect of the wastes or com

mons conveyed by the above-mentioned deed.

The defendant claimed a right of common without stint

over the fame wastes, in respect of what was called an an

cient commonright house, without any land annexed to it ; and

after endeavouring by cross-examination of the plaintiff's wit

nesses to establish the fame, by proving instances of user to

that effect, his counsel offered to shew by evidence that the

right of common had been exercised by the occupiers of such

ancient common-right houses to any extent that the parties

could afford to stock, without any regard to levancy and

couchancy; and that the plaintiff himself was only entitled

to his right of common in respect of his occupancy of one

of such ancient houses, and not in respect of his land an

nexed. But Lawrence J. was of opinion that the claim of a

right of common without stint as annexed to a house, with

out laud whereon the cattle could be lev.int and couchant,

even supposing it were proved in fact to have been exercised

by the occupiers of such houles, could not be supported in

law •, according to the doctrine laid down in the case of

Scholes v. Hargreav<s (a). And he said that if the right of

> turning on cattle without stint did belong to the houses, it

must be by considering the tenants as having an interest in

the wastes in the nature of a tenancy in common : but he

thought that could not be so considered in this cafe, because

the land was vested in the feoffees in trust to permit the te

nants of the manor to enjoy it in the fame manner as when

the ioii was in the Crown ; at which time it was clear that

there only existed a right of common. Under these direc

tions the jury found a verdict for the plaintiff.

A rule having been obtained, calling on the plaintiff to

shew cause why there should not be a new trial on the ground

of misdirection,

Law, Topping, and Lambe, were to have shewn cause against

it : but the Court desired to hear the other side.

(<i) Ante, S T°l- 4&-
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Wood and Helroyd in support of the rule. It is notorious 17c

that many such rights as those claimed by the defendant are <—

acknowledged in many parts of the kingdom ; and property Br*

to a very great extent is implicated in the present question.

In several instances of private inclosure acts, issues have been

directed to try whether the rights of common belonged to the

owners of ancient messuages, or to the owners of messuages

and lands ; which direction would have been nugatory if no

such right could exist by law in the former. In the cases of

Wallingfer inclosure in Yorkshire, and of Pickering Fore/} in

the same county, the issues were found \n favour of the owners

of the messuages ; no objection was taken in point of law to

such verdicts, but the parties interested acquiesced, and those

rights have been ever since acted upon. The fame right pre

vailed on King's Sedgemore in Somerset/hire ; which was men

tioned by Mr. Justice Gould upon the trial of the Wallingfer

issue : and upon the late inclosure of that moor allotments

were accordingly made to the owners of those old tenements,

called Auster tenements. So in a replevin tried before Mr.

Justice Wilson in 1789, wherein the right of these ancient

messuages over the waste in question came in controversy, he

decided in favour of their right. Admitting then that this

right has been exercised in fact as far back as a living testi

mony can go, which is evidence of its existence not only since

but before the deed of feossment, it must now be taken by the

fame ancient right that is recognized and confirmed by that

deed. And after so long an usage the Court will make every

presumption in support of the right, if there be any way in

which it can exist by law. It appears that originally thp ma

nor of Hatfield and all the wastes to the extent of 60,000

acres belonged to the Crown; and that in 1630 the Crown

entered into a contract with Sir Cornelius Permuden to grant

him one-third upon condition of his draining the whole. This

agreement could not be executed without the consent of the

tenants who had rights' of common on the wastes ; whereupon

a commiflion issued, under which the tenants contracted and

agreed to relinquish their rights over the one-third in conside

ration of having several parts of the wastes allotted to them

in severally, discharged from all claim or title on the part of

the lord. A few year9 afterwards, (the whole manor having

been in the meantime conveyed by the Crown to Sir C. Ver-

muden) the deed of feossment was made for carrying that

agreement into execution; whereby the wastes in question

were conveyed to trustees in fee, in whom the use was exe

cuted,
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1799. cuted, for the benefit of all the tenants and inhabitants of the

v^v>U manor, to use and enjoy the same in the same manner as they

Benson had been accustomed to do. Now the right claimed by the

Chester defendant mav ^c supported in one or other of two ways:

' either first, by supposing that prior to the deed of feoffment

the owners of the ancient messuages were tenants in common -

of the sole pasturage of the wastes (a) ; which is stiewn by the

mode of enjoyment exercised ever since ; and which may be

taken to be the same as is referred to in the deed of feoffment.

Or, Secondly, by presuming that at the time of that grant a

release was executed by the tenants of their ancient right of

common over the whole or those parts of the wastes which

were granted in feveialty to Sir C. Vermuden ; and that they

took a new estate in the remaining wastes under that deed.

In that cafe the ancient right of common, which, according to

Tyrringham'% cafe sl>J, must have been common appurtenant

and not appendant, supposing it to have existed in the manner

now contended for by the plaintiff, was extinguished ; for by

a» release of part of the right of common the whole is gone.

Rothtrham v. Green, Cro. El'n.. 593; Morse v. JVttlS 1

I Brownl. 180; Tyrringbnm's cafe, 4 Co. 38. a ; TViliTs cafe,

8 Co. 79. a. Then the deed of feoffment could not operate

as a re-grant of the old right of common, because the use was

executed in the feoffees and their heirs; therefore the tenants

can only take an equitable interest, and not their ancient le

gal right of common. This therefore will exclude the ques

tion of levancy and couchancy, and consequently is not within

the reason of the case of Scholes v. Hargreaves ( a), where

the right was claimed qua right of common. The question

will turn upon the fact, in what manner the waste was en

joyed by the tenants before the deed of feoffment; and the

evidence will shew that the owners of the ancient messuages

alone enjoyed the right of turning their cattle on the wastes

without stint.

Lord KenyonCIi. J. There does not appear to be the

least pretence for the owners of the houses claiming the soil

in the wastes as tenants in common : at the trial they did not

claim such a right, and the facts of the cafe negative it. Nor

has the defendant's claim to a right of common for an unlimit

ed number of cattle, as annexed to his messuage only, any

better

(») Vid. Revel! v. Jtirell, Ante, 1 vol. 4»4. (i) ^Cf.iJ. m.

(f) Axle, 5 vol. 46.
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better foundation. To one argument urged on behalf of the 1799.

defendant I cannot give my assent. It is said, that a release t- -v~ >
of a right of commin over part of the common is an extin- liE"'°-N

guifhment of the whole right of common ; and cases have Qufmi.

been cited to that effect : but I should wish" to examine those

cases thoroughly ucfore I subscribed to such a position, espe

cially where all the commoners join in the release. A release

by one commoner os his right over part of the common may

possibly operate as a release of his right over the whole : but

if that were the consequence of a release by all the commoners,

there would long ago have been an end of almost al! the rights

of common throughout the kingdom. But the determination

of that question one way or the other will not affect this case.

Nothing can be clearer than that the parties claiming under

this feoffment can only claim a right of common. In the

common case where the lord of a manor conveys away part

of the wastes to a third person, though the right of ownership

os the soil changes hands, th» right of common still subsists

in the commoners as well over that part of the wastes that the

lord has conveyed awav as over that part that he retains in his

own hands. But this deed of feoffment is cautiously drawn

to avoid all disputes. Then it is said that this is an use exe

cuted in the feoffees • but that use is as to the right of the

soil : but the right of common is an easement over the foil ;

they are all collateral rights, and may exist in different per

sons. The right of the commoners under that deed is to be

exercised as it had been formerly ; and that right was a right •

of common to be measured by levancy and couchancy. It is

contended however on the part of the defendant that the owner

of a messuage only within this district, or the owner of a mes

suage with only a square yard of land annexed to it, may col

lect as many cattle as he can from all parts of the kingdom

and stock them on this common : but such a right of common

cannot in law exist. I am therefore of opinion that the direc

tions of the learned Judge were rightly given.

Grose J. The right now claimed by the defendant to

the soil as a tenant in common was not set up at the trial ;

and it is inconsistent with the feoffment. By that deed the

tenants of the manor were to use and enjoy the commons and

turf moors " as formerly they had done or been accustomed

to do." Then how had the commoners been accustomed to

enjoy this right ? By law they could not enjoy it as com

moners, for cattle levant and couchant. Therefore there is

no pretence to fay that the owner of a house, without land,

has

1
j
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1 799. has a right to turn on any number of cattle, without regard to

v_.-w- «j levancy and couchancy.

Benson Lawrencb J-, having tried the cause, declined giving

at"'tfi ^ any opinion now.

»i?t«*. j e Blanc J. This is an action on the cafe brought by

the plaintiff for a surcharge of common by the defendant ; and

the plaintiff declares on his possession of the right of common,

by virtue of a messuage and land of which he is possessed,

alleging that the defendant interrupted him in that right.

The objections made by the defendant are, 1st, As to the

manner in which the plaintiffclaims his right; and adly, With

respect to the right of common claimed by himself. But the

plaintiff declared on his possession ; and at the trial he clearly

proved his enjoyment of the right of common which he claim

ed in his declaration : it also appeared that the defendant had

turned out on his common a number of cattle which were not

levant and couchant on any land that he possessed within the

parish, but which he had brought from other parishes. In

this situation the plaintiff was entitled to a verdict, unless the

defendant could support his claim to a right of common for

any number of cattle without stint, by reason of his possession

of an ancient messuage. This manor was formerly in the

Crown ; and in consequence of an adventurer stepping for

ward, who engaged to drain this "forge tract of land, he was

to receive a certain proportion of the land in feveralty, over

which the commoners were to have no right of common, and

. the rest of the land was to be drained for the use of the com

moners. In order to carry this into effect the deed of feoff-

ment was executed, by which certain parts of the commons

were conveyed to feoffees by way of uses executed in them,

but in truft to permit the tenants &c. to use and enjoy the

common in the same manner as they had formerly done. The

argument now urged on behalf the defendant is, that by this

feoffmv.'nt the enjoyment of the common by the commoners

was to be in the fame manner as before, that since that time

they have in fact enjoyed it by turning on any number of

cattle they pleased without regard to levancy and couchancy,

and that this was strong evidence to shew that before that

time they had been accustomed so to enjoy the right of com

mon. Now admitting that evidence of subsequent usage

would be evidence of prior usage, yet the language of

this deed must be understood as confining the enjoyment of

the common to the manner in which the commoners had

before
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before been legally accustomed to enjoy it, and not to the 1799.

manner in which many persons have enjoyed it by usurpation, ^~*^J

as is frequently the cafe. Now it is clear from the decree Bl*?,0£

in 1631, and the feoffiment which was made in consequence c»*iti«.

of it, that before that time these persons held and enjoyed

these Wastes as commoners; and if so, they could only enjoy

that right subject to those restraints and limitations that the

law imposes on commoners. Whether the right conveyed

by that deed were a legal or only an equitable right is imma

terial in this action, because the plaintiff has declared on his

possession : it is equally immaterial whether the defendants

right be a legal or an equitable right, because he has surcharg

ed the common by putting on more cattle than he had a right

to do. The feossment only conveyed a right to the com

moners to use the common as they had enjoyed it before; that

right may be measured by levancy and couchancy ; and as the

defendant did not use the common in right of any messuage

and land in the parish on which the cattle could be levant

and couchant, he surcharged the common ; and therefore I

perfectly concur in the opinion given by the learned Judge

at the trial.

Rule discharged.

I

Argent against Durrant. stnriay,

Ktv, 23d.

N trespass for breaking and entering the plaintiff's close The defcn-

and pulling down his wall, the defendant pleaded the d,nt

general issue, and a license from the plaintiff. At the trial clau.

before Buller J. at the last assizes at Croydon, the plaintiff sum frtgit

proved the trespass and pulling down the wall. The defend- m»y g'Te

ant, haying failed in proving the license, offered evidence toJJ^JJ" 0

{hew that the soil and freehold were his ; that he had let the freehold

premises to the plaintiff, whose term therein was expired under the

after due notice given to quit ; but that, the plaintiff insisting f™*"*

on his right to continue there, the defendant entered &c. It

was objected that the defendant could not give evidence of

title under the general issue. But Buller J. received the evi

dence, reserving the question for the consideration of this

Court. And the facts being proved as stated, a verdict was

catered by consent for the plaintiff, subject however to be set

aside and a verdict entered for the defendant if this Court

should be of opinion that the evidence was properly admit

ted.

Vol. VIII. a D Mam

1
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Adam and Be/I accordingly obtained a rule nisi for setting

aside the verdict for the plaintiff; and cited the case of Dodd

v. K\ffin (a), where the Court held that the defendant in

trespass might give evidence of title under the general issue.

Shepherd Serjt. and Marryat now shewed cause against

that rule. Title cannot.be given in evidence under the gene

ral issue for the purpose of justifying a trespass committed,

but only where it is evidence of possession. For example ;

there may be property of which no person fc> in the actual

and constant occupation, as a waste ; and there, upon a

question whether such a waste be or be not parcel of a cer

tain manor, title ma.y be given in evidence to shew that the

plaintiff was not in tne implied possession of the land. And

upon that ground the cafe of Dodd v. Kffin proceeded ; where,

the possession being doubtful, the Court said that the defend

ant might under the general issue give evidence of title and

right to pojj'cjston. But it is presumed that the doctrine there

laid down must be confined to such a case as that; for the

Court did not mean theie to decide generally, that title may

in all cafes be given in evidence under the general issue. The

general rule however is that every matter of justification must

be pleaded ; otherwise the plaintiff would be taken by sur

prize. If indeed the necessary consequence of the defendant's

being entitled to the freehold were that he could not commit

trespass, there would be some reason for receiving the evi

dence in this cafe : but title to the freehold may or may not

be matter of justification in trespass, for the freehold may be

in cne man and the right of possession in another ; as where

tenant for years brings trespass against the owner of the free

hold or a stranger. If title might be given in evidence in all

cafes on the general issue, the plaintiff must always be prepar

ed to prove his title as well as his possession ; and thus the

objedt of special pleading, which is to reduce the matters in

dispute to a single issue in order to avoid expence, would be

defeated. Whereas if the title only were meant to be disput

ed, the parties on the traverse to the plea of liberum tenemen-

tum would go to trial prepared with proof only on that point.

Or if the question turned on the right to possession, the plain

tiff to the plea of liberum tenementum might reply such mat

ter as would put that point only in issue. They also cited

Bio. Abr. Gen. Ij/ue, pi. St. where it is said that if a man

entitled under a stranger justify by his command, this ought

to

(«) AkU. J\*l,354; :t vid. Tauntn T. Cojlar, it.
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to be pleaded and not given in evidence under the general 1799.

issue ; so it is of rent service, rent charge, and license, which 1 v—J

must be pleaded. Now the principle there laid down applies Aioint

equally to cafes where the defendant entitles himself in his own

right, as to those where he is entitled under a stranger. So

in Dove v. Smith (a), in trespass quare clausum fregit Lord

Holt said " the defendant could not give any matter of right

in evidence under the general issue, not even in mitigation of

damages."

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. It is now too late to discuss this

question, which appears to have heen settled in Lord Coke's

time. In a case in 1 Leon. 301. In trespass " the defendant

pleaded not guilty, and if he might give in evidence that at

the time of the trespass the freehold was in such an one and

he as his servant and by his command entered was the ques

tion : and it was said by Coke that the same might so be well

enough; and so it was adjudged in Trevtlian'% case; for if

he by whose command he entereth hath right, at the fame in

stant that the defendant entered the right is in the other, by

reason whereof he is not guilty as to the plaintiff; and judg

ment was given accordingly." Conformably to this doctrine

I have always understood that it has been the practice to per

mit the defendant to give liberum tenementum in evidence

under the general issue. And so we decided in a late case,

Dodd v. K%ffin\ where our opinions did not proceed on the

distinction now taken at the bar, but on the broad ground that

title might be given in evidence under the plea of not guilty.

The plaintiff cannot be prejudiced by this rule ; because,

when the defendant gives evidence of title under the general

issue, the plaintiff may reply by evidence.

Grose J. When the case of Dodd v. Kyffin was argued,

I certainly meant to fay that in all cases title might be given

in evidence under the general issue; and I have always ctjn-

siJered that to be the practice.

Lawrence J. There are several other authorities, in

addition to those alluded to, in support of the opinion that the

defendant may give liberum tenementum in evidence under the

general issue. In Gill. Evid. 258. it is said " In trespass on

not guilty the defendant may give in evidence that the right

of freehold was in J. S. and that he by bis command entered ;

for if the defendant entered by the command of 'J. S., it is the

(ame as if jf- £ entered, and consequently if J. S. hath the

2 D 2 right

(•) 6 M«t. 13J.
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1799- "S*1' *e e^ate 's vested in him by the entry, and consequently

v^V>^ the defendant is no trespasser on the plaintiff ; and by such evi-

jUoxnt dence as this he falsifies the declaration of the plaintiff, for

against he proves that he did not break his close as the declaration

Du»*ant. sets forth ; it is therefore proper for the general issue." There

is also a case in Andrews (a) (Bartholomew v. Ireland), to the

same ejFect. There in trespafe for breaking and entering tbe

plaintiff's chambers the defendant pleaded that the chambers

were the freehold of y. K.. and that the defendant as his

servant entered ; on demurrer it was objected that the plea

could not be supported, because, though y. K. had the free

hold, the plaintiff might notwithstanding have a right to the

possession as a tenant at will or for years : but "the whole

Court were clearly of opinion that it was in substance a good

plea ;" and they added " it is a constant rule that in trespass

upon not guilty pleaded, a freehold may be given in evidence."

And though this point was not immediately before the Court,

yet they alluded to the known practice, as to what was evi

dence on the plea of liberum tenementum, to shew that the

plea in question was good. With regard to the cafe cited

from Bro. Abr.; there is a cafe in Cm. Eli*. 76. that (hews

that such a plea would amount to the general issue ; there in

trespass for breaking the plaintiff's close the defendant pleaded

that y. S. was seised of the land and let it to y. D. and that

he as his servant entered, and gave no colour to the plaintiff,

for which the plaintiff demurred ; and Wray Ch. J. said "He

ought to give colour, though he justifieth as a servant." . And

the necessity of giving colour in any plea where a title is set

out as matter of defence {hews that such title might be given

in evidence on the general issue, if that had been pleaded.

10 Co. 90. Dr. Leyfield's case. The case of Dodd v. Kyffin

was the common cafe of colour, if pleaded. As to the

passage cited from 6 'Mod. 153: it by jio means appears

that it was said by Lord Holt; the whole of that case is

confused ; and the conclusion rather appears to have been

merely the opinion of the reporter. And with respect to the

practice upon this point, I have always conceived that libe

rum tenementum may be given in evidence under the gene

ral issue. I remember one cafe indeed on the Western cir-

, cuit, where the late Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas

adopted the distinction now taken by the plaintiff's counsel. But

in another cafe, Harwood v. Harward-, Summer affizes 1 788

at

V

(a) Andr. IQ&

■
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J

at Salijbury Mr. J. Bullcr permitted the defendant under the 1799.

plea of the general issue to give evidence of title : 1 do not \ \ t

however recollect that any objection was taken to the evidence. a«»i»t

Le Blanc J. I have always considered this to be a settled Do^*"^T

point. And this comes within the authority of Dodd v. Kyffin.

Rule absolute.

PYNE avainst ERLE. Monday,

. - - Nov. 25th.

THE plaintiff having recovered a judgment against trie The plain-

defendant for 400/. on a bond, charged him in execu- titft having

cution in the year 1783, and died in 1797. In this term the charged the

defendant moved to be discharged out of custody, his wife ?efendant

, , . .„ 6 , rnexecu-
navtng taken out administration to the plaintiff. tion.died,

Lawes now shewed cause against that rule. First ; he said the desend-

that the letters of administration had sworn that the plaintiff's Jufad-

effects only amounted to 5/. whereas this alone was a debt of ministration

400/. And secondly, he contended that as the plaintiff's at- to the plain-

torney had lien on the judgment for his costs, the defendant Jj^Q^urt

ought not to be discharged out of custody until he was satisfied ordered the

for his Costs. But defendants

The Court thought there was no foundation for the opposi- bt. dischaJ6-
. . ° rr ed out of

tion to the rule. custody.say-

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, If the administration had been ing that the

granted by an inferior jurisdiction, and there were bona nota- Pontiff's

bilia out of that diocese, the administration would have been hlldno Hen

void. But this administration, having been granted by the on the judg-

Prerogative court, is good. If indeed the letters of admini- for bii

stration have been obtained by fraud, they may be hereafter set

aside on that ground : but at present it is a legal administra

tion ; and that being so, there is an end of this action, the de

fendant's wife being the legal representative of the plaintiff.

On the other point, I do not think that the plaintiff's attorney

has any lien on the judgment, so as to prevent the defendant

being discharged.

Rule absolute.
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A'e«.»sth. Seamour against Bridge.

tiff'is'enti" aTumP^t» tr)e defendant paid money into court as to part

tled'to'cost* A °f tne demand, and pleaded non assumpsit to the rest. Issue

up to the was joined in Easter term last, and notice of trial was given for

defendant's ^ttmgs 'n Trinity term, which was continued to the

paying mo- sittings after Trinity term : but the plaintiff neither entered his

ney into cause, nor countermanded his notice of trial, but took the mo-

th"rt'hthc out °^ court' an(^ now movc<^ 'n ^is term to have his

plaintiff as- c°sts taxed subsequent to that, and that the balance should be

terwards paid over to the party to whom it shall be found by the Master

give notice t0 be due.

which he Nolan, in support of the rule, cited Hartley v. Bate/on (a) ;

neglects to and relied on the distinction taken by Buller J. in Kabellv.

counter- Hudson (b), that, if the plaintiff accept the money paid into

■wheicby court at any time before trial, he is entitled to his costs up to

the defend- the time of paying the money into court; otherwise, if he

ant isenti- proceefj to trial and fail. And she said) it makes no difference

mentafin8' 'n trus ca^e tnat tne defendant was entitled to judgment as in

cafe of a cafe of a nonsuit on account os the plaintiff's not having pro-

non-fuit. ceeded to trial pursuant to his notice. Savage v. Francklyn

(VJ,and Bate v. Crane (d).

Park opposed this in the first instance ; and said that the

rule was not so general as was contended for, that where the

plaintiff did not actually proceed to trial he might have his costs

taxed up to the time of the defendant's paying money into

court; for it is otherwise if a juror be withdrawn (eJ. Now

the present case fills within the reason of that ; for here the

defendant is entitled to judgment as in cafe of a nonsuit. But

By the Court. The practice seems fully settled by the cases

cited on the part of the plaintiff ; and it is now further certi

fied to us by the master that that continues to be the' practice.

Rule absolute.

Th<

(«) Ante, r vol. 629. (t) An>t, 4 vol. if. (c) Barta, 280 quarto edit

(J)£arac/, 287. (t) Ststbart v. Joi'/tn, unit, 3 vol. 657.
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'799-

The King agamfl T. Finmore. jSS

AN indictment having been preferred against the defend-If a defend.

ant at the Quarter Sessions for the county of Berks for a ait remove

nuisance in stopping up a public highway leading through an ind'ct-

Fulfcote farm, he removed the indictment here by a certiorari, b/ceniorL

giving the usual recognizance (a) required by the stat. 5 W. ri, giving the

£5" M.c 1 1. s. 3. si). The defendant was found guilty at the usual rcc°g-

last Lent Assizes for Berkjhire, and afterwards died on the 6th ™ra„".ua"

of April last, before the day in bank. The costs of the pro- 5 iv.

secution were afterwards taxed ; and they not having been paid and

by the administrator of the defendant, a rule was obtained ^^y"^

calling on the defendant's bail to shew cause why their recogni- die before

zance should not be estreated, on the usual affidavit stating the day in

that J. Kirby the prosecutor was the party grieved (c ). This baU^JL

application was founded on the authority of R. v. Davies (d). bic to pay

Wlgley now shewed cause against that rule. The defendant the co(U.

having died after verdict and before the day in bank, no judg

ment could be entered up against him ; this not being a cafe

within the stat. 1 7 Car. 1. c. 8., which is in terms confined

.to " aclions personal real or mixed." Then if no judgment

could be entered up against him, he was not convicled, within

the meaning of the stat. 5 W. {tf M.c. ll. \ for a conviclion in

that act' means a judgment; and no costs are due until con

viction. The bail cannot be called upon to pay the costs un

til some part of the condition of their recognizance is for

feited : and in this instance every part of that condition was

complied with ; the defendant appeared, pleaded, gave regular

notice of trial, and tried the indictment which was all that the

bail undertook should be done. In R. v. Lyon (e), where it

was holden that, the bail were liable to the costs, the recog-

'' nizance

(a) The terms of rhe condition of the recognizance are, that the defend

ant (hall appear in B. R. on &c. and plead to the indictment; and try the

iame at &c. and give due notice ef tiial to the prosecutor; and appear fiom

day to day in the said court, and not dcpait the said couit without leave.

(i) Which enacti that >/ tbe defendant be cunviaeJ, the Couit of B. R. (hall

give reasonable njli to the prosecutor ; if be be tbe part] grieved &c, which

ihall be taxed &c ; and that the said recognizance (hall not be discharged till

the cost* so taxed (hall be paid. 4

(s) Vide R. v. Sbjrfne/i, ante, 2 vol. 47; R. v. Kettlevirtb, ante, 5 vol. 33 ;

and R. v. fPillianson, ante, 1 vol. 32.

{d) E. 25 Gee. 3. B. R. There the case wa» precisely similar to the present j

and, after argument by

E'ftitt for the bail and Mingey contra,

Tbt Court held that the bail were luklc for the epsls.

(*) 3 Burr. 1461.
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1799. nizance was forfeited for not proceeding to triai according to

V^-v notice. But in R. v. EarJ (a), where there was a rule for the

The Kino prosecutor of an information to pay costs for not going on to

Finmo11 tr'^' as tne defendant died before they were paid, it was holden

that the executor could not have them, and that he would not

have been liable if the testator had been ruled to pay them.

But The Court (stopping Manley in support of the rule) said

" this came expressly within the words of the flat. 5 IV. if As. c.

Xl.s, 3., which are " that the said recognizance (hall not be

discharged till the costs so taxed (hall be paid." And they

made the Rule absolute.

(a) 1 Sir. 874.

SKtJZ! Byrom against Johnson.

Reference jpOBINSON obtained a rule calling on the plaintiff to (hew

ter'to Mm- cau'c whv mou'^ not bc referred to the Master to com

pute wh»t is pute what was due for the rent; this being an action of co-

due in cove- venant, wherein the only breach was assigned was non-pay-

nantfbr ment Df rent ; and the defendant having suffered judgment to

non-pay. , , r , ° jo

went of go by default,

rent. Pell now (hewed cause against the rule ; contending that the

sum to be recovered was uncertain; depending on the one

hand upon the question whether or not the jury would give da

mages for the detention of the rent, the arrears being consider

able ; and on the other, whether or not any deduction were to

be made for repairs &c, of which the defendant might avail

himself. And he referred to the cases of Maunfelv. LtrdMmffa-

rtene (a), and Meflin v. Lord Majfartene (b). where similar mo

tions were refused, though there was nothing to ascertain in

either case but the value of foreign money, which in its na

ture is more easy to be computed than the quantum of da

mages or the amount of deductions in this cafe. But

Ptr Curiam. The action is brought for a sum certain, which

can as well be ascertained by the Master as by a jury, without

putting the parties to the expence of executing a writ

of inquiry. As to the possibility of the jury giving damages

for she detention of the debt, the fame answer might

be given to every such application where the action

is brought upon a bill of exchange: but in those

cases

(«) Jute, 5to1. 87. (tj Antt, 4 vol. 492,

»
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cases it is now become the common practice, upon application, 1 jgg,

to refer it to the Master to compute what is due. And there c^ro

seems to be no greater difficulty in computing what is due in Bv rom

this cafe, where the only breach assigned is non-payment of al'"fi

rent. The like motion was lately granted in cafe of a mort- J0HN'0>1-

gage (*)•

Rule absolute (J).

(0) Birlhen r. Street, ante, 316. (4) See Tbelusscn v. Fleubir, Dcugl.

316 ; see also iHtn 6. j. a.

Mouys against Leake Clerk, and Jones. ""'aSh.

THIS was a rule calling upon the plaintiff to shew cause ™' °f

why the defendant Leake should not be discharged out charge by a

of execution, and why a deed made for securing an annuity factor or

. , . , ' . r . - 0 . . ' vicar out of
and charging the payment thereof upon benefices with cure hj, benefice

of fouls to the plaintiff, and the warrant of attorney and the is void by

judgment entered thereon, should not be vacated, and why st'2IQ3'B/g '

the fieri facias de bonis ecclcliasticis & capias ad fatisfaciendum ;f ;„ t

should not be set aside. deed of

By indenture, dated March 30th 1792, the defendant gj0*" he

Leake in consideration of 350/. granted to the plaintiff an an- nant perJ

nuity or yearly rent-chnrge of 50/. to be issuing and payable sonally to

out of the rectory of Kencott and the vicarage of Watlington PaV ,h* said

in the county of Oxford, and out of the glebe lands tithes or arjnutty,6

&c. to the fame respectively belonging, for Leake's life, pay- and give a

able quarterly •, and for better securing the payment of the warr4nt of

annuity Leake by the same deed bargained and sold the said "onfess7 ,0

rectory and vicarage and the glebe lands &c. to J. Moore and judgment

his executors for a term of years determinable on Leake'i fcjJJ^'"

death, upon trust to permit Leake to take the rents and pro- for pay-

fits until the annuity should be in arrear for twenty- one days, mem of the

and then by and out of the rents and profits &c. to pay the Ql^Jrt

plaintiff the said annuity. Leake also covenanted with the wili not or-

plaintiff to pay the annuity ; and by the fame deed the other der the

defendant, Jones, also covenanted with the plaintiff to pay d"jjefejbc

the annuity on Leak/s default. At the fame time both the Up to be

defendants executed a warrant of attorney, authorising Moore cancelled,

to enter up judgment against them at the suit of the plaintiff, JjdJJJf £c

in an action of debt for 70c/. for so much money borrowed ; tne grantor

*< which was given as a collateral security for the payment of and grantee

the of an an"

nuity that

the former

shall pay the expences of the writings, and he immediately after receiving the conside

ration-money pay the fair charges of the writings out of that money, no notice need

be taken of it in the memorial, but it may be tbere stated that the whole considera

tion-money was paid to the grantor.
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*799- f'ie annuity." 1° the memorial of the annuity the

i^sr^^f warrant of attorney and the deed were correctly stated, ex-

Moots cept that no notice was therein taken of the covenant in the

H""" deed by the defendant Leake to pay the annuity.

se In the affidavits in support of the rule, it was stated that

though the sum of 350/. was paid by the plaintiff, a demand

was at the fame time made upon Leake by one Neale, who ap

peared to be a clfixk or agent of Moore the plaintiff's attorney,

for 40/. for law charges and procuration fees, which he

{Leake) then paid out of the 350/. That an execution had

( been since tatvn out for 1400/. on the judgment signed by

virtue of the warrant of attorney.

It was admitted that there had been a mistake in taking out

s execution for 1400/. instead of 700/. And in the affidavit

in answer to this application, it appeared that it was originally

agreed that Leake should pay the expence of the writings, in

consequence of which he had paid 19/. 19J. to one Thomas

on Moore's account after receiving the whole consideration-

money from the plaintiff;, and the deductions or payment of

any other sum was expressly denied.

The rule was obtained on. two grounds; 1st, That the

grant of the annuity out of benefics with cure of fouls was

void as well by the common aud canon law as by the statute

13 EJiz. c. 20. (a); and that all the instruments made to se

cure it were void ; adly, That if it were not void on that ac

count, it was void by the annuity act (b), because the con

sideration was not \ruly stated in the memorial.

Mirrgay now (hewed cause against this rule. Even admit

ting that the grant of the annuity out of the. profits of the

livings is void by the statute of Elizabeths still the covenant of

the defendants, which is a personal covenant, to pay the an

nuity, is pood. And at all events, the warrant of attorney is

not affected by the invalidity of the deed, the consideration

of which, as appears by the warrant of attorney, was 700/.

horrowed. Secondly; the other ground of the application

fails

(a) Which enacts that no rease of any benefice with cure (hail endure aof

lon^ci than while the leflbi' shall he resident and serving the cure of such be

nefice, without absence above tighty days in any one year Sec ; and " that all

cliarp.inos of Inch benefices with cure hcrcaftei with any pension or with any

profit out of tlie same to be yielded or taken hereafter to be made, other than

rents to be reserved upon leases heieafler to be made according to the mean

ing of this act, (hall be utvrly void." ,

\4) 17 Geo. 3. e. 26.
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fails io fact ; it appearing by the affidavits filed in answer to

the rule that no part of the consideration-money was de

ducted at the time of payment ; and that the sum that was

actually paid by the defendant, Leah, igl. 19 s- was paid

as the fair charge for the writings, it having been previously

agreed that that expence should be borne by him. In this

respect the present case is distinguishable from that of the D.

of Bolton v. Williams (a); for there the whole consideration-

money was never paid to the grantor.

Gibbs and Pkuden in support of the rule. First ; the grant

of the rent-charge out of the livings is void by the common,

the canon, and the statute, law. It is void by the common

law; this comes within the principle of those cases (b)\n

which it has been holden that the assignment of the half pay

of an officer of the army is void ; the profits of livings being

given for the dignity of the church, and for the decent sup

port of the incumbents. In Linw. 149. it appears that sales

and mortgages of benefices were prohibited by the canon

law. And in- Faugh. 327. it is slid that " a lawful canon is

the law of the kingdom." But however the grant of this

rent-charge may be affected either by the common or canon

law, it is clearly void by the stat. 13 Eiiz., which was scarcely

denied even by the plaintiff's counsel. That statute extends

to sales, mortgages,' and charges of every kind upon livings ;

therefore the profits of benefices cannot be charged or taken

for the payment of debts. Then if the grant of the rent-

charge be •* utterly void," according to the words of the

statute, the warrant of attorney which was given, not for any

other consideration, but as it is expressly stated in the memo

rial, '« as a collateral security for payment of the said an

nuity," is also void ; and the Covert will permit the defend

ants to take* advantage of this objection on a summary appli

cation, because this is the only opportunity they have to

avoid the effect of the warrant of att^u-ney. Then it is said

that the defendants' covenants in the d\ed may be enforced,

because they are personal covenants : but, in the first place,

the fame observation, that applied to the warrant of attorney,

is also applicable to these ; they are covenants to pay thefame

annuity or rent-charge : and if the grant of the rent-charge

be

(#) 1 fea.juit. 138 ; and 4 Bre. Cb. Ca. 31c

" (*) FUrty V. Odium, anli, 3 vol. 681 ; LiJJerJale V. The Dkh if Mntrofe,

ante, 4*«L. 24S ; and Siene T. LiddcrJaU, Anjlr*tb. 533.
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ijgt. De itself void, the covenants to pay it must also be void. And

^-v-*^f in the next place, another objection applies to Leaie's cove-

Mours nant; no notice is taken of it in the memorial. It may be

Lia'ke argued thus ; that covenant either does, or it does not, vary

the security of the annuity : if it do not, then it is void within

the statute of Elizabeth as well as the grant itself ; if the ef

fect of it be to make that a good and personal security, which

before was a void security, in that case also it is void within

the annuity act, because it is not registered. Secondly, It

seems now admitted that the sum os igl. 19 s. was deducted

out of the consideration-money, or (which is equivalent) that

it was returned the moment it was paid ; and therefore the

instruments given for securing the annuity are void under the

fourth section of stat. 17 Geo. 3. c. 26. Or if it be considered

that, as by the terms of the treaty, the grantor was to pay

for the deeds, then this sum formed no part of the confide-

ration-money, and then the deeds are void by the first section

of that act, because the consideration of granting the an

nuity is not truly stated. And the following cafes were re

ferred to on this point ; Fenner v. Evans, ante, 1 vol. 267 ;

Broomheai v. Eyre, ante, 5 vol. 597 } The D. of Bolton v.

Williams, 2 Vez. jun. 138, and 4. Bro. Ch. Cas. 310; and

Kirkman v. Price, I H. Bl Rep. 309.

Lord Ken yon Ch. J. Many cafes have been -cited, and

the common, the canon, and the statute, law has been re-

, . sorted to by the counsel for the defendants. But I think

that none of the cafes cited are applicable to the present.

The ground of decision in those cases, in which it was holden

that the half-pay of officers in the army could not be as

signed was that the officers have no fixed durable interest in

it, as the clergy have in their benefices, but that it depends

on the bounty of the Crown that allows them certain benefits

to enable them to attend whenever their services may be re

quired. The canon law has been referred to, as if all the

canons were part of the law of the land. But those canons

only that have already been incorporated into our law are con

sidered as part of the law of England. Some of the canons

indeed mentioned in Linvjood have been se incorporated : but

whether or not the- canon, that has been cited from that book,

has been received into our law may be known by referring to

our statutes. If the canon relied on were part of our law, all

the disabling and restraining statutes were nugatory. That be

fore the passing of thole statutes there existed a power in ec

clesiastical bodies to alienate the posseffions of the church, and

that there still exists a power in them modified in the manner

prescribed
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prescribed by those statutes, cannot be doubted ; the prohibi- i 799.

tion on alienations by the clergy is therefore to be learnt from <^-v^.

those statutes. Iam not prepared to fay that the statute 13 Mouv»

Eliz. c. ao. may not extend to this cafe : but I deny that the

consequence contended for follow?, that therefore the present

rule must be absolute. Even admitting that every thing that

was done by the defendant ( Leah) to charge or to affect the

the livings directly is absolutely void, still the defendants' ar

gument cn this point is not true in its extent: it was said that

in no cafe can the profits of a benefice be applicable to the

payment of debts ; but if that were so, what is to become of

alt the process de bonis ecclesiasticis ? Now in this cafe one

of the defendants executed a deed, by which he granted an

annuity or rent-charge out of certain benefices : this is not

maluminse; there is nothing wrong in such a transaction,

except as far as it is prohibited by the statute ; if indeed there

* had been any moral turpitude mixed in it, I would have fol

lowed it in all its consequences. But a deed that was intend-

• ed to operate one way, may operate another way, ut res magis

valeat quam pereat, if honesty requires it. Then why may

not this deed, which was intended to operate as a rent-charge

upon the living, have effect as a personal security against the

grantor, containing, as it does, a covenant to pay the an

nuity ? A deed of feoffment may, if there be no livery, *

operate as a covenant to stand seised to uses ; and so in many

other instances. I will not however give any judicial opinion

whether or not this deed be void by the statute of Elizabeth,

which certainly contains some very strong expressions ; the

reason of making that act was, because in former times the

patron sometimes presented a needy incumbent, who, being

content to take the living on any terms, agreed to grant leases

in favour of the patron himself. And I should object to any

thing being done obliquely that such a statute prohibited being

done directly.

But in this case I cannot fay that the letter of attorney is

void. And that brings me to the remaining question, which

arises on the annuity act, whether or not the consideration

were truly set forth in the memorial ? The objection to this

part of the cafe would be fortified by the various cases alluded

to, if they applied: but I think that they are distinguishable

from the present case for the reason given by the plaintiff's

counsel, that here no part of the consideration- money was

withheld from the grantor. If any part of the consideration

be kept back, under whatever colour, or if there be any impro

per concealment with a view of eluding the vigilance of those
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1799. who are to examine the transaction, the whole is void. But

-v-—1 here all the consideration -money was paid to the grantor, who,

Mooy being indebted to the person who drew the writings for the

Leak, expence of those writings under a previous agreement, imme

diately paid the amount of the bill : it was a payment to his

attorney under the previous contract. There is nothing moie

unreasonable in this than in his paying any other debt after

receiving the consideration-money for the annuity. It is ob

jected also that the corenant in the deed to pay the annuity is

rot t.iken notice of in the memorial : but there is no occasion

to insert in the memorial all the covenants in a deed unless

they modify the grant itself, as a covenant for redemption of

the annuity : this is not required under the register acts for

Middlesex and Yorkflnre. On the whole, I cannot fay that

there has been any improper concea'meant in the transaction.

Therefore I am glad to find that the judgment I am bound to

give coincides with my withes on this occasion, and that the 1

law and justice of the case meet in the same point.

Per Curiam, Rule (a) absolute.

(a) There was another role in this cafe, calling on the plaintiff to (hew

cause why the execution should not be set aside for irregularity, the execution

being for 1400/. and the judgment only for 700I. But this being merely a

mistake, and it appearing by the affidavits that the plaintiff had not levied more

than 700/., the Court permitted the plaintiff to amend the execution on pay

ment of costs.

r&urfjay, Douglas and Others as-ain/i Irlam.

Writ hied *^7"ATES on a former day obtained a rule, calling on the

out by X plaintiffs to shew cause why the defendant should not be

plaintiffs <ndilcharged out of custody on filing common bail, on the

exrctitsri, ground of a variance between the writ of latitat and the declara-
and dtclaia- °. T . . L . , r . . ■ ,

tion by tlon '• tne writ having been sued out by the plaintiffs, as exe-

them iiilitir tutors of one Douglas, and they having afterwards declared

"s"ffi^*''t ^or S0°^s an(^ delivered by them in their own right. And

variance"^ he referred to the cafe of Turing v. Jones (a) where the Court

discharging recognized the practice of granting such applications in cases

the defend- vv]lcre a plaintiff surd out the writ in his own name and

rustodTon afterwards declared as executor ; which, though the converse

filing com- of this case in fact, oughTin principle to govern it.

mon bail. Topping, who was now to hajee (hewn cause, admitted that

he could not distinguish the case from the rule there laid down.

And

Thl Court, being of that opinion, made the

Rule absolute.

(<r) Ante, J vol. 40a).
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Kidge against Hardcastle. m». 28th.

KNOLUS on a former day in this term moved to quash An attorney

the writ of privilege, which the defendant, an attor- Jj1*11 Jj°c

ney of this Court, had sued out, directed to the mayor Sec rr viitge

of London, commanding them to supersede all further prose- against

cution in a foreign attachment in the Mayor's court at the suit fcr-'gn

i - -,t- . - r i r T- attachments
the plaintiff, who was an attorney or the Court or fix- ;n

chequer. This was moved on the authority of TitrbUss cafe

(a) ; where it was resolved that an attorney should not have

his privilege against foreign attachments in London.

Park now (hewed cause ; saying that if the motion were

granted it would in effect do away an attorney's privilege ;

because the object of it was to compel the defendant to put

in special bail ; and that there were contradictory authorities

on this subject (b), which should incline the Court to decide

the case upon principle. And though privilege cannot be set

up against privilege, yet that is only in cafes where the plain

tiff sues in his own court: but here the plaintiff has no privi

lege in the city of London.

Per Curium. The cafe of Sounders is directly in point

against the allowance of the defendant's privilege. And the

reason is given for it by Lord C. 13. Gilbert in his history of

The Common Pleas (r) ; who, af ter taking notice of the

attorney's privilege, fays, " But this is to be understood

when the plaintiff can have the fame remedy against the offi

cer in his own court as in that where he sues him ; for if

money be attached in an attorney's hands by foreign attach

ment in the sheriff's court in London, he shall not have his

privilege, because in this cafe the plaintiff would be remedi

less ; for the foreign attachment is by the particular custom

of London, and does not lie at common law ; so that if the

attorney should have his privilege, the plaintiff should be

without his redress."

Rule absolute.

(•) ■ Sm*»i. 67. si) Vid. jWfr'lust-, 2 Ltui. I 56. Dy. c. (c) 109.
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i^lth. Cresswell Lovell and Another.

A co-alfig- /V RULE was obtained, calling on the plaintiff to {hew

nee of a jf-^ cause why the defendants should not be discharged out

out^MjiUs °^ cu^oc'y 00 filing a common appearance, on the ground of

of exchange the insufficiency of the affidavit to hold to bail, which was as

in his own follows : " W. Redaway of &c maketh oath that T. and D.

P°aslC soc" in LBveH °* &c- were at tne t'me of trie assignment hereinafter

the^name ef mentioned, as this deponent veriiy believes, justly and truly

the original indebted unto one W. Creffwell in the sum of 4820/. Os. 1 id.

holdthe de* aS 'nt*or'ee °' f°ur several bills of exchange accepted by the

fendant to ^'d defendants, as drawer of one other bill of exchange ac-

bail on hie cepted by the defendants, and as indorsee of a certain other

"it swearln °^ excnai1ge drawn by the defendants on and accepted by

positively at one J9hn Colin, the payment of which was refused by the ac-

to all the ceptor. And the said IV. Redaway further faith that the de-

sactsrequir- fendants Being so indebted to the said W. Creffwell, he the

withinti"' said W- & did on the 2d of Feb. 1799 duly assign his interest

own know- in and title to the said debt so due on the said bills to this de-

'ed8h' ^est P°nent » and wn'cn fo'd bills of exchange are now in the cuf-

of hisknow- t0^Y °f this deponent as the attorney of the said W. Creffwell.

ledge and And this deponent further faith that subsequent to such assign-

belief as to ment from tne faid ffrm q to him this deponent he the deponent

within'the" natn ^Y ^ and assig"ed two third parts or shares of his in-

knowledge terest in the said debt to J. Jenkins of &c. and 7*. M. Hughes

of his prin- 0f &c. And this deponent further faith that he hath not re-

assisnees.00" ce'ved any Part °f the said sum of 4820/. 0/. 1 id. due on the

said bills, nor have the said W. CreJJwell, J. Jenkins, or T.

• Al. Hughes, to the knowledge or belief of this deponent ; and

that the said defendants are now justly and truly indebted unto

this deponent and the said J. Jenkins and T. M. Hughes as

assignee as aforesaid in the sum of 4820/. os. ltd. for the debts

due on the said bills of exchange &c." Concluding with ne

gativing any tender to the deponent in bank notes, or the

other parties interested 10 the best of his knowledge and

belief.

Bejl shewed cause against the rule; contending that an assignee

could not and was not required to swear with more certainty than

to the best of his knowledge and belief in respect to those facts

which did not fall within his personal observation. Leveland v.

Beset,
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BaJJit, Tr. 1 6 Gro.~Z. (a), Stvayne assignee of a bankrupt, and 1799

two others, v. Qratnmore [b) ; in which last it was holden l~^Tx^J

sufficient for one of the plaintiffs, who was only an assignee, W[ J L

to make the affidavit to hold to bail, though the others could against

have sworn positively. In this cafe Redaway, who is the real Lotili

plaintiff, has sworn positively to the material facts ; namely,

the assignment of the debt from Crejjwill to him, his own

possession of the bills, and to his not having received any part

of the money due thereon.

Mingay and Lawes in support of the rule. Admitting Red-

auiay to stand in the situation of an assignee, still the affidavit

is not positive to any debt being due to any person, even to

the best of Redaway's belief; but it is argumentative and in

conclusive. He swears to the bills being in his hands as the

attorney of CreJJivell; therefore CreJJwell himself ought to have

maJe a positive affidavit ; or at least JenAins and Hugh/s

ought to have joined in the affidavit. For non constat but

that one of them may have received the money, or that a

tender in bank-notes may have been made to one of them,

which would be sufficient. But, secondly, if the affidavit-

were sufficient as to Rtdaunts% interest, he ought not to have

holden the defendants to bail for more than the sum he swears .

to be due to himself ; for at least as to the residue there ought

to have been the affidavits of his co-assignees, swearing po

sitively to the same facts to which he has sworn ; namely, as

to their not having received payment of the debt, and nega

tiving any tender of it in bank-notes.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. It is enough that the person who

is beneficially interested in these notes, and in whose posses

sion they now are, swears positively as to those facts within

his own knowledge, and to the best of his belief as to the rest.

He has no compulsory power over the others to make them

join in the affidavit ; and if we refused to allow this, the real

plaintiff would be without remedy in this cafe. Nor is there

any hardship on the defendants, for they cannot be holden to

bail a second time on these bills. The cafes cited apply par

ticularly to a cafe so circumstanced as the present And

though affidavits to hold to bail must in general be positive,

yet the Courts from the necessity of the thing have relaxed

Vol. VIII. 2 E the

(o) Cited in i Wilfai*- I*) Antt,q vol. 176
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1799. the rule in the instances of assignees of bankrupts and executors,

y^r\j who are only required to swear to the best of their belief.

Cms:- The Court however did not fay that those exceptions were

well the ne pius ultra ; but being founded upon principle, other

LovEiL caks standing in pari ratione, and requiring the fame relaxa

tion of the general rule, must be governed by the fame prin

ciple. And that applies to the present instance.

Per Curiamy Rule discharged.

END OF MICHAELMAS TERM



CASES

ARGUED and DETERMINED

IN THE

COURT OF KING's BENCH,

I N

Hilary Term,

In the Fortieth Year of the Reign of George IH.

IN the .lad long Vacation (a) several changes took place

on the bench and at the bar.

On the death of Eyre Lord Ch. J. of the Court of Com

mon Pleas, Sit John Scott, his Majesty's Attorney General,

was appointed to succeed him, and was Created a Peer of

Great Britain by the title of Baron Eldon of Eldon in the

county of Durham. His Lordship was also sworn- a member

of his Majesty's- most honourable Privy Council. The motto

on the rings on being called to the degree of Serjeant at Law,

was ** Regt incolumi mens omnibus una."

Mr. Chambre, of the honourable Society of Gray's Inn,

was appointed one of the Barons of the Court of Exchequer

on the resignation of Mr. Baron Perryn. On being called to

the degree of Serjeant at Law (b) preparatory to his going on

the bench, he gave rings with this motto, " Majarum insti

tutes tueri."

2 E 2 Sir

(a) Owing to a mistake these promotions were not mentioned in the Re>

ports of lull Mieiutmaj Term.

(4) As Mr. Baron Pirryn resigned in the Vacation, just before the Summer

circuit, an act of parliament, 39 Get. 3. e. 67., was passed, authorizing hi*

Majesty to cause a writ to be issued out of Chancery any time before MubaA-

mat Term, returnable immediately, in the said court, for the purpose of cal

ling to the dignity of a Serjeant at Law such person, being a Barrister, as his

Majesty should think fit; and to grant to such person the office of one of tht

Barons of the Court of his Majesty's Exchequer, OSc.

Lord Ch. J. Ejre dying soon afterwards, a general act, 39 Git. 3. e. 113.

was passed, authorising his Majesty al any time when a weancy on the bench

happens during the Vacation to call any Barrister to the degree of Serjeant in

the fame manner, and to appoint such person 10 the bench; under which act

Lord EI4n «as called and appointed.
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1800. Sir John Mitsard, his Majesty's Solicitor General, was ap-

* pointed Attorney General in the room of Lord Etdoti.

Mr. Grant, the Chief Justice of Chester, was appointed

Solicitor General, and was knighted.

Mr. Mansfield succeeded Mr. Grant as Chief Justice of

Chester.

Mr. Park was appointed one of his Majesty's counsel learn

ed in the law.

—In this Terftl William Draper Best Esq. of the Middle

Temple, Barrister at Law, Was called to the degree of Serjeant

at Law ; the motto on his rings was " Libertas in legibus"

Saturday, Wilkinson and Others Executors of Wilkinson

jam. 25th. against Vass, one of the Bail of Campbell.

The bail

have eight r | ^HE testator, having recovered a judgment against Camf-

wlTic'h "to A m Jama,eai^roxl%\\x. an action ofdebt on that judg-

tender the ment in this court, to which Campbell put in bail; the telta-

principil, tor recovered a judgment, and sued out a ca. sa. against Camp-

turn of that returnable on the Morrow ofthe Ascension in the last year,

writ on to which there was a return non est iuventus. On the 16th.

whichthereof May last Wilkinson (the testator) brought an action of debt

is au tjsa- a„ajnst tKis defendant on his recognizance as one of CampbelTs

tual prtcttd- i i ■ ■ ■ . ■ ^111 i em*
inS against bail : the latitat, which was returnable the 24th of May, was

them— served on the 1 7th of May. The time of Campbell's surrender-

where the k as 10 exoneriit;e n's bail expired on the 1st of June last,

plaintiff being eight days from the return of the latitat ; but he did not

iued the hail surrender himself within that time. In Trinity Term last a

on their .e declaration was filed against Vass by Wilkinson, (the testator,)

wit" a "not to which Vnss pleaded nil debet ; the plaintiff demurred to this

lender the plea, and the demurrer book was made up, and a rule was

whhtaei h, °btatned for arguing the demurrer in the fame term: but bc-

daya,"and f°re argument, on the 24th of 'June last, Wilkinson (the testa-

then the tor) died. On the 18th of November Campbell surrendered in

P|a^ntl^d discharge of his bail, and gave due notice of it to the platn-

hUe'xecu- r'^'s attorne.v- On the 19th of November last the plaintiffs

tottbrought (the executors) sued out another latitat against Vass, and »

tion1 a ' intt rat'°n ^3S ^HCC

thTbaSs it Then Vass obtained a rule (a), calling on the plaintiffs to shew

was ruled cause why the proceedings in that action should not be stayed, on

that the bail ^e

had eight

flays from thejeturn of the process in the second action, in which to render the prin

cipal. V

(a) There was another rule in the action against Btrifvrd the other bail,

under the fame circumstance.
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the ground that the defendant in the original suit had surren- 1800.

dered within the time allowed by the practice of the Court, s^v—-»

namely, before the expiration of eight days from the return Wim*

of the writ in this suit, which was the effectual proceeding J^,*^

against the bail. The rule was obtained on the authority of vaji.

Hoare v. Mingaj (<j), and Medowjcroft v. Sutton (b). In the

former of those cases the plaintiff first sued the bail in the

wrong court in C. B. and being obliged to begin another ac

tion in this court the original defendant surrendered within

the time, computing the time from the second, not the first, ,

action ; and the Court held the render to be good, " it being

before the return of the process in this suit." In the other

case in C. B. the bail, having been sued on his recognizance,

died before the quarto die post, and another suit being com

menced against his .executors, it was holden that a surrender

of the original defendant within the quarto die post in that

suit was sufficient to exonerate the bail, the Cotirt saying that

the rule established in the preceding case was " that if the

principal be surrendered within four days after the return of

that writ in which there is an effectual proceeding, it is suf*

ficient."

The counsel in shewing cause feJ against this rule, after

observing that the allowance of eight days in which to fur-

render the principal was merely an indulgence to the bail, for

that before the rule Tr. 1. Ann. B. R. (d) they were fixed if

the defendant were not rendered before the return of the ca.

fa., insisted that as the bail had once had the benefit of the

rule of Tr. 1 Ann. they were not entitled to the fame indulg

ence a second time. That in point oft reason, and on the rule

of Court, the bail were not entitled to the. indulgence prayed

for; and that this application was not warranted by either of

the two cafes relied upon. That the bail never had the be

nefit of the eight days' rule in either of those cafes after the

return of any available process. That in the first of them

Attraction was improperly commenced ; and that in the other

the action was begun against the bail before the time which

was allowed to him to render the principal; but that here, the

first action having been regularly commenced, the bail had ha/1

the! benefit of the rule of Ann,

Cur. adv. vult.

Lord

(4 9 Str-Vt- W R"I & Pai- 6l' (') This case was argued in lad

Xhibaelmai Term. (<s) By that lule it it ordered that if the bail be im-

r leaded upen the recognizance, he (hall hare liberty to surrender the defend

ant in discharge of his bail " by the space of eight entire days in full term

next after the return of tb* vrit of laiitat or other process food out against

sue* bail" *c

/
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,$j00. Lord Kenyon Ch. J. now delivered the opinion of the

Court, as follows. We have considered this cise again and

again, and have looked into the authorities cited, particularly

that in the Court of Common Pleas. In point of reason we

were a little staggered at first with the claim made by the

bail to have the indulgence under the rule of Court, Tr.

I Ann., at two different times : but we think that the words

of that rule made in favor of the bail are too strong to be got.

over, and that it is better to abide by the words of the rule

than to introduce nice distinctions in each particular case.

"We are therefore of opinion that the bail had eight days in

this second action in which to render the principal : and as

the principal surrendered himself before the expiration of that

time, the present rule must be made absolute to stay all fur

ther proceedings against the bail.

It was then luggested at the bar that the cafe of Meddotvs-

crost v. Sutttn cited from the Common Pleas was not deter

mined on the rule of this Court Tr. \ jinn., but on a rule

M 1654, B. C., and on the practice founded on that rule ;

on which

Lord Ken yon Ch. J. said, We do not decide this cafe on

the authority of that cafe, but on the words of the rule of

this court, Tr. I Ann. And this is not the only instance in

which the law grants an indulgence in consequence of the

death of one of the parties ; for where a testator commences

an action in due time and dies, his executor to save the sta

tute of limitations may renew the action within a year after

the testator's death in nature of journeys' accounts (a).

Per Curium, Rule absolute.

(a) Vid. I Lut-w. 160; Fitag. 15*. 490; » Sir. 906.

jl'I^th Brown against Compton.

The Stat. r | -?HIS was an action of debt against the defendant as

#7iia*«o- ^ier'ff °f the county of Southampton for the escape of

thotiscd the B Long a prisoner in the custody of the defendant in exe-

justicesof cution at the suit of the plaintiff" on a judgment of this Court

» Mthe* *°r 3 x5 defendant pleaded nil debel j and on the trial

first or fe- before Mr. B. Perryn at the Winchester Lent djstz.es 1798 a

cond Gene. % verdict

ral Quarter

Session or General Session to be holden after the passing of the act, or some adjournment

thereof to discharge insolvent debtors under certain ciicumstances : The justice* in A. ac

an adjourned Session, held just aftei the act pasted, the adjournment being of a Session

holden before the act pasted, ordered the keeper of the IhctuTs piifon to discharge an in

solvent.—Held 1st, That the adjourned Session had no jurisdiction ; idly. That the officer

was not justified in olicying the order of Session ; jdly, That the Iheriff was answerable

in damages to the plaintiff", at whose suit the insolvent was in custody, for the act of the

gaoler in discharging the insotveit.
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verdict was found for the plaintiff with is. damages, subject 1800.

to the opinion of this Court on the following cafe.

On the 15th of August 1797 B Long being then regularly B»owh

in the defendant's custody as sheriff in execution, in the man- Co";j[*"^B

ner stated in the declaration, having been in custody on the

said execution on the 1st of "January 1797, and not being

charged with any debts or sums of money exceeding in the

whole the sum of 1200/., gave the regular notice in the Lon

don Gazette and also in the Newspapers published in Hamp-

Jhire of his intention to take the benefit of the insolvent act

37 Geo. 3. c. m. at the next General Quarter Session or

General Session of the peace to be holden in and for the said

county &c, or any adjournment of any General or General

Quarter Session of the peace which should happen next after

twenty-one days from the publication of the first notice &c.

On the 19th of August 1797 W. F. Siua/iten Clerk one of the

justices of the peace for the county of Southampton, in conse

quence of the petition of B. Long, issued his warrant directed

** To John White keeper of his Majesty's gaol or sheriff's

ward at Winchester in and for the county of Southampton," re

quiring him to bring and convey the body of B. Long before

his Majesty's justices of the peace at the next adjournment of

the General Quarter Session of the peace to be holden at the

Fltur-de-Luce Inn Winchester in and for the county of South

ampton on Saturday the 1 6th of September 1 797 &c. in order

that he might apply for and take the benefit of the stat. 37

Geo. 3. c. 112; in pursuance of which warrant the keeper

accordingly carried Long before the adjourned Session holden

on Saturday the 16th of September 1 797, when, the keeper

having delivered in and subscribed and sworn to a lilt of the

prisoners in his actual custody on the 1st of January 1 797, a

copy of which list had been affixed by him in some conspi

cuous place in and at the most frequented and usual gate of

the prison ten days before the 16th. of September, the inser

tion of the notices having been proved, and Long having de

livered in a schedule of his real and personal estate and taken

the oath prescribed by the act, an order was made by the

Court at such adjourned Session for his discharge, and he was

in consequence discharged out of custody, no part of the said

damages having been then or since paid, or the said B. Long at

any time since retaken. The order appeared on the face of

it to have been made at the General Quarter Session of the

peace &c holden by adjournment at the Fleur-de-Luce Inn

Winchester in and for the county of Southampton on Saturday
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the i sit h of September in the 37th year he." The said ad

journed Session was not nn adjournment of any Session com

menced after the passing of the act, but of a Session origi

nally hoiden on the 10th of July adjourned by two magis

trates to the 24th, and from thence continued by subsequent

adjournments until the 16th of September The first original

Session hoiden after the passing of the act was on the 2d of

October 1797.

This cafe was twice argued, the first time in Trinity Term

1798 by W. Scott for the plaintiff and Burrough for the de

fendant, and again on this day by Gaselee for the former and

Dallas for the latter.

Arguments for the plaintiff. First; The order made at the

adjourned Session on the 1 6th of September 1 797 for discharg

ing Long out of custody was a nullity, the justices at that

Session not having any jurisdiction to make such order. Se

condly ; The sheriff is liable in this action for an escape, his

agent or servant (the gaoler's having discharged Long out of

custody without any authority. First, It appears from every

part of the stat. 37 Geo. 3. c. 112 (a), under which the or

der in question was made, that the jurisdiction given to the

justices at Session to discharge insolvent debtors was ex

pressly confined to " the first or second General Quarter

Session or General Session, to be hoiden after the passing of

that act, or some adjournment thereof," that 'is, 11 at some

adjournment of such first or second Session commencing

after the act :" but this order was made at an adjournment of

a Session hoiden before the act passed. Therefore the justices

at this adjourned Session not having any jurisdiction over the

subject, their order was a nullity ; and consequently no one,

not even the officers of the court, can justify acting under it.

In an anonymous cafe Salt. 273. it was hoiden that a dis

charge of an insolvent debtor by a Court not having jurisdic

tion was illegal and void. In the cafe of lhe Marftialsea, 10

Co. "j6.a. a difference was taken when a Court has jurisdiction

of the cause and proceeds inverso ordine or erroneously, there

no action lies against the party who sues or the officer or minis

ter of the court who executes the precept or process of the

Court ; but when the Court has not jurisdiction of the cause,

there the whole proceeding is coram non judice, and actions

will lie against them without any regard of the precept or

process." This resolution is warranted by several cases there

referred

sa) Sea. 1, t, 3, s, 10, II, 37.
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referred to; and upon the authority of them manv subsequrnt i8ee.

determinations have been given. Nicholls v. Walker, Cro.

Car. 395; Hillv. Bnteman, I Str. 7 1 1 ; Shergoldv. Holloway, Brown

8 S/r. 10 2; and Perhin v, Procter, 2 JVils. 382. And c£'j?ot

though in Smith v. Boucbier, 2 Sr>-. 994. it is said that the of

ficers would be justified (bough the judge who had no jurisdic

tion would not, the editor adds a quære to this, referring to

Cuun. 127., where Lord Hard-wide, in delivering the final

judgment of the Court expressed a contrary opinion, and to

Ptrtin v. Proctor, 3 Wils. 485., where the principle established

in the Marjhalsea caje was adopted. But even if the Court

should be of opinion that the order made at the adjourned

Session for discharging Long was a justification to the officer, -

li ill the defendant is liable, because before that order wnsmadc

the officer was guilty of an escape, in carrying the prisoner to

the adjourned Session under the warrant of a magistrate who had

no authority to issue it. Secondly; The goaler having dis

charged Long out of custody without any legal authority, the

sheriff is answerable for his act. The gaoler is but the servant

of the sheriff, and therefore the latter is answerable civiliier

for the acts of the former. It was formerly doubted indeed

not whether such an action could be brought against the sheriff,

but whether it mufl not be brought against him. TVaine-

wright v Griffiths, Hardr. 29; and P/ummerv. IVhitchcott, 2

Lev. 158. But it never was doubted but that the sheriff is

answerable in such cases. And this general rule was recognized

in a late cafe, Woodgate v. Knatchbull (a), where it was holden

that the sheriff was liable in an action for treble damages

under the flat. 29 Eliz. c. 4. for the act of his officer, in

taking greater fees than are allowed by that statute.

Argumentsfor the defendant. First; It is not nepessary to

shew that the proceedings at the adjourned Session, under

which the gaoler acted, were strictly regular ; for unless the

proceedings were a nullity as being coram non judice, the offi

cer who obeyed the order is justified. Now the justices at

the Session had a general jurisdiction over the subject-matter.

The whole jurisdiction is vested in the justices assembled at

Sessions ; the mention of the first and second Sessions after the

act is merely to point out at what time that jurisdiction is to

be exercised; and if the justices at this Session have not fol

lowed the directions of the act, it is merely an improper ex

ercise

(j) Anil. 2 vol. 148.
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1 800. ercise of their jurisdiction. The distinction taken in the Mar-

i_ -t- _j flialsea case, and now relied upon by the plaintiff, shews that if

Brown the Court had jurisdiction of the cause, though they acted erro-

C mTtow neoufly, the officer who executes the process is justified. Here

no objection can be made to the place where the justices exer

cised their jurisdiction, for it was in the proper county ; nor

to the persons over whom it was exercised, or the [ubjeR-matter^

because the person discharged was an insolvent debtor, and the

cause of discharge is within the words of the act of parliament ;

nor to the persons exercising the jurisdiction, beeause authority

is expressly given to the justices assembled at Session : and the

only objection is to the time when the juiisdiction wa« exer

cised ; in that respect does not render the proceedings itself a nul

lity. Besides the justices had authority to hold a General Ses

sion at the very time when this proceeding was had ; and no

blame can be imputed to the sheriff if they have erroneously

exercised their authority in a court improperly stiled, when in

another court properly stiled the same persons might at the

fame time have exercised this authority legally. It is to bj ob

served that the act specifies no time for exercising this juris

diction ; and if they had general jurisdiction, then by the au

thority of the case of the Marjhalsea the officer is justified.

Hut even if the justices had no jurisdiction to make the order

in question, the officer is justified in obeying it. The officer

acted merely ministerially ; and it would be attended with mis

chievous consequences, if in each particular cafe such an of

ficer were to exercise his judgment whether he would obey an

order of Sessions. In Smith v. Dr. Boucbier (aJ, where the

Court had no jurisdiction, it was said M The officer and gaoler

might have been excused if they had justified without the

plaintiff." And this very point was expressly decided in Orby

v. Hales, 1 Ld. Raym. 3., where " it was adjudged that if the

justices of the Quarter Sessions make an order by virtue of z

W. & M. c. 15. for the discharge of poor prisoners, which

order is not warranted by the statute, (as if the prisoner were

in execution for more than ico/.,) and the sheriff discharged

the prisoner accordingly, he shall not be liable to an escape."

And though a quære is added at the ond of the cafe by the

reporter, the cafe itself is recognised as law in 4 Mod. 353.

Secondly, But if the plaintiff can maintain an action agamlt

any

(a) a Stra. 994.
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any person for this escape, he should have sued the gaoler, not 1800.

the sheriff. Though it be true in general that the sherifF is —■> ■ •*

responllble for the act of the gaoler, the reason on which ihat B»»WN

rule is founded, namely, that the principal has the control over Cofnro*

the agent, does not apply to this cafe, because in this instance

the legislature have recognized the gaoler as well as the sheriff,

and made him immediately responsible for every thing done by

him under this act of parliament. The fifth section autho

rizes, a magistrate to issue his warrant to the (heriff or gailer\

Sect. 11. authorises the Sessions toorderthe sheriff or gaoler

to discharge the insolvent. J 11 this instance the order is directed

not merely to the gaoler generally, but to the gaoler by name,

** To y. White. keeper ot, his Majesty's gaol or sheriffs ward

at Winchester.'" The gaoler therefore is the person who has

permitted this escape; it was his immediate act; and he only

is liable to the plaintiff, there being no privity in this cafe be

tween the sheriff and the gaoler.

Arguments in reply.—On the first point, the defendant is

obliged to assume one thing in the argument, which cannot be

granted, namely, that the justices at Sessions had a general ju

risdiction over the subject. By their commission they hava no

such jurisdiction ; by that they can only hear and determine

offences against the peace. 2 Ha%uk. I. ii. c- S./.iy. 30. And

though a jurisdiction is given by this act to the justices who

may be assembled at a particular Session, the order in ques

tion was made before the time arrived when such a Session was

holden; and consequently the justices at this adjourned Session

had no other jurisdiction than any other individuals. The

objection is not merely that the justices, having a jurisdiction,

exercised it at an improper time, but that at this adjourned Ses

sion holden at the time when the order in question was made

they had no jurisdiction over this subject, This is like one of -

the cafes put in 10 Co. 76. b ; " So where the sheriff, who is

prescribed by the lord to hold his turn after the month, and

takes an indictment of robbery at the fame turn, and the indict

ment is by certiorari removed into the King's Bench, by the

advice of all the justices the party so indicted was discharged,

because the indictment was utterly void and coram non judice,

forasmuch as at that time the sheriff had not authority to hold

the court." Then jf the adjourned session had no jurisdiction,

the cases before cited shew that the officer is not justifiable;

and though the contrary is said to have been ruled in Orby v.

Hales, it may be observed that the note of that case was not

taken
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1800. Uken by Lord Raymond (a) himself, and that all the other au-

l thorities are' against it. The argument on the second .point

B*»wn ajso proceeds on a supposition that the act of the -gaoler was

agthji jone untjcr the statute : if the statute applied to'this cafe, the

C'omhov, sn(-wer to that argument would .be, that the direction of the

warrant " To the keeper of the jherijss ward csV' (hews that

the act was done by the deputy of the sheriff, as such: but as

that statute does not apply to, or authorise, the order that was

made for discharging the insolvent, this cannot be distiiguifhffd

from the ordinary cafe where the gaoler permits a prisoner to

escape, in whic h case it is clear according to all the authorities

that the sheriff is responsible.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Considering that this action was

brought against a person on whom a burdensome office had

been imposed without his concurrence for an act done by his

servant without his personal knowledge, and which act the ser

vant thought he was bound to do in obedience to an order of

Sessions, made by a Court (a* he imagined) having competent

jurisdiction, we thought that it was a hard action, and that an

appeal to the wisdom of the legislature by the defendant for an

indemnity would not be made in vain. We knew that in a

variety of instances such applications had been made by persons

at least as negligent and culpable as this defendant ; and made

with effect. We knew that not many'years ago when a noble

Lord (b) had voted in parliament before he had taken the oath?,

the legislature anxiously stepped forward to secure him from

the penalties of the law, by passing an act of indemnity' We

knew also that in the very same session (c) of parliament when

this (d) application was made the legislature granted an indem

nity to a great body of persons, (the tapners,j| who bad know

ingly violated the laws of their country, in buying rough hides

contrary to the flat. 2 Jac. I. c. 22. There was alto ano^

ther reason that induced us to delay giving judgment for the

plaintiff when this cafe was first argued, a cafe having been

cited from I Ld. Raym. 3. on behalf of the defendant,

which, if it were law, would warrant a judgment in favour

of the defendant. The application to parliament however

having

(a) I^ord Kenyan obstrved that this was a note of Mr. Place, whose author

ity was equal to that of Lord Raimmii; that he was reputed to be the author

of Walfsn's CUr/rynuin'i Lavi, and was ron lidered asa lawyer of great eminence.

(t) The Marqui< oi I,n*J4?wn. Vid slat 37 Gt». 3. c. 23. private act.

(f) J9 Geo. 3. c . 54. ( i) Between the first and second arguments of

this cafe a hill *as brought into the House of Loids, to indemnify the sheriff,

»nd it had the approbation of the Judges, qn a reference to them : but it did

not pass into a law.
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having been ineffectual, it is now our duty to dispose of the ^oo

case. I confess that I wish I could have decided it in favor of h—v~

the defendant, for the reasons before given : but no such wish B«o*«

will induct me to decide contrary to law ; and after the best c<^"'*-f

consideration thiit I have been able to give to this cafe I find

myself reluctantly bou:id to give judgment for the plaintiff.

Though the case has been ably argued on behalf of the de

fendant, I cannot assent to one of the propositions that his

counsel wished to establish, namely, that the justices at the

Sessions had a general jurisdiction over the question ; that cer

tainly is not true. Under the general commission us the peace

no jurisdiction of e his kind is given to them : this act of par

liament indeed has given a jurildiction to certain justices,

which might have been given to persons of any other des

cription ; the jurisdiction is given to justices of the peace,

when assembled M at their fust or second General Quarter

Session or Genera! Stflion of the peace to be holden after the

passing of the act, or at some adjournment thereof." But the

Court, at which the order for discharging the prisoner was

made, was neither the first or second General Quarter Session or

General Session holden after the act passed, or an adjournment

of such Session. If this had been at a General Session holden

after the passing of the act, the sheriff would have been in

demnified in obeying this order : but the stile of this Court is

against him ; it is " at the General Quarter Session of the

peace holden by adjournment on 16th of September 1797 ;"

and this appears to have been an adjournment of a Session

holden before the act passed. This adjourned Session there

fore had no jurisdiction over the question. Then it was

argued that what Was done by the keeper was done by him

in his own individual character, not as the servant of the

sheriff, and that the sheriff is not answerable for it : but I

cannot subscribe to that doctrine. In deciding this cafe we

must take care that we do not break through any rule of law ;

and the general rule, respondeat superior, applies to this cafe.

As this was an escape permitted by the gaoler, the sheriff is

responsible for it. With regard to the case in 1 Ld. Raym.

3»j relied upon by the defendant's counsel j though it is also

alluded in 4 Mod. 353, it is directly against the Marjhalsea

Case and the current of authorities founded upon that, and

therefore it cannot be considered as law. On the whole

then I am of opinion that the adjourned Session that libsrated

this prisoner had no authority to make the order, and that the

defendant
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1800. defendant, (the sheriff,) whose servant discharged the prison-

v^-v-^/ er, is answerable to the plaintiff in this action.

Brown Grose J. The questions in this cafe are, 1st, Whether

agituft or noc the officer, acting under the order of a Court not

having jurisdiction, l>s responsible; and 2dly, Whether or

not the justice?, assembled as they were at an adjournment of

a former Session, had any jurisdiction in this cafe. The first

is, I think, a question not now to be disputed, that point hav

ing been settled in the case in 10 Coke. The Marjhalsea Cfl/e,

which has been considered as the fundamental law on this sub

ject ever since. I take therefore to be a clear proposition that

if a Court, not having jurisdiction, order an officer to do an

act, and the officer obey the order, he is not justified. I con

fess I was surprised when trie case from ! Ld. Raym. 3. tvas

cited ; because, if it were law, it would overturn the Mar-

* Jkalfea Case and all the other authorities on the subject. It is

said to be a note taken by Mr. Place, whose notes in general

are very accurate; the cafe is said to have been determined in

the Court of Common Pleas when Treby Ch. J. presided there,

and therefore it deserved considerable attention before we de

clared it not to be law : but after attentively considering this

together with the other cafes, I think it is not of sufficient

weight to overturn them, and it certainly cannot be recon

ciled with them. Therefore I agree with the doctrine laid

down in io- Coie, that an officer is not justified who acts in

obedience to a Court that has no jurisdiction. The next

question is whether or not the persons who set. at this adjourned

Session formed a court having jurisdiction over the subject ?

on reading the words of the act of parliament I am of opinion

that they did not. The words, " first or second General

Quarter Session or General Session to be holden after the pass

ing of the act, or some adjournment thereof," mean or origi

nal Court of Session holden after the passing of the act, or an

adjournment of such a Session, and not an adjournment,

holden after the act, ot some Session preceding it. This ad

journed Session was neither an origins! Session holden after the

act passed, or an adjournment of any Session, and therefore

that Court had no jurisdiction. Then it was contended that

on the words of this act of parliament the Iheriff is not liable

in this action, -but that the action should have been brought

against the gaoler : but I think that the words " or gaoler"

were inserted in the act in order to apply to those places

where the gaoler or keeper of the prison has an authority of his

own independent of the sheriff, and not to those cases where

the
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the gaoler acts as the deputy or servant of the sheriff. But 1800.

in this cafe the gaoler has no authority of 'his own ; he acts

under the sheriff 1 this is the sheriff's goal ; and this order was Broww

virtually directed to the keeper acting under the sheriff, f°rCg*f"fK

it was directed " to J. White keeper of his majesty's gaol

or sheriff's ward at Winchester." On these grounds therefore

lam of opinion that this officer, having acted under a court

not having competent jurisdiction, is not justified, and that

this action mav he maintained against the defendant.

Lawrence J. Every one who hears this cafe must be

sensible of the hardship, against whom this action is brought

for having obeyed the order of a court that he thought had

jurisdiction. This is not the cafe in which the hardship is

equal to both parties ; Cor, notwithstanding the order for dis

charging the insolvent, the plaintiff might have retaken him

(a). But as the different parts of this case have been so fully

discussed on the beach, it is not necessary to add much to what

has been already said. . I will therefore only take notice of one

of the defendant's arguments which, I think, cannot be sup

ported. It was said that as the act of parliament mentions the

gaoler as well as the sheriff, and as the warrant was directed 1

to the gaoler, he is the person to whom the plaintiff must

have recourse; but argument assumes that this adjourned ses

sion bad jurisdiction ; for if not, the gaoler who is a servant

of the sheriff has permitted the prisoner to go at large without

any authority, and then the general rule applies that the sheriff

is responsible for the act of his servant or deputy.

Le Blanc J. As this is a cafe of great hardship on a

public officer, and as a cafe was cited, 1 Ld. Raym. 3., on

the first argument directly in point for the defendant, it became

the Court well to consider the cafe before they gave judgment.

But after it has been so ably discussed I cannot entertain a doubt

upon it; and I do not think that the case cited from Lord Ray

mond can be relied upon as the foundation of a decision in

favor of the defendant. It is admitted that, if the justices at

this adjourned Session had no jurisdiction, the officer is liable:

but the defendant's argument is that the jnstices had a general

jurisdiction and have only acted erroneously, that the act of par

liament has recognised the gaoler as well as the sheriff, and that

the former only is responsible in this cafe. That the justices

of the peace have not a general jurisdiction seems clear ;

because

(a) /V. Anonymous, SM. 173.
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1800. because independently of this act of parliament the Court of

U—y—-> General Session, or General Quarter Session, has no juris-

Bkown diction or authority over a person charged in execution in a

Cotton c'v'' ^u,t' ^ne on'v autnor'!y vested in them is given by the

* act of parliament ; therefore we must look to the act to fee

what that authority is, Now that authority is given to the

justices " at their first or second General Quarter Session of

General Session of the peace after the act :" but before such

a Session could be hoiJen the gaoler, who is the sheriff's ser

vant, obeyed the warrant of a magistrate in carrying the pri

soner to an adjourned Session, and he afterwards obeyed the

order of that adjourned Session made for the discharge of the

prisoner, that Session not having any authority to make such

an order. The time was not arrived when the jurisdiction was

ro be vested in the justices at their Sessions : and if no court

were hoiden in which the jurildidlion could be vested, then

the act of parliament did not attach so as to let in the distinction

which was attempted to be taken by the defendant between

the cafe of the gaoler and that of the sheriff ; for if the court

did not exist in which the jurisdiction was vested, the sheriff

is in the situation of an offices, who, having the custody of a

prisoner, suffers him' to be a( large without any authority.

* On the grounds therefore that the single magistrate in the first

instance haJ no authority to issue his warrant, and that the

Session afterwards had no authority to make the order in ques

tion-, I am of opinion that the action may be maintained, and

that it may be -maintained against this defendant.

Postea to the plaintiff.

Tv,fday, Pollard and Another again/I Bell:
7«.a8th. a

A warranty r | ">HIS was an action on a policy of insurance ongoods on board

t f inTpofc ,he J"1'"""-! " warranted a Dane," on a voyage at and

cy of info- ftom Lenden to Teneriffe, with liberty to touch at Guernsey and

iance is not Madeira. The defendant subscribed the policy as an underwriter

I* sentence k*r 20°^ at 8 premium of four guineasper cent. The policy was

of a foreign effected by the plaintiffs as agents on account and for the benefit

court of Ad- of certain persons resident in the island of Teneriffe, in whom

mn-aity jt was averre() tnat tne interest was. There were counts in the

condemn- ,

ing a ship declaration

navigating contrary to the ordinances of that belligerent state, to which the neutral

country had not afiented. "
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declaration for a total loss by capture, and for money paid* 1800. .

and for money had and received. The defendant pleaded the U iy—I

general issue, and paid the premium into court. And at the Poilarb

trial a verdict was taken for the plaintiff, subject to the opi- ^Stt

nion of this Court on the following cafe. t .

The persons for whose benefit the policy was effected were

at the time of making it and still are resident in Teneriffe, The

Juliana was a Danish jhip and the property of Danish subjects i

and previous to the voyage insured had a passport signed by

the King of Denmark for a voyage from Copenhagen to ports

in the Eajl Indies. Egglejion the captain of the ship sailed

from Copenhagen on the 23d of June 1796, having on board a

partial cargo of tar, pitch, cordage, cables, pump leather,

French brandy, sailcloth and coals, and in pursuance of the

verbal instructions of the owners of the "Juliana arrived in the

Thames on the 23d of July 1796. During his stay in the said

river he took on board a quantity of goods on account of the

owners of the (hip, and also the goods on which the policy

was written ; and, having taken out his clearances for Guern

sey and Madeira, on the 23d of August 1796 he sailed on the

voyage insured. At Guernsey he took in additional goods on

account of the ship-owners; and, proceeding from thence on

the 27th of August, was captured on the 18th of September

by a French privateer, La Dorade, and carried into Bour-

deaux. At the time of the capture and during the whole

voyage insured the Juliana had on board the passport above-

mentioned, and every other document usually carried by Danish

ships. She had also a roll d'equipage, containing the names

and places of nativity of the officers, but not ofthe crew, only

stating the latter generally to be sixty men of colour. Cap

tain Egglejion who was master of the (hip for the voyage in

sured was born in Scotland of Britijh parents under the alle

giance of the King. He was not naturalized in Denmark j

but on the 6th of October 1794, posterior to the war between

England and France, he obtained letters of burghership in

Denmark, but had no domicile there, never having resided

there. Upon the (hip's arrival at Bourdeaux, proceedings

were instituted by the captors before the tribunal of com

merce, by which Court, the (hip and cargo, with the excep

tion of one bale of goods, were condemned as prize. From

this sentence Captain Egglejion appealed to the civil tribunal

of La Gtronde, where there was a general sentence of con

demnation. [These two sentences were set forth at large in

the special case : but being unusually long and complicated,

Vol. VIII. 2 F introducing
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1800. introducing a variety of irrelevant matter and false reasoning',

Vy—r they are here omitted, as they could not fail of disgusting

a'ainftD everv Pesson °n whom the task of reading them should be

Bell, imposed. It may be sufficient to state that they recited seve

ral French ordinances, particularly one in 1778, by which it

. is declared that all ships shall be confiscated " wherever there

shall be found on board a supercargo, merchant, commissary,

or chief officer being an enemy ;" and that this Court were of

opinion that it appeared on the sentences themselves that this

ship was ultimately condemned for a violation of that ordi

nance, the captain being a Scotchman]. From this sentence

Captain Egglejion appeal;. d to the supreme tribunal of cassa

tion at Paris, which decreed as follows ; "Having heard the

parties, the tribunal considering that it hath been sully proved

by the confession of Captain Egglejion and ascertained by the

Judges of La Gironde that the said Captain Egglejion was born

' in Scotland and an enemy ; that his deniz^tion in a neutral

country was not justified according to law ; that hi> quality of

enemy sufficed to legitimate the prize; that the fact of Captain

Egglejion being a Scot and enemy existed independently of the

papers on board; that in consequence all remedies of nullity

drawn either from the withdrawing of some of the papers on

board, or from the non-application of the seal to the bag

wherein they were inclosed, cannot give any ground to cassa

tion ; rejects the request of Charlts EggUJlon, and condemns

him to the fine of 150 francs.

This cafe was twice argued, the first time in Michaelmas

Term last by Park for the plaintiff and Carr for the defendant,

and now by Gibbs for the former and Rous lor the latter ; and

judgment was now given for the plaintiff.

Lord Kknyon Ch. J. This is an action on a policy of

insurance on goods on board a ship, warranted to be a Danijh

ship: a loss having happened, the defendant resists the plain

tiff's claim, because (he says) that the ship in question was

not, what she was warranted to be, Danijh; and 1 agree with

the defendant that the meaning of the warranty was not merely

that the (hip was Danijh built but that she should be circum

stanced during the voyage as a Danijh ship ought to be. This

does not appear to me to be a cafe of difficulty, though it is

of great importance to the public. This is one of the num

berless questions that have arisen in consequence of the extra

ordinary sentences of condemnation pasted by the Courts of

Admiralty
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Admiralty in France during this war. I do not think that they 1800

were characterized too strongly at the bar, when it was stat- i_—v-^

ed that they al! proceeded on a system of plunder : but still Polla*

until the legislature interferes on this subject, we fitting in a

court of law are bound to give credit to the sentences of a

court of competent-jurisdiction. If therefore in this instance

the French courts have condemned this ship on the ground

that it was nat Dani/h property, we. should have been con

cluded by that sentence in this action, and must (however re

luctantly, it being stated as a fact in the beginning of the cafe

that it was a Dani/h ship,) have given judgment for the de

fendant. This is proved by the different cafes cited in the ar

gument, with the decilions in which I concur, and it is sup

ported by reason. To a question asked in the course of the

argument, what are the rules on which the courts of Admi

ralty profess to proceed, 1 answer, the law of nations, and such

treaties as particular states have agreed shall be engrafted on

that law. It was (aid however by the defendant's counsel that

an arrut has the same force as a treaty : but, without stopping

to enlarge on the difference between them, it is sufficient to

say that the one is a contract made by the contracting parties,

and that the other is an ex parte ordinance made by one nation

only to which no other state is a party j and I concur with

Lord .Mansfield in opinion, that it is not competent to one

nation to add to the law of nations by its own arbitrary ordi

nance withou; the concurrence of other nations. That is the

ground on which this cafe must be decided. Now let us fee

what was th; foundation of the condemnation in the French

courts? It is stated in one of the sentences, that by their own

ordinances all (hips are to be confiscated " whensoever on

board these shipsshall be found a super-cargo, merchant, com

missary, or chief officer, being an enemy." But I say that they

had no right by making such an ordinance to bind other na

tions. Then was the ship in question condemned on the

ground that file was not Dani/h property ? Certainly not.

A vast variety of circumstances, wholly irrelevant, are set

forth in the sentences: but it appears clear beyond all doubt

that the ship was at last condemned on the ground that the

captain was one of those persons whom by their own ordi

nances only they wished to proscribe. This cafe cannot be

distinguished from that of Maynev. Walter {a) ; though even

without the authority of that case 1 should have no heiitation

in deciding in favour of the plaintiff. On the whole there-

% F 2 ' fore

(a) Park Us*)-.. 414.
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1800. fore I am of opinion that though, if contrary to* justice the

Imm^mmj ship had been condemned simply because she was not a Danijb

Pollasd (hip, we should have been concluded by that sentence, yet

htLu. as tne courts abroad have endeavoured to give -other supports

to their judgment which do not warrant it, and have stated

as the foundation of the sentence of condemnation one of their

own ordinances which is not binding on other nations, this

sentence does not prove that the ship in question was not a

neutral ship ; and consequently the plaintiff is entitled to

recover.

Grose J. This is an action brought on a policy of insur

ance to recover the amount of the loss stated in the declaration.

The plaintiff proved his interest, and iheloss, and prima facie

proved that the (hip was Danijh. The defence to the action

is, first, that though it is stated that the ship was Danijh, she

was in truth the property of an enemy and therefore not neu

tral ; and secondly, that she had not the proper documents on

board to prove that she was neutral. With regard to the

first; it is not only not stated as a fact nor to be collected by

inference that she was not a neutral ship, but it is expressly

stated as a fact in the former part of the cafe that the ship

was a Danijh ship and the property of Danijh subjects. If

this had been found as a fact on a special verdict, it would

have been conclusive, and we could not have inferred the

contrary from the sentence ; but referring to the sentence it

comes to this, that it there appears that the ship was a Danijh

ship, unless the circumstance of the captain's having been

horn in Scotland is evidence to shew that it was not a Danijb

(hip : but I find nothing to warrant that either in our own

law or in the law of nations. In the cafe of Mayne v. IValtir

the court of Admiralty in France condemned the ship be

cause she had an English super-cargo on board, which was

contrary to one of the French ordinances : but this court

did not consider that the circumstance of a neutral ship

having on board an Englijh super- cargo was a breach of neu

trality. So here this ship having on board a captain a native

of Scotland is no proof that the ship in question was hot neu

tral. As to the second question ; if the ship had been condemn

ed for not having the proper documents on board, we must

have decided in favour of the defendant. But it appears by the

cafe that in point of fact she had " every document usually car

ried by Danijh ships." I admit that if the ship had been con

demned generally as a lawful prize, our law would have consi

dered that as a denial of her neutrality ; or if the ground of thet

sentence
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sentence of condemnation had been that the ship was not t

neutral, that also would have been conclusive in this action.

But by referring to the last sentence which I consider as the Po

sentence of a court of dernier resort, it evidently appears that "

she was condemned because the captain was born in Scotland

and an enemy ; for that sentence runs thus, " Considering

that it hath been fully proved by the confession of Captain

Egg/eston, and ascertained, &c. that the said Captain Eggleston

was born in Scotland and an enemy ; that his denization in a

neutral country was not justified according to law j that his

quality of enemy sufficed to legitimate the prize ; that the fact of

Captain Egglejioris being a Scot and enemy existed independ

ently of the papers on board ; and that in consequence all

remedies drawn either from the withdrawing of some of the

papers on board, or from the non-application of the leal to .

the bag wherein they were included, cannot give any ground

to cassation, &c. condemns, &c." I admit that that sentence

conclusively proves that the captain was a Scot and an enemy j

but it does not prove that the ship was not Danish, nor that -

she had not the proper documents on board for a Danish

ship ; we cannot by the law of nations fay that for the reason

here given the ship was not neutral. If it had been necessary

to consider the two first sentences and to have extracted the

grounds of decision from them, I should have found

elf under considerable difficulties. That they are not like

each other is perfectly clear ; for in the first the ship and car

go are condemned with an exception -, but the second is a

general sentence of condemnation without any exception.

But it is clear that the (hip was ultimately condemned be

cause the captain was a Scot and an enemy. And in this view

c5f* considering the cafe, I do not think that by determining

in favour of the plaintiff we (hall (hake the authority of any

former decision. My opinion then on the whole is, that as

the ground of the sentence of condemnation was an infringe

ment of an ordinance of one state, it does not appear by that

'"entencc that the ship was not, what the jury have found

"to be, a Danish ship, or that slie was condemned for

ag, by an act contrary to the law of nations, forfeited

neutrality.

Lawrence J. There are two questions in this cafe \

first, what is the ground of the sentence of condemnation j

secondly, if the warrant os neutrality is thereby falsified ; or

if it be, according to all the authorities that is conclusive

here. On the first question ; the clear ground of condem

nation
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1800. nation was that the owner and master had acted contrary to

l_ - _■ French ordinances. The second lenience, aster enumerating

Pollard various causes contrary to their own ordinances, concludes

Bilx t^"s ' " Accordingly by nuking references to the provisions

of the maritime laws aud regul.it ions from which the decrees

of the Executive Directory are merely the emanation, and to

the facts proved by the papers of the proceedings, it is fully

decided t hat the (hip Jusmtia and her orgo ought to be pro

nounced a legal capture to be seized and confiscated for the

benefit of the fitters out of the privateer the Donitk,as being

found nearly to have incurred all the cafes they have provided

against,"" that is, which those laws and regulations and de

crees have provided against. From that sentence there was

another appeal, and there the only ground of the sentence is

that the captain of the ship ft as born in Scotland and an ene

my, for they fay •« that his quality of enemy sufficed to legi

timate the prize." But why ? Because it is provided by one

of their own ordinances thai if there shall be found on board

any ship whether neutral or the ship of an ally any officer

belonging to an enemy's country the ship shall be confiscated.

That being the ground of the sentence of condemnation, the

next question is whether that has negatived the warranty of

neutrality ? The warranty of neutrality does not induce any

necessity to comply with the peculiar regulations of the belli

gerent powers. For if a ship be captured, and the question

be whether she be neutral or not, ,the general rule for judging

and deciding on that point is the law of nations, lubject to

such alterations and modifications as may have been intro

duced by treaties: but where the law of nations has not been

varied or departed from by mutual agreement, that is the ge

neral rule for deciding all questions on matter of prize. This

is clearly laid down in the state paper signed by Sir George

Lee, Dr. Paul, the King's Advocate, and Sir D, Ryder and

Mr. Murray then Attorney and Solicitor General, in answer

to the Prussian memorial, concerning neutral ships [a). When

therefore a state in amity with a belligerent power has by

treaty agreed that the sliips of their subjects shall only have

the character when furnished with certain precise documents,

whoever warrants a ship as the property of such subject,

should provide himself with those evidences which have by

the country to which it belongs been agreed to be the neces

sary proof of that character. In requiring this no difficulty

is imposed", of which the assured is not aware, and which

may

1 («) Vid. CtHtctatia Jarijica, '1 rol. 33.
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may not be in his power to prevent : but to require of him 1800.

co furnish himself with every document the belligerent pow- y_

ers may require, and to infist that the warranty is not com- Pollaub

plied with unless the (hip be navigated according to their or-

dinances and regulations, would be to deprive the assured of

his indemnity for the want of papers &c, of the necessity of

which he may fairly be presumed ignorant, and which papers

it may not be in his power to procure : for how can the offi

cers of one country be called on to grant that which the laws

of their own country do not requires ? These French decrees

are regulations made with some view to the laws of France,

but are not applicable to the subjects of any other country.

In examining the cases decided on this point, it will not be

found that there is any determination of the court to sup

port what has been insisted on by the defendant ; but on the

contrary it has been settled in many casts that a condemna

tion on the particular ordinances of a belligerent power is no

violation of a warranty of neutrality. In the case of Ber

nard! v. Motteux (a) the ship "Joanna was warranted neutral ;

the only doubt was whether the ship were condemned as

being the property of an enemy, or for violating a French

airet by throwing papers overboard ; for1 the one or the other

of those causes she was condemned ; if she were condemned

for the first, namely, that she was not neutral, the plaintiff

clearly could not have recovered ; nor could he have reco

vered, if she were condemned on the other ground, accord

ing to the argument of the defendant in this case : But it '19

clear that the court did not in that case adopt the defendant's ..

argument here, because the plaintiff did recover in that cafe, -

it not being certain that the ground of condemnation was that

the (hip was the property of an enemy. But the case chiefly

relied on by the defendant here is that of Barzillai v. Leivit

(b), which was decided on the ground of a non- compliance

with the treaty of Utrecht, and on the sentence having con

demned the lhip as English. According to a manuscript note

of that case, taken by Mr. J. Buller rather more full than

that in print, Lord Mansfield began his judgment by stating

the sentence of the court of Admiralty as being conclusive,

and that the question was on the meaning of it. He after

wards observed that the ship was insured by her Dutch name,

and that the underwriters took it for granted that she was so,

but that when this was sifted in France she appeared to have

none of the requisites to ssiew that she was neutral property,

for

(i) Park hs»r. 410.
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for that she had never been in a Dutch port, and that the

sea brief was not conformable to the treaty of Utrecht; and he

concluded by saying that the Ihip was condemned as an Eng

lish ship, and that it was not open to this court to inquire

whether that sentence were right or wrong. So here if the

ship had been condemned as an English and not a Danish

ship, we should have been concluded by it. In that case Mr.

j. Willis' and Mr J. AJhhursi concurred ; and Mr. J. Buller

said, " The first sentence seems to have been on particular ar-

rets. The second appears to go on the ground of property,

for the name is changed, and they do not go into evidence

as to the muster-roll or situation of the crew as to there being

more than two-thirds English. The other ground is more

general and makes it immaterial whether it was on the one

ground or the other; for ifshe were not so documented us to

have the protection of a neutral ship, the warranty is not com

plied with." It is true that Lord Mansfield in the course of

giving his opinion in that cafe used some expressions which

may be applied to support the defendant's argument here:

but it is clear that the ground on which he decided was a

non-complianee with what was agreed by the treaty of Utrecht

should be a necessary document to prove the fliip to be Dutch

property ; and this was the express ground of the opinions

of the other judges. That Lord Mansfield could not in that

case intend to lay that a non-compliance with the ordinances

of France, not adopted by any treaty, was a forfeiture of neu

trality, appears from the. cafe of Mayne v. Walter, where the

plaintiff recovered ; he there pointedly shewed how such or

dinances might become binding, by observing that the whtk

ease turned upon the treaties between France and Portugal, about

which both parties were silent 5 and there it was bolden that

the circumstance of having an English super-cargo on board

was no ground to defeat the Plaintiffs right to recover on a

policy on a ship warranted to be Portuguese. In a subsequent

case, Saloucri v. Johnson (4), there were two grounds of con

demnation, one that the ship would not stop to be searched,

the other, that she had not a charter party on board, as -re

quired by an ordinance of Spain; on the latter, Mr. J. Ash-

burjl said (according to his own note,) " As to the next ques

tion, her not havinjg a charter party ; this clearly is not re

quired by the law ofnations ; and it appears by the cafe that slie

was a general ship, and though she acted contrary to a particular

, ordinance

(a) Park UJ*r.e,\$. ,
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ordinance of Spain other nations are not bound to take notice of 1800.

such ordinance unlefi yi virtue ofJome treaty subsisting between v——

two states., by which they submit to be bound by such ordinance \ Puilaiib

that is not the cafe here." So that the doctrine on which the

cafe betore us is determined was distinctly recognized there.

The argument of the defendant here is that the sentence of

condemnation is conclusive on the point that the ship was not

navigated according to the contract between the parties : the

contract between the paities is that she was a neutral ship;

but the sentence hag not decided that point ; it has

only decided that she was not navigated according to

the ordinances of France, but that was no part of

the plaintiff" 's contract. In deciding this cafe in savour of

the plaintiff" we do not take upon ourselves to lay that the sen

tence of the French court of Admiralty is erroneous: all that

we determine is that the French court has not decided that

which would be a breach of the warranty of neutrality. On

the whole I think it is clear that the ship in question was con

demned for acting in contravention of French ordinances, and

that that does not falsify the warranty of neutrality.

i/E Blanc J. This cafe has been already so fully gone

into by the bench that little remains for me to fay ; 1 stiall

therefore content myself with expressing my concurrence in

the opinion given by the court, and shortly stating the grounds

on which I have formed that opinion. On examining the sen

tences in the different courts of France we cannot collect that

the ship was ultimately condemned because she was not a

Danish ship. As the grounds of condemnation are stated in

the sentences themselves, unless we can collect that the (hip

was condemned as prize because she was not a Danish ship,

those sentences are not conclusive on this question between the

litigating parties. The question in this cafe is whether or

not the ship were Danish ; in looking through these sentences

of condemnation, I do not find that she was condemned as not

being Danish, or for not having those documents that the law

of nations or particular treaties between the respective coun

tries require to evidence her to be a Danish or a neutral ship.

The sentences in France, whether right or wrong, are con

clusive on the question of prize ; and therefore if the ques

tion here had been whether or not the ship had been captured

as prize, those sentences would have been conclusive : but

that is not the question here ; the only question here

being whether or not this were a neutral ship at the time

of the capture. I admit that in order to comply with the

warranty
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1800. warranty of neutrality it was necessary not only that the ship

» - ^»J should be a neutral (hip but also that she should be properly

Pollard documented and should be navigated in such a manner as to be

Isill entitled to the benefits of neutral ships. But here the ship

was condemned for non-compliance with the ordinances of one

belligerent power, to which it does not appear that Denmark

ever consented. Then the question is whether a sentence,

appearing on the face of it to have been given on that ground,

oucht to preclude the plaintiff from (hewing that in point of

fact was a Davijh ship ? As it does not appear on the'sen-

tence that the (hip was condemned as not being a Danijh ship,

I think it is competent to the parties to go into proof of that

fact. Without repeating the authorities that have been re

ferred to in support of our opinion, I think that the conclusion

from them all is this ; that the sentence of a foreign court is

conclusive on that point that it professes to decide ; if it be a

v general sentence of condemnation, without assigning any rea

son, the courts here will consider that it proceeded on the

ground of the ship's being the property of an enemy ; but if

the sentence itself profess to be made on particular grounds,

and they are set forth in the sentence and appear not to war

rant the condemnation, then the sentence is not conclusive as

to those facts. Therefore as the sentences of condemnation in

this cafe profess to be made on an ordinance of France, to

which Denmark is no party, they do not falsify the warranty

of neutrality as between the parties to this cause, though they

may justify the courts abroad in condemning the ship as prize.

If the question here had been whether or not the ship had been

prize, the sentences abroad would have been conclusive : but the

■ question here being only whether or not the ship were neutral,

those sentences are not conclusive on that point.

Postea to the plaintiff (a).

\ (<r) A similar cafe, Hdjlrom v. Rhcdi, standing in the paper at the same time

received a similar decision without argument. Wtglty, who was to have ar

gued this cafe, mentioned that of Dt Sauza v. Eiver, GuUdball Silting, after

till. 1789, (P<irk, Injvr, 361. 4th Edit.) as direct authority for the defendant j

but Lord iCenyjt said that that case came before him at Guildhall veiy soon af

ter he came on the bench when be was not sj conversant in questions of this

kind as he was now; that he was satisfied he was mistaken in that decision;

aud consequently thut it could no longer be considered as any authority.
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x • , 1800.

The Kino against the Inhabitants of Bow.

Jut. 19th.

AN order made by two justices, for the removal of George ^ ^

Heard his wife and children from the parish of Cthittfi- an'.idjourn-

letgh to the parish of Bow, both in the county of Devon, was meut of a

confirmed by the Sessions on an appeal, subject to the opinion ""'j1 Jfffith

of this court on a ofe reserved. The pauper was fettled in ,7C/l

How by apprenticeship. At a Michaelmas court leet holden wa-ap-

by adjournment for the manor and borough of Chumleigh on J^^j

the i 6th of November 1792 the pauper was appointed to thenfljce for

office of ale-taster of the borough and duly sworn, according a >ear or

to the custom of the manor, to execute the fait} office for one "n"!: !'f

1 r ■ -i t n ti 1 , . 7 ,T 1/1 . should lie

year thence next ensuing or until he Jbould be lawfully aijcharged discharged**

from the fame. He accordingly entered upon and executed a'"' *ho

such office until the ill of November 1793, when at a similar the'offict

court holden by adjournment for the said borough a new offi- until the

cer was appointed in his stead and sworn in the same manner, adjourn-

The tythineman constables and other officers were appointed men.t

1 • n a »t f* r • • n another

at such court 111 a similar manner. No business is transacted fOMrt icct

at the original courts, but all officers are appointed at some holden 1 it

adjournment thereof. There is only one original court leet ^Anl^'

in the year for the said manor and borough, and that at some thereby

day within the month after Michaelmas according to the con- gam afet-

venience of the steward. tlcment-

Gibls and East in support of the order of Sessions, Upon

the very statement of the cafe it appears that the pauper did

not execute the office during one whole year, according to the

express words of the stat. 3 Will, e.ix.s 6. which was ne

cessary to enable him to gain a settlement at Chum/eigh ; for

he only executed it from the 16th of November in one year to

the 1st of November in the year following. Nor does it even

appear that in the event lie was appointed to the office for a

year j for the appointment was conditional, being for one

year or until he should be lawfully discharged ; and in fact

he was lawfully discharged before the end of the year. But

admitting that by relation of law an appointment to an office

at an adjourned court would refer back in general to the ori

ginal court, yet no such relation can take place here, because

the appointment was not general but from thence, which must

mean from the very day of the appointment. And at any

rate it would not be alone sufficient if the appointment re

lated back to the original court : for though relations in law

are sometimes admitted, yet there cannot be a relation in

fact;
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1800. fact; and the statute of William does not merely require a

v——» legal appointment to the office for a year but an actual exe-

The Kino cution of it for that whole period. In R. v. Fittieworth (a),

thcfnbubi wnere 3 certificated man who had been appointed tythingnian

tantsof was removed on his becoming chargeable before the end of

Bow.' the year, the court held that he gained no settlement by vir

tue of his office, because he had not executed it all the year;

and yet the removal in that case did not vacate the appoint

ment.

(.lapp and Datnpier, who were to have argued on the other

fide, admitted that the words of the statute were strongly

against them : but referred to the cafe of R. v. The Inhabit

ants of Nevujlead (£) where by an equitable construction of the

•5 W'il- c- 11. f. 7. it was holden that a hiring and service

according to the custom of the country from Whitsuntide to

Whitsuntide, though less by sixteen days than the year, would

confer a settlement on the servant.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. That is at least a cafe of doubtful

authority, and perhaps it would have been better if we had

never heard of what is called an equitable construction of the

statutes relating to settlements It would have been better in

all cafes to have adhered to the plain words of the statutes.

But this is an attempt to carry the point farther than it was

carried in R. v. PJeivflead : this is not an appointment for a

year from one move-able feast to another, but from one court

until it should please the steward to hold another. The

•words of the statute on which this question arises arc express j

and the cafe of R. v. Fittleivorth, which has been cited,

shews that they have been construed according to their plain

and obvious meaning.

Per Curiam, Order of Sessions confirmed.

[a) Burr. S. C. 2j8. (*) Burr. S. C. 669. VUt Rtx v. Vlvtrftene, axU 7

vol. 564.

Xm'^v The King against the Inhabitants of Batheaston.

If a parish fTTXWO Justices by an order removed H. Gay and his wife

ceitificate ■ an£j children from Box to Batheaston: on appeal to the

to J , and Sessions the order was confirmed, subject to the opinion of

to B. and this court on the following cafe.

dren b0'"1" Ed-ward Gay the grandfather of the pauper, being settled at

name, the Batheaston, went to live in Box under a certificate from Batheaston

residence of dated

B. anJt/h. J

family in the certisicated parish, and a (on of B. (not having been emancipated) cannot

gain a settlement in the certificated parilh by hiring and service.
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dated Otlober 21st. ,1727, certifying the said Edward Gay, 1800.

Deborah his wife, and Edward and Thomas their children, to ^—-.y-^j

be parishioners of and legally settled in Batheajlon. Edward The Kin<J

the son named in the certificate, now eighty years of age, Tj*^|

continued to live with his father in Box until his marriage, bitantsof

was married there and had issue Harry Gay the pauper. Batu-

The pauper at the age of sixteen was hired to Mrs. Sheppard *ASTO,'•

in Box as a yearly servant, and lived with her upwards of a

twelvemonth. He then worked at day-work in Bex, then in

Cor/ham parish, sleeping constantly at his father's in Box; and

afterwards when of age he lived several years with R. Davis

in Box under a yearly hiring at five guineas a year and vails';

after which service he married his present wife, by whom he

had the children mentioned in the order of removal. The

question for the consideration of the court is, whether the

pauper by such hiring and service gained a settlement in Box.

The Counsel in support of the order of Sessions, after re

ferring to Rex v. Te/ierton [a), to shew that where the son of

a certificated person is mentioned by name in the certificate

as well as the father, he is considered as a certificated person

as much as if the certificate had been granted to him only,

and consequently that this certificate prevented Edivary Gay

the ion who was named in the certificate and Harry Gay his

son from gaining a settlement in Box by hiring and service,

were stopped by the Court.

The Counsel on the other.side were endeavouring to shew

that H. Gay gained a settlement in Bex by hiring and service;

that, if his father E. Gay had not btren mentioned by name

in the certificate, the pauper would not have been restrained

from thus gaining a settlement, because it was ruled in R. v.

Darlington (b) that a parish certificate does not extend to

grand-children, and in R. v. Heath (c) that when the son of

a certificated person marries and becomes the head of a new

family he ceases to be under the protection of the certificate

granted to his father; and that the circumstance of £. Gay

(the father of the pauper) being mentioned by name was per

fectly immaterial as far as respected this question ; that he

was there named merely as one of the children of E. Gay,

senior, to identify him as one of the family of E. Gay the

elder in cafe any dispute should afterwards arise respecting the

different members of the family ; and that it never could

have been intended to name him as a principal in the certifi

cate,

(«} Jtti s *ol- 458. (*) 4*01.797. (() J vol. 583.
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1800. cate, so as to include his family also, it appearing by the cafe

v ■ that he was an infant of the age of eight years only when the

The Kino certificate was granted, and the provisions of the certificate

TheTnha- a<^ va) being applicable only to adults; that policy required

bitantsof that certificates lhould be narrowed rather than enlarged by

Batu- construction, according to what was (aid by Mr. J. Builer in

«aston. g y Darlington (b) ; whereas if the argument on the other

fide prevailed, this, instead of being a certificate of one per

son and his f.imily, would be a certificate of three distinct

heads of families, including the family of each of those three

persons; that this cafe was distinguishable from that of R.

V. Tf/hrtan, where this question neither did, nor could, arise ;

that there the question was respecting theson, whereas here it

was respecting the grandson, of the certificated person; that

the decision of that case must have been precisely the same

though the son, who was removed, had not been mentioned

by name in the certificate, and consequently that the inser

tion of his name in the certificate could not have been the

foundation of the opinion there given by the court ; that in

deed if it had been there decided either that a son of John

IVoods could not have gained a settlement by hiring and ser

vice in the certificated parish, or that John Woods himself

could not have been removed from the certificated parish

when he married and became the head of a new family, it

would have been an authority in support of the present or

der, but that neither of those questions arose or was decided,

and therefore that cafe was no authority for the present. But

The Court interposed ; saying that the distinction was taken

in R. v. Tejierton between those cases where the certificate is

granted to a person and his family generally and those where

the son is mentioned by name in the certificate ; that in the

former a grandson is not within the protection of the certifi

cate, but that in the latter where the sen is named, his family

until they are emancipated are within the protection of the

certificate, not as the grandchildren of the principal person

mentioned in the certificate but as the family and children of

the son who is also named in the certificate ; and therefore

they thought that the case of R. v. Testerton ought to govern

the present case.

Per Curiam, Order of Sessions confirmed.

Gibbs, Jekyli, and Williams, in support of the Order of

Sessions.

Durnford, and G. Richards, against it.

(«) 8 Ut 9 W. 3. e. 30. (i) 4nit, 4 vol. 8oj.
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i8co.

The King azainst The Inhabitants of Dodderhill. w«t*fs,iv,
6 J Jan. 29tt».

TWO justices having removed Ann Barnes, the widow The rent-

os' IVm. Barnet deceased, and their fix children from the lnS 1

parilh of Ip/ln, in the county qf Warwick td the parish os roakcr of

DidderbitU in the county of Worcester, the Sessions on Appeal two out of

confirmed the order, subject to the opinion of this court on the si.x P°IDtluB

, J 1 places 111

following case. another's

*' The settlement of Wm. Barnet the pauper's husband, now mill, any

deceased, was by birth at Fardebigg. In 1 791 he went tot^°cjfhe

reside in LfodderhiU'xn an house of the value of six guineas per Was at liber-

annum, wherein he continued for three years; during that ty to use

time being by trade a needle-maker he worked for one W. Webb frorntllne

in that trade at six pointing places in his mill, and afterwards I0/. a-year

Webb not having in general ule for more than four of them, rent, and

Barnet rented of Webb two of the said pointing places for more j^f^j"8 *|"
than one year at the yearly rent of 16/ , but Barnet was to do h°is °and.a

all Webb's work in preference to that of any other person, al- lora's work

though to do it it might be necessary to. use all the six pointing ,n Pre^r-

places ; and Barnet was paid by the piece for all the work he of "thers "

did for Webb. No two particular pointing places of the six for which

were let to Barnet ; but by his contract with Webb he might he was to be

have the use of any two he pleased ; but work or no work, pfecV'L'nut

Webb was entitled to his rent of 15/. a-year from Barnet for thcj'aking

bis two pointing places. The mill belonged to Webb. Theofa 'ene-

pointing places are frames of wood, which support the spindles, ^he" "

on which grinding stones turn, which are moved with great statute so

velocity by means of leathern straps communicating with the a* to Sail1 1

great wheel of the mill, which is turned by water. The point- ^ett.'tem<:nt

ing places are placed on the floor of the room, and at each of

them a man sits ; and the needles are pointed by being pressed

against the grinding stones. The pauper did not rent any

room in the mill, or any other part of it but the two pointing 1

places as above stated. W. Barnet did no other act to gain a

settlement in the parish of Dodderhill."

Parke was to have argued against the order of Sessions, and

Reader and Burton Morice in support of it : but

The Court said there was no pretence for calling this agree- '

ment to work in the mill, the taking of a tenement j and that it

was like the cafe of the King v. the Inhabitants of Hammer-

smith
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ifoo. smith {a) a few years ago, which was disposed of on its being

first mentioned as too clear for argument.

The Kino Order of Sessions quashed.

«g -Jl .

Thclnhabi- ^ rh( against Tt( J..habitants os Hammersmith, Hit. 36 Cti. 3. B. R.

tantsof Two justices removed Mary Rcgers widow of J. Rogers and three of their

Dodder- cj,jHren from the hamlel of Hammersmith in the parish of Fmlham and county

H",L" of MMlefex lo the parilh of Chipping IVy.ombe, in Buckinghamshire. The Ses-

sionfon Appeal qualhed the order, and stated the following case for the opi

nion of this comt " J R grri the husband of the pauper was the son of T.

Jttgen On the 25'h of S//>icmler 1790 7. and T. Rogers ensued into article*

ot agreement un icr leal of that date with one Richard Barton the owner of a

corn-mill in Chiffi'g IVycombe, whereby T. and J. Rogers severally covenanted

with Barton his executors &c. that they Thomas and "John their executors Sec.

should and would with their horses and carnages at their own colls and charges

frorn the said 15 h of September 1 790 to the 35th of March 179.5 deliver at the

corn-mill belonging to Barton weekly and every week three loads and an half

of wheat at the least, and at their own cost charges grind and make the

fame into flour ; and should pay to Barton during the said term lor the lame

afrerthe rate of eight (hi, lings for each load in manner and at the times there

in stated during the continuance of the agreement. Barton covenan ted that

Thnmas and John during the continuance of the at ticlct should have the use and

grazing for their horses on a ceitain meadow therein described, and also the

use and liberty of the stable and cart-house gratis for their horses and cart,

and without paying for the meadow stable ana cart-house. Thomas and Job*

R. covenanted that they would weekly and every weekduring the continuance

of the articles pay Bartcn the stipulated sum before mentioned on the respec

tive days therein set forth And Barton covenanted that he would at the ex

piration of the articles again take to all and singular the utensils belonging to

the said corn-mill at a fair appiaisement, and pay to Thomas and Jsh* siich

sum as the fame shall be appraised at. J. Rogers afterwards ground corn at

the mill for two or three years ; he never resided thereon dining the same time,

but in a cottage in the same parilh which he rented at 3/. tis.ftr annum."

Gartota was to have argued in suppoit of the order of Sessions, and

Gibbs contra; but the latter abandoned the Cafe ;

The Court being cleat ly of opinion that there was no colour for construing

th« agiceinent into the taking of a tenement.

Order of Sessions confirmed.

jli^ytt. Mellish and Another against Petherick.

A defend- rr^HE defendant, having been arrested by the plaintiffs as

^"verTa bail* A Sheriffs of London, gave together with two other persons

bond can- a bail bond to the Sheriff in that action; and on that bail bond

not be hold- the plaintiffs now held the defendant to bail. A rule having

au action obtaine(* ^ ' >

brought by Conste, calling on the plaintiffs to shew cause why the de-

the Sheritf sendant should not be discharged out of custody on filing com-

on that m0I1 hail, on the authority of Brandcr v. Robfon, Ante 6 vol.

bond. r-

33° i

Marryatt now shewed cause against th« rule; and attempted

to distinguish this cafe from that cited, because here the original

defendant
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defendant himself was arrested, whereas in that cafe it was 1800.

only determined that the bail to the Sheriff could not he holden v_^v-^.«

to bail. And he referred to P'rendergajl v. Davis., Ante 85. But Mbllish

The Court were of opinion that the reason, on which the pjjjjj^

tase of Braider v. Robson was decided, equally applied to the RiCK,

present cafe , and therefore they made the

Rule absolute.

Tapley avainst Martens. Friday<
° J Jan. Jilt.

THIS was an action of debt on a charter party between wishing

the plaintiff, the master of the brig Hero, and the de- t° send

fendant the freighter, for a voyage from London to Ancona and f°°^ *°

from thence to Venice. The plaintiff covenanted that he ployed c.to

would receive and take on board a certain cargo of pilchards carry and

and proceed to Ancona, and there deliver the cargo agreeably ^c!l""0 B

to the bill of lading ; in consideration whereof the defendant andengaged

covenanted that he would load and (hip on board the said pi 1— to pay c.

chards &c, and pay or cause to be paid to the said master or ["^'{j'.

his order freight at Ancona on a delivery of the cargo accord- orTaeliver-

ing to the bill of lading at the rate of <>| Leghorn dollars per ing them

hogshead. The breach assigned in the declaration, after aver- according

ring a delivery of the cargo at Ancona agreeably to the bill of took^u bi'tl of

lading, was non-payment of 661/. I0r. ^d. for the freight exchange

• from B.

drawn on

&c. The defendant pleaded payment according to the terms fJ°m B-

of the charter party ; and issue having been joined thereon, a j wwnich

verdict was taken for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of this bill was

court on the following cafe. "e"r P*^ :

On the 20th of November 1795 the plaintiff sailed with the^ j£a[ia_

Hero, having the cargo of pilchards on board, and proceeded bleto pay

direct to Ancona, and there delivered to one S. M. Acquabona the amount

the correspondent of the defendant at that place and the con- f^ght to

signee of the pilchards, which were to be delivered there, five c.,notwith-

hundred hogsheads of pilchards (being such part of the cargo standiogthe

as was destined to Ancona) according to the terms and condi- j^,,,^

ons of the charter party. The freight of the five hundred

hogsheads of pilchards so delivered amounted to 661/. 10/. 3*/.

The plaintiff addressed himself to Acquabona as the correspon

dent of the defendant at Ancona, and Acquabona was directed

by the defendant there (he, Acquabona, being then indebted to

the defendant in more than the amount of it) to pay the

freight. The plaintiff, whilst he was delivering the cargo to

VOL. HI. 5t G Acquabona
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1800. Acquabona., applied to him to setile for the freight, as he (the

Im-v—t plaintiff ) wished to remit some money to his owners in Eng-

Taplet. land, and said he should want about 500/. os it for that pur-

^l""fi pose. Thereupon AcquabonaTent to him by his broker a bill of
A ltNS' exchanije tor 500/. drawn by Acquabona upon the defendant,

and the plaintiff feeing that the bill was drawn upon ihe de

fendant was quite satisfied with it, and accordingly took and

remitted it to England; but if it had been drawn upon any

other person he would have made inquiry before he took the

bill. The remainder of the sum due for freight at Ancona

was afterwards paid at Venice. On the 13th of April 1796,

after the delivery of the cargo which was destined to Anconay

the plaintiff and Acquabona settled an account current, in

which the bill for 500/. was included. The bill so drawn

on the defendant by Acquabona was duly presented for accept

ance, but it was not accepted by the defendant and it re

mains unpaid. Before the bill became due Acquabona became

insolvent, and then was and now is indebted to the defendant

in more than 500/. The question for the opinion of the

court is whether the plaintiff can recover from the defendant

the 500/. for which the bill was drawn by Acquabona was given.

Park for the plaintiff. The defendant failed in proving that

which he undertook to prove, payment of the freight due on

the charter party ; the bill, by means of which he endeavour

ed to establish that proof, not having been paid. If the de

fendant himself had given this bill, which was afterwards dis

honoured, it clearly would not have been considered as pay

ment : then the circumstance of the bill having been given by

Acquabona, who was the servant or agent of the defendant,

cannot vary the question. The plaintiff could not know that

Acquabona was indebted to the defendant at that time, and that

he had no right to draw upon him. At all events, this cannot

be considered as payment so as to support the issue; if the de

fendant had intended to avail himself of the bill as taken by the

plaintiff in satisfaction of his debt, he should have pleaded it;

according to Kearjlake v. Morgan, ante 5 vol. 513.

Giles tor the defendant. The facts stated in the cafe support

the istue, which was that the defendant had paid the freight &c.

according to the charter party. By the terms of the covenant

the plaintiff was to be paid at Ancoua ; and therefore, if he had

chosen, he might have insisted on payment in money before he

delivered the cargo; and it was his own laches not to do so, for
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which he, and not the defendant, ought to suffer. But in- 1800.

stead of taking the freight in money from the consignee, as he j

should have done, ("the defendant having directed his consignee Tahet

at Ancona to p.iy the freight there, ana having furnished him M "Pi'fl

with funds for the purpose,) the plaintiff for his own accom- A*TIN*'

modation applied to that consignee for a bill to remit to his

owners in England. The plaintiff by this tranfa6(ion gave

personal credit to the consignee, which he should not have

done, if he had wished to resort to the defendant afterwards.

As the plaintiff chose to take the bill in question instead of

money for his own accommodation, it is payment as between

him and the defendant. This is most like the cafe where a

master fends his servant to market to buy goods for him, and

furnishes him with money for that purpose, when if the trades

man will part with the goods upon the credit of the servant, he

does it at his own risk.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. This is a very clear cafe. The

plaintiff in this cause, who took the defendant's goods on

'f eight, was to perform the duty that resulted from that situati

on ; and he was to receive from the defendant a certain sum

for the carriage of the goods ; he carried them and delivered

them to the defendant's correspondent at Ancona pursuant to

the bill of lading ; when at Ancona he, not knowing any thing

of Acquabona though the defendant knew Acquabona for he

lent goods to him on credit, applied to this consignee for pay

ment, who gave him a bill of exchange that turned out to be

of no value, if the fact had been, as supposed in argument

by the defendant's counsel, that the consignee had been ready

to pay in money, and the plaintiff had taken this bill for his

own accomoiodation, there would have been some weight in

the argument : but the fact was otherwise. The case states

that the plaintiff applied to Acquabona " to settle for the

freight :" but it does not from thence follow that he applied for

payment by means of a bill of exchange ; money would have

been of more value than a bill either 2X Ancona or any other port

in Italy. Or if the plaintiff had been guilty of any negligence

after he had taken the bill in not endeavouring to enforce pay

ment of it, that might have been an answer to the present de

mand. But this bill was drawn on the defendant himself,

which might have deluded the most cautious man; it was a

payment in the usual mode of payment in the commercial

world ; the plaintiff has been guilty of no neglect ; and the

question is whether this can be considered as payment of the

plaintiff's debt ? I think not. All that is required of an

agent is that he shall use common prudence i here the plaintiff

2 G 2 did
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1800. did use common prudence: the defendant, by sending the

V^Y"v-/ goods to the consignee at Ancona, accredited him there, lam

Taplet therefore clearly of opinion that this bill cannot be considered as

against payment of the plaintiff's demand, and that thedefendaat is now

Mam ens. jjaDie on tne charter-party to pay the amount of it.

The reft of the Court were of the fame opinion.

Per Curiam, Postea to the Plaintiff.

/STljf' ^ING a&aiTlft Tta Inhabitants of Winwick.

The assent ~s TPON an appeal against an order of two justices for the

»f two ma- removal of John Gurney, his wife and child, from the

a parHh Tn- parish of Winwick to the parish of Spratton, both in Ntrth-

denturc is amptonjhire, the sessions quashed the order, subject to the opi-

si'^'fi'd'b' n'on °^ t'1'S ^"ourt on tne following cafc-

one'ofthem The pauper was fettled by birth at Winwick. The coun-

first signing sel for the parish of Winwick offered in evidence an instru

ct ?Jonef*"rd ment purporting to be an indenture dated the iSth of December

ward's "p re-* '7^9' whereby the pauper was bound an apprentice by the

sent when parish officers of Winwick to one Thomas Horn of Spratton,

the other untji he should attain the age of twenty-one years : and un-

jgnsit. jef which the pauper resided forty days with his master at

Spratton. The instrument was signed by the Rev. Dr.

Freemen and the Rev. Dr. Preedy, two of the justices for the

county of Northampton ; the fame was signed by the Rev-

- Dr. Freeman at the parish of Long Buckley where he resides,

- and the Rev. Dr. Preedy was not then present ; but a few days

afterwards the Rev. Dr. Freeman went to the house of Dr.

Preedy where the fame was signed by the Rev. Dr. Preedy in

the presence of all the parties. Under these circumstances the

sessions were of opinion the indenture was void.

Garrow., Dayrell, and Beauclerk, in support of the order

of sessions, relied on the cafe of The King v. Hampflal

Ridware (a), to shew that no settlement could be gaine^

by service under a parish indenture of apprenticeship, t<

v which the two magistrates, whole assent to such binding i

required by the 43 Efi%. c. 2. /. I., had separately givei

their alient by their signatures at several times ; because, 2'

was there determined, the assent of the magistrates is a judicia

and not a ministerial act; and they are bound to exercili

their judgment and discretion jointly for the benefit tif the in

sent wh« is to be bound apprentice without the consent of th

parent;

(<r) Aatt, 3 vol. 380.
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parents. And they urged that the signatures of the magif- 1800.

trates made at different times in this cafe was not such a joint \_ -„ _j

assent.as is required by the act of parliament, according to the The Kino

construction which had been always put upon it. The"^*

Cottfie, Burton Mortice, and Perkins contra were stopped BiTANTsof

by the Court. Winwick.

Lord Kenton Ch. J. This cafe is clearly distinguishable

from that of R. v. Hampstall Ridware, because, though one

of the magistrares first put his signature to this indenture at

a time when the other was not present, both the magistrates

afterwards met on the subject and agreed to the propriety of

the measure when the other magistrate also executed the in

strument. The principle on which this cafe is determined

was recognized some years ago in a cafe of murder : a magis

trate, who kept by him a number of blank warrants ready

signed, on being applied to, filled up one of these and signed

and delivered it to the officer, who on endravouring to arrest

the party was killed; the judges were of opinion that this,

was murder in the person killing the officer, and he was ac

cordingly executed. And this was not a new principle then

for the first time established ; it had been always uniformly

acted upon.

But as the merits of this cafe had not been gone into at the

session!, this cafe was sent down to be restated.

Martin against Ranoe, fS'ifi'

*HE defendant was arrested on an affidavit of the debt in an affida-

made by the plaintiff, the assignee of Dunne a bank- '^ilmade

, in which it was sworn that the defendant was justly and bytheassig-

truly indebted In 80/, to the plaintiff, as assignee &c, for n^°rfuat

goods fold &c. by Dunne before he became a bankrupt, as ap- i, necet^ry-

peared by an account in the hand-writing of Dunne, and t0 negative

which sum the plaintiff believed to be due from the defendant » *en*«

to the estate of Dunne ; and that nt offer had been made to the Banknotes

plaintiff, as assignee, of the said sum of 80/. in notes of the uthit**k-

Bank of England (a). hTbank"
It was objected, on a rule to deliver up the bail-bond to beruu tcy. "

cancelled and to accept common bail, that it should have been saying that

alleged in the affidavit that (as far as the plaintiff believed) Jj°rsu^hten*

no offer had been made by the defendant to pay the bankrupt in m"d"" lle

Bank notes before his bankruptcy. °Js>g*« i»

yhe not fufli"

> cient.

(«) ftf. slat. 38 C-2- c.l.s.t,
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1800. T/k Court thought that this objection was well founded;

y^\^j and that the want of such an averment in the affidavit was

Martin nor aided by the general allegation that " the defendant is.

against justly and truly indebted &c." Thertfore they made the

Ranoe- ' Rule absolute.

Lawes in support of the rule.

Park against it.

Monhy, Hyde against Whiskard.

February 3d.

Bail above ' i^HE writ in this cafe was returnable on the 6th of No-

may be put J_ vernier last ; on the 4th of November bail above was

mornof Put m ^or PurP°^e °f surrendering the defendant to the

the writ ; King's Bench prison ; on the fame day the defendant was fur-

»nd conse- rendered in discharge of his bail, and he was committed to

plaintiff the cust°dv °t the marshal ; on the 1 2th of November notice

cannot as- was given to the plaintiff of ihe bail and of the defendant's

terwatds surrender; on the 25th of November the plaintiff took an

ih°Cbail-0n aflignment of the bail-bond, and on the next day he corn-

bond, menced actions against the bail and also against the defendant

on the bail-bond. Whereupon

A rule was obtained, calling on the plaintiff to shew cause

why the proceedings on the bail-bond should not be set aside

for irregularity, because the plaintiff had proceeded on the

bail-bond after bail above had been put in ; the defendant in

sisting that he might surrender at any time so that the sheriff

had his body at the return of the writ. Stamper v. Milburne ;

ante 7 vol. 122.

In answer to this application it was said that bail was not

regularly put in, for that bail could not be put in nor could

the defendant be surrendered before the return of the writ.

Newton v. Lewis. Barnes 88. Whereas here the defendant

had attempted to put in bail and to surrender himself in dis

charge of his bail two days before the return of the writ.

The Court, on the authority of the cafe in Barnes, were at

first of opinion that this was an answer to the application.

But on the next day

Lawkence J. doubting of this opinion on account of what

is said in the cases of Huggins v. Bambridge (a), Shuttle v.

Wood (b), and Kindley v. Cunningham (cj, the cafe was again

argued on a subsequent day in the term, when

\ the

{a) Barna 83. (*) Soli. 56+. (1) I Crm. Pnc. 59.
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The Court all expressed their opinion that bail above was 1800.

pr^erly put in, though before the return of the writ, and i—-v—~J

consequently that the subsequent proceedings on the bail-bond Hv?T,

were irregular. And they made the Ww«a»»

Rule absolute (d).

Mingay and Jervis in support of the rule.

Holroyd againlt it.

(</) The following account of the cases of Hug^im t. BambriJgr, tr.d Nm-

ttm v. Lttvu, was taken from the MSS. of Lord Ch. J. WilUi, is more full

than that given in Bar-,, 83 ana 88.

" Huggttu v. Bambridgc, Bujtlc Serjt. shewed cause against a rule for an

attachment agninlt the plaintiff, Job* Dcmtll, and y«.« •than Gurmy. The

char/e against them w« an oppressive proceeding against the defendant and

an abuic of the process »f the couit The fact upon the affidavits appeared

to be thus : Tlie plaintiff had taken out a capias against the defendant, teste'cl

on the last day of Trinity Term 1738, returnable the rirft return of Mi-baei-

■ni.Tcrm. and taken tut on the 19th of August. The defend, nc put in bail

before a jnd ;e on the 13d of August 1738 before any air ft of which the plain

tiff and DfW/ had notice. The pliintiff aftei wards caused the defendant to

be arrested by the two other persons by virtue of a warrant dated the 19th of

Sefttmi, r, founded on the said capias ; Dc-.ieU was mentioned in the warrant

and Gumty was bis assistant. The defendant was detained on this warrant

until the -oth of October, and then he removed himself by Hab-ai Corfu, to the

FUrt where he lay seve al weeks. The gteat doubt was whether a defendan:

could put in bail before the re urn of the writ and before he was arrested.

" My Brother Fm.fc" Aijnd was clear thai he might, and said that it had

been so determined ov> r and over again both in this court and in B. R. , and

when this motion was formerly made, my Brother Demon and the Prothono-

torics seemed to be of that opin on.

" But / wa» of another opinion, and for this plain reason ; bcccure if the

defendant can put in bail be/ >rc he is arrested and cannot be arre'led after

ward;, there will be no bail-bond taken ; and then if the bail do no' justify

a'.the beginning of the term, the icturn of the writ b in^r out, the plaintiff*

will lose the benefit of, it, and by this mean it will be in the power of any

defendant if a writ be sued out in the vacition returnable the first rcturi. of

the next teim to deprive the plaintiff of the benefit ol his wiit ; and for thu

reason my Brother Foritfcur kVm. and my Hroih^r fakir* were of the fame
opinion with me s, and the prothono'aries said that they co Id no: answerthi*

objection, and th :refore had altered their opinion. But it a; p arim th-.t the

defendant had suffered greatly, the conn enlarged the rule to give the parties

time to accommodate the matter if they could, the plaintiff having off-red the

defendant a very considerable sum to make it up."

*' John dt Cbampti v. 5. Ltv> •• A rule nisi had been made before on

the motion of Seijt. rfjmnt for a lupersedca* to discharge the defendant nut of

custody, because his hail had suirenekred him btf re the return of the writs

The cale was this ; The writ^vas teste'd on the last ifay of last Trinity Term,

returnable the first re:uni of this term. The defendant had been arnlle I and

bail-bond given ; bail was put in before M. 'J. Forttscnt Aland after Trinity

term, and the bail s urrendered the defendant before him in the long vacation,

in Jnly, and he has been in custody ever since : ihe bail were the fame per

sons who had given the bail-bond to the sheriff. The single quest:on was

whether a defendant could put in bail before the return of the writ, s> as to

revent the defendant's being arrested if put in before the arrest, or to render

is body if arrested. And Prime Serjt. for the defendant iusisted that after an

arrest a defendant may put in bail before the return of the writ, and that that

is the constant practice ; and that if he may put in bail, his bail may surrender

him. And for this purpose he cited Hargrove v, Jiog.ri, Cro. Jac. 0,7 ; but

that
• Mr. B. Parkir succeeded Mr. J. DtnUn in this Court after thi rule nisi

was obtained.
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that is nothing to the present case, which is a canse brought originally in this

1 000. court. He also cited the case of Hawliy v. LvJifw, Comb. 4, e ; where in an

V^-Y-^; action on a bail-bond the bill pleaded that the principal had rendered himself

' Hyoe 'n discharge of h's bail before the day of appearance j and it it there reported
atainst a* DJ tne Lord Ch. Justice that such surrender discharges the bail •• for

Wbiskard tne bol'y being rendered the arrest hath its effect." But Holt in his argument

as counsel said that a surrender before the day cannot discharge the bail, and

that the condition of this bond differs from the condition of a recognizance of

bail ; and to be sure he was in the right, and the Ch. Justice was mistaken.

He relied also much on the case of Huggnt v. Bamtrufct, which cam- on upon

a rule nisi against Huggim to (hew cause why an attichment should nos go

against him, £.13 G. 2., where (as he said) it was holdcn by the court that

though a man could not put in bail before an arrest without consent yet he

may stir an arrest before the return of the writ. But we were not of that

opinion : But my Brstbt* /;<*/&■ was at the time whtn the rule was moved

for, and my Rrtthcr Feriis-m Aland persevered in it to the last ; nay, they were

of opinion that b»'l might be put in before the am-st ; and my B'itbtr For-

tejeue said that it had been lodttcinrned over and over again both in B- ft and

in this court : but when he came to produce his cases, he could not produce

any but where it was Hone by consent. The case ot Hucgim v. B:i<'k<''Jg' wa«

exactly the lame ai this, only in that Buw.frUge had put in bail before the ar

rest, and Haggini arrested him afterwards, which v as the foundation of the

motion foi an attachment against H^rrim .- and / and my Brothers feritfeue

Wm. and Fa kir discharged that- iu'e because if the e'esrndant can put in bail

before he is ariested and cannot he arrested afterwards there will be nd bail-

bond tiken, and then if the bail be not justified the beginning of the te>m,

the return of the writ being out, the plaintiff wi'l lose the benefit of his pro

cess; and all the prothono'.aries agreed that (hey could not answer this objection.

• " And in the present case fVe ivtnos opixien that the defendant could not

jut in bail aj.d the bail render h.m before the return of the writ, because by

this mean the fheuff might be greatly prejudiced ; for to whom must the ren

der be ; it cannot be to the sheriff, because he has taken a bail-bond for his ap

pearance j it cannot be to the Court, because the C< nrt has nothing to do with

him until after the return of the writ. Either therefor the render must be

considered as void, as if the party be considered in the custody of the sheriff

if he his him not ready at the day in court he will be guilty of an escape, or

if he return non est invtntus he will be liable to an action sot a false return.

We cannot 'hi refore do justice but by setting aside the render and discharging

the defendant: but as this seemed to be a connivance between the plaintiff

and defendant to (addle the bail, or between the defendant and the bail to trick

the plaintiff, theie beine. the fame bail-bond, that injustice might not be done

to any one, We ordered the defendant to be brought into court another day,

and then discharged him ; and the bail, who Here likewilc ordi red to be pre

sent in court, were then permitted to surrender him again in theii discharge,

and the bail v. a» entered as put in at the return rf the writ as it ou^ht to be,

and so all appeared to he right on record. For it was admitted that bail may

be put in de bene else before the return of the writ, but it is always entered

as of the return day and se it is of no efficacy until that lime.

— " N. Mr. J. ForUjcut A. was absent when we delivered this opinion—

— " It is plain that in Comhtrbach and other bcoks, where something has

been said in relation to this matter, the Coutt AM not consider the distinction

between a bail bond and bail ; the first being only to enforce an appearance

for the security of the st.eriff, the latttran actual custody delivered to the bail

by the Ccu t "

—The following note is in thf fame MSS of a subsequent date. " DiChnm.

set v. Levin, and Ntwtom v. Levm—Lrmit was brought up by b biai eorptt

according to our former order, and Ntruttm an attorney of this court and the

plaintiff in one of the causes ap| eared. The bafom corfm and return being

read, We ordered the fher.ff to te:ntn the writs in Loth causes ; and accord

ingly he soon after returned cepi corpus in both ca -ses. Then We ordered the

fender to be discharged, and the bail appearing to be entered regularly as of

the return day, V,'e ; ei n:ittcd the bail (being-then present in court, and wh»

were the sime persons who had given ihc kail bond to the sheriff,) to surren

der Lmii in court in their own discharge ; and then we ordered the surrender

10 be entered as of this day, and reraanded Lmii back to the prison of the Flat."
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1800.

Barton Clerk and Another against Webb and

Another Executors of Wm. Jacques. />». 4th.

D

EBT on bond. The defendant craved oyer of the To dcbl °"

bond, whereby B. Rookjby and Wm. Jacques (the testa- S^11*

tor) became jointly and severally bound in the penal sum of that one 8.

100/. to the plaintiffs as joint treasurers of the charity-school R- st,ould

of the parish of Saint Andrew, Holborn, London ; and also l"sp*y for

craved oyer of the condition, which, after reciting that B. overtothe

Rookjby had been appointed collector of the voluntary subscrip- plaintiff* at

tions which should be contributed by any person or persons "f" "parity

for the use and benefit of the charity-school upon condition such volun-

that he should enter into a bond with a sufficient surety toUrv cootri.

the said treasurers, and from time to time to account for and ^'should*

pay over the fame to them, was that if Rookjby should from collect for

time to time well and truly within the times by the said trea- ,ne use °.f

surers appointed account for and pay to them or one of them ^fgjjj'

all such money as at any time should be received by or come ants plead-

to the hands power or use of him the said Rookjby or any per- ed general

son in trust for him by the produce or mean's of any voluntary JnCj'T"f|e •

contribution or subscription paid to the said Rookjby for the plaintiffs

use and benefit of the said charity-school, and also should in replied that

all respects during his the said Rookjby % continuance in the ^m^tJA.

said office of collector perform the same faithfully &c. then vtnfuwi.

the said obligation shall be void. The defendants then plead- mounting

ed performance generally according to the terms of the con- lar|e

dition. \ooi.frlm

The plaintiffs replied that after the making of the said per-

writing obligatory and during Rookjby's continuance in the jJy/irA-

said office of collector he had and received a certain sum of tor^

money, to wit, one pound and one shilling of and from one *»<<#>» for

S. Go/hell as and for a voluntary contribution or subscription |jje

paid by Gofnell to him Rookjby for the use and benefit of the charity,

said charity-school, yet that Rookjby had not well and truly which be

accounted for and paid the same to the plaintiffs or either of hild not

them, but had wholly failed and made defaulr, and the said c°Ta^J"c

sura so received by the said Rookjby was still wholly unpaid to&c: held

the plaintiffs or either of them, contrary to the form and ef- on special

sect of the said condition &c. For further breach, accord- ^"there-

ing to the form of the statute &c, the plaintiffs said that plication

after the making of the said writing obligatory aud dut ing w« suffici.

Rooijby's continuance in the said office of collector &c. to wit'jsjycer"

on the ist of December 1 795 and on divers other days and times

between
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1800. betweetfthat day and the day of exhibiting the plaintiffs' bill

t-— &c. Rook/by had and received divers largesums ofmoney amount-

Baktoh jng |n tne whole to a large sum of money, to wit, the sum of

Vf"aa. ,00^ of andfrom divers persons as and for divers voluntary

contributions or subscriptions made and paid by the said last

mentioned persons respectively unto him Rookfby for the use

and benefit of the said charity-school &c, yet that Root/by

(though requested) had not well and truly accounted for and

p^id the same or any part thereof to the plaintiffs or either of

them, but had made default &c. And for further breach &c.

the plaintiffs said that after the making of the said writing ob

ligatory &c. to wit on &c. he Rookjby gave and rendered to

the plaintiffs a certain account in writing of divers voluntary

contributions and subscriptions received by and come to the

hands of him Rookjby for the use and benefit of the said charity-

school &c, and that in and by the said account so given and

rendered by the said Rookfby to the plaintiffs there appeared to

have been received and come to the hands of him Rookfby by

the produce of divers voluntary contributions or subscriptions

made unto him Rookfby for the use and benefit of the said cha

rity-school &c. divers large sums of money, amounting in the

whole to a large sum of money, to wit 100/. ; at &c; and the

plaintiffs said that the said several sums of money so as aforesaid

amounting to a large sum, to wit, 100/., had so been received

by and had so come to the hands of the said Rookflyby the pro

duce of the last mentioned voluntary contributions or sub

scriptions made for the use and benefit of the said charity-

school, and that at the time of the giving and rendering of

the said last mentioned account in writing the said last men

tioned sum of 100/. was wholly unpaid to the plaintiff's or

either of them &c ; wherefore &c.

The defendants in their rejoinder took issue on Rookfby

having accounted for and paid any sum of money received

by him from Gofnell as a contribution &c; and demurred to

the second and third breaches assigned, stating for special cause

of demurrer to the second, that the plaintiffs had not named

described or in anywise ascertained the persons of or from

whom Rookfby was supposed to have had and received the said

sums ol money in the said breach mentioned, so as to enable

the defendants to meet the said charge, and for that the said

breach was too vague and general &c, ; and stating for spe

cial cause of demurrer ro the third breach, that it contained

only a statement of evidence and not of material facts, and did

not with sufficient certainty name describe or ascertain of or

from whom the sums of money therein supposed to have been

received
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received by Rook/by were received, and for that the said breach 1800.

was too vague and general &c. There was a joinder in de-

murrer as to the second and third breaches. Barton

IVood'm support of the demurrer. The two last breaches '1™$

are assigned too generally ; for the defendant', who are W£"'

strangers to the transaction, have no means of knowing from

so vague a charge what they are called upon to answer. The

names at least of those persons from whom Rookjby received

contributions ought to have been stated. Admitting that such

a general mode of pleading would have been good as against

the principal himself who was cognizant of the whole transac

tion, it does not follow that it is sufficient as against the surety

or his executors who cannot be presumed to know what the

principal received. In VAnson v. Stewart ( a) it was holdcn

to be necessary to state in a justification to an action for a

libel, ih calling the plaintiff a swindler, the particular instances

of fraud by which the defendant intended to support the charge,

and to specify the names of the persons defrauded. So in ihe

cafe as Newman v. Bailey (b) there cited; where a Justice of -

Peace brought an action against the defendant for charging

him with " pocketing all the fines and penalties forfeited by

delinquents whom he convicted" &c, to which the defendant

pleaded generally that the plaintiff was a Justice of Peace and

during the time of his acting as such he convicted divers per

sons respectively in diverssums &c. which sums he had receiv

ed and had not paid over &c ; the justification was holden bad

on demurrer, because it did not specify any one fine or pe

nalty, &c. -Again in Rex v. Robe (<•), on an information

against a Clerk of a Market for exactions in his office, star

ing that under colour of his office he illegally caused his

agents to demand and receive of several other persns several

ether sums on pretence of examining their weights and mea

sures, judgment was arrested on account of the generality of

the charge. There is a further objection to the third breach

assigned, that it attempts to make a paper given in by Rooksby

conclusive evidence against the defendants of his having re

ceived certain voluntary contributions on account of the cha

rity. This is in effect a statement of evidence of a fact in

stead of an averment of the fact itself. And it is an attempt

to make the acknowledgment of the principal conclusive evi

dence against the surety. But at any rate if such a matter

can be pleaded at all, the account itself should have been set

out

(a) Ante, I vol. 748. (i) Ib. 7$o. Bil. 16 Get. 3- («) * S'«. 999.

r
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1800. out in hsec verbaj which would have rendered the charge

^-v~*J more certain.

3a* ton Routh contra. There can be no difference between die

\Veb». ca'e °f a principal and tnat of a surety with regard to the form

of pleading; greater certainty is not required in the one case

than in the other. This mode of pleading is given by the

statute 8 h 9 W. 3. c. 11. s. 8. Before that statute (a) a

plaintiff could only assign one breach on the bond in answer to

the plea os general performance ; on proof of such breach he

was entitled to judgment for the whole penalty at law; and

the defendant was obliged to have recourse to a court of

equity for relief, who would sometimes direct an issue to try

to what extent the plaintiff had been damnified. That statute

was intended as a remedial 'law in favour of both parties

and it substituted the present compendious method of proceed

ing by which justice may be obtained without the circuity and

expence of a suit in chancery. But the legislature could never

have intended to make plaintiffs assign breaches with more

particularity than they were bound to do before ; for then the

whole benefit of the statute would be done away, and it would

be necessary in most cafes to file a bill in equity for a discovery

before a plaintiff could assign his breaches with sufficient cer

tainty. It is a general rule in pleading (c) that where a mat

ter tends to great prolixity a concise manner of pleading may

be admitted. Now if these breaches be not assigned with suf

ficient certainty, no other line can be drawn except that of

stating at length every article of the account, mentioning

every particular sum received, the time when, and also the

person from whom it was received; for there can be no ground

for requiring greater certainty in one of these respects than in

the others. But the fame rule applies here as in covenant,

that where matter lies generally within the knowledge of the

covenantor, there a general allegation is sufficient (d).

And the surety standing in the same situation as the prin

cipal in respect to the plaintiffs, the rule will equally apply

to this cafe.—He also referred to the following cases, where

replications equally general as the present were either holden

to be good, or in which jio objection was taken to the ge

nerality of the pleading. Lord Arlington v. Merrick, 2

Sound. 411 ; Duke of Bolton v. Clark, 1 Lutw. 580; LilL

Entr. 114; Simmons v. Langhorne, 2 Wilf. 11 ; Wright*.

Rujsel, 3 Wils. 535 ; Cornwallis v. Savery, 2 Burr. 772 j Tht

Irijb

(a) CtlVmi v. Ccttht, 1 Burr. 8»4. (*) HarJj v. Btrn, mute, 5 Tel. 54O. 636.

(e) I Z*/w. 491. {A) 9 Co. 61. Crc.Jac. 304.
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WlBB.

Irijh Society v. Needham, ante, 1 vol. 482; and Shum and jgoo.

ethers v. Farrington, Hit. 37 Gto. 3. C B. ; which last case >

was shortly this. To debt on bond for 2000/. the defendant

craved oyer of the bond and condition, from whence it ap

peared that the defendant and one R. Spratling became jointly

and severally bound to the plaintiffs as brewers and copartners,

conditioned for the good behaviour of R. S. employed by the

plaintiffs as their agent or factor in their business as brewers,

and for his duly rendering and paying to the plaintiffs a true and

just accouut payment and delivery of all monies &c. belonging

to their trade with which he should be entrusted or which he

should receive &c. as agent for the plaintiffs : The defendant

then averred performance : The plaintiffs replied that R. S.

whilst he so continued to manage the business of the plaintiffs as

their agent or factor, viz. on the 30th of October 1793 anc^ on

divers other days and times between that day and the 1st of

"July 1796 under and by virtue of the said appointment received

divers sums of money, amounting to a large sum, viz. 2Coo/.,

belonging to such business as. such agent &o, and had not given

rendered and paid to the plaintiffs a true and just account pay

ment and delivery of the said sum of 2ocoA &c. To this

there was a demurrer, assigning for special cause, that it did

not appear in and by the replication from whom or in what

manner or in what proportions &c. the said sums were received.

But the court held it sufficient, and overruled the case of

Jones v. Williams (a) which was cited in support of the demur

rer In support of the third breach assigned he cited Bache and

others v. Pro£lor (b) as in point. And, added that no inconve

nience could ensue to a defendant in such cases, because it' he

were really ignorant of the circumstances he 'might take out a

summons to compel the plaintiff to produce the particulars of

his demand.

Wood in reply. No less certainty is required under the statute

of William than was necessary at common law ; the intr nt being

the fame, to apprise the adverse party of what he is charged with.

This rule applies as well where the breach is assigned in the

replication as in the declaration ; and the cases first cited stew

that this manner of pleading in a declaration is ill. Though

it may not be necessary, for the fake of avoiding prolixity,

that the particular sum received from each person or the time

when should be set forth, yet it was necessary, in order to give

the defendants due notice of the circumstances, that the names

of the persons from whom any of the money was received

should

(c) Dotgl. JT4 (*) lb. 382.
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1800. should be mentioned, without which they cannot be prepared

«j with evidence to defend themselves. In this respect the case of a

Barton

WtBB.

surety differs essentially from that of the principal, who must

be presumed to know his own acts. And this case is distin

guishable from that of Shum v. Harrington : for there the breach

assigned was that the defendant had not rendered an account,

which is one single act.

The Court (a) expressed a clear opinion against the defend

ant, considering the case of a surety or his executors to stand

exactly in the fame situation as that of the principal himself.

And they assented to the case of Shum and others v. Farrington

in opposition to that of "Jones v. Williams, which latter (they

observed^ was never generally approved in Westminster Hall.

Whereupon

Wofid desired leave to withdraw his demurrer and plead t»

issue, which was granted.

(<i) Absent Lord Kenyon Ch. J. *

Tuesday,

FA. 4th.
The King against The Sheriff of Middlesex, in a

Cause of Brown v. Culver.

When the

rule to bring

in the body

was served

on the last

day os a

term, the

bail have the

*fhole of

the fit si day

of the next

term to jus

tify ; and if

the defend

ant surren

der in dis

charge of

his bail on

any part of

thattfay,thc

sher iff can

not be at

tached lor

notbringing

in the body.

THE writ in this case was returnable on the 23d of No

vember last ; bail was put in on the 27th ; and the rule

to bring in the body was served on the last day of term, so that

the bail had the whole of the first day of this term to justify.

On the first day ofthis term the defendant ( Culver) surrendered

in discharge of his bail, but no notice of it was given until eight

in the evening: on the fame day an attachment issued againstthe

sheriff.

And the only question was whether or not a render of the

defendant on any part of the first day of this term were sufficient

to prevent an attachment issuing against the sheriffon that day;

The Court, after conferring with the Master, were of opi

nion that, as the bail had the whole of that day in which to

justify, a surrender of the defendant on any part of that day

justified the sheriff; and therefore they made the rule absolute

to set aside the attachment, as having issued too soon.

Rule absolute.

Wigley in support of the rule. .

Marryat against it.
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The King again/I The Inhabitants of Ullesthorpe. ^t^jfh

TWO justices removed T. Smith, E. his wife and their Acertificate

two,children, from Vlltsthorpe to Earl Philton ; the court f™'^,

of Quarter Sessions quashed the order, and stated the following a. to B.r ac-

cafe for the opinion of this court. kno«ledg-

Afary Foxon, the mother of the pauper T. Smith, whose '^g^ ™£

maiden . name was Taylor, was married about forty years ago and their

to one David Roberts whose settlement was at the parish of children to

Huncote, and who enlisted for a soldier a short time after, and loners",

was never after seen by the said Mary Foxon his then wife. She conclusive

hearing that he was dead about seven years after married John as between

Smith, the father of the pauper T. Smith; and about two ^'J"^"

months afier such marriage they applied to the parish of Earl thou'gh D. '

Philton for a certificate, who granted one to Ullefthorpe, ac- wert not the

knowlsdgirrg the said John Smith, Mary his wife, and their £S»' wise of

family, to be their inhabitants legally settled in that parish. It

was proved that the original husband of M. Foxon (D. Roberts)

was alive and came home after the said M. Faxon's marriage »

with y. Smith. T. Smith the pauper was born during the co

habitation of the said Mary and J. Smithy and after the said

certificate, in the parish of Ullefthorpe.

Beauclerk having on a former day obtained a rule nisi to

quash the order of Sessions, that rule was now made absolute

without opposition.

Per Ctiriam, Order of sessions quashed (a).

t» Vid. R. ». Toflttk. Burr. S. C. 737; »• Headetrm. Ib. ajj.

Palk against Rendle.

THE writ was sued out in last Trinity vacation, re- if defendiU)t

turnable the first return-day of Michaelmas Term, suffer plaio-

In Michaelmas vacation common bail was filed by the tlff 10 silc

plaintiff for the defendant according to the statute 1 2 blil for nim

Gee. i. c. 29.; and the decaration was filed with notice under the

to plead within the first four days of Hilary Term. On ^|Bte» the

the 23d of January a rule to plead was given, which u^0'n JJJ"'

of expiration of

the rule to plead sign judgment for want of a plea without any demand of a pica (a).

- February $tb.

(a) Aliter, where the defendant enters an appearance, though he does not

take the declaration out of the office. rVliti y. Dent ; C. B. Bos. and Pull. 3 4 1
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1800. os course expired on the 27th, and the plaintiff was entitled

—' to fign judgment on the 28th, which however he did not

Palk ,j0 unti| the 29th. Bur previous to the judgment being

Rendie figned though after the time the plaintiff was entitled lo sign

it the defendant's attorney left notice at the chambers of the

plaintiff's attorney that he had taken the declaration out of

the office, and desired the plaintiff's attorney to demand a

plea of him; which notice the plaintiff's attorney did not fee

until after the judgment was signed. Upon a rule nisi for

setting aside the judgment for irregularity, supported by

Dampier, and opposed by Gaselee,

The Court, after consulting the master, were of opinion

that the defendant, not having filed bail for himself, was

not entitled to a demand of a plea, and that the judgment

was regular.

Rule discharged.

n-rsjay, Griffiths against Davies.

Trespass, fT^HIS was an action of trespass, in one count only, for

ftwraMeas A Dreakin8 and entering the plaintiff's close called Coeken

of juttifica- m Ine parish of Stoke Lacey in the county of Hereford. There

tion on was no plea of the general issue : but the defendant pleaded

taken 'n"wlnree ^evera' P'ens ° justification, claiming in each of them

assignment, a prescriptive right ot way over the close, called The Cooken ;

as to which each of which prescriptions was traversed in the replication,

default- ant* ''^ues were t*kt"n thereon. The plaintiff also new as-

venire as ' signed, and Mated that he brought his action as well for the

well to as- trespasses mentioned in the pleas as for other trespasses com

mixes or?*" m'tted in the fame close at other times and on other occa-

the judg- sions &c. and oui of the said supposed ways &c ; as to which

ment^by tne defendant suffered judgment to go by default. The ve

to try the nire was to 'n<lu'rfi what damages the plaintiff had sustained

issues; all by re-sson of the latter trespasses and also to try the several

so" 'df" '^ues J°inpd. The jury found a verdict for the defendant

the'oefend- on the issues on those three picas, and assessed the damages

ant: held on the judgment by default at is.

^a^ne<le- Mauley having obtained a rule calling on the plaintiff to

entitled To 5 "lc*r cause why the M..lter should not be directed to tax the

the coils of defendant his costs upon the issues found for him, on the

'rifliwi authority of Day v. Hanks, ante, 3 vol. 6541

Abbott now lhewcd cause against that rule; and attempted to

distinguish this cafe from that, by observing that there were two
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counts in the declaration in that cafe, on one of which thede- 1800.

fendant had judgment : whereas here there was only one count; v—„1

But Griffiths

The Court said that that made no difference; and that the
present case could not be distinguished on principle from that A

of Day v. Hunks. An-i

Le Blanc J. said that the authority of that case had been

recognized in a subsequent case in the court of Commm Pleas,

Tr. 32 G. 3., where the declaration consisted of only one

count, and where the decision was the fame. That was an

action of covenant ; as to part the defendant admitted that he

had broken the covenant, and he pleaded as to the residue ; the

venire was awarded as well to try the issue joined as to assess

damages oh that part on which the defendant had suffered judg

ment by default ; on the tri.il of the issue the defendant ob

tained a verdict; and on an application to the court of Common

Pleas they were of opinion that the defendant was entitled to

the coiis on thJ issue found for him.

Per Curia n, Rule absolute.

The King against Autridge. Thursday,

... - February oth

THE defendant, to an information in nature of quo war- Adefendant

ranto calling on him to shew by what authority he exer- in an infor-

ciied the office of a free burgess of Launceston, having (under mation in

the common rule to plead several matters) pleaded two pre- quo^arran.

scriptive titles in two separate pleas, to may

Gaselee now moved to (like out one of the pleas; contend- Plcad scve-

ing that the statute 32 G. 3. c. 58. {*), which for the first time ^Utrt"

enabled a defendant in certain cafes to plead several pleas to an g. 3. e. 58.

information in nature of quo warranto, only extended to cafes eTtn thougu

where the defendant pleaded that he had holden the office for * f£

six years, whe-n and when only he may plead other pleas, one of ;

That the object of the legislature, in passing that act, was tothem)that

give a benefit to persons who had been in office for six years, {["'jjj^,
Vol. VIII. . 2 H it °" * '°n '

(a) By that statute, after reciting " that it would greatly tend to secure

the freedom of elections and the quiet tranquillity and good order of cities

boroughs and towns corporate if . a certain reasonable limitation of time

should be by law established, beyond which no member or officer of any city

borough or town corporate should be disturbed in the enjoyment or exercise of

his office or franchise which he should have held and enjoyed for such time,"

it is enacted that " it shall be lawful for the defendant to any information in

the nature-of a quo wananto for the exercise of aiiy office or franchise in any

city borough or town corporate to plead that he had 6rst actually taken upon •

himself or held or executed the office or franchise which is the subject of such

information six yean or more before the exhibiting of such information &c. ;

tvbicb plea Jhall and may it pleaded iltber singly tr together with and besidttsneb

pica ai be might have lawfully pleaded besire tbe passing tf lie aS, OR sul several

pleat at tbecmrt em motion shall alkvi." t
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1800. it reciting that " it would greatly tend to secure the quiet Stc.

of towns corporate &c. if a certain reasonable limitation of

The Kino tjme should be by law allowed beyond which no officer

Alf|^'I^OE should be disturbed in the enjoyment or exercise oshisoffice;"

and the enacting part confining the privilege of pleading se

veral pleas to cafes where the defendant pleaded the statute of

limitations; for after allowing him to plead this plea, it adds

" which pk-a shall and may be pleaded either singly or toge

ther with and besides such plea as he might have pleaded be

fore.'' But

Lord Kbnyon Ch. J. said that the statute ou^ht not to re

ceive so narrow a construction j for that the legislature intend

ed to give a defendant, in such a proceeding, the liberty of

pleading several pleas, whether with or without the plea of the

statute of limitations the concluding words in the act being

** ar such several pleas as the court on motion shall allow."

Per Curiamy Rule refused..

Ft'iiZ'rjjxtt. Pkrch^rd against Heywood.

th'lQm*} r I O trespass for breaking and entering the plaintiff's dwelf-

r. 3«. ex- X ing-house, and taking and carry, away his goods, the

empting the defendant pleaded the general issue. At the trial before Lord

retain ° Kenyan at the sittings at Guildhall after last Michaelmas term

bn<l« em- a verdict was taken for the plaintiff for 71/. 8r. ; subject to the

£a"k<ih ' °P'';'jn °f tniS court 0,1 tne following cafe.

tc^tLwm" '^ne plain-'iff's dwelling house stands on the ground which

ixamaiiiax. was formerly part of the ground and foil of the river Thames

" aiui "Jl'f- inclosed and ernbanked in pursuance of and subject to the quit-

>«tr*doe'" rcnt ''nP"feJ- thereon by the act of the 7 Gco. 3. c. 37. entitled

not exempt " An jct for completing the bridge across the river Thames he."

the occu- and was erected on the said ground after the making of theem-

hou'ses built n^'k^ent- The plaintiff was not for some years before

on such nor until after the passing of the act of the 38 Gee. 3. «.-. 40.

lands from charged or ass-fled in respect to his dwelling-house with or

ment^fthe to anv r'ue or tax 011 h00'" or windows; nor is he now

"house and charged otherwise than as hereafter is mentioned. The

window du- entry seizure and conversion, for which this action is brought,

povd'h)" "'•re made by the defendant under astessnents regularly made,

statute 38 a id under a warrant to him in that respect regularly

c« j. r. 40. granted by the commissioners duly authorized to act under

the
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the following acts of parliament or some or one of them, 1800.

v/z. 38 Geo. 3. c. 40 j 38 Geo. 3. c. 16 ; 38 Geo. 3. c. 81 ; by <, -w- _j

which warrant the defendant was required and directed by Percuard

the commissioners to distrain the goods and chattels of the V'V

plaintiff tor the non-payment or the following assesluients or

surcharges, viz ; for the dwelling-house according to the

number of windows, 1 1 /. 12/.; for the dwelling-house ac

cording to the value, 6/. 5 s.; for the second, third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth instalments of the aid and contribution tax

on the assessed taxes, 44/. \is. 6d \ and for the seventh in

stalment on the same, 8/. \is.6d. The question for the

opinion of the court was whether the plaintiff were exempt

by the said act of the 7 Geo. 3. c. 37. from the assessments

lor which the distress was made or any or either of them.

The act in question, which was passed for the purpose of

completing Blackfriars- bridge, aster reciting that it would

tend to remove inconveniences if the foil of the river Thames

between certain limits (including the- premises in question)

were embanked, the expence of which was estimated at %

large sum, enabled the corporation of London, upon their

petition, to embank the same j with a proviso that the own- - •

ers of the ground abutting on the north side of the river

might inclose and embank the same at their own expence ;

M And it was thereby further enacted that the ground and

foil of the said river so to be inclosed and embanked &c.

should vest and the same were thereby vested in the owners

or proprietors of such adjoining ground, according to their

respective estates, free from all taxes and assessments •whatso

ever.'"

East for the plaintiff contended that under these last-men

tioned words the plaintiff was exempted from the payment

of the house and window taxes ; and if se, from the aid and •

contribution tax also, the rate of which was to be ascertained

by the quantum of duty payable by the plaintiff for his house

and windows, according to the principles on which (his

court had before decided the cases of Williams v. Pritchard

(a), and Eddington v. Borman {b}. The words of the ex

emption in the 7 Geo. 3. c. 37. are extensive enough to in

clude every species of taxation : but admitting that they

ought to be restrained within the apparent intent of the le

gislature, which was to encourage the owners of the foil to

embank it from the river, (for which they paid and still con

tinue to pay a valuable considerationJ, the words must be

restrained to mean an exemption from " all taxes payable by

2 H 2 the

(a) Ant* 4. vol. a. (*) Ib. 4.
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1U00. the owners &c in respect of that species of property." Now

V^rvv^ the 38 Geo. 3. c. 40., which imposes the new house and win*

PmcHARB dow duties in lieu of those which existed before the exemp-

.«/ai>/» tion contended for was created, expressly lays the duties

Heywood. Jfpon hnufgg Endows and lights; and upon inhabited houses,"

according to the schedules A and B at the end of the act.

And though the third section of the act and schedule B di

rect the duties to be charged on the occupier, yet the former

in terms imposes such charge on the occupier in respect of the

bouse &c. Then if the owner be exempt from all taxes and

assessments whatsoever in respect of this property, such ex

emption necessarily extends to his tenant in the fame respect.

The case of Williams v. Pritehard was the cafe of a tenant

and not of the owner ; and there the court held that he was

exempt in respect of this very property from the payment of

the land-tax under the fame words of exemption. That cafe

is also an authority to (hew that the exemption extends to

public taxes as well as parochial assessments. Indeed the

struggle in cafes of this fort has mostly been to extend gene

ral words of exemption like (he present to parochial taxes;

for the rule is that taxes generally mentioned must be taken

to mean parliamentary taxes, if the subject matter will suffer

it {a).. The case of Williams v. Pritehard allb proves that

where the intention of the legiflatureis not apparent to that

purpose the general words of a latter statute shall not repeal

the particular provisions of a former one. And to the fame

effect are Gregory's cafe, 6 Rep. 19. b. and Trudgiris cafe 21

£liz., cited in hosteSs cafe, j 1 Rep. 63. b. If it be said that

the house and Window duties are of a different nature from

the land-tax, the former being a charge upon the person and

the latter upon the real property, it may be answered that

even the land-tax with respect to the public is a tax upon the

tenant {b); for by the land-tax act the tenant is chargeable,

as here, in respect of the land, though he may afterwards de

duct it out of his rent : and all taxes are said to be a charge

in viris fe). Besides in the cafe of Eddington v. Bormatt the

fame exemption was htJlden to extend to the assessments

for cleansing and lighting the streets &c. which were to be

paid by those who were liable to be rated to the poor.

And though in strictness that cafe followed the decision

of Williams v. Pritehard, the amount of the rate being to he

ascertained by the quantum to which the houses were assessed

r»

(a) Brrwfitr v. Kitchtn, J Lord Ray. 317. Laiy Arran Crisfl, Salt Mt.

(*) R. v^Hitcbim, !>»•/?/. »»6, per Butler J.

(c) Per Lord Iltltin thjmttd 1, BurtfKt, \l M*d-W
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to the land-tax, yet the Court in giving judgment went on 1800.

the ground that the tenant was equally exempttrom the poor's P^!^j^

rate. And that point was directly decided in R. v. Scott {a) ; against

where the question being whether the occupiers of certain Himooau

charity-lands were exempted from the poor's rate under a

private act of the x 2 Car. 2. which directed that the lands &c.

should be freed and discharged from all manner of taxes &c.

civil or military, and thac the owners and occupiers thereof

should not be taxed or otherwise charged for or in respect of

thesaid lands Sec. towards any public tax &c, this court held

that the exemption extended to the poor's rate. Now it is

clear that the poor's rate is a personal tax on the occupier (t) ;

and yet the above cases shew that under an exemption from

taxes in respect of certain land the occupier shall not pay the

poor's rate which is imposed in respect of that property,

although the tax in its nature is personal and not a tax on the

landk So here, admitting the house and window duties to be

personal taxes on the occupier, yet being imposed on him in

respect to the real property which is exempted from taxation,

he must consequently be exempted from the payment of these

taius also.

Wood for the defendant. The statute of the 7 Geo. jj.,

though declared to be a public act, is in its nature and effect

a mere private statute, relating altogether to local provisions

within the city of London ; and the clause in question giving

the exemption from taxes and ass-ssments is only a private

contract between the corporation and the owners of the

ground within the limits mentioned in the act, whereby if the

latter chose to embank the river at their own expence the cor

poration consented that they should be free from all taxes and

assessments whatsoever : that must necessarily mean such taxes

and assessments as were of a local nature, and of which there

fore it was competent to the rest of the inhabitants within the

city to agree to take the whole burthen upon themselves in

stead of calling on these patties to bear their share of it. Of

this nature is the land-tax, a certain quota of which is to be

raised within the city. The sum to be raised upon each dis

trict being certain, it was immaterial to the public by whom ^

in particular it was paid ; and it was competent to the city

to agree with the owners of this land that they should be ex

empted from contributing: but it never could have been the

intention of the legislature, nor can it be collected from this

act of parliament, nor from the decision of this Court in

Williams

(o) Ante, 3 vol. 6o». (i; Vid. Rnvh v. GtO. Cnop. 451.
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1800. Williams y. Pritchard, that these owners were to be exempt-

• , ■ _r ed from the payment of any taxes of a general nature, by

Perchako which the revenue of the country would be diminished with-

Hiyv»"^ out any ea,uiva'ent or compensation to the public. I3ut there

is a provilion at the end of the schedules A and U in the 38

Geo. 3. c. 40". which puts this qaestion out of all doubt, even

admitting that the clause of exemption relied on would other

wise have extended to this case. For, after imposing the se

veral rates, and making certain exceptions in particular cases,

(not including this) the act fay?, " the said several rates and

duties to be charged in respect of every "inhabited dwelling

house, without any other or further exemption being al/owed

than such as are contained and expressly providedfor in and by

this acl, notwithstanding any former statute or statutes to the

contrary." The plaintiff's argument therefore would operate

as a repeal of the former exemption so far as relates to these

taxes.

Eqjl, in reply, said that the clause last "rnentioned was in

troduced only for the purpose of guarding against any equitable

extension of the exemptions contained in the act itself, some

of which were of a very general nature; as f 5. which ex.

empts tenements containing not more than six windows, on

account of the presumed inability of the occupiers to pay the

duties. And as to the statute of the 7 Geo. 3. c. 37. being in

the nature of a private contract between the city and the

owners of the privileged lands, that argument- was inconsistent

with the principle of the determination in the case of Williams

v. Pritchard, where the court held that the exemption extend

ed to the land-tax which is a public and general tax.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. T his act of parliament is (as the

defendant's counsel has contended) to be considered as a con

tract between the respective parties, notwithstanding it is (as

many other acts of the fame kind are) declared to be a public

act; for it was brought in on the petition of the corporation

of London. When the act pasted certain improvements of the

property on the banks of the Ihames were in view, and in

order to encourage the scheme the lands to be improved were

to be exempted from certain local taxes ; of this nature was

.the land-tax; f>r that act imposes a general burden which is

to be raised on the whole city, and therefore inter se the cor

poration might agree that the owners of this property should

be exempted from bearing their share of it : but it was not

the intention of the legislature to extend the exemptions fur

ther. This act was passed in the seventh year of the present

reign,
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reign, and others, under which the plaintiff was assessed, 1800.

were not made until the thirty-eighth year of the reign ; and 1 ■ -'

the only question is whether or not the last which impose Pt,c"*"11

certain taxes on all persons (except in certain excepted cafes, ■al^*^

of which this is not one,) exempt the persons who were ex

empted in the first. Our former decision respecting the land-

tax has been pressed upon us, as if it were supposed that we

should act inconsistently in determining against the plaintiff

in this case ' but on the best consideration that I can give the

subject, 1 approve of that decision, and think that there must

be judgment against this plaintiff. Though the land-tax act

was at the time of that decision in form only an annual act,

it has been considered in substance as a permanent act ; for

if each land-tax act had been treated as a separate act of par

liament standing by itself, the gross inequality of that tax

that now obtains in different parts of the country would not

have prevailed so long. But certain regulations having been

made on a valuation in king IVtttiatrt* time, that proportion

has always been paid in the several districts since that time,

on the ground that the land-tax, though renewed annually,

was considered as a perpetual tax ; and indeed now it is in

fact become such. In deciding that case therefore we were

guided by the intention of the legislature, who did not mean

to exempt the owners of the land in question from the land-

tax of one year only but from the land-tax in subsequent

years. Then if that decision do not affect this case, it seems

perfectly clear that the plaintiff is liable to pay the taxes in

question. The last clause referred to in the statute 38 Geo. 3.

c. 4c. removes all doubt on the subject; though even without

that I should have been of opinion that the plaintiff should not

recover in this case.

Grose J. The question is whether or not the legislature

intended that the owners of this property should be exempted

from the payment of these taxes ; on that the last clause in the

statute 38 Geo. 3- c. 40. seems decisive. The words of the

act are general ; but there are afterwards certain exemptions,

of .which this is not one ; then follows the concluding clause

that " no other or further exemption shall be allowed than

such as ace contained and expressly provided for by that «<5f,

notwithstanding any former statute to the contrary :" this is

a short answer to the whole of the plaintiff's argument. But

I should have no difficulty in thus deciding from the other

parts of the act : keeping a house with a certain number of

windows
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1800. windows belonging to it was considered as a criterion of the

\^0~*s~m*j occupier's ability to pay such a public tax.

Percharb Lawrence J. It never could have been the intention of

again/I the Wiflature to exempt the owners of these houses from such

taxes as the present ; for part of them was imposed in lieu or

the tax on tea, by the Commutation Act, and part instead of

the tax on clocks and watches. The plaintiff's argument re-

' specting the equitable construction of the last act is not well

founded : the act does not fay that there should be an equita

ble construction of it, but it enacls in express terms that there

shall be no other exemption than those particularly specified.

Le Blanc J. of the same opinion.

Per Curiam, Postea to the defendant.

jy'nh Denn on the Demise of Wroot against Fenn. '

Ancient de- r I' ^HIS was a rule, (founded on an affidavit, stating that

melhe must the lands for which the ejectment was brought were

be pieided holden Gf the manor and soke of Kirton, and are ancient de-

firstfour 6 tnesne, and that they arr pleauable by writ of right close in

days of the the court of the said manor Sec,) calling on the lessor of the

term. plaintiff to (hew cause why Mary Hutton the tenant in pos

session lhould not be made defendant instead of the casual ejec

tor, and be at liberty to plead ancient demesne.

Parks-, in moving for the rule, admitted that in Smith v.

Roe, Barn. 33 1. it had been ruled that such a plea could not

be pleaded aster the sour first days of the term, but said that

* in a subsequent case, Roe d. Duchess ofHamilton v. Robinson,

' 2 Sir. 1 ! 20., the defendant was permitted to plead to the

jurisdiction, after the first four days of the term, that the

lands lay in the county palatine of Chester.

Peake now shewed cause against the rule. The objec

tion to receive this plea is, that it is a plea in abatement ;

and it is a general rule that every plea in abatement must

be pleaded within the first four days. The question appears

to have frequently arisen in the late king's reign, when al!

the decisions (except that in 2 Sir. 1120. and which may

be explained) were uniformly against this application.

Holdfast v. Carlton, Sir G. Co. 43. Hil. 1 Gee. a.;

Smith v. Roe,Tr.j8{8 G. 2. ib. 103. and Barnes, 331.; and

Bingham v. Barker^ Tr. 2. G. z. cited ib. In Goodtitle d. Sy-

monds
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v. IbruftoMt, Bat net, 187. such an application as the jgoo.

prclent was refilled; and the court said " Is the plaintiff

should prevail on the plea to the jurisdiction of the court, the d*nn

judgment must be that defendant shall answer over; theresoie "vaiuft

if th'r* pica be not eonfined to a rime certain, great delay of Fl"*-

justice must follow; To which is added, " The rule dis. .

charged as to pleading ancient demesne, bec.iust: the applicati

on was not made in time, that is, within the first four days of

the term." And in Doe d. Henant v. Tbimas, Barms, 185*

it was taken for granted that such a plea must be pleaded?

within the four first days. With regard to the cafe in 2

Strange, it does not appear that the application was made after

the first four days of trie term.

There was another objection to this application, disclosed by

the plaintiff's affidavit, that one of the stewards of the court)

be|ow was a- brother of the defendant: but Parke said he would?

undertake that the cause, if it were tried below, should be tried

before the other steward.

Lord Kknyon Ch. Jus. The case cited from Strange will

not bear examination ; it is objectionable on various grounds.

However some difficulties, not mentioned at the bar have oc

curred to the court. But, as it is for the advancement of jus-

ice that this cause should be tried in the superior court, I an*

inclined to adopt the cases cited from Barnes, and not permit

the defendant now to put in this plea.

Per Curtain, Rule discharged (<j).

(«) But see Marjbal v. Allen, Palm. 406, and Latch. 83, 84 ; and hYttttt V.

Tratern. Will. Rtf. 139.

Davis against Trotter, rfi.!Jn?h.

IN an action against the sheriff of Surrey for an escape a under the

verdict was taken for the plaintiff7 for it., with liberty to s G«. *•

the defendant to move to enter a nonsuit if this Court should i°- /■ S- V

be of opinion that the action were not maintainable. The 'Upt ,j„ .

case appeared to be this ; the bankrupt had surrendered within der within

the forty-two days allowed by the statute 5 Gee. a. c. 30., and the forty-

the commissioners not being able to finish his examination ^'notice*'

within that period enlarged the time ; after which, and within &c. the

such enlarged time, he was arrested at the suit of the plaintiff, commission-

and upon producing the notice of the commissioners to that JEdrown'

effect, authority

afterwards

enlarge the

time for taking his examination, during which enlarged time the bankrupt is privileged from

arrest.
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1800. effect, the bankrupt was discharged from his arrest by the

^yy^j sheriff's officer; for which alleged escape this action was

Davii brought. And the question was whether or not ths bankrupt

agahjl were privileged from arrest, the order for enlarging the time

Trotter. qj examjnation being by authority of the commissioners

only, and not under the great seal.

The first Section of the st.ttute enacts that every bankrupt

not surrendering within forty-two days after notice &c. shall

be -guilty of felony : and by s. 3. the Lord Chancellor may en

large thi'. time for surrendering, not exceeding fifty days more.

Then s. 5. enacts that " every bankrupt having surrendered as

aforesaid shall at all seasonable times before the expiration of

the said forty-two days, or such further time as shall be allow

ed to such bankrupt to finish his examination, be at liberty to

inspect his books &c. ; -and in order thereto the said bankrupt

shall be free from all arrests of any of his creditors in coming

- ■ to surrender, and from the actual surrender of such bankrupt

to the said commissioners during the said forty-two days or

such further time as shall be allowed to such bankrupt for

finishing his examination as aforesaid, provided such bankrupt

was hot in custody at the time of such surrender. And in

case such bankrupt shall be arrested for debt &c. coming to

surrender himself, or after his surrender shall be so arrested

within the time before-mentioned, that then on producing such

summons or notice under the hands of the commissioners &c.

to the officer who shall arrest him &c, he shall be immediately

discharged."

Garrow and Marryat, on moving to enter a nonsuit, re

ferred to Perrot's case (a) as in point to shew the power of the

commissioners to enlarge the time for taking the bankrupt's

examination, provided he surrendered within the forty-two

days ; though the Lord Chancellor only had authority to ex

tend the time for the bankrupt's surrender in the first instance

beyond that period. And if the commissioners had such power

it followed (they saidy that the bankrupt was privileged from

arrest during the period of the time so enlarged. In that case

Lord Mansfield said 14 The examination is not confined to be

within the limited time, and he must submit within the limit

ed time to be examined from time to time &c 5 but the act

docs

(0) 1 Birr. I 111.
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does not require the examination to be full and completed

within the limited time."

Erfkine was to hnve shewn cause; but

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said he was quite satisfied that he

ought to have nonsuited the plaintiff at the trial. That it wasTlt0TT,R'

clearly understood in the cafe referred to that the commission

ers had a power of enlarging the time beyond the forty-two

days, provided the bankrupt surrendered within that time, and

that the words and good fense of the act required that con

struction.

Per Curianty Rule absolute for entering a nonsuit.

The King against the Inhabitants of S r. Peter of s,,^aJt

Mancroft in Norwich. »'*'

TWO justices by an order removed S. Gayftr from The sessions

Bstejdale in Suffolk to the parish of St. Peter of Mat- fhwll state

trust in Norwich ; on appeal the sessions confirmed the order, a^a.?ct *m

and stated the following case for the opinion of tnis court. wne.

M Sarah Gay/er the pauper was let to Mrs. Alcrton of the tlicr the_

parish of St. Peter of Mancroft about, a fortnight before

Michaelmas 1797, by a letter sent by Mrs. Morton to the service

pauper's friends, stating that she gave 3/. a-year wages, on before ihe

which the pauper agreed to go, and sent to her mistress to'1"' pf thc

let her know when she should come; and in consequence of'v|,ct'n°r

a second letter, desiring her to come on Thursday the nth there were

day of Oclober, she went to her service on the 12th of that o/lit^lu^,"n

month: on her going her mistress objected to her not having tr.ictby m»-

come the day before, for which thc pauper gave as a reason, tuaiconsent.

that she had only quitted her last place late on Old Michaelmas-

day. About three weeks after she went the pauper said to

her mistress that it was proper to come to some agreement as

they had never had any further than a few lines, to which

her mistress answered " You know what wages I sent you

word, and as the general way is to let for a month's wages

or a month's warning, I do not wish to confine you for a

year ;" but did not say any thing about not chusing to hire

for a year. She received her wages quarterly ; and about a

fortnight before New Michaelmas-fay her mistress asked her,

whether she chose to go away on New Michaelmas-fay or

Old Michaelmas-fay ? assigning as a reason for her asking that

she had hired a new servant who wished to come to her at New

Michaelmas. The pauper said it was immaterial to her as she

. had
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1 800. had not got a place, and agreed to go at New Michaelmas, which

^-*~v~*-' she did ; at which time the other servant came into her mistress's

The ^'NG service. Her mistress was not in a condition of life to keep

The" Inha- two servants ; and if a place had offered at New Michhaelmas

Ut»nt»of the pauper looked Upon- herself as in a situation to take it,

St,Pfi*ns- though when she first got to her mistress she considered her

self as to live with her until Old Michaelmas. On quitting

her service on New Michaelmas-fay, which was a fortnight

after the agreement to go, her mistress paid to her the whole

which remained due of the 3/. wages, although at the time

when the pauper agreed to go away at New Michaelmas no

thing was said about wages. The pauper would not have

objected to going away at New Michaelmas if her mistress had

proposed to make a deduction for the time, but would have

mentioned it to her and told her she was willing to stay till

Old Michaelmas. The pauper liked to go away at New Mi

chaelmas rather than Old Michaelmas, but would not have

staid after Old Michaelmas if her mistress had requested her.

The pauper considered the conversation which pasted on the

fortnight before New Michaelmas as a month's warning to go

away at Old Michaelmas."

When this cafe came on for argument,

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. took an opportunity of expressing

his regret that the courts of quarter-sessions departed fiom the

rule formerly established, by stating evidence instead of facts

in the special case : but added that upon this cafe, as disclosed,

there' was strong evidence to induce the court of quarter-sessi

ons to adjuge that the contract between the mistress and the

servant was dissolved before the end of the year, and conse

quently that the latter did not give a settlement in Saint

Peter s Norwich. That the distinction established in all the

cases was perfectly clear ; that where the servant continued

liable to letve during the whole year, though the master dis

pensed fa) with the actual service for any part of it, the ser

vant gained a settlement, because the relation of master and

servant subsisted all the year and .the master might resume the

right to the service if he chose ; but that where the parties

absolutely put an end to the contract before the expiration of

the year, as in the present case, the servant did not gain a settle

ment (b). That, though it was at first doubted whether

or

(a) VM. R. v. RicbmvnJ, Burr. S. C 740; R V. St. BarthUmtiv, CM. 48;

• Jt. ». St. Philip, Birmingham, ante. 2 vol. 624; R, v. St. Andrew Htlforn.

bil ; and R. v. St. Mary Lambeth, mute, 236.

{I) Vid. R. t. Caftteeburtb, Birr. S C. 68 j R. v. Grrjbam, ante, I vol. 100;

jt. v. Granbam, ante, 3 vol. 7J4 ; R. V. Claybydan, nmtt, 4 Tol. IOO ; aad A *»

rVbHtlcbury, ante, 6 Tol. 464. ,
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or not the master could dispense with the service at the end

of the year so as to give the servant the benefit of the con- U

tract for the purpose of a settlement, it hail been long settled r^c ^NO

that it was immaterial whether the service were dispensed T^inha-

with at the beginning, the middle, or the end, of the year, bitants of

Grose J. The court of quarter- sessions should state the Sr' Pl"

result of the evidence; and in a case of this kind fhey should

state the fact one way or the other, whether this were a dis

pensation with the service or a dissolution of the contract.

. The counsel in support of the order of sessions saying there

were reasons that would probibly induce the sessions to de

cide that there was a dispensation with the service,

Ibe Court ordered the case to be sent down to be restated.

Aldtrson in support of the order of sessions.

Mure against it.

The Kino against The Inhabitants of Woburn. s****,

Feb. 8to.

TWO justices by their order removed T. Williams and a drummer

his vvife together with their fix children from the pa- under age

riih of Leighton Buzzard in the county of Bedford to Woburn entered in-

in the lame county : J he leihons on appeal affirmed the or- m;iitia in

der, subject to,the opinion of the court on the following case, which his

J. Williams, the father of T. Williams the pauper, previous ££™ J*"

to the year 1756 was settled with his family in Leigbton Buz- an(j Hvcd

zard. The pauper was born in that parisli and baptized there wiili his fa

in the year 1756. In 1763 J. Williams removed with his ^"^^

family, of which the pauper was a part, to Woburn, and living the

gained a settlement therein 1774. In 1772, previous to such son's pay :

settlement, the pauper entered into the Bedford/hire militia ^jjg^j

as a drummer with the consent of his father, who was then gained by

a serjeant in the same militia ; the pauper continued in the the father

station of a drummer in the said militia until he was twenty- ^'"f

three years of age ; and during such time his pay was received communi

ty his father. From the time of the pauper's entering intocatedto

militia until the year 1788 when he married, he lived inthe 0D'

his father's family, except at the times when he and his father

were absent upon duty in the militia. The pauper had gained

no settlement in his own right.

Wiijbn and Wyatt, in support of the order of sessions, after

ftating the question to be whether or not the pauper were

emancipated
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1800. emancipated from his father's family in the year 1774, for if

v.^v-x-' not tne settlement then acquired by his father in Woburn was

TheKiNc communicated to him, were stopped by the Court.

apsmst ]Jcnd and Scott, contra. The pauper was emancipated in

The Inha- , , » , . ,n ■ •
hitaiit»of 1772, when he entered into the Bedfordjhire militia as a

Woborn. drummer, and consequently he settled in Leighton Buzzard

where his father was then fettled. In R. v. Walpole St. Pe

ters (a) it was holden that the pauper, who at the age of six

teen enlisted as a soldier, was thereby emancipated from his

father's family, and did not take a derivative settlement ac

quired by the father after he was discharged from the army,

bo in R. v. Wilton cum Twambroohe Lord Ktnyort^ in

enumerating the different modes by which a son might be

emancipated, referred to this cafe, " or (as in the cafe of

the soldier) having contracted a relation which was inconsist

ent with the idea of his being in a subordinate situation in his

father's family." Now that decision and that reasoning equally

apply to this case. This pauper, when he ent-red into the

militia in the character of a drummer, contracted a relation

inconsistent with the idea of his being in a subordinate situ

ation in his father's family. He then ceased to be under his

father's control, and was subject to military authority. It ii

1. ot necessary to contend that every minor who enters a pri

vate into the militia in time of peace, and serves only twenty-

tight days in the year, is thereby emancipated. Though in

R. v. Roach (r) it was holden that the pauper, who was only

absent from her fjther eight weeks during which time she

went into service, was thereby emancipated. The case of a

drummer differs from that of a private militia-man, because

during the whole year he is subject to military law. He re

ceives pay the whole year, whether the regiment be or be

not embodied. By stat. 2 Geo. 3. c. 20. /. 38. a drummer is

compellabie to serve (not for a limited time as a private, but)

" until legally discharged." By statute 4 Geo. 3. c. i-j. J. 8.

lie is under the command of the adjutant or superior officer

the whole year, and liable to punishment for disobedience of

orders or neglect of duty, even when the regiment is not em

bodied. By statute 26 Geo. 3. c. 107. J. 88. he is liable to

be tried by a court martial for offences committed against the

mutiny-act at times when the regiment is not embodied. "5

drummer in the militia therefore is, as far as respects this

question, in the fame situation as a private soldier in a

marching regiment. During the whole year the serjeants

and

(*) S C. '>;3. (i) Ant,, 3 t»1. J55. (f) As, 6 toL 147.
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and drummers are not only liable to be calledJon but actually 1800.

have a military duty imposed on them even when the regi- >

ment is not embodied ; they are placed in the town where The Kino

the arms of the regiment are deposited to guard them, and

are umler the immediate inspection and orders of the adju- bitannof

tant ; they cannot leave that town without the consent of the VVoburn.

adjutant or other officer commanding. If therefore during

the time when this pauper was serving as a drummer his fa

ther had been removed by an order of justices, the son

could not have been removed with him as part of him fa

mily, because that would have subjected him to punishment

under the Mutiny Act. Or if the father had voluntarily re

moved to any other part of the kingdom, and the adjutant

had insisted on detaining the drummer in the town where the

arms were deposited, the father could not have obtained' the

custody of his son by Habeas Corpus. And by thus ceasing

to be under his father's control and authority he was eman

cipated. The two circumstances stated in the cafe, of the

pauper continuing to live with his father the whole time, and

of the father receiving the son's pay, are immaterial in this

cafe. The first was merely accidental, owing to the father'*

being also a serjeant in the same regiment: he lived in the

same place as the father, not as part of his- father's family

and subject to the control of the father as an individual, but

as a drummer in the sime regiment with the father. And

with regard to the pay ; that was received by the father, not

in his own right, but as agent for his son, and it was con

sented to by the son perhaps as an equivalent for his board ;

it must have been with the son's consent ; for the son, if he

had so chosen, might have received it himself and paid any

other person for his board.

Lord Kenxon Ch. J.—The justices who made this order

of removal and those at the sessions who confirmed it on the

appeal were of opinion that the pauper was not emancipated

from his father's family. The opinion of the magistrates

below, however respectable, ought not indeed to be conclusive

on this court when a special case is reserved for our deter

mination : but I am glad to find that their opinion coincides

with ours and with the decisions on this subject. The argu

ment that has been used in support of the present rule, if it

prove any thing, proves too much ; for it tends to shew that

if a child be sor any period of time, however short, under

any other control than that of the father, he is thereby

emancipated from his father's family. That is the case of

eyery private in the militia, even in time of peace j he is sob- «

ject
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1800. }c&*° military control during a part of the year, and thfire-

v^-v^/ fore not under the father's control during that time ; and yet

ThetKiNo it was not contended that such a person is by that mean

agahji emancipated. But the decisions upon this subject have put

Titantsaf" rn'S <l"est'on at > anu" '* would be unfortunate for the

'Wobuhn. children if the argument now pressed upon the court were

to prevail. A drummer is generally taken ata very early pe

riod of Use, when he is only seven or eight years of age ;

and if he only continue in that situation for twenty-four

hours he is (it is said) emancipated from his father, he is to

be ♦ ,ken from the protection of his father, and if the father

is removed elsewhere the child is to remain unprotected ; the

proposition is monstrous. In the cafe of R. v. Walpole St.

Peters, where it was holden that the pauper who had enlisted

himself as a soldier wa6 emancipated, the court proceeded on

,this ground, that he was engaged to serve for life, and was

liable to be sent into foreign countries. But a son is not

emancipated by the circumstance of his being under some

other control than that of his father. For in another cafe,

R. v. Halifax {a), where the son served an apprenticeship

for sour years during his minority, it was decided that he was

not emancipated from his father ; and yet during the time of

the apprenticeship he was not under his father's control. In

contemplation of law there may* be two kinds of control ; a

son may be under the control pf his father, and also under

the control of the law, as if he be ordered to assist a constable

in the execution of his duty ; that is a temporary control. I

am therefore of opinion that this pauper was not emancipated

from his father at the time when the latter gained a settle-

nieut in Woburn, and that a contrary decision would be at

tended with mischievous consequences.

•Grose J.—The question is whether or not the pauper

ceased to be part of his father's family in the year 1774, in

deciding which common fense will go a great way to guide

us. It »s said that he ceased to be part of his father's family

when he entered into the militia as a drummer ; but it ap

pears by the cafe that he was only sixteen years of age at that

time, that he entered with the consent of his father who

was a serjeant in the same militia, that his father received

his pay, and that from the time when he first entered

until he married he lived in his father's family, except

at those times when he and his father were absent upon

duty in the militia. Upon this state of the cafe I think that he

- continued

(a) Burr. S. C/806.
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continued under his father's control, and waa part of his fa- 1800.

ther's family in the year 1774.

La whence J.—I do not find any cafe in which it has been The Kino

decided that a subsequent settlement gained by the father can- Thl*lnh»-

not be communicated to the Ion unless where the son has bitantsof

been actually separated from the father. In the cafes cited of Woman,

the soldier and of the nurse, the children were absent from

the father's family ; and in the latteT cafe the daughter was

an adult at the time of her absence. In R. v. Halifax, though

the son was an apprentice uruler the control of his master,

yet as he returned to his father's house after the apprentice

ship was at an end, it was holclen that the father's subsequent

settlement was communicated to him.

Le Blanc J.—In the cafe of R. v. Walpole St. Peter's,oa

which the argument in this cafe is founded, the son had to

tally quitted the father's family ; he had been with his regi- •

ment for four years, during which time he was totally inde

pendent of the father. But in this cafe the pauper never

ceased to he part of his father's family before the year 1774,

when the father gained a settlement in IVoburn. It is laid

however that the pauper was emancipated, because he had

entered into an engagement which for a time subjected him,

to a control different from that of the father : but suppose,

instead of this, he had engaged to live as a servant with a

farmer in the neighbourhood for six months, he would during

that time have been under the control of the master, but on

„ returning to his father's family he would again have become

subject to his father's control, and would not have been eman

cipated. So here the pauper continued to be part of his fa

ther's family in the year 1774, and as such the settlement

gained by his father at that time was communicated to him.

Per Curiatn, Order of sections confirmed.

Burgh and Others Assignees of R. Wheeler ^Monday,

■a 1 .. • a D _ set. 10th.

Bankrupt against Preston.

THIS was an action of debt on two bonds given by the A bond was

defendant to the bankrupt ; the one dated the 8th of

January 1 790 in the penal sum of 10,000 /. ; the other dated i,gar0r

September 16th 1791 in the sum of eo,ooo/. The defendant should in-

craved over of the condition of the first bond '* and memo-

• Vol. VIII. _ 2 1 randum fr„°Jf*

sums the

latter should pay or be liable to pay on the obligor's account ; and before the execution

of the bond a memorandum was thereon indorsed, that the obligee " tali given an un

dertaking not to sue upon the bond until after the obligor's death :" held that this memo-

landum was to be taken as part of the condition ; and made the bond in effect payable

•nly hf the representatives »f the obligor aft« his death.
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1800. rand 11 m annexed and subscribed to the said writing obliga-

V-((«Y"»J tory." The condition was that the defendant should pay to

Burch Wkceler all such sums as Wheeler had advanced or paid for or

PrCs'^on on account or was l'aD'e t0 pzy f°T °r on account of the de-

' fendant or should at any time thereafter pay or be liable to

pay for or on account of the defendant by reason or means of

the defendant having drawn or thereafter drawing any bill of

exchange upon Wheeler &c. The memorandum was this ;

" The before named R Wheeler hath given an undertaking

not to bring any action or suit upon the before written bond

or aslign the same until after the death of the said R. Pres

ton." The defendant then craved oyer of the condition of

the second bond and memorandum, which were of the same

kind ; and then pleaded that the memorandum to the first

bond was written annexed and subscribed to the bond before

the sealing and delivery thereof by him the said defendant,

and that the defendant is still living-, he allb pleaded in the

same way respecting the other memorandum i&c. To this

plea there was a general demurrer, and joinder in demurrer.

Giles, in support of the demurrer (a), admitted that if

the memorandum, written before the execution of the bond,

were intended by the parties to be taken as part of the con

dition of it, the cafe of Broke v. Smith (bJ was decisive that

it might be pleaded as such, notwithstanding what is said in

Bro. Abr. tit. " Faites." pi. 72; & 2. Rol. Abr. " Faites." G.

pi. 8. But he contended that this memorandum was not in

tended to make part of the deed. It is merely a memoran

dum of something which had before that time been agreed

upon ; but it is not the agreement itself. The words are that

Wheeler " hath given an undertaking ;" clearly referring to

some other prior agreement. The agreement itself should

have been set forth in order that the court might put a legal

construction upon it, as connected with the condition of the

bond. It does not therefore even amount to a covenant not

to sue. But taking it to be in effect a covenant not to sue, it

cannot be pleaded as a release in bar of the action ; but the

breach of it is a substantive ground of action in itself. It is

true that a covenant by an obligee not to sue his obligor at all

will enure as a release, and may be pleaded in bar of an action

on the bond, in order to avoid a circuity of action ; as was

agreed in Smith v. Mapleback (cj, and Dean v. Newhall (d).

But

(a) This cafe was agreed on a piior day in this term. (i) Mar, 679.

(r) /inn, 1 vol. 446. (d) Ante, 168.
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But that only holds good where the covenant not to sue is

co-extensive with the right of suing, and not where such co- y_ v-

-venant not to sue is only for a limited time, as in Aylifft v. Bo«ou

Scrim/bin (a). Now this is an agreement of that kind ; for p/*/^,

at most it is only an undertaking not to sue upon or assign the

bond during Preston's life. But even taking the memoran

dum to be part of the condition, this action which is brought

by the assignees and not by the bankrupt himself is no breach

of it ; for it is only a personal contract, and he has no con

trol over the assignees. Bro. Abr. tit. " Conscience," pi. i.

And here too the condition was not broken until after the

bankruptcy. [Lord Kenyan C. J. said it was clear Khat the

assignees must take the bankrupt's property subject to all his

legal contracts and equities. J

Dickens for the defendant. The memorandum must be

taken to be part of the condition, and incorporated into it.

This was decided in Breie v. Smith (i), and must have been

taken for granted in Steadman v. Purchase (c) ; otherwise no

notice could have been taken of the memorandum as a sepa

rate instrument for want of a stamp, and because it was not

signed by the parties. As to the words " hath given" &c ;

those are common words of grant in all conveyances, and are

not taken in a retrospective sense. The effect of the memo

randum is not to destroy the condition of the bond as first

expressed, but to explain it. It is only a stipulation not to

take advantage of it during the lifetime of the obligee. It

operates however as a release during that period, according

to the doctrine in Lacy v. Kinajton and may consequently

be pleaded in bar.

Giles, in reply, said that the memorandum was repugnant

to the condition before expressed in the bond : that the two

could not stand together ; and that the defendant himself

had pleaded it as a separate instrument.

Cur. adv. vult.

Lord Ken yon C. J. now delivered the opinion of the

Court. After stating the case, his lordship proceeded thus ;

The question is what is the effect of this memorandum ? and

we are of opinion that it was the intention of the parties that

this sliould be taken as part of the condition of the bond. It

is like the common case of a condition annexed to an obliga

tion to postpone the payment for a certain time } the bond is

given for a certain sum, but with a condition that if before

2 1 2 such

ta) 1 Sim. 46. (*) M'°r, 679. (c) AM; 6 vol. 737.

{d) I Ld. Kay. 690.
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1800. fucn a day the obligor pay such a sum either by instalments

* or as a gross sum, then the bond shall be void. In this cafe

Boiob the question is only what was the intention of these parties ?

Preston 80^ lt appears to us that they intended that theobligor should

' not be called upon to pay this money during his lifetime, but

that the payment should be deferred until after his death, and

then be made by his executors ; and there is nothing illegal

in such a contract. If this had been a covenant not to sue at

all, it would have operated as a release ; and the debt, once

released, would have been gone for ever. This is not like

some of the cafes in the books, where there was a collateral

agreement (in a different deed ) not to sue, in which the courts

have said that the party must resort to his agreement and can

not plead it as a release. For here the memorandum was

annexed to, and was subscribed before the execution of, the

bond ; and our decision is fully warranted by the cafe cited

from Moor 679. There the question was whether or not a

memorandum indorsed on a bond before the execution of it

should be considered as explanatory of the intention of the

parties respecting the operation of the condition ; Popham J.

•was clearly of opinion that it should, it being a cotemporary

act ; and though some of the judges at first doubted of this,

they afterwards agreed in opinion with Popham. In this cafe

therefore we are of opinion that the parties intended that it

should not be in the power of the obligee to enforce payment

es the bond from the obligor during the lifetime of the lat

ter, but that payment should be made by the executors of

theobligor afterwards; and consequently the defendant is

entitled to the judgment of the court.

Judgment for the defendant.

Lorck against Wright.

tHn»pl"B" TN this cafe the defendant having paid money into court,

titled to" A tne plaintiff twice carried down the record for trial and

the cofls op withdrew it ; after which he took out a judge's summons, in

to the time the last vacation, to discontinue the action on payment of

of the de- æ a j
fend,nf» costs; And now

paying mo- Giles moved, on behalf of the plaintiff, that the master

ney into might allow him his costs to the time when the money was

though the paid into court, that the amount might be deducted oat of

plaintiff if. the subsequent costs, and the balance paid tq the plaintiff,

enter the lne

retard for trial tad withdraw iu
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the balance if it should be in the defendant's favour. And 1800.

he cited the cafes of Hartley v. Bateson, ante, I vol. 629; Uv^

Stevenson v. }Torke,ante, 4 vol. 10; Kabellv. Hudson ib.; and Loacn

Seymour v. Bridge, ante, 403 ; to fliew that where money is waiairr.

paid into court the plaintiff" is entitled at any time before

trial to the costs up to the time when the money was paid in.

Alderson opposed this motion in the first instance ; and ob

served that this was an attempt to carry the rule further than

it had ever been extended ; for that there was no instance in

which it had been holden that the plaintiff" might apply for

his costs after the record had been entered for trial ; that it

was admitted in all the cafes on this subject that the plaintiff*

is not entitled to the costs incurred up to the time of paying

money into court, unless he make his application before trial ;

and that the circumstance of the plaintiff's having entered

the record and withdrawn it was for this purpose tantamount

to a trial. But.

The Court thought that, though this cafe was new in spe

cie, it fell within the principle on which the cases cited by

the plaintiff" were decided ; and therefore they made the

Rule absolute.

Blake against Foster. Atfmh.

THIS was an action of covenant on an indenture, dated T°n"

May 1 6th 1778, by which Blake and Sarah his wife iesl"or for a

demised certain tenements to the defendant for twenty-one breach of

years from Lady-Day then last, and in which the defendant f^^n

covenanted to repair &c. The breach assigned was, not re- ture of

pairing. The defendant, (besides pleading non est factum, lease in not

and that he did repair £3V, on which issues were taken,) plead- ^v"^"^

ed, thirdly, that before the making of the indenture, to wit, see cannot

on the 23d of June 1768 T. Woodward being seised in fee P|c»d in bar

of the demised" premises by will devised the fame to C so' had* ont

Knowles and R. Trowbridge and their heirs for ever to the |y an eqni-

use of them and their heirs, upon certain trusts therein par-Jable estate

ticularly mentioned, and, amongst others, upon trust that ";se,e p^

they and the survivors of them and the heirs of such survivor that is tan-

sliould from time to time during the life of the said Sarah, tamonnt to

the wife of the said Henry, pay the rents issues and profits nabuft"fnDl

thereof (subject as therein mentioned) to the said Sarah and tenement!*.

her "ut> se"1"

We, the les

see U not estopped from (hewing that the lessor was only seised in right of his wife for her

life, and that (he died before tbe covenant broken, because an interest passed by

the lease.
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1800. ner afligns or otherwise permit and suffer her and them to

1 receive and take the same to and for her and their own use

and benefit, and after her decease upon certain other trusts

therein particularly mentioned ; by virtue of which devise

Know/es and Tro-wbriJge after the decease of Woodward and

before the making of the indenture to wit on &s entered

£jfc and became and were seized thereof upon the trusts in,

the said will mentioned ; whereupon the plaintiff1 and Sarah

his wife in right of the wife became and were entitled to the

rents issues and profits of the said premises under and by vir

tue of the said devise ; and being so entitled they the plain

tiff and Sarah his wife in right of the wife made the said in

denture ; that after the making of the indenture and before

the expiration of the term, to wit, on the 1st of January

179O Sarah, the plaintiff's wife, died; whereupon the in

denture and the term thereby created and the said estate and

interest of the plaintiff in the demised premises ceased and

became and were wholly void ended and determined ; aver

ring that the demised messuages &c did not become nor were

ruinous tic at any time during the life of Sarah, the plain

tiff's wife. The defendant in another plea pleaded that be

fore and at the time of making the indenture the plaintiff

and his wife in right of his wife were seized in their demesne

as of freehold, to wit, for and during the life of the said

Sarah of and in the demised premises ; that after the mak

ing of the indenture and before the expiration of the term,

to wit, on the 1st of January 1790, Sarah the (plaintiff's

wife} died, whereupon the indenture and the teryn thereby

created and the estate and interest of the plaintiff of and in

the demised premises ceased and became and were wholly

void ended and determined.

To the third plea the plaintiff demurred, and assigned for

causes of demurrer, that it is not admitted by the laid plea

that either the husband or wife had any estate in the demised

premises at or after the making of the said indenture, nor

that any estate or interest passed cither from the husband or

the wife by the said indenture -, that it is not alleged by that

plea that the husband had not any estate of his own in the

demised premises at or after the making of the demise. He

also demurred specially to the fourth plea for these causes,

that it is not alleged or shewn by that plea how or in what

manner the husband and wife in right of the wife became

entitled to the demised premises for the life of the wife, nor

how their title commenced ; that the defendant by this plea

attempted to plead a particular estate or title without shewing

the
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commencement of it ; and that the defendant has not by this 1800.

plea alleged-or (hewn that the defendant had not any estate of ^—-v^J

his own in the demised premises it or after the making of the Blake

demise, nor admitted or denied that any estate or-fnterest p^""e«

pasted from the husband by the said indenture.

Abbott in support of the demurrer (a). The defendant by

his third and fourth pleas contends that though he has enjoyed

the premises demised to him by the plaintiff during the whole

term, yet he is not bound to keep them in repair, because the

lessor whole title he controverts, had no authority to lease

them, and cannot now enforce the covenant. The general

rule is clear that a tenant holding by indenture is estopped to

plead to an action on his covenant that his landlord nil habuit

in tencmentis (b). Now the first special plea amounts in sub

stance to the same thing ; for the bar thesein insisted on is

that the lessors had only an equitable interest in the premises,

and-consequently no power to lease. There is also anorher rule

that every estoppel must be reciprocal, and bind both parties

(c) ; therefore as the plaintiff wouid have been estopped from

setting aside the indenture on the ground that he had only an

equitable interest in the demised premises, so neither can the

defendant plead such matter in bar. This rule applies also to

the last plea; and there are many authorities which shew that

the defendant in this cafe is estopped from setting up such a de

fence. Brc. Abr. tit. " Avowry," pi. 1 23. j. and « Deth" pi.

7. ; referring to 9 H. 6. 43. In trespass for taking the plain

tiff's cattle the defendant avowed for rent under an indenture of

lease to the plaintiff, to which the plaintiff replied that the de

fendant had nothing in the land except in right of his wife,

who died without issue before the taking &c. (shewing there*

fore that he was not tenant by the curtesy,} : But by the court

the husband might avow or bring debt for the rent notwith*

standing ; and the tenant was estopped till the entry of the

heir. The court also in Dixon v. Harrison (d), referring to

the above case, observed that '« it was not adjudged, but is

much the better ^pinion of the book." The fame cafe is

cited with approbation in 4 Bac. Abr. tit. " Leajit" p, i7.C.i

where Lord Ch. B. Gilbert, the author of that treatise, assigns

this reason why the husband may avow for the rent till the

actual entry of the heir, because the lease was at first good

... *ncl

(a) On a former dav in this term. (t) Parker v, Manning, ante, 7 vol.

J37.; Lit. s. 58. Co. Lit. 47. *. BrtsJnillv. Rohrts, 2 mts. H%. Cnh \.
Lexlcy, ante, J vol. 4. (t) Ce. Lit. 354. a. {J) lraugb. 4.6.
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l8<^o. and drawn out of the seisin of the wife, and therefore remains

^*»v^wi good between the lessor and the lessee till avoided by the entry

Blikb of the heir. So here the estate was good by estoppel till the

«?<•'»/> entry of the remainder man. In "Jeffrey v . Guy ( n), which

°5TER' was debt on bond brought by Gtiy against Jeffrey conditioned

to perform covenants, one was that Guy might come on the

land to inspect the repairs of a house demised for years to

Jeffrey by Guy and Kathnrine his wife. The cafe was that

one J. B. and the said Katherint were tenants in tail of the

house, and had issue William ; and after J. B.'s death Kathe

rint intermarried with Guy, and they made the demise to

Jeffrey by indenture with the covenant above-mentioned.

Jeffrey pleaded in bar the former intail and the death of Ka-

therine, and that William the iffue in tail entered before the co

venant broken. Guy replied that William came upon the land

with him to see if the repairs were made, absque hoc that

William entered modo et forma; and on issue thereon it was

found for the plaintiff; and judgment was given for Guy in

C B., which was affirmed on error brought in B. R : but the

only error was that there was no breach of covenant alleged

against Jeffrey. That cafe confirms the former opinions ;

because it (hews that the entry of the heir was considered as

material in order to avoid the lease ; the issue was taken on

that fact, and it was not contended that it was an immaterial

issue. It is also cited as an authority for this purpose in the

same place in Bac. Abr., where this observation is made, " be

cause until the entry of the issue of the lease was still subsisting,

and consequently the lessee bound by his covenants in such

lease." And finally the lease was sustained, because it was

found that the heir had not entered. l>ut it will be argued

that by the last of the special pleas it is admitted that an inte

rest passed, and so there could be no estoppel. Such a dis

tinction is indeed mentioned in Co. Lit. 45. a. but no

reasons are stated for it ; and on the contrary it is said in

^ Other books that no good reason can be given for it. The same

doctrine is alluded to in 1 Ventr. 358., where it is said that if

lessee for ten years make a lease for twenty years and after

wards purchase the reversion, it is good for ten years, but

shall not bind him for the residue, because he had no

' more interest in him at the time than for the ten years. But

Bac. Abr. 192., referring to this case, adds a quære; because

the reason does not seem satisfactory. And in the case in Fentrh,

Ptmberton Ch. J. said that the difference was where the party

making
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making the estate has a legal estate and where a defeasible estate i8oc.

only ; for in the latter a lease may work by estoppel, though an i^-wj

interest passed, so long as ihe estate out of which the lease was blak?

derived remained undefeated. Nowhere the entry of the heir *f™*.P
was necessary in order to defeat the lease. What is said in Co. ^°"tt'

Liu 45. a. was probab'y taken from the cafe in Moor 20., as

said by three judges: but the Report in Dal. 26. is more full ;

and there it is stated that if a lessee for life lease for years, and

afterwards purchase the reversion, and die within the term, the

heir in reversion may confess and avoid the lease : but it does

not follow from thence that the lessee might; and besides it

was not an adjudged cafe ; for it is put under a nota. At all

events however an estate which a man has jure uxoris is very

• different from an estate in his own right pur autre vie ; for the

former derives its force from her estate and his- controuling

power over it ; and he has no more interest in the estate than

a stranger. It is the iease of the wife alone, and therefore

operates against the husband by estoppel only ; and consequent

ly against the lessee in equal degree. But independently of

the objections to the substance of these pleas, the last is bad

in point of form, for the causes assigned in the demurrer.

First, Non constat but that at the time of the lease granted the

husband and wife were seised in right of the wife for her life

with remainder in fee to himself, in which the lease would have

keen good against him by estoppelTand consequently so against

the lessee- And though a landlord is not bound to shew title

against his tenant, yet the tenant in pleading title in another

against his landlord is bound to negative his landlord's title in

every manner by which it might avail. The last plea is also

bad in another respect, in not shewing the commencement of

the particular estate ; for it is a constant rule that, if a smaller

estate than a fee be alleged in pleading, the commencement of

it must be shewn.

"Jervit contra. The general rules, that a tenant cannot

plead against his landlord nil habuit in tenementis, and that

estoppels are mutual, do not apply in this case to estop the

defendant from disclosing the facts stated in the third and fourth

pleas; in the first of which it is alleged that the plaintiff's

wife had an equitable estate for life in the demised premises,

and in the last that (he had a legal estate for life at the time of

the lease made; that she is since dead, whereby the lease be

came determined ; and that no breach of covenant was com

mitted before that time. The ground on which the de- •

fendant contends that he is not estopped from pleading these

facts
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1800. fe&s >s> because the lease was good at its commencement, and

i_ an .interest passed under it. As to the first special pleaj

Blake though at common law the lease of cestuy que trust could not

Fostm ^e supported, he being a mere stranger to the land, and his

entry upon it a trespass sa) and consequently his lease could

not have enured by way of passing an interest, but only as a

conclusion, yet such a lease may take effect by virtue of the

statute 1 Ric. 3. c. 1., according to the facts disclosed in the

first special plea, and by virtue of the common law according

to the last plea. That statute enacts that every statute of feoff-

ment lease &c. shall he good and effectual against the feoffer

grantor &c. and against all others having or claiming any in-

» terest or title in the lands only to the use of the same feoffer

&c. and his heirs, at the time of the grant made &c. Under

this statute cstuy que use acquired the jus habendi et dis-

ponendi, though the freehold remained in the trustees, and his

entry is good for the purpose of making a lease. But the con

struction of that statute has always been that the grant is only

good for such estate as cestuy que use could have legally made

if the legal estate had been in him : and therefore where cestuy

que use for life, remainder in tail, leased for the life of the

lessee and died, it was holden that the lessee was only tenant at

sufferance after the death of cestuy que use (b). The plain

tiff's wife therefore being cestuy que trust of the premises for

life, the plaintiff her husband was entitled to make this lease

for life; and then according to Treport's case (c) the lease for

years of lessee for life by deed indented shall be no estoppel

after his death, because at the commencement it took effect by

way of passing an interest. So \r\-Co. Lit. 47. b. " A, lessee

for the life of B, leases for years by deed indented, and after

purchases the reversion in fee. B dies, .//shall avoid his own

lease ; for he may confess and avoid the lease which took effect

in point of interest and determined by the death of B." And

Lord Holt (d), speaking of that case, says, the reason of it is

because tenant for life had a freehold which is a greater estate,

and the lease will need no estoppel if the life endure. The

fame doctrine is laid down in Moor. 20. and Cro. Efiz. 700.

As to the authorities cited on the part of the plaintiff from Bra.

Mr. " Avowry,"pl. 123., and " Dette," pi. 7., and Vaugh.

Rep. 46., all which will depend upon the case in the Tear Book,

9. H. 6. 43., it is sufficient to say that the question of estoppel

did

{aS Ktihe. 41 b. Phmi. 34J (i) Lord Zones> case, Dy. 57. *. and Bac.

Abr. tit. Feoffmcnt toUsea, pi. a. Palm. 352. ,&c. (c) b C>. 1$ . a, (^)In;

Gitman v. Haare, I Salk. 2J$.
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did not expressly arise there; and when the same case is ]8oo.

abridged in Bro. tit " Trespass," pi. 18. as an action of tref- < «...

pass by lessee for years against his lessor, it is (aid that it was Blake

not adjudged. The cafe of "Jeffrey v, Guy, as reported in ^ot-tii

Teh. 78., does not warrant the abridgement of it in Bac. Abr. ;

for the question before the Court turned altogether upon the

form of the pleadings, and not upon the consideration whether

the entry of the heir in remainder were necessary to avoid the

lease upon the death of the tenant in tail. But whatever doubt

there might formerly have been on this point, it was fully set

tled by the case of Smallman v. Agburrow (<j), which was twice

argued, and where it was determined that if the husband lease for

years the land of the wife rendering rent, he shall not have

debt for the rent incurred aster the wise's death, because his

estate is determined and the reversion is gone. The cafe of

Brudnell v. Roberts (b) also establishes the fame doctrine.

That was covenant against a lessee for years by the plaintiff a*

heir in reversion in fee to his father, by whom the lease was)

granted. The defendant pleaded that the father when he

made the lease to him was only tenant for life, and having since

died the lease was determined, alsque hoc that after the making

of the lease the reversion in fee belonged to the father: and on

demurrer judgment was given for the defendant ; for, as was

said in argument and adopted by the Court, though during the

father's life the lessee would have been estopped from saying

that the father had not the reversion in him, yet on his death

the lease was at an end, and the lessee was not estopped to

plead the truth by confessing and avoiding the lease. Then as

to the objections to the form of the fourth plea ; it being

stated affirmatively what estate the plaintiff had, it was not

necessary to shew what he had not. And if the plaintiff had

the reversion in fee in himself at the time, it lay upon him to

reply that matter if he thought it would have availed him. It

is not necessary to dispute the rule laid down in Co. Lit. 303. b.

that estates in fee-simple may be generally alleged in pleading,

but that the commencement of particular estates regularly must

be shewn &c. :. but that the rule has always been considered as

applicable only to cafes where either party makes title to him

self in a particular estate, or where the defendant justifies as

servant one who has such title. Scilly y. Dally, Salk. 562.

Johns v. Whitley, 3 Wilf. 72. But here the defendant claims

no particular estate ; for his estate is admitted by the plaintiff,

^ and

(a) l Jltl &. 401. «4f . and 3 Buljtr. 27a. (i) 1 Wils. 143.
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and is-the very foundation of his action. On the other hand

he is a stranger to the origin of the plaintiff's title, and it is

enough for him to shew that it has ceased. The fact of the

plaintiff's wife having only a life estate in the premises might

have been traversed by the plaintiff's pleading in reply a greater

estate by way of inducement, and denying the estate for life.

The defendant was obliged to set up the defence insisted upon

in justice to himself; because, if the facts be true, a recovery

. by the present plaintiff would be no bar to an action By the

real owner of the estate.

Abbott in reply, As to the first special plea, admitted that by

the statute of Ric. 3. the court were bound to take notice of

the interest of cestuy que trust, but referred to what was said

of that statute in Goodtitle v. Jones (a), that it was only in-

fended to apply to cafes where the owner in possession of an

estate, having conveyed it to a trustee to his own use, and

afterwards conveyed it away to a purchaser, attempted to set up

the estate in his own trusteee against the purchaser. [Law-

hence J. here observed that it must not be considered from

•what fell from the Court that that statute only applied to the

cases there mentioned ; that that statute was then unexpect

edly cited, and the Court feeling that it did not apply to that

cafe threw out on the sudden what was reported to have been

said ; but that though it certainly did not apply to that cafe,

on further consideration the Court were of opinion that it ex

tended to other cases.] At any rate the argument of the plain

tiff proceeds on the assumption that there is no distinction be

tween legal and equitable estates under that statute ; which is

against the whole current of legal authorities. And it cannot

be contended now that a person having only an equitable title

in an estate can convey a legal title in it to another. What

was said in the case of Smallman v. rfgburrow (/>), as to the

point now in judgment, was merely an observation on the

case in the Year-Book ; for the principal question there was on

the severance of a joint- tenancy. In Brudnell v. Roberts (cJY

after the death of the tenant for life there was no person who

remained bound to the lessee for the continuance of the lease,

and therefore there could be no estoppel against him to avoid

it, as estoppels must be mutual. The cafe of "Jeffrey v. G«y

(if) was only cited to shew that it did not occur either to the bar

or the bench that the pleadings were erroneous, which they

would

(«) -Afc, 7 vol. JI. (*) 1 M X- 401.44'- :B«/A.27». (0 mis. 1 43.

{j}r,iv. 78.
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would have been if the issue tendered of the entry of the heir 180c.

before the covenant broken had been immaterial. The opi- y u-%_/

nion of Lord Holt in Gillman v. Hoare (a), which has been .Blake ■

relied on, was not upon the point in judgment ; for the court j."*"'^
ultimately decided in favour of the estoppel. As to the form ST"-

of the last plea, and the argument that the plaintiff should

have replied a greater estate in himself if it existed than is

stated in that plea j that was not necessary to be replied, be

cause the onus lay upon the defendant to take away the right

of action of the plaintiff by the strength of his own plea : and

where (he whole defence rests upon negativing the plaintiff's

right, the defendant is bound to state in precise terms every

thing necessary to negative such right. The very authorities

cited by the defendant's counsel shew that the rule is general,

extending to every cafe where a particular estate is to be shewn

in pleading.

Cur. (l>) adv. vulf.

Grose J. now delivered the opinion of the court. This

U an action of covenant in which the plaintiff declares on a

breach of covenant contained in a lease of premises for twenty-

one years made by himself and his wife, in the lifetime of the

wife, under which the defendant has occupied during the

whole term. The breach assigned is that the defendant has

not pursuant to the covenant repaired rhe premises which were

during the term ruinous and out of repair, and were so at

the expiration of it. To this the defendant has pleaded seve

ral pleas, the two first of which conclude to the country ;

and the question here arises on the third and fourth pleas, to

which there are demurrers. The third plea states that before

the date of the lease Thomas Woodward being seised in fee

of the premises devised them to trustees and their heirs, to

the use of them and their heirs, in trust that they should from

time to time during the life of the wife pay the rents to her

or permit her to receive them to her own use and benefit ;

that thereupon the husband and wife in right of the wife be

came entitled to the rents, and being so entitled made the

indenture; that before the expiration of the lease the wisp

died, whereupon the said term Ceased and ended ; and that the

premises were not out of repair during the lifetime of the wife.

The causes of demurrer assigned to this plea are that it does

not admit that the plaintiff or his wife had any estate in the

premises at the time of the making of the indenture, or that

any thing passed from either of them by that indenture. The

fourth

(«) iaft. *7£ (t) Lord Knym Ch. J. was absent, thrsugh indit

position, on the day when thU case waa argued.
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1800. fourth plea varies from the third, and states that the husband

'^akT' and wife in right of the wife were seised in their demesne as

again/I of freehold for her life, with the like conclusion to this plea as

Foitck. to the third. The cause of demurrer shewn to this plea is,

that the defendant has alleged a life estate in the wife, with

out shewing the commencement of it; and this was the prin

cipal question we wished to look into. The general ground

of demurrer on which the plaintiff proceeds as to both these

pleas is that the plaintiff is estopped by the indenture from so

pleading, according to the rule in Co. Lit. 47. b; to which

it is answered hy the defendant that according to the authority

of the same book, where an interest passes, which is deter

mined, there is no estoppel. The latter rule, the counsel for the

plaintiff has endeavoured to impeach. If this cafe stood on

the third plea only, it could only be necessary to consider that

question, which can only arise where it shall appear that some

legal interest passed by the indenture. But according to the

facts disclosed by the third plea the whole fee, both in posses

sion and use, passed by the will of Thomas Woodward to the

trustees who were to receive and pay the rents and profits to

the wife, -it being the testator's object to create a trust which

should place the estate out of the control and disposition of

the husband. And were it to be holden, as has been argued,

that by virtue of the statute of the 1 Rit. 3. c. 1. the plain

tiff could dispose os any legal interest in the estate so devised,

it would in a great measure destroy the system of trusts by

which real property is secured to women during their cover

ture free from the control of their husbands. The cases which

were cited in support of this position were cases of uses which

would be executed by the statute of 27 H. 8., and do not ap

ply to a trust such as that created in favour of the plaintiff's

wife. We are therefore of opinion that this third plea is ne

bar to the action.

Abbott then, rinding that the court were disposed to give

judgment against the plaintiff on the fourth (a) pica, asked

leave to amend by striking out the demurrer to that plea, and

replying specially. Whereupon

The Court gave leave to amend accordingly.

(a) The court were prepared to overrule the formal as well as the sLbstao-

tial objeftiont to ibis pica.
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Doe on the several Demises of Elizabeth Small,

Maria Meacock, and Francis Meacock, against Ftb. iath!

Ann Allen («). "

ON the trial of this ejectment for certain messuages and j.s. deriC-

landsin the several parishes of Skeiviog Kilkew »ni Mold^j^1*

in the county of Flint, a special verdict was found, which whaj

stated in substance as follows. and perfo-

John Williams late of Garneddwen in the county of Flint est,t^t

being seised in fee of the premises in question by his will duly GoVto bless

executed and attested, dated the 20th of March 1762, devis- mewithfall

ed is follows ; "As to what real and personal estate it hath ™v debts

pleased Almighty God to bless me with, I give and dispose fir^'^j^ut

of the same as followeth ; first my will is that all my debts of my per-

and funeral expences be justly paid off and discharged out of jonal.andif

my personal estate ; and if the same lhall fall short, i do here- si,^c|* "°

by charge my real estate with the payment of the fume. I out of my

do hereby give and devise all my messuages lands tenements j".'. estate)

and hereditaments whatsoever situate lying and being in the ^"f"^

several parishes of Skeiviog Kilkew and Mol<J, (all the purchased the same as

lands in the aforesaid several parishes of Skeivio* Kilkew and follows; I

Mold,) unto William Allen of Skeiviog ion of Thomas Allen of^"'^.

Skeiviog aforesaid deceased. And I do hereby give and devise sUage« lands

all my messuages lands tenements and hereditaments situate tenements

lying and being in the township of Garneddwen in the parish fa1men'['j„"

Sfeiviog aforesaid unto the aforesaid William Alien for and dur- s. &c. to

ing the term of thirty years; and from and after the end of A." held

the said term I give and devise the same to my right heirs for o^'^'

ever. I do hereby charge all and singular the aforesaid mes- estate,

suages lands tenements and hereditaments with the sum of

700/. in case the said W. Men shall at any rime hereafter be

interrupted in the peaceable possession of the premises hereby

demised to him to his own proper use, to be raised by sale or

mortgage of the said premises. 1 give and bequeath unto

T.Allen, son of T.Allen of Skeiviig aforesaid deceased, the

two hunting horses called by the names of Cricked and Chance

and the pack of hounds, and to be delivered to the aforesaid

Thomas Allen immediately after my decease. And all the rest

and residue of my personal estate oF what nature or kind soever

and.

[») S»f. 147. 9. c.
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1800. an<^ w'iere'oevcr the some is or may be found, or wherein I

t H _* f have any right or title unto, I give and bequeath unto my

Doe loving friend W. Allen-, whom I nominate and appoint to be

^m«st my f0ie executor of this my last will and testament iSt. The

devisor died on the 22d of March 1762 seised of the tene

ments comprized in said will, and also of other tenements not

thereby devised ; and which last mentioned tenements descend

ed to his heir at law Samuel Small, who thereupon entered

!cc. TViUiam Men also entered into possession of the {aid tene

ments so devised to him> Samuel Small after the testator's

death paid bonds to the amount of 700/ and upwards.

William Allen afterwards, on the 1 8th of February 1793, inter-

marrried with Ann Allen the defendant, and continued in pos

session of the devised premises in Garneddwen in the parish of

Skeiviog aforesaid during the term of thirty years after the

testator's death, and was seised or possessed of ail the rest of

the said devised premises in the several parishes of Skeiviog

ltiljcew and Mela in the said declaration mentioned, until the

28th of September 1797; when he died leaving issue by the

said Ann one son W. J. Allen. By his will the said William

Allen devised the said premises, provided he was enabled fo to

do, to the said Ann for life, with divers remainders over ;

whereupon the said Ann entered &c. W. Allen at the expira

tion of the said term of thirty years gave up to the said Samuel

Small the possession of the tenements in the township of Gar.

. neddwen aforesaid. Samuel Small died on the I si of January

1795, leaving the lessors of the plaintiff his heirs at law, who

are also the heirs at law of the testator J. Williams. The

I special verdict then stated the entry and demise of the lessors

of the plaintiff, and the ouster of the plaintiff &c.

Benyon for the plaintiff (a). The question is whether

William Allen took a fee or a less estate in the premises men

tioned in the first demise. If he took a fee, the defendant is

entitled to the judgment of the court; if a less estate, the

plaintiff is entitled to recover. In the estate of Garneddwen

W. Allen by the express words of the will took only a term of

thirty years, which is now expired. And in the other estates

in the parishes of Skeiviog Kilkew and Meld he took at most

{b) only an estate for life. An heir at law can only be disin-

/ • „ herited

(a\ This cafe was argued on a former day in this term.

yi) The plaintiff's counsel was at first about to contend that the devisee

W. A. took only an estate for the term of thirty years in the premises first

devised as well as in those at Garntdd-wrn, on tlie ground that they were all

devised by one clause ; but lie immediately abandoned that argument on the

court expressing a strong opinion against him npon that paint.
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herited by express words or by necessary implication la). Here

there it no words of inheritance annexed to the devise to

IVÆam Alltn to carry a greater estate than for life: and the

only grounds on which it can be contended that a fee passed

are, fst, on the introductory clause manifesting an intention

in the devisor to dispose of all he had ; adly, on the charge

for the payment of debts by the devisee, with which he can

not comply unless he takes a fee; or thirdly, on the word

hereditaments, ist, It has never been holden that introduc

tory words like those in this will are in themselves sufficient

to carry a fee, unless followed by a residuary clause manifest

ing an intention in the devisor to leave nothing: undisposed of.

Right d. Mitchell v. Sidehotham (b), Denn v. Gajhin (r), Good-

right v. Stacker (d), and Doe v. Wright (ej. In general,

such introductory, words are considered to be of course, and

equally pertinent whether the devisor intended to devise away

all his estate or not. And here it is expressly found as a fact

that he died seised of other estates not comprized in the will;

which negatives his intention of disposing of all he had. As

to the second ground, the distinction is this ; where the charge

is upon the estate generally, the devisee does not necessarily

take a fee, but where it is upon the devisee himself in respect

of the estate, he does : but here the charge is on the estate.

[This head of argument was abandoned by the counsel for

the defendant ; and so was the third ground, upon the word

hereditaments taken per fe.] This cafe is very like the

words of the devise in Denn d. Moor v. Mellor (f) ; but there

the words were in the residuary clause, and there was no in

troductory clause. The testator there, after devising certain

estates, added, 11 all the rest of my lands tenements and here

ditaments either freehold or copyhold whatsoever and where

soever, and also all my goods chattels and personal estate of

what nature or kind soever, after payment of my just debts

and funeral expences, I give devise and bequeath unto my

wife ; and I do hereby nominate her sole executrix" The

cqurt held that the wife only took an estate for life. It may

be said that the judgment of this court was afterwards reversed

in the exchequer chamber, and that it was there determined

that the wise took a fee : but supposing that judgment of re-

Vot. VIII. " aK versal

ta) VUt Moon, d. Fagl V. Heaftman, milts* Btf. 140, 1.

(*) Delff- 7J9. ('1 Civs. 660. (d) AmU, $ TSL I J.

(,j 64. (f)A<*>, $ ™>L «8. and 6 vol.
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1800 veT^ ultimately to ftand' yct Lord ^h. J- Eyre> who deliver

ed the reasons of the judges, did not proceed on any ground

affecting the decision of this case ; for he neither relied on

the word hereditaments, (which indeed in Hopewell v. Ac-

land (a) and in Canning v. Canning (/>) was holden not to be

sufficient to carry a fee) nor on any charge for payment of

debts, but solely on the consideration that the devise was

contained in the residuary clause; which of course cannot

apply to this cafe, where the residuary clause is in terms con

fined to the personalty.

Manlty contra. Upon the whole view of the will there was

a manifest intention in the devisor to give William Allen a fee,

and the words used are sufficient for that purpose, without

relying on the word hereditaments -t though therefore some

opinions in the books tending to (hew that that word alone

will pass a fee if such be the apparent intention of the devisor.

This cafe is stronger for passing the fee than that of Denn d.

Moor v. Mellor (e) ; because here is an introductory clause

(hewing an intention to dispose of all the devisor's real and

personal estate, which was wanting in that cafe; and yet the

court of exchequer chamber held that a fee there passed, on the

ground of an apparent intention in the testator to dispose of all

he had, though he had annexed no words of inheritance to the

particular devise. In the introductory clause the word estate

is used, which has always been holden to mean the whole

interest which the devisor had in the property, unless coup-

led with other words denoting a local description of it.

The devisor here had two forts of property, the one a

family, the other a purchased, estate ; be distinguished be

tween the two by giving the family estate away from bis

heir only for a limited time : but the purchased estate be

thought he might properly dispose of as he pleased, and give

it away altogether to the devisee whom he most favoured.

But if it be decided that an estate for life was given only in

this latter, this incongrous and improbable intention must be

imputed to (he- testator, that he was less anxious to give

his acquired property than his family estate from bis

bis favourite devisee ; for an estate for thirty years

must naturally be expected to be of longer duration than an

estate for life, no life being worth so many years purchase.

The very circumstance of the residaary clause not mentioning

the real estate shews that the devisor thought he bad ~

{») Sol*. »J9- (J) Mstli »4<>. (•) Ante, % vol. $j?< w»4 4 t»

»Z5.
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given the whole of his estate in the purchased lands to his 1800.

devisee. This circumstance was relied on by Lord Mansfield v -„- _j

in Frogmorton v. Holiday (a) as explanatory of such an inten

tion in the devisor: and Wilmot J. there (b) relied on the

introductory clause, and said it was the fame as if it were re

peated in every part of the will. Now if that were done in

this cafe, the words would be fully sufficient to carry the fee

in the purchased lands to William Allen. In Grayfon v. Atkin

son [c; the introductory clause was to the fame effect as heret

•4 as to all my temporal estate wherewith it has pleased God

to bless me, I give and devise the same as follows ;" then after

giving several legacies and charges the will proceeds ; " as to

all the rest of my goods and chattels real and personal moveable

rnd immoveable, as houses gardens tenements Sec, I give to

A. ;" and there it was determined that A. took a fee. So in

Hogan v sackson(d) the introductory clause was "as to my

worldly substance ;" and then the testator after making several

bequests, amongst others to his mother for life, proceeded to

devise to his mother " all the remainder and residue of all his

effects both real and personal which he should die possessed of;"

under which it was holden that the mother took a fee. So in

Tanner v. fVise (e) the introductory words " as to all my tem

poral estate" &c. coupled with a subsequent devise of " all

the rest of my estate goods and chattels &c real and personal

1 give to A" was also holden to give the fee to A. The case

ofRight v . Sidebotham (f) is very distinguishable from this*

for there the testator used different words in devising the two

different parts of his estate, annexing words of inheritance

to the devise in one instance and not in the other, which fur

nished a presumption that he intended such a difference. And

in regard to Dtnn v. Gajkin (g), Lord Mansfield said there

were no words by which he could connect the devise in ques

tion with the introductory clause, " as to all his worldly es

tate;" otherwise he thought it might have been sufficient to

carry the fee : but here they are immediately connected.

Benyon, in reply, shewed that the cases cited of Grayfon v.

Atkinson, Hogan v. Jackson, and Tanner v. Wise, fell under

the distinction he had first taken, as to where the introductory

2K1 words

•a' • . .

(.) j Burr. x6aj. H) Ib. 1625. (0 1 mis. 333. (i) Crvp. 299,

-=r

• «• .
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1800. words were followed by a residuary clause comprehending the

^mmj real estate.

D?* Lord Khnyon Ch. J. Although the court are not now

AlLen. prepared to give their final judgment on this special verdict,

I cannot forbear expressing my present sentiments on iu It

has been frequently lamented that at first after the pasting of

the statute of wills the courts did not require the fame tech

nical expressions in a will to pass a real estate as arc necessary

in conveying the estate by deed ; for then we should not have

had more cases on the construction of wills than of deeds > and

it very rarely happens now that a' question arises on the con

struction of a limitation in a deed. There are certain receiv

ed words that are well known and have from time to time

been used by conveyancers in drawing deeds, and these ex

clude all doubt as to their legal meaning. But in expounding

wills a greater latitude of construction has been allowed.

After an anxious endeavour to discover the intention of a tes

tator it frequently happens that we can only conjecture what

his intention was, and sometimes there is scarcely enough

even to form a conjecture. Formerly Sir J. Bland made his

own will, and at the close of it he (aid that he had disposed os

his estate in so clear a manner that he thought it impossible

for any lawyer to doubt about it ; this will was afterwards

contested, and it came before Lord Hardwicke, who (aid that

he was so utterly at a loss to conceive what was the real in

tention of the testator that he wished he could find some

ground on which to form a conjecture. So in the case os

Right v. Sidebotham Lord Mansfield, whose mind was as

equal to the explanation of difficult points as that of any lawyer

who ever fat in Wejbmnfter-hall, admitted tho difficulty or'

deciding questions of this kind ; saying " I verily believe that

in almost every case where by law a general devise of lants

is reduced to an estate for life the intent of the testator is

thwarted ; for ordinary people do not distinguish between real

and personal property. The rule of law however is establish

ed and certain that express words of limitation or words tan

tamount are necessary to pass an estate of inheritance. «« AD

my estate" or 11 all my interest" will do : but *' all my lands

lying in such a place" is not sufficient. Such words are consi

dered merely as descriptive of the local situation, and only carry

an estate for life. Nor are words tending to disinherit the heir

at law sufficient to prevent his taking, unless the estate is given

to somebody else. I have no doubt but the testator's intention

here was>to disinherit his heir at law, as in the cafe of Dtw»
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v. Gq/kin." And yet he was not bold enough in that cafe to 1 800.

decide-that the devisee took more than an estate for life. The >. —y—-mt

plaintiff's counsel in arguing this case anticipated the three Po«

grounds on which it might be contended on the part of the

defendant that a see passed by this will. The first is the in

troductory clause ; on which the case of Ibbetson v. Buckwith

(a) is decifive: that case was decided by a great lawyer, Lord

Talboi, who thought that such a clause accompanied by other

words in a will would pass a fee, but that alone was not suffi

cient for that purpose; and this case has been followed by a

variety of others to the fame effect. The second ground, re

specting the charge, was abandoned by the defendant's coun

sel ; and very properly so, all the decilions on this subject

being against him. A multitude of cases might be cited on

this point, but I will only refer to that of Merson v. Blackr

more (i), where the master of the Rolls said " Where a gross

sum is to be paid out of the lands, to be (tire it gives a fee to

the devisee of those lands. But here the debts are not at all

*vents charged upon the reel c/late, but only contingently, if a~

the personal estate should not be sufficient ; and therefore

does not come up to the cases cited of a gross sum to be paid

out of land, and consequently gives no more than an estate

for life to the plaintiff, the devisee." The next point arises

on the word " hereditaments j" and I am astonished thaf

any doubt should ever have been entertained about that. It

is not so strong a word as " tenement :" it is merely a de

scription of the thing itself, and not of the quality of it, or

the interest in it. If the word M estate" had been used, that

would have been sufficient to have carried the fee : or if in

the residuary clause there had been the word '* real" as well

as " personal estate," that would have been sufficient. But

on the authority of all the cases (except that of Detin d.

Moor v. Afelhr) I am of opinion that the devisee took only

an estate for life in the premises mentioned in the first devise.

With regard to that cafe of Moor v. Me!lort not knowing

distinctly the grounds upon which the judgment of this

court was reversed in the exchequer chamber, I can only say

that I see no reason to induce me to alter the opinion I there

gave : is it shall be discovered on examining the grounds of

the judgment of the court of error that that court rectified

a mistake made by this court, I shall be glad that justice has

been thereby done to the parties in the cause : but if that

shall be sound to be a single case, and that the judges in de

ciding

t») Cas. Terns. Talb. 157. (*) » Aik. 341.
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1800. ciding it departed from those rules that have guided convey

ancers for ages past, then it will be most unfortunate for the

public. The maxim misera est servitus ubi jus eft vagum aut

incertum applies with peculiar force to questions respecting

real property. In family settlements provision is made for

unborn generations ; and if by the means of new lights oc

curring to new judges all that which was supposed to be law

by the wisdom of our ancestors is to be swept away at a time

when the limitations are to take effect, mischievous indeed

will be the consequence to the puplic. It was upon this

ground that the majority of the judges in the House of Lords

were of opinion that the cafe of Perryn v. Blake had been

wrongly decided in this court.

The three other judges said that they were of the fame

opinion, but wished to have an opportunity, before the case

was finally determined, of looking into the cafe of Denn d.

Moor v. Mtlltr in the exchequer chamber.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. on this day said, we have looked into

the cases cited, and we all concur in the opinion given when

the cafe was argued. We think that all the cafes on this

subject lead to the same conclusion, that the devisee IV. /f/Un

took only an estate for life under the will in question j and

consequently that the plaintiff is entitled to the judgment of

the court.

Judgment for the plaintiff.

THE END OF HILARY TERM.

i
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Easter Term,

In the Fortieth Year of the Reign of George III.

Taylor and Another against Richardson. ^*J^J'

THE writ in this cafe, directed to the sheriff of Cumber- Though the

land, was sued out on the 6th of August last, return- to*"" «p-

able the first return of last Michaelmas Term. On the 8th^\"^ft

of August the plaintiffs applied ^o the sheriff of Cumberland toarrestthe

to direct his warrant for the arrest of the defendant to A. B. defendant

and C. as special bailiffs, and the plaintiff's attorney by an in- pontiff-.,

dorsement on the writ undertook to indemnify the sheriff, request, the

The defendant was arrested, and gave a bail bond. On the " re"

3d of November the defendant being in the said sheriff's cus- for the de-

tody at the suit of Blackett and others, the defendant's bail sendant

in this action gave notice to the sheriff and also to the keeper ast"theai"

of the gaol at Carliste that the defendant was rendered and rt P" '

did thereby render himself in this action, and required the

keeper to detain the defendant in his custody. On the 10th,

of December the defendant was discharged out of the sheriff's

custody, the plaintiffs in the other action being satisfied for

their debt. In the last term the plaintiffs ruled the sheriff to

return the writ, when the sheriff returned cepi corpus, which

rule

Park now moved to discharge, on the ground that at the

plaintiffs had nominated special bailiffs of their own, and had

undertaken to indemnify the sheriff, they should not after

wards have ruled the sheriff to return the writ j and he re-ferred
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1800. ferret! to the cases of De Miranda v. Dunkin (a), arid Ha-

l^-v—»-* tnilton v. Dalvell (b), where it was determined that if the

Tatlor sheriff appoint a special bailiff at the plaintiff's request the

m.V^fti latter cannot rule the sheriff to return the writ; and in the

ion. last mentioned case it was also stated that in Cumberland there

are no bond bailiffs. But

Lqrd Kenyon Ch. J. said, This is very distinguishable

from the two cafes cited, where probably it was owing to the

misconduct of the plaintiff himself that the sheriff did not

do his duty : but here the defendant was in the custody of

the sheriff in another suit, and therefore the sheriff should

not have Jischarged him without first inquiring whether or

not there were any other drtainers against him. What pro

tection the sheriff of Cumberland has in cafes of this kind

that other sheriffs have not, it is not necessary to inquire in

this' cafe : but, though ho may not have bond bailiffs, he may

perhaps learn, whenever the question arises, thai he is bound

like all other sti.'riffs either to execute the writ personally ar

to procure it to be executed by some other person, for whom

he is responsible.

Per Curiam, Rule refused.

Holroyd was to have opposed this rule in the first instance.

(a) Ante, 4 vol. 119. (i) 2 Bt. Rrp. 954.

*m?iA. Earl Ferrers against Henton.

An estateof ~t""*HIS was an action («), for the penalty c

thevalueof | Ann> f. ,^ for ruling game, not bei

annumP,hoi- fled. At the trial at the last assizes at Leiceji

on the statute 5

being duly quali-

Leicester the question

den by the turned on the defendant's qualification; as to which it ap-

inhiTown Pe,irec' tnat ne was P°fseff«i of certain premises of the yearly

right. under value of upwards of 15c/. in his own right, under a lease

a lease t'<>r granted to certain other person named for thirty-nine years

tr9ust'«*f° W» if he» the defentIant» antl two othe« should so long

the defend- live.

ant and Chambre B., being of opinion that this was a sufficient

ftnnld so qualification for the defendant to kill game, nonsuited the

long live, is plaintiff.

a it ffirient Vauthin

qu . ifica-

tlon to kill («) The action is given by the 8 Gn. I. t. 19. and 2 Ga. 3. c. 19.

game under (i) The 22 and 23 Car. 2. c. 2j. /. 3. enacts that " every person, not hav-

the (lat. 2 2 ing lands and tenements ot some other estate of inheritance in his own or his

•nd 23 Car. wife's right of the clear yearly value of iCO/. per annum, or for term of life,

» ■ c. 25. or having lease or leases of 99 years, or for any longer term, ot" the clear

f. 3. yearly value of 150/. &c. Is thereby declared to be a person by the laws of

this realm not allowed to have, &c. any guns, &c, for the taking and killing

as aim. ''
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Vaughan Serjt. now moved to set afide the nonsuit, on the 1800.

ground that the defendant's estate in the premises was not

such as the statute require* for this purpose ; being neither a » ^Jr'

lease for life, because the lives might survive the term ; nor a^qiiji

a lease for ninety- nine years certain, because the lives might Hemtok.

drop before.

Lord Kenyon C. T. Leases of this kind have always

been deemed sufficient to give a qualification. There is no

reasonable probability of any life in being extending beyond

ninety-nine' years : and the legislature in admitting leases for

ninety-nine years of a certain value to be a qualification to

kill game did not mean to require that they should positively

entire so long : it is sufficient if they may extend to that pe

riod, subject as in this cafe to the contingency of the party's

so long living.

Per Curiam. Rule refused.

Gordon and Another, Assignees of Crosley, 2.3***0,,

Bankrupt, againji Wilkinson. MqJt**

IN an action of trover for certain goods, which was tried where a

before Mr. J- Rooke at York, the question turned upon trader coM-

the validity of the commission of bankrupt under which the ™j^n"_a*

plaintiffs claimed. The act of bankruptcy insisted on was the ruptcy by

bankrupt's having lain in prison two months and upwards upon tying tw»

ao arrest for debt ; but it appeared that the two months did p^^oJ,*

not expire until the 22d of August 1 797, and the commission der an ar-

iffued on the 28th of the preceding jun*\ whereupon the i«st. though

plaintiffs were nonsuited. hankmpfey

Lav now moved to set aside the nonsuit, on the authority when com,

of the case os Hope v. Gill, cited in Betrwes' L,ex Merc. 531. P^J« ™*k

as having been adjudged by Lord Raymond at Guiidhall in M. t" tne „.

5 Geo. 2.; where it was ruled that lying in prison two lunar test ami firsts

months makes a man a bankrupt from the first arrest; and imP,ison-

that although the commission were taken out before the two n'ooomipis.

months were expired, yet it was sufficient, the bankruptcy sioo can be

having relation to a time before the taking out of the com- [j"^""' tiu

mission. In addition to which he stated that taking out such t(,e expira-

coramifsions was not an unusual practice; and tHerefore ittionofthe

was fit that the law should be settled. ^nthi

Lord Kenton C. J. I cannot conceive how a commission

of bankrupt can be taken out in such a case before the two

months are expired ; because in order to obtain it there must

ho
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i8oo.

Gordon

«0N.

be an affidavit made that the party has committed an act of

bankruptcy. Buc surely in these instances though the party

imprisoned be in the progressive course of committing an

agaiin act of bankruptcy from the time of his first lying in prison,

Wilkin- yet tne act itself is not completed till the expiration of the

two months by the very words of the act of parliament (a).

The commission therefore cannot regularly islue until that

time j and the Lord Chancellor if the fact were disclosed to

him would most probably supercede the commission, which

can only be founded on perjury. If such a practice has pre

vailed, it is fit that a stop should be put to it as soon as pos

sible.

Per Curiam. Rule refused

(») 21 Jar. I. t. 19. /. ».

(i) But where a trader becomes a bankrupt by lying in prison for two

months, the act of bankruptcy relates back to the time of the arreil so as to

veil the property in the aflignecs from that period. Vide Rob ». Gretn, J,

■fiair. 437 ; and King assignee of Longman ». Lciib, ante, a. vol. 141.

Saturday, The King against Harrison and Company.

May jd.

A conrir. A CONVICTION on the excise laws under the above

lion on the title, and against the persons so described, was set

•xciselaws down for argument in the peremptory paper : but when it

acainlt such _„„ 11 j * ' *
^> _ , was called on
an one and

ampary Lord Kenyon Ch. J. said, It is impossible that a convic-

rannot te tion of such an one and company can be supported. It is a

ftjpported. mere nuiiitv even against the party named. The Court are

bound in duty to take care that summary proceedings be

fore Magistrates are regularly conducted, whether the parties

object to them or not. We cannot tell upon the face of this

proceeding but that the delinquency of Harrison's partners,

who are not before the Court, may have been imputed to

him. As no action could be maintained against such an one

and company without naming all the parties, so neither can

a conviction be sustained in this form.

Per Curiam^ Conviction quashed.

.1 Wood was to have argued in support of the conviction,

»nd Holroyd against it. ■

Jackson
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Jackson and Another again/I Charnock. ' 1800.

THIS was an .lit ion ofYovenant on a charter-party of as-

freightment of the Britannia on a voyage from London to T—s^t

Madras, and from thence to any port or ports in the East In- M"y 6th:

diet, ami back again to the port of London. The action was ftip'toB for

brought for 8207/. 12s. for freight, and for 1440/ for demur- a »oyage,

rage ; and tut defendant having pleaded, the cause was tried at «"g»singt»

the sittings after \i$tMthatlmas Term at Guildhall before Lord J^&Vu"

Kenyon, when the jury by consentfounda verdict for the plain- ring the

tiffs, damages 15000/, subject to the arbitration of three mcr- »hoIe time,

chants as to the quantum, and the opinion of this Court as to {j^jj*

a question of law on the following cafe, freight on

The plaintiff Jackson was owner of the Britannia in 1796, «h« return

and the rther plaintiff Stewart was captain of the fame. On^,,Jj^pl

the 19th November 1796 Jackson let to hire the ship for a voy- safety of the

age from London to India and back again- to -the Defendant, ">'P " be-

who had contracted to furnish to the East India Company extra ^""r'n**"

ships for their trade. The ship arrived safely at Bengal. On the vo°"g»

the 10th of December 1 797, after being surveyed by the to put int»

India Company's officers and reported sea worthy, she left gtp.°Jnj°

Bengal laden with goods by the East India Company, to pence of re-

whom the ihip was Jet by the defendant On the 2ld of fitting must

the fame month it was discovered that slje had sprung a leak, ^e*J°r^c^r

and which leak gained upon the ship, notwithftanding every j^jS. unot

effort of the crew to keep it under. A consultation was liable to

holden by the officers of the ship, who were unanimously Qf contribute.,

opinion that it was necessary for the common safety that the po/tion to°"

(hip should be lightened as soon as possible of spare materials his interest

and part of the cargo, which were thereupon thrown over, ™ thecargo,

board ; and in consequence of the ship being thus lightened ner^aTcr!

she arrived in Table Bay, at the Capt os Good Hope, on the age.

16th of February 1797. Immediately on her arrival at the

Cafe the ship with the concurrence and approbation of the

agents for all parties was surveyed, and on that survey is was

found that she could not proceed to England without being re*

paired, and that she could not be repaired without having her

cargo taken out. A (hip called the Bombay Castle was there

fore hired, on which the cargo was placed, and the Britannia

was thereupon repaired. The amount of the repairs and other

necessary and incidental charges connected with the repairs, to

gether with the expences of maintaining the crew, amounted

to 4395/- 6/. id. As soon as possible the cargo was reshipped, and

the ship proceeded with the utmost dispatch to Saint Helena in

her way to England, and after being captured and recaptured irt

the course ofthevoyage from thence to England(he arrived safely
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1 800. at ,nc Port °f London on the 5th of October 1 70,8, and there landed

U«-r^O and delivered what remained of her cargo into the Company's

Jackson warehouses. " The question for the opinion of the Court arises

C solely on the construction of the charter-party (a), and is whether

»A OCK or

(a) A copy of the charter-party was annexed to the cafe. The following

at tides were those rcfeired to in the argument : Art. 2. " The said owner

and master engage and agree that the said ship is of the burden of 384 too at

the lead, and that she shall forthwith he equipped and stored in all things fit

for such voyage and to the satissaction'of the said R. Cbarnock,and botb est her

departure outwards and bomrwards and ulfo durimr :ht nibble ofthe said meyage, shall

have a proper and lgfncient quantity of b.ilLill on board to navigate her with

the utmost safety, and a sufficient quaniityof dunnage to be provided at the

owner's expence to preserve the caigo Horn damage, arJJb ill I e kept firing tight,

and well and sufficiently victualled, tackled and apparelled, and completely

furnished with all proper and necessary (lores, and thill be manned &c."

Art. 5th. " Upon the said ship's hating completed her outward voyage and

the diichargc of her cargo, and having arrived at her loading port in India,

the said R. Cbarnocior his assigns shall forthwith suivey or cause the (aid ship

to be (urveycJ and futb repairs fittings and tbirgi as shall on jucb survey be deemed

necessary or proper for a boweviard vojage with a cargo of E-ijI Imd-ss or other

goodsJiall be fer.bvsitb done supplied andJ'urnijbed ft tbe etiws'i expense \ and so

loon as the laid (hip shall he put in fit and proper condition for such homeward

vo.ago then the said Robert Cbarntib or his assigns or h)i or their agents or

servants shall forthwith load <Scc. &c. but no demurrage shall in any case

grow due, nor fliall any lay day be reckoned during such time as the Jhip is

out of lepair." Art 6th. " The quantity of goods which the ship can take

onboard and biing home &c. and the condiiton of the ship as to tackel

stores and repair) (hall be determined hy the person ot persons appointed by

the E. I. Company for such like purposes, whose opinions shall be binding

and conclusive between the said parties And the certificate of such person

or pet lonv or an authentic copy llicicot shall be deemed and taken as full evi.

dence of such opinion." Art. 7th. " The ship, as soon as she shall have re

ceived her homeward lading and disp-Uches and not before, shall de-pait and

set sail (wind and weather permitting) and fliall return directly without any

deviation, unavoidable dangers of the ie s cx:cptcd, to the pottos Lor.d.n

and upon such discharge being completed the said ship shall 6nish her

intended voyage." Ait. toth. " she said R. Cbarnotk and his assigns his

and theii agents and servant* both in England and abroad shall have free li

berty at all times during the said ship's whole intended voyage, and until her

~ final unlading and discharge, to lepair and maintain or send one person on

board-, and tor that purpose the Ihip upon piopcr usual or known signals

being made for her shall lay to, if sailing, and wait till such person or persons

come on board, and the said mailer (hall civilly treat and entertain them with

reasonable and convenient food and lodging during their stay at the owner's

expence; and such pctsoD or peisons (hall and may take a suivey of the (hip

and every part thereof and of her cargo ammunition furniture ptovi lions and

stores &c; and if .the said (hip shall not be sufficiently victualled manned and

armed, or if any thing shall be deficient wanting or amiss, the said owner or

master shall from time to time upon reasonable notice given to such'person or

pei sons raule tbe fame to be amended and supplied according to the, direction

of such person as aforesaid. And if upon such survey it Hull lie found that

there is a greater quantity of goods in the said ship than she can

reasonably carry in her, so as to be free and fit to fail through tbe seas,

and capable to defend bciscif and let all her guns be clear, in such cases

it shall be lawful lor such pcison 01 persons to cause the Ihip to be light

ened so as to reduce the cargo to such a degree as that the (hip ean

reasonably cany the fame in manner aforesaid." Art. 18th. «' If any

of the goods or merchandizes laden or put on boaid the said ship fliall be

lost or delivered or shall be prejudiced wet or damaged, and if the owner*

(ball
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or not the defendant be only liable to such general average as

arises on the goods thrown over board, or also to general ave

rage on the repairs and other expences at the Cape of Good Jackson

Hope? ' c.u!m«

Reynolds for the plaintiff. The defendant is liable to gene

ral average for the whole expences. It may be co'lected from

all the writers on this subject that by a general average is meant

a contribution to the expences that are necess-.rily incurred lor

the preservation of the ship and cargo in consequence of losses

and d mages accidently happening at sea, I Mag. Inst/r. p. 6+.;

which (among others) includes all that is thrown overboard or

damaged by a jettison for the ship's safety, and charges occasi

oned by any unavoidable accidents. Now this cafe comes

within that definition. The damage was accidental, and the

expences were necessary for the preservation of the concern j \

and then it becomes a general average. In Da Costa v. Newn-

ham (a) it was holden that when a fliip is obliged to put into

port for the benefit of the whole concern, the charges of loading

and unloading the cargo and taking care of it, and even the

wages and provisions of the workmen hired for the repairs,

become general average. And in that cafe a passage was cited

from

(«) Ante, 1 Tot. 407.

stall not be able to ptote to the satisfaction of the said R. Clarnock or his

assigns that the said goods have been lost prejudiced wet or damaged through

unavoidable accident aud necessity, then it (hall be deemed that the said goods

have been lost or damaged through the default of the master; and in such

case the owners stall pay to the said R. Cbarnoci or his assigns the full prime

coll of such goods loll or not delivered and an addition of 30 percent, thereon ;

and if the laid R Cb.irntxk or his assigns stall agree to receive the damaged

goods, then the owners stall make good such damage as any of the said goods

may have received and loie 'he freight thereof; and if the said R. Cbarntet

or his assigns stall refuse to receive such damaged goods, then the owners

stall take the fame to their own use and pay to the said R. Cbarnoci or his

assigns the foil iuvoice price thereof,, and all charges customs and duties in re

spect thereof, and 50 per cent, upon such price charges customs and duties bo

lides losing the freight of the said goods; but if the owners stall be able to

prove to the satisfaction of the said R. Chamcck or his assigns, that the said

goods have been loll or damaged through unavoidable accident and necessity,

and then in such cafe theyshallsuffer no lost, except thefreight and their proportion of

ot general average, i% refpecl of any goods that may necessarily perish or be east over*

hoardfor preservation ofjbip or 'arge ; not stall the owners in any cafe be charge

able with any sum of money in respect of loss or damage exceeding the amount

of jl. a ton, on the stip's registered burthen ; and all payments in respect of

loss or damages on the outward cargo stall be made in Ztnawiand not in India,

and that notwithstanding the said stip stould happen to be lost or never ai-

live at London." Art 2»d, " If the stip stall happen to be lost before her dis

charge and the final delivery of her homeward cargo, the said R. Cbamori or

his assigns (hall not be liable to pay any freight or demurrage for the stip or

her cargo, but it stall and may be lawful to and for the owners notwithstand

ing to retain lb« said imprest-money for their own use."
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1800. from Betnvet's Lex Mercatorio to (hew lhat when a ship is

—~"~— /breed by a storm to enter a port to repair the damage (he has

j.\cr»DN sustained, ff (he cannot continue her voyage without an ap-

~>h«r*ock Parem r'"£ °f being lost, the wages and victuals of the crew

are brought into average with all the-charges of loading and

unloading anchorage pilotage and every other expence incur

red by the necessity. Then on whom is this general contribu

tion to be levied ? Justice 2nd \*w require that the expences

should be borne by all who jre benefited by that which re

moves the danger, in proportion to their respective interests;

by the owners of the ship, of the freight, and of the cargo.

Here the defendant is interested in the cargo, and therefore is

liable in proportion to his interest. It is no answer on the

part of the defendant to fay that by the 18th Article of the

charter-party he is made expressly liable to a general average

in one instance, as furnishing a presumptive argument that he

is not liable in any other ; because the defendant, being liable

to general average both on principle and authority, should

have introduced in the charter-party an exemption from the

general average in this instance if he had intended to be ex

empted. In Hotham v. The Eajl India Company (a) Lord

Mansfield said the owners were not to pay for the damage oc

casioned by the storm, the act of God : but this is an attempt

To make them liable, and to turn them into insurers as well as

owners. If the defendant be not liable to contribute on ac

count of the cargo, the whol? expence will fall on the plaintiff,

who will not be able to recover it from the underwriters, not

being interested in the cargo.

Rout for the defendant. If it were materir.1 to the interest of

the defendant, it might be contended that the facts here stated

do not bring this cafe within the principle relied upon by

the plaintiff's counsel, for it does not appear that the damage

to the (hip was occasioned by a storm. But it is not necessary

now to consider what is the common rule respecting general

average, since this cafe must depend on the particular contract

between these parties, by referring to which it will appear that

the defendant is not liable to general average. This is not

a general charter-party of affreightment, where the interests

of several persons are trusted to one ; but it is a contract

by which one person let his (hip to another for a cer

tain price to be paid on certain events, and by the terms of

which every kind of repair is to be made by the owner. By the

second Article the owners engaged that the (hip should be

« in

(«) D-tf. »78.
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.*« in all things fit for the voyage both at her departure out- 1800.

wards and homewards, and also during the whole of the voyage" ^-v-^j

&c. By the fifth, the defendant was to have the ship sur- Jacksom

veyed in India previous to her return, and the repairs pro- c^"qCK

per for the homeward voyage were to be done " at the own

ers' expence". And by the zad Article the defendant was

not to pay freight until the- final delivery of the homeward

cargo, even though the ship were lost. From every part of

the contract it may be collected that it was the intention of

these parties that no freight was to be paid unless the ship re

turned in safety, and that all expences of repairs were to be

borne by the owners. The only exception is that mentioned

in the 18th Article, by which it is provided that in the event

of the goods being lost or damaged by unavoidable accident

and necessity «• the owners should suffer no loss, except the

freight and their proportion of a general average in respect of

any goods that might necessarily perish or be cast overboard

for the preservation of the ship or cargo." But it appears

that these expences were incurred in order to enable the

plaintiffs to perform their part of the contract, without which

they would not have been entitled to any thing ; and there

fore there is no ground for their calling on the defendant to

contribute any proportion towards the repairs and other ex

pences at the Cape of Good Hope.

Reynolds in reply. Although it is not expressly found as

a fact that this damage was occasioned by a storm, it evidently

appears that it was by an unavoidable accident, which brings

the cafe within the rule of general average. According to

the defendant's argument ao question respecting general ave

rage would ever arise. The contracting parties usually pro

vide for ordinary cases, as in this instance, but such contracts

not applying to extraordinary cafes the common rule respect

ing general average must attach here.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. The meaning of a general average

has for a long time been well understood in the commercial

world : if in the hour of danger masts are cut away or goods

are thrown overboard, those who are benefited by the preser

vation of the ship are to contribute to the general loss thereby

sustained in proportion to their respective interests. But in

this cafe we are delivered from all consideration respecting a

general average, because we are called upon to decide on the

particular stipulations contained in this charter-party. With

out repeating the different passages selected by the defendant's

counsel,
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1800. counsel, I am satisfied that the intention of the parties, as it

^-y<J is to be collected from the whole instrument, was that the

Jackson fliip was to be kept in repair, and that every thing that was

Charnock necefl"ary to enable the ship to perform her voyage was to be

provided by the owners of the (hip. Therefore 1 think that

the expences that were incurred at the Cape os Good Hope, in

order to put the ship in a condition to complete her voyage,

ought to be borne by the plaintiffs.

Grose J. The only question for our confi Jeration is that

which is stated at the conclusion of the case, on the true con

struction of this charterparty. It is not necessary to go

through all the different articles that have been alluded to ;

it seems to me that the second is a guide for us in construing

this instrument ; for by that it was agreed that the fliip

should at the expence of the owners be kept strong and tight

during the whole of the voyage. The other articles also

shew that it was the intention of the parties that the defend

ant should not bear any part of the expence of keeping the

ship in repair.

Lawrence J. This is not a question of general average,

but on the construction of this charter party, namely, whe

ther or not all the damages done to the ship during the whole

• Voyage were to be repaired by the owners ; and on this ques

tion the second, tenth, and twenty-second, articles seem de

cisive against the plaintiffs. By the second it was stipulated

that the, vessel should «< at her departure outwards and home

wards, and also during the whole of the said voyage," be

kept strong and tight, •« at the owners' expence." By the

tenth it is particularly provided that the defendant might at

any time during the voyage survey the ship ; and if any

thing were wanting or deficient the owners should supply it.

Now on her arrival at the Cape of Good Hope something was

wanting, and therefore that should have been supplied at the

expence of the owners. The eighteenth article also affords

a strong argument against the plaintiffs : by that the parties

agreed that in cafe any of the goods should be thrown over

board for the preservation of the ship or cargo the defendant

should contribute his proportion of a general average in re

spect of such goods j and that shews that he was not to be

liable to general average in other cafes.

Le Blanc J. This question depends entirely on the con

struction of the contract : by that the ship owners engaged

that they would at their expence keep the vessel in a proper

state of repair during the whole voyage, in consideration of

whjch they were to receive freight on the ship's return. In the

course of the voyage certain expences were incurred in repairing

the
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the ship, and the ship having been repaired the plaintiffs were

enabled to bring home the cargo, without which they would

not have been entitled to their freight ; these expences there- j.,iCKSOn,

fore cannot be thrown on the defendant, but must be borne against

by the plaintiffs who uudertook to do the repairs. This can- Cl,ARN0CK

not be considered as a base of general average.

Po/tea to the plaintiffs, subject as above ; and the defendant

not to bear any part of the expences incurred at the Cape of

Good Nape. '

Haworth against Spragqs. M^th.

THE defendant was sued In an action of asfumpsit by the The defen-

name of 'John Spraggs ; to which he pleaded in abate- dint j» »

rnent as follows ; " and h E again/} whom the plaintiff hath ex- abatement

hibited his bill by the.name of John Spraggs in his proper per- of misnomer

son comes and pleads that he was baptized by the name of m.ust g>»«

James, to wit at &c, and by the christian name of James hath

always since his baptism hitherto been called and known, hit true i

itc ;" traverling in the usual form that he was ever known chriftan

by the christian name of John. The plaintiff demurred ; "hcmg'bThU

and aligned foi special causes that by the manner of pleading true sur-

the said James had by his said plea admitted himself to be the n*"1* b*

person named the defendant in and by the aforesaid bill of jSJiritloS

the plaintiff,, and also that the said James hath not begun his

said plea in the words following, viz. " and James Spraggs

against whom" &c. in the usual aud known mode of pleading

a plea of misnomer in abatement, &c.

Manley, in support of the demurrer, referred to the cases

of Hixon v. Binns (a), and Roberts v. Moon (b), to shew that

the Court held a strict hand over dilatory pleas, and would not

admit of a departure from the usual form of pleading in these

cases. In the latter cafe a plea in abatement of misnomer be

ginning " and the said Richard sued by the name of Rtbert"

&c. was holden bad, being ao admission that he was the per

son named defendant by the plaintiff's bill ; so here the word

he is equivalent tosaid in that cafe, and must "have the fame

construction.

Reader, contra, denied that it had ever been decided that

such a plea must be penned in any particular form of words.

It was sufficient here that the defendant shewed by his pica ' •

that his christian name had been mistaken by the plaintiff,

Vot. VIII. 2 L admitting

(fl) Jntt, 3 Tol. 185. {t) Alls, 5 487.
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1800 admitting himself to have been properly called by his fur-

name. But

worth The Court said that at any rate the plea was defective, in not

Undoes setting out the surname as well as the christian name of the

defendant. That such i plea must inform the plaintiff what

is the true name of th« defendant : whereas here the defendant

corrected the plaintiff's mistake as to his christian name, but

neither admitted hat he was rightly designated by his surname,

nor called himself by any other surname.

Judgment, respondeat ouster.

Ma^yh. Alpass against WatKins.

mUaUoni1.!" nPHIS w;,s 311 ;^lil)n sor money had and received by the

a mairiage X defendant to the use of the plaintiff, brought to recover

settlement back 50/., being the deposit monev paid by the plaintiff to the

band^to"'" defendant m Part °f 925^ tne purchase money contracted for

life, ihcn to between them of a messuage called Perry Grove and certain

the »ite for lands situate in the paristi of Newland in, the county of Glou-

the'hdr" of "//"*- Un tllc ,ri'il at the siui"Ss after Iast Hilary Term in

tliebodyof London the following case was reserved for the opinion of this

thewifeand Court.

thc'wifc"*' ^e c^ate rtue^'on W3S put up to sale by auction on the

took an es- 9tn °fj""' I7<>7 ; the plaintiff was declared the purchaser in

tate tail tec thereof at 9- 5/-, and paid a deposit of 50/. to the defendant

—And tho on account of such purchase. The defendant's title to the

cited in the premises fold is as follows; John Tvatkins the el:!er, father

deed that of the defendant, hein^ seised in see of the said premises, by

d'U<sa- m^entures or 'fa'e anu release on the jd and 4th of June 1 754,

tlitr con- (being a settlement mai'e on the marriage of his son John

»eyed in Ifoikins, the defendant, w ith Susannah Stephens,) in coniide-

conhdaa-^ ration of the martiage and of 200I. paid to John IVatkins the

Bianiage defendant as his intended, wise's marriage portion and for a

and " lot competent 'settlement and other provision to be made for the

Kttling and fajj £ujr.nnah in case the marriage should take effect and flic

the land'** ff|-u'a suivive her intended husband, and also in consideration

&c. to the of the great aud natural love and affection which John TVat-

usci there- }-lm t[1t; dder had unto J. IVatkins the younger his son and

picssed'** his advancement and better preferment in life, andfor the

and subsc- settling conveying establishing and assuring of all andstngusajttbt

quern u"cs v:,-sfuage or tenement lands and hereditaments ttierein

fcerc added -/ 6

in the deed,

this Court

would only take notice of the legal estate ;—and the husband and wife having levied"a fine,

and having igried 10 sell the estate to a purchaser from whom they had received part of

the purchase money, (his Court would sot permit the purchaser to recover back th/

d< posit money in an action sot money bad aud received.
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morfc particularly mentioned and described and thereby intehd- i$nc.

ed to be settled to the several uses intents and purposes therein- ^v^j

after expressed and declared, conveyed the premises above ai.pas's

mentioned to the following uses ; to the use of the said J. ogam/!

IVatkins the elder for life, without impeachment of waste, Watkinj.

remainder to the use of Mary the then wife of said J. IVatkins

the elder for life ; remainder to the use of the said John Wat-

kins the younger (the defendant) for iife, without impeach

ment of waste, remainder to the use of the said Susannah

Stephens the iritended wife of J. IVatkins (the defendant) for

her life, for her jointure and in satisfaction of dower; and

from and after the several deceases of J. Watk'ms the defend

ant, and of Susannah his intended wife and the survivor of

them,- then to the use and behoof of the heirs of the body of

the 'said tSushnnah Stephens by him. the said John IVatkins the

younger lawfully to be begotten and of their heirs arid assigns

for ever ; and for default of such issue, to the use of the right

heirs erf J. IVatkins the ydunger (the defendant) for ever.

The marriage took effect j and there are issue of the marriage

now living, two sons and several daughters. , John IVatkins

the elder and Mary his wife being both dead, John IVatkins

the younger (the defendant) and Susannah his wise in Easier

Term 1797 levied a fine fur conuzance de droit come ceo,1

&c. With proclamations of the said settled premises. By an

indenture dated the nth of April 1797 duly executed by J.

fVatkihs the defendant and Susannah his wife the uses of such

fine were declared to be, to the use of such person or persons

for such estate and estates as the said J. Watkins the defendant

and Susannah his wife should at any time during their joint

lives by any deed or writing by them executed in the presence

of two or more witnesses direct or appoint, and in default

thereof to the use of J. IVatkins the defendant and Susannah

hrs wife during their lives and the life of the survivor of them;

remainder to Jthn Wdtkins the defendant in fee. The ques

tion for the opinion of the Court is, whether the defendant J.

IVatkins and Susannah his wife or either of them are seised of

iach arr estate in the said premises, or have such power of ap-

1 ointment as will enable them to convey the fame to the plain

tiff in fee ? If they or either of them are so seised, dr have

such power, then a verdict is to be entered for the defendant ;

if otherwise, a" verdict for 50/. is to be entered for the plain

tiff

Haireyd sot the plaintiff. Although it must be admitted

tbjrf S. Stephens took a legal eftate tail under the marriage

2.L2 settlement
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iSoo. settlement in 1754, yet as it appears by a recital in that deed

■ 1 1 f that it was made " for the settling conveying and assuring of

Alpah, the said premises'to the several uses thereinafter expressed," a

Wai1u»s coyrt °^ c<Ju'ly would give relief to the parties claiming

" under the subsequent limitations. Doran v. Rajs, 3 Bro. Ch.

Cos 27, 8. Therefore though the defendant could convey a

legal title in the premises in' question, yet as that legal title

would be moulded in equity to answer all the purposes of the

marriage- settlement and as the plaintiff would take this title

with notice of that defect, the defendant is not in a situation

to complete what he engaged to do, namely, to make a per

fect title to the plaintiff. And as the action for money had

snd received is founded on equitable principle?, this Court

should take into their consideration the equitable part of the

Lord Kenyoh.CIi. J. (stopping Walton, who was to have

argued for the deiendant) Sitting in a court of law we can

not take notice of an equitable title; and that the defendant

could make a good legal title cannot be doubted. The plain

tiff 's counsel seems to have admitted that; and if any autho

rity were wanting to support that position, I would refer to

the case of Morris v. Ward and others; and as my note of

that cafe, which I had from Mr. Filmer, is more full than

any of the printed accounts (a) of it, I will read it. It is as

follows:—" Thomas IVardell seised in fee had issue a daughter

named Lueretia, and by bis will 20th of February 1682 de

vised thus; 4 I give and bequeath unto my daughter Lueretia

wife of G Andrews all my plantation together with, the ne

groes &c, charged &c, during the natural life of my said

daughter ; Item I bequeath to the heirs of the body of mysaid

daughter Lueretia begotten or to be begotten and to his or her

heirsfor ever, after my said daughter's decease, all my before-'

named plantation &c, butfor want ofsuch heirs of the body sf

mysaid daughter I also give and bequeath the aforesaid premise*:

after the decease of my said daughter to my own next heirs:

and their heirs for ever. The reasons of the counsel in the

printed case ; It is a general rule of law that when an estate

is limited to one for life, a limitation afterwards to the heir*

of the body of that fame person creates an estate-tail ; anal

liinwgh this be in the case of a will, there is no reason to de-J

part from that rule \, For if Lueretia were construed to havei

«ni tstate for life only,, then the remainder "to the heirs of j

her body" would be words of purchase, aud then though {hey

haJfi

[*) fUcF. trn't C$nt. Rem. 247. 4th cd. ; 2 Jtk, 249 ; and l Bgrr. not.
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had had several sons, yet the eldest only would have been 1800.

heir, and the younger sons would never have taken under that u*^y^»

limitation, though it was -clearly the testator's intention that Alpa»».

all her sons should take by his using the word " heirs" in the ysf°"{H

plural number. And the sub sequent clause " for w ant of such

heirs of the body of my said daughter to my own ntxt heirs '

and their heirs for ever" is a (urther explanation of his mean

ing, that his daughter should take an estate-tail, with a re

mainder to his own right heirs.—Signed, A'. Fazaterly; D.

Ryder.—-This was heard before the Privy Council, 18th

March 1730, when it was ruled that Lucretia took an estate-

taiL The Chief Justices Raymond and Eyre assisted at the

decisions. Richard Morris appellant v. 'J. IVard and others

respondents, from Barbadoes.—Judgment affirmed."—Though

the above were only the reasons of the counsel in that case,

they contain as much good sense and found law as if they had

had the authority of all the judges of England. And that was

a stronger case than the present; for there the question arose

on a will, and in order to effectuate the intention of a devisor

a greater latitude of construction is allowed by the courts than

in the construction of deeds. But this is the case of a deed ; a ,

deed to uses, which must be construed like a common law-

conveyance. And there is no case from Shelley's cafe down

to the present time in which it has not been holden that words

in a deed, similar to those in this deed, did not create an

estate- tail. If we were to determine otherwise, we should en

trench on established rules of law, and we should defeat the

intention of the parties in this and almost every other case.

Cross remainders could not be raised. The consequences of ,

a contrary decision were well explained by Lord Ch. J. Wil-

\not in the case of Roe d. Dodfen v. Grew (a). I am therefore

clearly of opinion that, sitting in a court of law, we cannot

do otherwise than determine that as S. Stephens took an estate-

tail under this settlement, and as she and her husband have le»

vied a fine, the defendant may make a good legal title to the

plaintiff, and consequently is not liable to repay the deposit-

money for which this action is brought.

Per Curium Postea to the defendant.

[o) Iff'ilf.il*,
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Cass and Another againjl Levy.

In an affida- ' I "'HE defendant having been holden to bail on an affidavit

vittohold I made by a clerk of the plaintiffs', stating that " the

rnade'b defendant was indebted to the plaintiffs in 345/ apd upwards

the plain- f°r goods fold and delivered by the plaintiffs to the defend-

tiif'i clerk ant, 'and that no ofler had been made to the knowledge or b(-

titthimsclf lief °s deponent to pay the plaintiffs or either of them the

residing in said sum of money or' any part thereof \a m>tes of, the Go-

EnglanJ) it vernor and Company of the Bank of England" &c,

noHuffi- Jj/iplcK moved on a sum. er day in this term for a rule to

■cit'nt to OC" Q « «

gativea shew cause why common biil should not be accepted-

tender of Marrypt, who now shewed cause against the r(de, relied on

Banknote" the case of QrefrutU v. Lcvell (a)K where it wiS ruled that the

•• to the defendant was properly holden to bail on an affidavit made

knowledge hy a co-assi<>nee, who positively negatived any tender of the

"pfthe'"^ debt 10 himself in Banknotes or to the other parties intc,-

clerk." reined to the best of his knowledge and belief. But

Lord I£gnyon Ch. J. said, in that case the affidavit to

hold to bail was made by one of the parties interested, whereas

here the affidavit was made only by a, cltrk; of the plaintiffs,

the plaintiffs themselves residing in this country (bj ; and

consistently with the truth of this affidavit the defendant may

have made a tender of the debt to. either of the plantiffs.

Per. Curiartf, Rule absolute.

(a), Ann, 4.!?. (t) Kiic JUjinrc v. Sfinlu, ante, 184.

M~isj, Watson atainst M'Cullum.

The Court r I ^HE plaintiff having preferred an indictment against the

will not defendant at the quarter-sessions for an assault, the par-

mission t0b l'es agreed 10 refer a" matters in dispute between them, and

an award a entered into general bonds of arbitration, in which it was

rule of agreed that their submission should be made a rule of thii

whe."'part C°Urt- And nOW

of the mat- Lawes moved to make such submission a rule of Court :

ter agreed Dut

r°dbhasfer <^3e C°urt thought that such a reference could not compre-

been made hend the subject matter of the indictment, so as to be made

the subject a ruic 0f Court ; and that the words «' controversies suits or

of an in- , n
dictment. quarrels
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quarrels" in the statute 9 & 10 W. 3. c. 15. meant only civil

disputes between the parties. Therefore they s

Refused the rule. agan^

, J.OM.

Nunn and Ladbrooke, Assignees of Wilijam W«r»
Wjlsmore, a Bankrupt, again/i Mary Wils- M°J'3t '

more, Executrix of Thomas Wilsmore.

A SSTJMPSIT for money had and received by the de- A <,steed of

/"\ fendant's testator (in one count) to the use of the ^y^he

Plaintiff Nunn ant! one William Peart a former assignee since lease of a

deceased, and in whose stead the plaintiff Ladbrooke was as [j1r"^;'nd

terwards appointed, and (in another count) to the ule of the \ax-^'^s^il

present assignees; and also upon an account (tared with Nunn and all

and Peart. The defendant pleaded 1 st, Non-affumpfit ; 2cRy, ^'nft* %

The statute of Limitations ; and 3dly, Pler.e administravit ; tni(lce« in

on which issues were joined. At the trial before Buller J. at tonsidera-

the last assizes for EJfex a verdict was taken for the Plaintiffs ^

for 157/. 11 s. subject to the opinion os this Court on the tobepaid"1

following cafe. to him by

The Bankrupt W. Wilsmore, being a trader within the bank- ™est°*sthjCn

rupt laws, and indebted to his brother Tiawa/the defendant's tluft to'dit-

deceased husband in 300/., and to Samuel Bullock in 130/., pose of all

made a bill of sale of his effects dated the 20th of July 1792, [hean™^'t"

as a security fotvthose debts. The effects thus-assigned were 0f'tne p°o-

thereupon Ibid by Bullock who retained his own debt out of duce to re-

the proiuce, and in November 1792 paid over the remainder, {^"'kjj]'

(being the money for which the action was brought,) to T. sam aj.

Wjlsmore on account of his debt. T. Wilsmore had received vanced

a fortune of about 1800 /. with the defendant his wife, fhis '"m

, . 1 , , , , . ' v to the grjn-

own property having been about 200/. only) but being a man UTi ailj

of dissipated and unsettled turn had contracted a number of ether the

debts. Jn September 1703 he and the defendant agreed to """" s de"

leparate upon the terms mentioned in the following indenture i,im, and

which was executed on the day it bears date ; and the sum of then to pay

20o/. therein mentioned was then advanced to him by fP^^^f^

Harvey one of the trultees. By indenture dated the rst of were jullly

Oclober 1793 between Thomas Wilsmore of the 1st part, Afary <'"c ''<>m

the wife of said IVilfmore of the 2d part, (the defendant in ^g""^

the tee_s in their

discretion

should think proper, the surplus to be holden for the benefit of the grantor's wife (whose

property the bulk of it originally was) as a separate maintenance for her in consequence

of. a separation between them on account of her husband's ill ulage : Held that such deed

was not fraudulent or void as again st creditors, it-appearing to have been made boni fide ac

the time, and that all the creditors of the grantor known at the time had upon applica

tion to the tiuftecs received payment of their debts : Held ailb that the wife was not lia

ble as executrix de son toit after the death of her husband intettate, en account of her

pofleslion of this property under the deed of trust.
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1800. the present action,) and W.- Harvey of Pe/don Fanner, and

— T. Wilfmore the elder of Highnm in Suffolk^ os the 3d part,

Nonh after reciting that the defendant had been ill treated by her

Wu^mori husband, and that in order to put an end to their differences,

and that the (aid T. Wilfmore the youiii»rr might no longer ill

treat his wife, and in order to make some provision amt main

tenance for her, the said T. Wilfmore proposed that on being

paid the sum of 200/. for his own separate use he would quit

his farm called Pellon Lodge in Pflttn aforesaid and assign and

transfer his farming stock, cattle, corn, fcsV, houfhold goods

and furniture, and also all his right aud interest in the lease

of the said farm and the effects thereon, and all debts due to

him, unto W. Harvey and T. Wilfmore the elder their execu*-

tors, crV., and r ot afterwards come near molest or interrupt

his wife or the said trustees on any pretence whatsoever, and

also reciting that Mary Wilfmore and T. Wilfmore the elder

had besought W. Harvey to advance unto T. Wilfmore the

younger the said sum of 2co/., which he had consented to do

upon his giving a bond and the security of the deed, It was

witnessed that in consideration of the agreement and 200/.

to T. Wilfmore the younger in hand lent and paid by W. Har-,

vey at .or before his sealing and delivery thereof, T. Wilfnicre

the younger did assign tratibfer and set over unto W. Harvey

and T. Wilfmore the elder all and singular the farming stock

cattle corn, i$c houfhold goods and furniture goods chattels

and effects whatsoever of him 7". Wilfmore the younger then

upon or belonging to the slid farm called Pelton Lodge, or

wherever else the same or any part thereof were or should be,

together with his right and interest in and to the lease of the

said farm, and all such debts as were then due and owing to

him ; to hold unto W. Harvey and T. Wilfmore the elder

their executors (3'c. upon trust that they (the trustees) should

carry on the farming business, if they stiould think fit, or

otherwise sell and dispose os the laid goods and effects for

the best price (jfe , and get in the debts {jfs., and with the

money arising thereby after deducting the expences of sale

isfc, upon trust that Harvey should out of the first monies

arising by any of the ways or means aforesaid reimburse hint.

, self as well the said 2co/. then advanced to T. Wilfmore as

aforesaid, as also such other sums a$ were due and owing to

Harvey from T. IVtlfmore the younger •, and upon further

trust that they (the trustees) out of the produce of the

farming business or out of the monies arising by such sale or

debts should pay and discharge all or such part or parts of

the debts as were justly due and owing from him the said T.

Wiisn
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Wilsmore the younger, and which he had given an account 1S00.

carrying on and managing of the said farm and business, qr

by luch sal; as aforesaid of the effects and of the (aid debts

lo to be received as aforesaid, unto the said Mary Wilsmore to

and for her sole and separate use benefit and disposal, and

with which T Wilsmore the younger iliould in no wile inter

meddle. Then followed n power of attorney from Wilsmore

the younger to collect the debts then due to him •, and a co

venant to leave the said farm, and not to intermeddle there

with or to molest the defendant or the trustees,—In pti: fin

ance of this deed the defendant's husband Jest the farm

(though fie returned and was received by the defendant as a

visitor there for a short time in the following summer); en

listed himself as a soldier, and died in the latter end of the

year i 794 intestate ; the defendant being sued as executrix

de son tors. The trustees entered' upon their trust imme

diately after the execution of the above deed, employed an

auctioneer, and had the effects valued and put up to public

auction in March 1794 ; and paid the expences of sale, duty,

vSV. No such account of the debts due from the testator

having been given to the trustees as mentioned in the deed,

they on the joth of April 1794 advertised in the Chelmssord

Chronicle for all his creditors to meet, that his debts might be

discharged ; and they paid all such creditors as lent in their

demands 20/. in the pound ; after which sdiere remained a

balance of 329-/. 19/. 1 d. exclusive of the value of the lease

and certain articles of houshold furniture and stock to the

amount of 1 1 1 /. bought in by one of the trustees at the auc

tion, though not paid for ; and which remained in the de

fendant's possession on the farm at the time of the hoiband's

death and also at the commencement of this action. The

lease, which was of the value of about 500/. had been granted

to the deceased T. Wilsmore jointly with his father, the trus

tee, and it contained the usual covenant and proviso against

assignment. The defendant's husband alone stocked and car

ried on the farm until the deed of separation. The defend

ant has constantly resided on the farm since, and received

the benefit of carrying on the fame, by the produce thereof

being from time to time paid over to her by the trustees. On

the 23d of November 1793 a commission of bankrupt issued

against W. Wij/'more, sounded on an act of bankruptcy com

mitted previous to the bill of sale to Bullock and Thomas Wils

 

more
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i8oa. more on a proper petitioning creditor's debt to support the

commission. The plaintiff Nunn and the deceased JV. Peart

Nomn were duly chosen assignees under the commission upon the

KTitiMoKE 2 1 ft of December 1793 ; and after the death of Peart, which

happened about the year 1797, the plaintiff Ladbrooke w.is

duly appointed co-assignee with the other plaintiff in his

» place, and the usual assignment was executed to them upon

the 1 2th of August 1798- The defendant in a conversation

she had with Bulloch about the money received under the bill

of sale whilst, her husband was liv'ng absent from bar under

the deed of separation, and (bon after the issuing of the com

mission, said, '* now we (hall have lo pay this money again ;"

And, in another conversation about the time of the second

assignment under the commission, ssie slid, " after all the af

fairs were settled there would be clear 300/. or 400/. to spare,

exclusive of the value of the lease." The writ in this cause

was issued on the 27th of May 1799. The question for the

opinion os the Court, is, Whether under the circumstances

of this cafe the plaintiffs are entitled to recover? If the

Court are of opinion that they are, then the verdict to stand,

otherwise a nonsuit to be entered.

Murryat for the plaintiff. Two questions arise on this cafe j

The first upon the plea of plene administravit ; The other

upon the Statute of Limitations, irt, Upon these pleadings

the defendant admits herself to be executrix, and only ten

ders issue upon the amount of assets. But the question will

be, whether her possession of the property under the deed of

trust set out in the case will excuse her from being liable at

all events as executrix de son tort. Unless that deed were

valid, it will be sufficient in order to charge the defendant in

that character to stiew that she was in possession of the intes

tate's property after his decease ; and whether that possession

were in her own right or as a servant to the trustees is imma

terial, according to Padget v. Priest and Porter (a) j though

it sufficiently appears that she was beneficially interested, and

that the trust was created principally on her account. Now

the deed was void at the time on the ground of; its being

fraudulent against creditors as well at common law as under

the statute 13 E/ix. c. $.s. 2. That statute-enacts that "every

grant alienation JsY. of lands goods and chattels, or of any

lease i*fc, with intent or purpose to delay hinder or defraud

creditors i*fc. sliall be deemed* and taken only as against tire

persons hindered delayed and defrauded by iuch fraudulent

clevises and practices to be utterly void." The provisions

of

(«) Mtc,- a toI. 97.
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of that statute are nearly the same as those of the I Jac. I. c.

15. 71 5. respecting the avoiding cf such conveyances made by

bankrupt?. It avoids all voluntary transfers of his property

unless for a valuable consideration, or on the marriage of his Wi .. -y. c

children. Now this was a voluntary assignment by the intes

tate of all his property, even including his debts, to the trus

tees; and the consideration of 200/. therein stated to hive been

paid to him by one of trios? trustees was very inadequate to

the' value of the property conveyed. It is true that in the

trust deed a provision is apparently made for creditors, but

that was fraudulent and colourable on the face of it ; for it only

provided absolutely for payment of the demands of Harvey one

cf the trustees ; and as to all other creditors, it was discretion

ary in the trustees whether or not they would pay them; for

they were only to pay all or such parts of the dcb;s of the intes

tate as they in their discretion should think proper. ; and the over

plus was to be holden in trust for the wife. The effect of this

deed was to hinder or delay all those creditors whom the trus

tees might not think proper to pay, or did not in fact pay, and

to change their remedy against the intestate's effects; and it

now appears that in fact it has operated to the delay of the

plaintiffs whose right accrued by relation of law prior to the bill

of sale to the defendant's husband, although they were not in a

capacity to enforce it till afterwards. In Hungerford v. Earle

(17), where a father made a voluntary settlement 10 trustees to

raise money to pay his debts therein mentioned and portions for

his younger children, reserving 50/. per annum to himself for

life, with remainders over to his family, it was deemed fraudu

lent and void even as against creditots who became such seve

ral years after the settlement {b). There is no difference in

principle whether the reservation be in favour of the party him

self as well as his family, or of any part of hi' family alone.

As to the second question on the plea of the Statute of Limita

tions; by the 21 "Jac. 1. c. 16. J. 3. the -action must be com

menced within fix years next after the cause of action. It

must be admitted that the time is to be computed from the pe

riod when any persons whom these plaintiffs represent had a

right of action ; but that cannot refer back further than to

the original appointment of the assignees under the commission

against W. Wilsmore; for as against him the bill of sale from

him to his brother and Bullock was binding, and the assignees

under

(a) 1 Vtrn. 161. . (i) In that case the parties continued in possession

after the settlement made.
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1800. under his commission had for the first time the power ofdifpu-

*—7*" *-' ting the validity of that bill of sale, and of maintaining an ac-

• « tion to recover the value of the property so disposed of; and six

Wilsmore years had not elapsed between their appointment and the time

of suing out the writ in this case. It is true that the right of

the assignees when appointed relates back to the time of the

act of bankruptcy committed, which in this cafe is more than

the six years; but that relation only takes place so as to avoid

mesne acts of the bankrupt, but not so as to put them in posses

sion of his property or to enable them to sue for it until their

actual appointment as such assignees. Kiggil v. Player., Sali.

J 1 1. Neither was there any right of action at all until W.

' TVilfmtre was declared a bankrupi ; for the bankruptcy alone

disaffirmed the bill of sale; and until the assignment under the

, commission the property was not transferred out of the bankrupt.

Carey v. Crifpe, Salk. 108. So where one received the mo

ney of an intestate after his death, and being sued by the admi

nistratrix pleaded the Statute of Limitations, it was holden that

the causeof action did not accrue until the letters of administra

tion were granted; from which time the six years were to be

reckoned, and not from the receipt of the money. Carey and

Wife v. Stephen/on, Salk. 421. Skin. 555. and Cartb 335. It

is true that that case finally went off on another ground; but

the fame point in principle was adjudged in Sanford's cafe (a)

there cited, which was a case on the Statute of Fines; where

one, who had a future interest, but no present right of entry

at the time of the fine levied, died, and the five years passed,

and afterwards administration was granted; and it was ruled

that the administrator should have five years to sue from the

granting os the letters of administration, for none had title of

entry before. But at any rate this case is taken out of the Sta

tute ol Limitations by the advertisement of the trustees in 1794

for all the creditors to come in and have their debts discharged

and also by the conversations of the defendant with Bullock af

ter November 1793 and in August 1798, the writ on which

this action was commenced having been sued out in May

1799.

Lawes for the defendant. As to the first question, on the

validity of the deed of trust, there was neither fraud in fact

nor in law in the execution of it. It docs not appear but that

Thomas JViljmore was possessed of sufficient property at the

time to discharge all his debts ; nor does it appear that any

creditor

[a) Citedin Sxfyn'i case, Crc. Jat. 61 . tod 5 CY Jlj
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creditor who applied was refused payment by the trustees : 1800.

but it does appear that they advertised for all claimants to V^-v^

come in, and that such as did so received 20/. in the pound. Nunw

The latter part of the clause, giving discretion to the trus- vtiwm^i.

tees to pay only such parts of the debts as they in their dis

cretion should think proper, was meant only to enable them

to discriminate between such parts as they thought just and

such as were otherwise, according to the first part of the

clause. There was a good consideration for the deed moving

from one of the trustees, viz. 2C©/. which was the full

amount of the husband's capital at the time of his marriage}

and the trustees after paying the debts were to stand seised of

the surplus to the use of the wife to whom the bulk of the

fortune originally belonged, and who was driven to seek a

separate maintenance from her husband on account of his ill-

usage of her. The conduct of the trustees and of the de

fendant was consistent with the terms of the deed ; for the

trustees took postl-lsion of the property, and have always re

tained it separate from the control of the husbinc! ; fb that

they have not permitted him to gain a false credit with the

world in respect of the posTesfion of this property, upon

which distinction many of the cafes have turned, and which,

where it has been provt-d to have happened, has always been

considered as a badge of fraud. If then tin: intention of the

parties to the deed were fair at live time, and in fact no

existing creditor were hindered or delayed, it is not compe

tent to any person who was not a creditor at the time to ob

ject to it now. And it would be new in principle and in

practice to decide that a deed which was fair and just at the

time should afterwards become fraudulent and void by a legal

relation back from a subsequent period. But, secondly, if

by relation of law the plaintiffs were to be considered as cre

ditors at the time of the deed, so as. to avoid it for their be

nefit, the relation must also bind them in all other respects ;

and then the Statute of Limitations will operate as a bar to

their recovery in this action. The right of action must be

coeval with the afTucnpsit which the law raises; for the law

does not give a right without a remedy. It is admitted that

the cafe of Cary and wife v. Stephenson [a) was not ultimately

decided on that point. The question there was not on the

Don-asiumpsit infra lex annos, but upon the special matter re

plied, which the Court held detective; and so (says the Re

port) the cafe went off. And Sa/iford's ft) cafe was a deci

sion upon another statute. Then as to the express promise

relied

(«) M. iftx.Skm. SSS- and Qarlh. 335. (*) ?iit Cr*. Jit. 61. and 5 Ct 113.
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1800. relied on here to take the case out of the Statute of Limita-

v^-r-W tions ; that "is evidence on which a jury only can decide:

N""* [the Court assented to thisj add said if the case were to de-

Vflti'most. pend upon this point, it would he necessary tb order a second

trial ]

Marrpt in reply. The clause in the deed referred rtf is

not to enable the trustees to pay all just debts, but all such

just debts as they flmild ih'itik prtftr. -The payment of 200/.

by the trustee was no consideration at all; for he was to be

repaid out of the sale of the effects. And even if it were a

consideration it would not avail ; because it was paid with

full notice of all the circumstances, and of the object of the

assignment, Cadogah v. Kcnnett, Colup. 434. It does not fol

low that the right of action will have relation back, because

the right itself of the assignees has soch relation to the time

of the act of bankruptcy. A right of action cannot be said

to exist when no person can exercise it. It is suspended till

the right of property is vested in some person by whom it

can be exercised. The promise in law arises from the liability

of the defendant to answer for the debt : but no such liability

existed until the commission issued and the assignees *ere ap

pointed.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. Without considering the harfhneft

of this demand on the part of the plaintiffs, I think that

they cannot recover ; and my opinion proceeds on the merits

of the cafe, on the validity of the deed of Otlober 179J.

This question does not arise on the statute of James : if in

deed a commission of bankrupt had been taken out against

the defendant's husband, this deed would have been ipso facto

an act of bankruptcy, because it was an assignment of all his

property. But, putting the bankrupt-laws out of the cafe, a

debtor may assign all his effects for the benefit of particular

creditors. With regard to the statute of Elizabeth ; that act

contained, no doubt, wise provisions as applicable to the cases

to which it was meant to apply. And if this deed were either

actually fraudulent, or voluntary fronj which the law infers

fraud, then the consequence insisted upon by the plaintiffs

would follow and the defendant would be obliged to repay

-s this money. But that it was not fraudulent in fact is peV-

sectly clear j nor do I think that it wa9 voluntary. Consider

what was the condition of the parties ; the husband arid Wife'

were living Together on bad terms; she former was squander

ing away the propWry anc! ihWeating the Wife, and in order

ta prevent his iW-ofing her in future, and to; prevent her his-

ltituting a suit in the Spiritual Court, and to put an end to all

differences,, and ki consideration of 2o»A advanced- by one
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of the trustees, this writ was executed. It is said however 1800.

that this was merely a loan of the 200/. by the trustee : but I v—"-v-*—»

do not fee why this was not a consideration to support the NuN*

deed. In deciding questions of this kind the courts have al- wi"jm»re.

ways disavowed enquiring whether or not the consideration

be equivalent ; they will not weigh it in very nice scales if it

be an honest transaction. Then what was done for this va

luable consideration ; a provision was first made for the hus

band himself ; he was to receive 200/., the amount of his

own property ; then provision was made for the payment of

all his just debts ; and lastly the residue was to be a provi

sion for, the wife so ill-used and so deprived of an appeal to

the laws of her country for alimony. I admit that, if this

were a voluntary deed, the law fays it is fraudulent : but I

consider this deed as having been made for a valuable con-

Jideration and not voluntary. I read over those parts of the

deed not set forth in the case in order to see whether or not

the trustees had indemnified the husband against the future

debts of the wife ; and though the deed contain no covenant

of that kind, much was to be done by the trustees ; they

were to enter on the farm and to be at the expence of car

rying it on. Ver.y small considerations have been holden

sufficient to give validity to a deed ; where in framing family

settlements limitations are made in favour of the distant

branches of the family, such remainders are not considered

as voluntary if the object of the parties in making the set

tlement were fair and honest : but this is a much stronger

cafe, for here there was an immediate consideration ; inde

pendently of the provision for the husband, he was relieved

from the consequences of a suit in the Spiritual Court. Nor

does it appear that there were any debts of the husband that

were not satisfied : the contrary rather appears ; it being

stated in the cafe that, in consequence of an advertisement

inserted in the public papers for his creditors to come in, all

who sent in their demands received 20s. in the pound.

Therefore on the merits of this cafe, leaving the other ques

tion respecting the Statute of Limitations untouched, I am

of opinion that this deed was not only a fair and confeien-

ti«us deed as between the parties but also that.there was a

good consideration for it that delivers it from all objections

by those who now wish to impeach it, and consequently that

the plaintiffs cannot recover in this action.

Grose J. The principal question turns on the validity of

the deed to the trustees : if that deed were fraudulent as

being made for the purpose of deceiving creditors, or if it

were
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1800. were fraudulent in for Jaw as being voluntary, the conl'e-

. quence would be that- the plaintiffs would be entitled to rer-

Nunk cover. But there is no pretence to fay that there1 was any ac-

agait/l tuaj flauj jn jt . no creditor was prejudiced by it; every

creditor alter the advertisement in the papers came in and re*

Ceivcd the whole amount of his debt. Then was this a vo

luntary deed, and so legally fraudulent ; my Lord Chief Jus

tice has shewn that it was given for a valuable consideration,

and has gone into this point so fully that I cannot add to

what he has said.

Lawrence J. It is evident that there was no intention

in any of the pasties to the deed to commit a fraud. It does

not appear that any creditor was to be excluded, though that

part of the deed is awkwardly worded. It could not have

been intended that the plaintiffs in this action should be de

frauded ; for they did not exist in the character of creditors

at the time when this deed was made With regard to the

supposed want of consideration; the wife had a right under

these circumstances to apply to the Spiritual Court for ali

mony : but it was not necessary for her to take that step if the

husband were inclined to make a provision for her without.

Therefore I cannot say from any thing that appears in the

cafe that any fraud was intended to be practised on the credi

tors of the husband, or that this must be considered as a vo

luntary deed for which there was no consideration ; and if

so, the second question does not arise here.

Le Blanc J. The question is whether or not this deed

were fraudulent or voluntary and without any good considera

tion. Whether or not a deed is to be considered as fraudulent

with respect to creditors must depend on the motives of the

party making the deed. Now at the time when this deed was

executed there was no debr due from the husband to the

plaintiffs ; no commission of bankrupt had then been taken

out against JV. If'ilsmore, nor does it appear that there was then

any reason to apprehend that a commission would be after

wards taken out. But the husband, being liable to be called

upon to answer in the Spiritual Court for his conduct to the

wife, executed this deed, by which a provision was made not

- only for his wife but also for the payment of all his cre

ditors. And it appears that all the creditors who made any

demand upon this estate received the whole of their debts.

Therefore I think that this deed can neither be considered as

actually fraudulent with respect to the creditors in general or
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to these plaintiffs in particular, or as voluntary because with- 1800.

tout consideration and therefore fraudulent Ln law. ^

Per Curiam, Judgment of nonsuit to be entered. Nunn

Elus against Turner and Another. Ttfib* t
6 J Maj 13th.

HIS was an action on the case to recover damage? against The own*

^ the defendants /or not delivering according to their*" of »es-

contract certain goods of the plaintiff at Stockwith in Hotting- jj^;™^

bam/hire, whiph were (hipped on board the defendants' vessel between A.

at Hull. On the trial at Nottingham before Mr. Baron Cham- and C.

bre a verdict was found for the plaintiff, damages 797. 1 it. ^"pabSc"

5*/., subject to the opinion of this Court on the following case, notice that

Messrs Martin and Rooth who are public wharfingers in lhcv lvoul(1

Huh shipped the plaintiff's goods at Hull in March 1799 to ^rablesi*

the value of .106/. i&s. $d. with the goods of several other losses in

persons in the defendants' vessel to be carried from thence to an>' c»^«

Stockwith, which is between Hull and Gaiiijborough, for the f

carriage of which goods it was understood but not expressed occasioned

by the parties that the customary freight was to be paid by by the want

the plaintiff to the defendants ; but no agreement was en- the^master

tered into by the plaintiff for the" payment of any extra nor even in

freight by way of indemnity or insurance against rilk or loss. J^Lllc^seo;

The vessel at the same time took in otlver goods at Hull to be£7<»/<jUn'

■ delivered at Gain/borough. The freight of the . carriage of left extra

goods from Hull to Stockivith is the fame as ifrom Hull to freight

Gaiiijborough. The vtssl had before the voyage in question ^"'master

taken in goods at Hull for Stockwith and Gain/borough, and of one of

had some times delivered the goods for Stockwith at that place

withouf carrying the fame forward to Gain/borough and at thfi

other times had carried the Stockwith goods forward to Gains- plaintiffs

borough and delivered the fame ;it Stockwith in returning from g°°^' to

Gain/borough. On the voyage in question the plaintiff's goods ft^^ w

were delivered to the Master of the defendants' vessel by a a (an in-

clerk or servant of Messrs. Martin and Rooth on condition termedtate

that he would deliver them at Stockwith as he passed by in his ^**n ^

way to Gainsborough, which he (the master) expressly under- and c.) and

took to do. The undertaking to deliver the plaintiff's goods ^eliv"e<1 at

at Stockwith is last aforesaid was made by the master of the VcYrci passed

defendants' vessel without the privity or knowledge of the by B. wlth-

defendants. It is not usual for the master to conser pre viously out deluer-

with the owner of the vessels as to the terms ou which he is p|f;ntj|*-s

Vox. VIII. 7. M tC goo Js there,

and funk

before her arrival at C. without any want of rare in the master ; held that the owner of

the veliel was responsible to the plaintiff for the whole lot* in an action on the cwuuact.
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1800. to take goods on board, he having a general authority or dis-

*—-v—J cretion to receive and convey goods for the customary freight

ELLti from Hull to Stochwith and Gain/borough as above mentioned.

ToiiNtii The defendants' vessel arrived in perfect safety at Stoclnvith,

" and Ano- and the master stopped and delivered some part of the goods

ther. which were consigned there, and was particularly requested

by Mr. Dales (z wharfinger at Siockiuith) to deliver the re

maining part of the goods which he had on board for Stock-

ivith, but the master without the privily or knowledge of the

defendants refused to deliver such goods, alleging that he was

unable to deliver them by reason of their being underneath

the goods intended to be delivered at Gain/borough. In pro

ceeding from Stockwitb to Gain/borough the defendants' vessel

without any want of ordinary care or attention of the master

or crew funk in the river Trent, whereby the plaintiff's goods

were damaged. The proceeds arising from the sale of the

plaintiff's goods in their damaged state, amounting to 18/.

10/., were received by the defendants' and have since been

paid into court, and being deducted from the above sum of

106/. 18/. 5 d. reduces the plaintiff's demand to 88/. is. $d.,

upon which last mentioned sum the defendants have also paid

into court the sum of 10/. per cent. In September and October

1798 printed hand- bills, of which the annexed is a copy (aj,

with the names of the defendants and of several other owners

at the foot thereof, were left at the respective dwelling-houses

of the merchants and wharfingers in Hull, and were also

< posted up at the Exchange , and Custom- House and at the

Wharfingers' staiths and warehouses and in other public parts

of the town of Hull, but the fame were not published in the

Gazette or in the London or Provincial Newspapers. Martin

and Rooth,bj whom the plaintiff's goods were so (hipped in the

defendants' vessels had such printed hand-bills left with them,

and knew the contents thereof, previous to the time when they

io shipped the same, but had' not given any information thereof

to the plaintiff, who is a grocer and resides at Mansfield in the

- county of Nottingham ; nor did the plaintiff know of any

such notice having been given by the* defendants. The ques

tion for the opinion of the Court is, Whether the defendants

.. .. 'are

(al The substance of that nntice was that in future the owners of vessels

wuulil not be. answerable for any loss or damage that might happen to any

cargo, unless such loss or damage ILould be occasioned by the want of ordinary

care and diligence in the master aud crew, in which case they would pay 10/.

ftr ctml. upon the loss or damage, provided such paymcr.t did not exceed the

value of the vessel j—but that they were willing to insure against all accidents

on receiving extra freight ip propoition to the value &c.
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are liable to pay any further sum beyond what they have paid

into court; if they are so liable, then the verdict to stand; if \

otherwise, a verdict to be entered for the defendants. Ellis

When this cafe was called on for argument, .

Lord Ke N von Ch- J. (addrefiing himself to the defendants' gnd Ano*

counsel,) asked whether the defendants were not at all events ther.

liable in this action, they having had an opportunity of deli

vering the goods at Stockwith in safety before the vessel pro

ceeded to Gain/borough ;

Balguy, for the defendants, answered that this was an action

on the contract for not safely carrying and delivering the goods

at Stockwith, and that the non-delivery of the goods there was

owing to the misconduct in the master of the vessel for which

the defendants were not answerable in this form of action, and

that if they were liable at all the action should have been for

the tort.

Lord Ken yon Ch. J. Perhaps as between the defendants

and their servant, the master of the vessel, this was miscon

duct in the latter , but as between the defendants and third per

sons the former are answerable upon their contract. The

maxim applies here respondent superior. The cafe is shortly

this ; this vessel belonging to the defendants, trading from

Hull to Gainsborough, took on board some goods belonging to

the plaintiff which were to be delivered at Stockwith ; the vessel

went safe as far* as Stockwitb, and there delivered part of the

cargo ; but the master of rUe vessel siftding it inconvenient to

deliver the rest there proceeded on her voyage and funk be

fore her arrival at-G'ahisboraugh. The defendants ( the owners)

are called upon to make good the loss that happened to the plain

tiff's goods ; and as the vessel reached Stockwith in Ctfety and

might have delivered the plaintiff 's goods there, I think that

this action may be maintained. For though the loss happened

in consequence of the misconduct of the defendants' servants

the superiors ('the defendants) are answerable for it in this

action. The defendants are responsible for the acts of their ser

vant in those things thaj respect his duty under them, though

they are not answerable for his misconduct in those things that

do not respect his duty to them : as if he were to commit an

assault upon a third person in the course of his voyage. \

Per curiam, Postea to the plaintiff.

I'M 2
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w,inji*„ Arding against Flower and Another.

Maj 14th.

Abankmpt r I \HIS was an action on the cafe against the Sheriffs of

attending, London for having suffered one Wm. Chaytor to escape

fonhitpur- who had been arrested by virtue of a writ issued against him at

pose, a the suit of the plaintiff for a debt of 34/. ioj., and for having

meeting of afterwards made a false return os non est inventus to the said

wTtois" writ. At the trial before Lord Kenyan at Guildhall a verdict

declare adi- was taken for the plaintiff, with liberty for the defendant to

vidend of move this Court to enter a nonsuit if they should be of opinion

w" tested" that Chaytor was privileged from arrest at the time under the

from arrest circumstances ; as to which the facts appeared to be these,

at the suit In November 1795^ commission of bankrupt issued against

Spring such ^aytor, under which he was duly declared a bankrupt, and

attendance, the "foal proceedings were had. His last examination was in

although fe- "January 1796, and in the fame year he obtained his certificate,

after hi""st ^c')t to t*le Pre^ent plaintiff accrued afterwards. A meet-

examina- >ng of the commissioners was advertised for the 5th of October

tion. 1799 at Guildhall for the purpose of declaring a dividend of

, the bankrupt's estate, which meeting the bankrupt had verbal

notice to attend from the messenger to the commission, but had

received no regular summons from the commissioners. It ap

peared to be usual to give such notices to bankrupts, as their

attendance on such occasions was frequently found necessary in

order toexplain questions which arise respecting theiraccounts ;

and in fact the bankrupt in this instance had been appointed to

collect some of the debts due to his estate. The bankrupt

obeyed the notice; and was giving his attendance at the time

the commissioners were assembled for the purpose of making

the dividend when he was arrested by the Sheriff's officer at the

suit of the plaintiff. But the matter being immediately repre

sented to the commissioners, and their protection demanded on

behalf" of the bankrupt, they caused it to be signified to the

officer that the bankrupt was then attending their meeting in

discharge os his duty, and that if he were detained under the

arrest the Lord Chancellor on petition to him would commit

the officer for a contempt ; whereupon the officer declined

keeping the bankrupt in custody.

Mingay and Mauley shewed cause against a rule obtained for

setting aside the verdict and entering a nonsuit. This is an attempt

to
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to extend the protection of the bankrupt's person from arrest jJqq

much further than is warranted by the acts of parliament or ^^^j

by any adjudged cafe. By the stat. 5 Gea. 2. c. 30./ 5. the ArDIKO

bankrupt is. privileged from arrest during the forty-two days against

allowed by the act for his surrender and examination, or for F«-owr*.

such further time as (hall be allowed by the Lord Chancellor

for that purpose, or, according to the last decided case of Davis

v. Trotter fa), during the enlarged time given to him by the

authority of the commissioners themselves for completing his

examination. But here his examination had been completed

several years before ; and if his privilege be notwithstanding

to remain, it will be difficult to draw the line and fay when

it is to cease. In the case Ex parte Turner (b) Ld. Hard-

wicke was of opinion that the bankrupt's privilege from arrest*

could not extend further than the forty-two days or the enlarg

ed time at most. The cafe of Kenyan v. Solomon (c) proceed

ed on the fame ground. Besides, there is no pretence here tQ

fay that the bankrupt was attending by the authority of the

commissioners ; for he had not heen summoned by them, and.

his attendance was purely voluntary.

Lord Kenyon Ch. J. As to the last observation, it must

be taken that the bankrupt was attending by virtue of the

authority of the commissioners ; for he received the usual

notice to attend, and the commissioners afterwards adopted

the act of the messenger. On the principal question I think

that the bankrupt was privileged from the arrest. And my

opinion does not proceed upon the words or construction of

the statute of Geo.y but on general principles j considering the

bankrupt in the character of a witness or party (J) attending

commissioners employed under the authority of an act of par

liament, sitting in the nature of a court in the administration

of justice. If the attendance of the party on persons so autho

rized be required in order to give them material information

on the subject of their inquiry, it cannot be made a question

whether or not he is entitled to protection from arrest upon

such an occasion. It was said by Lord Henley {e) that the

commissioners are a Court of Justice sufficient for the purpose

of having their witnesses protected at least by the Court of

' Chancery

(«) Ante, 475. (I) I Alt. 148, (<) Ct-wf. ij6.

(rf) Vide 1 Brnonl. 1$. but where the party comet Without proctsi or

necessity then it is said he U not privileged eundo et redeuiijo. Amu Su/ii.

S44-
(*) Exparti Stive, I jth of Xmtmler 176a. Vide % Blat. Rep. 1142.
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1800. Chancery if not by themselves. If so, I cannot distinguish

y. — .J between the cafe of a witness and that of the party himself (a),

Aiding whose presence may be equally necessary to explain his own

Ftowif cak" Ef "bi eadem est ratio idem est jus. Then as to there

' being no compulsion on the bankrupt to- appear in this cafe,

it is not necessary to the protection of a witness in ordinary

cafes that he should have been compelled to give his attend

ance by being served with a subpœna, if upon application

to him he were willing to attend without one : but here that

question does not arise, because the commissioners adopted the

act of the messenger.

Lawrence J. referred to a cafe of Hetley in the Exchequer

TV. 1788, mentioned in the last edition of Com. Dig. tit. pri

vilege (from arrest) where it was holden that the party to a

cause was privileged from arrest for debt during his attendance

on an arbitration under a rule of nisi prius.

Per Curiam, Rule absolute (b).

Garrow and Marryatt were to have argued in support of

the rule.

(a) Vide Lightfoot v. Cameron, 2 Bhc. Rep. II I J.

(*) Vide Kinder v. Williams, ante, 4 vol. 377.

Wednesday,

MayvK The King aga'injl J. Jukes and Two Others.

dtcctsUthat np'HE defendants were convicted in 3S5/- 3^- 4d. on the

iw person J[ stat. 36 Geo. 3. c. 60. '/. 2. (a). The conviction was in

stall expose tne following form : " Be it remembered that on the 16th day

to sale metal 6

buttons °*

marked

with the Word gi!t(tbt fame not being really gilt) Irnm-hr thesame not Jo be gil', nnder
a certain penalty •, a conviction charging that the defendants did tb- act nla-.vfuUy and

fraudulently, contrary to theform of thesalute, is b.id, without an express charge that they

did it kntnuhgly. And such a delect is not aided by a proviso in the stature that " no con

viction for any offence in the act should be set aside for wan' of form, or through the mis

take of any fact circumstance or other matter, provided the material facts attestd were

proved;" for this in effect requires all material facts to be alleged ; and amialedge is a mate

rial fact to constitute such an offence.

(a) That statute, after reciting that frauds had been committed in the

marking Sec. of metal buttons intimating that they were of a superior quality

to what they really were, enacts (by section I.) that no person shall order

the words gilt or plated or other words indicating the quality of buttons to be

marked thereon unless he shall order su"h buttons to be gilt or plated respec

tively ; and that no person (ball procure or purchase buttons so marked know

ing uSem not to be gilt or plated respectively, on pain of forfeiting a certain

sum.

S. a. enacts that no person sliall print, cast, stamp, or mark, or cause Scr.,

in or*upon any part of any metal button the words gilt or plated, or any other

words &c. indicating the quality or any word &c. on the underside thereof,

whether the fame do or do not indicate the quality, unless the fame be re

spectively really and bona tide plated wi h silver, btiore thesame shall be so

j printed,
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of Oclcber in the year of our Lord 1799 at Birmingham in the 1800.

county of Warwick aforesaid Robert Tbursfield of Birming- uonO

bam aforesaid in the county aforesaid yeoman came before usThc KJjN*

William Fillers and William Hides Esqrs. two of his Majes- jcxes.

ty's Justices of the Peace for the said county, and informed us

that Joseph Jules John "Jukes and John Pitt all of Birming

ham aforesaid in the county aforesaid button-makers within,

the space of three calendar months then last past (to wit) on.

the 6th day of September now last past at Birmingham aforesaid

in the county aforesaid did unlawfully and fraudulently put

and place and cause to be put and placed for sale in and upon

certain cards and papers divers metal buttons, to wit, 5138

dozen of metal buttons, the said metal buttons and each and

every of them having then and there stamped or marked on

the underside thereof a certain word indicating the quality

thereof, (to wit,) the word gilt, the said metal buttons or any

of them not being gilt with gold, within the true intent and

meaning of the statute in such case made and provided, con

trary to the statute in such case made and provided, where

upon &c"; then the conviction stated the summons, the ap

pearance, and pica of the defendants, the examination of wit

nesses, and the adjudication of the justices &c, by which the

defendants were convicted as far as respected 4214 dozen, and

acquitted of the remainder of the charge. The defendants

appealed to the quarter sessions at Warwick, where the con

viction was affirmed, and the sum of 100/. for colts was award

ed to the prosecutor. Perkins

printed, (tamped &c. as aforesaid, or afterwards gilt with gold, or destroyed

before being (old ; and that no person Ihall affix, orcausc&c. upon any metal

button, having the words gilt or plated, or any other word Ac indicating the

quality, or any part of such button, or any word &c. on the undttside thereof,

whether the same do or do not indicate the quality, any ornament, unless

those pans of such button which (hall not be covered by such ornament be

respectively lealiy and bona fide plated with silver, or gilt with gold, before

such ornament ll all be affixed thereon ; an<! that no person lha.l put, or pack,

or cause, &c, to be packed up for sale in or upon an\ card or paper &c, or sell

"or expose to sale &c. any metal buttons, not being gilt with gold or plated

with silver respectively, if the words gilt or fluted, or any other uoid &c. in

dicating the quality ot such buttons be printed or marked in or upon any part

of such buttons, or upon such card (not being the pattern card or pa;, r, &c.)

or if any word 8tc. be printed or marked on the underside or soch buttons,

whether the fame do or do not indicate the quality, knowing the fame not to

ft filtnilt gold or slated with JUvtr felfietlrvely ; upenpain of forfeiting in every

of the cafes aforesaid such button? toge ther with the si'tn <•( (/, for any quan

tity os such buttons exceeding one dozen, and nor exceeding twelve dozen ;

and for any quantity of such buttons exceeding twelve dozen, at and after the

rite of ll. for .very twelve dozen &c. Se3. it. enacts "That no conviction

made upon any offence in this act mentioned (hall be set aside in or hy any

Court for want of form, or through the mistake of any fact rircomOance or

any other matter whatsoever, provided the material facts alleged in such con

viction, and upon which the fame (hall be grounded, be proved to the satis

faction of the said Court; any law, statute, or custom, to the contrary not

withstanding." * '
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1800. Perkins took two objections to the conviction. lit, The

\_ . defendant is only charged with having unlawfully dnd frar/du-

The Kind lent/y exposed to sale metal buttons marked with the word gi/tt

7\dnst which were not gilt: but it is not alleged that he did this

knowing that they were net gilt; and such knowledge is a con

stituent part of the offence against this branch of the clause

on which the defendant is convicted. The fact of knowledge

must be expressly alleged as required by the statute, and can

not be implied, 2 Hawk. c. 25. /.HO. In Cox's Cafe (a) it

was admitted by the Judges in giving judgment that in an

indictment for perjury on the stat. 5 Eliz. c. 9. the word wil

ful, which is used in the statute, must necessarily be charged

in stating the offence; though they held it not necessary in an

indictment at common law, but that it might be intended1 from

the words " falsely maliciously wickedly and corruptly." So

in Davis's case (b) it was holden that an indictment on the

black act must charge, in the words of the statute, that the

offence was committed u wilfully and maliciously" ; and an

indictment substituting the word unlawfully for wilfully was "

deemed insufficient ; though it was argued that the word ma

liciously, which retained, implied wilfully. Neither can the

fact or knowledge be necessarily implied here from the words

* Unlawfully and fraudulently." For what is unlawful is 9

mere conclusion of law to be deduced from the facts stated.

And the defendant may. have fraudulently exposed these but

ton* to sale in other respects, without knowing that they were

not gilt ; as by having fraudulently packed them in such a

manner as to represent a larger number than there really was ;

or by having mixed together buttons of different qualities^

which is made a substantive offence by the sixth section.

Besides, that which Constitutes fraud is an inference from

facts ; and those facts ought to be stated to enable the Court

to judge whether the act imputed to the defendants be frau

dulent within the meaning of the statute. Neither will the

omission be supplied by the general conclusion " contrary

to the form of the statute." Hamper's cale 2 Leon ail.

Rooke's case Hardr. 20, Jarvis's Case \ Burr. 148. Col-

borne v. Stockdale i Str. 493. Dy. 363. pi. 25. R. v.

Whtatley 2 Burr. 1125. Corden's case 4 Burr. 2279. a

Hawk. c. 25. / no. If then the conviction be defective

in this respect, it will not be aided by the proviso in the

1 ith section ; because so far as the meaning of that clause

can be collected, there is a proviso that material facts must

b< alleged in the conviction } for it requires that all (iich

fact*

(«) Lead cafes in C. L. 65. (*) /*• 391-
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facts shall be proved : and here the knowledge of the defen- j 8 qc;

dant was a material fact within the terms of the enacting ^^■v^

clause. Secondly, it is not alleged that at the time, when the The Kino

buttons were exposed to sale on the cards they were not gilt °t*"fi

in the manner required by ,the act. The fact as laid may r«- J

fier to the time of the conviction (a). Bridges and Others (b)

were indicted for a forcible entry on certain lands, existens

liberum tenementum of J. S. &c ; and because the indictment

■was not adhuc existens &c, it was holden ill and discharged.

In like manner convictions on the game laws in negativing

the defendant's qualification always point to the time .of

committing the offence ; as " not having then lands" &c.

Burton Morice contra. As to the first objection j the ob

ject of the legislature in this act was tq guard against fraud

in an important branch of manufacture. And to facilitate

the punishment of offenders they have anxiously guarded by

the nth section against a failure of justice on account of ob

jections respecting the form of proceedings ; and therefore

they have provided that no defect in the manner of drawing

up the conviction shall vitiate the conviction, provided all the

material facts alleged against the defendants be proved to the

satisfaction of the Court. Then admitting the fact of know

ledge in the defendants to have been necessary to be shewn in

order to convict them, it must now be presumed to have been

proved. It is sufficient if upon the face of the conviction such

knowledge be substantially alleged. Now that is necessarily

implied in the charge that the act was committed " unlawfully

andfraudulently, contrary to theform ofthestatute" The word

fraudulently of itself imports Inowitigly, though not e converse-.

But at any rate the fraud could not have been unlawful and

contrary to the form of the statute, unless it wtjre accompanied

with such knowledge as constitutes the offence within the

meaning of the statute. The proviso in the i ith section will

be rendered nugatory, unless it be so construed as to dispense

with the use of technical words in the conviction. All that

is thereby required is to state the substance of the offence. In

an indictment for perjury at common law, though the offence

must be proped to have been done wilfully, it is sufficient to

charge that it was done maliciousy, because that implies the

other, though the word wilful is essential to an indictment on

the statute for the fame offence, according to Cox's case before

cited (c). So here by virtue of the proviso the necessity of

charging knowledge in positive terms is dispensed with, and

it may be implied from the other words in the conviction.

In

(«) Vide » Heuk. t. IS. s.6l. (*) Cr: Jac. 639. (r) LaJ, 65.
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1800. " 1° V- y*ffer,es {")> wriere a summary form os conviction

K^r^s-^s was given by an act of the 31 Geo. 3. c. 21. /. 4., and the

The Kinc statute directed that it should be drawn up in that form or

H<»»st to that effect, it was deemed sufficient to use terms which

' were synonymous to those mentioned in the statute.

T^ord Kenyon Ch. J. This act of parliament is of great

importance to the trade of the country •, and I only lament

that the prosecutor has not followed the words of the act in

this conviction. It is melancholy to reflect,that bad manu

facturers have at different times been the means/ of losing

some of the important branches of trade to this country and

to Ireland. One instance of this kind occurred in the begin

ning of the reign of Geo. 1. or in the latter end of that of

Queen Anne, where in consequence of some badly maau-

< factured linen being sent from Inland to. Spain the whole of

the linen trade to Spain was lost. Perhaps the bad manu

facture of this commodity had endangered this branch of our

. trade with other countries, and therefore the legislature in

terfered in framing this act of parliament to guard against

frauds in future. But however necessary it may be to en

force the provisions of this act, we must fee when the case

comes before us that the prosecutor brings his case within it.

And though the act has prescribed the form of conviction, it

is necessary that it should appear on that form of conviction

that the offence created by the act has been committed.

With regard to the section in the act that no conviction shall

be quashed for want of form, I confess I am not able to un

derstand it as applied to proceedings removed into this Court.

It enacts that no conviction on this act shall be set aside by

any Court for want of form or through the mistake of any

fact circumstance or other matter whatsoever, provided the

materialfacts alleged in such conviction and upon which thesame

shall he grounded be proved to the satisfaction of the said Court.

1 '. I can understand it as far as it respects the proceedings before

the fissions on an appeal. On an appeal the whole case is to

be gone into, evidence is to be given to support the convic

tion •, and then it may be known whether or not the material

facts alleged in such conviction and upon which the same shall

be grounded be proved to the satisfaction of that Court. But

when the conviction is removed here by certiorari, I do not

understand how we can inquire into those facts ; is the in

quiry to be made by affidavits ; or are we to hear viva voce

evidence of the case.

The

(«) Antt, 4 toI. -767.
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The great question here is whether or not the material iSoo.

facts to constitute the offence be alleged in the conviction ; I v_-,-,_r

think that thsy are not. In some kinds of prosecution the The Kino

Courts wisti to find out a ground of excuse for the party pro- & £

fecuted : but in this cafe, where most probably the defen-

dants have infringed a salutary law made for the preservation

of a very important branch of the manufactures of this

country, I mould be glad to find some legal grounds on

which the conviction could be supported. But here an es

sential part of the description of the offence is omitted, namely,

the knowledge of the defendants that the buttons in question

were not gilt with gold. It is merely stated that the defen

dants did this " unlawfully and fraudulently:" but that is

not sufficient. If they exhibited for sale goods that were not

what they professed to be, that would be fraudulent: but if

they exhibited the buttons for sale marked " gilt" without

knowing the nme not to be gilt, it is not an offence within the

act of parliament. In order to have brought this case within

the act of parliament, it should have been alleged that the de

fendants " knew the fame not to be gilt with gold ;" and for

this omission I am obliged to fay (contrary to my wishes upon

the subject) that this conviction cannot he supported.

Grose J. We all know instances of parts of the trade of

this country having been lost in consequence of frauds in our

manufactures having been committed ; and therefore the act

of parliament on which this conviction is founded is a very

salutary law : but, notwithstanding that, we must consider

whether or not this conviction is warranted by the act. It

seems admitted that it was necessary to state in the informa

tion an offence contrary to the act : the offence intended to be

stated in this information was exposing to sale buttons mark

ed " gilt," knowing at the fame time that the buttons were

not gilt- The latter part of the description, the knowledge of

the defendants, is omitted ; and I think it would be too much

to fay that that is supplied by the words " fraudulently and

unlawfully." Those in general are mere words of course,

and are not equivalent to the word " knowingly." Therefore

it does not appear upon this conviction that the defendants

were charged with any offence against this act of parliament.

Lawrence J. It is admitted by the prosecutor that it is

necessary to state in the information all the essential facts that ,

constitute the offence, and that one of those facts is the know

ledge of the party that the buttons exposed to sale and mark

ed " gilt" were not gilt. But it is contended that it is not

necessary
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necessary to state in words that the defendants knew that the

i goods were not gilt, for that the fame thing may be charged

Tfae King by words that are tantamount to knowledge, and that the

juTt». words here used " fraudulently and unlawfully" are tanta

mount to it : but I cannot assent to the conclusion. The

seller may commit a fraud by selling buttons as gilt that are

not gilt ; and whether or not he knew that fact, the buyer

is equally defrauded : but, unless he do know it, it is not sijch,

a fraud as is described by this part of the act. And upon

this conviction it does not appear that the defendants knew

that the buttons in question were not gilt. Therefore al

lowing that there would be great weight in the argument if

the words used in the conviction were equivalent to " know

ingly," yet, as I think that the words " fraudulently and un

lawfully" are not equivalent to it, I am of opinion that the

conviction must be quashed.

Le Bianc J. of th,e same opinion.

Per Curiam, Conviction quashed.

M-^inb ^e K-1NG against Joseph Jukes and two Others,

a summary f I 1HIS was another conviction against the fame defendants

conviction (who were before the Court on a former day) (q) on

«Vnc*<Tcrea- the Sta*- 36 Geo- 3" c- 6°« / 3,- alK* 4- (b)> the following

ted by sta- form.

tntc must « £a

negative

every exception contained in the clause creating the offence. And a defect in omitting

to do so is not aided by a proviso in the statute that " no conviction for any offence in tbe

act ihall be set aside for want of form, or through the mistake of any fact circumstance

or other matter, provided the material facts alleged were proved ;" for this in effect requires

all material facts to be alleged ; aud it is a material fact that the defendant did not cone

within any exception in the enacting clause.

If a statute authorizing a summary conviction before a magistrate give an appeal to the

sessions »ho arc directed to hear and finally determine the matter, this does not take away

the certiorari even after such an appeal made and determined (*!.

(») Vide Rex v. Mcjley and others, 2 Burr. 1042 Rex v. Eaton, ante. 2 vol. Stf. and

Rex v. Sparrerw and another, ib. \ab. « ;. and vide Colts qui turn V. Knight, antex 3 vol.442.

(a) Ste the preceding cas'.

, (*) By/. 3. no person shall matk or cause to be (narked &c. in orupon any

part of any metal button any word &c. indicating the quality thereof except

the wo' ds gilt or fiated respectively ; and no person (ha\l place or pack or caule

to be packed Sec. for sale in or upon any card (except lit 'patent card er fates

cards) or paper &c. or expose to sale or cause to be soles or exposed to (alt

any metal buttons having any word itc indicating tlje quality thereof other

than and except the words gilt or plates lespectively maiked Sec. in or upon

any part thereof, upon pain of forfeiting in every such case suen buttons

together with 5/. for any quantity exceeding one dozen and not exceeding

12 dozen, and for any quantity exceeding 12 dozen at the rate of 1 1, for every

12 dozen, to be levied &c.

4.
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" Be it remembered that on &c. R. TJmrsfield of &c. ,goa

came before us, &c. and informed us that J. Jukes &c. A,—o

on &c. did unlawfully and fraudulently put and place for The Kin«

sale and cause to be put and placed for sale in and upon

certain cards and papers divers metal buttons, to wit, 1780 ™*

dozen of metal buttons, the said metal buttons and each of

them having marked or stamped on the underside thereof

certain words indicating the quality thereof, to wit on 942

dozen part thereof the words " double gilt," and on 838

dozen other part thereof the words " treble gilt," the laid

buttons so resp ctively marked " double gilt" or any of

them not being double gilt within the true intent and mean

ing of the statute in such case made and provided, and the

said buttons so marked " treble gilt" or any of them not

being treble gilt within the true intent and meaning of the

statute in such case made and provided ; contrary to the

form of the statute &c."

When this cafe was called on

Lord Kenyon C. J. observed that this conviction could

not be supported because the information did not negative

the exception introduced in the clause enacting the offence,

viz. that the buttons had been exposed to sale in this instance

upon the pattern cards. In like manner as in convictions on

the game laws it had always been deemed necessary to ne

gative in the information the defendant's qualifications to

kill game. That the only cafes where this was not necessary

to be done were where the exception was introduced in a

subsequent clause ; and there it must come by way of defence

on the part of the defendant.

Burton Morice, in support of the conviction, admitted

that the current of authorities tended to establish that dis

tinction ; but referred to R. v. Theed (a), where to a con

viction of obstructing an excise officer in coming to weigh

candles, by virtue of the Stat. 8 Ann.j:. 9. s. lo. (which

gives the officer power to enter by day or night, but if by

night then it is required to be in the presence of a constable)

it

Se°. A provides that nothing in the act fliall eitcn l to inflict any pesal'y

eke. upou any sc ion who ihall mark or cause to be marked xc the worui

dtiuh'e iu or upon any metal buttons, or pack or cause to be packed &c.

for sale in or upou any card (except the pattern card) or paper Sac. or e«po'e

to sale or cause teebe fold or exposed to sale any metal buttons having the words

J'llhfilt marked &'c. in or upon any part thereof; pio ideci continually fr >m
the time of gilding thereof gold sh-.ll remain equally fp-ead 11. ■mi the upper

surface of the laid buttons exclulive o the e<!ge» in the proportion i.e. therci \

fptiiticd. The c.au'e also contains a similar provisio i as :o buttoiu hiv.ng

the words ttit'.i fill upon them.

(«) I Sir. 60S.
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1 800 . it was objected that it did not state whether the entry were

v^-v^w/ by day or night ; and non constat but that it might have been

The King by night, without a constable ; and then the defendant might

Jmm. lawfully obstruct him.

Lord Kenyon C. J. That cafe may upon examination be

found to be distinguishable from those which I have before

referred to : but at all events the weight of authorities as

applicable to this cafe is the other yay ; and the poinL has

been repeatedly settled in later determination.

B. Morice then relied on the 1 ith section saJ of the act

in question, by which it is only made necessary to set out

such material facts as constitute the offence charged ; faying

that this was a mere formal objection, and if available ar all

was matter of defence for the defendant on the hearing.

That it would not be necessary in an indictment on a statute

to negative that the defendant is within any of the provisoes

therein, which are matter of defence to the charge ; 2 Haivk.

c. 25./ 113 ; and that greater form was not necessary un

der the 1 ith section that would be necessary in an indictment

at common law.

Lord Kenyon C. J. This is not an objection of form

but of substance ; and the reason is well given by Hawiinj

(i) why a conviilion should negative all the exceptions in the

enacting clause, because the party cannot plead to such a

conviction and can have no remedy against it but from an

exception to some defect appearing on the face of it ; and all

the proceedings are in a summary manner. Therefore the

conviction itself should shew that the party accused had not

the defence, which the act gives to him, if true. Even by

the saving clause all material facts necessary to constitute the

offence must be slated : this then is material fact, that the

buttons exposed to sale were not on pattern cards. The good

sense of the thing is in support of what is said by Hatvkiru ;

for being a summary proceeding and conclusive on the de

fendant, it ought to have the greatest certainty on the face

of it.

B. Morice then objected that, the defendant having elected

to appeal to the sessions, the certiorari was in effect taken

away by the act, because it said that the determination of the

sessions should be final (c). But

Lord Kenyon C J. laid that would be against all autho

rity ; for the certiorari being a beneficial writ for the subject

could

(«) Vide this section set fcnb in note S37. sup. (J) a Hmk. c 25./ 113,
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could not be taken away without express words; and he 1800.

thought it was much to be lamented in a variety of cafes that V_/Y>J

it was taken away at all. / Ti t KlN-

Per Curiam, Conviction quashed, *gai»fi

JUKEJ.

L

Marshall against Mary Rutton. Mes'i^h.

ORD KENYON C. J. delivered the judgment of the A feme co-

Court in this cafe as follows. vm c^noJ

This is an action of affumpfit brought by John Marshall be jjlt.j as a

against Mary Rutton for goods sold and delivered to her, for feme sole,

work and labour, and money laid out to her use, and on ^JetJ1i°jn

other general counts. To this the defendant has pleaded her apart irora^*

overture with one Isaac Rutton, who is still alive. The plain- her huf-

tiff has replied, that before making the promises of the de- !^n^seh^"

fendant she and her hulband had mutually covenanted and rafe'mainl

agreed to live separate and apart, that a separation accord- tenance se-

ingly took place between them, and that they have continu- ""^j ha

ally from thenceforth lived and still live separate and apart ; 5 °c '

that a competent separate maintenance suitable to the estate

and degree of the defendant, of 200/. per annum, was in

due form of law secured to her by deed during the joint lives

of her and her husband, which has been duly paid to her ;

and that the promises in the declaration were made subsequent

to the separation of her and her husband. The defendant

has rejoined, admitting the separation between the defen

dant and her husband before the promises &c, and stating

the deed mentioned in the replication as being a deed of arti

cles of agreement made -between the said Isaac Rutton and

herself of the one part and Thomas Rutton of . the other,

whereby it was provided that the separate maintenance should

be paid for such time only as the defendant should suffer the

said Isaac Rutton to live separate and apart from her, and the

defendant should maintain a chaste due and becoming conduct,

and should support and keep Mary Rutton and Elizabeth

Rutton their two youngest children without any other

charge or incumbrance to the said Isaac Rutton &c. ; con

cluding with a traverse of the laid separate maintenance

being secured to her during the joint lives of her and her

husband. To this rejoinder the plaintiff, having craved

oyer of the articles of agreement, has demurred, assigning

various causes- which need not be stated 5 and the defendant

has joined in demurrer. Thq
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1 800. The general question, which arises on this record, is, whe-

—v / ther by any agreement between a man and his wife she may be

Mai- made legally responsible for the contracts she may enter into,

an^ ^ ^aWe to th« actions of those who may have trusted to

Rutton. her engagements as if she were sole and unmarried. On ac

count of the magnitude of the question, and from respect to

the authority and learning of those judges, who in some late

cases have holden that a seme covert living so separate from

her husband is liable to be thus sued, we thought this a case

fit to be argued before all the judges ; and It has been twice

argued, once in Eajler Term 1798 (a) before all the then

judges, except Mr. Baron Perryn, and again in this Term

before all the present judges, except Mr. Justice Buller whose

absence on every account we had occasion to lament. And

after a very full consideration the opinion of all the judges,

who heard the last argument, is that this action cannot be

supported.

The ground on which the plaintiff in this case rests his

claim is an agreement between the defendant and her hus

band to live separate and apart from each other. This is a

contract supposed to be made between two parties, who ac

cording to the text of Littleton, s. 168. being in law but one

person, are on that account unable to contract with each

other ; and if the foundation fail, the consequence is that

the whole superstructure must also fail. This difficulty

meets the plaintiff in limine. If it did not, and the parries

were competent to contract at all, it would then become ma

terial to consider how far a compact could be valid, which

has for its object the contravention of the general policy of

the law in settling the relations of domestic life, and which

the public is interested to preserve ; and which without dis

solving the bond of marriage would place the parties in some

respects in the condition of being single, and leave them in

others subject to the consequences of being married ; and

which would introduce all the confusion and inconvenience,

which must necessarily result from so anomalous and mixed

a character. In the course of the argument some of these

difficulties were pointed out ; and it was asked, whether af

ter such an agreement as this the temporal courts could pro

hibit if either party were to sue in the Ecclesiastical Court

for the restitution of conjugal rights i Whether the wife, it

sl«

'») Thr cafe was argued the fiist time by H^aibm for the plaintiff and

V c al„ t'»r the delcmlant, and the iecond tinic by Luvi for the plaintiff ami

Boy'-.ry Seijt. for the defendant.
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committed a felony in the presence os her husband, would 1800.

be liable to conviction ? Whether they could be witnefles for

and against each other ? Whether they could sue and take Mll.

each other in execution ? And many other questions will oc- ihall

cur to every one, to which it will be impossible to give a fa- «gahf

tisfactory answer. For instance, it may be alked how it can Ruttow,

be in the power of any persons by their private agreement to

alter the character and condition which by law results from

the state of marriage, while it subsists, and from thence to

infer rights of action astd legal responsibilities as consequences

following from such alteration of character and condition ?

or how any power short of that of the Legislature can change

that, which by the common law of the land is established as

the course of judicial proceedings.

The argument in favor of the plaintiff rested on this posi

tion only, as a p*i.»ciple, viz. that where the husband ceases

to be the protector of his wife, and is not liable to have any

claim made on him for her support and maintenance, it ne

cessarily follows that she herself must be her own protectress,

make contracts sot herself, and be responsible for them. But

if this were a necessary consequence, it would hold in all

cases : but that is not so ; for if a woman should elope from

her husband, withdraw herself from his protection, and live

in adultery, he is not by law liable to answer for her necessa

ries ; and no cafe has decided that the woman is. A wife

living apart from her husband, and who has property secured

to h .r separate use, must apply that property to her support,

as her occasions may call for it ; and if thole who know her

condition instead of requiring immediate payment give credit

to her, they have no greater reason to complain of not being

able to sue her than others who have nothing to confide in

bet the honor of those they trust. From the incapacity of a

married woman to contract or to possess personal property

which may be the subject of contract men and their wives

desirous of living separate have found it necessary to have re

course to the intervention of trustees, in whom the property,

of which it is intended slie shall have "the disposition, may

vest uncontroled by the rights of the husband, and with whom,

he may contract for her benefit; but in such property the

woman herself acquires no legal interest whatsoever. Of such

trusts Courts of Equity alone can take notice ; they can cause

the fund to be brought before them to be applied as in justice

it ought to be ; and in those Coutrs the creditor must prefer

his claim.

Vol. VIII. 2 N The
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The earliest cases on this subject proceed on the groundos

the husband being considered as dead, and the woman as be

ing in a state of widowhood, or as divorced a vinculo matri-

rrionii, in which light Rutton and his wife do not stand. And

Rutiov. until the cafes of Ringstcad v, Lady Lanefljorough, Barwell v.

Brooks, and some subsequent cases, which we wished to have

re-considered, we find no authority in the books to shew that

a man and his wife can by agreement between themselves

change their legal capacities and characters; or that a wo

man may be sued as a feme sole while the relation of marri

age subsists and she and her husband are living in this king

dom.

For these reasons our opinion, in conformity with that of

all the Judges who heard the last argument, is, that there

mull be judgment for the defendant.

Judgment for the defendant.

His Lordship afterwards desired that it might be under

stood that the late Lord Chief Justice Eyre, who had heard

the first argument, entirely concurred in this opinion.

McnJcy, Potts against Bell and Others ; in Error.

May Jth-

Trading T TPON a writ of error brought from the Court of Com-

wiihanene- \_j moil Pleas it appeared that Sell and others brought an

the Kin1"'"1 ai"t'on aKa,r|ft Potts upon a policy of insurance on the ship

Hansels il- Elizabeth and goods on board at and from Rotterdam to Hull,

legal. And with liberty to touch and stay at any ports or places, &c. and

it i= illegal declared as for a loss of the goods loaded on board by capture

ject'in t'irne enem'ies- There were other counts for money had and

of war with- received, and upon an account stated ; to which the general

out the issue was pleaded.

cense to l'ie tr'a' 3 ven''^ was f0Xind for the plaintiffs below ;

biing evtn r!nt' a bill of exceptions was tendered and allowed on the

in a neutral part of the plaintiff in error, whereby it appeared that 2t the

(hip gœJs trial the plaintiffs below proved in evidence the policy of af-

my's^ort' surance 'n tne declaration mentioned, subscribed by Potts

which " ere and dated the "th of December 1 797 ; and that the policy was

purcha' • ! effected in London by Barrett and Company insurance brokers

refid'" rt ''ltrs l'le orders and for the benefit and risk of the plain-

theent , tl^s t'len aru' being Briti/b merchants resident in l^sndsn

country as- and interested in the goods insured to the value mentioned,

ttrth. com- That the ship Elizabeth was a neutral ship belonging to //•

e^hoslil'ti'es Banncrman and Son of Greetfil and Embden in Prujsnit bound

although it may not appear that they were purchased of an enemy.
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on the voyage insured from Rotterdam to Hull ; and that the 1800.

clearance of the ship was ostensibly from Rotterdam to Korden,

because the persons then exercising the powers of govern- Potti

merit- in the United Provinces would not permit the ship to

be cleared out from Rotterdam to Hull ox any other port osan(jothcrsj

Great Britain ; and that the goods insured consisting os sixty in Eiror,

calks of madders were laden on board the Elizabeth at Rot

terdam to be conveyed from thence to Hull by one Robert

Tiviss then being the agent of the plaintiffs below and resid

ing at Rotterdam by their orders and for their use, and were

consigned by him to Messrs. Heiofon and Gunnes at Hull, who

then were the agents of the plaintiffs below, by their order

and for their sole account and rilk. That the ihip Elizabeth

having the goods insured on hoard afterwards on the 1 8th of

December 179" sailed from Rotterdam for Hull, and was cap

tured on her voyage the next day by a Frank ship, an enemy

to the King. Whereupon the counsel for the plaintiffin er

ror, on his part, proved in evidence that the said six'y casks

of madders before the lading of them on board the Elizabeth

and before the policy was subscribed were purchased for the

defendants in error by Tiviss their agent resident at Rotter

dam, in order to be sent from Rotterdam to Hull on their ac

count and risk at London, and were afterwards laden on board

the ship at Rotterdam for that purpose. That six bills of ex

change were drawn by Tiviss in payment for the madders at

Retterdam, but dated at Hamburgh, upon the defendants in

error, and which bills having been indorsed by the payees

thereof respectively were afterwards duly accepted and paid

by the said defendants in error in London. That before and

;it the time of the said purchase of the said sixty casks of mad

ders by Tiviss, and of the loading of them on board the Eli

zabeth in order to be conveyed from Rotterdam to ////// for and

on account of the defendants in error, and also before and at

the time that the plaintiff in error subscribed the policy of

niTurance thereon, and before and at the time os the ship's

•ieprtrture from Rotterdam towards Hull mid of the capture of

tiie said ship and madders as aforesaid, hostilities had com

menced and still existed between Great Britain and the per

sons exercising the powers of government in the said United

Provinces. That the plaintiff in error also proved the pay

ment of the premium into court in this action. Whereupon

the counsel for the plaintiffin error insisted at the trial that

upon the matters so proved in evidence the plaintiffs below

were not entitled to recover against him ; that the policy up-
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i8od. on the said madders was void, for that it is not lawful for

v_^v^> British subjects to carry on trade with any nation which at

Pott« the time is in a state of open war and hostilities with Great

"gainst Britain, nor to purchase any goods in such nation and import

wKKUhcrs- tnem fr°m thence to Great Britain. The bill of exceptions

to Enoi. ' tnen stated the Judge's direction to the jury to find a verdict

for the plaintiffs below, the finding of such verdict accord

ingly, and the assignment of errors thereon in the usual form.

This cafe was first argued in Michaelmas Term last.

Gibbs for the plaintiff in error. This is an illegal insur

ance, because it was made to protect the transportation of

goods, purchased in an enemy's country, into this ; and by

the common law all trading with an enemy is illegal. It ap

pears on the record that there was open war between this

country and Holland; that during that time BelPt agent resi

dent in the enemy's country purchased the goods in question

for him there, which is direct trading with an enemy ; and

that Bell afterwards made the contract with Potts, on which

this action was brought, in order to secure to himself the be

nefit of such illegal trading. But if the original act were

unlawful, no subsequent contract for giving it effect can be

suppovted'in law. Trading with an enemy has always been

deemed illegal in a subject, on account of the mischievous

consequences which ensue from it. The intercourse which

it creates between subjects of hostile states necessarily tends to

facilitate the conveyance of intelligence to the enemy. The

practice of granting licenses by the Crown for such an inter

course in particular cases from the earliest times down to the

present fliews strongly what the common law is in this respect.

In addition to which there is a direct authority against the

legality of such a trading, in 2 Rol. Abr. 173. pi. 3. (tit

Prerogative, L. Guerre) ; where trading with Scotland then

in a state of general enmity with this kingdom was deemed

illegal ; but the merchants having acted under a license

granted to them by the keepers of the truce were pardoned

by the King. This was adverted to in the cafe of Gift v.

Mason («) by Lord Mansfield, who also mentioned another

instance, where trading with an enemy was deemed unlaw

ful, from a note given to him by Lord Hardtviche on a refer

ence to all the Judges in the time of King IVilliam III., whe

ther it were a crime at common law to carry corn to an ene

my, who were of opinion that it was a misdemeanor

Lord Mansfield also there said, that by the maritime lav

trading with an enemy is» cause of confiscation in a subject:

Tjpoi

(aJ Alltr, I ToL 84.
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Upon the same principle it was holden illegal in the cafe of i8co.

Briflow v. Towers (a) to insure an enemy's property. Now v->"v~s_/

this is in effect the fame thing ; for the enemy gets the price Potts

of his goods ; and he has equally the advantage of our market -

without any risk. Questions of this fort more frequently amiotherss

occur in the Courts of Admiralty, to which jurisdiction they infirw.

properly belong and there it is a settled maxim that trading

•with an enemy is cause of confiscation, if the vessel on board

"which the goods insured are loaded be captured by any of

our cruizers and condemned. And such a condemnation,

being a sentence in rem, would be conclusive evidence in the

Courts of Common Law that the ship was engaged in an ille

gal traffic ; as was ruled by Lord Kenyan in the cafe of Ncj-

bitt v. JVhitmore at the last Sittings at Guildhall. This Court

then for the fake of consistency should be governed by the

fame law as they would have been if the vessel had been stop

ped at sea and brought in by our cruizers.

Wigley contra. It is by no means settled as a principle of

law that all trading with an enemy is illegal, even supposing

that the decision of that question would govern the present.

The law makes express provision for the safety of the persons

and property of foreign merchants belonging to an enemy's

country resident here in time of war. i Black. Com. 260.

In Henkie v. The Royal Exchange Assurance Company (b) Lord

Hurdwicke said " It might be going too far to say that all

trading with an enemy is unlawful ; for the general 3octrine

would go a great way even where only Engli/b goods were

exported, and none of the enemy's imported, which may be

very beneficial." Lord Mansfield in Gist v. Mnfon (c) stated

the doctrine very doubtfully and in terms which rather shew

the leaning of his opinion to have been the other way. Much

may depend upon the particular fort of trading. In time of

war it is well known that certain articles are deemed contra

band, even with respect to neutrals, such as furnish the ene

my with the means of resistance or annoyance, namely, pro

visions, warlike stores, and the like. To trade with an ene

my in such articles is undoubtedly illegal. The instance

mentioned by Lord Mansfield, of supplying an enemy with

corn, was evidently of this fort. What the trading was in

•the cafe mentioned in Rolle's Abridgment does not appear ;

polfibly it was of the latter kind. But, at any rate, that cafe

differs from this ; for there our merchants went into the ene

my's country to trade *, and here the trading was through the

medium

(") Ante, 6 vol. 45. (<) I Fes. 310. (0 Ame, I vol. 84.
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800. medium of neutrals. This distinction will also account for

the granting of ljcenses by the Crown from time to time to

°Iilst tra(le with enemies; fora variety of articles have at different

Bell periods as circumstances varitd been deemed to be contra-

Others; band •, in which cafe it never was disputed but that a license

Error. from tnc (Jr0wn was necessary for the protection of the trader.

In Brandon v. Nejbitt(a), and Brijloiu v. Tenters [b',t the ge

neral quellion concerning the legality of trading with an ene

my was much discussed at the bar ; but nothing was decid

ed upon that point. In the one, it was holdtn that no ac

tion could be maintained by an alien enemy; and in the other

that an insurance of enemy's property was void. But neither

of those decisions assects this question : and in Bell v. Gil/on

(c), arising out of the fame transaction as the present, in the

Common Pleas the Court held the insurance of goods pur

chased in an enemy's country to be legal. But even if a direct

trading or intercourse with an enemy were illegal, it would

not follow that the same rule would apply to a case'like the

present, where no direct personal intercourse took place, but

the trading was through the medium of a neutral power.

For this removes all objections on account of the impolicy of

the miafure, and indeed throws such arguments into the op-

polite scale. The goods insured are necessary to be had for

the purpose of carrying on the manufactures of this country,

which supply us with the resources for war. It must bo

admitted that it would have been legal to have purchased such

a commodity from a neutral power, without any consideration

of the country from whence the neutral had originally ob

tained it. Then it is much more advantageous for the sub

jects of this country to import the commodity directly in a

neutral bottom from the country of it's growth than to pay

the additional profit which will accrue to the neutral from it's

passing first through his hands.

But in fact this is not a trading with an enemy, for at the

time when these goods were purchased in Holland war had

not been declared between the two countries, though letters

of marque and reprisals had been granted. Hostilities, fays

Lord Hale (d), may exist without open war. So the King

by his prerogative may in a declaration of war except cer

tain of the enemy's subjects (e). A declaration of war gene

rally

(,/) Ant!, 6 vol. «3. (J) I Hah. P. C. 162.

{!>) It. 35. (?) iLd. Ray a8>

(0 1 Bos fcr f»U, 345.
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rally contains a prohibition to trade with the enemy, but a

proclamation for marque and reprisals only does not ; and it v-''"v^-'

is only from the prohibition of the King by virtue of his pre- Por.T*

rogative that the illegality arises. It is not stated that the

goods were purchased of an enemy, nor even in an enemy's and Others;

country ; but only that they were stripped from Holland un- in ^">i,

der the circumstances before stated. The particular period

when the goods were purchased is not mentioned ; and this

is the more material, because by the treaty before subsisting

between England and Holland it was stipulated that in cafe

of a war the subjects of either country respectively should

have/ fix months to retire to their own country with their

property. This amounts to a license to the subject to bring

away his property within that time. But at any rate the

King's license obtained after the shipping of the goods was

sufficient to legalize the whole advet.ture.

He then argued upon the effect os several temporary acts

of parliament, allowing the importation of Dutch property

in this country about the period of this transaction : but the

Court thought that those acts did not apply to a case like the

present.

Gibbs in reply. The Court will take notice os the exist

ence of open war between this and any other country, if it

be necessary, though it be not expressly so stated on the re

cord. But it is sufficient to state, as here, that hostilities

existed at the time, which is equivalent to open war. Here

the original purchase of the goods was unlawful ; and there

fore this cafe is different from that of foreign merchants

under the general law, and also from the cafe of those Dutch

subjects who were to be protected by the temporary acts

passed in consequence of the state of things in Holland at the

time. It was not intended to bring these goods into Eng

land under the sanction of those acts. If this trade be be

neficial to the country, either the legislature will legalize it,

or the crown upon application will grant it's license for can-

tying it on ; but that is a matter testing in the discretion of

the King, upon which he ought to have the power of de

ciding in each particular instance. The distinction attempt

ed to be taken between the case in Rolle and ihe present is

not material •, for the illegal act was considered to be the

trading with the enemy, and not the mere going into the

enemy's country ; and so that cafe was considered by Lord

Jlfan.r/itid ill Gift v. Mason.

In the course of the argument the counsel on both sides

referred to some cafes which had been decided at the Ad

miralty Court, and at the Cockpit : and this Court, con

sidering
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1800. fidering that the subject was more frequently discussed there

t-""Y~*-; than in Wejlminjlcr Hall, desired to hear a second argument

againjl ky Civilians. Accordingly in Hilary Term last the cafe was

Bbi.l argued by

and Others; Sir John Nicboll {a), the King's advocate, for the plain-

in Eiror. tjjj: jn errort ^ subject of this country cannot trade with

an enemy without the King's license; and under the circum

stances stated in the special verdict, if these goods had been

taken at sea by any of our cruizers, and brought into the

Court of Prize, they must necessarily have been condemned

as prize. This rule has been long fettled, and is so unde

niable that it is unnecessary to enter into the principles on

•which it is founded, which must now be presumed to be

politic, wife, and just. Nor will it be necessary to enter

into arguments to shew that there can be no distinction be

tween policies of insurance and other contracts in this re

spect ; for if trading with an enemy be illegal generally, it

must be so in this particular instance ; and every contract of

indemnity against the risks attendant on such trading must

also be illegal. There is no distinction between policies of

insurance made to protect an adventure against the common

law, and those against the law of the Admiralty, which

equally forms a branch of the general jurisprudence of the

kingdom. Neither is it important to discuss the policy of

trading with an enemy for particular articles useful in ma

nufactures, agriculture, or war ; because the Crown will

in it's discretion judge of each particular instance, and grant

or refuse a license to trade accordingly. Nor is there any

distinction, as to the question of prize, between a declara

tion of war generally and a proclamation for reprisals ; the

consequence would be the same in either case upon the

question now before the Court War puts every individual

of the respective governments, as well as the governments

themselves, into a state of hostility with each other. There

is no such thing as a war for arms and a peace for commerce.

In that statt all treaties, civil contracts, and rights of pro

perty are put an end to. Vattel, b. 3. c. 5. / 70. The fame

author {b. 3. c. 1 /. 226.) shews that the principle of the

law imposes a duty on every subject to attack the enemy and

seize his property wherever found ; though by custom this

is restrained to those individuals only who have com

missions for that purpose from their government. Now

trading, which supposes the existence of civil contracts

and relations, and a reference to courts of justice (I),

* . ' and

{a) Friday February 7th.

(ij Vid. £j*i. b. i.t. j. ; and the case of Tic Hoof, Ret. AJmir. Rep. tql.
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and the Tights of property is necessarily contradictory to a 1800.

state of war. Besides, it is criminal in a subject to aid and ^-^^J

comfort the enemy ; and trading affords that aid and com- Pott*

fort in the most effectual manner, by enabling the merchants

of the enemy's country to support their government. Ex- andothern

port duties are to be paid when goods are brought from an

enemy's country, which is furnishing the .very sinews of

war to the hostile government. These considerations apply

with peculiar force to maritime states, where the principal

object is to destroy the marine and commerce of the enemy

in order to enforce them to peace. It may be said indeed

that such a trading also benefits ourselves, especially if the

balance of trade be in our favour. However it belongs not

to individuals but to the state alone to balance these benefits-,

ami such a power will best be exercised by granting licenses

to particular persons, or as to particular commodities, ac

cording to the exigency of particular circumstances. For

the fame reasons a subject cannot trade with an enemy even

from a neutral country, unless he has acquired a right of ci

tizenship in that country; but certainly if he reside in this

country he cannot so trade through the medium of a neutral

agent. And a fortiori it is unlawful for him to do so where

the trading, as in this cafe, is direct from the enemy's country

to this. The above reasoning is further strengthened by this

consideration, that if such direct trading were to be per

mitted, it would facilitate the means of carrying on a trai-

terous correspondence, which would greatly counterbalance

any little advantage likely to accrue to the individual mem

bers of the community from such trading. Further, it has

been the practice in all wars to obtain licenses from the

crown for any direct intercourse with an enemy's country •,

and the fame has been done during the present war. The

Governor of Jamaica has power given to him to license

trading with the Spani/b Wtji India settlements; which he

has exercised accordingly. The Governor of Gibraltar has

the fame power with respect to Spain. The same has been

at different periods of the war exercised by the government—

at home in regard to Holland. Now the very circumstance

of granting such licenses from time to time mews' that with

out them the trading with an enemy has always been consi

dered illegal. The exception proves the general rule. It is

not only the practice of this country thus to regulate the in

tercourse of it's subjects with enemies, but the fame gener

fil law prevails throughout Europe (a}, and has been acted

upon

(*) Pjnl, 7. P. t. 1. c. i,
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1800. upon in the present waT by France, Spain, and Holland.

V^-w^ This principle is also recognized in our own books. In the

Potts cafe 01 Henkle v. 1 he London Exchange Assurance Company (a),

eSaUft ,)je tnen Solicitor General (Lord Mansfield) admitted in ar-

irf.t1, raiment that any trading with an enemy was a misdemeanor
aodUthcrs; t» / . ,0 . 're r i-

in Erroi. and that by the Maritime law it was caule ot confiscation.

All the learning on this subject was fully examined and elu

cidated in a late cafe of The Hoop (b)by Sir W. Scott. It

was there attempted to set up an exception to the general

rule, that all trading with an enemy is illegal : but the

universality of the rule was established : and in giving judg

ment the learned judge adverted to the principal leading

authorities and cafes 011 the subject. [He then read the

following notes of cafes, taken partly from the MSS. notes

of Sir Ediuar.! Simpson, which are a valuable and authentic

collection of Admiralty decisions ; and partly from the print

ed Report by Dr. Robinson of the judgment delivered by Sir

VS. Scott in the cafe of The Hoop before referred to.]—" The

cafe of St. Philip in 1747, at the Cockpit (s) ; Lord Ch. J.

failles being present. The Lords refused to give the clai

mants liberty to prove that goods which had been captured

and condemned as a prize were bought before the war ; the

Chief Justice being clearly of opinion that the effects of

British subjects taken trading with the enemy are good prize.''

—This e:hibli(h£s the rule that trading with an enemy is

subject of confiscation, and excludes any exception, even

on the ground that the goods had been purchased befere

the war; a fortiori therefore if, as in this cafe, they were

purchased aster the commencement of hostilities.—" The

cafe of The Elizabeth of Offend (d)\n 1 749 ; present Sir

Thomas Dennison, and either Mr. Justice Birch or Mr. Jus

tice Clive. The cargo, taken and coiwtemned as coming

from an enemy's port was claimed to be the property 0!

British subjects. The Lords of Appeal by their sentence

restored the goods claimed by Gould a British subject born,

but established at the time in the dominions of the C^ueen

of Hungary ; but rejected the claim of Henchei! and others

who were then and It ill subjects of His Majesty. Sir E.

Simpfo/.'s note on the above cale is, that the Lords con

demned all the goods of English subjects, the judges being

clearjy

f») TfiU k repmted in t Vis. 317. lint the King's advocate read a note

of it from Sir Tint. Srnxirs, brief.

(4) Sol. Adm. R p. 1 yfi.

(t) Sir R. Simpson s MSS. ' _ ,

(<ij ILUl : and alia cited in 1 Rul. Itrf. zoz. Uiongh. not si* sully stated.
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clearly of opinion that they were prize of war, and consis- 1800.

cable. Also trading with an enemy was condemned by the ^>^J

Lords of Appeal in 1704. The fame note also reiers to Pj>j1^

several other instances of (hips condemned on this account; Hrn.

amongst others, " The Alary of Wexsord'va 1707 foi trading andO^i^rs;

to Spain."—The Ringende Jacob in 1747 (a), a Swed-sb li.ip, "» £f

went.from London to Bourdeaux and took in wi.fe for uritijb

subjects to be delivered at Guernsey, but with false clearan

ces at Bourdeaux, in order to deceive the enemy. {>he was >

condemned by the Lords of Appeal on the 7th of February

1750, in affirmance of the judgment of the Adnuraiiy

court."—" The cargo of the Lady Jane [b), a Hamburgh lhip

laden at Alalaga with wine, was claimed by English metr

chan*s as the produce of goods sent to Spain before the war:

but it was condemned by the Lords of Appeal, present Mr.

Baron Clarke."—•« The Dccrgarden of Stockholm (c) was

laden with wot lien goods (hipped cltensibly at Lisbon, the

voyage being in fact to Bilboa an enemy's port, but on

British account. The cargo was condemned on the 15th of

March 1 747."-r-" The Juffrouiv Louisa Alargaretha ( d)■,

before the Lords the 3d of April 1781 (otherwise called

Escotfs case). This was a claim by Messrs. Escott and Read

of London for wines &c. shipped on board a Dutch fh,ip in

1780 at Malaga on their account. And it was stated that

the house of Escott anil Read had for tweny years before

the preceding hostilities between Great Britain and Spain

traded to and from Malaga, where they had an established

house of trade and where Mr. Escott hud resided for thiity

years till the last ten months when he had resided i:i England;

that a great quantity of wine belonging to the house had

been lest at Malaga, till a favourable opportunity offered of

sending it to London ; that the destination was to Oslend, and

the property described to be for neutral account and rilk in

order to avoid the enemy's cruisers. The whole was there

fore claimed as Britiih property, subject to a per centage

for commission to their foreign correspondent. But the

judgment of the court of Admiralty rejecting the claim of

Mr. Escott was affirmed by the Lords, present Lord Lough-

boro.tgh then Ch. J. of C. B. and Sir J. Eard'ey Wilmot."—

" The St. Louis, alias El Allssandro (e), (otherw ise called

The Netu Orleans case) before the Lords July 18th, 1781.

This was a claim of Messrs. Morgan and Mather for certain

peltries (hipped by them 011 board a vessel of Ne-w Orleans

bound

(.) Dr. Hal. Sff. iOl. (') Ib. (.) Ib. (./; Ib. joj. (f) Ib. i04-
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1800. bound to Bourdeaux, and consigned to merchants there on

V^w^ account of the shippers. It appeared that Morgan had Jest

Potts England and settled in West Florida'm 1764. That, finding

against no protection from the British government to those settled

aodOthnv 00 tne Banks of the Mississippi, he had kept a (hip as a float-

in Error. ' iug storehouse from 1 774, living himself at New Orleans by

permission of the Governor on condition of not landing any

goods in the Spanijh territories. That in 1779 finding that

the American troops were in such force on that liver as to

prevent any Englijh ship from coming up, and that it was

\ impossible to make any remittances to England but in neutral

vessels, he shipped the goods in question on board the St.

Louis a neutral sldp, being the only vessel at Neiv Orleans

bound for Europe. That they were -consigned to merchants

at Bourdeaux to be there sold, and the proceeds remitted to

Mather in London, And that he was obliged to resort to this

mode of remittance that^he goods might not perish on his

hands. There was also a certificate from the British com

mander in those parts in America, certifying that Mr.

Morgan a Britijh subject had . received permission under a

capitulation with the enemy to convey himself and family

to London under a passport from the Spanish Governor.

Nevertheless the ship and property were condemned in the

Admiralty court as enemy's property or otherwise liable to

confiscation ; and this sentence was confirmed by the Lords,

present Lord Loughborougb Ch. J. of C. B. But some of th:

same person's property sent in another ship from New Or

leans consigned directly for London was restored."—*« Tht

C0mptede.lV0hr0n7.0ff (a) before the Lords on the 19th cf

July 1781 (otherwise called the Jrijb case). This was a

claim of Daley and other Irish merchants for the vessel anc

certain French wines (hipped at Bourdeaux in May 1 "So cr.

their account, with ostensible papers for Russia in suppor

os which it was stated that during the whole war the Com

missioners of the Revenue and Excise in Ireland had con

stantly permitted such a trade to be carried on from Bourihau

to Dublin in the same manner as before hostilities by Zfritifc

subjects on their account in British fliips. That this wai

done openly, and regular entries made of the fame, and the

duties paid. That subsequent to hostilities an act passed th<

Jri/h legislature laying an additional duty on French wines im

ported from June I 7 iio to December 1 7 8 1 , which it was coo-

(ended was a direct recognition of the legality of this traffic

N-ejenlielci's the judgment of the court of Admiralty, con-

p>) Roh R-(. 105.
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rlemning the ship and cargo as lawful prize, was affirmed ; rRoo

present Lord Bathurjl and Lord Loughborough."—" The Ex-

pcd'tte Van Rotterdam (a), (otherwise called the Levant case) against

before the lords 1 8th July 1782. This was a claim by Gre- Bill

gory and Turnbull of London for wine shipped on board aa?d°th

Dutch ship on the 20th of December 1780 at Malaga for £r"

themf though ostensibly for the account and rifle of Thomaszt

of Amfterdam their agent, Holland being then at peace with

this country. The claimants relied on an act of the 20.

Geo. 3. permitting the product or manufacture of certain j

places within the Levant to be imported into Great Britain

or Ireland in British or neutral vessels from any place what

soever. But trie Court of Admiralty, not thinking that the

act referred to applied to this cafe, condemned the goods,

which sentence was affirmed by the lords •, present lord

Camden and lord AJliburton."—" The Bella Gu)dita (^(other

wise called the Grenada case), before the lords 20th July

1785. After ihe capture of Grenada by the French Mr.

Vaughan and other Britijh merchants sent a cargo of provisi

ons on board a neutral lhip from Ireland to Grenada intend- *

ing to bring back in return plantation produce in payment of

the debts owing from proprietors of estates in that island to

Britijh merchants. This traffic had been carried on between

the conquered islands of Great Britain for some time before

and till the then recent breaking out of hostilities with

Holland, through the medium of St. Eajlatia a Dutch colony,

under the sanction of Britijh acts of parliament. And after

the Dutch hostilities an act passed, 20 Geo. 3. reciting the

capture of Grenada by the French, and that it was expedient

and just to relieve the proprietors of estates there, and

enacting that no goods of the growth &c. of the island on

board neutral vessels going to neutral ports should be liable

to condemnation as prize. The judgment of the Vice Ad

miralty court of Barbadoes condemning the cargo as French

property was affirmed ; present Lord Camden."'—«« The

Elnigheid (c), before the Lords 21st March 1795. There,

corn which was shipped on account of Britijh and Dutch

merchants on board a Lubeck ffiip from Rotterdam to Nantes

before war declared by France against England and Holland,

but which from accidental circumstances did not fail till af

terwards, being taken, was adjudged good prize by the Court

of Admiralty, and afterwards on appeal •, present Sir R. P.

Arden master of the rolls, and Eyre Lord C. J. of C. B "—

" The

(«) Rib. Rrf. Jo6. (*) Ib. %oy. (•) Ib. 210."
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1800. " The Fortut/a, before the Lords 27th of June 179J (sl).

x*^r*-r There a cargo of wines liad been shipped by Britijh mer-

Potts chants carrying on trade at Barc-.hna on board a Stvedijb

1T.'"l ve^c' a' Barcelona in January 1793 anc' destined for Calais.

■ndothfis- ^ne was first captured by a Spanijh frigate'in April, and re

in Error, leafed by the Spanish court of admiralty ; after which Ihc

was again captured by one of our crullers. It was contend

ed for the captors that the cargo was liable to confiscation,

because the lhip failed from Spain for Calais subsequent to

^ ' the commencement of hostilities by France against England

and Spain, which it was incumbent on the proprietors to

have prevented, or at least to have endeavoured to do so.

The sentence of condemnation was affirmed."—" The

Freeden (b) was a cafe of the fame deferition as the last : hut

there the Britijh merchants were permitted to produce evi

dence to shew that immediately after the breaking out of

hostilities they had used their best endeavours to prevent

being implicated in the illegal commerce on their account

from Barcelona to Ofend ; but failing in this the cargo was

condemned in the Court of Admiralty, which sentence on

appeal was affirmed ; present the Master of the rolls."—

" The IViltiam (c), before the Lords December 19th 179;.

Prior to the war between France and Great Britain the

claimants who were British subjects in Grenada were credi

tors of certain French merchants in Gucididzupe, and after

the war broke out the agent of the claimants in Guadaloupi

received the cargo of sugars in question in payment of that

debt, and (hipped them on their account. The sentence of

the vice admiralty court of St. Christopher condemning the

iiiip and cargo was affirmed ; present the Master of the rolls."

Upon the authori'y of this long train of decisions the judg

ment in the principal cafe df the Hoop <d) proceeded. There

Mr. Ala/com of Glasgow and other Scotch merchants had

traded to Holland for articles necessiry for the agriculture

and manufactures of that part of the country, for which

they had several times before applied for and obtained the

Ling's license ; but aster the palling of certain acts of par

liament having upon application to the commissioners of the

.• customs at G/afgoiu bemg informed (erroneously as it after

wards appeared,) that such licenses were 110 longer necelT'i-

ry, they had omitted to obtain one on that occasion, in

consequence of which the cargo being taken was condemned

■as a prize, on the general ground that all trading with an

enemy without the King's license was illegal and cause of

confiscation.

(j) r.eh.R,j>.nz. (I) ib. 2*3. (t) Ib. au. (<tj Ib. 196.
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confiscation. These cases also shew that there is no distinc- 1800.

tion between trading with an enemy and with an enemy's <^*~v^J

country: nor is such a distinction warranted in principle; Potts

for all persons inhabiting an enemy's country are presumed

to be enemies. Aid is equally given to the enemy by such an(»oti,erS<

trading, whether the goods be furnished imYndeiately by an in Error*

enemy or neutral merchant ; and the danger of traitorous-

correspondence is the fame.

Dr. Swnbey, contra, admitted that, so far as the question

of prize affected the decision of this cafe, the principles ad-

ranced and authorities cited on the part of the plaintiff in

L-rror by the King's advocate could not be disputed. But

how far that concluded the question as to the legality of the

nsurance at common law, or whether the obtaining of a

license from the crown prior to the capture would make

iny difference, he begged leave to rtfer to the arguments

)s the common lawyers on behalf of the defendants in error.

Curia adv. vult.

Lord KENTON, Ch. J. now said that the Court had very

:ully considered the question immediately after the very

earned argument which had been made by the King's ad

vocate in the last Term. That the reasons which he had

irged and the authorities he had cited were so many so uni-

orm and so conclusive to shew that a British subject's trad-

ng with an enemy was illegal, that the question might be

onsidered as finally at rest. That those authorities, it was

rue, were mostly drawn from the decisions of the Admiral-

y Courts: and that after all the diligence which had been

fed there was o'.ily one direct authority on the subject to-

e found in the common law books, and that one was to the

ime effect. But that the circumstance of there being that

ngle cafe only was strong to shew that the point had r.ot

een since disputed, and that it might now be taken for

ranted that it was a principle of the common law that trrul-

lg with r.n enemy without the King's license was illegal in

litifli fubjt cts. That it was therefore needless in this cafe

> delay giving judgment for the fake of pronouncing the

pinion of the Court in more formal terms ; mote efpect-

'ly as th*»y could do little more than recapitulate the judg-

:ent with the long train of authorities, already to be found

the clearest terras in the printed report of the cafe of the

*oopt published by Dr. Robinson. That the consequence

as that the judgment of the Court of Common Pleas must

: reversed.

Per Curiam, Judgment reversed.
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Bird and Others again/} Applbton.

Mhj 16th.

!nsoredP"«/ T I count *n tne declaration was on a policy

■naVrom" JL assurance en £<W.s on board the " Confederacy" ;

A to fl.," American (hip, " at anil from Canton in China to Hamburgh'

and there Copenhagen, w'ub. liberty to touch stay and trade at all ports ai

b'l"y \'*' p^ces whatsoever, particularly a port in the channel," effec

the traffic by the plaintiffs for the benefit and on the account

during her Leffingivell and another. The fecohd count was on a po

t'h-'-ssurel °* °n fo'P ^0"f'^er"cy " at and from Canton" &C as
(.,nn0tUrc- tne C0Ullt- I( was stated that the fliip sailed from Cam

coveron having the goods on board, and that she was taken as pvi

the policy in the course of her voyage before her arrival at hambui

ha at'n!„ or Copenhagen. The Defendant pleaded the general issue, a

het»-c. n A. on 'he trial before Lord Kenyan a special verdict was foui

.indfl. In the special verdict; it was stated that the plaintiffs cau:

floods miy to be effected the tv/o policies of assurance mentioned in

bt insured, declaration for Lejjingwell and another. That the I

chTsc^witli " C°nscderacyn w;1s arl American built ship, the properti

the pro- American subjects by whom she was fold in 1795 in the p

teeds <>f a of London to Leffing-well and another, also Americans. T

*"|macrr„'(|'e" c'ie ^'P was afterwards loaded in and cleared out and fa

*a Ts" r' ^rom London for Madeira, from whence she proceedec

xnce on a tnc ^c °^ Bourbou and thence to Mauritius, at which pi

snip for a the greatest part of the cargo was disposed of; that f

particular Mauritius she proceeded to Bombay, where she arrive*

iV-af^ " J""e '79^» tnat during all this time she was comma:

though Ihe by S. Jemhs a citizen of the United States of Ann

i»ay have " and was fiirnilhed with and had on board a proper

•lonesome port duly made out and granted according to the forn

mcr voyane nt"xe^ t0 'be treaty of commerce" between France am

ton which* United States of America. That during the time the

ihewas lia* was at Bombay the remainder of the cargo was landec

y'tose" disjios-d of, and the captain obtained from the govern

council a license to load on board the Confederacy a cai
t 1>t rncU." cotton and to proceed with the fame for sale from thei

traNty in a Canton in China. That having taken on board such a

policy of the captain sailed in the ship for Canton, and in his p

f^noTfalfi ,nit'!t;r touched at the island of Puloopinang, where ht

fi.-J by a on board a quantity of tin for ballast of the value of 3

sentence of and arrived at Canton in October 1796, where her carg,<

* fo-e'g" sold and disposed of, and the goods mentioned, in
court or r * 0

Admiralty

condemn

ing a ship for navigating contrary to the ordinances of that belligerent state tt

tht; neutral country had not assented.

til
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count in the declaration (the property of Lejfingivtll and i8eo.

another) were at Canton loaded and put on board to be car- v-*"v~N-'_

1 ried from thence to Hamburgh. That the proceeds of the Bl*D

cargo from Bombay to China were employed in the purchase .

,. ot part ot the cargo from China to Europe, shat the voy

age from London to Canton and the voyage from Canton to

:„ Europe were two voyages. That the ship sailed from Canton

l ? towards Hamburgh wiih the goods on board in January I 797,

,; 'aijd whilst she was on her voyage was captured by a French

f. ship of war and carried into Nantz ; where proceedings be-

.,. ing instituted before the tribunal for determining questions

-j.trf prize the ship and cargo were condemned as prize. [The

sentence of condemnation was set forth at length in the

^special verdict ; but it is omitted here because this Court

'..considered that the condemnation proceeded entirely on the

' ground that the stiip had violated some of the French ordi-

^.hances.] It tlien stated that in the treaty between this coun-

V;try and America, referred to irt the stat. 37 Geo. 3. c. 97.,

r'^the following article is contained ; "His Majesty consents

",",.that the vessels belonging to the citizens of the United States

u America shall be admitted aud hospitably received in all

live seaports and harbours of the Britijh territories in the

> J&ast Indies ; and that the citizens of the said United States

** .nay freely carry on a trade between the said territories and

' 1 jhe said United States in all articles of which the importa-

"rjpon or exportation respectively to or from the said territo-
a'|! ies shall not be entirely prohibited provided only that it

'JiaU not be lawful' for them in any time of war between
ici' jie Britijh Government and any other power or state what

ever to export from the said territories without the special

0 '_,ermi(Iion of the British Government there any military or

PTjaval stores or rice. The citizens of the United States shall

'.ay for ther vessels when admitted into the said ports no

father or higher tonnage duty than shall be payable on Britijh

'f , jjssels when admitted into the ports of the United States )

" jid they shall pay no other or higher duties or charges 011

' pje importation or exportation of the cargoes of the said

'Vessels than shall be payable on the same articles when im-

1 prted or exported in Britijh vessels: but it is expressly

■' greed that the •vejfels ofthe United States Jliall not carry any of

^■'*}\e articles exported by them from the said British territories to

3e'r ?y Port cr ploce, except toJome port or place in America ivkere

i0 )e fame Jhall be unladen, and such regulation* shall be adopt-

:i clId by both parties as shall from time to time be found ne-

& '"fessary to enforce the due and faithful observance of this

ipulation. It is also understood that the permission granted

Vol. VIII. 2 O by
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s^^j by this article is not to extend to allow the vessels of the

Bins United States to carry on any part of the coasting trade of

against the Briti/b territories, but vessels going with their original

Arn-ETos cargoes or part thereof from one port of discharge to another

are not to be considered as carrying on the coasting trade;

neither is this article to be construed to allow the citizens

of the said states to settle or reside within the said territories,

or to go into the interior parts thereof without the per

mission of the BritiJJj Government established there. And

if any transgression shall be attempted against the regulati

ons of the Briti/b Government in this respect, the observ

ance of the same shall and may be enforced against the citi

zens of America in the fame manner as against Briti/b sub

jects or others transgressing the same rule. And the citizens

of the United States whenever they arrive, in any port or

harbour in the said territories, or if they fliould be permit

ted in manner aforesaid to go to any other place therein,

shall always be subject to the laws government and juris

diction of whatever nature established in such harbour port

or place according as the fame may be. The citizens of the

• United States may also touch for refreshment at the island

of St. Helena., but subject in all respects to such regulations

as the Briti/b Government may from time to time establish

there." The verdict concluded with praying the advice of

the Court, assessing the damages separately on the two counts,

in cafe the Court fliould be of opinion that the plaintiffs

were entitled to recover upon either of them.

This cafe had been before the Court several times before

on a motion for a new trial and afterwards on a special ver

dict : after the former special verdict had been argued a

venire de novo was awarded, because damages were given

generally on both the counts' in the declaration, and the

Court intimated an opinion that though the plaintiffs might

recover on one count they were not entitled to recover on

the other. Accordingly the cafe went to another jury, when

the present verdict was found, differing from the former in

several particulars, but principally in these, that in this ver

dict the damages were separately assessed on the different

counts, and it was now stated that the voyage from London

to Canton and that from Canton to Europe were two distinct

voyages. This verdict was now argued by Laiv for the

plaintiffs and Adam for the defendant.

The second count, on the policy on the ship, was now

abandoned by the plaintiffs' counsel, on this ground, that

as the policy on the ship attached " at and from Canton," in

cluding
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eluding the period of time when the cotton taken in at 1800.

Bombay (an illegal cargo, being in contravention of the treaty ^^\^J

between this country and America,) was still on board, and Bird

as the immediate voyage and adventure insured could n^tbe . ' ""^

divided j«to parts, the whole must be deemed an illegal ad-

vennnwT"

But on the first policy, that respecting the goods, several

questions were made- It was objected on the part of th.: de

fendant that the plaintiffs could not recover on this count;

1st, Because the gooods insured were purchased with the

proceeds of an illegal cargo, that procured at Bombay, (it

being admitted that the governor's license to purchase it was

illegal,) and that such an adventure was contaminated by

such antecedent illegal traffic. 2dly, Because the voyage

from Bombay to Canton was only a part of a larger voyage,

out and hornC from London \o Canton and from Canton to

Europe; and that as the ship" in the course of the voyage

traded at Bombay, contrary to the treaty between this country

and The United States ofAmerica by not returning directly (a)

from Bombay to America, the whole voyage was illegal.

3dly, Because the ship was feizable for 'a violation of the

navigation act in a prior part of the voyage, from Bombay

to Canton, and consequently that the go<5ds insured were not

put on board a proper ship, such an one as the assured im-

pliedly undertook to provide; and that the right of seizure

continued at least during the time that the ship was on the

high seas and until her return home. 4thly, Because the

sentence of condemnation by the tribunal at Nantz negativ

ed the ship being an American:

On the part of the plaintiffs it was answered, 1st, that it

was perfectly immaterial in this cafe to consider how the

funds were acquired with which the cargo insured was pur

chased ; it being sufficient for the purpose of this question

that the cargo when bought was meant to be conveyed in

the course of a legal voyage. 2dly, That the fact, on which

this objection was sounded, was negatived by the verdict,

where it was expressly stated that these were two distinct

voyages ; and consequently that the homeward voyage from

Canton to Europe could Tint be'-affected by any illegality in

the voyage outwards. 3dly,: 'Tint the circumstance of the'

ship having been liable to seizure for an act done before the

commencement of the voyage insured could" not affect this

policy ; for that the ship could only be "seized flagfante de-

licto, during the same voyage, otherwise she could never

' ' afterwards

( /) Via. Witsn 1. Marrjat, anle, 31.
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1800. afterwards be legally insured ; and that the seizure of the

^^^f ship for an antecedent cause of forfeiture was not within

tgmnji tne sC0Pe of the indemnity of the underwriters, as they are

^pplston only liable for risks incurred during the voyage insured.

Leckyer v. Ojjky; ante 1 vol. 252. 4thly, That it appeared

by the concluding part of the sentence that the ship and

cargo were condemned for having violated some of the

French ordinances which were not obligatory on the Ameri

cans, and consequently that this sentence did not negative

the ship being an American. Polltirti v. Bell, ante, 434.

Lbrd Kenyon, C. J. Although this cafe has only been

argued once on this special verdict, yet as the question has

been so frequently canvassed of late, we have had an oppor-

D tunity of considering it ; and as the parties may expect not

to be kept longer in sul'pence, we will dispose os the' case

now. It is now admitted by the counsel for the plaintiffs,

and very properly so, that the policy on the ship must be

abandoned, because during part of the time that the parties

intended that the policy should attach, namely, while the

ship was at Canton, there was something illegal in the trans

action. Therefore we are now delivered from all consider

ation respecting that part of the case.

With regard to the other part of the plaintiffs' claim on

the policy on the goods, the arguments urged by the de

fendant's counsel have not convinced me that this contract

is illegal, because the goods insured were procured with the

proceeds of a former illegal cargo. If this objection were

, well founded, it would go to an alarming extent ; in de

ciding on a claim made on a policy of insurance, it would

be necessary to examine and scrutinize the past conduct of

the assured in order to see whether or not by their former

tjansactions in life they had illegally acquired the funds

with which the particular goods insured were purchased.

But we cannot enter into considerations of that kind ; we

must confine ourselves to the immediate transaction before

us. And whatever my former opinion may have been on the

facts of this cafe, the jury have relieved us from one consi

deration, by finding expressly as a fact that these were not

two connected parts of one voyage, but that the voyage

homewards from Canton was a separate and distinct voyage

from that to Canton ; the homeward voyage therefore cannot

be affected by the former outward voyage. The case of

Pollard v. Bell, that has been alluded to in the argument,

was decided by us after great consideration ; and though that
,• ' r cafe coulu not be re-considered bv a court of error as the

facts did not appear ou the record, fortunately for ourselves

as
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well as for the parties here there is a mode by which our i.8co.

judgment in this cafe, if erroneous, may be corrected, and ^x^v-v.

the defendant if he be dissatisfied with the grounds of our Bi«n

decision in Pollard v. Bell will have an opportunity of can- wfi

vaffing that decision by bringing a writ of error in this cafe. PPlIT0

But after the greatelt attention that I have been ableto bestow

on the subject, I adhere to the opinion that we gave in that

case and that decision is directly in point to the present

case. It was there established as a proposition, that the

judgments of the Courts of Admiralty are to proceed on the

known jus gentium or on the treaties between particular

states ; that such treaties do not alter the jus gentium with

respect to the rest of the world, but as between those parti- „

cular states they are considered as engrafted on the jus gen

tium } and that one state has no authority by any ordinance

of its own to vary the general saw of nations as to other

states. Then what is the ground on which this sentence of

condemnation proceeded ; unquestionably a violation qf the

French ordinances only. At first I was struck with one of

the considerations mentioned in the sentence, respecting the

passport ; " Considering that so far from derogating from

this general regulation for all nations in favour of the Anglo

Americans by the treaty of the 6th of February 1778 tht3

treaty implicitly subjects them to it by the 25th and 27th ar-

tides, which oblige them to conform to the model of the

passport annexed to the treaty." But that was conformed

to •, for it is expressly found by the special verdict that " the

ship was furnished with and had on hoard a proper passport

duly made out and granted according to the form annexed

to the treaty of commerce between France and The United

States of America." And after attentively considering the

whole of the sentence os condemnation, it appears to me

beyond all controversy that the ground on which it proceeded

is that which is mentioned in the concluding part of the

sentence; " The tribunal, in conformity to the above men

tioned laws (a) and regulations, and particularly of the de

cree of the executive directory of the 12th Ventofe 5th year,

adjudges and declares the validity of the prize of the foreign

ship, The Confederacy, Captain Scott Jencks, captured by the

privateer Duguai Trouiii, captain Dutache, as also of all her

appurtenances, and dependencies tackle apparel and utensils ;

adjudges and declares likewise the validity of the prize of

all the goods and effects composing the lading or cargo of

the

(a) Which by a reference to a former part of the sentence appearto be

;hose of jd. Brumairi, 4lh year; and 26 July I 7 78.
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1800. the said fliip The Confederacy,, in default of Captain Jencks

V^.^-Sw' and the supercargo Pierpont being regular in their liji of crew

Bi»d and their dispatches " Now that 'ifis neither required by the

against jaw 0f nations ot by the treaty between France and the

Apfletom Ujjjjgd states of America and it is found by the verdict

that all the requisites of that treaty were complied with.

The foreign court thought that they had a right to irhpose

something on an independent nation beyond what is required

by the law of nation&<or by the treaty entered into by that

independant nation : but that Certainly is not obligatory on

such nation. Therefore, in conformity with the decision in

the case of Pollard v. Bell, I think I am bound to conclude

that the plaintiffs are entitled to recover on the policy of

insurance on the cargo ; and that on the other count, on the

policy on the ship, the judgment must be for the defendant.

Grose. J. The plaintiffs have now given up their claim

on the policy respecting the ship. And the defendant has

attempted to impeach the policy on the cargo, first, on the

ground that the goods insured were purchased with the pro

ceeds of a former illicit cargo ; and, secondly, on the ground

that the foreign sentence is conclusive as to the fact that

this was not an American ship. With regard to the first

point ; arguments ab inconvenient: are alone sufficient to de

termine it. If we were to decide that such a cargo could

not be insured, it would be difficult to say to what conse

quences it would lead; the principle of that decision would

equally extend to the second, nay to the hundredth, cargo

purchased afterwards, and to the ship itself, so that such a

Clip never could afterwards become the subject of a legal

insurance even in the hands of subsequent purchasers. I

know of no principle of law to warrant such a. doctrine ;

and I think that we ought not to establish so inconvenient

and absurd a rule. Then it remains to be considered whether

or not the cafe of Pollard v. Bell were properly decided,

and if it were, whether it ought not to govern the present

case. I have heard no arguments to induce me to think

that we judged erroneously in determining that case, and it

te. _ appears to me to be a direct authority for the present.

Though the foreign sentence is drawn in an inaccurate and

rather a confused manner, I think that the condemnation

proceeded solely on the ground that the ship in question had

violated some of the French ordinances, and not because she

had infringed the law of nations or the particular treaties

that fubsisttd between France and America. Therefore,

■without repeating the reasons given iu the cafe of Pollard x.

- i '*■ Bett,
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Bell, I think that the decision must govern us in determining 1800.

this cafe. K^r^J

Lawrence, J. It has been contended on the part of the BlRD,

defendant that the plaintiffs cannot recover on the policy on ^'""row

the goods, which are the subjects of this insurance, because '

they were bought with the proceeds of an illegal cargo, and

because the ship on board which the goods in question were

put having violated the treaty by trading from Bombay to

Canton was liable to be seized, and further because the ground

of the sentence of condemnation was not for having violated

any of the French ordinances merely but for an infraction

of the treaty between France and America the propriety of

which sentence we cannot examine. With regard to the

t first os these objections ; in such a case as the present we

cannot inquire into the means by which the merchant gains

the money that is afterwards laid out in the purchase of

goods"; if the money were obtained by robbery on the high

way and invested in the purchase of a cargo, I do not know

why that cargo may not be legally insured. In order to ren

der the insurance illegal, the illegality should exist during

the course of the voyage insured. Nor do I think that the

next objection, that the plaintiffs cannot recover because the

(hip was liable to seizure, is well founded. Here the illega

lity commenced by the captain taking on board a cargo at Bom- t

bay in order to carry it to Canton for sale. But the doctrine

relied upon by the defendant is perfectly new, that the assur

ed cannot recover on the policy against the underwriters be

cause the ship in a prior voyage had been guilty of some trans

gression for which she was liable to be seized. That is not a

risk within the policy ; if the ship had been seized for this

cause during the voyage insured the underwriters would not

have been liable ; they are only liable for niks in the course

of the voyage insured. Then the only remaining question

is, whether or not it were decided by the foreign sentence

that the ship was not an American. It was determined in

the cafe of Pollard y. Bell that a sentence of condemnation

for violating the ordinances of one nation, not adopted by

the treaty between that nation and the country of which the

owner of the property insured is a lubject, will not prevent

the assured recovering on the pojicy on the ground that such

sentence negatives the warranty of neutrality. But the at

tempt on the part of the defendant here is not' so much to

dispute the authority of that case as its application to the

cafe before us* However I am of opinion that on the whole

we
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i Sop. wc- must consider that the foundation of this sentence of con-

sv*^ demnation was the violation of French ordinances only, and

Bird consequently that the case of Pollard v. Bell is a direct

Le Blanc, J. It is insisted that the plaintiffs arc not en

titled to recover for the goods insured, first, on the ground

that the homeward cargo from Canton to Europe was in part

purchased with the proceeds of the goods fold at Canton, and

secondly, on the ground that the ship was liable to seizure

on her homeward bound voyage because flic had before been

trading illegally. But I cannot assent to the doctrine, that

we must inquire how the money was procured with which

the cargo insured was purchased, in order to see whether or

not the underwriters be liable on their contract of insurance.

According to that doctrine, it would be necessary to trace

the money through the various channels in which it may have

passed before it got into the pocket of the merchant before

we could decide whether or not a subsequent contract of in

surance on goods purchased with such money were legal.

But such a proposition cannot be supported in a court os law.

With regard to the other ground of defence ; I do not think

that the ri^ght of the assured to recover on this policy is im

peached because the ship in part of another voyage, which

is found by the special verdict to be a distinct voyage from

the one in question, was engaged in an illegal traffic. If the

(hip had been seized in the course of the former illegal

voyage, the underwriters might then have said that they had,

not indemnified the owners against such a risk : but no such,

illegality did exist during any part of this voyage. Then it

only remains to be considered whether or *.iot the warrants

that the ship was an American is negatived by the sentence

of condemnation. We must look to the concluding pzrt of

this sentence to see the grounds on which the foreign court

professed to decide. If that determination had been found

ed either on the (aw of nations or on the treaty subsisting

between France and America, we could not have inquired

whether or not that Court had formed a right decision.

But if we see that that Court condemned the fliip aud

cargo neither on the law of nations or on the treaty

between America and France, then we ave bound to.

declare that such a sentence is not conclusive on die parties

to this action : it does not affect the question respecting the

warranty of neutrality. And I think that the sentence

is founded simply on an infringement 9s "the French or-;

dinances which are particularly pointed out in the sen

tence, and not on any breach of the law of nations or of

againfi

4 rr lei on
authority for the present.

the
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the treaty between France and America. For these reasons

therefore I concur in the opinion given hy the rest of the },

Court that the plaintiffs are entitled to recover on the policy agJ™

on the goods. Applcton

Per Curiam, Judgment for the plaintiffs on the first

count, and for the defendant on the

second.

E. P. Banfill Junior pgainJl'Lz\GH and Jeffray. JrUay,

May 16th.

THIS was an action upon promises. The declaration A.mAB.in

stated that divers differences and disputes having aris- 17973(^1*,

en between E. P. Banfill senior (the plaintiff s father) andc^°?£e

Geaves, who transacted business in Newfoundland under the del'tT'lue'tq

firm of Geaves and Company, as commission agents for the them, and

defendants, and the defendants, relative to the adjustment £»vt bim a

of their accounts, by indenture dated the 8th of April 1797 Powcr of

E. P. Banfill senior and Geaves assigned to the plaintiff all receTye^ari^

debts due to the estate of Geaves and Co. upon the several compound

trusts therein mentioned, and appointed the plaintiff their f°r tlie

attorney for receiving and compounding for those debts; that ^^""he*

on the 19th of June 1799 it was agreed between the plain- jjaintifTin

tiff and the defendants that the matters in difference then 1799 son-

subsisting between E. P. Banfill senior and Geaves and the m£tcd !°

defendants should be submitted to the award of Newman tne niitrc,^

raid Ongier, and that the plaintiff " for and on behalf and as in difler-

the attorney of E. P. Banfill senior and Geaves on his part" cnc1

and the defendants on their parts would perform the award, bet^.^h:,

so as it were made on or before the 1 st of Augufi then next ; principals

'« and that all the porter belonging to the defendants which and the de-

was left unaccounted for in Newfoundland by Geaves and ^j*1*"'**

Co. should be taken and paid for by them or allow ed to be riai,uitrani

set off in account against Geaves and Co. at the prime cost" defendants

£cc. The declaration then stated mutual promises by th« promised to

plaintiff and the defendants to perform the award; that on "c p°l("m

the 1st of Augufi 1799 the arbitrators made their award inthe award,

writing "concerning the matters submitted to them as afore- T he arbi-

£iid," and awarded that there was then due from the de- frators IiaT*

\ * , 1 ■ -rr 1 i-r r lnJ? awartl-
ftnuauts to the plaintiff "as the attorney or aliignee of (,j '„ sum to

H. P. Btinfill senior and Geaves as aforesaid 831/. 19.1. be paid to

Cm/.." and that the defendants should pay that sum to the t,,c P|jin-

plaintiff' „ ,
r attorney, lie

may maintain an action sot it in Us mrn name. The Couit wi'l not presume that the

matters in difference submitted to arbitration arose subsequent to the indenture of assign

ment and power of attorney from the principals to the plaintiff: but such matter may

l-c pleaded by way of defence to the action. It is not necessary for the plaintifsin setting

forth the assignment to him from his principals (by virtue of which he was authorized

:\> l'jbcait tlitir demands to arbitration) to make a profcit of t^e fame in bit declaration,,,
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1 800. plaintiff" M in full discharge os all debts and sums of money

^--""*rv~' due from the defendants to Ji. P. Banf.ll senior and Geaves

MgJ»fti' on anT account whatsoever which sum the arbitrators di-

LitiaB. rested should be paid by the plaintiff's drawing a bill of ex^

change on the defendants for it's amount payable two months

after date ; it then stated that the plaintiff accordingly drew

such a bill, but that the defendants refused to accept it.

To this declaration the defendants demurred, and assigned

for causes of demurrer that the plaintiff had not made any

profert of the indenture mentioned in the declaration ; that

it did not appear that the matters in difference referred to ar

bitration related to or were connected with any debts assign

ed by that deed ; or that the plaintiff had any concern or in

terest in the said matters in difference, or had any authority

to agree that they should be referred or to bind E. P. Ban-

fill senidr and Gkaves by 3 submission thereof ; that the sup

posed causes of action being choses in action could not be

assigned to the plaintiff so as to enable him to support the

action in his own name ; and that as it appeared by the de

claration that the plaintiff did not enter into the submission

1 on his own account and did not bind himself in his own right

to undertake for the performance of the said award by E. P.

Bans11- senior and Geaves, there was no adequate considera

tion for supporting the promises in the declaration.

Wigley and dies [a) in support of the demurrer, ill,

There should have been a profert of the indenture of the 8th

of April 1 787 mentioned in the declaration ; which is neces

sary where the party pleading derivesa title or interest under

the deed (b), though where it is only pleaded by way pf in

ducement it is otherwise. Here the power of attorney by

which BansII senior and Geaves assigned tall debts due to them

to the plaintiff is the very foundation of the plaintiff's title

to recover. 2dly, Supposing the plaintiff to have.no other

claim than as attorney to those persons, the reference to ar

bitration under such an authority should have been in the

names of his principals, and the action should hare been

brought i;i their names and not in his own. Combe's cafe, 9 Ca.

76. Brawn v. Mevertll, Bendt. 107. Dy. 2\6.b. TPAbridgcourt

v. Ashley, Moor 81 8. The debts of the principals, being

choses in action, could not be assigned to the plaintiff so as

to enable him to sue for them in his own name and right.

So

(«) TItc defendants appeared by different ateoroies and sererally dcmar

red; thn i fore each was heard by counsel. •

(i) Dr. Lt\ftWi case, 10 Co. 9*.
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So a submission to an award by an attorney for another will i8co.

only bind the attorney himself but not his principal. There v-^-v->^/

is therefore no mutuality in this cafe ; for though the de- Banhh

fendants are ordered to pay the sum of money to the plain- ag*>*A

tiff in discharge of their debt to Banfill the father and Geaves, Lkia**

yet the defendants have no remedy against them upon this

award, they not being parties to it. Bacon v. Dutany, Sa/k.

70. 3dly, the indenture of assignment to the plaintiff of

the debts owing to his principals is dated the 3th of April

1 797, and the reference to arbitration was not until the 1 9th

of June 1 799, and is of matters in difference then subsisting

between the principals and the defendants ; now non constat

that the matters in difference then subsisting existed in April

1797, and if not, the plaintiff had no authority to bind his

principals. Even if any part of the sum awarded were for a

debt arising subsequent to April 1797, the award biing of

one entire sum is void for the whole and cannot be appor

tioned. 4thly, the assignment to the plaintiff is only of mo

ney due to the principals, and the submission to the award

includes the account for porter belonging to the defendants,

which is an excess of authority that vitiates the whole award,

inasmuch as it does not appear how much was allowed on

that account, and the sum awarded cannot be apportioned.

Parie contrh was stopped by the Court.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. There is no doubt on which side

of this cafe the justice lies; and 1 am glad to find that there

no foundation for either of the objections taken by the -

defendants. With regard to the first ; it is not universally

true that a profert must be made when the party pleading a

deed derives title under it. It is not necessary where a con

veyance to uses (0s or a feossment is pleaded ; 1 only men

tion these two instances to shew that it is not an universal

rule -, others might be produced. But it never is necessary

to make a profert of a deed which is pleaded' only by w^Y

of inducement *, and the deed in question is only inducement

to the action. As little foundation is there for the last ob

jection, respecting the porter ; the porter was not a subject

/ this reference, but it was to be taken by Geaves and Co.

t the time. As to the principal question ; I admit that it

, ust appear that the arbitrators only adjudged those matters

:i,U were submitted to their adjudicatipu. It is supposed

" ver that these arbitrators acted upon matters beyond

authority, because the assignment and power to refer

took

 

) Vid. Carth. 316. Dy. 177. Cro. Jac. 117. .2^.135.145. Sit IV.

377. Cto. Car. 441- % Ril- Air. 31. and 1 Ve*. 393, 4;
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- i8oe. took place in 1797, and the reference was not until the year

\^r^>^J 1 799 of matters then subsiding : but it appears that the plain-

Panfili tiff for and on the behalf and as th>; attorney of Bartfiil and

against Geaves agreed to the reference, therefore we must look back

1'"GU' to the time when he was appointed such attorney, and that

was in 1797 ; so that it does not appear to me that the

award is bad upon that ground. And upon the whole I fee

no reason why the justice of the case, which is with the

plaintiff, mould not take place.

Grose, J. On the principal question, it is sufficient to

observe that the arbitrators awarded that a certain sum was

due from the defendants to the plaintiff as the attorney or as

signee of Banfilland Genvcs ; therefore it appears on the award

itself that the arbitrators only took into their consideration

the differences subsisting in the year 1797 when the assign

ment was made.

Lawrence, J. Several objections have been taken on the

part of the defendants. First, it is said that the plaintiff

mould have made a profert of the deed of assignment in

jfpril 1797- But it is clear that no profert need be made of

a deed that is only inducement to the action " If the deed

pleaded be only in the inducement to the action or bar, it

need not he shewn to the Court -, as in a suit in the Exche

quer by the King's Farmer, he need not (hew the deed

whereby he is farmer ; for it is collateral to the action."

Com. Dig- Pleader. O 15. cit. 6 Co. 38. b. " So in an ac

tion on. the statute 2 Edw.6. 13. if the plaintiff declare

that the King granted titles by letters patent to A. for life,

who leased to the plaintiff for years, he need not shew to

the Court the letters patent, which are only conveyance to

the i.ction. " Ib. cit. 1 Cro. jfac. 70. Then it was object

ed that the plaintiff, acting only as the attorney of Banjiii

and Geavfs, couli not refer these matters in the mode in

which he has referred them : but it must be remembered

that in this cafe the whole equitable interest was assigned to

the attorney, and he having such interest agreed to refer the

whole to arbitration therefore this is not like the cafe wher^

a person, is acting merely in the character of attorney for aim

other, and the cafes cited for this purpose are not applicable

to the present case. To be sure when a chose in action is

assigned, the assignee must sue in the name of the assignor g

but in this cafe the plaintiff is suing for himself. ThevoH

jection respecting the portor is not founded in fact : thesuJ

poled difficulty has arisen from not considering to whomthf

porter belonged •, it belonged to the defendants and not tJ
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Banfill and Geaves; it could not pass by the assignment to iSco.

the plaintiff, nor was it the subject of the reference ; but it

was to be taken by Geaves and Co. as part of the agreement Ban till

to refer, and at the time of referring, the other matters in 's^fi

difference. With regard to the other objection ; the ques- LtlG"'

tion is whether or not we must take it that the arbitrators

have decided on matters not included in the deed of assign

ment on which the plaintiff's authority to refer is founded. -

This was a general submission in the year 17990s all matters

in difference between these parties at that time ; the deed of

assignment was in 1797 ; and it is said that we may intend

that the differences that had existed in the year 1797 were at

an end, and that other disputes had arisen in 1 799 when the

reference was made : but if that were so, it should have been

pleaded by the defendants. In Siti:;n v. Gavill, Still. 74.

The submission-was of all controversies pending •, the arbi

trator awarded that all suits note pending between the par

ties should cease, and that the defendant should pay 10/. in

full of all demands and release all demands till the time of

the award : the Court held that an award of a general release

of all demands till the time of the award is good, for nothing

new shall be intended to arise in the mean time ; " and if

any new controversy had happened, which is not to be in

tended, he that pretends to excuse the non-performance

ought by his pleading to set it forth and (hew it."- So in

this cafe if new differences had arisen between the date of

the assignment and the time of the refertnee, it should have

been shewn by the defendants by their plea.

Le Blanc, J. of the fame opinion.

Judgment for the plaintiff.

Saturday,

Hchvson again/I Hancock. Afy^th.

IN assumpfit for money had and rrreived it appeared that ^'he£,no'

the plaintiff and the defendant had laid two wagers, the "^d upon

one of 10/. and the other of 3/. 16/. on the event of a an illegal

horse-race prohibited by the statute 10 Gco. 2. c. 19./ 2. and ™a£«r ,u*

deposited the money in the hands of certain stakeholders. to"the

'she event having terminated in favour of the defendant both «;nntr by

sums were paid over to him, the first by the express directi- the consent

©tf*^ the plaintiff, the latter (as the jury found) with his ^'^"J."'

concurrence ; and the present action was brought to recover cannut aI-_

back those sums from the defendant. It was insisted at teiwards

maintain an

again!! the former to recorer b;tk his deposit.

action
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1800. the trial (a), on the part of the defendant, that as the wagtr

V-^VNJ had been fairly won, and as the money had been paid to him

Howson wjtij tnc consent of the plaintiff the latter could not recover

Hancoch 'c back m tn'S action 5 and Mr. Baron Chambre being of this

opinion nonsuited the plaintiff, with leave to him to move to

set aside the nonsuit and to enter a verdict for 13/. 16s. if

this Court should be of opinion that he was entitled to reco

ver. A rule nisi having been obtained for this purpose on a

former day.

- Diiyrcll and Parie now shewed cause against it. This cafe

is distinguishable from that of Lacauffade v. White (b), on

the'auViority of which the rule was obtained. There indeed

the plaintiff recovered back the original deposit money which

had been paid upon an illegal wager after the event had been

decided against him ; but in that cafe he had done no act to

shew his confirmation of the illegal contract. And there

the Court referred to the cafe of Cottzn v. Thurland (c),

where in an action, against the stakeholder to, recover the de

posit money stress was laid upon the circumstance that notice

had been given by the loser not to pay before the sum was

paid over to the winner. But here the money deposited was

paid over to the defendant with the consent of the plaintiff,

and then the maxim of law applies potior est conditio poffi-

dentis. In Bull. Ni. Pr. 131. it is laid down as a rule, that

where one knowingly pays money upon an illegal considera

tion he is particeps criminis •, and there is no reason why he

should have his money again if he parted with it freely ; fcor

volenti non fit injuria. In Tenant v. Elliott (d) it was consi

dered that an agent to whom mbney was paid upon an ille

gal contract for the use of another could noc retain it as

against the person for whose use he had received it, the party

by whom it had been paid not objecting to the other's re

ceiving it. And Bullet; J. there said " Is the man who bat

paid over money to the use of another to dispute the legality

of the original consideration; having once waved the lega

lity, the money fliall never come back into his hands again."

The cafe of Farmer v. Rujsell (e) went on the fame principle

as the last mentioned cafe ; and Eyre, Ch. J., referring to

what had been there said by Buller, J., observed " It aotfc

well said by my brother Buller that even the man whc^Ml

paid over money to another's use could not dispute the lega

lity of the original consideration."

Chrir

(a) At the last assizes at Nettingbam.

(i) Anlc, 7 vol. i

(r\ Ante, 5 vol. 4OJ.

V) I Bis. and Pull. 3.

CO »>• *1>8.
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Clarke and Reader in support ofthe rule. The two last cited

cases do not apply, because the defendants there had receiv

ed the money merely as servants to the principals, and there

fore were not at liberty to dispute that they had received it Hancock.

to their use- But this is a question between the parties them

selves to the illegal contract, and therefore either of them

is at liberty to dispute the consideration at any time. In

Lacaujsadt v. White (a ) \t was contended that however the

illegal contract might be vacated aud the deposit money re

covered back at any time before the event happened, yet it

■was not competent for either party first to take the chance

of success, and after the event was decided against him then

to rescind the contract and recover back what he had before

deposited : but the Court held that it was more consonant to

sound policy and justice to permit the money paid upon an

illegal consideration to be recovered back, even after the

event was determined, than by denying the remedy to give

effect to the illegal conttact. Where the consideration is

illegal, it is no objection to the plaintiff's right to recover

that the money has been paid over to the other party, as was

holden in Smith v. Bromley {b). There moneys had been ad

vanced by the plaintiff to an agent to obtain the signature

of a creditor to a bankrupt's certificate, which was paid

over to'the creditor. The Court held, that though no acti

on would lie to recover it back from the agent of the credi

tor who had paid it over to his principal without notice,

yet that it might be recovered back from the creditor him

self. -

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. The ground on which the action

was maintained in the last mentioned cafe was that the mo

ney had been paid under a species of duress and oppression,

and the parties were not in pari delicto. But there is no

case to be found where when money has been actually paid

by one of two parties to the other upon an illegal contract,

both being participes criminis, an action has been maintain

ed to recover it back again. And the authorities which have

been referred to of the two learned Judges in the Court of

Common Pleas are in favour of the defendant's right to re

tain the money so paid. Here the money was not paid on

an immoral, though on an illegal, consideration. And tho'

the law would not have enforced the payment of it, yet hav

ing been paid, it is not against conscience for the defendant

to retain it. This is very different from the cafe of Lttcaus-

sadt

(a) /sale, J vol. 535. ftJ Di;j!. 696. n.
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1800. fade v. White, where the money was recovered from the

stakeholder before it had been paid over.

Howsom Lawrence,' J. In the cafe of .Smith v. Bromley, Lord

HaI-cock Mansfield h\d that, where both parties are equally criminal

* against the general laws of public policy, the rule is potior

est conditio defendentis.

Per Curium, Rule discharged.

&«urj<, Hands against Slaney.

Hay 17th.

An infant tria' °^ tnlS acti°n f°r goods fold aiid delivered

a captain i'n before Mr. Baron Chamirezt the last assizes at War-

the army, is wick, it appeared that the goods in question were a livery

j'^1 j°p;ly for the defendant's servant, who was a captain in the army,

oideted" for anc' cockades for some of the soldiers belonging to his com-

his servant, pany, which were furnished by the defendant at the plain-

as ntcctla- tiff's request. The defendant, who was a minor, relied

forc'ockViies uPon k»s infancy, insisting that the goods in question were

ordered for not within the description of necessaries •, for which only

the soldiers he was liable. But the learned Judge left it to the jury to

of his com- consider whether the livery for a servant were not necessary

pany" and suitable to the plaintiff's degree, and the cockades a ne

cessary expence incidental to his situation ; and the jury,

being of opinion that they were, found a verdict for the

plaintiff.

Clarke and Reader on a former day obtained a rule call

ing upon the plaintiff to sticw cause why there should not

Le a new trial, which rule they were now required to sup

port. They said that the only cases in which actions ha<

been maintained against an infant were for necessaries either

for himself or his wife {a), but none had gone the length

of deciding that he was liable for the maintenance or cloth

ing of a servant j nor was it necessary that the plaintiff thou'.tl

have had a servant. Much less can he be liable for coc

kades under the description of necessaries for himself, which

were for the use of the troops under his command.

Perceval was to have shewn cause against th; rule.

Lord Kenyon, Ch.J. The cockades cannot be consider

ed as necessaries for the defendant, and ought not to have

been included in the damages; though it cannot be worth

the

(aJ Vid. Turner v. Trify, I Srr. 1 68.
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the defendant's while to be at the expence of another trial 1 ^0o"

to apportion the damages. But as to the other article fur- *"^v>~'

nilhed, namely, the livery, I cannot fay that it was not ne-

cessary for a gentleman in the defendant's situation to have a Slavey.

servant; and if it were proper for him to have one, it was

equally necessary that the servant should have a livery. The

general rule is clear, that infants are liable for necessaries

according to their degree and station of life. This defend

ant was placed in a situation which required such an attend

ant. Therefore however inclined I am in general to protect

infants against improvident contracts, I think that this cafe

falls within the fair liability which the law imposes on in

fants of being bound for necessaries, which is a relative

term, according to their station in life.

Per Curiant, Rule discharged;

The plaintiff's counsel agreeing tb strike out the amount

of the cockades.

Doe on the Demise of RyaLl againji Bell and r«/&r,

Others. My aothk

ON the trial of this ejectment, which was brought tofiyadrvise

recover certain copyhold premises called Reads and of "all my

Greens in the parish of Gillingham, before Mr. J. Lawrence " copyhold

at the last Dorchester assizes, a special case was reserved for "
. . x Z- r> 1 f'tuate in

the opinion of this Court. «« a. ant

E. Read being seised of the two copyhols called Reads and ''which 1

Greens surrendered the former on the 22d of April '774 J'

and the latter in June 1777 to his son IV. Read in fee, who „ t'be dc°,°ft

was accordingly admitted. iV. Read being seised of these «« of my f»-

two copyholds, and also of two other copyholds in Gillingham " tl"rS' co*

called Maddocks and Langham, which two last were devised J^tefdo^ot

to him by his late father E. Read, all of which he had pre- which

vioufly surrendered to the use of his will, and being also thedevisor'f

seised of a freehold and possessed of a leasehold estate in Gil- J?'^dh"d

lingham, both of which last were also devised to him by his ^Mm in

late father by will dated March 9th 1 798, devised thus ; his lise-

" As to for and concerning all my freehold copyhold and ,imc> tho*

leasehold estates situate in the parish of Gillingham and which ^^J^

I became entitled to on the decease of my father, and also my possession of

estate at Motcombe which I purchased of Oliver, and also my them to the

freehold estate in Buckhouse Weston which I purchased of Mrs. time of his

H* /2_ death,
Masters, which hap.

pened prior to the will made hy the ion ; there being other copyholds of the sou answer

ing the description in the will.

Vol. VIII. 2 P

I
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1800. Masters, having previously surrendered all my said copyhold

v^^^ messuages lands, &c. to the use of my will, I give and de-

Dok Dem. vise the same to (the defendants) IV. Bell, E. H. and W. IV.

Btall their heirs executors, &c, to the uses and upon the several

^eT/. trusts therein expressed which uses were to secure an an

nuity of ico/. to IV. Ham, with a power of distress. The

wiil then proceeded thus ; " And I do further give and de-

Vise to the said IV. Ham all that my mansion house, &c. to

gether with the home field and the field called IVay Ground

at Langham for the term of his life ; and subject to the pay

ment of the said annuity of 100/. to the said IV. Ham, and

also to the life estate of the said W. Ham of and in the said

mansion house lands and premises before mentioned, to the

use of the said IV. Bell, E. H. and IV. W. and to the survivor,

• &c. and the heirs, executor*, &c. of such survivor, in trust

for all and every the child and children of the said IV. Bell"

&c. &c. The mansion house and the home field and way-

ground are part of the copyhold called Reads. The premises

charged by W. Read's will with the annuity to W. Ham are

- of sufficient annual value to pay the said annuity, even if

the two copyholds called Reads and Greens be not compriz

ed in the devise to the defendants. Edivard Read, who was

a farmer, continued to. occupy so much of the copyhold

premises so by him surrendered to his son Wm. Read as

were not left off after the said surrenders in the fame man

ner as he had done before until his death which happened

in 1 799 and his son IV. Read lived with and assisted him

in his business. Ann Read, who for some years after the

said surrenders rented a house part of Read's copyhold paid

rent to E. Read the father whilst he and his son so lived to

gether ; and in 1778 E. Read paid taxes for the said copy

hold estates and repaired them. TV. Read after making his

will purchased a freehold estate whereof he died seised ; and

he also died seised of another copyhold estate in the same

manor which he had not surrendered to the use of his will ;

of both which last estates the lessor of the plaintiff is in pos

session as heir at law to IV. Read, who died before the day

of the demise in the ejectment. The defendants are in pos

session of the two copyholds called Greens and Reads. IV.

Ham in the will named is still living ; and fV. Bell has chil

dren now living. The question for the opinion of the

Court is, "Whether the lessor of the plaintiff be entitled to

recover both or either or what part of the copyhold estates

called Reads and Greens.

Burrough, fcir the lessor of the plaintiff, contended that

he was entitled as heir at law to recover the copyholds in

question
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question called Reads and Greens, except such part as was 1800

given to Wm. Ham for life, the rest being undisposed of by v^v^

the devisor. The words of the first clause of the will giving D^^Le

the copyholds to the trustees are expressly confined to such n*i*st

copyholds as the devisor became entitled to on the decease of his Bill,

father, which consequently do not include the copyholds in

question; for to these he was before entitled in his own

right. Even if the words were ambiguous, that would be a

ground for deciding in favour of the heir at law, who it

never to be disinherited but by playj words or necessary int

ference : but here the words are plain and clear against the

devisees. And in this cafe the devisor having become enti

tled to some copyhold as well as freehold at his father's

death, there is property enough of every description to sa

tisfy all the words of the will. That the devisor did not

intend to include Readsin the first devise is also evident from

the words in the second devise ; for having by the first

clause devised certain copyholds to the trustees to secure an

annuity to Wm. Ham, he then devised the mansion-house,

the home-field, and the way-ground, (which are part of

Reads,\ to the same Wm. Ham for life : and the second is a

distinct clause from the first, beginning " And 1 dofurther

give and devise," &c.

Dampier for the'defendants. The words, " and whirh I

became entitled to on the decease osmyfather," were intended to

be used in their popular sense, meaning all the property of

which the devisor came into the possession and enjoyment at hisfa

thers death. But if the words must have a strict legal con

struction, the intention, which is manifest in this cafe, may

still be effectuated by giving signification to the word and,

not as a further description of the same property before de

scribed and meant to pass, but as a distinct description of

property in addition to what he had before mentioned of

that which was his own before his father's death, viz. my

freehold copyhold, &c. Ani> my freehold copyhold, &c.

which I became entitled to on the decease of my father. An

inference may also be drawn in favour of the defendants

from the wording of the second clause, to shew that the

devisor thought he had passed the property in question by the

first devise. For by the second clause the mansion-house,

&c, which is part of Read's, estate, is'thereby given to the~

trustees subject to Wm. Ham's annuity. Now there is no

distinct charge of that annuity upon this property unless it

were included in the description of the property passed by

x the
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1800. the first clause ; and if it were so included, the defendants

are entitled" to retain the possession.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. With regard to the last observa

tion made by the Defendant's counsel ; those words must be

construed reddendo fingula fingulis ; '* As to the estate first

devised, subject to the annuity of W. Ham, and as to the

mansion-house, &c. lastly devised subject to fV. Ham's life

estate, I devise them respectively to the trustees," &c.

What the devisor really meant in this cafe I do not know

with absolute certainty : but certain rules have been for 3

long time established respecting the construction of wills,

which we must not abandon ; one is, that the heir at law

is not to be disinherited without positive words in the will

or a plain intention in the devisor that he shall be so, to be

collected from the words of the will ; another rule is, that

we must, if possible, give effect to all the words of the will.

Now these two rules will assist us much in the construction

of the will in question. The devisor had several estates of

various denominations ; some of the copyholds his father

had surrendered to him in his life-time, and others his fa

ther had devised to him by will ; and the devisor in mak

ing his will devised thus ; " As to for and concerning all

my freehold copyhold and- leasehold estates situate in Gil-,

lingham, and -which I became entitled to on the decease of myfa

ther, &c." I devise to the defendants, &c. Now he had

estates of all the enumerated descriptions, freehold copyhold

and leasehold, to which he became entitled on the death of

liis father, without including the estates in question ; those

are therefore sufficient to satisfy the whole of this will. But

it is argued that as he" died seised of the estates in question

<vhich are copyhold and situate in Gillingham, and which he

had surrendered to the' use of his will, those estates also

passed by this 'clause to the defendants : but I am of opinion

that they did not for he did not become entitled to them

on his father's death. IT we were to determine that they

passed by this devise, we should disinherit the heir at law not

by positive words or the plain intention of the devisor, but

by conjecture merely and by rejecting some important word*

in the will; which would be contrary to both th« rules I

mentioned at first. Besides which, according to the defend

ants' construction, he devised both the estates in question by

the first clause for the purpose of securing an annuity to IV.

Ham, and yet in the subsequent clause he again took up the

consideration of part of the same premises and devised thatpar:
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to the very person who before was entitled to an annuity

out of it. So that this mode of construing the will would

render the different parts of it contradictory to each other :

whereas, according to the plaintiffs construction, there is

no contradiction in the will, and every word in the will will

have effect.

Grose, J. The devisor died seised of the copyhold

estates which had been surrendered to him in his father's

life-time and of other copyholds to which he became enti

tled on his father's death ; and, in devising the estates which

he meant to give to the defendants, he described them as

the estates " to which he became entitled on the death of

his father :" but that devise cannot include the other estates

which he had in his own right in his father's life-time. And

these words are the more important, because the devisor in

every part of the will described the manner in which he be

came entitled to the different estates that he intended to de

vise. ,

Per curiam, Postea to the piaintiff.

The King aga'm/i The Justices of the County of J*'uv,A

Essex. <7*3 *

THE Reverend J. R. Holder, having given notice of his rson

intention to appeal to the Quarter Sessions in EJfex glTe „otico

against a rate made for the relief of the poor of the parish of of hisin-

Upminjler, on the day before the Sessions countermanded his tention to

notice ; whereupon the parish-officers of Upminster applied J£e Qu^p.

to the Sessions for the costs to which they had been. pur. in ter session*

preparing to resist the appeal, under the Stat. 17 Geo. 2. c. against a

38. / 4. But the Court of Quarter, Sessions, thinking they J^'J"^

had no authority under the statute to give costs as no appeal enter hii

was entered, refused to hear the evidence which the parish appeal, the

officers were prepared to offer, in order to shew that they Session*

had been unnecessarily put to great expence. award eosti

Pooley now moved for a mandamus to be directed to thq to the

justices of the county commanding them to hear evidence on other party

the subject, as (he said) that the magistrates had refused to "ndeiUh*
i v c 1 11 • l • \-r Stat. 17 C

hear the evidence not because they would not in their dis- l i% .

cretion have awarded costs to the parish officers but because

they thought they had no jurisdiction. And he contended

that the Court os Quarter Sessions have the fame authority

to award costs in cases where notice of appeal against a poor-

rate
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,1800. rate has been given, though no appeal be entered, as they

v_>^-v^ have in the instance of a notice of appeal against; an order

The Kino of removal. The Stat. 8 & 9 W. 3. c. 30. /. 3., to prevent

oS.unji vexatious appeals against orders of removal, authorises the

«s "of* '" Court °t Quarter Sessions to give costs upon appeals " or

EiSEx. upon any proof before them of notice of any such appeal to

have been given, Sec, though they do not afterwards pro

secute such appeal &c (a)" And the Stat. 17 Geo. 2. c. 38.,

speaking of appeals against poor-rates, enables the justices at

the sessions " to award to the party for whom such appeal

shall be determined reasonable costs in the same manner that

they are einpoiuereif to do in case of appeals concerning the settle

ment ofpoor persons, by Stat. 8 & 9 W. 3. c. 30. This statute

therefore rescuing to the former one 8 & 9 W. 3. meant to

extend to both the cafes there mentioned, to cafes where

notice of an intended appeal has been given though after

wards abandoned as well as to cafes where the. appeal has

been heard. By the formrr statute they are both put upon

the fame footing ; and the latter statute intended to give

power to the Sessions to award costs in the instance of a poor-

rate in all cafes where before they could give costs in the

instance of an order of removal. But

The Court thought that the Quarter Sessions have no au

thority to award costs under the Stat. f] Geo. 2. c. 38.,

unless an appeal has been entered and determined ; that the

determination of the appeal was a condition precedent to

their power to give costs, the words of the act being " may

award to the party for whom such appeal sliall be determin

ed reasonable costs &c ;" and that the subsequent words " in

the fame manner that they are impowered to do in cafe of

appeals concerning the settlement of poor persons" &c. only

related to the mods in which those costs are to be recovered.

That by referring to the former statute under which costs

may be given in two instances, and by mentioning only one

of

(a) By that fiction " for the more effectual preventing of vexatious re

movals anil frivolous appeals," it is enacted " that the justices of the peace

of any county or riding in t. cir General or Quarter Sessions of the peace

upon in nppeal before them there to be had for and concerning the settle*

ment of any poor "person, er upon any proof. Insure tbrm there to be made of no

tice of any such appeal to have been given by the proper officer to ijie churcbrtHxrdetu

or overJeer1 of tlj€ poor ofany parish or place, sthough they did not afterwards frofe*

mte fuel appealJ sliall at the lame Quarter Sessions award and order to the

patty for whom and in whose behalf such appeal sliall be determiued, ar to

toibom such notice did appear to bive been giv n as aforesaid, such costs and charges

in law as by the said justices in their discretion shall be thought most re»-

lonable aud just, to be paid by the churchwardens, oversoeis of the poor,

or any other person, against whom such appeal sliall be dctcirrlncd or by the

person that did give l'udi notice as aforesaid fee.
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of those instances in the latter statute, it was evident that

the Legislature did not intend by the latter to authorise the

Sessions to give costs in both cafes. Thc K,NO

Rule refused. nTJuf.

tices of

Essex.

The Ki ng against G. Ri no. Mon hjt

May .otll.

TWO persons of the names of Everland and Davis A subpœna

having been committed to Salisbury gaol in February may be

lall on a charge of felony, the prosecutor on the 5th of ilil,ed from

March last procured a subpœna on the part of the Crown 0^™"""

from the Crown-Office, requiring Ring a material witness to quirin'ga

appear at the then next assizes at Salisbury to give evidence, vwtne s to

Ring not appearing according to the subpœna, the gr.uul jury ^"^jjj*'

for the county of Wilts threw out the bill against Everland irTtiiV*^

and Davis, who were thereupon discharged out of custody, country to

At the beginning of this term Sive evi-

Jehyll moved, on the part of the prosecutor, that an at- si™"^' of

tachment might issue against Ring for not obeying the writ iin intended

of subpœna ; on an affidavit stating the above facts, and prosecution

also stating that Ring had been personally served with the jj''.^}0"

subpœna, and that he was a material witness in support of tM* Court

the prosecution. will grant

The Court then doubted whether, as there was no proceed- an »«ach«

ing in this court, the subpœna were properly issued from ™,™nl-| nin

the Crown-Office, but granted a rule to (lie w cause, desiritl^ ("or nos al-

that the rule might not afterwards be made absolute without tending in

their being apprized of it, and recommending an inquiry to j^'*"1'0

be made into the practice on this point. subpœna.

Jehyll now moved to make his rule absolute ; faying that

there was no opposition to it, and that on inquiry at the

Crown-Office he had found that a similar attachment had

been granted against one Shilcox in 1793 («).

Lord

(a) In Trinity Vacation A writ of subpœna issued out of t!i is court

directed to T. SlUcex and others, requiring them to appear at the Old Bailey

Sessions in Ottohtr, and give evidence against John SivixJen for felony. In

Michaelmas Term 1793 SbiLox not having appeared to give evidence in obe

dience to the subpœna, this Court, on the motion of Garrw, granted an

attachment against him for a contempt in not paying obedience to the sub

pœna. On the 17th of February 1794 Sbiltox was taken into custody upon

this attachment in IVartviclfbirt t and removed from thence to Z,t"xion ; and

havirjg in the April Sessions 1704 given evidence against SitinJoit at the O J

Bailey, who was convicted and executed, this Court in Hilary Term Ijy.c

♦rdeied SliiLax to be discharged out of custody from the attachment.
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Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. We also have directed inquiries

to be made on this subject, and we find that this application

is warranted by precedents.

Per Curiam, Rule absolute.

THE END OF EASTER TERM.
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1800.

ARGUED and DETERMINED

IN THE

COURT OF KING'S BENCH,

IN

Trinity Term,

In the Fortieth Year of the Reign of George III.

In the last vacation and in this Term the following promo

tions took place.

Mr. Baron Chambre was appointed one of the Judges in the

Court of Common Pleas on the death of the late Mr. Justice

Buller.

Robert Graham Esq. of the Inner Temple, Attorney General

to his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, was appoint

ed a Baron of the Court of Exchequer in the room of Mr.

Baron Chambre, and received the honour of ki.ighthood.

Vicary Gibbs, Esq. one of his Majesty's Counsel and the So

licitor General to His Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales, was appointed Attorney General to the Prince of

Wales.

ST. Manners Sutton, Esq. of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister at Law,

was appointed Solicitor General to his Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales.

3T. Manners Sutton, Esq. of Lincoln''s Inn, Wm. Alexander,

Esq. of the Middle Temple, and Samuel Romilly, Esq. of

Grafs Inn, were appointed to be his Majesty's Counsel

learned in the law.

Arthur Onjloiv, Esq. of the Middle Temp/e was called to the

honourable degree of Serjeant at Law. The motto on

his rings, and those of Mr. Baron Graham who was

called to this degree at the lame time, was " Et placitum

lati componite Fœdus."

Vol. Vin. 2
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The Kino again/I John Smith.

K'iiafQar, r ■ iHIS was a conviction on a late act of parliament 40

7"M l8th- J_ Geo 3. c. for felHng to one Robert Chappell thirty loaves

'* 'S *" th 01 ^read, which had not been baked twenty-four hours

inlhesta-" before the time of selling the fame. The evidence given in

tute 40 (7co. support of the conviction was as follows ; " Mary Chappell

3. to fell by upon her oath deposes h &c. thatJbe keeps a shop in Drury

bread be'" Lane and s<rlls brCad * that ^ buyS lt °s 7' Smitb> °f St'

fore it has - Martin's Lane, the corner of Hemmings Row, baker ; that

been baked this day (1st March iSoo) she was at home and received

twenty-four thirty loaves of bread ; that they were'brought to her by the

though the ^a'd J" ^'"''*'s cart» and lhat the said John Smith's servant

seller give delivered them into her shop ; that the man put them in him-

diuctions ids ; thnt the bread was felt by her about twelve o'clock, that

t0 'fn to U WaS neW 5 ^* ^aS fa>J>a"d parlour which go in the

whonihe """" of Robert Chappell, and he has no partner ; that the

fells, not to said bread could not have been baked twenty-four hours ;

fell it by_ And the said John Dunn upon his oath deposeth and faith,

the'ex"^!- tnat he knows astop in Drury Lane kept by Robert Chappell,

tionoi the which is near Wyeh Street ; that he passed the (hop this

twenty- morning and saw a cart standing there with a great number

four hours. 0f |oaves ; that he is sure that they were thirty which he

power'of '"aw carried from the cart into the shop-; that it is a chandler's

conviction shop ; that the loaves smoaked and were hot ; that he is sure

is by statute they were new loaves ; that the baker lives in Saint Metrtin's

given to a £n„f &c . And the said Thomas Moore upon his oath deposeth

mapiiirate, ■ t - 4 t , . , , , r r r rn

he is the aiu' >jys that he knows a.baker at the corner of some street

sole judge in Saint Martin's Lane ; that this morning at his shop the

0f''u f corner °^ Craven Buildings he saw some bread delivered at

the'^evi-0 ChuppeU's, which he saw reeking and smoaking, and that it

dence given was apparently hot ; that he cannot tell whose cart it was ;

before him, that a hand-bill was left at his (hop some time before ; that

Courttill a Mr- Smith had OP*"60 a at Mr- Chappell's to fell

notexa- cheap bread; that he thinks there were twenty-five or

mine whe- thirty loaves of bread ; And the said John Langland upon

thei^or not n;S oat}, deposeth and faith that he sees a cart every day with

drawn a tbe name of Smith on it ; that this day he was told that that

iich» con- cart was there at eight o'clock ; that he usually fees it at

elusion eleven o'clock." It appeared on the conviction that the de

cadence' fendant being called upon for his defence before the magis-

but if no fate said " That he had never seen the act ; that he had

evidence heard people who came into his strop fay that bread must

oa. » not

the contic-

*ioa to support a material part of the information, this Court will quafli the conviction.
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not be sold till twenty-four hours after baking ; that this i8co.

morning he sent the thirty new loaves to Mr. ChappctTs

house, and he tokl the boy to tell Mr. Chappell not to sell The Kino

them until Monday, but did not produce any evidence to . *smixii

prove the same, nor did he require any further time for that *

purpose," &c ; Whereupon he was convicted Sec. By the

statute, on which the conviction was founded, it is enacted

that " it shall not be lawful for any bjkeror other person or

persons residing within the cities of London and Westminster

&c. to fell or offer or expose to sale any bread until the

same Hi a II have been baked 24 hours at the least ; and every

baker or other person or persons who shall offend therein

shall for every offence forfeit and pay the sum of 5/. for -every

loaf of bread so sold offered or exposed to sale &c."

Wetherell took two objections to the conviction ; 1st,

That there was no evidence of any sale at all by the defen

dant, it being merely proved that the bread in question was-

brought to Mary Chappell in the defendant's cart, and re

ceived by her : but even if it be conGdered that the bread,

was fold by the defendant, adly, That this was not a sale

within the meaning of the act of parliament on which the

conviction was founded, because it appeared that the defen

dant did not sell the bread by retail, but on commission only,

giving directions to the persons to whom he sent it, not to

sejl the bread until a subsequent day.

Lord Kenyon, addressing himself to the counsel for the

prosecution, asked if he could point out any evidence to

su,pport that part of the information which charged the de

fendant with having sold the bread to Robert Chappell.

Lawcs, for ths prosecutor, answered that the evidence of

the two first witnesses was sufficient to support that pan of

the information ; for that the first of them swore " that the

shop and parlour (to which the bread was sent by the defen

dant) went in the name of Robert Chappell" and that the

other proved " that the shop was kept by one Robert Chappell."

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. I fear that this objection cannot

be got over. There is no evidence whatever to shew that

the bread was fold, as the information charges, to Robert

Chappell. The evidence of the first witness rather negatives

it ; for, according to her account, the bread/ was fold to

Mary Chappell, as she swore that «« fie kept the shop ;" and j

it does not appear that she was the' wife of Robert Ckappelly

or employed by him. And the testimony of the next witrese
 

Vide R. y. J. Rmsan, tnte, 6 vol. 376.
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only shews that Robert Chnppell kept a Jhop in Drury Lane,

but not that he kept the shop in question. If indeed there

had been any evidence whatever (however flight) to establish

this point, and the magistrate who convicted the defendant

had drawn his conclusion from that evidence, we would not

have examined the propriety os his conclusion ; for the ma

gistrate is the sole judge of the weight of the evidence [a ).

And for this reason I think there is no foundation for the

first objection taken by the defendant's counsel. There was

some evidence from which he might draw the conclusion that

the defendant had sold the bread, which was the subject of

the information. With regard to the second objection taken

that this was not an offence within the act of parliament ; I

should be sorry to have it understood that the construction

which the defendant wishes to put upon the act is the true

one. Tho worps of the statute are positive that no person

shall sell. No distinction is made in the act between the

different kinds of sale ; and whether it be a sale on commissi

on or a sale by retail, it is equ illy a sale within the act.

And in this cafe it is to be observed that no evidence was

given to (hew that this was not a sale by retail ; the defence

before the magistrate rested altogether on the defendant's

own statement. But the objection, that it does not appear

that the bread was fold to Robert Chappell, seems decisive ; on

that groDnd I think that the conviction must be quashed.

■ Per Curiam, Conviction quashed.

[a) Vide X. v. J. Rtxpm, ante, 6 vol. 367.

"June I Oth.

T*enc!ing an

action by a

corporation

for tolls,

the Court

will not

grant leave

to inspect

the corpo

ration mu

niments on

the applica

tion nf the

defendant,

a srranper

to tl»; cor

poration.

The Mayor &c. of Southampton against Graves.

THEcorporation of Southampton brought an'action against

the defendant for certain tolls for wharfage on landing

gooils ; pending which the defendant, who was not a cor

porator, obtained a rule in the last term calling on the plain

tiffs to shew cause why he should not be at liberty to insp.vl

all the corporation books papers writings and orders of coun

cil touching the matter in question, and take copies thereof,

paying a reasonable sum for the same.

Erjl.nt now shewed cause against the rule, and admitted

that in very modern times a practice had obtained for the

Court to grant rules of this sort (a), but contended that the

practice

(«) Mtyoros Lym v. Drntat, ante, I vol. 689.; Tbt CorftroHm tj\ Fjrt/st

ilt v. Latbey, anlr, 3. vol. 303 ; Tbt M*t»r. Es*.-, tf LonJtM v. The Major, b*«.

t/Ljm, I "H. Mhc. 11 1 ; Vide Jttx v. JJati, mit, 3 Vol.
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practice had crept in without sufficient consideration, and was 1 800.

not founded in principle or supported by former precedents. \~*^r>^f

The realon assigned for granting such an inspection, namely, The Mat.

that it would be obtained of course by filing a bill in Chancery

for a disclosure is not founded in fact ; for that Court will ex- 4MfTos

ercise it's discretion upon every such application, and grant against

or refuse the inspection according to the circumstances of Gr,ve»»

the particular cafe. But even if it were true, it would not *»*rv^v'

follow that a Court of Law would grant the fame disclo

sure upon a summary application, because it might be ob

tained from the Court of, Chancery upon a bill filed ; for

that would be to confound the jurisdiction of the Courts of

Law and Equity. In 2 Vez. 620. upon an application for

an inspection of corporation books and papers of the city of

Exeter, pending an action brought by the corporation

against certain traders for petty customs, Lord Hardnuicke

said, u It has been refused to inspect at law into corpora

tion books, and rightly ; because Courts of Law wilt not

give that liberty to any one who has not some right or claim

to it, being a member of the corporation. So as to a ma

nor ; in the question between lord and tenant a Court of Law

will give liberty to inspect books of the Court Rolls, but

not in a question between lords of different manors ; yet

on a bill in this Court for a discovery, this Court will grant

it." A corporation having the fame rights of property as an

individual, there seems no ground for making a distinction

between them in this respect ; and as no such rule would be

granted to inspect the muniments of a private person claim

ing tolls, neither ought it to be granted against a corporation

upon a similar claim.

Gibbs and Burrough, in support of the rule, relied upon

the modern practice established in the cases alluded to,

which could not be distinguished from the present. They

said that the practice was established to save the expence os

applying to the Court of Chancery where such inspection

would certainly be granted. That this appeared even from

the cafe in Vezcy, although it was there stated that the prac

tice of the Courts of Law was then different. That if it

were reasonable for the Court of Chancery to make a dis

tinction between the case of a public body, such as a cor

poration, and that of a private person, the same reason

would warrant the practice which has of late years been

adopted by the Courts of Law.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. As all the determinations on this

subject prior to the late decisions that have been relied on

by the defendant are against this application, I do not think

it
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1800. it is too late even now to review those late decisions and fee

■jjJ^T^ whether or not they are supported by principle. It has

oT&c.'of" ^en contended on behalf of the defendant that an infpcc-

Som u- tion of books, papers and writings is to be granted in cafes

amtton where a corporation is a party to an action : but is the rule

qI""^1 i0 ext:r,d t0 cafes where a sole corporation, a bishop for

instance, sues; or is it to be confined to cafes where an ag

gregate corporation is a party ? Corporations like individu

als have their rights and estates ; they may (except where

they are restrained by the statutes of 'mortmain) acquire

landed property : but according to the doctrine now relied

upon by the defendant in every cafe where a corporation arc

parties to a suit, an inspection of their writings is to be grant

ed of course. Where indeed the dispute is between differ

ent corporators, there an inspection of the writings belong

ing to the corporation may be granted, because each party

has a right to fee them : but I cannot conceive why an in

spection of 'the muniments of a corporation should be grant

ed when a similar inspection would be denied if the suit

were between private persons only. Great inconvenience

and injustice would ensue from establishing the rule insisted

upon by the defendant. A Court of Equity knows its own

province ; it will examine into cafes of this kind when the

application is made, and adapt it's rules to the individual

cafe in the manner best calculated to attain the ends of jus

tice. But if this Court is to grant an inspection of title

deeds, it must be a general rule frarried to embrace all cafes,

fs'ow the inconvenience of this may be illustrated by this

example ; suppose an application of this kind were granted

against a purchaser of an estate for a valuable consideration

without notice of some prior estate, the defect is disclosed

to the adverse party, who gets pofTesiion of the prior deeds

and then defeats such purchaser at law. If an application

be made to a Court of Equity to compel a party to produce

his muniments, he may answer that he is not bound to pro

duce them because he is a purchaser for a valuable considera

tion without notice ; that is a good pita to a bill for a dis

covery. Then suppose that a corporation, instead of an in

dividual, purchase an estate for a valuable consideration, not

knowing that there is an outstanding legal estate ; they would

be protected in equity, but according to the defendant's

rule the adverse party would have a right as a matter of

course' to pry into and examine the defect of the -title of the

corporation. I have no doubt but that the late cases, on

which the defendant has relied, were decided with the most

honourable intention, but I think that when they were de-

• ' • . ciJcd
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elded the whole merits of the question were not embraced. ' 1800.

A similar mistake was (I think) made in this Court some few ^/Wl

years before I fat here, on another question, where it was The Mat.

decided that an action at law might be maiutained for a le- °g0^'Hof

gacy (a) partly on the ground that the plaintiff would have AMptom

recovered it as of course in a Court of Equity j on it's bei rig agninji

mentioned to me by the late Mr. Justice BulUr, I took the £*+y£*'

liberty of asking him whether or not he was sure that tha

Court had taken a view of the whole question before they

decided it, reminding him that it is a coustant rule in Courts

of Equity, when a husband files a bill for a legacy given to

the wife, that (if I may use the expression t they stop it in tran-

fitu if there be no provision for the wife, whereas if a legacy

•could be recovered in an action at law there would be no

provision made for the wife and family, as the husband would

at once take the legacy ; that learned judge, whose legal

knowledge was universally allowed, immediately admitted

the force of the observation. There was indeed a cafe in

Cromweifs time in which an action at law for a legacy was

.maintained (b) ; but the reason given for that decision was

that there would be a failure of justice (c) if Courts of Law

did not take cognizance of the question, the Spiritual Courts

not being then open : but as soon as those Courts resumed

their functions, suits of this kind returned into their pro

per channel. And since I have set in this place, it has been

determined that a legacy cannot be recovered in a Court of

Law (d).

With regard to this particular question, Lord Hardiuicke,

who perfectly well understood the boundaries between the

Courts of Law and Equity, expressly said that Courts of Law

cannot grant such an inspection as is prayed for in this ease,

though a Court of Equity can : but then a Court of Equity

will only do it in certain cases after examining into the cir

cumstances of the cafe. \l cannot therefore acquiesce in

the late decisions alluded to. I cannot make a distinctir

oh in this respect between a corporation aggregate and a

corporation sole, or between a corporation sole arid a private , ,

person,

(41) Han tci v. Sawi&ri, Cnef. 289.

(4) Vul. Sty. 55.

(<) In Nicbelftn v. Sbirmun, 1 Sid. 46. " Fuit resolve per totaro euriam

que action sur lc case ne gist pur un legacy, mes les paities doient suer pur

ceo in le spiritual Court, a quel le jurisdictiiin de touts testamentary causes

properment' appent. Et coment ticl actions out cstre allow de tardif temps,

encore ceo ne suit forsque propter neceffitatem a preventer urt faylt r de jus- ■

tice quant la nc fyeront spiritual Courts; ires ore come L'Eve ques font

restore a lour terre iflint doient ils estie restore i lour proper jui isdiction ;

car cest court, que est le governor et director de touts inferior courts, ct que

ad use pur correct eux quant Us itromit ove causes hors de lour jurildic-

diction, ne voet pas robb eux pur increafi-r les causes."

(</) Dceh Si Ux. v. Sliutl, ante, J vol. 690.
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1800. person suing in his individual capacity. I think that wS

^-'vvl should establish an inconvenient and an unjust rule, and

The Mat- should act against principle, and against all the authorities,

°SouTH°f (excePl tne 'ate decisions which proceeded on a mistake) if

ami tow we were to grant the present application 5 and therefore this

against rule must be discharged.

G(tAvu. Grose, J. When I first came into this Court it was un

derstood to be the constant practice to grant rules of this

kind as matters of course : but my Lord Chief Justice has

clearly shewn that the reason given for it is not true ; the

party applying to a court of equity has not the benefit of his

application as a matter of course •, that court will examine all

the circumstances of the case and exercise it's discretion ac

cordingly. Such an application as this was made to the

Court of Common Pleas in a cafe reported in Wilson [a)

where Lord Ch. J. De Grey seemed to be of opinion that

the party applying had no right to inspect the corporation

books. And considering the case on principle, I do not see

, any reason why such an indulgence should be allowed in the

case of a corporation when it would be refused if the action,

were brought by an individual.

Lawrence, J. In the case of the corporation of Barn-

Jiahle v. Lathey I made the application to inspect the corpo

ration books, on the authority of the Mayor of Lynnv. Den-

ton, and at that time Lord Kenyan intimated a doubt upon the

question ; and though the rule was at first granted, I be

lieve that ultimately the party had not the benefit of it (i>\.

The foundation of the decision in the cafe of the mayor of

Lynn v. Denton was that liberty to inspect the corporation

books and papers would be granted in equity as a matter of

course, and that it would only create 'expence to the parties

to fend them into that court. But on looking into 'the au

thorities it does not appear that a court of equity will grant

an inspection as a matter of course. In the case cited from

Vezey Lord HarJivicke thought that courts of law ought not

to grant an inspection of the corporation books in such a

case as this ; and though he said that in a court of equity

such an inspection would be granted, I do not understand

that it would be granted in all cases as of course, but only

under certain circumstances. In the cafe in 3 JVtlson Lord

Ch. J. De Grey thought such an application as the present

an extraordinary one. He said " Do you lay it down in

general that a stranger has a right to inspect the books of a

corpo-

(aj HeJgu T, Atlit, 3 Was. 398. (t) Vid. anti, 3 vol. 305. «. m.
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corporation? How has a stranger to a corporation more 1800.

right to inspect their books than the books of a private per- y~s^/—^J

son ? While Lord Camden sat here, there was the like mo- The Mav-

tion, in the like action of trespass where the* defendant °" &c' of

justified under the corporation of Ipswich for distraining for amPTOJ,

a toll for repairing a quay there, and the motion was re- against

fused, the plaintiff there being -a stranger to the corpora-. Graves.

tion. And I am sure in many cases like the present the

motion has been refused." He however declined giving a

positive opinion on the point, because the cause was not at

issue. Considering therefore the weight that is due to the

opinions ot Lord Hardivicle and Lord Ch. J. De Grey, not

withstanding the practice that has obtained since, I think

it is better to recur back to the ancient practice, particu

larly as the reason given for the late decisions is not a satis

factory one.

Le Blanc J. I do not fee any distinction in this respect

between the case of a corporation and that of an individual

suing, nor how after this application should be granted we

could refuse a similar application in an action brought by an

individual.

Per Qtrianj, Rule discharged.

Jnnes against Sir T. Wallace Dunlop, Bart. FrUtu

June 20th«

THIS was an action upon promise. The first count in The afllg-

the declaration stated that on the 24th of September nee cfa

1776 the defendant together with T. Wallaces J. BoswellS^f^%*.

made their joint and several bond in Scotland for 500/. and tain an ac'

lawful interest to Hunter and Go. payable at Whitsunday then tio" of as-

next, together with 100/. as a liquidated penalty in default su".^t^

of payment on that day ; that default was made in payment obligor in

on that day ; that on the 22d of May 1779 Hunter and Co. his own

according to the laws of Scotland assigned the said instrument auac~

to John Hunter, who in May 1 787 assigned it to J. Robert

son, who in November, 1 793 assigned to the plaintiff, of which

the defendant had notice ; that by reason of the premises

and according to the law of Scotland the defendant became

and was indebted to the plaintiff in the said sum of 500/.

and also in 100/. for the liquidated penalty ; and being sq

indebted he in consideration thereof promised to pay, &c.

In the second count it was stated that on the 1st of May

1779 the defendant was indebted to Hunter and Co. in

i4»o /. for money lent and advanced by them to the defend

ant
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ant in Sfotland, and that afterwards Hunter and Co. in due

maun r according to the laws of Scotland assigned over the

said d_-bt to the plaintiff ; that by reason of the premises and

according to the laws of Scotland the defendant became lia

ble to pay the Ciid sum to the plaintiff, and being lo liable

he in consideration thereof promised to pay, &c. There were

four other counts, for money paid by the plaintiff to the use

of the defendant, for money had and received by the defend

ant to the plaintiff's use, for money lent and advanced by

the plaintiifto the defendant, and on an account stated. The

defend mt pleided the general issue to tht sour last counts,

. and demurred to the two first'.

Onjlavj, Serjeant, in support of the demurrer, objected that

the plaintiff, who'Was merely the assignee of a chose in action,

could not sue in his own name, but should have brought the

action in the name of Hunter and Co. the obligees in the bond.

But

The Court, after observing that this was not an action on

the bond, said that they were clearly of opinion that the

assignment of the bond to the plaintiff was a consideration

for the assnmpsit by the defendant, in the same manner as

actions of assumpsit are maintained in every day's practice

upon foreign judgments ; and that the defendant by demur

ring had confessed both the consideration and the assumpsit.

And tlieieforc they gave

Judgment for the plaintiff (a).

Giles was to have argued for the plaintiff.

Fr,V«y. (a} vid< p[aMtr y Mtartt , Bl. Rtfi. life.

June iyth.

Prisoner* Parkinson against Thompson.

§\a a pica

as of a term r ■ iHE declaration was delivered the last day hut one of

Twl^e- 4- HUm1 T"rm last aSainst thc defenc{ant» then a prison-

H«!ar!y he er 'n r'ie cuitody of the marshal -, and an affidavit of the de-

is called up- livery was made and sited. On the 28th of February the de-

nn to plead, fensj;lIlt was ruled tp appear and plead on the 2d of May'va

notice to'' E".fter Term w"hich rule expired on Thursday after three

ihir piuin- weeks of Easier. Oji searching the office, and no plea ajv

♦•(Tof ftk-h pearing to haye been filed in E.ijier Term or in Easier va-

'd 'ot'lvtr'1" cat'on as °s that term down to the nth of June (twodays

wife the before. Trinity Term,) thc plaintiff on that day signed j':dg-

plaintur rnent

wav sign
judgment a< ") Ea-'r Term m ttl!S veM bt£:In on ,1>c 3°""> of -^"A «"d Trinity Tern

I..r '*aot of ou ^ ul
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ment as for want of a plea, and gave notice of executing

the writ of enquiry.

On the former day a rule nisi was obtained for se:ting aside

the interlocutory judgment, and staying the proceedings on

an affidavit stating that three days after the delivery of the Tuomh»»

declaration a plea had been filed in the vacation as of Hilary

Term preceding.

Espinojse now shewed cause against the rule ; contending

that the plea so filed before the proper time for pleading,

without notice to the plajntiss, was a nullity, and did not

prevent the plaintiff" signing judgment as for want of a plea

of Easter Term. 1 That for want of such notice the plaintiff

was surprised and misled in his search in the office for a

plea. In Thomas v. Pritcbard, ante 4 vol. 664. and Ru/holm

y. Chapman, ante 5 vol. 473. it was settled that, where a

prisoner pleads earlier than by the rules of the Court he is

compellable to plead, he must give notice to the plaintiff

of his having so pleaded.

Erjkine in support of the rule, said that though the defen

dant should not avail himself of a plea pleaded before the

proper time, in order to obtain his discharge by surprise on

the plaintiff, yet on the other hand the plaintiff ought not

to be suffered to take advantage of the defendant's piompti-

tude to plead, in order, by treating the plea as a nullity, to

' exclude him from an opportunity of making his defence.

Per Curiam. Where the defendant pleads before his time

without giving notice to the plaintiff, it is a surprise upon

the latter, who without such notice is not required by the

rules of the Court to search in the office for a plea as of a

term prior to to that wherein regularly the defendant should

have pleaded. What was said in the case of Rujbolm v.

Chapman is in point to this purpose ; and the master reports

that the practice is as there stated.

'• Rule discharged («)

(a) But the Court consented that the defendant should be let in to plead

to the action, a proper affidavit of merits being produced.

Challenger against Sheppakd and Another.
• ■ • 1

THIS cafe was sent by the Lord Chancellor for the opi- Where JB

nion of this Court. James Cook, being seised in fee cn,J'tc in

of the premises in question, by his will duly executed, &c. fee isdevis-

dated July 1 eth, 1 770, devised as follows ; " I give and de- cd t0. tn,l'\
J J 3 > I3J> o tees in trull

Vlse for A. B.

without any limitation of the estate to the cestui <jue trust, the latter takes the bci,c!»-

ciul interest in fee.
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1800. vise to W. Howe and R. Battiscombe, and R. Anus, and their

V-o-v-O heirs, all that estate I lately purchased of Mr. White called

Cu alles. Larkii Lease, in the said parish of Shipton, in trust for Joan

o"*/? the wife of John Pippet and James her son, one moiety of

fourfas 9. the profits to be applied by my said trustees to the separate

use of the said Jean Pippet, and the other moiety to be laid

up or otherwise improved till the said James shall arrive at

his a^e of twenty-one years ; and my will is that if the said

Joan shall die during the minority of the said James, my .

said trustees shall lay up the increase and profits ot l\x said

mother's moiety for the benefit of her said Ion, and after

♦he decease of the said son Joan shall permit and suffer the

said James to enter upon and enjoy tin whole as soon a6 he

attains his age of twenty-one years. .Likewise I give unto

my said trustees those two acres lately purchased of Mrs.

Sarah Brown situate in Croj.ombe aforesaid called Bullimore

in truft for the said Jiimes Pippeiy to hold to the said James

and his heirs for ever." In 1749 James Cook the testator

died seised of Lark/s Lease, without issue, and without

revoking or altering his said will, leaving Betty Cook,

daughter of his deceased brother John Cook his heiress at

law, and the said Joan Pippet and Japies Pippet the

devisees him surviving. The said Joan Pippet died in

1754; and the said James Pppet survived her, and being

then of the age of twenty-one years entered into possession

of the estate tailed Larke's Leafed and died so possessed in

' November 1 77 7.. The Court of Chancery directed the above

case to be made for the opinion of the Judges of this Court

on the following question, viz " What estate James Pip-

pit the son of Joan Pippei took in the estate called Larke's

Lease devised to him by the will of the said testator ?"

Bejl, Serjt. for the plaintiff, contended, a) that J. Pippet

the devisee took an estate in fee in the premises ealicd Larkels

Lease under the will of J. Cook. It is a general rule that,

■where the devisor uses words in his will which shew an in

tention in him to give the devisee a greater estate than for

life, the devisee takes a fee unless there be other words in

-the will shewing that he intended to restrain the devise to

an estate tail. Com. Dig. " Devise," N. 4. Now it is ap

parent that the devisor in this cafe intended that the de

visee should take a greater estate than for life, and there are

no words in the will to sliew that he did not intend that the

devisee should take a fee. The devisor by giving a fee to

the

(a) This casr was argued in the'lajl Term, but the certificate was not

ten" until this Term.
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the trustees (hews that he did not intend to die intesta<e as to 1800.

any part of his property. An estate in fee is expressly given \~s^r^J

to the trustees, and it is evident from the whole context 0fCHAi1.su-

the will that the devisor intended that James Pippet the cr*

cestui que trust should after his mother's death take a henc- SHirri**.

ficial interest in every thing that was devised to the trustees ;

for he could not intend that the trustees should take any be

neficial interest themselves. In Newland v. Shepherd (a),

\;here the devisor devised the residue of his real and personal

estate to trustees and their heirs, &c. to pay and apply the

produce (b) and interest for the maintenance and benefit of

his grand-children until they should be of age or marry,

without making any further disposition of his estate, it was

determined by Lord Chancellor Macclesjltld that the grand

children should have the surplus both of the real and per

sonal estate after- their age of twenty- one. Again in Peat

v. Po-well («•), where the devisor gave the rest residue and re-,

mainder of his real and personal estates to trustees, in trust

for his younger son Giles till he attained twenty-one, and

then the trust to cease, Lord Keeper Henley after considera

tion ruled that Giles was intended to have the whole bene

ficial interest in the residue of the real and personal estate,

and that the trust was to continue only during his mino

rity ; and his Lordship recognised the case of Neivland v.

Shepherd. But there are also word* sufficient in this will to

pass the fee to the cestui que trust ; because, having before

devised all that estate; &c. to the trustees in fee, the testator

directed that after the death of Joan Pippet if she mould die

during the minority of her son James Pippet was " to enter

upon and enjoy the "whole as soon as he attained his age of

twenty-one years." Now that expression " the whole" must

relate either to the " estate," or to " the encrease and

profits of the mother's moiety ;" and whether it relate to

the one or the other, the tonsequence is the fame ; for by

a devise of the rents and profits of an estate, the estate itself

will pass, Salk. 22?.

Gibbs, for the defendant, insisted that James Pippet, the

devisee, only took an estate for life, because no words of in

heritance were added to the devise to him. The argument

of the plaintiff, drawn from the two cases in P. Williams

and Ambler, that the beneficial interest that the devisee tdkes

is co-extensive with the legal interest devised to the trustees,

is untenable, because it tends to shew that in all casts where

au

(a) I.P. WMiami, 194.

(>,) See Mr. Cox's note'on this; i P. HVliomt, 194.

(r) Ami. 387,
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iSoo. an estate is given to trustees and their heirs in truJI, the

cestui que trust must take a fee. But the estate of the cestui

que trust is not to be measured by the estate devised to the

trustees. And a contrary doctrine has at all times prevailed,

9 namely, that the heir at law takes whatever is not expressly

devised away from him. The case cited from 2 P. Williams

seems, at least, questionable. But the other cafe cited from

Ambler by no means warrants the position for which it was

adduced : it was evident in that cafe that the testator in

tended that the devisee should take the whole beneficial

interest ; he interposed the trustees for the purpose of pro

tecting the estate during the minority of the son, and he

directed that the trustees should cease to have any control

over the estate when the son attained the age of twenty-or.e.

But there is nothing in this will from which it can be col

lected that the testator intended that James Pippet should

take the fee. No fair argument in his favour can be deriv

ed from the use of the word " estate." It may be admit

ted that in many cases the word '« estate" will pass a fee

without words of inheritance. But that word has not that

effect where it is used to designate the local situation of the

premises ; and it is used for that purpose in this will, the de

vise being of " all that estate I lately purchased of Mr. White

called Larke's Lease in the parish of Sbipton" which is equi

valent to saying all my estate or that my farm called, &c.

The introduction of the word " estate" here cannot vary

the question, because it is only applicable to the devise to the

trustees, and the estate was before given to the trustees and

their heirs. The utmost effect that the use of that word

could have would be to give a fee by implication to the

trustees, if it had not been expressly given before ; but it

does not follow that therefore ;the cestui que trust (hall take

a fee. The plaintiff's argument, as founded on the intro

duction of this word " estate" proceeds on a fallacy, in

supposing that the word "estate" is used in the devise to the

ceitui que trust, whereas it is merely used in the devise to

the trustees. Recourse was then had to another expression

in the will " to enter upon and enjoy the whole" to shew

that the testator intended that the devisee James Pippet

should take the whole interest in the premises after his mo

ther's death : but those words were inserted in the will

merely for the purpose of giving both the moieties of the

laud to the devisee which had not before been severed. The

devisor, having first directed that the mother mould take one

moiety and the son the other, then directed that the son af

ter
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ter the mother's death should enjoy the whole, that is, loth 1800.

the moieties : but that does not prove that the son was to i^vnJ

take a fee in the whole. This very cafe is put in Com. Dig. Cpallin-

*' Devise," N. 14. A devise of " part to A. for life, the C,R

other part to B. and after the death of A. the -whole to B. ; c ^""^

he takes only for life ; cit. 1 Rol. Air. 834. pi. '10. " So

a devise to two sons and their heirs, and if either die be

fore marriage or within age and without issue, the "whole to

the survivor, the survivor takes only for Ijfe •, cit. 1 Rol. Abr.

836. /. 5. {a). And in this cafe, if the testator had in

tended to give a fee to James Pippet, he would have given

such an estate in express term*, since it is clear from the

devise to the trustees and from the subsequent devise to

"James Pippet himself that he knew how to frame such a de

vise.

Bejl in reply. It is not necessary to contend that the heir

at law will take whatever is not devised away from him, be

cause here the fee is expressly given to the trustees ; and by

that devise he has manifested his intention that the heir at

law should not take. Then if the estate did not descend to

the heir at law, the question is to whom it is devised ?

And the two cafes cited from 2 P. Williams and Ambler shew

that the law has already put a construction on a wiH framed

like the present, and has said that the ecstui que trust shall

take a beneficial interest in the whole that is devised to the

trustees. - '

The Court gave no opinion when this cafe was argued,

but the following certificate has been since sent to the Lord

Chancellor. «« This cafe has been argued before us by coun

sel. We have considered it, and are of opinion that James

Pippet, the son of Joan Pippet, took a beneficial interest

in fee in the estate called Lat he's Lease under the will of the

said testator James Cook."

June 1 7th, 1 800.

Kenton.

N. Grose.

S. Lawkenct.

S. Le Blanc.

The passages referred to in Roll. Air. do not watrant the positions trt

Cm. Digest ; and according to the account of the fast case in Hard. 150. thi*

question did not arise.
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1800.

Barrett against The Duke of Bedford.

rUv' the trial of this action of assumpsit (which was

Jtmt aoth. \^Jr brought to recover J 95/. paid by the plaintiff for the

The tenant proportionate part of the expences of a party wall built by

ci a houtc tnt. proprietor of the adjoining house under the stat. 14 Get.

in hTlJasc 3- c- 78-/ 4i.) a verdict was taken for the plaintiff for

to pay area- that sum, subject to the opinion of this Court on the follow-

Jbnanle jug cafe.

lhare ami jn ^ year tj)C p]a;ntiff by assignment becama pos»

onuppo""- sesstd of a lease granted in the year 1762 by the defendant's

ing repair- grandfather of certain premises on the north-side of the Great

n'endin % ^'azza Covent Garden for a term of 30 years, of which about

piny 'wall* llx }'ears were then unexpired, under a yearly rent of 60/.

iic and to On the 6th of October 1788 a new lease was granted by the

pay all tax- defendant to the plaintiff for a term of 31 years, to com

es duties rnence at the expiration of the said lease or Lady Day 1792,

atkflments , , ' , „ . , , . . •' n '\

and impoli-at oo/. per annum : she last-mentioned lease is stated to be

tionsparlia- granted in consideration of the great expence and charges

and "'y wn'sh tnc plaintiff had been at in repairing the premises and

chial^™' a"° m consideration of the following, among other, cove-

being the nants ; " And likewise that the said Michael Barrett his exe-

Intention of cutors administrators and assigns shall and will from time to

that^he" t'me an<* at a" l'mes during the continuance of the said term

landlord hereby granted bear pay and discharge all taxes rates duties

(honld re- assessments and impositions of what nature or kind sover, and

reivo the^ whether parliamentary or parochial, imposed or charged or

renYoVoc/ wn'cn at anv l'me during the term hereby granted shall be

In not mt>-' imposed or cliarged on the hereby demised premises or any

iiey with- part thereof or upon the landlord for the time being in re

duction d° Pc<^ tnere°f or °f fhe said rent reserved for the same ; it

whatever-" being the true intent and meaning of these presents and of

during the the parties hereto that the said Duke of Bedford his heirs

lease the and assigns shall have and receive the said yearly rent or sum

ofThe ad- °f ^°'* hereby reserved in net money, "without any deduction

joining defalcation or allowance out of the same on any account tvhatst-

house built ever ; .and that he the said MichaelBarrett his executors admi-

» party wall n;strators and assigns' (hall and will from time to time and at

that honse a" c'mc8 during the said term hereby granted bear payand dis-

and the charge all rates and assessments for and towards the ntainte-

house dc- nance of the rector and his curate or assistant and other church

"crthe'Srt. officcrs of the said parish os St. Paul Covent Garden, as shall

i4g«. 3.' during

c. 78. : held tnat the tenant (uot the landlord) was bouad to pay the moiety of the ex.

pence of ti,c pait>. W14n,
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during the said term be assessed by the church-wardens 1800.

of the said parish for the time being or any two of them v_^v>^y

on the said hereby devised premises or on the inhabitant or Bahrett

inhabitants thereof for that purpose. And further that he

the said Michael Barrett his executors administrators and Tbej°uke

assigns or some or one of them shall and will at all times BedfUd.

during the said term of thirty-one years hereby demised at

his and their own proper costs and charges when and so often

as need shall require well and sufficiently repair uphold sup

port maintain amend pave scour cleanse empty and keep the

laid demised premises with the appurtenances and all the

brick walls and fences of and belonging or hereafter to

b ilong to the fame and the pavement in the piazza or porti

co and the street before all the front of the said premises and

all the other pavements and all the walls posts pales iron and

other rails privies finks sewers wydraughts drains houses of

office and other appurtenances thereto belonging or which

shall hereafter belong to the same with all manner of need

ful and necessary reparation cleansing scouring and amend

ments whatsoever ; and also that he the said Michael Barrett

his executors administrators and assigns shall and will during

the term hereby granted as often as need ffiall requ're bear

pay and allow a reasonable sliare and proportion of or for

and towards supporting repairing amending and cleansing all

party walls, party gutters, common sewers, public sewers,

and drains, belonging or which at any time during the said

term hereby granted shall belong to the said hereby demised

premises or any part thereof." These covenants are verba

tim as in the old lease, with the exception of such parts as

relate to the payment of the land-tax by the tenant, which

by the former lease was paid by the landlord, and the amount

of which was 2a/. 1 os. per annum. The demised premises

consist of two shops on the ground floor, and a range of

apartments above stairs. Before the pulling down and

building of the party wall herein after-mentioned one of the

shops was underlet by the plaintiff by lease for seven, four

teen, or twenty-one years, at the yearly rent of 60/., the

plaintiff covenanting to pay all the taxes and for water%

And the other of the shops was underlet by the plaintiff by

lease to one J. Aldritch for twenty-one years at the yearly

rent of 261. 5/., the plaintiff covenanting to pay all the

taxes. The residue of the demised apartments was kept by

the plaintiff for several years in his own hands, but at the

time when the party wall was built he had let them furnish

ed to one Searle for twenty-one years at the yearly rent of

210/., the plaintiff covenanting to pay all the taxes. At the

Vol. VIII. X R time
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1800. time the party wall was built the taxes paid by the plaintiff

v.v'-v^ amounted to 72/. 3/ a year. The question for the opinion

Ba*r -rr of the Court on the above facts is, first, Whether the plain-

T^eiiake or t'lc defendant De owner of rhe improved rent under the

,cof u e stat. 14 G. 3 c. 78. s. 41.? Secondly, Whether or not the

Bedtord. plaintiff be liable under the covenants of the lease ? If the

Court are of opinion that rhe defendant is liable, then the

verdict to stand for .95/. ; If the plaintiff is liable, then a

verdict to be entered for the defendant.

E. Morris, for the plaintiff, contended that the defendant

must be considered as the owner of the improved rent, and

consequently th-it the expence of the party-wall must be

borne by him under the stat. 14 Geo. 3. c. 78. J. 41. It ap

pears that under the former lease the landlord was to pay

the land-tax, 22/. 10/. a-year, which by the new lease is to

be paid by the plaintiff'; the defendant therefore is the

owner of an improved rent 10 that amount. Or if the de

fendant be not the owner of an improved rent, then this

must be considered as a lease at rack-rent, and Caere being

but one rent the expence of the partv-wail mast fall on the

landlord, according to the cases of Southall v. Leadbeter (o),

a;id Bsardmore v. Fox (b). Thus the cafe would stand be

tween these parties, if there were no covenants in the lease

applicable to this subject. But it will be insisted upon by

the defendant that it was the intention of the parties to this

lease that the expence in question should be defrayed by the

lessee, and that such an intention is to be collected from the

covenants to pay taxes and to repair. With regard to the

first of those covenants ; it is the common covenant to pay

taxes ; the words " assessments and impositions, whether

parliamentary or parochial," mean impositions ejusdem ge

neris, as was said by Lord Kenyan in the case of Southall v.

Leadbeter, where similar words were used. Then if the

former part of this covenant to pay the taxes will not throw

the expence of the party-wall on the plaintiff, neither will the

latter part of it, by which it is stipulated that the defendant

is to receive the clear rent of 60/. without any deduction or

abatement, because that must be construed with reference

to the preceding part of the covenant ; and the meaning of

the whole of the covenant is that the plaintiff should pay all

taxes, and that no deduction should be made out of the an

nual rent on account of any taxes. And as to the covenant

to repair ; it is evident from the words of the covenant that

the parties did not intend that they should extend to the ex-

pence of building a party-wall. The plaintiff only cove

nanted

(*) Ante, i vol. 4J 8. (b) Ante, 414.
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runted to repair and amend all party-walls, party-gutters, 1800.

&c. but here a party-wall was built, and in such case the act v**-^J

of parliament directs that the expence of it shall fall on the B*"VTr

landlord. The parties could not have intended by the in- The'Snke

troduction of this covenant to make an exception out of the 0f

statute in this cafe, because it appears that the fame covenant Bedford.

was inserted in the former lease which was granted before

the act of parliament was passed; and the covenant to repair

in the new lease ought to receive the fame construction as

the covenant in the former lease.

Holland, contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. If there were no covenants in the

lease applicable to this subject, there would be great weight

in the plaintiff's argument : but it is not necessary to consider

which of these parties would have been liable under the act

of parliament ; modus et conventio vincunt Iegem. I think

it was the intention of the parties to this lease that the ex-

pence of the party-wall should be borne by the tenant. Had-

there been nothing more in the lease than the tenant's co

venant to pay " taxes rates duties assessments and impositi

ons whether parliamentary or parochial,'' I should have en

tertained the same opinion in this case that I expressed in

one of the cafes cited, that those words did not extend to

building a party-wall : but the latter part of that covenant

by which the tenant covenanted that the landlord should re

ceive the " yearly sum of 60/. in net money, without any

deduction or allowance out of the same," and the covenant

respecting the *' repairing of all party-walls" &c. satisfy

me that the parties intended that this expence should fall on

the tenant. These are the covenants of the tenant ; and it

is a general rule that the words in a deed are to be construed

most strongly contra proferentem.

Grose, J. This act of parliament was passed in the

year 1774, and the lease was not granted until fourteen

years afterwards, when the provisions of the act were uni

versally known. Then these parties having the act before

them entered into this lease, in which it was stipulated that

the landlord should at all events receive a clear yearly rent of

60/. without any deduction of any kind. The 60/. was a

kind of ground-rent ; and I do not consider the defendant,

but the plaintiff, as the owner of the improved rent.

Lawrence, J. It does not appear to me necessary in this

case to determine whether the plaintiff or the defendant be

the owner of an improved rent. The fliort ground of my

opinion
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iSoo. opinion is, that it was the intention of the parties that the

defendant should not be put to any expence whatever res-

B« a/*/?" Pect'nj? this house during the continuance of the lease, but

The Duke that all the expences attending it should be borne by the

of plaintiff.

Bedford. n,LANC> j. \t seems to me that the covenants to repair

are decisive in favour of the defendant. There is first a

covenant by the tenant in the usual form to repair ; and then

follows this covenant by the lessee, '* And also shall and will

during the term bear pay and allow a reasonable share and

proportion of and towards supporting repairing amending

and cleansing all party-walls, &c." Under this covenant

I think that the expence of building the patty-wall must be

borne by the tenant.

Postea to the defendant.

^t,uc3. Bolt against Stennett.
Juki aoth. ° J

hwea'rUAt rX<,HIS was an action of trespass for breaking and entering

to use the jL an erection of the plaintiff's, called Ihe Crane, on

cranes Smart's Qiiay in the parish of St. Mary-at-Hill in the ward

erected on 0f Billingsgate, and continuing in the same for the space of

^lay'j twelve hours. The defendant pleaded", besides the general

in justify- issue, two special pleas of justification. In the first special

ing (in a plea it was stated that Smart's Quay, on which the crane

a£Hnn°t>fn erected, was a public open and lawful quay within the

treipass) Port ar>d city of Ltndon between London Bridge and Black-

thc use of a wall for the landing thereon of all customable goods of all

crane m a merchants importing the fame for a reasonable compensation

wharf it is t0 ^e tnereiorc Pa'd by the merchants to the owner of the

sufficient to quay ; that the crane when, &c. so erected for the unlading

say that it of goods on the quay out of ships lying near the quay for the

lic'c/en"11* purpose of being unladen there was necessary for that purpose;

andUwful ,'lat front time immemorial the Mayor and Commonalty and

wharf" Citizens of London have had and still have of right, &c. the

without lading and unlading by themselves or their deputy of all goods

the' right by and merchandizes of all merchants strangers, &c. imported

immemo- into the city of London and the liberties thereof, and being so

rial usage, entitled by indenture dated December tth 1796 they ap

pointed the defendant their deputy to lade and unlade all such

goods for seven years, &c. by virtue whereof the defendant be

fore and at the said time when, &c. became and was entitled as

suchdeputy to have thelading and unladingof such goods; that

whiiethedefendant wassuch deputy towit, on &c, certaincus.

tomablegoodsbelonging to merchant strangers were imported

from
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from parts beyond the seas into the port'of London and within 1800.

the city of London between Blackball and London Bridge at v^vvV

Smart's Quay, being such public open and lawful quay, for B<"-t

the purpose of being unladen thereon by the direction of the g££™'*tv

agents of those merchant strangers, whereby it helonged to

the defendant to have the unlading of the said goods and

to use the said crane, and to enter the same, so then erected

and being necessary for the unlading of the goods; where

upon the defendant entered into the said crane and used the

same for the unlading of the said goods and landing the fame

on the said public open and lawful quay, as it was lawful

for him to do, &c. In the second plea of justification it

was alledged that Smart's Quay, on which the crane was

erected, was an open public and lawful quay within the

port and city of London, &c. for the landing thereon of all

customable goods of all merchants importing the fame into

the port of London for a reasonable compensation to be there-

sore paid by the said merchants to the owner of the quay,

and that the said crane so erected for the unlading of goods

upon the said quay was necessary for that purpose ; that on,

&c. certain customable goods belonging to Jl. B. were im

ported into the port of London at Smart's Quay for the pur

pose of being unladen thereon by the direction of the said

A.B., whereupon the defendant as the servant of the said

A. B. and by his command entered into the crane, so being

necessary for the unlading of goods upon the said quay, and

used the same for the unlading of the said goods, &c as it

was lawful for him to do, &c.

The plaintiff demurred to the two special pleas ; and a*

to the first assigned for causes of demurrer that it was not

alledged in the plea that any compensation was to he paid to

the plaintiff for the landing of the said goods on the quay ;

that it did not appear by that plea that the defendant had

any right to land the said goods on the quay, or to enter in

to or use the crane for the unlading of the said goods, or to

continue on the crarve-Qr to work it ; that it was admitted

by the plea that a reasonable ^compensation was to be paid

by the owner of the quay for the landing of the goods, and

yet the defendant claimed the landing thereof, which was in

consistent and against law, &c. The causes of demurrer as

signed to the second special plea were nearly the same as the

former. The defendant joined in demurrer.

■ Wood, in support of the demurrer, took two objections to

the pleas. First, that they did not stiew any right in the

defendant to enter on the crane in question for the purpose

mentioned
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j 800. mentioned in the pleas ,- for that the public have no right to

i**~v~> enter on all the quays in the port of London to lade and un-

Bolt ja<je their goods ; and that if they have any such right it

St'^nitt cou^ on'y C3"ft by immemorial usage or custom, which was

' not stated in either of the pleas. Secondly, that if the pub

lic have a right to use the quay in question for the purpose

mentioned in the pleas, it did not appear that the defendant

had used it in this instance at a reasonable time. But

Ike Court (stopping Dampier who was to have argued for

the defendant) overruled both the objections. With re

gard to the first ; they said that it was not necessary to state

in terms in a plea of justification under the general right

that this was an immemorial quay ; that it was sufficient to

claim the right under the general words " a public open

and lawful quay ;" in which respect it was similar to a high

way, which may be described " as a public and common

king's highway" without alledging it to have been so imme-

morially. And they referred to what Lord Hale said in his

treatise De Portibus maris, par. sec. cap. 6. saJ "If the

king or subject have a public wharf, unto which all per

sons that come to that port must come and unlade or lade

their goods as for the purpose, because they are the wharfs

only licensed by the queen according to the stat. 1 Eliz.

c. 11., or because there is no other wharf in that port, as it

may fall out where a port is newly erected ; in that cafe

there cannot be taken arbitrary and excessive duties for cran

age, wharfage, pesage, &c. neither can they be enhanced

to an immoderate rate, but the duties must be reasonable

and moderate, though settled by the king's license or char

ter, tor now the wharfand crane are ajseBed with a public

interest, and they cease to be juris privati only ; as is a man set

out a street in new building on his own land, it is now no

longer bare private interest, but it is affected with a public

interest." From whence it is obvious that Lord Hale con-

• sidered a public quay to be like a public street, common to

all the king's subjects. And, as to the second objection,

they said, that if true, it should have been new assigned by

the plaintiff, or that, if it were an objection to these pleas,

it could Only be taken advantage of on a special demurrer

assigning this as a cause of demurrer.

Judgment for the Defendant (»)■

(a) Hargr Tra. vol. I. p. 77.

(♦) The same question was lately agitated in the Court of Common Pleas,

in an action on the cafe brought by this defendant against the plaintiff for

wrongfully and injuriously intruding himself into the defendant's office and

employment of Packer's Porter, otherwise Alien Porter, by unlading at this

quay certain goods belonging to Aliens, of which the defendant by virtue of

his office was entitled to have the unlading and to receive the duties and pro
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1 8co.

Pedder against Mac Master. o-v^/

Frldjy,

TJAINE moved for a rule calling on the plaintiff to shew xh"! " ust

cause why an exoneretur should not be entered upon wist not or-

the bail piece in this cause, and all further proceedings «•<■■' an exo-

stayed in the mean time, the defendant having become a sintered

bankrupt by the laws of Hamburgh since the debt accrued on tnc oa;i

to the plaintiff, and having duly obtained his discharge by piece, or.

receiving his certificate there ; on an affidavit stating these tncErou!U'

facts : That the debt for which the action is brought was ^

contracted while the defendant was resident at Hc.mburgh, contracted

and previous to December i 796 ; that on the 9th of Decan- while the

ber 1796 he was declared a bankrupt at Hamburgh according "efcndant

to the laws of that pl.ice, and notice thereof given in the \n a foreign

Hamburgh Gazette which is circulated in this country, and country ,and

in which notice was given for all the defendant's creditors 1" forc he

to come in and prove their debts, otherwise they would be {^n^upiby

excluded •, that the plaintiff might have proved his debt the laws of

under the defendant's commission, as several of the defend- that const

ant's creditors did who resided in London \ that in Oilober j,1^'^ he

17s8 he received (what is called in Hamburgh) his certificate obtained hi*

and discharge from his said debts, which according to the certificate

laws of Hamburgh discharges not only the debtor's peis n tllere-

but his estate also from all debts due before the bankrupt

cy, and that the defendant has been since arrested in this

action for a debt due before his said bankruptcy. And he

cited the case of Ballatttine v. Goldlng, Al. 24 G- 3. B. R.

(a) ; where on a motion to enter an exoneretur on the bail

piece, on the ground that the defendant had become'a bank

rupt and had obtained his certificate under the great seal of

Ire/and, and that the original demand arose upon a bill of

exchange drawn in Ireland, payable by the defendant who

resided

(«) Co. Sank. £. 515. 4th edit.'

fits due from the importers for the unlading thereof. On the trial at Guild-

ball in May 1799 this defendant obtained a verdict, the late Lord th. J.

£yrc, who tried the cause, being of opinion that as it was admitted that the

merchants had a right to have their goods unladen at the quay in question,

as a public quay, they had also by necessary consequence a right to use the

cranes erected there on paying a reasonable satisfaction to the owner ; ami

that the defendant, who by his grant from the city had the.privilege of

. landing the goods, had also, as an incident, ta right to use all the accommo

dations that were provided for the public by the wharfinger for the purpose

ot landing.
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1800. TCsided there, Lord Mansfield said, It is a general principle"

^P^^ that where there is a discharge by the law of one country it.

against will be a discharge in another. That he remembered a case

Mac Mis- in chancery of a ceflio bonorum in Holland, which is held a

T"> discharge in that country, and it had the same effect here.

And the rule in that case was enlarged and afterwards made

absolute by consent, the counsel giving it up upon the au

thority of Burreivj v. Jetnimo, 2 Sir. 733.

But the Court said that this was distinguishable from the

case cited, for there it did not appear but that both panics

resided in Ireland, whereas here the plaintiff" was resident in

this country (a).

Le Blanc J. mentioned a cafe in the Court of Common

Fleas not long ago, in which a similar application was made

on a bankruptcy arising in Ireland, but the rule was refused,

that court thinking it a point of too much importance to be;

decided in a summary way ; afterwards the defendant plead

ed his discharge under the bankruptcy, but the court thought

it was improperly pleaded ; and the question was not again

brought forward.

Per Curiamt Rule refused.

(a) Which was admitted.

v'Im* Child against Morlet.

a broker A SSUMPSJT for money paid laid out and expended,

who con- Jl\_ for the use of the defendant; upon an account stat-

others"for ec* 5 tor wor't ant* labour as a broker for the defendant,

the sele nf aru* on a quantum meruit ; to which the defendant pleaded

slock at a the general issue. At the trial before Lord Kenyon at Guild-

future day halt the cafe appeared to be this.

tho'itVof Morley, being possessed of 10,000/. 3/. per Cent, conso-

his princi- lidated stock, applied to Child a stock broker to fell it for

pal, who him for the next opening, the stock being then sliut. The

Icfuses'to* £'c^endant's direction to the plaintiff was to fell at <Jo if he

make good cou^» >f not for 59 and a fraction. Child accordingly bar-

the bargain gained with two persons, RuttznA Shepherd, for the sale of

cannot by this stock at 59 and a fraction for the next opening, not

difference' d'fclosing to tntfm at tne time the name of his principal. In

to siich tne mean time and before the transfer day the stock rose to

third per- 62. The defendant being afterwards called upon to make

sons mam- g00d his engagement to the purchasers refused so to do, al-

tionoiin' * l^ging

implied asiumpsit Egainst his principal for the amount. If the principal were really

possessed of the stock (0 baigained to be sold, such contract is not illegal within the flat.

7 G. ».«. 8. against stock-jobbing, although the broker did not discldsc the name of liu

principal at the time of the baigain made ; and the purchaser may maintain' an action

tor the difference against the principal. > - . .
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ledging that the plaintiff had exceeded bis authority in sel- j8oc.

ling at too low a price. Whereupon the plaintiff, consider- O^v^o'

ing himself bound as the broker who had contracted with Child

Rutt aud Shepherd for the sale of the stock to make good his JJg''^>r

engagements to them, paid them thedifference of the price " ' 1

of the stock when bargained for and when it ought to hav.e

Ueen transferred, amounting to 570V. an<-' brought this

action against AiarJey to recover that sum, and a further

sum of i %l. 10s. for his commission as broker 6n the sale of

the stock. And tlve jury under Lord Ketiyott's direction

sound their verdict for the amount of the two respective

sums, discriminating at the time between them.

A rule was obtained by Laiv in the last Term, calling on

the plaintiff to shew cause why the verdict should not beset

aside on several grounds ; iff, Because the transaction for

the sale of the stock, as between the plaintiff and Ruit and

Shepherd, was illegal and void within the statute 7 Gee. 2.

c. 8. against stock-jobbing ; and the purchasers could not

have enforced the contract against the plaintiff, there being

no stock in his name to be transferred. 2dly, Because no

person can make another his debtor by a voluntary payment

of the other's debt due to a third person ; more especially in

this cafe, when by the defendant's refusal to pay the money

to the purchasers of the stock there was 3 direct notice to the

plaintiff not to pay it. 3dly, Because, considering the rela

tion in which these parties stood to each other, that of prin

cipal and agent, the plaintiff as agent had no right to pay

money for his principal against his consent, in order to found

an action against him, even admitting that the principal was

bound to pay it to third parties ; for the agent jn these trans

actions is the only witness for his principal, and the latter

thereby loses the benefit of his testimony. 4thly, Because

at any rate this form of action was misconceived ; if the

plaintiff had been damnified by the defendant's neglecting to

transfer the stock, he should have brought an action on the

case for the special damage.

Erjkine, Garrow, and Henderson, now shewed cause against

the rule. As to the first ground of objection to the verdict ;

This is not a cafe within the statute against stock-jobbing ;

for that only applies to cafes where there is an agreement -

for the transfer of stock, the pretended seller having really

no stock to transfer, nor any actual sale being within the

contemplation os the parties, but a mere gambling for the

difference of the price between the times of making and ex

ecuting the bargain. But here Moriey was actually posicssed.

of
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i8co. of the slock bargained to be transferred and he commissioned

V-^v^/ Child as his broker to dispose of it for him ; and though

Chi.l!! the bargain was made in Child's own name, without dis-

MoitEv. closing his principal, yet that cannot vary the nature ot the

cafe, which was a bona fide agreement for the sale of exist

ing stock by an agent properly authorised by his principal.

By the 7th section of the act of the 7 Geo. 2. c. 8. if stock

agreed to be purchased at a suture day shall not be trans

ferred, the party to whom-it was to have been so transferred

may purchase the like quantity of other stock at the market

price, and recover the difference in damages on the breach

of the contract. 2dly, If the contract were legal within the

statute, then as the plaintiff did not name his principal to

the purchasers at the time, and as they might have sued him

for the difference, he was under a legal obligation to pay

the money. But supposing that by a disclosure of his prin

cipal he could have shifted the responsibility from himself

to his principal, yet if the latter were legally bound to per

form the contract, the plaintiff was under a moral obligati

on to pay the amount, which is sufficient to sustain this

action. His own character in his business was at stake unless

he.madegood the contract which he had entered into with

out naming his principal. It is the common course of busi

ness on the Stack Exchange for the brokers to make engage

ments in their own names for the transfer of stock without

disclosing their principals, and credit is in those cafes given

to themselves personally ; they stand therefore in the nature

of guarantees for the i'ue performance of such contracts on

the part of their principals. The third objection would have

great weight if by the payment of the money to Rutt and

Shepherd by the plaintiff he had altered the situation of the

defendant, his principal : but that was not the case heTe j

for it was competent to the defendaat to have made any de

fence to this action which he could have done to an action

brought against him byi?.v//or Shepherd for not transferring

the stock. If the contract were illegal within the act of

parliament, the plaintiff by voluntarily paying the money

could not raise an assumpsit against the defendant. Neither

could the plninritFs testimony have been of any avail to the

defendant in this case ; for the defence set up was not that

supposing the plaintiff to have been properly authorised by

the defendant to sell the stock on the terms which he did,

the defendant would not have been bound by. that bargain,

hut the dispute was whether or not the defendant had given

authority to the plaintiff at all to sell at such a price.- This

was therefore a question properly to be tried between these

parties,
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parties, and could be tried' more advantageously for t)ie de- 1S00.

fendant in this than in any other form ; because now the V-^v-vV

plaintiff could not give evidence for himself, as he might Cmio

have done in an action brought by Rutt or Shepherd against ^'^Y

the defendant, but was obliged to prove his authority by

other testimony. 4thly, As to the form of the actions al

though perhaps the plaintiff might have brought his action

on the cafe for damages, yet he may wave the tort and bring

his action in this form ; for if the cafe proved would have

been a sufficient consideration for an express promise to pay

by the defendant, it will also be sufficient to rassean implied

assumpfit in law, on the ground that the payment made by

the plaintiff for the defendant was what the latter was le

gally and morally bound to have made, and that the plaintiff

has so done in consequence of having been placed in a situ

ation of responsibility by the act of the defendant. But nt

all events as the jury have severed the sums for which the

action was brought in their verdict, the plaintiff is entitled

tovrecover the 12/. 10/. for his commiflion as broker, for

which the defendant was answerable to him alone.

Lord Kenton, Ch. J. There is no pretence to fay that

this is a stock-jobbing transaction within the statute. The

parties intended a bona fide sale of stock, of which Mor/ey,

on whose account it was sold, was then actually possessed;

and the question is whether this may not be done through

the intervention of a broker though he does not disclose his

principal at the time; of which no doubt can be made-

Nothing can be more unjust than the defence which has been

set up to the whole of this demand ; and that consideration

may at first view of the cafe have tended to warp my judg

ment. But I cannot perceive what benefit the defendant can

propose to himself by such conduct ; for the Court have no

doubt but that at all events the verdict must stand for the

1 il. 10/., the amount of the plaintiffs commission as broker,

under the count for work and labour. And I think that some

method or other will be found for making the defendant pay

the amount of the difference which the plaintiff has honour

ably settled on account of his principal's not making good

his engagement. But as to that part of the demand, there

is a difficulty in the form of action; and perhaps it would

have been better framed ex clelicto than ex contractu. I

admit that no man can by a voluntary payment of the debt

of another make himself that man's creditor, and recovr

from him the amount of the debt so p;iid : but what pressed

on my mind was that the plaintiff, was under some sort of

compulsion
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1800. compulsion to pay the differences. We know that it is the

V-^vtv> common practice on the Stock Exchange for the broker who

Child is employed to fell stock npt to disclose the name of his prin-

mTsley "!1a1 at ^e 1'rne °^ ma'c'ng tne bargain ; and the buyer deals

with him upon the confidence of his character. Therefore

I considered that iris character was at stake in making good

the engagement he had entered into on behalf of his princi

pal ; and having been placed in that situation of responsibi

lity by the act and procurement of the defendant, I consider

ed that his paying the differences under such circumstances

was not altogether a voluntary act, but done under the

prefl'urepf a situation in which he was involved by the defen

dant's breath of faith. I remember a cafe in Rollss Abridg

ment where a party met to dine at a tavern, and after dinner

all but one of them went away without paying their quota

of the reckoning, and that one paid for all the rest ; and it

was holden that he might recover from the others their

aliquot propprtions. If the plaintiff here had been bound

as, guarantee for the defendant to the purchasers of the

stock, there could have been no doubt but that he might

hate recovered his whole demand in this action. Howe

ver upon the whole, considering the difficulties of the cafe

in it's present shape as to the sum recovered for the differen

ces, I think it would be better to frame another action for this

part of the demand better adapted to the nature of the cafe.

Lawrenci-, J. My difficulty is this \ if Child contracted

to fell the stock on his own account, then the cafe falls di-.

rectly within the prohibition of the act of parliament, be

cause he really was not possessed of the stock so bargained to

be sold. But if he acted as broker or agent for NJ.orliy, which

he legally might, and his, contract would then be valid within

the statute, lie ought in that cafe to have permitted Morlej

to fettle or not with she purchasers as he pleased 5 and the

plaintiff should not have taken upon himself to pay the

money without the consent of his principal, more especially

ester that principal had refused to pay it. In this genera}

vie v of the cafe the payment by the plaintiff would be at his

own peril, and he could not recover in this action as for

money paid to the use of the defendant. The only ground

011 which (as it seems to me) the verdict in this cafe could

have been supported for the whole demand waB by consider-

in;: the plaintiff as standing in the situation of a guarantee for

(lie sale of the stock to the purchasers. Taking the transaction

as now disclosed so be legal within the statute, there could

I* no eviction to the plaintiff's becoming the guarantee of

such
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such a legal contract ; and then if he had paid the money on 1 8co.

the default of the defendant, he would hare stood in the *»>"v-n.

common situation of a surety paying money for his princi- Child

pal ; and it might have been a question whether, if by the j^'^,

general usage of the Stock-Exchange brokers contracting for

the sale of stock and not disclosing the names of their p»in*

cipals were considered as impliedly pledging their own ere*

dit for the faithful performance of the contract, such general

usage might have been deemed equivalent to an express gua

rantee on the part of the plaintiff, and then the money paid

by him in default of his principal would have been money

paid to the use of the defendant. But difficulties occur in

this view as the facts now stand, and therefore it seems

more proper that the verdict mould be entered up for the

amount of the brokerage.

Per Curiam- Ordered accordingly.

The King avainst Edward Loveden Loveden. smmrJty,
6 J V Jumt list.

THE defendant, as Sheriff of the county of Brecknock, Tins Court .

was fined for non-attendance at the assizes by the jus- will not */-

tices of that circuit, the record of which fine having been Je

removed at the instance of the defendant into this court by a*n inferior

certiorari appeared to be as follows : court, the

"Brecon, to wit, Be it remembered that at the Great

Sessions and gaol delivery of cur lord the King for the said removel|

county, holden at Brecon in the said county on Saturday the herebyco

30th day of March in the 39th year of the reign, &c. before ttarari.

George Harditige and Abel Moysey, Esquires, justices of our

said lord the King of the Great Sessions of the said county,

assigned to deliver the gaol of the county aforesaid of the pri

soners therein being, and also to hear and determine divers

felonies, &c, E. L. Loveden, Esq. High Sheriff of the said

county is duly aud solemnly called to appear and give his

attendance at this fame Sessions, to do and perform those

things which to his office do belong and appertain, and as

by his Majesty's writ in that behalf to him directed and de

livered he i< commanded ; and the said E. L. Loveden High

Sheriff as aforesaid not accordingly apjviaring and attending

at this fame Sessions in obedience to his Majesty's said writ

or otherwise to perform the said duties of his office, but con

temptuously making default, there'orc it is ordered that the

said E. L. Loveden be fined, and he is accordingly by the

Court

-
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1800. Court here fined and amerced in the sum of 100/. to be by

u^-v^J him forfeited and paid to tbe use of our said lord the King

The K'in« fnr fucn \x\s COntempt and default aforesaid And it is fur-

LovisBEsr t'ler or(krcd tnat a 'evari do ifTue under the seal of this Court

to the coroners of the said county or one of them, thereby

commanding them or one of them to levy the said fine out

of the goods and chattels lands and tenements of the said £.

L. Loveden." %_

At the same time was returned the following ;

** BreconJI/ire, to wit, An extract of a sine set and impos

ed at the Great Sessions held at Brecon in and for the said

coumy on Saturday the 30th day of March in the year, &c

17Q9, before George hardinge and Abel Aloyfey, Esquires,

justices, &c.

Samuel Price ~)rr . -
nj (Jisquires) Coroners

t -iit* » Cos the said County.
John Williams j >

(a) E. L. Lovedett, Esq. High Sheriff of the said county,

because he came not in his proper person to do and perform

those things which to his office belonged, as by his Majes

ty's writ of summons to him directed and delivered he was

required, therefore he is in mercy, and his fine is set dt

100/.

(Signed) IVilkes, Prothonotary and Clerk of the Crown."

, The defendant hereupon obtained a rule (b) to shew cause

why the proceedings touching the -fine imposed upon him

sliould not be quashed for insufficiency, or if not quashed

whv the fine should not be mitigated.

When this cafe was called on,

Lord Kenyon, Ch. Just, suggested a doubt how far it

was compeient to this Court to do what was required by the

rule, namely, to mitigate this fine, for that they could not

.do this without entering into the merits of the question

which t-hey had no legal means of bringing into controversy

before them.

Erjh'me and Law, for the defendant, said they were pre

pared to bring the merits of the question before the Court

upon affidavit ; and cited an anonymous cafe in 1 Ventrlt

336, where one being brought up by habeas corpus who had

been imprisoned by the Quarter Sessions for non-payment

of a fine of 20/. set by the justices there upon him, the

record

(,1) This extract of the fine was returned at the fame time as the re

cord itself of the fine.

(i) This rule was served on the two justices by whom the fine had been

imposed. /
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record of which fine was at the fame returned by certibrari, 1800.

this Ceurt thought the fine had been improperly set for the —

cause returned, and said " they were to judge of such fines, The

whether without cause, or to mitigate them when exces- l0vEDes

sively imposed," They added that the authority of this

Court to examine all criminal matters arising within infe

rior jurisdictions when brought before them by certiorari

was founded upon their general superintending power in

respect of all criminal matters : but they admitted that they

could not find any other authority than that in Ventris in

support of the power of this Court to mitigate fines imposed

by inferior courts.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. In that cafe the Court were of

opinion that there was no ground at all in point of law

for imposing the fine for the reason assigned by the Quarter

Sessions } and so far the cafe may be considered as an autho

rity : but beyond that the dictum that this Court may miti

gate a fine so imposed seems to be very loose and unsatisfac

tory ; and I should require much consideration before I gave

my assent to it.

The defendant's counsel then suggested that there was er

ror appearing on the record here for which the Court might

quash the fine altogether, for the fine was grounded upon a

supposed breach of duty by the defendant in not giving his

personal attendance at the assizes as required by the King's

writ of summons ; but that is not made necessary by any law.

The Attorney General and Bcvan said, in answer, that pre

vious to every Great Sessions by warrant from the Chief

Justice of the circuit a general writ of summons in the name

of the King is issued by the prothonotary to the sheriff, by

which the sheriff is, amongst other things, commanded («)

to proclaim throughout his county that the General Great

Sessions is to be holden at such a day and place, and that

he cause to be warned all the justices of the peace, &c. to

give their attendance at such Sessions to do those things

which by the justices shall be enjoined them ; and that the

sheriff himself his bailiffs and ministers be then there in their

proper persons, with all writs, &c, and furthermore to do

those things which to his office belong. And in the return

to such writ, signed by the defendant as sheriff, he says that

" I am personally present with all my officers," &c. Besides

which the Stat. 34 & 35 //. 8. c. 26. for regulating the ju

risdiction in the Principality of Wales, by Seft. 65. requires

. a,.

# (a) The writ of summons itself wai read by the counsel, of which what is

I here dated is the substance.
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lSo°- all sheriffs, &c. to be obedient, attendant, and assisting U.

^-^v^J the justices of Wales, &c,

^^aHhff0 1 ne defendant's courser then renewed their application

I-ovudik. '° tnc Court for a mitigation of the fine upon the circum

stances of the cafe which they disclosed by an affidavit.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. I am not satisfied that we have any

authority to mitigate the sine : but there is another forum,

the Court of Exchequer, before which matters of this kind

frequently come. I think however that the Welch revenue

ofthe Crown is more immediately subjected to the control

and management of the Auditor and Treasurer of Wales (a),

atul does not go into the Exchequer at all. But still that

Court by virtue of its general superintending power in mar-

tets of revenue may I apprehend upon the con flat [b) of the

fine returned to them give such redress as justice shall re

quire (c). All the crown rents payable out of the principality

of Wales are accounted for to the auditor of Wales ; yet the

oiEcers of that establishment are under the jurisdiction and

control of the Court of Exchequer, as appears fiom there-

port of the cafe of Roberts v. Myddleton, the last in Bunbury.

His Lordship then suggested whether it might not be conve

nient to suspend this rule till the determination of the Court

of Exchequer was made known. But i

The Attorney General expressing a doubt whether the Court

of Exchequer could give, relief in this cafe, and intimating

that relief might more easily be obtained in another manner

(d); upon the facts stated by the defendant's counsel being

properly substantiated,

The Court, after some hesitation, said that upon the whole

• they were of opinion that it would be the most beneficial

course for the defendant to have this rule discharged, as the

pendency of it might embarrass his application to any other

quarter. Rule discharged,

And a procedendo awarded to remit the record back to

the Court of Great Sessions.

(.<) By Se/t. si of the Stat. 34 & 35 It. 8 t. 16. the King shall hire all

si>>es il'urs amcituments and all forfeitures us the recognizances lost or for

feited bctuie any of the justices in Sessions : and the preDotaries within the

limits of their offices Hull yeally estreat the tame into the Exchequer appointed

far that circuit • and sec S,S. 6c. a similar provision as to fines, &c. before jus

tices of peace.

(a) This is a certificate or exemplification of the record, certifying what docs

tun/Lire upon record, and is of a higher nature than an ordinaiy certificate.

Viil. Stat. 3 & 4 Ed. 6. c. 4. 13 Ell*, c. 6. and Co. Lit. b.

(-) Tlic Ciurtof Exchequer have a power of mitigating fines. Sec. in any

matter cognizable by them where the kiiigis party. V:d. St*t. 33 H. 8. c. 39.

/■SI-

(<•') Relief has heen sometimes granted upon petition to the Lords Com

missioners of the Treasury, who refer the matter to the Attorney General to

make a report to them thereon ; and if such report be favourable to the petit
(-•-.•-•; the crown will theicu^on leant or mitigate the sins*
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Austen against Gibbs.

y«r« Zjd.

THE plaintiff was nonsuited on the first trial at the when upon

Spring Assizes 1799 at Maid/lone on the opinion of setting aside

the Judge in point of law upon the effect of certain evidence, ^"""a"

In Easter Term following a new trial was granted on an j;,.,.^ lo

application to this Court, and the costs were directed to abide the

abide the event ; and the plaintiff obtained a verdict at the event,

last Summer Assizes. On taxing the costs in last Hilary

vacation the- Master allowed the plaintiff only the costs of sm.Cced on,

the last trial, being of opinion that the rule was that incase the second

the same party succeeds again on a second trial he shall have *r'*1 J^j'j

the costs of both trials, but if the verdict be different on the totheco(is

second trial from what it was on the first, then the party of the first;

succeeding on the second trial shall only have the costs of neither is

that trial allowed. ' da^entil

Adam now moved that the Master might review his tax- tled to the

ation of costs, and allow to the plaintiff the costs of the for- costs of the

mer trial and of the motion for setting aside the nonsuit j^^"*' ia

thereon, agreeably to the rule of Court obtained by the B^ whe^

plaintiff for setting aside such nonsuit. He contended that the same

the meaning of the order that the costs should abide the Party suc-

event must be that if it finally appeared that the plaintiff £"{^"1,

ought to have recovered in the first action, he should receive j^cis enti-

thc costs of that action as well as of the second where- he tlcdtottn

actually recovered. And he cited a late case of Do: v. cjst*ur

Elliott! ibothV

Garroiu and Marryat opposed the application in the first

instance, and relied on the cases of Rouse v. Bardin (a)t

Ttelaivney v. Thomas (t), and Hartley v. Smith (c), and on

the practice as reported by the Master.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. It was only decided in the cafe

of Doe v. Elliott that where a new trial was granted, with a

direction that the costs should abide the event, if the party

who failed on the first trial succeed on the second, he shall

not pay to the other the costs of the first trial, nor the costs of

the rule for obtaining the second trial. But it does not follow,

that he is to receive from the other party who succeeded the

costs of the trial in yhich he himself failed ; and it seems

unreasonable that he should. . Therefore

Per Curiam, Rule refused.

Vol. VIII. 2 S

(*) 1 H. £1. 635. (*) n. 641. 0) 4stt, 3 vol. f07,
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w«h,sj.. TIie KlNG aSainJ? The Inhabitants of Rudgeley.

if a feme I "*W0 Justices by an order removed Emanuel Smith, and

covert be Elizabeth his wife, from Aclon Trujsell to Rudgeley

"border Mbotn in the county of Stafford ; on appeal the Court of

two "justices Quarter Sessions confirmed the order, and stated the follow-

from A. to ing cafe for the opinion of this Court.

£.,iescrib- By a certificate dated the 4th of March 1727, directed

•"vv dow " t0 l.ne churchwardens and overseers of A9on Trujsell, the

and there then officers of the parish of Rudgeley acknowledged J"hn

be noap- Smith Joyce, his wife, and his son Emanuel Smith, (the

Vr3} a^111,st pauper,) then about three months old, to be inhabitants le-

clu'i'ive not* 6a''y ^ett'et^ m l'le Par'^ °" Rudgeley. About forty years

only as to ago the pauper Emanuel Smith was married in Gloucef.er to

her settle- Elizabeth Gettens : they parted in the year 1787, and since

rTthator" tbat tlme never saw or heard of each other until after the

herhusband removal next mentioned. By the following order of two

also. magistrates the said Elizabeth was removed on the 9th of

November 1 799 to Aclon Trujsell. [Here was set forth an

order signed by two magistrates for removing her by the

name and description of " Elizabeth Smith widow" from

the parish of St. George Hanover Square to Aclm Trujsell.~y

There was no appeal against the last-mentioned order."

Leycefter and Touchett in support of the order of sessions.

On the part of Aclon Trujsell it may be sufficient to observe

that the settlement of the pauper Emanuel Smith was acknow

ledged to be in the parish of Rudgeley in the year 1727, and

that he has since done no act himself to gain a settlement in

any other parish ; the consequence of which is that the ma

gistrates were justified in removing him and his wife from

Aclon Trujsell to Rudgeley. It will however be contended

on the other side that, whatever may have been the original

settlement of Emanuel Smith, it must be considered that he

is now legally7 settled at Aclon Trujsell, because his wife was

removed to that place in the year 1799, and there having

been no appeal against that order of removal that order is

conclusive as to the settlement of the husband as well as the

wife. But though the general rule, that an order of re

moval unappealed against is conclusive, may be admitted,

the application of that rule to this case may well be doubted,

This was not a removal of Emanuel Smith himself nor of

his wife, as the wife of Emanuel Smith, but simply of

Elizabeth Smith widsiv, which gave no notice to AtTon

Trujsell
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Trujsell that the settlement of Emonuel Smith would be 1800.

disputed on an appeal against that order of removal. Eli-

"zabtth Smith having been removed, not as the widow of The Kino

Emanuel Smith, but generally as widow, the parish to which nainfi

the removal was made were only induced to inquire into "bj^^f

the settlement that she herself might have gained ; and, as a rUdo£i»»

\vidow, (he might have gained a settlement in her own right

after her supposed husband's death in various ways. That

order of removal therefore, though it were unappealed from,

ought not to conclude the settlement of her husband, since

Afton Trujsell to which place the order was made had no

notice that the settlement of Emanuel Smith would thereby

be drawn in question. If the cases of R. v. The Inhabitants

of Leigh (a) R. v. The Inhabitants as Einckfworth (b), R. v.

The Inhabitants of Toivcejler (c), and R. v. The Inhabitants of

SlLhefler (d), be cited by the counsel on the other fide, it

may be answered that (as to the first) the woman was re

moved as a married woman, and in the second she was re

moved as the wife of J. Griffin" and therefore the other

parishes had notice by the orders themselves that the res

pective settlements of the husbands were in dispute ; that

the third case (R. v. Towcefler) passed sub silentio, the case

not having been argued at the bar, nor any reasons given by

the Court for it's decision ; and that as to the other cafe (R.

v. SiLhtfler) where an order of removal of A. and of B. his

wife unappealed against was holden to be conclusive as to

the settlement of both, though it afterwards appeared that

B. was not the wife of A., the names of both persons re

moved were mentioned in the order, and therefore the other

parish had notice that the settlement of both might come in

question. But here no such information was communicated

to the parish to which the removal was made; and therefore

those cases ought not to govern the present. And if the

order in November 1 799 be not conclusive as to the settlement

of the husband, neither can it be conclusive as to the settle

ment of the wife, because the essect of that would be to

separate the husoand from the wise.

Benyon and Clifford contra. Two questions arise in this

cafe ; the first, whether or not the former order, by which

the wife was removed to Aclon Trujsell, be conclusive that

her settlement is in that parish ; the second, if it be, whether >

or not it be also conclusive as to the settlement of her

hnsband ; if it be also conclusive as to the former, the con

sequence

U) D-gt. 46. (*) Ib. »• 1 3- »nd CaU. 41.

VJ CaU. 47. fJJ B»rr. S. C. JJI.
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1 8co. sequence is that ■ he present order of removal must be quashed

v^-v~v_; in part, if conclusive as to the latter, it must be quashed in

The Kino toto. First •, it seems to be admitted as a general rule that

ogunst an order of removal unappealed from is conclusive as to ale

The Inha- ^ woru : but an attempt has been made to take this out of

RudcxCxy the gen-ral rule. It would however be dangerous to intro

duce such an exception to the general rule, if the question

were new : but the principle, on which the cases alluded to

have been decided, must also govern this cafe. In the two

first cafes mentioned the wife only was removed, and yet it

was holden that the order was conclusive as to the settlement

of the hulbard also. The same decision was also made in

jR. v.' Towctfttr, where the woman was removed as to the

place of her settlement without describing her as a wife,

or taking any notice of the husband ; and the Court in

deciding that case did not introduce a new principle; they

merely act<?d upon that established in the former cases. The

ground of all those decisions is this, that the parish to which

' the removal is made are bound to inquire into the mode by

■which the party removed, whether a maiden wife or widow,

gained her last settlement ; and if they do not make this in

quiry at the time, they are afterwards estopped to dispute

the order. And this is a stronger case than that of R. v.

Vonvcefler, because here the woman was described as ioida<wt

which imported on the face of the order that she had gained

some settlement subsequent to her maiden settlement. - The

observation that that case passed sub silentio affords a different

inference from that drawn from it by the other side •, it may

be presumed that the counsel, who were to havt argued it,

thought that it fell within the former cases and therefore

declined arguing it. The cafe of R. v. Sltchefiet is also

strong to shew the general principle now insisted upon ; for

there B. having been removed as the wife of A. the order

was holden to be conclusive on the woman though she was

not the wife of A. So in R. v. Woodcbtjler an order for the

removal of A. and B. his wife was holden to be conclusive

as to the settlement of after-born children, though in fact

B. were not the legal wife of A. There are also many cafes

to shew that an order unappealed from is conclusive, though

the party be described by a wrong addition. The argument

on the other side, that the consequence of a determination

that the former order is conclusive as to the husband, willi

le;id to a separation of the husband and wife, is not well "

founded, because it must now be presumed that the wise was-i

properly
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properly removed to AElon Trujsell as the place where the huf- 1 $00-

band was fettled, and the more so that it is not Hated that the <^"^J

woman herself was ever there; and therefore a decision that TIie K'NP

(the former order is not conclusive as to the husoand will ope- xheTnha-

fate as a separation. - Wu.its of

Grose, J. (a). The question is whether or not the for- RUDGELET

rner order by which the pauper's wife was removed to ABon

Trujsell, and against which there was no appeal, be conclu

sive as to the settlement of the persons removed by the present

order ? Nothing is more convenient in every part of the law

fban certainty, and especially in cases of this kind when it is

considered that those who are to sit in judgment al the sessions

are, generally speaking, not members of our profession ; it

is therefore of -great consequence that we should abide by

what has been already decided on settlement cases. The

general rule that an order of sessions unappealed against is

conclusive seems to be admitted. The cafes alluded to prove

it ; they also shew that the same rule extends to an order re

moving a married woman. It is said however that though

this rule was applied in two of the cafes cited to. a woman re

moved as a feme-covert, it ought not to be extended to a

cafe where the woman removed is not described as a mar

ried woman, and that the cafe of R. v. The inhabitants of

Towre/ler where it was (o extended is not to be considered as

of any authority because it was not argued at the bar : but

I rather believe that the counsel who were to have argued

the case of R. v. Towccjler thought the point so clearly setr

tied that they had no hopes of inducing the Court to depart

from the opiniou which they had given in the two prior

cafes, and therefore they abandoned it. Then if we were

to determine in this case that the former order of removal

was not conclusive, we should shake the authority of all die

decisions tfh this subject. It was objected by the counsel

who argued in support of the order of sessions that the for

mer order gave no notice to the other parish that the hus

band's settlement would be litigated under it, because she is

Only described as " widow" generally, without laying of

whom (lie was the widow. But this imported that she was

removed to a parish where her husoand had gained a settle

ment ;„ at least it put that question in issue ; therefore it be

hoved the parilh to which the removal was made to inquire

how that settlement was gained. This would have been an

object of inquiry on an appeal against that order. But as

that

(a) Lord Knjqn, Ch. J. was attending the Privy Council on appeals in

ize causes.
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1 800. that parish did not then litigate the question, we are boun&

K^v^f according to all the authorities to determine that the for-

The King mer order of removal is conclusive, and that not as to her

on'y' ^ut as t0 l'le nu^Dant' likewise. The consequence is

biunt" of tnat tn's ru'e mu'^ De made absolute.

RuDGtitv Lawrence, J. The Counsel in support of the order of

Sessions admitted that the cafe of R. v. Hmclsvnrtb must be

considered as an authority as far as it professes to decide,

but they attempted to distinguish that cafe from the present,

by saying th3t the order in that case conveyed a notice to

the parish to which the removal was made that it involved in

it the husband's settlement, and they seemed to admit that

if a similar notice h .1 been conveyed in the former order

in this cafe it would have been sufficient. Now I think that

this order did upon the face of it point out that the husband's

settlement might come in question under it ; for the woman

was removed as a widow, in which cafe the presumption

is that she was removed to the place where her husband was

settled. Therefore that parish either did then inquire as to

the husband's settlement and were satisfied that there was

•110 ground for an appeal, or they made no inquiry on the

subject, but acquiesced under the order of removal : but jri

either case I think on the authority of the former cases that

the former order is conclusive as to hoth these parties. ' '

■ Le Blanc, J. I am also of opinion that the former or

der of removal is conclusive as to the settlement of both

the persons now removed. The general rule that an order

of removal unappealed from is conclusive is admitted ; it is

likewise admitted that an order of removal of a wife, as such,

is conclusive not only as to her but as to her husband. Then

the question here is whether or not the removal of a wife by

a wrong addition makes any difference in this respect ? And

with regard to thlit point, the cases of R. v. Silchrfler and

R. v. St. Mnry Lambeth (a } shew that an order of removal

•unappealed from is conclusive though the party be removed

by a wrong addition ; for in both those cafes the woman was

removed as the wife though in fact she was not the wife, and

yet it was holden that the parties were precluded by the

orders from disputing the settlements again upon subsequent

removals. The result of all the cases on the subject seems

to be this ; an order of removal unappealed against is con

clusive ; an order of removal of a woman, though not as

wife, is conclusive as to the settlement of the husband as

well as the wife ; and the circumstance of the party being

> • •• • - removed

(o) Ami, 6 vol. 615. * '
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pemoved under a wrong description does not take the cafe 1800.

out of the general rule.

PerCuriam, Both orders quashed. Th(: Km0

againji

The Inha-

The Kino against Jukes and Others. Ro!T«t«

HE defendants, having been convicted on the statute 7«». *jth.

36 Ceo 3. <-. 60. / 3 tj" 4. for selling upon certain 7 he defen-

cards and papers metal buttons marked respectively " dou-dants ap-

ble gilt" and " treble gilt," the respective buttons not be- Pealcd \°

ing double or treble gilt, appealed to the sessions at War- ^in^ °D<

•wkk, where the conviction was affirmed. Afterward* tin. conviction

record was removed into this Court by certior.iri, and the on 1 Penal

conviction was qualhed for a defect in the information, it J^ele" *th

not being therein negatived that they, were pattern cards orconviction

papers (vide Svp- 542.) After this Court had given judg- was affirm-

ment and quaslicd the conviction, a rule was obtained by the c(1 : alter"

prosecutor calling on the defendants to shew cause why the recor(i waS

rule (for quaihing the conviction) should not he discharged, removed

and why the certiorari and the record of conviction returned here byeer-

thereto lhould not be taken off the file, ami the certiorari ^™''tn

re-dolivered to the two justices (who had convicted the de- <;„„,;#;„„

fendants; for the purpose of their returning a record of con- wasquash-

viction reciting the information as it was in fact exhibited *dctfor aJc-

to them, or why a mandamus should not issue commanding ;nIO,ni4tj_

those two justices to proceed upon the said information. This on j then

rule was obtained on an affidavit, stating the original in- tne prose-

formation, in which the exception mentioned in the statute, c"u". ™0T*
...... , r . . 'ed either

or their being pattern cards, was negatived. tnat tne

Gibbs, Holroyd, and Perkins, now shewed cause against certiorari

that rule. This rule is neither warranted by principle or^ouldbe

precedent. With regard to the first binoeh of the rule, which ^"th",,,.,.

is in efsect a rule to amend ; it may be questioned how far gist rates in

the Court can amend. It has always been considered that order that

no amendment could be made at common law either in cri- ^'J,,,™1^*

minal or civil proceedings after the term in which the record or;gjna[

is made up ; and though in certain civil cases the Courts formation,

may amend bydifferent statutes in subsequent stages of the pro- (which had

ceedings (8 Co. 157..), none of those statutes apply to criminal ^jj^

proceedings. And here the record was complete before it , marida-

was returned to this Court by certiofari. But even if the mus might

Court have the power to amend, they will not in their dis- ^ue u'

cretion ^™fstc„tlete

to proceed on the original information ; but this Court refused to make such a rule.
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1800. cretion exercise it in this instance. In Steel, qui tarn v. Sote-

K~rv>*y erby (a), Lord Kenyan said " It has been at all times considcr-

Th\:Ki!io ed against the policy of the law that penai actions stiould be

jjgpt suspended over the heads of defendants." It must be

remembered that making up the record of conviction is the

act of the magistrates in which they are generally assisted by

the prosecutor, but in which the defendant can take no part.

Here the record of conviction was returned to the Sessions,

where an appeal was heard, and upon the hearing of which

it was not suggested that the record was inaccurate : it was

afterwards removed into this court, where it was adjudged

that the conviction could not 'be supported for want of that

very allegation which it is the object of the prosecutor by

means of this rule to introduce ; but on the argument here

it was not even insinuated by the prosecutor that the infor

mation on which the conviction was founded was not the

fame information that formed part of the record ; and it

would therefore be unjust as far as respects the defendants

to make the former part of the rule absolute. If in drawing

up the record the magistrates omitted any material part for

the purpose of protecting the defendants from the penalties

of the law, that may be a ground of complainst against the

magistrates, but the defendants ought hot to be prejudiced

by it. It would be unjust on the defendants in another point

of view; they have been put to great expence in contesting

this question ; it turned out that in the opinion of this Coitrt

the objection they took to the conviction was we'll founded ;

and if the record had been originally drawn, as the prose-

cuter now wishes it, they would have avoided all that ex-

pence- Besides which, if the information be now amend

ed, the defendants will be deprived of all opportunity of ap

pealing against it, since they must appeal (if at all) to the

.Sessions next (b) after the conviction : but that time has now

elapsed. The second branch of the rule is equally objection-

Able, because if the magistrates are to proceed again on the

original information, the defendants will be twice called up

on to answer the same charge.

Law and Clarke in support of the rule. First, this is nei

ther in form or substance a motion to amend : the object of

the rule is merely that the information, in its original state

■without any alteration or amendment, may be teturned to

this Court, in order that this Court may fee whether or not

the defendants were pibperly convicted. It cannot be imputed

to the prosecutor as a fault either that the record returned bv

the

(a) 4ntt, 6 vol. I74. (t) SUt. 36 Ceo. J. <r. 60. {.<).
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the certiorari was not properly drawn, or that he carried on 1800.

the proceedings to this stage wjthout endeavouring to correct O-Ww/

the error': It was the duty of the magistrates, not of the pro- The Kino

secutor, to take care that the information as set out in the re- tgai«fl

cord of conviction was a true copy of the original informs- J"*"-

lion exhibited before them ; and if the magistrates set forth

an untrue copy, ■ it was the business of the defendants, not

of the prosecutor, to discover it at an earlier stage : bu: the

objection on which this Court quashed the conviction was

riot taken at the sessions. This motion appears to be war

ranted by Plume's cafe, 4 Vin. Abr. 343. cit. Latch 2 Jo.

A. was indicted of murder in Essex and outlawed, and

the outlawry certified in B. R., bi}t as certified it is errone

ous, because the exactus is ad comitatum without faying-

meum. The Attorney General shews that the King had

seized the lands, and for assuring the »~ing's estate and to

prevent the reversal of outlawry prayed a certiorari to the

coroners whether the exactus was ad comitatum (without

meum), and upon their return to amend it ; and there was

a precedent in the time of Ed. 4. where one Stanley was in

dicted and was in some places written Stavelcy. And a cer

tiorari was awarded here by the Court." At all events

there can be no injustice in granting the second pnrt os the

rule, because it cannot be considered that the defendants

have ever answered to the original information. They have"

yet only answered to a defective information, the acquittal

or conviction on which cannot be pleaded to the originalin-

formation. And if the magistrates now proceed on that in

formation, the defendants will have an opportunity of ap

pealing in cafe they should be convicted. '

But the Court discharged the rule, the defendants under

taking not to bring any action either against the magistrates

who convicted or those who acted under them. They said

it would be unjust to grant this rule ; that this must be con

sidered either as an application for leave to proceed de novo,

in which cafe the defendants would in truth be called upon

twice to answer the same charge ; or as an application in

effect to correct the original information, in which cafe the

defendants could have no opportunity of appealing.

J ' • Rule discharged.
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1800.

frUaj ■ Shivkrs against Brooks.

Jmse IJth.

tiism^sue 'T'H18 was an action of debt on 3 recognisance of bail

em a writ J. taken in a suit between the plaintiff and Leigh Blun-

a^ainst the- dell ; and there was a special memorandum that the bill was

hail, >n filed on Monday next after the Morrow of 5/. Martin in

ni'zlna- °oSn Michaelmas Ttrm •, to this the defendant pleaded that no

the return wit of capias ad satisfaciendum was sued out against the

day of the principal and returned by the sheriff bespre the comnence-

r'insl the ment °^ tniS a<^'on- The plaintiff replied that before the

principal.0 exhibiting of his bill,^ on the 12th of November last, the

capias ad satisfaciendum was sued out returnable on Saturday

next after the Morrow of St. Martin, to which the Sheriffs

of London en the nfurn day returned that the principal was

not found, &c. The defendant rejoined that on the 16th

of November, being the return day of the capias ad satisfaci

endum, the plaintiff sued out the latitat in this cause, re

turnable on Wednesday next after eight days of St. Martin.

To this there was a fur- rejoinder, that the plaintiff on the

said IVednrsday next aster eijiht days of 5/. Martin and at no

time before exhibited his said bill against the defendant, en

titled on Monday next after the Morrow of St. Martin. To

the fur-n joinder there was a demurrer, assigning for causes

of demurrer that the fur- rejoinder was repugnant to and a

departure from the allegations contained in the replication,

and was inconsistent with the memorandum and entitling cf

the bill exhibited in this cause.

Yr.tcs in support of the demurrer. It will be admitted by

the plaintiff that the latitat issued in this cafe must be consi

dered as the commencement of the action, though had it net

been pleaded as it is, the bill would have been considered as

the beginning of the action. Foster v. Lonner, Covp. 454.

It so, it appears that-the plaintiff has commenced this action

too soon, since the Ltitat was sued out on the day on which

the capias ad satisfaciendum against the principal was return

able. But the bail have the whole of the return day in which

so render the principal, and therefore no writ Ihould be

sued out against them until aster the expiration of that day.

In Hutchins v. Ilird (a), it vas holden that the sheriff couid

iiot he ruled to bring in tl^ body until the day after the ex

piration of the ruie to return the writ, because the sheriff

' ha:

(.1) Am., s vol. 479,
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has the whole of that day to return the writ ; and the reason 1800. ,

of that determination equally applies to this cafe. But v_><-v-^»

LordKENYoN, Ch. J. said, this precise point arose in the Shiviri

c. seo" Stewart v. Smith, 2 Ld. Raym. 1 567 (a). wheTe it B^^f,

was decided that a scire facias may be sued out against the

bail on the day on which the capias ad satisraciendum is re

turnable, because the Court will intend that it issued after

the sheriff's return to the writ against the principal. And I

am glad to find an authority to warrant us in over-ruling

such an objection as the present, that does not affect the

merits of the cafe, and is calculated to retard the plaintiff's

remedy.

Per Curiam, Judgment for the plaintiff (b).

Manley was to have argued for the plaintiff.

(o) 1 Sir. 866. S. C. The fame point was also ruled in Cruikjbankf. Stew

ard, H. 17 Gro. 3. B. R. Kctr 2 Lil. Raym. 1 567. inaro. oct. ed.

(b) This cafe was argued in 1 he last term and this opinion given on the

argument : but a few days afterwards LorJ Ktnyon said that the formal ob

jection pointed out as a cause of demurrer appeared to be welt founded, and

therefore he deiired that the judgment given might not be enteied up, but

that the defendant might have another opportunity of being heard. The

cafe was accordingly set down again in the paper for argument this day, and

when it was called on the Court intimated to the plaintiff's counsel that it

would be better to amend the memorandum of the time of filing the bill;

whereupon Manley desired to amend on payment of costs, and it was granted.

Briggs a?alnft Calve rly. fm?,
6 J June 27th.

ASSUMPSIT for goods fold and delivered, work and it is no an-

hbour, and upon the common money counts. To s*c^

this declaration there was a plea of tender of 3/. 12s. id. t^befon"

before the day of exhibiting the plaintiff's bill, and non- the exhibit-

assumpfit as to the reft. Replication as to the plea of tender ing pf tbe

(protesting that the defendant was not always ready to pay bui thaTthe

the sum mentioned) that before the tender, to wit, on, &c. plaintiff

at, &c. the plaintiff for the recovery of his damages by him had before

suilained by the non-performance of the several promises in ["^''j*1

the declaration mentioned retained one R. S. one of the at- att0,ney

toniies of the Court, Sec. as his attorney, and then and and in-

there instructed the said R. S. to commence and prosecute "rusted

immediately an action in the said court against the said de- ^jf!,^

fendant at the suit of him the plaintiff in that behalf ; and a(,ainst the

that the said R. S. as such attorney of the plaintiff then and detendant

there by virtue and in pursuance of such retainer and in-

itruction as aforesaid, with all due diligence, viz. within nt 'i'uda"

!... » six cordingly

applied for

such writ before tlie tender which was afterwards sued out.
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six hours next following caused application to be duly made

for a certain writ of latitat to be directed to the (herifF, &c.

against the said defendant at the suit of the plaintiff, and that

afterwards and before such application for such writ as afore

said cottld be countermanded by the said plaintiff by reason

of the tender &c. by the defendant, to wit on &c. a certain

writ of latitat was prosecuted by the said R. S- as such at

torney of the plaintiff as aforesaid by reason of such appli

cation as aforesaid out of the said court &c. against the defen

dant at the suit of the plaintiff and directed to the sheriff &c.

by which writ it- was commanded &c. ; which said writ

was so applied for isiued and prosecuted with the intent that

the plaintiff might exhibit his said bill against the defendant

lor the recovery of his damages by reason of the non-per

formance of the said promises in the said declaration menti

oned ; at which day before our said lord the King at IVeJt-

tuinjler came as well the plaintiff Sec. as the defendant &c.

and thereupon the plaintiff exhibited his said bill against the

defendant &c ; that although the defendant a litttle rime, to

wit, twelve hours before the said writ was actually so issued

and prosecuted as aforesaid tendered to the plaintiss the said

sum of 3/. 1 2 j. id. as in the said plea is set forth, yet the

defendant did not at any time previous to the said plaintiff

having so retained the, said R. S. as his attorney as aforesaid

and instructed him to commence and prosecute such action

as aforesaid and to the said R. S. having caused an applicati

on to be made for such writ as aforesaid so afterwards sued

;>nd prosecuted thereupon in manner and form as aforesaid

tender to trie plaintiff the said sum of 3/. 12/. id ; and this

the plaintiff is ready to verify Sec. To this there was a ge-

1 em! demurrer, and joinder.

When this cafe was called on in the paper,

Lord Kukyon, Ch. J. said it was impossible to contend

that the tender came too late, it having been made before

the commencement of the suit. That it would be introduc

ing a most dangerous distinction to depart from that line on

account of any previous steps taken by a party in contempla

tion of an action.

Per Curiam, Judgment for the defendant (a).

Scarlett was to have argued in support of the demurrer.

Littlcdalt cor.tra.

(a) Vide IVocd v. Kncltn, I WilJ. 141.
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1 8co.

Wilkes against Williams. friJtt}

June J7th.

TO an action upon promises the defendant p'eaded the A p]ea ;n

following plea in abatement. " And the said IValter abatement

in his own toroper person comes and defends the wrong and tothejons-

t c_t 1 r , 1 • *~i 1 1 diction ot
injury when \Sc, and says that this Court ought not to take tilcCourr

nor will take cognizance of the said pica, because he says beginning

that he the said IValter long before and at the time of ex- ". defendit

hibiting the said bill of the said Joseph and from thenceforth 'I™^'""

continually hitherto hath been and still is one of the refi- q„aiuio

dent officers, that is to fay, a tipstaff of the High Court of &c" is

Chancery of our lord the now King, the said Court then and S""1,

still being held at Westminster in the county of Middlesex, and

as such tipstaff during all the time aforesaid hath been and

still is present and ready to obey the pleasure of our said lord

the King and dai'y attendant in the said Court of Chancery

of onr lord the King for the public good of his kingdom ,

and that he doth serve and intends to serve our said lord ihe

King and his people as such tipstaff of the said High Court of

Chancery of our said lord the now King, to wit, in the said

High Court of Chancery, and the said Walter further says

that as well for the royal dignity of our lord the now King

and of his progenitors heretofore Kings of England as from

an ancient custom in the High Court of Chancery of our

said lord the now King and his progenitors aforesaid time

out of mind obtained and hitherto allowed nnd approved of

all the resident officers clerks and ministers of the fame court

of Chancery of our said lord the now King w ho are present

and ready to obey the pleasure of our said lord the King

and daily attendant in the said court of our said lord the

King for the public good of his kingdom and their men ser

vants lands tenements estates goods and chattels ought to

be freed and quieted as anciently used to be according to the

liberties and privileges of the said Court of Chancery of our

said lord the King time inimemorially used, and ought not

by any means to be arrested impleaded imprisoned drawn

or compelled to appear or answer before any of the justices

judges officers and secular ministers whomsoever of our said

lord the King (except before his Chancellor of England or

keeper or keepers of the great seal of England for the time

being] upon any pleas plaints trespasses or demands whatso

ever which do not touch his royal person pleas of freehold

felonies and appeals only excepted) or by reason of any sum

mons
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1800. mons or impannelling of a jury in any assizes or recogni-

zances before the fame justices judges officers or-ministers to

^"y*/" ^e ta^en or elected to execute any office of collector of sub-

Wjluami ^'es tenths or fifteenths churchwardens constable tything-

man scavenger surveyor of highways or overseers or collector

for the poor or to watch or ward or any other office service

or attendance elsewhere than in the said Court os Chancery

of our lord the king whereby they may be withdrawn from

his said court against their wills contrary to what theyfor

merly used to be ; which said custom privilege and liberties

in the parliament of the Lord Ed-ward the third progenitor

of our said lord the King late King of England held at Ifejl-

m'tnjler in the eighteenth year of his. reign by the said King

and by his earls and barons and others in the said parliament

were admitted allowed and approved of, as by indorsement

on a certain petition then before the said King in the said

parliament exhibited and in the rolls of the said parliament

. enrolled it more fully appeareth ; and this the said Walter is

ready to verify ; wherefore he prays judgment if the Court

of our said lord the King before tin; King himself now here

will or ought to take cognizance of the said plea against him

the said Walter" &c.

The plaintiff demurred generally to this plea.

Laiues, in support of the demurrer, took several objecti

ons to the defendant's plea.' First •, the defendant has ad

mitted the jurisdiction of the Court by making a fall defence,

" he com s and defends the wrong and injury when £sV. ,"

and therefore cannot afterwards plead to the jurisdiction.

In Trundall v. Trowel! {a) it was holden that tenant in anci

ent demesne cannot after imparlance plead ancient'demefhe,

for he hath made a full defence, for he says " defendit vim

ct injuriam quando &c," which implies all the rest. So

Lord Chief Baron Gilbert in his History of the Court of C.

J', (b) fays M The defendant must make but half defence ; for

if he make the full defence quando ts*<\ he submits to the ju

risdiction, &c being quando et ubi curia consideraverit."

Mr. J- Dlacijlone, (3 Com. 298.) adopted the same doctrine ;

" by defending the force and injury the defendant waived

all pleas of 'misnomer ; by defending the damages, all excep

tions to the person of the plaintiff ; and by defending either

one or the other when and where itJbould behove him he ac

knowledged the jurisdiction of the Court." Again in Gaiven

- v. Surh [c), where the defendant pleaded, the outlawry of the

plaintiff, the Court awarded a respondcas ouster, because the

defence

(«) S/jf. 173. Vet (the Reporter adds) it was ruled to be /poken to again,

(t) Page 1 88. (0 1 £«'u» J.
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de/ence was " defendit vim ct injuriam quvmh feV." which 1800.

was a full defence (a). Secondly ; the custom is not plead- ^-"*

ed as an immemorial custom in the usual form, and it Wit. km

should have been so pleaded to oust this Court of it's juris- yf^j^M

diction. But if it be taken to be pleaded as jii immemorial

custom, then it is open to another objection, for it is claimed

as an exemption from several offices created by statute with

in the time of legal memory ; scavengers, surveyors of the

highways, overseers of the poor, &c. Thirdly ; the custom

as stated is_ unreasonable, because it is not confined to the

officers, but it also extends to their men servants, and even

to their lands tenements &c. The reason on which such a

privilege is founded is the attendance of the officers in the

Court of Chancery ; but their servants whose attendance

in the court is not necess.iry do not come within the reasorr

of the privilege. Fourthly ; the custom is pleaded in too*

loose and indefinite a manner : it is said the officers " ought

to be quieted as anciently used to be," without shewing what

that ancient usage was ; and that they may not be " with

drawn from his said court against their wills contrary to what

they formerly used to be." Fisthiy ; the defendant does npt

by his plea give the plaintiff a better writ. In the Petty

Bag Office of Chancery there is no jury process, conse

quently no issue can be tried there : and when an issue is

joined in that court, it must be sent into this court to be

tried, where also judgment is to be given ; so that the con

sequence of allowing this plea to be good would be attend

ed with this absurdity, that the defendant by the very privi

lege he claims will be subjected, to the jurisdiction of this

court which by his plea he is attempting to take away.

Littlednle contra1 was to have argued on the other fide :

but was stopped by

The Court, who said that there was no foundation for •

either of the objections. That the first was expressly over

ruled by the Court of Common Pleas in the cafe of Alex

ander v. Mau>man, H^illes's Rep. 40. after great consideration

and referring to the former cases on the subject ; and that

after the point had been settled by so high an authority it

ought now to be considered as at rest. That the defendant

here had only made the half defence ; that, in general, the

" &c." would imply only the half defence in cafes where •

such a defence was to be made, and that it would be under

stood as makii.g a full defence if a full defence were neces

sary.

(a) But Luttvjcir himself doubted the authority of thii case, and referred

to a »ariety of precedents, and to the cafe of CUfham t. Ltnthdl, Hard.

f6f., as an express authority to shew that it it not a full defence.
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1800. fary. That the second objection was not founded in fact ;

it being pleaded as an " ancient custom in the High Court of

WiLKKi Chancery of our lord the now King and his progenitors

,VillT!ms ttm*eutof mind obtained and hitherto allowed and approved

of and that such a cultom might well extend to new

created offices ; that when an immemorial privilege is claim

ed for all the officers of the court, and new officers arc made

within the time of legal memory they mail also fall within

tl»e privilege. That in a late case, R. v. IVarner, ante,

where a privilege was claimed by Custom House officers to

be exempted from serving offices, it was holden that their

privilege exempted them from the office of overseer of the

poor, though it was there objected that that was an office

created by liatute within the time of legal memory. Third

ly, that the custom here claimed had been frequently claimed

before and allowed by the -different courts of law. Fourth

ly, that the effect; of the ancient privilege here claimed was

that the officers of that court should not be pleaded in any

other Court than in Chancery. And that the reason given

for the la it objection did not support it, because the defen

dant did by his plea give a' better writ ; and that the mode

of proceeding in the Petty Bag Office was well understood

and was in every day's practice.

Judgment for the defendant (a).

(b) Vid. Goldsmith v. Bajnord, a IfUs. 12S.

The King againji J. Richards and Five Others.

if the com- rnpHIS was an indictment against the defendants for not

under an A repairing a road. 1 he ln '.ictment Hated that by virtueT. .,

inclosure of an act of parliament, 31 do. 3., intitled " an act for

nct set out^a draining and dividing a certain moor or tract of waste

frir'in'e use 'an<^ "'^d King sjedgmore in the county of Somerset" it

ostheinha- w<is enacted that certain commissioners theren named

li.antsof -should before making any allotments of the Lid moor set

•foeparith- out .ln(j ;,pp0jnt fucj, private roads and drove-ways over

es.directine , r rr . , . r, . . , . . -er

ti t inh^bi- lhc lame as in the judgment of the said commimoners

ta»ts of six should be necessary and convenient ; and that all private

of those pa- roaciS and Ways so to beset out should be made and re

lic to* it°ia Pa'ret' at tne expence of all or any of the persons interested

r*;uir, no i" the said moor and in such manner as the said commiffion-

ioi5ctnfent ers fliould direct ; that certain commissioners under the act

"rted si P" cxetut'on or" tn£ powers thereby invested in them by their

■g Infl the awara set out and appointed a certain private load and drove-

lattxr for VTSf

not repair

ing it, it not eoncernuij the public.
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■way in over and upon the said moor to be a private road and 1 *00,

drove-way to be called Henley Drove- Way ^describing it ;) TiiTK?^

that the said commissioners always awarded that the said gainst

drove-way should be for the benefit use and enjoyment ofR,CUAR**'

the several owners* tenants and occupiers for the time being

of all and singular the tenements in the several parishes or

hamlet* of Higliham Lotvham Allsr Pitney Long Sutton Huijh

Episcopi Butleigh AJIjcott and Greinton in the said county in

respect whereof and of the rights of common severally ap

purtenant thereto the divisions and allotments of the said

moor' were thereby assigned and allotted unto the fan e pa

rishes or hamlets respectively •, that the said commilfioners

thereby ordered and directed that the said drove- way should

■for ever thereafter be repaired by the several owners tenants

and occupiers for the time being of ail and singular the tene«-

ments in the several parishes or hamlets ofHigh/mm Loivhnm

Aller Pitney Long Sutton and Huijh Episcopi in respect where

of and os the rights of common severally appurtenant there

to the divisions and allotments of the moor were thereby

assigned and allotted unto the fame psriihes or hamlets re

spectively in equal shares and proportions, when and so of

ten as need should be, &c. ; by reason whereof the said pri

vate road andxirove-wny became and was a private road and

drove- way for the purposes above mentioned, and by virtue

of the said act and ot the said award liable for ever hereafter

to be from time to time amended and kept in repair in the

manner and by the means aforesaid ; that on, &c. the said

way, called Henley Drove-Uray, was ruinous and in decay

for want of needful reparation thereof; that J Richards

Lte of Highhttm, and the five other defendants, (describing

them respectively as of the parishes of Lcnvhnm, Aller, Pit-

ney, Long Sutton, and Huijh Episcopi J being severally and

respectively owners tenants and occupiers of certain tene

ments in. the several parishes or hamlets of Highborn Lowhaw

Aller Pitney Long Sutton and Huijh Episcopi, in respect where

of and of the rights of common severally appurtenant there

to the divisions and allotments of the said moor were there

by assigned unto the same parilhes or hamlets, and being

persons interested in the said moor, and by virtue of the

premises liable to keep in repair and amend the said drove-

way, had not duly repaired and amended the same, &c.

'she defendants pleaded not guilty, and on the trial at

the last assizes at Bridgrwoter before Mr. Justice Grose the

jury found a special verdict, in substance, as follows : That

the commissioners named in the said act by their award dat-

Vol.. VIII. a T ei
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ed the 2zd of Qtlober 1 795 set out and appointed the said

private road and drove-way as described in the indictment,

Thaea^'KG but it was set out for the accommodation of the particular

Huu*»ds. allotments ; that the commissioners directed that it should

be for the benefit use and enjoyment of the several owner*,

&c. of the tenements pf the nine parishes or hamlets men

tioned in the indictment, &c. ; and that it should be repair

ed by the several owners, &c. of the tenements- in the six

pa: ishe6 or hamlets mentioned in the indictment, §cc. Thar,

the said road on, &c. was ruinous and out of repair. That

the six defendants are severally and respectively owners te

nants and occupiers of certain tenements in the said several

parishes or hamlets, pf Highham JLowham Aller Pitney Long

Sutttn and Huijh Episcopi in respect whereof and of the rights

of common severally appurtenant thereto the divisions and

allotments of the said moor were by the said award assigned

and allotted unto the same parishes or hamlets respectively

and persons interested in the said moor. That the defends

ants had not repaired the said drove-way. That there are

500 tenements in the said several parishes or hamlets of

J-lighkam Lonvham Aller Pitney Long Suttoti H-uiJh Episcopi But-

high AJheott and Greinfon of which the owners tenants and

occupiers are entitled to the benefit use and enjoyment of.

the said drove-way under the said award ; that there are 350

tenements in. the said several parishes or hamlets of Highham

Loiuham Aller Piiney Long Suiton and Hush Episcopi in re4

sp,ect whereof and of the rights of common severally appur

tenant thereto certain divisions and allotments of the said

moor were by the award assigned unto the said last mention

ed parishes or hamlets; and that there are 350 owners te

nants and occupiers of the said last mentioned tenements—

That from the time of making the s^id award all persons wil

ling to pass and repat's over the said drove-way have at their

' free will and pleasure passed and repassed over the same on

soot and with catlJe and carnages at all times when the fame

has been passible. That the said drove-way communicates

at Pcdd/e-Gate (a) with the King's highway called Shaptvicit

Road and at Henley Comer with the King's Highway called

Somerton Road, and that the road along the drove-way from

Peddle Gate to Henley Corner is about two miles in length,

but the distance from Peddle'Gate to Henley Coruer by any

other way is about ten miles. But whether upon the whole

matter

(e) PnUit Gale i»nd Unity Corner are the two termini of t}ie drove-vray

rociusontil in the iedislmcut. ' ' '
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matter so found the defendants be in law guilty, &c. ; con- i9oo.

eluding in the usual form. ThpKiis
When this cafe was called on in the paper for argument, aCf.„vj °

*The Court asked the prosecutor's counsel on what ground it Ricuarcs.

could be contended that this was an indictable offence, the;

road in question being only a private road ?

Praed, for the prosecutor, answered that this though a,

private road was set out by virtue of a public act of parlia

ment, under which the defendants were directed to repair

it ; that consequently the not repairing was a disobedience

of a public statute, and therefore the subject of an indict

ment. That this might be considered to a certain degree as

concerning the public ; that even •* a private act of parlia

ment may be given in evidence without comparing it with

the record, if it concern a whole county, as the act of

Bedford Levels." \% Mod. 2 1 6. And that there was no

other remedy than the present, because it appeared by the

special verdict that there were no less than 250 persons who

were liable to the repair of this road, and thrt the difficulty

of suing so many persons together was almost insuperable.

Eut the Court interposed, and said that, however conve

nient it might be that the defendants should be indicted,

there was no legal ground on which this indictment could be

supported. Tharthe known rule was that those matters only

that concerned the public were the subject of an indictment.

That the road in question being described to be a private

road did not concern the public, nor was of a public natuse,

but merely concerned the individuals who had a right to use

it. That the question was not varied by the circumstance

that many individuals were liable to repair, ou that many

others were entitled to the benefit of it ; that each party in

jured might bring his action against those on whom the duty

was thrown. That the circumstance of this road having

been set but under a public act of parliament did not make

the non-repair of it an indictable offence ; that many pub

lic acts aTe pasted which regulate private rights, but thdt it

never was conceived that an indictment lay on that account

for an infringement of such rights. That here the act was

pasted for a private purpose, that of dividing and allotting

the estates of certain individuals. That even if it were true

that there was no remedy by action the consequence would

not follow that an indictment could be supported ; but that

in truth the parties injured had another legal remedy.

. a- 2 . Judgment for the defendants.

Newbolt was to have argued for the defendants.

" ' jT 2
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1800. Goodtitle on the Demise of Pye against Bad- ■

y~^~v^J TITLE,

Siliurday, -

Affidavit sT,HIS was a rule calling on the ,esl°r of the p'aintifF to

mav be^a- J- shew cause why the affidavit of service of the decla

rer! befure ration in this ejectment, and the rule thereon, should not

Jhc c!eik of be discharged, 011 anaffidavit, which stated that Cemmins

iiev 1""th r'ie commiffi°ner before whom the affidavit of the service

cause, if the °^ l'le declaration was sworn, was employed as a clerk or.

clerk be writer in the office of Messrs. IVallis* and Fenrose the plain-

empowered tijf's attornies.

davits "at*" Burrough, who shewed cause against the rule, produced

all. an affidavit setting forth that Ctmmins is an attorney of this

court ; that he is employed by IVallis (who is clerk to the

commissioners for the sale of the land-tax) for which he re

ceives an annual salary ; that he is neither in partnership

with IVallis and Pt-nrofe, nor derives any benefit whatever

from the business carried on by them as attornies ; and that

he has no interest whatever in this cause either as attorney

or otherwise, .And he then contended that Commins did not

come within the rule of the Court, that prohibits the attor

nies who are concerned in the cause, taking affidavits in the

Course of the cause.

Marryatt in support of the rule. . It is observable that the

rule os this Court, £.15 Geo. 2. is not a prohibitory rule.

< It does not prohibit attornies taking affidavits in certain cafes,

but, after reciting that by the general practice of the Court

no affidavit in any cafe can be taken before the attorney in

the cause, it enables the attorney to take an affidavit in one

instance only, namely, an affidavit of the cause of action be

fore process is sued out. This stiews that the Court has at

all times considered the practice of the attornies in the cause

interfering with the affidavit in the cause as irregular and

likely to produce mischievous consequences. And the rea

son on which that practice has been founded equally applies

to the clerk of the attorney in the cause. The rules {a) of

Court that prohibit attornies becoming bail only Yncntion

the attornies: but it has been holden that they also extend

to their clerks {b), because they are equally within the mis

chief intended to be guarded against by the rules.

But the Court were of opinion that the rule of this Court,

prohibiting the attorney who is concerned in the particular

cause

(*) M, l<54 ; and AT. 1740. (b) BoUgiu v. Faultim, Cmvf Sag.
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cause taking affidavits in that cause, does not extend to the 1800.

clerk of the attorney; and they K^sr^J

Discharged the rule. Goodti-

ILEdtm.

P y e

Martin v. Justice. aga-mJ{

Bad title

AWRIT of error having been brought in this cause re- yJ^iZ'b

turiiable in parliament, the same bail who had under- ^he same'

taken for the defendant in this Court were now offered as personswho

bail on thi writ of error. were ba!1

Vaillav.t objected to their competency to become bail, on court'may

the authority of what is stated in 'Tidd's Practice. just/fy again

Le Blanc, J. (a) said he did not fee what reason there could as bail lip-

be for any distinction in this respect between one court of on»wntof

error and another ; and referring to the cafe of C^lebroeke v. tUrnable "in

Diggs in 1 S/r. 527. from whence what was said in the book parliament,

of practice referred to was taken, he observed that it did

not warrant the position to the extent stated ; for in the case

in Strange it was only said that after error brought in the

Exchequer Chamber, and bail put in, and afterwards error

brought returnable in parliament, the Court upon con

sideration held that there must be /re/b bail. But that only

meant that bail must justify again upon the new writ of error

Whereupon the bail, after examination as to their fuffici-,

ency, were admitted.

(a) The other Judges were not yet come into Court.

(4) So in the case of TiUj v. RitbarJJ'jn, S-ili 97. and 2 LJ. Saym.

it was said that upon a w rit us eiror returnable in parliament mew bail must

be pu; in. But it is evident from the w hole coutext that by new bail it was

oaly meant that bail must justify again upon the kcond writ of error, the

former bail in error not being considered as uudeilakmg on the second wiit

of. error.

The King ardlnst Gabriel Powell. l*ft"*.\

I o •* June IStn.

THIS was an information in nature of quo wdrranto ^

against the defendant, calling upon him to fliew by reper.

what authority he claimed to be and exercised the office of one son should

of the burgesses of the borough of Carmarthen. The derend- be admitted

ant a burfI5'

except he

had for three years before been seised and posse slid of an estate of freehold for the term,

of his life or some greater estate in land of a certain value, with an exception of such

as fliould be seised ofsuch rsiale of such yearly value which had come to him by descent or

marriage;—-held that one who by virtue of Ms marriage became seised of an estate io,

right of his wifefat her list was not within the exception, au^ tUcrcfois not qualified.
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1800. ant by his plea stated that the borough of Carmarthen is an

V«^v-v^ ancient borough, and that the mayor burgesses and con-

The King monalty of the said borough were incorporated by that name-,

r^*if 'k*' w"k'n ^e oorongh there is an indefinite number of bur-
owiii.. ge|]gS) aruj that the office of a burgess is a public office of

great trust and pre-eminence touching the rule and govern

ment of the borough and the administration of public jus

tice within the same ; that the now King by his fetters pa

tent under the great seal dated at Westminster on the 27th

of Jal\ in the fourth year of his reign, after reciting therein

(amongst other things) that the corporation of Carmarthen

wore dissolved or at least incapable of exercising and enjoy

ing their liberties or franchises, did will grant OTdain con

firm and declare that the said borough of Carmarthen should

for ever thereafter be a body corporate, &c. by the name of

the mayor burgesses and" commonalty of the borough of Car

marthen ; and the King did thereby ordain that no person

or persons should at any time thereafter be entitled to be

admitted a burgess or burgesses of the said borough, except

all and every such person or persons who for three years or

more before his or their application to be admitted a burgess

or burgesses had been seised and possessed by themselves or

their tenants of an estate of'freeholdfor the term of his or their

life or lives or some greater estate or estates of and in messuages

kinds or tithes of land situate within the county of the said

horough of the yearly value of 4/. j and except all and every

such person and persons who at the time of such application

to be admitted a burgess or burgesses of the borough should

be seised and possessed by themselves or their tenants of mes

suages lands or tithes of land within the county of the fame

borough ofsuch eflate of such yearly value as aforesaid which

had come to him by descent or marriage ; and also except

certain other persona in the said letters patent mentioned ;

all which said persons respectively fo qualified should be en

titled to be admitted burgesses, so as they made application

for that purpose to the mayor and commonalty of the said

borough on AAonday next after Michaelmas in each year and

at no other time, and so as they should then and there be

fore the said mayor and commonalty make due and legal

proof of such their respective qualifications as aforesaid.

That the King did thereby ordain that upon such proof be

ing so made every such person should thereupon be admitted,

and sworn a burgess, &c. at the next or any subsequent fort

night court to be hoMen in and for the said borough after

such day on which he ffiould make his claim as aforesaid ; a»

by the said letters patent, &C. The defendant then pleaded

Chat
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that before and at the time of his application to he admitted 1800.

a burgess as hereinafter mentioned he was seised in right of \^y^*J

Mary his then wife for the term of her natural life, and pos-The Kiw«

sessed by a certain then tenant of his the defendant's and his «£■»'!/»

said then wife of one undivided moiety of and in certain 0WILl*

lands and premises with the appurtenances situate within

the county of the said borough, and which said undivided

moiety was then of the yearly value of 4/. and upwards, and

came to him the defendant by marriage with the said Mary

his said wife, to wit, at, &c. ; that being so seised, &c. and

being desirous of being admitted a burgess of the said bo

rough, he the defendant heretofore td wit on Monday the

6th of OEiobtr in the 28th year of the reign, &c. being Monday

next after Michaelmas in that year, at the county borough

of Carmarthen aforesaid, did make application for that pur*

pose to the then mayor and commonalty of the said boroughj

and did then and there before the said mayor arid common

alty make due and legal proof of such his qualification as

aforesaid, and was thereupon afterwards to wit, at his Mat

jesty's fortnight court holdcn in and for the said borough on

Monday the 25th of April in the 3^th year of the reign, &c,

being a subsequent fortnight court holdcn in and for the said

borough after such day dn which he the defendant so made his

claim as aforesaid duly admitted and sworn a burgees of the

said borough, to wit, at, &c. ; and by means of the premises

he the defendant on, &c. was and still is one of the burgesses

of the said borough, &c. To this plea there was a general

demurrer and joinder.

Millet in support os the plea was required to begin. lie

contended that the estate of which the defendant was seised

in right of his wife for her life was such an estate offreehold

"coming to him by marriage as was sufficient to give him a qua

lification within the terms of the charter. The clause in the

charter for regulating the qualifications for admission to

burgherfliip was evidently framed upon the Durham act,

3 Geo. 3. c. 15., which to prevent the making of occasional

voters requires freemen to have been admitted twelve ca

lendar months before they vote •, with a proviso if. 2.) that

it shall not extend to any person entitled to his freedom by

birth, maTriage, &c. The two clauses are distinct in the

act of parliament ; and in order to make sense of this char

ier the exception must be construed distinctly from the dis

qualifying clause. The charter first ordains that no person

shall be admitted a burgess, unless he has' for three years or

more been seised and possessed of an estate of freehold

i - '.!.»'• t « ai ■ 1 jar
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1800. for the term ofhis life or some greater estate. This was meant

->w to ripply solely to cases where the estate comes to the party

The Kisc by his own act. Then follows the exception where such

"""'"ft citate comeb to him by descent or marriage, that is, by ope-

low£u.. rat;on 0f [aw< }«fow if the word such in the exception be

taken to mean such estate of freehold for the life of the party

kimjelfy &c. the cxcfption will be rendered nugatory; for

in no case by the mere ail ofmarriage can the husband ac

quire a;i estate for his own lijet or an estate of inheritance ;

therefore the term such estate can only be taken to have rela

tion to the generic term " Estate of freehold'," and to the lo~

' cality of the estate, /. e. situate w ithin the borough And

* then the construction will be that in case of marriage, &c.

the party in order to qualify himself must have an estate os

freehold or other greater estate coming to him by the mar

riage ; but that in other cases where he has acquired proper

ty by his own act he must be seised of an estate of freehold

for his own life at least during the period required. This

construction will best accord with the letter and spirit of the

Durham act from whence the provision was borrowed, the

true obkct in both cafes being to prevent the making of oc

casional voters to answer a particular purpose. But an es

tate acquired by marriage cannot come to a man by collu

sion.

Wood was to have argued in support of the demurrer. But

The Court were of opinion that the estate on which the

defendant relied in this cafe was not a qualification within

the intent and meaning of the charter. That in order to

make out the qualification it was necessary in all cases that

the party should b seised of an estate for his own life at

least, without considering how that estate may have been ac

quired. That the whole clause must be taken together ; that

the words " such estate" used in the exception must be taken

to' refer to what preceded it, namely " an estate of freehold

for the term os his life or some greater estate, &c." That by

'virtue of the marriage a party might become stised of an

estate far his life, as if he married a woman seised of an estate

in fee-simple and by whom he had issue; thtre he would be

tenant for Ms own life by the curtesy ; and in that case it

would not be necessary within the terms of the exception

,that he (hould have been seised of the estate for three years

prec-ding. * And that this would satisfy the words of the ex

ception in the charter.

Judgment for the Crown.
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Heron and Another against Edwards. *^r*frn

'■ July l"st.

THIS was a rule calling on the plaintiffs to shew cause a dcclara-

why the proceedings should not be set aside for irregu- tion may

Iarity. The defendant was arrested in the last Term, and b*j del"ft"

the objection was that the declaration was delivered against prifoner

him a prisoner in the custody of the Marshal in the last va- thevacati-

catirm.

Reader now sliewed cause agai,-st the rule. This applica

tion is founded on the cafes of Hutchinsv. Kenrick, 2 Burr,

1048., and Holla-way v. Cross, ib. 1052. there cited; where

it was said generally that every declaration against a prisoner

must be delivered in term time. But the reason for th it de

termination was, «* for prisoners are considered in the same

light w ith attornies, (who are supposed to be always present

in Court,), against whom bills cannot be filed but in term

time-," and since that time it has been solemnly determined

that a bill n.ay be filed against an attorney in the vacation.

Comersord v. Price, Doug. 3 I 3 . j Lntie v. Wheat, ib. (84^;

Waghorne v. Fields, Ante, 5 vol. 1 73; and Dsdsivorth v.

Bowen, ib. 325. Therefore the foundation of those decisi

ons fails ; and the reason why a bill may be filed against an

attorney in the vacation equally applies 'o the cafe of ?

prisoner. And instead of its being a hardship, it is an ad

vantage to the prisoner, since it accelerates the proceedings."

In many casts it may be necessary that a declaration should

be delivered against a prisoner in vacation time to prevent

the action being barred by the statute of limitations.

JVigley in support of the rule. In questions relating to

the practice of the Court it is important that that which has

been once determined after consideration (hould regulate the

future practice. This very point was settled aster a great

deal of deliberation, and on the authority of a prior decisi

on, in the case of Hutehins v. K- nrirk ; and no good reason

has been given why those determinations should row be over

ruled, especially as the general practice since that time has

been conformable to those casts. It is true that the rule

respecting attornies has been since changed in the cafes al

luded to ; but it does not follow that therefore the rule is to

be changed respecting prisoners ; the fame reason does not

apply to both. If no bill could be filed against an attorney

except in Term time, the action might be barred by the

/ statute '
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1800. statute of limitations, and therefore it is necessary sot the1

k^m^j purposes of justice in many cases that a party should be pcr-

HnoH mitted to file a bill against an attorney in the vacation ; and

•phfi so in the case os a new action against a prisoner : but this

Edwards. vesy distinction was taken in the case of Hutch'ms v. Ktnrick,

where it was holden that in the instance of a nenu action a

bill may be filed in the vacation as of the preceding Term.

But here the declaration was filed by the fame plaintiff who

had arrested the defendant.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. The rules of the Court are best

contrived when they are made subservient to the justice of

the case. The great object in framing rules is that justice

may be obtained with as little cxpence and as much facility

as may be •, and a practice that thwarts rules so framed ought

to be discountenanced. The mode of charging a defendant

with a declaration in vacation, by previousty issuing a habens

corpus ad respondendum tested the last day of the preceding

Term and returnable the first day of the next, mentioned inr

Hutch'ms v. Kcnrick, and which formerly obtained, has been

given up. And the foundation of that decision, as expressed

by Mr. J. Dennifon, was that prisoners in the custody of the

Marshal are to be considered in the same situation as attor-

nies, and that the fame rule ought to govern both 'cases.

Then let us try this cafe by that test. The practice respect

ing attornies has been since altered ; we were (I mightfay

imperiously) called upon to reform that, for it was highly

unjust that a plaintiff could not proceed against an attorney

in the vacation, when if he did not his demand might be

barred by the statute of limitations. The injustice of the

ancient practice in this respect struck us so forcibly tnafwe

decided that a bill may be filed against an attorney in the va

cation with a memorandum of the day when it was filed.

Then why should not the same rule prevail respecting prison'

ers ? In the case referred to Mr. J. Dennifon considered

them as standing in pari ratione. And I think, as this will

advance the justice of the cafe, we are well warranted by

the decisions relating to attornies to fay that this declaration

was well delivered, and that the present rule must be dis

charged.

Per Cttriam, Rule discharged.
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Doe on the Demise of Tilyard avainst Cooper. „

TJULTON on a former day in this Term obtained a The Court

■*■ * rule, calling on the lessor of the plaintiff to shew permitted*

cause why William Hawse and George Hirst should not be ^"b^m.de

made defendants in the stead of the defendant Cooper, on defendant

the ground that they were the mortgagees of the estate in in an eject-

question under Cooper for i6,coo/.} A went with

Wilson, who now shewed cause against the rule, observed ' e rn"t"

that the rule was not drawn in the usual manner ; this ap

plication not being to make these two persons defendants

•with, but instead of, the present defendant Cooper. And he

said that it was of importance to the plaintiff that Cooper

should continue to be a defendant, in order that his acts and

declarations might be given in evidence on the trial. But

The Court said that the rule might be altered in that res

pect ; and accordingly the rule was made absolute for letting

Hotuse and Hirst defend with Cooper*

Rule absqlute (a).

(a) Vide Baimi, 194. where it is said that the Court resoled to permit

the mortgagee to defend as landlord. See also jfuft d. fVacdvard v. Willi

ams, Tr. I j Cm. » a Crm. Prall. 173.—But see 3 Burr. 129.9. where it i*

laid, arguendo, that a mortgagee may be admitted.

Doe on the Demise of Feldon against Roe. trtimfln,

CHOPPING on a former day obtained a rule, calling on Proceed-

the plaintiff to shew cause why the proceedings should '"g1 'D

not be stayed till the coltsos a former ejectment brought by J^™ct"jj

the lessor of the plaintiff's father against the father of the the costs of

real defendant in this cafe upon the fame title were paid. » form«r

This was moved on an affidavit, stating that about the Jjj^jT"?

year 1772 J. Feldon the father of the present lessor of thTflthc/

the plaintiff brought an ejectment against the defendant's of the lessor

father to recover the fame premises, in which the latter oft,,,e.

obtained a verdict, but the costs were never paid. That the agXst'the

present defendant derives title through his father from drfendant's

one R. Bloxridge the father's brother, who held the father on

premises as devisee of Cath. Winter, and J. Feldon claim- Jjj^""

ed on account of a supposed incapacity of the said C. j^y.

Winter to make a will* That the defendant believes that the

present
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1800. present lessor of the plaintiff claims under the very fame

v-^w^ title which was set up by his father.

Doe dcm. And he cited the two following MSS. cafes, the latter of

Feldon wnjcri js a|f0 (]1ort)jr reported in Hullock on Costs 452.

" Fairclaim v. Thmfiout, Easier 24 Geo. 3. B. R. Co-wper

obtained a rule to shew cause why proceedings in th:s

. ejectment should not be stayed till the costs of a former

ejectment were paid. Dayrell mewed for cause, that this

appeared to be a different title, the former ejectment having

been on the demise of one person and this on the demise of

the same person and two others jointly. And he cited

Moore on the demise of Newman v. James, Tr'ut. 33 tjf 34

Geo. 2. where a rule of this sort was discharged, it appear

ing not to be on the same demise. Ths Court said it was

not sufficient that the demise was different, the title must be

different. Here it might or might not be so ; for the new

lessors might be trustees. The Court then gave Mr. Dayre/l

time to get an affidavit that the title was different."—** Doe

ex (km. Latofon and Others against Law, Widow, Hi/. 25

Geo. 3. B. R. Law shewed cause against a rule to stay pro

ceedings in this ejectment till the costs of a former eject

ment were paid. He produced an affidavit to -shew that

this ejectment was brought by different persons, though

claiming as heirs to the fame estate which had been the sub

ject of the former ejectment, but not claiming strictly by

the same title. He contended theiefore that they were not

liable for the costs of the former ejectment. The formtr

ejectment was brought long ago, and it would be giving this

personal remedy for costs a greater effect than a judgment.

Jn Comb. 106 & 1 10. Ld. Ch. J. Host and the Court said it

must be an ejectment brought by the fame persons. He

offered however to give security for payment of the costs if

the plaintiffs did not recover. He cited also Str. 1152.

.Lord Mansfield said that the Court had arrived by degrees

at this practice. It was adopted to prevent the hardship of

fn-quent ejectments on the fame title ; and was the more

reasonable as in real actions al! representatives of the party

were concluded for ever from setting up the same title.

and 'Topping in support of the rule saul it had been re

solved lately in s ;veral cases thai before a man can be let in

to try a second ejectment on the same title he must pay the

costs of the former. If changing the name would vary the

question, nothing would be more easy than to evade the

rule. They cited the cafe of Fairclaim v. Thrujhut (.supra

MSS ), and observed that there was no affidavit here to stiew

that the title is different from that set up by Charles Chad-

tut^.
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•wick. Lord Mansfield Ch. J. It is admitted that the plain- 1800.

tiff derives his title through Charles Chadwirk. I think it a '

very beneficial rule ; and that the Court are bound to extend p°LOOW *

it as. cafes arise. They do not fay that you shall not try the agafaji

question again, but you must sirlt pay the colts of the for- Ko'-

mer ejectment. This is the fame title. Rule absolute."

Milles now shewed cause agninst the rule; and said that

this was an attempt to carry the practice which had prevailed

in these cafes further than any cafe had gone, with the ex- '

ception of that of Doe v. Law cited. That the lessor of the

plaintiff ought not to be bound by the act of his father,

rrom what he had no assets by descent ; and of whom he

was not the executor. In the cafe of Doe d. The Dutches/

cf Hamilton v. Hatherley [a] the Court granted a similar ap

plication against the Duchess, because she had been joined

with her husband in the first ejectment, and had proceeded

in the cause after his death. In Tredway v Harbech (b) the

Court were divided on such an application, Lord Holt de

nying it because the second ejectment was brought by a

different party from the first, and because they could not

take notice that it was upon the fame title though it was

agreed that the fame lessor making a new lessee in the second

action should not thereby avoid the payment of the costs of

the first ; and the fame difference prevailed in a subsequent

case of Deuce v. Doble (c) for the same reason. It will be a .

very uncertain and inconvenient rule ; as it's application

mnst depend on ascertaining whether or not the lessor in the

second ejectment proceeds on the fame title as the lessor in

the first.

Lord Kenyon, Ch. J. The cafe cited is directly in point

to support the present application ; and a cogent reason is

there given, that ejectments were introduced in lieu of real

actions, in which all the representatives of the party to the

first suit would have been concluded for ever. Therefore

we should not suffer this fictitious remedy which was intro

duced in lieu of the other to press unnecessarily hard upon

the parties.

Rule absolute (d).

(a) » Sir. II SI. (i) Cc.ni. to6. (t) Ib. no. (d) Vi(ie

fCeent d. Angel v. Angel, Antt^ 6 vol. 740?
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jrisvt3' Osborke again/t Noad.

Tbe Court r I -iHE defendant having suffered judgment to gp by At*

sefitTothe X ^au't' tne plaintiff obtained a rule, calling on the de-

Master (as- fendant to shew cause why it ihould not be referred to the

ter judg- Mailer to compute what was due for principal and interest

mentii]rde-on tnc two promissory notes on which the action was
fault) to l„„..i . r '

due for (jajelee now sliewed cause against it. And he said that

principal this application was not warranted by any of the decisions

n affi^ on the fubie^» because here it did not appear on the record

ja,itnating that the action was brought on any promissory note; the

that the ac- counts in the declaration being for goods fold, work and la

tion if bour, money paid, and money had and received, &c.

recover the Havetl, in support of the rule, said that it appeared by an

amount of affidavit which he produced that the action was brought to

apromifli- recover the am^u.it of two promissory' notes, and that the

j^j^™11' pl iintiff mig it recover the amount of them on the money

pear on the counts. but •

declaration The Court said that the rule for referring it to the M-ister

that such is t0 fee what was due for principal and interest on promissory

»fUoa"sc °f note5 anc* kills °f exchange Ihould be confined to those cases

where it appeared on the declaration that the action was

brought on the notes or bills. Therefore they

Discharged the rule.

END QF TRINITY TERM.
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TO THE

PRINCIPAL MATTERS.

A.

ABATEMENT,

See Pleading, No. 15. 17. si.

ACCORD AND SATISFAC

TION,

ÆrrP'AYMBNT, No. I.

ACTION ON THE CASE,

See Consignor.

1. /"XNE tenant in common can-

V/ not maintain an action on

the case in nature of waste against

another tenant in common (inpos-

k'ffion of the whole, having a de

mise of the moiety from the first,)

for cutting down trees of a proper

age and growth for being cut.

Martyn v. Kuowllys, //. 39 ft 3.

Page 145

2. Aliter, if the trees be not fit to be

cut. it.

3. If A. so negligently steer his vissel

that it runs foul of B.'s, an action

on the case is the proper remedy.

Ogle v. Barett, £. ?y G. 3. 188

4, But if A. uuilfutty run his veffel

against B.'s and damage ensue, B.

may bring trespass. Page 1 88

The owners of vessels on the naviga

tion between //. and C. havinggiven

public notice that they would not

be answerable for losses in any cafe,

except the loss were occasioned by

the want of care in the master, nor

even in such case beyond- 1 o/. per

cent., unless extra freight wtre

paid, the master of one of the

ships took on board the plaintiff*

goods to be carried from A. to B.

(an intermediate place between A.

and C.) and delivered at B. ; the

vessel passed by B., without deli

vering the plaintiff's goods, then,

and funk before her arrival at C.

without any want of care in the

master : held that the owner of

the vessel was responsible to the

plaintiff for the ivbole loss in an ac

tion on the contract. Ellis v. Tur

ner, E. 40 G. 3. 531

ADJOURNMENT,

See Jurisdiction, No. 4.

AFFIDAVIT,
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AFFIDAVIT,

Practice, No. 32.

AFFIDAVIT to hold to Bail.

5V* Practice, No. 9, 10.

1. An affidavit to hold to bail stated

lliat the debt arose on a li'l os ex

change or order for, &c. drawn by

A. upon 3nd accepted by tlir defend

ant, payable to the plaintiff; upon

this affidavit alone the Court refus

ed to order the bail bond to be de

livered up. Wiiki v. Adiock, M.

39 G. 3. • Page 27

2. But, the instrument declared upon

appearing not to be a bill of Ex

change, the Court on reading the

affidavit aud the declaration order-

" ed the bail bond to be given upon

■ the defendant's filing common bail.

ib.

3. In an affidavit to hold to bail,

made by the plaintiff's agent, (the

plaintiff himself being abioad,) it

is sufficient to negative a tender of

the debt in bank notes " as tbe

agent believes." Munro v, Spir.ks,

T.39G.3. 284

4. It is sufficient to state in an affida

vit to hold to bail that the defend

ant is indebted to the plaintiff in

Inch a sum " for mon:y had and

received on account cf the plain

tiff," without 3dding " received by

the dt'e idnnt." Coppingerv. Bea

ton, M. 40 do. 3. 338

c- A co-affignec ol s debt arising out

of bills of exchange in his own pos

session may lue in the name of the

original cied:te»r, and hold the de

fendant to b il on Uisown affidn.it,

swearing positively as to al! the facts

riquired which aie within his own

knowledge, aud to the bell of his

knowledge and belief as to such as

»re witUui the knowledge of his

principal and co assignees. CrcJ-

•well v. Loveli, M. 4.0.C 3. P. 418

6. In an affidavit to hold to bail made

by the ailignee of a bankrupt, it is

necessary to negative a tender of the

debt in bank notes to the bankrupt

before his bankruptcy ; faying that

no such tender was made to the as

signee is not sufficient. Martin r.

Ranoe, H. 40 G. 3. 455

7. In an affidavit t iluild to bail made

by the plaintiff's clerk (the plain

tiff himself residing in England) it

is not tufficient to negative a tender

of the debt in bank notes *• to the

knowledge and belief of the clerk."

Cafs v. Lev:, E. 40 G. 3. 520

AGREEMENT,

See Award, No. 2, 3. Office,

No. 1, 1, 3, 4.

ALIEN ENEMY,

See Insurance, No. 14. pLnAO-

ing, No. 9. Practici-, No. 6. 7,

AMENDMENT,

See Removal, Order of, No. 3.

The Court will not permit any amend

ment to be made in a penal action

w here the plaintiff has been guilty

of any delay in carrying on the suit.

Raniin v. Marsh, M. 39 G. 3. 31

AMERICAN TREATY.

1. Under the late trta'y between this

country and the United States of

America it is not necessary that the

trade from America to our settle

ments in the Eajl Indies should be

direct : it may be carried on cir-

cuitoufly by the way of Europe.

Wilson v. Marryatt, M. 39 G. 3.

Peg' }i

2. A natural born subject osthis coun

try
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try may also be a citizen of Ame

rica for the purposes of commerce, ■

and entitled to all the advantages

of an American under this treaty :

the circumstance of his coming over

hert for a temporary purpose does

not deprive him of those advan

tage. Page 31

ANCIENT DEMESNE,

See Pleading, No. 15.

ANNUITY,

I. The Court set alido the annuity

devds, because one of the trulls (viz.

that in cafe the grantor mould leave

the kingdom he mould pay any ex

tra expeuce of the grantee in in-

soring his Use) was not Hated in the

memorial. Cummins v. lj'aact E.

3? G. 3. Iij

t. The memorial mould contain the

whole res geftæ. ib. 1 84

3. The trulls in an annuity deed mutt

be dated accurately in the memo

rial. Taylor v. Johnson, E. 39 G.

3. ib.

4. Therefore, where, in the convey

ance of a life interest in an estate to

a trustee in trust for securing an an

nuity, it was first stipulated that

the trustee should permit the gran

tor to receive the rents and profits

till default made in payment us the

annuity, and then in trust for the

grantee, and in the memorial it

was stated that the trust was for

the grantee generally, it was hold-

en that th« deed was void. ib.

J. If the consideration for granting

an annuity to he paid by a banker's

check, it is mcessaiy to state the

particulars of that check in the me

morial. Poole v. Cdbanet, M. 40

G. 3. 328

6. If the grantee of an annuity pay

it without objection during the life

You VIII. I U

time of the person who negociated

the business for the grantee, the

Court will set aside the annuity

deeds on a representation os facts

that could only have been answered

by such agent for the grantee.

Page 328

7. A grant of a rent-charge by a rec

tor or vicar out of his benefice is

void by stat. 13 El. c. 20. Mouyt

v. Leak, M. 40 G. 3 411

S. But if in such a deed of grant he

also covenant personally to pay the

said rent- charge or annuity, and

give a warrant of attorney to con

fess a judgment, as a collateral se

curity, the court will not order the

deeds to be delivered up to be can

celled, ib.

9. In the memorial of such a grant it

is not necessary to state the gran

tor's covenant to pay the annuity.

ib,

1 p. If it be 3greed by the grantor and

giantce of an annuity that the for

mer shall pay the expence of the

writings, and he immediately after

receiving ihe consideration money

pay the fair ch irges of the writings

out of that money, no notice need

be taken of it in the memorial, but

it may be there stated chat the

. whole consideration money was paid

to the grantor. ib.

APPEAL,

See Costs, No. 6.

APPOINTMENT,

See Devise, No. 6.

APPRENTICE,

See Settlembnt dy apprentice

ship.

ARBITRATION,
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ARBITRATION, •

See Award.

ARREST,

&f Bankrvpt, No. io, 12. She

riff, No. 2. Warrant.

ASSIGNMENT OF DEBTS,

See Award, No. 5, 6, 7. Bond,

No. 2.

ASSIGNING BREACHES,

See Pleading, No. 4, c.

ASSUMPSIT.

1. If A. recover in tort ngninst two de

fendants, and levy the whole da

mages on one, that one cannot re

cover a moiety against the other in

an action fur money id to his

use. Al. try weather v. Nixaa, E.

39 G. 3. Page 186

2. Alitci, if A. recover in njsumbjit a-

gainlt two. ib.

3. i'be goods osa st ranker on the nre-

miles of another perinn were dif-

trained by the landlord for rent in,

arrear, and the stranger was oblig

ed to pay the rent to redeem them ;

lield that the stranger might main-

1 tain assumpsit for mo;iey paid to

the tile of the original lesstcs who

were hound liy their covenants to

their landlord, although some of

them had to the knowledge of the

j-laintirfhtfore he placed his goods

«n the premises assigned their inte

rest to one of their co lessees, who

*vas in tile exclusive possession at

the time. Exall v. Partridge, Tr.

£9 G. 3. 308

4. But A. cannot, by the voluntary

payment of B.'t debt, raise an as-

sunipat agaiiiit^?. il, 310

5. Under a limitation in a marriage-

settlement a Court of Law held that

the wife took an estate tail : and

though it was recited in the deed

that the husband'.-! father conveyed

in consideration of the marriage,

and " for settling and establishing

the lands to the uses therein after

expressed", and subsequent uses

were added in the deed, yet the

Court would only take notice of

the legal estate : and the husband

and wife having levied a fine, and

having agreed to fell the estate to

a purchaser, from whom they had

received part of the purchale-mo-

ney, the Court would not permit

the purchaser to recover back the

deposit money in an action for mo

ney had and received. Alpass v.

Watlins, E. 40 G. 3. Page 516

6. The plaintifl having submitted to

arbitration certain matters between

his principals (from whom he had a

power of attorney assigning their

right in the subject-matter to bin

and empowering him to submit the

same to arbitiation ) and the defen

dants, and a sum being awarded to

him as such attorney ; held that be

might maintain assumpsit upon the,

award in his own name. Battjiii

v. Leigh, E. 40 G. 3. 571

7. And it is not nec.-ssuy in such ac

tion for the plaintiff in setting

forth the assignment to him from

his principals to make a profert of

the fame in his declaration. 571

8. Where money deposited upon ar.

illegal wager has been paid over to

the winner by the consent os the

loser, the latter cannot afterwards

maintain an action against the for

mer to recover back his deposit.

Hotvfun v. Hancock, E, 40 G. 3.

57S

9. The
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§. The assignee os a Scotch bond may

maintain an action of assumpsit here

again (I the obligor in his own name.

Innes v. Dunlop. T. 40 G. 3. P-S9S

10. A broker who contracts with

others for the sale of stock at a fu

ture day by the authority of his

principal, who afterwards refuses

to make good the bargain, cannot

by paying the difference to such

third persons maintain an action on

an implied assumpsit against his

principal for the amount ; tho' the

broker did net disclose the name of

his principal at the time of the

bargain made. Child v. Aiorley,

T. 40 G. 3. 610

11. But such purchasers may main

tain an action for the difference a-

gainft the principal, notwithstand

ing the statute, 7 G. 2. c. 8. / 7.

ib.

ATTACHMENT,

jfee Award, No. t,

\. A rule nisi for an attachment for

non-payment of money, pursuant

to the Master's Allocatur, cinnot

. be served on a Sunday. M'lLham

v. Smith, M. 39 G. 3, 86

2. A subpeena may bf issued from the

Crown Office requiring a witness

to attend at the assizes in the coun

try to give evidence in support of

an intended prosecution for a ftlo-

ny ; and B. R. will grant an at

tachment against him for not at

tending accordingly, R. v. Ring,

£.401?- 3. 5?5

ATTORNEY,

See Practice, No. 25.

I. When both parties are attornies of

the fume Court, the plaintiff can

not hold the defendant to bail.

Niclokv.Earle, M. 40 G. 3. 395

2. If he do, the Court will disch irpe

the defendant out os custody, and

order all the proceedings to be stay

ed without cojh. Png! 3 'J ?

3. An attorney has no priviltge a-

gainst foreign attachment. Ridge v.

Hardcasik, Al. 40C. 3. ^17

ATTORNEY, Power of,

See Award, No. 5, 6, 7.

AVERAGE,

See Charter party, No. i.

AWARD,

I. An agreement toeulirge the tirr.e

for making an award must contain

a consent that it siSall be made a

rule of Court, otherwise 110 attach •

ment will be granted for not per.

forming an au ai d made tinder it.

Jenkint v. Law', Al. 39 G. 3. 87

X. To covenant in a deed (made for

the performance of several nutters)

the defendant cannot plead that in

the deed there isa covenant that in

c;ise any difference flmidd arise be

tween the parties respecting any

part of tile agreement it ihuuld be

settled by three arbitrators to be

chosen, &c. and that he offered to

refer the matter in dispute, cVc. but

fiiatthe plaintiff resased.&c. Th>,mh.

fun v. Charnocl, H. 39 G 3 139

3. Such an agreement to refer, &c.

does not oust the Courts of Las*

01 Equity of their jurisdiction, ib.

4. The Court will not make a sub

mission to an awa^d a rule osCeuirt,

where part of the matter agreed to

be referred has been made the sub

ject os an indictment ; the statute

9 & \ Q W. 3. c. 15. for rcgula:ing

" contrjversion suits or quarrels''

by liberation bting confine-d to ci

vil disputes. Watson v. M'CuUum,

E. 40 G. 3. 520

2 U 2
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5. A. and B. in 1797 assigned to the

plaintiff all debts due to them, and

gave him a power of Attorney to

receive and compound for the fame;

\ Under which the plaintiff in 1799

submitted to arbitration the mat

ters in difference then subsiding be

tween his principals and the defen

dants ; and the plaintiff and de

fendants promised to each other to

perform the award. The arbitra

tors having awarded a sum to be

paid to the plaintiff as such attor

ney, he may maintain an action

for it in hiss own name. Bansill v.

Leigh, 40 G. 3. 571

6. The Conit will not presume that

the matters in difference submitted

to arbitration arose subsequent to

the indenture of assignment and

power of attorney ftom the princi

pals to the plaintiff; but such

inatter may be pleaded by way of

defence to the action. Page 517

*]. It is not necessary for the plaintiff

in setting forth the assignment to

him from his princip .Is ;by virtue

of which he was authorised to sub

mit their demands to aibitration)

to make a profet t of the fame in

his declaration. ib.

BAIL.

owAftidavit toholdtobail. Costs,

No. 3. Practice, No. 2, 3, 4.

12. 19.

j. Bail to the Sheriff'are liable for the

Plaintiff's whole debt (without re

gard to the sum sworn to') and costs,

provided they do not exceed the pe

nalty of the bail bo'iid. Stevenson v.

Cameron, M. 39 G. 3. 28

2. But bail to the aSion are not liable

beyond the sum sworn to and the

costs. Ib.

3. Bail in the original action, after

judgment recovers J against them on.

the bail bond, may be holdeti tc»

bail in an action on such judgment.

Frcadergqjl v. Davis, M. 39 G.

3- .85

4. But bail to the Sheriff cannot

themselves be holden to bail io aa

action on the bail bond. , ib.

5. An action on the bail bond must

be brought in the Court where the

original action was bt ought. Donat-

ty v. Barclay H. 39 G. 3. 152

6. Bail have eight days to render the

principal from the return of that

writ on which there is an effectual

. proceeding against them. Wilkin

son v. Vaft, H. 40 G. 3. 422

7. Therefore where the plaintiff sued

the bail on their recognizance, who

did not render the principal within

eight days, and then the plaintiff

died, and his executors brought

another action against the bail, it

was ruled that the bail had eight

days from the return of the process

in the second action in which to

render the principal. ib.

8. A defendant who has given a bail

bond cannot be holden to bail in an

action brought by the Sheriff 01

that bond. Mellijb v. PetL'rici,

H. 40 G. 3. 450

9 Bail above may be put in before the

return of the writ ; and conscituen-

ly the Plaintiff cannot afterwards

proceed on the bail bond. Hyde v.

Whijkard, H. 40 G. 3. 456

10- When the rule to bring in trie

body expires the last day of a Term,

the bail have the whole of the tint

day of the next term to justify ; and

if the defendant surrender io dis-

chargeof his bail oti auy partof that

day the Sheriff cannot be attached

for not bringing in the bodv. /?.

v. The Sheriff of Middlesex, H. 40

G. 3. 464

1 1. The plaintiff may sue out a writ

against the bail, oh their recogoi
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sance, on the return day os the ca.

sa. against the principal. Shivers

v. Brooks, T. 40 G. 3. 628

12. The same persons who were bail

in B. R. may justify again as bail

upon a writ of error returnable in

parliament. Martin v. Justice, 7*.

40 G. 3. 639

BAIL BOND,

See Practice, No. I.

BANKRUPT,

See Pleading, No. 8, Practice,

No. 23, 24. Trust Deed, No. i.

1. Goods, the property of a widow

and children, were upon her second

marriage affined to trustees, in trust

to suffer the husband to enjoy them,

on condition that he sheuld pay to

the trustees for the use of the chil

dren 800/. by yearly instalments of

1 00/. each from July 1 789 ; he con

tinued in' possession of them until

July 1 797, having paid only 250/. ;

the day before his bankruptcy the

trustees re-possessed themselves of

the goods : held that it was frau

dulent as against creditors, and

that the assignee of the bankrupt

was entitled to the goods under the

stat. 21 Jac. 1. c. 1*9, Darby v.

Smith, M. 39 G. 3. 82

2. In this cafe the second husband

had the possession of the goods not

in autredroit, but in his own r'ght,

he having agreed to purchase, and

partly paid for, them. ii.

3. A judgment creditor, who has

taken his debtor in execution, can

not afterwards sue out a commissi

on of bankrupt against him upon

the same debt. Cohen v. Cunning

ham, H. 39 G. 3. 123

4. If several partners by deed assign

all their partnership effects, &c to

trustees for the benefit of their cre

ditors, and some of the separate

creditors of one partner do not as

sent to it, the assignment is void.

EcLhardt v. Wilson, H. 39 G. 3.

140

5. in order to constitute an act of

bankruptcy by departing from the

dwelling-house a creditor must be

delayed. Barnard v. Vaughan, H,

39 G. 3. 149

6. It is not sufficient (for that pur

pose) that a Sheriff's officer, who

comes to levy under a fi fa. on the

trader's effects, is refused admit

tance aster the trader has lest his

house. ib.

7. A trader after a secret act os bank

ruptcy consigned goods to a (actor,

who agreed to advance money

thereon, and accordingly accepted

and paid bills drawn on him by the

trader ; a commission afterwards

issued against the trader on such

prior act of 'bankruptcy, astir

which the factor sold the goods

and received the money : held that

he was answerable to the affiances

for the value of the goods. Copland

v. Stein, E. 39 G. 3.' 199

8. A creditor cannot prove his de

mand under the debtor's bankrupt

cy, unless there be a legal debt at

the time of the bankruptcy. Stainrs

v. Planch, M. 4.0 G. 3. 386

9. And therefore ifA. give a warrant

of attorney to B. to confess a judg

ment, with a defeazance that judg

ment Hull not be entered up until

a subsequent day on a contingency,

and A. become bankrupt before

that day, though B. afterwards en

ter up judgment on the happening

of the contingency, he cannot prove

this debt under A\ commission, ib.

10. Under the stat. 5 G. 2. c. ^c.s.

5. If a bankrupt surrender within

the
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the forty two days after notice,

&cthe commissioners may by their

own authority afterwards enlarge

the time tor taking his examina

tion, during which enlarged time

the bankrupt it. privileged fiom ar

rest. Davis v. Trotter, H. 40 G.

$■ 47S

f j. Where a trader commits an act

oi bankruptcy by lying two months

in prison under an arrest, though

the act os bankruptcy when com

plete t elate 9 back to the arrest and

first imprisonment, yet no commis

sion can be sued out thereon till the

expiration of the two months. Gor

don v. IVdiinfon, E. 40 G. 3. 507

12 A bankrupt attending, upon no

tice fur that purpose, a meeting of

the commissioners to declare a divi

dend ol his estate, is protected from

arrest at the suit of a creditor, dur

ing such attendance, although se

veral years after his last examinati

on. jfrJing v. Flower, £. 40 G.

3 534

I j. B R will not on a summary ap

plication order an exoneretur to be

entered on the bail piece on the

ground that the debt was con

tracted while the defendant was rc-

sident in a foreign country, and be

fore he came a bankrupt by the

laws of that country, though he

may have obtained his Certificate

there. Pedder v. MacMaJer, 7*.

40 G. 3. 609

14. And the Court distinguished the

above from the case of Ballantine v.

. Golding, M. 24 G. 3. whete the

plaintiff as well as the defendant

resided in Ireland at the time of the

defendant's bankruptcy there. ib.

BARON and FEME,

Set Costs, No. 1.

BENEFICE,

See Annuity, No. 7, 8, 9.

BILL of EXCHANGE,

See Payment, No i.

BOND,

See Pleading, No. 4, 5, 13.

1, A bond was conditioned that the

obligor should indemnify the oblU

gee from all sums the latter should

pay or be liable to pay on the

obligor's account ; aud before the

execution of the bond a memoran

dum was thereon indorsed, tin: the

obligee " hath given an undertak

ing not to sue upon the bond un

til after the obligor's death ;" held

that this memorandum was to be

taken as part of the condition, and

made the bond in effect payable -

only by the representatives of the

obligor after his death. Burgh v,

Preston. //. 40 G. 3. 483

2. '1 he assignee of a Scotch bond may

maintain an action os assumpfii here

against the obligor in his own name.

Innes v. Dunlop, T. 40 G. 3. 595

BREAD,

See Conviction, No. 9.

BURGESS,

See Freemen.

BUTTONS,

See Conviction, No. 6, 7.

BYE LAW.

1. A bye-law, made by a company,

carrying on trade in partnership, to

prevent any one of the members

carrying'
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tarrying on a separate trade on his

own account, is good ; Scmb. A', v.

The Favtrjham Fijbermen Cornsany,

M. 40 G. 3. 352

2. A bye-law may be good in part

and bad in part, where the two

parts are entire and diilinct from

each other. ib. 356

C.

CARMARTHEN,

See Freemen.

CARRIER,

See Consignor. Payment, No. i.

The owners of vessels on the naviga

tion between A. and C. having

given public notice that they would

not be answerable for losses in any

any cafe, except the loss were oc

casioned by the want of care in the

mailer, nor even in such case be

yond t«-n per cent, unless extra

freight were paid ; the master of

one ofthe lhip3 took on board the

plaintiff's goods to be carried from

A. to B. (an intermediate place be

tween A. and C.) and delivered at

B. ; the vessel passed by B. without

delivering the plaintiff's goods

there, and funk before her arrival

at C: without any want of Care in

the master : held that the owner of

the vessel was responsible to the

plaintiff for the -whole loss in an

action on the contract. Ellis v.

Turner, E. 40 G. 3. 53 1

CASES DOUBTED OR

DENIED.

1. Orly v. Hales, I Ld. Rayir. 3., in

Brown v. Compton, II 40 G. 3. 424

2. De Souza v. Ewer, Park. Insur,

361

4th edit, in lleljlrom v. Rhodes, H.

40 G. 3. 444

3. Jones v. Williams, Dovgl. 214. in

Shum v. Farrington, H. 37 G. 3.

C. B. cited in Barton v. Webb, H.

40 G. 3. • 159.463

4. Rmgjlead t. Lady Laneflorou^k.

Barwell v. Brooks, and that class

of cafes respecting the ability of

married women to contract, and

their liability to be sued alone, in

Marjhall v. Rullon, E. 40 G. 3.

5. Mayor of Lynn v. Denton, I vol.

and that class of cafes respect

ing the inspection os corporation

deeds, &c. by strangers againit

whom actions are brought for cor

porate dues by corporations, in

The Mayor, &c.cf Southampton v.

Graves, Ti 40 G. 3. 590

CERTIFICATE, Settle-

M &MT BY,

See Removal,

CERTIORARIi

See Conviction, No. ii. Recog- •

NUANCE.

If a statute, authorizing a summary

conviction before a magistrate, give

an appeal to the sessions who are

directed to hear and Jina/ly deter

mine the mitter, this does not take

away the certiorari even alter such

an appeal made and determined.

ft. v. Jules and others, E. 40 G.

3- 54*

CHANCERY, Court or

Sec Privilege, No. i, 2.

CHARTER PARTY OF AF

FREIGHTMENT.

If A. let his fliip to B. for a voyage,

engaging to keep it in repair during

the whole time, for which he is to

receive freight 00 the return ofthe

Ihip,
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-slllp, and for the safety of the ship

it becomes r.cccssiry during the

voyage to put into a port to refit ;

the expence of refitting mutt be

borne entirely by A, and B. is not

liable to contribute to it in. propor

tion to his interest in the cargo as

for a general average, jsackjon v.

Charnock, E. 40 G. 3. 509

CHOSE IN ACTION,

See Assumpsit, No. 9. Award,

No. 5, 6, 7.

COMMITMENT,

See Warrant.

COMMON,

J. A right of cammon without stint

as annexed to an ancient messuage,

without land, cannot exist in law.

Benson v. Chester, M. 40 G. 3. 396

2. An ancient deed, conveying the

wastes of a manor to feoffees, in

trust to permit the tenants and in

habitants, &c. to use and enjoy the

fame 3s they had formerly done or

been accustomed to do, must be

taken to mean such a right of com

mon as may by law exist, namely,

a right of common limited by le-

vancy and couchancy. ib.

CONSIGNOR,

1. If the consignor of goods deliver

them to a particular carrier by or

der of the consignee, and they be

afterwards lost, the consignor can

not maintain an action against the

carrier for the lofa, though he paid

for booking the goods. Daiucs v.

Peck, M. 40 G. 3. 330

2. The action can only be brought

by the consignee. ib,

CONTRIBUTION,

&tt Assumpsit, No. 1, 2.

CONVICTION,

See Recognizance.

1. The magistrates ought to state in

the conviction the whole of the evi

dence for and against the defendant.

R. v. Clarke, £. 39 G. 3. 220

2. On a question of qualification of

a defendant to kill game, the con

victing magistrates may ground

their opinion of his not being qua

lified on the fact of the defendant's)

having on a former day sworn under

the income act that his estate was

less than 100/. per annum. ib.

3. In a conviction, if the defendant

appear and plead and the evidence

be given on the lame day, the

court will intend that the evidence

was given in the defendant's pre

sence, even though it be stattd that

the appearance was at A., and that

the evidence was given at B. R.

v. J. Swallow, T. 39 G. 3. 284

4. A defendant may be convicted of

several offences in the fame con

viction, ib.

5. A conviction on the excise law»

against luch an one and company

cannot be supported. R. v. Harri- •

son and Co., E. 40 G. 3. 508

6. The Stat. 36 G. 3. c. 6o.s 2. di

rects that no person (hall expose to

sale metal buttons marked uiih the

word gilt (the fame not being really

gilt) knowing the fame not to be

gilt, under a certain penalty ; a

conviction charging that the defen

dants did the act unlawfully and

fraudulently, contrary to the form of

thestatute, is bad, without an ex

press charge that they did it know

ingly. And that such a defect is

not aided by a proviso in the sta

tute that " no conviction for any

offence in the act should he set aside

for want of form, or through the

mistake of any fact circumstance or

other matter, provided the material

fact*
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facts alleged were proved ; for

this in effect requires all material

facts to be alleged ; and knowledge is

a material sect to constitute such an

offence. R. v. Jutes and others,

E. 40 G. 3. 536

7. A summary conviction for any

offence created by statute must ne

gative every exception contained

in the clause creating the offence ;

and a defect in omitting is not aided

by such a proviso aa that above

mentioned, for it is a material fact

that the defendants did not come

within any exception in the enact

ing clause. R. v. Jukes and others,

E. 40 G. 3. 542

8. If a statute, authorising a summa

ry conviction before a magiltrate,

give an appeal to the Session!), who

are directed to hear and' finally de

termine the matter, this docs not

take away the certiorari even after

such appeal made and determined.

R. v. Jukes and others, E. 40 G. 3.

54*

9. A party may be convicted on the

Stat. 40 Geo. 3 for selling by

wholesale bread before it has been

baked 24 hours, even though the

seller give directions to the person

to whom he sells not to fell it by

retail until the expiration of the 24

hours. R. v. Smith, T. 40 G. 3

588

10. Where power of conviction is

given by Stat. to a magistrate, he

is the sole judge of the weight of

the evidence given befoiehim ; and

B. R. will not examine whether

or not he has drawn a right con

clusion from the evidence : but if

no evidence appear on the convicti

on to support a material part of the

information, B. R. will quash the

conviction. (£.

It. The defendants appealed to the

Sessions against a conviction on a

penal statute, where the conviction

was affirmed ; afterwards the record

was removed here by ccitiorari,

where the conviction was qualhcd

for a defect in the information r

then the prosecutor moved eitlier

that the certiorari should be sent

back to the magistrates in order

that they might return the original '

information (which had not the de

fect', or that a mandair.-s might

issue to compel the m.igiilrates to

proceed on the original informati

on : but B. R. ret used to make

such o rule. R. v. Jukes, T. 40

G. 3. 625

CORPORATION,

See Freemen. Inspection of

Books, &c. Removal from

Office.

A charter ordained that no person

should be admitted a burgess, ex

cept he had so* three years before

' been seised and possessed of au estate

of freehold for the term of his l;sc

or some greater estate in land of a

certain value ; with an exception of

such as should be seised of such es

tate of such yearly value, which had

come to him by descent or mar

riage : held that one who by virtue .

os his marriage became seised os an

estate in riglit of his wife for hfr

life was not within the exception,

and therefore not qualified. R. v.

Powell, T. 40 G. 3. 639

COSTS.

1. If a writ of error be quashed be

cause brought by a seme-covert, the

defendant in eiror is entitled to culls

under the stat. 4 Ann, c. 16. /. 25.

M'Namura v. Fisher, T. 39 G. 3.
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2. The plaintiff is entitled to costs up

to the time of the defendant's

paying money into Court, though

the plaintiff afterwards give notice

of trial which he neglects to coun

termand whereby the defendant is

entitled to judgment as in cafe of

a nonsuit. Scamour v. Bridge, Al.

40 G. 3. Page 408

3. If a defendant remove an indict

ment here by certiorari, giving the

usual recognizance under the ilat.

5 IV. IS? Al. c. II. and be found

guilty, and die btfore the" day in

bank, his bail are liable to pay the

cells." R. v. T. Finmore, As. 40

G. 3. 409

4. Trespass quare cl. fr. one count ;

several pleas of justification, on

which issues taken ; new assignment,

as to which judgment by default ;

Venire as well to assess the dama

ges on the judgment by defaul: as

to try the issues ; all the issues found

fur the defendant : held that the

defendant was entitled to the colb

of thole issues. Griffiths v. Davis,

H. 40 G. 3. 466

j. The plaintiff is entitled to costs up

to the time of the defendant's pay

ing money into Court, though the

plaintiff afterwards enter the record

for trial and withdraw it. Lord

v. Wright, //. 40 G. 3. 486

C- If a person give notice of his in-

tintion to appeal to the Quarter

Sellions against a poor rate, but do

not enter his appeal, the Sessions

cannot award costs to the other

partv under the Mat. 17 G. 2. c.

38. R. v. The Jujlices of Essex, E.

40. C. 3. 583

7. When upon setting aside a nonsuit

the costs are directed to abide the

event, though the plaintiff succeed

mi the second trial, he is not enti

tled to the costs of the first. Austen

v, Gibbs, T. 40. G. 3. 619,

8. Neither is the defendant entitled

to the costs of the first trial in such

case. it-

cj. But when the same party succeeds

on both trials, he is entitled to the

costs of both. ib-

10. Proceedings in ejectment were"

stayed till the costs of a former

ejectment brought by the father of

the lessor of the plaintiff against the

defendant's father on the fame title

were paid. Due d. Feldon v. Roe,

T. 40 G. 3. 6+e

COVENANT,

See Award, No. 2. Landlord and

Tenant, No. 2, 3, 4. Plead

ing, No. 10. 11.

1. If the obligee of a bond covenant

not to sue one of two joint and fe-

vtral obligors, and if ht do that

the deed of covenant may be plead

ed in bar, he may still sue the

other obligor. Dean v. Ncwball,

H. 39. G. 3. 168

2. Even if the obligee sue the firlt

obligor, the latter cannot plead that

the former released him ; though

he may plead the covenant in bar,

which as between those parties ops-

rates qua a release. ib.

3. The plaintiff covenanted to sell

a house to the defendant and to con

vey it to him on of before the ill

of August 1797, and to deliver up

the possession to him on the 24th ot"

June 1 796 ; and in confideraten

thereof'the defendant covenanted to

pay the plaintiff 120/. on or before

the said ill of August ^97 r held

that the covenant to convey and

that for the payment os the money

were dependant covenants ; and

that the plaintiff could not maintain

an action for the 120/. without

averring that he had conveyed of

tendered a conveyance to the defen

dant.
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dant. Glazebrool v. Woodrvw, M.

40 G. 3. 366

COURT,

See Bail, No. 5.

COURTS of CONSCIENCE.

1 . The Court of Conscience at New-

caJllc-upon-Tyne can only hold plea

where both the plaintiff and the de

fendant reside within the jurisdicti

on. Busby v. Ftaron, E. 39 G. 3.

. 235

2. And therefore, if the plaintiff re

side in Middlesex, he may sue in

this Court for a debt under 40/.

though the defendant reside and the

cause of action arose at Neivciiflle.

"ib.

CREDITORS,

See Trust Deed.

CUSTOM HOUSE OFFICER,

See Officer. No. 5.

D.

DEBTOR,

See Lord's Act.

DEED.

1 . The assent of two magistrates to a

parish indenture os apprenticeship,

which is required to be had from

both when present together, is suffi

ciently signified by one of them

first signing it alone and being af

terwards present when the other

signs it. R. v. The Inhabitants of

Winwick, H. 40 G. 3. 45+

2. A bond was conditioned that the

obligorshould indemnify the obligee

from all sums the latter should pay

or be liable to pay on the obligor's

account ; and before the execution

of the bond a memorandum was"

thereon indorsed that the obligee

" hath given an undertaking not

" to sue upon the bond till after

" the obligor's death :" held that

this memorandum was to be taken

as pait of the condition, and made

the bond in effect payable only by

the representatives of the obligor

after his death. Burgh v. Prcfion,

//. 40 G. 3. 483

DESCENT.

The rule of poffessio fratris docs not

apply to estates tail, nor to inheri

tances in fee simple without an

actual possession of the brother os

the whole Mood. Doe A. Gregory,

v. Whhhclo, E. 39 G. 3. 21 1

DEVISE,

See Limitation.

1. Undet this devise " I give my

house and furniture to A. whom I

make executrix, Jhe paying all my

debts and legacies ; I likewise leave

to A. all the rest of my personal

estate ;" A. takes a fee in the real

estate. Doe d. Willey v. Holmes,

M. 39 G. 3. 1

2. Under 3 devise to A. for life with

out impeachment of waste, remain

der to his tlJelt son, and the heirs

of such eldest son, and in default of

issue ma'.e of />. then to B. &c, A.

takes an estate for life, remainder to

his eldest sou in tail, remainder to

himself in tail. Doe d. Bean v.

Halley, M. 39 G. 3. 5

3. In the construction of a will, the

Court will give effect to the de

visor's general intention, though

they thereby defeat a particular de

vise inconsistent with such general

intent
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Intent. Doe d. Bean v. Halley, M.

39 G. 3. Page $

4. The devisor aster these introduc

tory words, " as touching such

worldly and personal estate where

with it has pleased God to hlesa

me" gave an estate for life to his

wife in his estates in A. and B. ;

and then devised to J. IV. " All

his lands, freehold, copyhold, and

leasehold in A. ;"—" Also he de

vised to jf. IV. all his estate, free

hold and copyhold in B. ;" held

that y. IV. only took an estate for

life in remainder in the devisor's

lands in A. Dae d. Child v. Wright,

M. 39 G. 3. 64

5. Devise " to and amongst the de

visor's seven listers (lie having eight)

' for life, share and (hare alike, and

aster the decease of any of them

her share to go to her lirst and o-

ther sons in tail, and in default of

such suns to and amongst her daugh

ters as tenants in common in tail ;

aud in cafe any of his said seven

sillers died without leaving any issue

of her body begotten, or such issue

did before twenty-one and without

issue, then to and amongst tht sur

vivors of his said seven sisters and

their issue, to descend in like man

ner as before mentioned ; and in

ense all his said seven sillers should

die without issue, or such issue

should all die before twenty-one

and without issue," then over ;

held that the words " in default of

such sons" did not make the re

mainder to the daughters depend

on the contingency of there being

no son bom, but that on the death

of the sons of any of the sillers

without issue the remainder to the

daughters of such siller took effect.

Lady Dowager Dacre v. Doe Les

sor of Lady Dacre ; in Error, If.

39 G. 3. 112

6. A. having an estate of bis own in

the county of B. and another in

C, and having also the legal bt.t

no beneficial interest in an estate ia

D. with power of appointing it to

either of his sons, by will devised

•* All his estates of what nature ■ ■

kind soever in the county of.5.8: :

at in the county of <7., or

elsewhere in the kingdom of Eng

land, asterpayment ofhit debit, £57."

to a youngsr son : held that the

trust estate that he had the power

of appointing did not pass by this

geneial devise. Roe d. Reads v.

Rtode. H. 39 G. 3. Page 1 I

7. Under a devise to " A. and B. and

their heirs for ever, provided that

if both have issue then both their

dividends to go to the issue of their

own bodies ; but if but one have

issue, then the premises to go to

that issue" &c, A. and B. took

estates tail. Doe d. Gregory v.

Whichelo, E. 39 G. 3. 2! I

8. y. S. devised thus, " As to what

real and personal estate it has pleas

ed God to bless me with (all my

debts, &c. being first paid out ps

my personal, and if that is not suf

ficient, out ofmy real, estate) I give

and dispose of the same as follows ;

I devise all my messuagts lands and

hereditaments in 5. &c. to A.:"

held that A. took only a life estate.

Doe v. Allen, H. 40 G. 3. 497

9. By a devise of " all my copyhold

estates situate in A., and which I

lecame entitled to on the decease ofmy

father," copyhold estates do not

pass which the devisor's father had

surrendered to him in his life-time :

though the father retained the pos

session of them to the time of his

death, which happened prior to the

will made by the son ; there being

other copyholds of the son answer-

 

/

1

_ J
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Jng the description in the will. Doe

v. Bill, E. 40 G. 3. Page 579

10. Where an estate is deviled to

trustees in fee, in trust for A. with

out any limitation of the estate to

the ecstui que trust, the latter takes

the beneficial interest in fee. Chal

lenger v. Shtppard, T. 40 G. 3. J97

DILAPIDATIONS,

<S« Paying money into Court.

DIPLOMA,

See Evidence, No. 5.

DUTCH PRIZE ACTS,

See Insurance, No. i«

E.

EAST INDIA SHIP,

See Office, No. [.

EJECTMENT.

1. In in ejectment the party having

the legal title mull prevail. Doe d.

Da Costa v. Dixon, M. 39 G. 3.

2

And Roe d. Reade v. Reade, H. 39

2. Nor is there any difference in this

respect between the case of an eject

ment brought by a trustee against

his ecstui que trust and an ejectment

brought by any other person, ib.

3. A plaintiff, who claims under an

elegit subsequent to a lease granted

to the tenant irrpolTeffion, cannot

recover in ejectment, though he

give the tenant notice that he does

not mean to disturb his possession,

only wishing to get into the receipt

of the rents and profits of the estate.

ib. 2

4. The Court permitted a mortgagee

to be made defendant in an eject

ment with the tenant in possession,

under whom he claimed. Doe d.

Tilyard v. Cooper, T-. 40 G. 3.

Page 645

5. Proceedings in ejectment were stay

ed till the costs of a former eject

ment brought by the father of the

lessor of the plaintiff against the de

fendant's father on the fame title

were paid. Doe d. Feldon v. Rue,

T. 40 G. 3. 645

ELECTIONS,

See Freemen.

EMBARGO.

The defendants contracted to carry

the plaintiff's goods from Liverpovl

to Leghorn; on the vessel's aniv.il

at Falmouth in the course of her

voyage an embargo was laid on her

" until the further order of coun

cil ;" held that such embargo only

suspended, but did not dissolve, the

contract between the parties ; and

that even after two years, when the

embargo «'3S taken off, the defend

ants were answerable in damages to

the plaintiff for the non-perform

ance of their contract. Hadley v.

Clbrie, T. 39 G. 3. 259

ENEMY, TRADING WITH.

See Insurance, No. 14.

ERROR,

See Costs, No. I.

ESTATE,

Sec Corporation, No. 1.

■

ESTATE TAIL,

See Devise. Limitation.

ESTOPPEL,
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ESTOPPEL,

5;.# Landlord and Ten ast, No. 4.

EVIDENCE,

See Conviction, No. 2. Insur

ance, No. 9, 10.

1. Paro! evidence may be given of

questions alked by the testator at

the time of executing his will, whe

ther the contents were the Uine a»

those of a former will, 'o which he

was answered in the affirmative, in

order to set aside the latter will on

the ground of Iratid. Doe d. Sinnll

v.Allen, H. 39 G. 3. Page 147

2. So evidence may be given to slicw

that one will was subltituted for an

other, ib.

3. A count for slanderous words spo

ken aliirmati\ely is not supported

by proof that they were spoken

by way of interrogatory. Barnes

v. Hollvway, H. 39 G. 3. 150

4.. An allegation in » plea, that " A.

by his writing sold the aftermath of

land to B.," is not proved by evi

dence that at an auction held for

the purpose os selling the aftermath

B. was she purchaser, that B. gave

? promiiFory note tor the sum, and

that Æ.'sname was written (by A.'»

•gent) in the ptinted catalogue as

the buyer. Symonds v. Bull, H. 39

G.3. iSi

5. The mere production in a court of

a diploma of doctor of ph\ lie under

seal ot one os the Universities is not

in itself evidence to shew that the

party named in the diploma is enti

tled to that degree. Aloises v. Thorn

ton, T. 39 G. 3. _ 303

<>. Parol evidence may be received to

explain a mitten agreement. R.

T. The Inhabitants of Laindon, M.

4°G-3- 379

7. The defendant in trespass qv. -r

clauliim fiegit may give evidence of

so 1 aud freehold under the g-eneral

issue. Argent v. Durrani, M. 40 G.

3. Page 403

8. The order of two justices unap-

pealcd from, removing a feme co

vert from .'!. i t B. tho' describing

her as " widow," is conclusive as

to the settlement os her hustnnd as

well a' herself, R. 1. the inhabit

ants oj iiudgcley, T. 40 G. 3. 620

' EXECUTRIX de »ow tort,

i«TRUiT Deed, No. 2.

EXEMPTION,

See Taxes, No. i?

F.

FACTOR,

See Bankrupt, No. 7.

FEME,

See Costs, No. 1. Husband and

Wife. Removal, Order of, No.

I. 4.

FINE, Judgment qf

B. R. will not mitigate a sine imposed

on a defendant by an inferior court,

the record whereof is removed tbi-

ther by certiorari. R. v. Lovedea,

T. 40 G. 3. 615

FOREIGN ATTACHMENT,

See Attorney, No. 3.

FOREIGN SENTENCE,

See Insurance, No. 9, 10, 12, 13.

Jb'.

FORCIBLE
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FORCIBLE ENTRY,

See Indictment, No. 3. ,

FORFEITURE,

See Landlord and Tenant, No. 2,

3-

FRAUD, Statute of

See Landlord and Tenant, No. r.

FRAUDULENT CONVEY-

• ANCE,

See Trust Deed, No. i.

FREEMEN.

By Stat. 3. G. 3. c. 15. No person

claiming to vote at an election of

members of parliament as a freeman

can vote, unbsshe has been admit

ted to his freedom twelve months :

this extends to burgesses, who vote

at such elections, as well as free

men. Williams v. Evans, E. 39

G- 3. Page 246

FREIGHT,

See Charter Party, No. I.

G.

GAME.

An estate of the value of 1 50/. per an

num holden by the defendant in his

own right, under a lease for 99

years to trustees if the defendant

and others should so long live, is

a sufficient qualification to kill game

\inder the Statute 22 and 23 Car.

2. e. 25. f. 3, Earl Ferrers v.

ifentan, E. 40 G. 3. 506

GRANT,

See Way.

H.

HIGH TREASON,

See Prison.

HIGHWAY.

1. That branch of sect. 19. of the

Stat. 13 G. 3. e. 78, which directs

that *' when any highway hath been

diverted above twelve months, &c.

if a new way hath been made in lieu

thereof, &c. and the fame hath been

acquiesced in, &c. every such new

highway shall from henceforth be

public" is retrospective only ; and

consequently does not extend to

highways diverted since that act.

Watte v. Smith, H. 39 G. 3. 133

2. Another part of the fame section

provides for the diverting of high

ways fc,r the future. ib.

3- If the commissioners under an in

closure act set out a pri vate road for

the use of the inhabitants of nine

parishes, directing the inhabitants

of fix of those parishes to keep it in

repair, no indictment can be sup

ported against the latter for not re

pairing such road, the matter not

concerning the public. R. v. Ri

chards and others, T. 40 G. 3. 634

HOUSE OF CORRECTION,

See Prison.

HOUSE OF LORDS.

I. The House of Lords having voted

the defendant guilty of a breach' of

privilege in publishing a libel upon

a member of their house, and hav

ing sentenced him to pav a sine of

100/. and to be imprisoned fix

months, and until such fine was

paid
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paid, thisCourt refused to discharge

the defendant out of custody he be

ing brought up by a habeas Corpus.

A', v. B. Flo-wer, T. 39 G. 3.

Page 314

2. When the House of Lords adjudge

that any matter is a breach of pri

vilege, their adjudication on the

p.iriy accused is a conviction, and

110 couit can bail him. ib.

HUSBAND AND WIFE,

See Costs, No. I.

A feme covert cannot contract and be

sued as a feme sole, even tho' she

be living apart from her husband,

aud having a separate maintenance

seemed to her by deed. Alar/ball

v. RutIon, E. 40 G. 3. 545

I.

INDICTMENT.

1. When an indictment for a nuisance

states the nuisance to be still in ex

istence, there must be judgment to

abate the nuisance. R. v. Stead,

#•39 G. 3. 142

2. Aliter, where it is not stated in the

indictment to be an existing nui

sance, ib.

An indictment at common law,

charging the defendants withhaving

vidczi'fi.ily and viilh a strong hand

entered the prosecutor's mill and ex

pelled him from the posTcflion, is

good. R. v. Wilson, M. 40 G. J.

If comm'ilioners under an inclo

sure act iet out a private read for

the use of the inhabitants of nine

parishes, directing the inhabitants

of six of those parishes to keep it

in repair no indictment ;.an be sup

ported against the latter for not re

pairing it, the matter not concern

ing the public. R. v. Richardt

tad o.Ui i, T. 40 G. 3. 634.

INFANT.

1. A plaintiff cannot convert an ac

tion founded on a contract into a

tort, so as to charge an infant, de

fendant, yennings v. Rundall, T.

40 G. 3. Page 335

2. Therefore where the plaintiff de

clared that at the defendant's re

quest he had delivered a mare to the

defendant to be moderately ridden,

and that the defendant maliciously

intending, &c. wrongfully and in

juriously rode the mare so that she

was damaged, &c, it was holden

that the defendant might plead his

infancy in bar, the action being

founded on a contract. ib.

3. An infant, a captain in the army.is

liable to pay for a livery ordered

for his servant as necessaries proper

for one in his condition of life ; but

. he is not liable for cockades order

ed for the soldiers of his company.

, Handt v. Slaney, E. 40 G. 3. 578

INFERIOR COURT,

See Fine, Judgment of. Pleading,

No. 6.

INFORMATION,

See Libel.

INSOLVENT DEBTORS'

ACT.

2. By the stat. 34 G. 3. c. 69. an ic-

iolvcnt debtor is discharged as to

debtsgrowing due, as well aqto those

due, before the 1 2th February

1798, and those words apply to a

debt on a promissory note or bill of

exchange given before, but not pay

able until after, that day. Lord

Kinnaird v. Earraiv, M. 39 G. 3.

49

2. The flit. 37 G. 3. c. 112. autho

rised
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rised the Justices of the Peace " at

the first or second General Quarter

Scflion or General Session to be

holden after the passing of the act

or some adjournment thereof," to

discharge insolvent debtors under

certaincircumstances. Thejusticesin

S. at an adjourned Sessions, held

just after the act passed, the adjourn

ment being of a Session holden be

fore theact passed, ordered rhe keep

er of the Sheriff's prison to dis

charge an insolvent : held i ft, that

the adjourned Session had no juris

diction, 2dly, that the officer was

not justified in obeying the order,

3dly, that the Sheriff was answer

able in damages to the plaintiff, at

whose suit the insolvent was in cus

tody, for the act of the gaoler in

discharging the insolvent. Brown

t. Comfton, H. 40 G. 3. Page 424

INSPECTION OF BOOKS, &c.

Pending an action by a corporation

for tolls, the Court will not grant

leave to inspect the corporation

muniments on the application of the

defendant, a stranger to the corpo

ration. The Mayor, l$c. of South

ampton v. Gravet, T. 40 G. 3. J90

INSURANCE.

1. Commissioners appointed by the

Crown under the stat. 35 G. 3. e.

80. which enabled them " to take

into their possession and care all

Dutih (hips and effects detained or

brought into the forts of Great Bri

tain, and to manage fell and dispose

of the same to the best advantage ac

cording to the instructions they

mould receive from his Majesty and

the Privy Council," may insure in

their own names such ships and ef

fects after seizure abroad and while

Vot. VIII. 2 X

they are in tranfituto this country.

Crauford v. Hunter, M. 39 G. 3.

Page I 3

2. A trustee or consignee may insure,

&c. ib.

3. So may a prize agent. ib.

4. So may the captors of a (hip seized

as prize. Bochm v. Bell, H. 39 G.

5. At common law a person might

have insured, without having any

interest in the subject insured. 13

6. And the stat. 19 G. 2. c. 37. which,

prohibits such an insurance, only

applies to " ships belonging to his

Majesty or any of his subjects."

ib.

7. If there be any illegality in the

commencement of an integral voy

age, and an insurance be effected on

the latter part of the voyage which

taken by itself would be legal, still

the assured cannot recover on the

policy. Wilson v. Marryatt, M.

39G-3- 31

8. The captors of a ship, seized as

prize, are not entitled to a return

of premium, (paid for insurance,)

although it be afterwards adjudged

to be no prize, and restitution b,e

awarded to the owners by the court

of Admiralty. Boehm v. Bell, H.

39 G- 3- . '5+

9. A sentence of a foreign court of

^Admiralty is only conclusive here,

in an action on a policy of insur

ance, as to the express ground of

the sentence, but not as to any of

the premises (noticed in the consi

deration part of the sentence) that

led to the adjudication. Chrifiie v.

Secretan, E. 39 G. 3. 192

10. A warranty, that the property

was Danish (Denmark being then a

neutral power) in a policy of insur

ance on ship and goods was holden

to be conclusively disproved by a sen

tence of a court of Admiralty con

demning
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dtmn'ng the ship and cargo, because

the master and crew had broken

their neutrality in the course of the

voy „te insured by forcibly rescuing

the (hip which had been seized and

carried :nto port, by a belligerent

Power tor the purpose of search.

Garreh v. Kensington, £. 39 G. 3.

Page 230

11. Any forfeiture of neutrality by

the wilful act of the assured, or of

the master, &c. aster the com

mencement of the voyage insured,

is a breach of such warranty. ib.

12. A sentence of condemnation of a

British (hip (which had been cap

tured by a French privateer, and

carried into Bergen in Norway by

the French consul at Bergen] is an

illegal sentence : and if after such

a sentence the owner re-purchase

his (hip at a public auction at Ber

gen, he cannot recover the money

so pa>d from the under writer.

Havclock v. Rod-wood, T. 39 G. 3.

268

13. A v rranty of neutrality in a po

licy of insurance is not fallified by a

sentence in a foreign court os Ad

miralty condemning a (hip for navi

gating contrary tothe ordinances of

that belligerent State, to which the

neutral country had not assented.

Po/Ian/ v. bell, H. 40 G. 3. 434

14. Trading with an enemy, without

the King's licence is illegal. And

therefore it is illegal for a subject in

time of war, without the King's

licence, to bring even in a neutral

ship goods from an enemy's port,

which were purchased by his agent,

resident in the enemy's country,

alter the commencement of hostili

ties; although it may not appear

that they wtic purchased oi an ene

my. Pottt v. Bell, in error, E.

40 G. 3. 548

15. If a (hip be insured " at and from

A. to B.," and there beany illega

lity in the traffic during her (lay at

A., the assured cannot recover on

the policy for a loss happening be

tween A. and B. Bird v. Appleson,

E. 40 G. 3. Page 562

16. Goods may be insured tho' pur

chased with the proceeds of a for

mer illegal cargo. 562

17. An insurance on a (hip for a

particular voyage is legal, though

(he may have done some act in a

former voyage for which flic was li

able to seizure. ib.

18. A warranty os neutrality in a po

licy of assuiance is not falsified by

a sentence of a foreign court ofAd

miralty condemning a (hip for na

vigating contrary to the ordinances

of that belligerent State t« which

the neutral country had not assent-

INVENTION,

See Patent.

JUDGMENT,

See Indictment, No. i, 2. Insur

ance, No. 9. 12, 13. 18. Prac

tice, No. 18. Set off, No. 1.

If the plaintiff enter up judgment in

debt on a mutuatus, on a warrant of

attorney " to enter up judgment

in debt on bond" the Court will set

it aside as irregular. Par'u v. Wil

kinson, H. 39 G. 3. 153

JURISDICTION,

Sec Bail, No. 5. Courts or Con

science, No. 1,2. Pleading,

No. 6. Removal, Order of, No.

2.

I. By
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I. By the 10 £5f it W. 3. c. 8. the

proprietors of navigation shares in

the river Tone are created a corpo

ration, having certain funds, and

are directed to keep an account of

their receipts and '♦disbursements,

which are every year to be examined

Jlaled corrected and allowed by the

Bishop os Bath and Wells and the

Justices of the Peace for the county

of Somerset, at their first general

quarter sessions after a certain day,

at which time they are to direct a

distribution of the surplus profits,

if any: Under this act the justices

at sessions in one year have no au

thority to revise or correct any er

rors in the accounts upon which a

balance was struck and allowed in

any preceding year. R. v. Tie Con

servator] os the River Tone, T.

39 0. 3. Page 286

2. If manifest injustice has been done

by the allowance of the accounts in

any former year, the only remedy

is in Chancery. ib. 291

3. But even that Court will not cor

rect every ertor in an account of

. long standing. 292

4. The Stat. 37 G. 3. c. 1 12. autho

rised the Justices of the Peace " at

the first or second general session to

be holden aster the passing of the

actj or some adjournment thereof,"

to discharge insolvent debtors un

der certain circumstances. The Jus

tices in S. at an adjourned session

held just after the act passed, the ad

journment being of a session holden

before the act passed, ordered the

keeper of the Sheriff's prison to dis

charge an insolvent; held, lit, that

the adjourned session had nojuiis-

diction ; idly, that the officer was

not justified in obeying the order of

session ; 3<My, that the Sheriff was

answerable in damages to the plain

tiff, at whose suit the insolvent wa«

in custody, for the act of the gaol

er in discharging the insolvent.

Brown v. Compton, H. 40 G. 3.

4*+'

5. The Court of B. R. will not miti

gate a fine imposed by an inferior

Court, the record whereof is remov-

ed there by certiorari. R, v. Love-

den, T. 40 G. 3. 61 e

L.

LANDLORD and TENANT.

See Party-Wall. Use and OCcu-

TION.

1. Though by the statute of frauds it

is enacted that all leases by parol

for more than three years shall have

the effect of estates at will only,

such a lease creates a tenancy from

year to year. Clayton v. Blaiey,

^•39G-3' 3

i. If a lessee who has covenanted not

«* to let, set, assign, transfer, make

o*er, barter, exchange, or otherwise

part with the indenture, &c." with

a proviso that the landlord may in

such case re enter, give a warrant

of attorney to consels judgment, on

which the lease is taken in executi

on and fold, it is not a forfeiture of

the lease, unless the warrant of at

torney be given for the express pur

pose of having the lease taken in ex

ecution. Doe d. Milchinson v. Car

ter, M. 39 G. 3. 57

3. But if the warrant of attorney be

given expressly for that purpose, it,

is in fraud of the covei a it, and a

forfeiture of the lease. Doe d.

Milchinson v. Carter, T. 39 G. 3.

300

4. To an action by a ltflbr for a

breach of covenant on an inden

ture
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ture of lease in not repairing, &c.

the lessee cannot plead in bar that

the lessor had only an equitable es

tate in the premises, for that is

tantamount to a plea of nil habuit

in tenementis. But femble the les

see is not estopped from shewing

that the lessor was only seized in

right of his wife for her life, and

that (he died before the covenant

broken ; because an intcrelt passed

by the lease. Blake v. Foster, H.

40 G. 3. Pag'tfl

LEASE,

See Landlord and Tenant, Par

ty-Wall.

LEVANCY and COUCHANCY,

See Common.

LIBEL.

1. The Court refused to grant a cri

minal information againlt a book

seller for printing a report of the

House os Commons, though it re

flected on the character of an indi

vidual. R. v. J. Wright, T. 39 G.

2. It is neither the subject of a crimi

nal prosecution nor of an action to

publish a true account of the pro

ceedings in parliament or of the

courts of jultice. ib. 298

LIBERUM TENEMENTUM,

See Evidence, No. 7.

LTEN,

Set Practice, No. 25.

LIMITATION,

1. Under a limitation in a marriage-

settlement to the husband for life,

then to the wife for life, then to

the heis3 of the body of the wife,

and their heirs, the wife takes an

estate tail, stlpass v. IV, it Lin s, E.

40 G. 3. Page 516

2. And though it was recited in the

deed that the husband's father con

veyed in consideration of the mar

riage, and " for settling and esta

blishing the lands, &c. to the uses

thei easier expressed," and subse

quent uses were added in the deed ;

B. R. would only take notice of

the legal estate. ib.

LORD'S ACT.

1. When a debtor is in execution at

the suit of several plaintiffs on a

joint debt, one of them may give a

note for the weekly payments of 3/.

6d. under the Lord's act, signed by

him alone M for himself and part

ners." Meux v. Humphry, M. 39

G. 3. 25
2. But when several executors are

plaintiffs, they must all sign such a

note. Lepine v. Bayley, T. 39 G.

3- 3*5

M.

MANDAMUS.

See Conviction, No. II. Removal

from Office.

MANUFACTURE,

See Patent.

MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT,

See Limitation, No. i.

N.

NAVIGATION,

See Jurisdiction.

NEW-
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NEWCASTLE,

See Court of Conscience, No. i,

2.

NOT GUILTY,

See Evidence, No. 7.

NOTICE,

See Practice, No. 15, 16.

NUISANCE,

See Indictment, No. i, 2. .

P.

OBLIGOR,

See Cotenant, No. i, 2.

OFFICE,

See Prize. Promotion. Removal

from Office.

1. A sale (by the owner) osthe com

mand of a ship employed in the

• Eajl India Company's service, with-

6ut the knowledge of the Company

is illegal ; and the contract of sale

cannot be the foundation of an ac

tion. Blachsord\. Prejlon, H. 39

G. 3. Page 89

2. The Stat. 5 £3" 6 Ed. 6. prohibits

the sale of certain offices. 92

3. It is also illegal to sell many other

public offices not within the Stat.

5 W 6 Ed. 6. ib. 94

4. But offices not within that Statute

may be fold, provided the sale takes

place with the consent of those who

have the power of appointment, ib.

5. An officer of the customs is ex

empted from serving the office of

overseer of the poor, though he has

not his writ of privilege at the time.

R. v. Warner, M. 40 G. 3. P. 375

OVERSEER,

See Office, No. 5.

OVER.

The party demanding oyer has at ma

ny pleading days to plead after oyer

is granted as he had when it was

demanded. Webber v. Aujlin, M.

. 4°G-3- 356

?■

PARLIAMENT,

See House of Lords. Libel. ^

PARTY WALL

1. The lessor of e house at rack -lent

(there being no other person, enti

tled ta any kind of rent) is liable to

contribute to the expcnccs of a

party-wall under Stat. 14 G. 3.

c. 78., though the lessee has im

proved the house den ised. Beard'

more v. Pox, E. 39 G. 3. 2 14

2. The tenant of a house covenanted

in his lease to pay a reasonable share

and proportion of supporting re

pairing and amending all party-

walls, &c. and to pay all taxes du

ties assessments and impositions par

liamentary and parochial ; " it be

ing the intention of the parties that

the landlord should receive the clear

yearly rent of 60/. in net money,

without any deduction whatever."

During the lease the proprietor of

the adjoining house built a pany-

wall between that house and the

house demised, under the Stat. 14

G. 3. c. 78. htld that the tenant,
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(not the landlord) was bound to pay

the moiety of the expence of the

party-wall. Barrett v. Tie Duke

of Bedford, T. 40 G. 3. 60a

PATENT.

t. A patent was granted by the

crown for fourteen years to A. for

his P method of lessening the con

sumption of fleam and fuel in sire

engines ;" the specification Hated

that the " method confided of the

following principles," (describing

the mode in which thole principles

w ere applied so the purpoles of the

invention ; afterwards an act of

parliament was passed tp extend the

patentee's term, the title of which

was an act for veiling the sole pro

perty, &c. " of certain steam en

gines called sire engines of his in

vention &c." and, after reciting

that the patent was " for making

and vending certain engines by him

invented for lessening the confump- '

tion of steam and fuel in sue en

gines" &c, it granted him the

lole right of " making aud selling

the said engines :"' held that the

invention was the subject of a pa

tent, and (the patentee having in

his specification described his inven

tion) that the right of the patentee

under the patent and act of parlia

ment was valid. Hornhloivcr v.

Boulton, in Error, H. 39 (?. 3.

' 95

2. The proviso in the Stat. l'l jfac.

I. c. 3'. s. (>., which enables the

Crown to grant patents for " new

manufactures," does not authorise

the granting of a patent for mere

principles, senib. ib.

3. A patent may be granted for an

addition to an old invention. 95

PAYING MONEY INTO

COURT.

See Costs, No- 2, 5.

The defendant cannot pay money into

court, on the common rule, in an

action for dilapidations. Salt v.

Salt, M. 39 G. 3. 47

PAYMENT.

The plaintiff covenanted to carry a

cargo of pilchards to Ancona on

freight, and the defendant cove

nanted to pay or cause to be paid

the freght there on delivery of the

cargo. On plea of payment, held

it was no payment that the defen

dant's agent at A. gave the plaintiff

a bill on the defendant in England,

instead of money, which bill the

plaintiff received without objecti

on : though the defendant's agent

was indebted to the defendant at

the time in more money than the

amount of such bill, and ought to

have paid the freight him felt, (which

fact however was not known to she

plaintiff ) and the defendant after

wards refused payment of the bill.

Tapley v. Martens, H. 40 G. 3,

PILOT,,

See Thames.

PLEADING,

See Action on the Casf, No. 3,

4. Award, No. 2. Covenant,

No. 1, 2, 3. Indictment, No.

4. Infant, No. 2. Practice,

No. 6, 7, 1 1.

1. Though the proprietor of tithes

leave them on the land more than

a reasonable time after they are set

out,
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out, and after he has notice that

they are set out, the owner of the

land cannot justify in trespass turn

ing in his cattle upon the land to

depasture it in the usual course of

husbandry, whereby the cattle con

sumed the tithes. Williams v.

Ladntr, M. 39 G. 3. 72

2. In such a case the owner's remedy

is either by distress or action, ib.

3. To trespass for an assault and bat

tery, the defendant may plead that

the plaintiff with force and arms

and with a strong hand endeavour

ed forcibly to break and enter the

defendant's close, whereupon the

defendant resisted and opposed such

entrance lie, and if any damage

happened to the plaintiff it was in

defence of the possession of the said

close. Weaver v. Bush, At. 39 G.

4. The plaintiff after obtaining judg

ment on demurrer, in debt on bond

conditioned to pay an annuity, mult

assign breaches on the record under

the Stat. 8 & 9 W. 3. e. 1 1. /. 3.

Walcot V. Goulding, H, 39 G. 3.

126

j. After oyer of the condition and

non est factum pleaded to debt on

bond, on which issue is joined and

notice of trial given, the pl.iin.tiff

may enter a suggestion on the roll,

and assign breaches pursuant to the

Stat. 8 & 9 W. 3. c. II. Ethersey

v. Jackson, E. 39 G. 3. 255

6. In case for rescuing a debtor taken

on mesne process sued out of the

Palace Court, it was holden not to

be a sufficient ground sot arresting

the judgment that it was not alleg

ed that the cafe of action in the in

ferior court arose within the juiis-

diction, or that it w«s not alleged

that the party below did not appear ,

at the return of the writ. Bent-

Icy v. Donnally, H. 39 G. 3. 1 27

t

7. In an action for consequential da«

mage from slander imputing incon

tinence to the plaintiff, it is enough

to state that he was employed to

preach to a dissenting congregation

at a certain licensed chapel situate"

at A., that he derived considerable

prosit from his preaching, and that -

by reason of the scandal " persons

frequenting the chapel had refused

to permit him to preach there and

had discontinued giving him the

profit! that they usually had and

otherwise would have given." with

out saying who those persons were

or by what authority they exclud

ed him, o{ that he was pteacher

duly qualified according to the Stat.

10 An. c. 2. Hartley v. Herring,

H.39G.3. 130

8. To assumpsit by several partners,

the defendant may plead the bank

ruptcy of one of them in bar.

Eckhardt v. Wilson, H. 39 ct. 3.

140

9. In a plea of alien enemy the de

fendant must state that the plaintiff

was botn in a foreign country at

enmity with this country, and that

he came here without letters of safe

conduct from the King. Cajseret

v. Bell, H. 39 G. 3. 166

10. In an action of covenant for quiet

enjoyment, the plaintiff may state

generally that A. B. lawfully

claiming title under the defendant

entered on the plaintiff by virtue of

such title, without setting forth

the particulars of A. B.'s title.

Hodgson v. The E. I. Company, T.

39 G. 3. 278

11. " Non infregit conventionem"

cannot be pleaded where the plain

tiff assigns a breach (as above ) ad.

ding, «« and so the defendant did

not keep his covenant," ib.

12. A plea of molliter manus impo-

suit, in order to turu the plaintiff

out
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out os the defendant's house where

she continued against his will, is no

answer to a charge against the de

fendant for striking the plaintiff re

peated blows and with great force

and violence knocking her down

several times. Gregory v. Hill, 7*.

39 G- 3- . 299

13. To debt on bond, conditioned

that one B. R. should account for

and pay over to the plaintiffs, as

treasurers of a charity, such volun

tary contributions as he should col

lect for the use of the charity, the

defendants pleaded general perfor

mance : the plaintiff replied that

B. R. had received divers sums,

amounting to a large sum, viz.

1 00/. from divers persons for divers

voluntary contributions for the use of

the said charity, which he had not

accounted for or paid over &c. ;

held on special demurrer that the

replication was sufficiently certain.

Barton v. Webb, H. 40 G. 3. 459

14. A defendant in an information in

nature of quo warranto may plead

several pleas under the Stat. 32 G.

3. c. 58. though he do not plead

(in one of them) the plea of limi

tation of time thereby given. R.

v. Autridge, H. 40 G. 3. 467

15. Ancient demesne mult be plead

ed within the fu st four days of the

term. Denn v. Fenn, H. 40 G. 3.

. 474

] 6. To an action by a lessor for a

breach of covenant on an indenture

of lease in pot repairing &c, the

lessee cannot plead in bar that the

lessor had only an equitable estate

in the prcmiics ; for that is tanta

mount to a plea of nil habuit in

tenemtntis. But semble the lessee

is not estopped from shewing that

the lessor was only ieised in right

of his wife for her life, aud that

(he died before the covenant broken ;

because an interest passed by the

lease. Blake v. Foster, H. 40 G.

3- . . 487

17. The defendant in a^lea in abate

ment of misnomer must give his

surname as well as his true christian

name, although his true surname be

used in the declaration. Hawortb

v. Spraggs, E. 40 G. 3. 515

18. The plaintiff an agent having had

the demands of his principals on

the defendant assigned to him, and

authority given him to submit the

same to arbitration, does so accoid-

ingly in conjunction with the de

fendant ; and a sum being awarded

to be paid to him as such attorney,

he may maintain an action for it

in his own name against the defen

dant and need not, in setting forth

the assignment to him from his prin

cipals, (by virtue of which he w»s

authorised to snbmit their demands

to arbitration) make a profert of

the fame in his declaration. Banjul

v. Leigh, E. 40 G. 3. 571

19. In justifying (in a plea to an

action of trespass) the use of a crane

in a public wharf, it is sufficient to

say that it is "a public open and

lawful wharf," without claiming

the right by immemorial usage ;

for the public have a right to the

use of such quays and to the cranes

erected thereon, paying the cus

tomary compensation. Bolt v. Sten-

nett, T. 40 G. 3. 606

20. It is no answer to a plea of ten-

, der. before the exhibiting of the

plaintiff's bill, that the plaintiff

had before such tender retained an

attorney and instructed him to sue

out a latitat against the defendant,

and that the attorney had accord

ingly applied for such writ before

the tender, which writ was after-

i wards
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wards sued out. Briggi v. Calver-

ley, T. 40. G. 3. 629

Zl. A plea in abatement to the ju

risdiction of the court beginning

" defendit vim et injuriam quando

&c. is good. Wilkes v. Wdliamt,

T. 40 G. 3. 63 1

POLICY,

See Insurance.

POOR RATE,

See Costs, No. 6.

1. The proprietors of tolls on a na

vigation are to be rated to the poor

in the parish where the tolls become

due. R. r. The Staffordshire and

Worcctlcrjhirc Canal Company, M.

40 G. 3. 340

2. Therefore where a navigation act

empowered thtf proprietors to take

a toll of so much per mile per ton

for all goods carried along the

canal ; held that they were ratea

ble to the poor for the tolls in the

different parishes where the respective

•voyages finished ; though for their

convenience they were authorised to

collect the tolls where they pleased,

and did in fact collect them in other

parishes. - ib.

POSSESSIO FRATRIS,

See Descent, No. I.

PRACTICE,

See Affidavit. Affidavit to

HOLDTOBAIL. ATTORNEY. BAIL.

Bankrupt, No. 13. Costs, No.

2. Ejectment, N9. 4, c. In

spection of books, &c. Judg

ment, No. 1. Lords' Act.

Oyer. Set-off, No. 1. Sub-

poena, No. 1.

1. If the fourth day for perfecting

bail be the last, day of the term, and

the bail be not perfected before the

riling of the Court on that day,

an assignment of the bail bond to

the plaintiff in the evening of that

day is regular. Dent v. IVeston, M.

39 G- 3- 4-

2. Bail to the sheriff are liable for the

plaintiff's -whole debt (without re

gard to the sum sworn to) and

colts, provided they do not exceed

the penalty of the bail bond. Ste

venson v. Cameron, Al. 3y G. 3. 28

3. But bail to the action are not liable

beyond the sum sworn to and the

costs. ib.

4. If the sheriff discharge the defen

dant without taking a bail bond,

the Court will not permit the latter

to file common bail on paying the

sum sworn to, if the plaintiff have

any claim on. him beyond that sum.

ib.

5. If the sheriff be once in contempt

for not bringing in the body, that

contempt is not purged by the de

fendant's surrendering on a subse

quent day though before an attach

ment is moved foragainlt the Iheriff.

R. v. The Sheriff »s Muldlcsex, M.

39 G- 3- 29

6. Under a Judge's order to plead

iffuably, the defendant can only

put in a plea that goes to the me

rits. Simeon ». Thompson, M. 39

G. 3. 71

7. The plea of alien enemy is not

such a plea. ' ib.

8. Where the declaration filed in the

office before the defendant's appear

ance was indorsed filed conditi

onally and judgment afterwards

signed for want of a plea, the Court

held it regular, though the notice

served on the defendant was of a

declaration generally. Cort v. jfa-

ques, M. 39 G. 3. 77

9. After notice of executing a writ

of enquiry on a judgment by de

fault, it is too late for the defen

dant
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dant to object to the affidavit on

which he was holden to bail, that

it omitted to negative any tender

of the debt in bank. norteB, as re

quired by Stat. 37 G. 3. e. 4c.

Dejbtrough v. Copinger, M. 39 G.

3- , 77

10. Such an objection must be made

within a reasonable time. ib.

11. The role to plead to an amended

declaration must be a four days'

rule. Barton s. Moore, M. 39 G.

3. m m 87
12. If the principal be surrendered

in time, but the bail omit to give

regular notice of it to the plaintiff,

in consequence of which he pro

ceeds upon the bail bond, the bail

may apply to set aside the proceed

ings on payment of costs even after

execution levied and the money is

in the shei iff's hands. Repine v.

BarraU, E. 39 G. 3. 222

13. A writ, directed to the sheriff of

Northumberland, may be served in

tYeiucastle-upon-Tyne, Bu/bj v. Fea-

ron, E. 39 6". 3. * 23c

14. A plaintiff may sue in this court

for a debt under 40J.. if he cannot

sue in any inferior court. ib.

15. If a cause be made a remanet, it

is not necessary to give a new no

tice of trial. Jaekt v. Mayer, E.

39 G. 3. _ 245

16. But tuch new notice must b^

given when the trial has been put

off to the next Sittings or Assizes

by rule of court. il.

17. If after issue joined and notice]

of trial given the plaintiff enter a

suggestion on the roll and assign

breaches under Stat. 8 & 9 IK

y. c. 11, he cannot deliver the se

cond issue without a Judge's order.

Ethersey v. Jackson, £. 39 G. 3.

ifi. A warrant of attorney to enter

up judgment having beep given to

A. who died in the vacation, tha

Court refused to let ATi executor

enter up judgment thereon in this

term. Co<wic v. Allatuay, E. 39

G-3- . . . *57

19. Where bail areput in in due time,

an exception must first be catered

before the sheriff can be ruled to

bring in the body ; and the adding

of bail afterwards does not super

sede the necessity of such excepti

on before an attachment can issue

against the sheriff on account of

the added bail not having justified

in time. R. v. The SheriffosMid

dles*, E. i9 G. 3. 258

20. The Court referred it to the

Master to compute what was die

for principal and interest on a mort

gage, in an action of covenant.

Berthen v. Street, T. 39 G. 3. 326

21. A fter judgment by default in an

action ot covenant for non-pay

ment of rent, the Court referred

it to the Master to fee what was

due to the plaintiff. Byrom v.

Johnson, M. 40 G. 3. 410

2 2. But a similar application was re

fused on an interlocutory judgment

in debt on a judgment brought on a

bill of exchange. Nelson v. Sheri

dan, M. 40 G. 3. 395

23. This Court will not discharge a

defendant out of custody on filing

common bail, on the ground that

the plaintiffs at whose suit he was

' arrested were assignees under a com

mission of bankrupt sued out above

three yea's ago against the defen

dant, under which they had receiv

ed dividends. Oliver v. Ames, M.

40 G. 3. 364

24. But the Court suspended the ex

ecution of the rule on the sheriff to

bring in the body to give the defen

dant time to make an application

to the Lord Chancellor for relief.

' ' ii.
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aj. The plaintiff, having charged the

defendant in execution, died ; the

defendant's wife took out adminis

tration tp the plaintiff; then the

Court ordered the defendant to be

discharged out of custody, saying

that the plaintiffs attorney had no

lien on the judgment for his costs.

Pyne v- Erie, M. 40 C. 3. 407

26. Plaintiffs cannot sue out a writ as

executors and declare in their own

right. Douglas v. Idata, M. 40

G. 3. 416

27. When the rule to bring in the

body expires the last day of terra,

the bail have the whole of the first

day of the next term to justify ; and

if the defendant surrender in dis

charge of his bail on any part of

that day the sheriff cannot be at

tached for not bringing in the body.

R. v. The Sheriff of Middlesex, H.

40 G. 3. 464

38. If defendant suffer plaintiff

to file common bail for him under

the statute, the latter may upon the

expiration of the rule to plead sign

judgment for want of a pica, with

out any demand of a plea. Pali

v. Rendle, H. 40 G. 3. 465

29. Ancient demesne must be plead

ed within the first four days of the

term. Derm v. Fenn, H. 40 G. 3.

474

30. Where a prisoner files a plea as

" of a term prior to that wherein re

gularly he is called upon to plead,

be mull give notice to the plaintiff

of such piea pleaded, otherwise the

plaintiff may sign judgment as for

want of a plea. Parkinson v.

Thompson, 7*. 40 G. 3. 596

31. The plaintiff may sue out a writ

against the bail, on their recogni

zance on the return day of the ca.

sa. against the principal. Shivers

J. Brooks, T. 40 G. 3. $28

32. ft h no objection to an affidavit

that it was sworn before a commis

sioner who was employed as cltilc

to the attorney in the cause in hit

character of clerk to the commissi

oners for the sale of the land tax.

Goedtitle d. Hye v. BaJtitle, T. 40

G. 3. Page 633

33. The same persons who were bail

in I\. R. may justify again as hail

upon a writ of error returnable in

parliament, Martin v. Justice, T.

40 G. 3. 639

34. A declaration may be delivered

against a prisoner in the vacation.

flcron v. Edwards, T. 40 G. 3.

643

35. The Court will not referit to the

Master (after judgment by default)

to compute what is due for princi

pal and interest on an affidavit stat

ing that the action is brought to

recover the amount of a promissory

note, unless it appear on the de

claration that such is the cause of

action. Ostornc y. Road, T. 40

G. 3. 648

PREMIUM,

See Insurance, No. 8.

PRESCRIPTION,

See Privilege.

PRINCIPAL 4nd AGENT,

See Payment, No. I.

PRISON,

1. The house of correction for the

county of Middlesex, adapted to

the separate reception of felons,

pursuant to the Stat. 22 Get. 3. c.

6a. and other acts, is not a legal

prison for the safe custody of per

sons under a charge of high treason.

En
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Ex parte T. Evans, H. 39 G. 3.

2. All the prisons in the kingdom

are the King's prisons. Ib. 176

3, The hulks and penitentiary houses

are appointed by particular ltatutes

for particular descriptions of con

victs. Ib. '77

PRIVILEGE,

Set Attorney. Bankrupt, No.

irx Houst of Lords. Office,

No. 5.

1. Where an immemorial privilege is

claimed for all t he officers us a court ;

and new officers are made within

time of legal memory, they also

fall within the privilege. Willes

v. Williams, T. 40 G. 3. 63 I

2. The privilege of the officers of

the court of Chancery to be im-

pleaded in their own court, by pro

ceedings in the Petty Bag Office,

acknowledged. ib.

PRIZE,

1. The captain of a ship actually on

board at the time of a capture is

entitled to prize-money, though

under arrest at the tiine,and though

another officer be on board to take

the command of the ship. Lum-

ley'T. Sutlon, E. 39 G. 3. 224

2. Suspension from office does not de

prive the officer from prize money.

. tb.

PROMOTION.

1. Mr. Richards had a patent of pre

cedence. 182

2. Mr. Vaughan, made a Serjeant, ib.

3. Mr. J. Le Blanc, Judge of B. R.

in the room of Mr. J. AJbhvrJt.

259

4. Mr. Lens and Mr. Baylej, made

Scrjcauts. ib.

5. Sir John Scott, Attorney Geneal,

created Lord Eldca, appointed £

J. of C. B. vice Eyre, Lord G. J.

deceased. 421

6. Mr. B. Chtmlre, Baron ef the

Exchequer on the resignation of

Mr. Baron Perrjn. tb,

7. Sir John Afit/ord, Solicitor Ge

neral made Attorney General vie:

Lord Eldon. 422

8. Mr. Grant C. J. of CLcJler marfe

Solicitor General and Knighted, it.

9. Mr.jl/anj^fM succeededMr.Gr*tf,

as C. J. of Chester. 422

10. Mr.A/riappuintedKing'sCoun-

seL ib.

1 1 . Mr. Best made a Serjeant. ib.

12. Mr. Baron Chambre appointed a

Judge of C. B. on the death of Mr.

Justice Buller. 587

23. Mr. Graham, Attorney General

to the Prince of Walts succeeded

Mr. Justice Chambrt as a Baron of

the Exchequer, and was knighted.

a.

14. Mr. Gibbs, King's Counsel aud

arid Solicitor General to the Prince

• of Wales, was made Attorney Ge

neral to his Royal Highness, ib.

• 15. Mr. Suttonxias appointed Solici

tor General to the Prince. ib.

16. Mr. Sution, Mr. Alexander, and

Mr. Romilly were appointed King'3

Counsel. ib.

1 7. Mr. Onflow was made a Serjeant.

&

PURCHASER. -

Under a limitation in a marriage set

tlement .the Court held that the

wife took an estate tail ; and though

it was recited in the deed that the

husband's father conveyed in consi

deration of the marriage and *- for

settling and establishing the lands

&c. to the uses therein after express

ed," and subsequent uses were add

ed in the deed ; yet a court of law

would
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would only take notice of the legal

estate : and the husband and wife

having levied a fine, and having

agreed to sell the estate to a pur

chaser, from whom they had re

ceived part ot the purchase money,

the Court would not permit the

purchaser to recover back the de

posit money in an acticn for money

had and received. Alpass v. Wat-

kins, E. 40 G. 3. 516

QUALIFICATION,

See Conviction, No 2. Corpo

ration, No. 1. Freemen.

QUAY-PUBLIC.

1 . Public quays are in the nature of

public highways ; the public have

a right to the use of them , and

also to the cranes erected thereon,

paying what is customary for the

fame. Bolt v. Stennett, T. 40 G.

3. 606

2. In justifying (in a plea to an action

of trespass; the use os a crane in a

public wharf, it is sufficient to say

that it is " a public open and law

ful wharf," without claiming the

right by immemorial usage. 606

QUO WARRANTO, Informa

tion IN NATURE OF,

See Corporation. Pleading, No.

14.

R.

RANSOM.

I. The statutes, prohibiting ransoms,

being remedial acts aie to be con

strued liberally. Lovelock v. Rock-

wood, T. 39 G. 3. 277

2. A ransom may take place on shore,

in a neutral country, as well as on

the high sea. ib.

3. It is not necessary that an hostage

should be given to constitute a ran

som, ib.

RATE,

See Poor-rate.

RECOGNIZANCE,

See Costs, No. 3.

1. Under the Stat. 5 G. 2. c. 19. /.

2. the party removing a conviction

here by certiorari mult enter into

a recognizance with two sureties iu

the entire sum of jo/. R. v. Dunn,

E- 39 G- 3-. 217

2. Theirentering into a recognizance

iu 25/. each, is not a compliance

with the directions of the Statute.

ib.

3_ Whether the party removing a con

viction by certiorari under Stat. c

Ann, c. 14. s. 2. should give a bond

to the prosecutor for payment of

costs &c. Qu. ib. 2 1 8 n.

REMOVAL from OFFICE.

1. A party must be summoned to an

swer to the charge before he is re

moved from his office. R. v. Dr.

Gajlin, E. 39 G. 3. 209

2. And that fact mull be stated in a

return to a mandamus, to restore

him. ib.

3. So it should appear in such a return

that the body removing had proved

the charge for which the party was

removed. R. v. The Faverfham Fish

ermen Company, M. 40 G. 3. 352

4. It is not sufficient to state merely

that he was present when the charge

was made, and did not deny it. ib.

REMOVAL;
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REMOVAL ; Ordrr of.

1, An unmarried woman may lie re

moved to the place of her settle

ment, on account of-her being preg

nant, under Stat. 35 G. j. t.

\Ol.s, 6., even though (he be re

siding under a certificate from her

own parish. 7?. v. The Inhabitants

of Great Tarmouth, M. 39 G. 3.

68

2, If it do not distinctly appear on an

order of rtemova} that the justices

w ho made it had jurisdiction, it is a

nullity, and not merely voidable ;

and the parish, to which it is di

rected, may object to it at any dis

tance of time though they never

opptjltd against it, and though

they have acted under it for twenty

■ years. R. v. The Inhabitants of

Chiherscoton, H. 39 G. 3. 178

3, The Quarter Sessions can only

amend an order of removal as to

mere defects or wants of form, un

der stat. £ G. 2. c, 19. ib. 181

4, If a feme covert be removed by an

order of two justices from A, to B.,

describing her as " widow,'' and

there he no appeal agunll it, it is

conclusive as to her husband's settle

ment as well as her own. R. v.

The Inhabitants of Rudge'icy, T. 40

G. 3. 620

REPAIRS,

See Laudlord and Tenant, No. 4.

ROGUE and VAGABOND,

See Commitment.

S.

SESSIONS,

See Costs, No, 6, Jurisdiction,

No. 4. »

SET OFF.

1. The Court will permit the deferf-

dants to set off a judgment, recover

ed by them against the plaintiff,

against ajudgment obtained by the

plaintiff against them, though the

plaintiff may also have a separate

demand on one of the defendants.

Glaisterv. Hewer, M. 39 G. 3. 69

SETTLEMENT,

See Remotal, Order of. By Ap

prenticeship.

I< An apprentice agreed with his

master tr> purchase the remainder

of his time, aud that the indentures

should remain with the master until

payment of the sum stipulated, pa-

risti of which only was paid ; before

the expiration of the time he served

another master in a different parilh

forty days by the recommendation

of his original master ; this was con

sidered as a service under the inden

tures, and gave the apprentice a set

tlement. R. v. The Inhabitants of

Chipping Warden, H. 39 G. 3. 10

2. A defective contract of appren

ticeship cannot be converted into a

contract of hiring and service so as

to give the apprentice a settlement

as a yearly servant by serving under

it. R. v. The Inhabitants of Z.ai**

don, M. 40 G. 3. 379

3. Whether a contract be a contract:

of apprenticeship or of hiring and

service must depend on the intenti

on of the parties, which 19 to be

collected from the whole of their

agreement. ib.

4. The ossemt of two magistrates to a

parilh indenture is sufficiently signi

fied by one of them first signing

it alone and being afterwards pre

sent when the other signs it, so as

to
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to enable the apprentice to gain a

settlement under it. R. v. The In

habitantt of Winwick, H. 40 G. 3.

Page 454

SETTLEMENT,

— By Birth, and with Parents.—

A drummer under age entered into

the same militia in which his father

was serjeant, and lived with his fa

ther, the latter receiving the fun's

pay ; held that a settlement gained

by the father during such time was

communicated to the son. A', v.

The Inhabitant! of IVoburn, H. 40

G. 3. 479

SETTLEMENT,

S e Hiring and Service, No. 1, 3

—By Certificate

A certificate granted by the parish of

A. to the parish os B. acknowledg

ing C. aud D. hit -wife and their

children to be their parishioners, is

conclusive as between the parishes

of A. and B. ; though D. were not

the legal wife of C. R. v. The In

habitant! »f Uttestborpe, H. 40 G. 3.

465

SETTLEMENT,

See Settlement by Apprentice

ship, No. 2.

—By hiring andservice.—

I. The master, being obliged to leave

his house seven days before the end

of a year for which he had hired a

servant, told the latter that he had

no further occasion for herrservices,

and paid her the whole year's wages ;

the mailer would otherwise have

kept her, and she was unwilling to

leave the service : held a dispensa

tion with the service for the rest of*

the year. R. v. The Inhabitants of

Saint Mary, Lambeth, E. 39 G. 3.

Page 2 36

2. Ifthesonosa certificated person

serve a year under a yearly contract

in the parish granting the certifi

cate, and then return under age to

the father's house for a short timer

and then serve another year withv

another master under a yearly hiring

in the certificated parish, he does-

not gain a settlement in the latter

parish. R. v. The Inhabitants of

Ingworth, M. 40 G. 3. 339

3. If a parish certificate be gianted la

A., and to B. and C. his children

by name, the residence of B. and of

his family in the certificated parish-

it protected by it ; and a son of B\

(nothaving been emancipated) can

not gain a settlement in the certi

ficated parish by hiring and service.

R. v. The Inhabitants of Batheafion,

II. 40 G. 3. 446

4. In cases reserved from the sessions

on this subject, the sessions should

find as a fact whether in cafe of a

hiring for a year and service short

of that time the master dispensed

with the service before the end of

the year, or whether there Were a

dissolution of the contract by mu

tual consent. R. v. The Inhabi

tants of St. Peter of Mancroft in

Norwich, H. 40 G. 3. 477

5. But in the above case, when be-

sore the end os the year the mis

tress asked the servant whether she

chose to go away on a certain day

(within the year) assigning as a rea

son that she had hired a new ser

vant who wished to come to her

then, and the servant said it was im

material to her, and agreed to go

then, which she did, the Court

thought that was evidence sufficient

to find an agreement to dissolve the

contract
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contract, before the end of the year.

SETTLEMENT,

—By Marriage—

If a feme covert be removed by an or

der of two juilices from A. to B.,

desciibiug her as " •w'u!o<w" and

there be no appeal againlt it, it is

conclusive not only as to her settle

ment, but also as to that of her hus

band. A', v. The Inhabitants of

Rudgeley, T. 40 G. 3. 620

SETTLEMENT,

-By Office—

The pauper at an adjournment of a

Court Lrct holden 1 6th November

1792 was appointed to an annual

office " for one year then next en

suing or uniil he should be lawfully

discharged ;" which office he exe

cuted until the adjournment of an

other Court Lett holden t It AV

vember I 793, held he did not there

by gain a settlement. R. v. The In

habitants of Bo'ju, II. 40 G. 3. 445

SETTLEMENT,

—By a Tenement of 1 ol. per annum—

1. A man had a tenement of 10/. a

year in A. in which he generally,

aud his wife and family constantly,

resided for several year, but he oc

casionally slept in B where he had

another tenement under i ol. a year,

which he had lately taken for the

more convenient carrying on of his

business ; upon the whole he slept

more than forty nights, and parti

cularly the last night, when his in-

ttrest in both tenements ceased :

held that he was fettled in B. R.

v. The Inhabitants of Saint flfafj,

Lambeth, E. 39 G. 3. Page 240

2. The renting by a needle-maker of

two out of six pointing places in an

other's mill, any two of which he

was at liberty to use from time to

time at 16/. a year rent, and engag

ing also to do all his landlord' >

work in preference to that ofothers,

for which he was to be paid by the

piece, is not the taking of a tene

ment within the Statute. R. v.

The Inhabitants of DodderhiU, H.

40 G. 3. 449

3. Where the pauper covenanted with

the owner of a corn mill to deliver

with his horses and carriages at hi;

own charge from 1790 to 1795 at

the owner's corn mill a certain quan

tity of wheat per week, and to grip :

and make the fame into flour at his

own (the pauper's) charge, and to

pay to the mill owner at the rate

of 8s. per load during the period

mentioned : and the mill owner

covenanted that the pauper should

have the use and liberty of running

and grazing for his horses on a cer

tain meadow adjoining, and the use

of the stable and cart house gratis :

and the mill-owner also covenanted

that he would at the end of the time

agreed for again take: all the uten

sils of the corn-mill at a fair ap

praisement, and the pauper ground

corn at the mill under this agree

ment for three years residing in a

cottage in the fame parish : held

this was not the taking of a tene

ment within the Statute, but a mere

agreement to grind corn. R. v. The

Inhabitants of Hammersmith, H. 36

G. 3. 450 «.

SETTLEMENT of ESTATE,

See Limitation.

SEWERS.
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SEWERS.

If a sea bank or wall, which the own

ers of particular lands are bound to

repair, be destroyed by tempest,

without any default to such owners,

the commissioners of sewers may or

der a new one (even in a different

form if necessary) to,be erected at

the expence of the whole level. R.

v. The Commissioners of Sewers, in

Somerset/hire, T. 39 G. 3. Page 31 2

SHERIFF.

1. If the sheriff's gaoler discharge an

insolvent debtor of the Quarter Ses

sions in a cafe where it turns out

they had no jurisdiction, the sheriff

is answerable in damages to the

plaintiff at whose suit the insolvent

was in custody. Brown v. Comp-

ton, H. 40 G. 3. 424

2. Though the sheriff appoint special

bailiffs to arrest the defendant at the

plaintiff's request, the sheriff is still

responsible for the defendant after

the arrest made. Taylor v. Ri

chardson, E. 40 G. 3. 505

SLANDER,

See Evidence,. No. 3.

STATUTES cited, or comment

ed UPON.

Henry IV.

— 5. c. 10. Prisoners. 1 75

Henry VII.

— 3. c. 3.- Prisoners. " 173

Edward VI.

— 5 U 6. c. 16. Office. 92

/

Vol. VIII. ,

Elizabeth.

13. *. 8. Usury.

13. c. 20. Benefices.

•18. c. 3. Prisons.

Page 391

+ia

'73

Jac: I.

— I. c. 15. Bankrupt. 149. 201

— 7.^.4. Prisons. 173

— 2 I. c. 3 /. 6. Patent, 98, ice.

— 21. c. 19. Bankrupt. 83. 201. 507

Car. II.

— 17. c. 8. Death of defendant. 409

— 22 & 23. c. 25. Game. 506

— 29. c. -j.s 6. Sunday. i>6

Will & Mary ; and Will.

— 5. c. 1 J.s. 3. Costs. 409

— 8 & 9. c. 11. j. 3. Assigning

breaches. 126. 255

— 9 & 10. c. 15. Arbitration. 521

— 10 & 1 1. c. 8. River Tone. 286

— II & 12. c. 19./. 3. Prisous. 173

Ann,

— 4. c. 16. s. 20. Bail bond. 153

— 4. c. 16. s. 25. Costs. 303

— 5. c. 14./ 2. Certiorari. 217

— 5. c. 14. /. 4. Game. 220

— 6. c. 9. River Tone. 288

— 9. c. 14. Us.iry. 392

— 10. c. 2. Dissenting preacher. J32

Geo. I.

.— 3. c. 13. The Thames. 241

— (i.e. ly.s 2. Prisons. 173

— 6. c. 21. Warrants. 187

— 7. c. 31. Bankrupt. 387

G10. II.

1— 5. «. 19. Order of removal. 180

— 5. c. 19-/. 2. Certiorari. 218

2Y -5.
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— 5. e. 20. The Thames. Page 240

— j. c. 33. Bankrupt—Arrelt. 475

— 7. c. 8." Stock-jobbing. 163.610

— I (. c. 19 ~Ule and Occupation. 327

— 13. c. 18. /I 5. Ccrtiorari. 219

— 17. c. 5. Vagrant. 26. 1 73

— 19. c. 3.2. Bankrupt. 201

— 19 37. Insurance. 23. 160

— 26. c. 27. Order of justices. 182

Geo. III.

— 2. c. 25. Ransom. 273

— 3. c. 15. Elections. 246

— 7. r. 37. Taxes—Exemption. 468

— 13. c. 78. _/! 19. Highways. 134

— 14. e 78. Party-wall. . 215

— 15. c. 6t. Patent. 96

— 1 7. c. 26. Annuity. 183.. 185,412

— ty.e. 38. Costs. Appeal. 583

— 18. c. 52. lnlolv cut debtors. 49

— 21. c 5. Prizes. 226

■*-2Z. 35. Ransom. 273

— 22. c. 64. Huuse of correction.

— 23. c. 83. Vagrznt. 26

-zs.Jl. 2. s. 55. House of correc

tion. 174

— 26. c. 55. House of correction.

. '75
-32. c- 53. Q_uo warranto infor

mation. 467

-34. c. 69. Insolvent debtor;. 49

34. s. 74- / 7- HIgnwayt 137

35. f. 63. /■ 10. Stamps. 160

35. r. 66. Ransom. 273

35. <r. Bo. /". 21. Dutch ships. 13

35. r. IOI. s.6. Removal. 68

36. c. 60. Metal buttons. 536.

• 542

37-, c. 45. Bank notes. 77. 284

37. c. 109. Dutch prixes. 157

37. c. 112. Insolvent debtors. 424

38. c. 46. Taxes. 468

STOCK JOBBING.

The Stat. 7 C. 2. c. 8., against

Hoc!; jolbing, docs not extend to

cafes where the party agreeing to

transfer is possessed of the stock-

Sanders v. Kcnl'tjh, H. 39 G. 3.

Page 1 62

2. And therefore, where the plain

tiff, being possessed of 3000/. 4 per

cent, stock, empowered the defend

ant to fell the fame for his own be

nefit, and in consideration thereof

the defendant agreed to transfer at

the next opening 3000/. 4 per cent,

into the plaintiff's name, it was

holden that the plaintiff might re

cover from the defendant, who fail,

ed to perform his engagement, the

value of that stock on the day ap

pointed for the transfer. ib.

3. A broker who contracts with o-

thers for the sale of stock at a fu

ture day by the authority of his

principal, who afterwards refuses

to make good the bargain, cannot

by paying the difference to filch

third persons maintain an action on

an implied affumpsit against his

principal for the amount. Child v.

Moyley, T. 40 G. 3. 610

4. If the principal were really pos

sessed of the stock so bargained to

be sold such contract is not illegal

within the Stat. 7 G. 2. r. 8. againll

stock-jobbing, although the broker

did not disclose the name of his

principal at the time of the bargain

made ; and the purchaser may

maintain an action for the differ

ence against the principal. ib,

SUBPŒNA.

A subpœna may be issued from the

Crown Office, requiring a witness

to attend at the affizes in the coun

ty to give evidence in support of

an intended prosecution for felony:

and B. R. will grant an attach

ment againll him for disobedience

thereto. R. v. Ring, £. 40 G. 3.

SUG-
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SUGGESTION,

See Pleading, No. 4, 5.

SUNDAY,]

See Attachment, No. i.

T.

TAXES—Exemption from,

The act of the 7 Gco. 3. c. 37. Ex

empting the owner of certain lands

embanked from the river Thames

from all taxes and assessments 'whatso

ever, does not exempt the occupi

ers of houses built on such lands

from the payment of the house and

window duties imposed by stat. 38

G. 3. c. 40. Perchard v. Heywoods

H. 40 G. 3. Page 468

TENANT,

See Landlord and Tenant.

TENANT IN COMMON,

See Action on the case, No. i, 2<

TENDER,

It is no answer to a plea of tender

before the exhibiting of the plain

tiff's bill, that the plaintiff had be

fore such tender retained an attor

ney and instructed him to sue out

a latitat against the defendant, and

that the attorney had accordingly

applied for such writ before the

tender, which writ was afterwards

sued out. Br'iggs v. -Calverly, T.

"40. G. 3. " $29

THAMES,

See Taxes.

\. It is onsy necessary to give are-"

gular pilot sunder (tat. j C-o. 2. c.

20.) when a 'vessel is failing on the

Thames in the course os her navigati

on. R. V. Neale, E. 39 G. 3. 24 1

2. When the vessel has finished her

voyige, any other person n~uiv re

move her from one pjrt of the ri

ver to another. ih.

TITHES,

See Pleading, No. I, 2.

TOLL,

See Poor-rate, No 1, 2.

TONE RIVER,"

See Jurisdiction, No. 1, 2, 3.

TORT,

See Assumpsit, No. r,

TRADING WITH ENEMIES,

See Insurance, No. 14.

TRESPASS,

See Action on the case, No. 3,4.

Evidence, No. 7. Pleading,

No. 1, 2,3, 12, 19.

TRUST-DEED.

I. A deed os tiust conveyed the lease

of a. farm from all the grantor'*

effects and all debts due to him to

trustees, in consideration of a cer

tain sum to be paid to hinj by one

of the trustees, in trust to dispose

ofall the property, and out of the

produce to reimburse thetrustee the

sum advanced by himtothe grantor,

and all other the trustee's demands

upon him, and then to pay all sucK

debts as were justly due from the

grantor, as the trustees in their dis

cretion should think proper, the

surplus
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surplus to be holden for the benefit

of the grantor's wife (whose pro

perty the bulk of it originally was)

as a separate maintenance for her,

in consequence of a separation be

tween them on account of her hus

band's ill usage. Held that such

deed was not fraudulent or void as

against creditors, it appearing to

have been made bona fide at the

time, and that all the creditors of

the grantor known at the time had

upon application to the trustees re

ceived payment of their debts.

Nunn v. IVilsmore, E. 40 G. 3. 521

2. Held also that the wise was not

liable as executrix de son tort after

the death of her husband intestate

on account of her posseffion of this

property under the deed of trust, ib,

IX.

UNIVERSITY,

See Evidence, No. 5.

USE AND OCCUPATION.

If A. agree to let lands to B., who

permits C. to occupy them,A. may

recover the rent in an action against

Bf for use and occupation. Bull

v. Sibil, T. 39 G. 3. 327

USURY.

1. Is A. for an usurious considerati-

• on give his promissory note to B.,

who transfers it to C. for a valua

ble consideration without notice of

the usury, and afterwards A. gives

a bond to C. for the amount, the

bond is good. Cuthbert v. Haley,

As. 40 G. 3. 390

3. But if A. had given B. his bond

. in consideration of such note, the

bond would have void. ib.

VAGRANT,

See Warrant.

VOID AND VOIDABLE,

See Removal, Order of, No. 2.

w.

WAGER,

See Assumpsit, No. 8.

WARRANT.

t. A commitment in execution of

rogue and vagabond under Slat. 23

Geo. 3. c. 88. should state that the

defendant was apprehended with

the implements of house-breaking

upon him at the time ofJueb appre

hension &c. R. v. Brown, M. 39

G. 3. 26

2. A warrant to arrest the party,

" to the end that he may become

bound isfe. to appear at the next

Sessions &c." means the next ses

sions after the arrest and not after

the date of the warrant. Mayheiu

v. Parker, H. 39 G. 3. 1 10

3. Therefore the officer, who exe

cutes such a warrant, may justify

an arrest after the sessions next en

suing the date of the warrant. 1 10

4. Au officer,' to whom a warrant is

intended to be directed, cannot ar

rest the party before he has the

warrant. Hall v. Roche, E. 39 G.

3- . >?7

5. If he do, the Court will discharge

the defendant out of custody, ib.

6. Whether the officer be not bound

lo produce the warrant to the par

ty arrested, if it be demanded ?

Qu. 188

WARRANT



INDEX TO THE PRINCIPAL MATTERS.

WARRANT OF ATTORNEY,

See Award, No. 5, 6, 7. Prac

tice, No. 18.

WASTE,

See Action on the Case, No. I,

WAY, Right of,

See Highway.

I. If A. convey land to B. to which,

there is no access but over W.*8 land,

a right of way passes of necessity

as incidental to the grant. Howten

Frearson, M. 39 G, 3. 50

2. So if A. convey as a tiultee. Ik.

J6
3. If the owner of two closes, having

no way to one of them but over the

other, part with the latter without

reserving the right of way, it will

be reserved for him by the opera

tion of law. Of

WILL,

See Devise. Evidence, No. x, z.

WITNESS,

See Attachment, No. 2. or Sub-

Poena.
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